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Foreword by 

Kyabje Dungsei TI1inley Norbu Rinpoche 

HoMAGE To THE GuRu ! 
The ultimate source for the entirety of St:ma and Twtra is the King 

of Tantras, 1he Guhyag,-Jrbha. Based on that Glorious Secret Essence, this 
commentary was written by one who elucidated it through the six l imi
tations and four  modes ' to those who are the fortunate recipients. This 
commentary is the ambrosi a  of the enlightened speech of the omniscient 
Longchenpa, who was an actual manifestation ofSamantabhadra. So that 
the flowing river of these blessings will not diminish even during these 
degenerate times, the great Khenpo from Namdroling in the Land of the 
Aryas r i.e., India] has revealed this path to all beings who made a connec
tion and will guide them to the state of perfect liberation [ i.e., Namdrol] ,  
the pure land of  the three kayas. 

From him, according to the tradition of giving explanations based on 
both words and their meanings-the fortunate union of method and 
prajii.a-Lama Chonarn and Buddha I) akin!, whose freely flowing hair is 
the color of bronze, translated this into the English language through the 
strength of their fai th and diligence. By this virtue, through the joy of co
emergent wisdom that abides as the very nature of the mind streams of all 
l iving beings, may the appearances ofkayas and wisdom awaken! 

'Thus, at the request of Lama Chonam and Sangye Khandro, whose 
knowledge and compassion arc unrivaled, this was written during the 
ninth Tibetan month of auspiciousness on the thirtieth day by ]hinley 
Norbu.  

Siddhi mstu 



Khenpo Namdrol 
Padmasambhava 'Iemple 
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Introduction 

TH E REASON oncsclfand al l l ivingbeings are here in sai11Sira'-indefinitely 
experiencing relentless and unbearable, physical and mental sufferi ng-is 
due to our temporary and incorrect fixation on the true nature of phe
nomena.b The only antidote for this situation is to cultivate an unconfused, 
correct understanding of the actual nature of the way phenomena' abide. 

Generally, all unsurpassed guides who are the fully perfected buddhas 
have taught inconceivable categories of dharma in order to meet the needs 
of the faculties, capacities, and intentions of those to be tamed. To synthe
size all of those teachings, there are twenty-one thousand categories of the 
Vinayapi�ika that primarily serve as antidotes for the passion of desire; 
twenty-one thousand categories of the StJtrapi�ika serving mainly as anti
dotes for the passion of hatre d ;  and twenty-one thousand categories of 
the Abhidharmapi�ika serving as antidotes for the passion of delusion. In 
addition, there are twenty-one thousand categories of Mantra teachings 

for the vidyidharasd that mainly serve as antidotes for the three principal 
passions combined and all habits associated with them. Hence, there arc 
eighty-four thousand categories of teachings that belong to the categories 
ofStJtra and Mantra. 

Concerning the categories of Mantra, it  is  as stated in the root tantra' 
[ i.e., 5'ecret Essenc/] : 

" khrrr Wd ( 'khm' lM) ;  cvdic existence 
h rho nvid (cbo.c nyid, dh.nm,If,i) 
..:: chi.i ��chos. dha'llhl) 

'tlzin ) ;  pure awareness holder 
con Linn tun 

sangw,z 'i nyingpo le:sang btt l snyi11g po,guhyc�gm·bht) 
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The meaning of taming, intention, secret, and the natural 
secret is . . .  

As stated, "tam ing" refers to the Kriya-' and Upatantras,b while ''inten
tion" refers to Yogatanrra.' TI1cse are rhe three outer tantras. "Secret" 
refers to the father tantras that mainly emphasize the generation stagc,d 
the mother t<mtras that emphasize the completion stage,' and the nondual 
tantras char emphasize their unity. These arc the three inner tantras. Sur
pa�o;ing rhesc is the secret tanrra of the G rear Perfection Mahasandhil that 
sets forth the meaning of the superb, primordial , and spontaneously pres
ent nawral secret. This dear-light Great Perfection has three divisions that 
are the general tanuas of enl ightened mind that reveal  the self-appearing 
maQ<,ialag of mind and wisdom,h the tanrras of che expanse of the mind that 
reveal how the mind's nature is primordially, inhen::ntly awakened, and 
che tantras of the upadesha; that reveal how the nature of self-appearing 
wisdom is naturally awakened. 

For the first [i .e. ,  the general tantra of enlightened m i nd ] ,  there are the 
four categories of the lvfagicallvftmijestation as follows:  vajrasattva :, i'vfagi
cal J'vfanijestation Nfatrix; that reveals how the phenomena of saiJlsara and 
enlightenmentk.2 are indivisible with self-appearances;1  Hzirochana�·lvf,zgi
cal Jvfanifestation lv!atrixm that extensively reveals enlightened activities; 
Goddess' Afagical Manifej"fdtion Matrix" that reveals the actualization of 
dynamic strength ; and i'vfanjushri's J'v!agical lvfaniftstation lvfatrixo that 
reveals how this [subject] pervades all vehicles. 

Within the first category [ i.e., Va_jrasattva's lvfagical ivfanijestation 
j'vfatrix] , there are eight explanarory tantras. T11e root tantra for these i s  

' (ha wa'i gp< (�ra b,z'i rg;•ud) 
b <hiid P" 'i g_yii (,p_yod pat rg_yud) 
' n.tijm·g_yii (rrMl 'byor 1gyud) 
" kye rim ( bskJrrl rim, utp:�uikralll;l) 
' dzok rim (rdzogs rim, samptmnakmma) 
f dzokpm·henpo or shintu naijor (r·dzogsj><1 chen po or shin tu mal 'byvr, Ariyoga) 
g kyi/ khor (dkril 'khor); sacred configuration 
h son (serns. chinz) anJ yeshe (ye she,jndna) 
i tnen ngttk (rniln ngt·zg) ; pirh instruction 
i dvrre sonpa g_yumi! dmwa (rdo rje .ram dpa'.•gru 'phml drt-'tl btr) 
k dey ( d,zs) 
1 r.·lng nt1ng (r,lng snang) 
"'nam par nang dzedgyutrid dr,zwa (rrwm ptzr snang mdzdd sgyu 'pln·uf dn:a b,z ) 
" lh,zrno gyuaiil dmw<l (L/){1 mo sgyu 'pbrul drv,l ba) 
"jampt�l gyutn<l dmwa (_'jam dp.>l sgyu 'pbrul drua ba) 
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this GloriouJ Secret E.ueme·' [ i.e., (;uhyagm·bha T::mtra J that reveals how 
mind and wisdom are self-appearing. The eight explanatory tantras arc the 
For�y-Cili1ptcr lvfagical }t1anijestation Afatrixb that reveals the perfection 
of enlightened activity ; the Fight-Chapter lVfagical Jvfanifestation A1atrix' 

that reveals the perfection of nw;qalas; the Guru Aftzgical l.,fanijestation 
lvf11trixd that elucidates empowerment conferral ; the Branch A1,zgicallvftm
�jeJtation i�1,ztrix' that teaches the supreme samaya/ the Eighty-Chapter 
Magical Aftm�festation lvfatrixg that extensively reveals qualities; T7ajm Mir

rorh that illuminates che colors and hand emblems of the wisdom deities; 
Ocemz ofiWagical J\1anifestation MLitrix' that clearly reveals the generation 
stage; and the Comequence lvfilgical Afan�foJtation A1cztn>::1 that clearly 
reveals the path of method. 

From among those categories, concerning this tanrra of che Glorious 
Secret Essence Definitive Nature just As it Is,k there are many commentaries 
and upadesha select instructions that were compiled by learned accom
plished masters from India and Tibet. The greatest among them were those 
who had attained the state of the vidyadharas through the profound Secret 
:Vfantra1 path. The middling were those who had received the blessing of 
actually seeing the wisdom deities; and the mediocre were those who hold 
the authentic lineage of upadesha from the great vidyadharas of the past. 

Let us first take a look at a well-known tradition from the Snow Land of 
Tibet. Zurpoche ShakyaJungney, Zurchung Sherab Drak, and Dropi.ikpa 
Shakya Sengem formed what came to be known as "the three-man lineage 
of elders and nephew," also called "the Zur tradition" or "the tradition 
from central Tiber:' The lineage that began with the Omniscient King of 

·' pal s.mgw,z'i n_ying po (dp,,[ gsmzg b,z'i snying po) 
h zhi chu P'' gyutri<l draw,, ( /Jzl;i bcu pa sgyu 'phrul drua bi!) 
' i{_yed P'' gpttnd dnzwil ( br;pi!d ptz sgyu 'phml dm1 /;a) 
d Ltr!Ul gyutrid dnuua ( h/,1 1IJ,l .I��)'U 'phrul drva hil) 
' !e Lzg gyutnil dmwt< (le lag sgyu 'phrul drva ba) 

1 damt.,ig (d,zm tshig) ; word ofhonor 
� g_ycd chu pa g_yutnil dmwa ( brg_y,Id w pa sgyu 'phrul drva ba) 
h dorje melong (rdo rje me long) ; aka l';l)ms,zttva s lvltzgictzl Af,znijfst,aion /vlirror of' A!!, dmjc 

s,zttwz'i gyutrtd tmn ched k_yi melong (rdo rje sons dpa'  sgyu 'phml thams co1d kyi rne long); and 
Mirror, melong (me long) 

; gy11tso g_yutriil dmu'tl mtsho ·\ZY" 'phm/ drvil btz J 
i tal au gyutnil d"'"''" (thai b,z sgyu 'phrul dru,z b,.z) 

k p,zl s,mgwil'i nying po de kond nyid nge i'" (dpal gs,zng b,z'; snying po de kho rw nyid ngcs p,z, 
shr(r;uh_y,�r;.zrb!Jat,zttz<auinishchily,zm,zhdtdnmz) 

1 stzng ngtlk lr,;Jang sngtZgs, guh)'dnlllntrn) 
mzur po the shd kytl 'b.yunggnt-15, zur (hurJ'-C!, shes tab grag,-. and "'gto plmg p<Z shdk)'d .>eng gc 
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Dharma, Longchen Rabjam,' and was passed o n  down that line became 
known as "the lineage from eastern Tibet [ i.e., Kham] ." TI1ese lineages 
arc further distinguished by the fact that the upholders of the great Zur 
tradi tion mainly taught the meaning of the Secret Fuente Tt1ntm from 
the perspective of the vast explanations that belong to the category of the 
Mahayogab tantras. TI1e lineage that began with omniscient Longchenpa 
includes the trilogy of commentaries that illuminate this tantra referred to 
as the general overview called Dispelling the Darkness ofthe ]'>find, the con
cise commentary called Dispelling the Darkne5s dZrz:norance, and the word
by-word commentary called 1horough Dispelling ofDtzrkness throughout 
the Ti:n Directions.< 

For example, just as the Indian scholar Dharmakirti relied upon upade
sha from Nagarjuna in order to explain the profound meaning of the abso
lute wisdom intent of the Middle \'Val-in reliance upon the upadcsha of 
the great masters Padmasambhava and Vimalamitra' -the actual meaning 
of this tantra can be revealed. This includes explanations of not only the 
common approach concerning the generation and completion stages, but 
also the extremely secret, obscured, and hidden subject concerning the 
profound, absolute stages of the arising of the four spontaneously present 
appearances of clear light.1 This uncommon teach ing that has never been 
mentioned in the unsurpassed tantric categories that lie below is clearly 
illuminated in this commentary [ i .e., Thorough D i.1pelting o_{Darkness 
throughout the Ten Directions] . In the fourth chapter of Thorough Di.,pel
lingofDarkness throughout the Ten Directions, it states that-although this 
tantra teaches the secret lviahasandhi approach to realizing that mind and 
w isdom are self-appearing-since this also includes the essential teachings 
that belong to the highest category of Mahasandhi, it is acceptable to say 
that this belongs to the Dzogchen cycle on the vital essence.5 

TI1e commentary to this tantra known as 7horough Dispelling o_/Dark
ness throughout the Ten Directions is an extremely profound and important 
treatise that clarities the absolute wisdom intent of the tantras. 1l1c omni-

a /.:!on'-� cJ.Jen rab 'b)'/Urts 
b n.djar cbenpo (n1.1l 'byor eben po) 
' yid k_yi munsel (yid kyi mun se{) , rtlit rig munsel (ma rig rnzm sel), and d)(}k cbu mzmscl (phyog,· 

IHu �nun :·:ef) 
d zima (tllnt 1n<1.) ;  A·fadhy�unaka 
' Drirned Shenyen (dri medgsbes gnym) 
f ods,zl ( 'od gs.d, pmbhdsuar.-z) 
" tig!c kor (tbt�'{ !c skor) 
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scient Mipham Rinpoche has said, "Even if the meaning is not understood, 
to just hear the words of th is tantra or sec the sacred scripture, the benefits 
are utterly supreme; as these are indications of the power of exceptional 
accumulations of previous merit and karma." Thus, and it is also suitable to 
say that all chose with interest in the Vajrayana vehicle·' who are fortunate 
ones with supreme endowments should strive to hear these teachings and 
go on to propagate them without regard for any physical hardships or even 

one's l ife. 
Hence, for myself� in 19 8 8  I travelled to the Larung encampment 

Sangchen Odkar Drolwa'i Lingh of the great Lord of Dharma, the actual 
Vajradhara' himself-Khenchen Jigmed Phuntsok Jungncy Rinpoche. In 
his  presence, I received the empowerment for this tantt·a from the pure
vision close lineage, including transmissions and profound explanations 
that were an expression of ineffable, inconceivable kindness impossible 
to repay. 

Later in the Nyingmapa shedrad in  south India called Ngagyur Nyingma 
Institute, I was able to twice offer teachings on this commentary to the 
sangha. Following this, I travelled to Bhutan and taught this commentary 
in its entirety once again in the monastic shedra of Gang Teng. Finally, at 
the request of Dhomang Gyatrul Rinpoche-whosc kindness toward the 
doctrine of the great secret is unrivalled-and with the help of the dharma 
patron David Lundsford, I began this teaching in :wo3 in the USA. Begin
ning in Hawai i  and then continuing at the Yeshe Nyingpo/Orgyen Dorje 
Den dharma center in Alameda, California tor four consecutive years, one 
month each year I gave a detailed explanation of this commentary until 
it was brought to completion. During this time Sangye Khandro ofFered 
the oral translation into English; and together with Lama Chonam, they 
took on the difficult task of making this root tantra and its word-by-word 
commentary available in English. In order to be ofbenefit to the future stu
dents of this tantra, I allowed the entire teaching in both Tibetan and Eng
lish to be electronically recorded on CDs. To sum up, according to my own 
potential and during a time when the doctrine of this precious category of 
tantra is close to vanishing from this world, my efforts to help propagate 
this have been a mere symbolic indication of serving the doctrine. 

" dmje uk pa (,.do >je theg f"l) 
b Dharma Place of the Great Secret Liberation in the Light Body 
,. Dorje Chang (rdo rje �hmzg) 
d b_·dJtld/ .. 7lUi-Z; scholastic college 



In the future, anyone wishing to enter the path of Secret Mantra who 
docs not first receive empowerment prior to listening to or reading the 
teaching will not only fail to reap the benefit of the blessings, but will 
actually bring unwanted harm and even ruin upon themselves. This is men
tioned in the tenth chapter of the root tantra: 

Failing to please the vajra master and not receiving 
empowerment-

For those who start to listen and so forth-
Not only will there be no result, there will be ruin. 

Hence, everyone should take great care in receiving from a fully quali
fied vajra master the ten outer benefiting empowerments, the five inner 
enabling empmverments, and the three secret profound empowerments; 
as these are the eighteen categories of empowerments that will bring the 
mind to excellent fruition. Then, by diligently listening to the explanations 
and accomplishing meditation, one will have the opportunity to become a 
true heir of the buddhas-bringing great virtue and auspiciousness in this 
and all future l ifetimes. The root tantra tells us: 

F rom that day onward, one becomes an heir of the victorious ones. 
The lower realms will no longer exist. 
There will be immortality and fully endowed" happiness, and 
One will become a master of the higher realms ofliberation. 

Thus as taught, from the perspective of never mistaking the correct 
way to begin studying this tantra, I request everyone to accomplish their 
own purpose by generating the profound prajiiab oflistening, contemplat
ing, and meditating upon this meaning. Then for the purpose of others, I 
request disciples to never lose the excellent aspiration to bring great waves 
of benefit, to serve the welfare of the doctrine and sentient beings, and to 
propagate this tantra throughout time and space. 

" denpa (lrLm p,-1) 
b shemh (shes mb); incisive knowledge 

Khenpo Namdrol 
YangleshO', Pharping, Nepal 

September 2010 



Translators' PrefKc 

just as a love�y lotusjlower is unblemished �y the Wtzter�> mud, you

the king ofdharma, Buddha Shaky,ununi-appeared in this world as 
a stainless nirmdl}akdya man�festation to give expl,mations in perfert 

harmony with the needs and capacities ofthose to be tamed. Omniscient 

One who has realized the true nature of phenomena, we pray that the 
unending blessings of the sacred dharma you have given us will continue 
to alleuiate the anguish of'those who live in these d�fficult times by 

illuminating the path to peifect fteedom. 

IN RELI AN C E  upon the presence of the dharma, the great rivers of the 
three lineages appeared in this world. They are the wisdom-mind lineage 
of the victorious ones, the symbolic-indication lineage of the vidyadharas, 
and the aural-transmission lineage of supreme individuals." Hence, the 
path of Secret Mantra came to be revealed from the enlightened minds of 
Samanrabhadra, Vajradhara, Vajrasattva, Pramodavajra, Padmasambhava,b 

and so forth. Given that this path has the power to bring liberation through 
hearing, it is needless to mention the results that will mature through 
practice. 

Due to the kindness and unsurpassed compassion of King Trisong 
Detsen, Khenpo Shantarak�hita,' and the vajra master Padmasambhava
including the great translators and scholars like golden links on a chain
the doctrine of the unrivaled Lord Buddha Shakyamuni was brought to 
the Snow Land ofTibet, Avalokiteshvara's field to tame. Hence, the tradi
tion that came to be known as "the precious doctrine of the great secret"-

� gonggyii (c{r;ongs brgyud), rla'i gyij (brda'i brgyud), and n_yen gyii (snyan brgyud) 
Kuntuzangpo, Dorjc Chang, Dorjc Sempa, Garab Dorjc, and Padmasambhava (kun tu Ztmg 
po, rdo rje ihmzg. rdo r_je sans dpa', rlg,/ mb >do >_je, and padmtl sam blh1 h,z) 

' khri srong lde btsan and sh,z nta mk shi ta 
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the Early Translation School of the Nyingmapa-was fully established in 
Tibet. Later, omniscient Rongzom PaQ<;iita' proudly praised the glory of 
chat tradition based on che six sublime features' with the dharma conch of 
his speech by proclaiming chat the Nyingma tradition-like the headwa
ters of the highest mountains-is principal among the eight great chariots 
of the doctrine." 

In general, it is due co the kindness of the guide Khenpo Shantarak�hita, 
great holder of the Vinaya tradition, that the path of the three trainingshs 
and the lineages for teaching and listening to the Tripi�aka were originally 
propagated in Tibet. In particular, due to the great accomplished mas
ters Padmasambhava, Vimalamitra, and many other great bodhisattvas< 
and vidyadharas abiding on the higher bhiimis, the distant lineage of 
the Kama6 and the close lineage of the Terma7 were propagated for the 
purpose of guiding and liberating fortunate disciples. Within the distant 
lineage of the Kama, there came to be three l ineages corresponding to 
the three inner cantric categories, namely, Mahayoga's lvfagical h1anifista
tion hftitrix, the Anuyoga's Gtithering ofthe J1Tjsdom Intent," and Atiyoga's 
Great Perfection. The Mtigical j\!fanijestation J}fatrix cycle includes the 
two classes of tantra and accomplishment as they correspond to gen
eration-stage Mahayoga. The class of tantra that is the subject at hand 
includes the eighteen great tamras8 of the Mahayoga tradition, and the 
root tanrra of these eighteen is this Aiagical Manifistation Matrix Tantm, 
the Glorious Secret E:;sence Definitive Nature just As It Is. The eight catego
ries of the Jvfagical 1\!fanifistation Matrix tantras are delineated by Khen 
Rinpoche Namdrol in his introduction to this translation. Since the class 
of accomplishment is not the subject presented here, it will be discussed 
on another occasion. 

A brief discussion of how this particular tantra came from India, to the 
Snow Land of Tibet is as foUows. The historical account of this lineage is 
mentioned by the great master Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche, Jigdral Yeshe 
Dorje,' as well as many other scholars and accomplished masters of the 
Nyingma tradition. The root Guhyagarbha 1'antra was initially translated 

" Rongzom Chok yi Zan gpo (mng zorn chos kyi bzang po) 
h lab pa sum (bs!,xb p,zgsum, Jr,<hik,>b.i) 
' chang chub .<empa (by,zng chub sems tlpa'); awakened being 
J gong dii (dgong.< 'dtts) 
" }igs 'bmlyt' slm rdo >je 
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bv M a  Rim-hen Chok' under the tutelage o f  Vimalamitra. M a  Rinchen 
(�hok then taught this tantra to Tsugru Rinchen Zhonnu,  Kyere Chog 
Kyong,�> and others. Both 'Eugru Rinchen Zhonnu and Kyere Chog Kyong 
taught this tanrra to Zhang Gyalwa'i Yonten and Darje Palgyi Dragpa.' 
Zhang Gyalwa'i Yonten transmitted the teaching of this tanrra many times 
in central Tibet and later journeyed to Kham to propagate this as well. 
The lineage of Zhang became known as "the upadesha lineage." Darje 
Palgyi Dragpa propagated this tantra in the areas of central and northern 
Tibet. In addition, thi s  tantra was passed from masters Padmasambhava 
and Vimalamitra to Nyak Jnanakum;1ra.d Padrnasambhava composed the 
commentary to this tantra known as Garland �l Upadesha on the View.' 
Nyak transmitted th is to Palgyi Yeshe from lvfongolia,' who in turn passed 
this on to Nub Sangye Yesheg and others. It is said that Nub became a 
great holder of the river of lineages. Generally, to explain the meaning of 
this king of tanrras, i t  is as the Lord of Scholars-Ju !vfipham-has said, 
"The two great chariot traditions that describe this tantra are the extremely 
vast, common tradition of the glorious, superb Zurpas and the profound, 
uncommon tradition of the lords of speech from the Land of Snow, the 
omniscient masters Longchenpa and Rongzompa." 

As stated, The Guhyagarbha Ttmtra was originally transmitted by the 
glorious scholars of the Zurpa tradition such as Zurpoche Shakya Jung
ney known as Zurchen or Great Zur, Zurchung Sherab Drakpa known as 
Zurchung or Little Zur/ Dropiikpa Shakya Senge, Lochen Dharma Shri,h 
and so forth who taught this tann·a according to the tradition of the vast 
and common explanations from the perspective of the generation-stage 
Mahayoga tantras. This l ineage has become knmvn as the great Zurpa, or 
central Tibetan, tradition. 

The lineage that originates with both masters Rongzompa and Long

chenpa was especially upheld in Tibet by the great Lord of Speech
Longchcnpa ( r 3oR-63 )-who interprets this tantra from the perspective 
of the Great Perfection Atiyoga tradition. Of the three i nner cycles of 

; I  n·n,z rin chen nuhog 
b gLsug ru rinchcn gzhon nu and re rnchog sky(rng 
' zhmg rg_y,,/ b,z 'i yunt•m and dm· rv dp,,f g_vi gnzgs P" 
d gnJ'tlgs dzn)'t11hl ku nhl Jd 
� rnen n..._�ag liZ Wil 'i trcn,_f!, Wtl (rtztin ng�R Ita bd'i phrcng hd, up,uleshadarshan.vtJ.i!ti) 
1 sug po dp,;/g_yiye she.< 
g gnubs Sdll§' 'X)'LlS yc _dJe.l 
h lu chen dhzrm.z shri. Ngawang Ch6pcl (;yatso (ng,zg db,zng cbo_, 'pi11J 1gy,z mtsho) 
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Atiyoga in this context, the main emphasis is on the Maha aspect of Ati 
as well as the Ati of Maha.'" Hence, this tradition has become known as 
"rhe uncommon, profound tradition" or "the tradition of eastern Tiber" 
[ i.e., Kham ] .  The word-for-word commentary called Thorough Dispelling 
�/Darkness throughout the Ten Directions written by Longchenpa belongs 
to this tradition. As the author states, "This text is a worthy object to offer 
garlands of praise, such as proclaiming that this is the king of all tantras; 
the pinnacle of all vehicles; the source of all transmissions; the swift path 
of the buddhas of the three times; and among secrets, the highest secret 
of all." 

The author of this commentary was himself one of the greatest realized 
scholars and meditation masters ever born in Tibet, having fully opened 
his wisdom eyes with the confidence of having realized the meaning of 
the dhannata. By emphasizing the wisdom nature of the way things abide, 
the Omniscient One reveals the meaning of each word of the root tan
tra in his extensive commentary according to the original intent of the 
root text. Given that the root text originates from the primordial buddha 
Samantabhadra;' only someone who is fully enlightened could attempt 
to know the meaning and write such a detailed commentary to accom
pany this profound tantra. So that disciples may gain certain confidence 
in his treatise, Longchenpa includes a garland of quotations carefully 
extracted from the sutras, tantras, and shastras.b To prove the authentic
ity of this path to those who either misunderstand or misinterpret this 
view, he explicates the subject based on logic and reasoning by proving 
that this is an unst;rpassed treatise. G iving descriptions of unsurpassed 
Secret Mantra's ground, path, and result according to the definitive mean
ing for those who are diligently engaged on the path to liberation and 
who hope to attain the common and supreme siddhis,' this commentary 
will be like eyes to the blind. If those who truly desire liberation cherish 
this text like the heart within their chest, they will never be deceived or 
disappointed. 

The twenty-two chapters of this tantra illuminate the difficult key 
points of Secret Mantra Vajrayana by revealing the fundamental natured 
of phenomena to be primordially awakened as great, inseparable purity 

" Kuntunzangpo (kun tu bz,wgpo); Always Excellem male primordial Buddha 

b ten chd ( bslizn bros) ; con1n1entary or treatise 
c ng·d driip (rlny,osgrub); actual attaintnent 
d ney l1ik (r;nas lugs) 
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and evenness:' Although these subjects primarily emphasize \Visdom that 
transcends the mind, this wisdom is revealed as not other than the mind 
itself. Unlike the causal vehicle's explanations that the mind's nature is the 
cause for av.rakening, here it is asserted that the mind's nature is already the 
primordially pure nature of the dharmakayab buddha. 

To assist readers to more dearly understand the layout of this text, we 
will now offer a brief overview of the main points emphasized in each of 
the twenty-two chapters. The first chapter sets forth an outline for the 
commentary, beginning with the three main sections of the text, namely. 
an explanation of the title as a link to the meaning, an explanation of the 
tantra that illuminates the actual meaning, and an explanation of the entire 
meaning of the conclusion. This chapter also reveals the meaning of the 
absolute Akani�h�ha' to be the mind that realizes the pure nature of self
appearances. By explaining the intrinsic nature of the five fully endowed 
circumstances as the domain of the sambhogak:iya,'1 one is led to a defini
tive understanding concerning wisdom appearances that transcend the 
ordinary, dualistic mind that clings and fixates upon the subject-object 
dichotomy. Hence, the exceptional instructions for realizing the wisdom 
nature of all phenomena arc revealed in this chapter. 

The subject of the second chapter indicates how all phenomena of both 
relative and absolute truth are primordially awakened and how that nature 
of awakening is inseparable with the fundamental nature of all things. Here, 
the means for gaining confidence in the wisdom of evenness and the way 
compassion for all beings who have not realized this naturally wells forth 
as a matter of course from that basic space of truth are revealed. 

The third chapter sets forth how the primordial buddha, the dharmakiya 
Samantabhadra, manifests in the world as the nirmii:lakaya' in order to 
tame the field of disciples-while never wavering from the space of the 
pure wisdom intent. Also in the third chapter, the twelve miraculous deeds 
of the historical Buddha are described in harmony with how they relate 
to the mental capacities of beings and the numerous distinctions of the 
vehicles. As it states in the s\1tra Descent to Lanka/ 

'' dag ny,zm yer merl (dag mny,zm dbyer med) 
b dH1 ku (dws sku) ;  enlightened body of truth 
' ogmm ( 'og min) ;  Above All pure land 
" fongchod dzok pa'i ku (longs .1ppd rdzogspal sku); enlightened body of complete abundance 
' tn<fku or ttl!ku (spruf _,·ku) ;  enlightened body ot emanation 
f f,zng k,zr shek pil (ftmj!, /.:ar gshegs p,z, lmiklivatdmszltm) 
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For as long as there are minds to benefit, 
1l1e vehicles will have no limit. 

Although that is the case-according to this tantra, the vehicles are placed 
in five categories: the vehicle of gods and humans, the vehicle of hearers, 
the vehicle of solitary realizers, the vehicle ofbodhisattvas, and the vehicle 
of Secret lvfantra.'' Here, an understanding of the originally pure nature of 
phenomena is set forth based on knowing that a\1 phenomena of saiytsara 
and enlightenment have no true, inherent existence. 

In the fourth chapter, the second section concerning the actual meaning 
of the tantra is set forth, beginning with the way the spontaneously present 
peaceful mat)qala manifests and an introduction to the wrathful mal)<,hla. 
The intrinsic nature of the three nul)cJalas is explained, and an extensive 
teaching on the wheel of the clouds of syllables and so forth is included. 

In the fifth chapter, the fundamental nature of the wheel of the clouds 
of syllables is revealed, along with instructions on the practical application 
of this. From within the clear-light nature of the mind, the way the self
originating, spontaneously prescnr nature as the mal)qala of the magical 
manifestation matrix of deities abides and the manner of accomplishing 
supreme and common siddhis are set forth. Explanations concerning how 
to accomplish the four enlightened activities arc given, including how to 
bring the five elements to a state of exhaustion and the way to achieve the 
eight siddhis. Hence, enlightening descriptions concerning the objectives 
to achieve-namely, the common and supreme siddhis, the mode of the 
wheel of the clouds of syllables, and how this is established including the 
actual methods for accomplishment-are all described. 

The sixth chapter gives a general explanation of this tamra's interpreta
tion of the samadh i nul)qala of basic space, as well as the distinctions of 
mai)qalas, how they radiate and reabsorb, and the various ways of under
standing their meaning as it pertains to the three stages of the ground, 
path, and resulL There are descriptions of the support and the supporting 
wisdom deities, including their ornaments, the deities' thrones and hand 
emblems, the radiation and reabsorption of light, and the way the kayash 

" sm· zhag !h.< mi'i tekp!l (sor /;z,h,zg llw mil theg p!1) ;  nyen t1! tekpa (nymt thos thtg pa, 
Shravakahuddhayana) ; mngs,mgye kvi tekp.1 (mngs,mgs rgy.u kyi tl'eSf!il, Pratyekabuddh.\yana) ; 
ch,wg chub sempt/i tekp,z (bymzg chub serns rlpa'i the.r; p<�, Bodhisattvayana) ;  and stmg ng,,k kyi 
tekpa (<;s,zng sng,zgs kyi tbeg pa, Vajrayana) 

b ku (sku); enlightened body 
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,10d wisdoms are perfectly complete as the arrangement of the pure land 
of the sambhogakaya's Rich Array." 

In the seventh chapter, the specific explanation of the branch ma!)<;lala 
of the enl ightened speech is  described. Here, clear explanations concern
ing the mantras for the nu!)<;lala as the support, the supporting wisdom 
deities, the mantras for accomplishing all enlightened activities, the way 
the secret mantras of enlightened speech bring the minds of disciples to 
fruition and liberation, and the nature and functions of each deity's mantra 
are described. 

The eighth chapter reveals the ma!)<;lala of the mudrah of kayas, the 
manifestation of the ma1;<;lala, and an extensive explanation of that inn·in
sic nature. Then in conjunction with the occasions of the ground, path, 
and result, an explanation is given on how all phenomena of sarpsara and 
enlightenment are intrinsically the nature ofkayas and wisdom manifesta
tions free from meeting and parting. Also, the manner in which the forty
two peaceful deities reside within the enlightened body of self-nature as 
Vairochana' in union with consort is described in a way that enhances 
realization. 

The ninth chapter points out the illustrative ma1;c;lala that serves as a 
superior method through which to realize the meaning of the genuine 
rna!)c;lala. The methods for drawing rna!)c;lalas and the rituals for blessing 
the earth, marking the lines, and arranging the ornaments are set forth. 
In addition, the meaning of receiving empowerment is explained in such 
great detail that one can gain a definitive understanding concerning the 
significance of empowerment conferral and the interdependent connec
tion that actually brings a disciple's mind to the state of fruition through 
this process. 

In the tenth chapter, just as it states that the heirs of the buddhas must 
confer the wisdom of empowerment upon disciples, here there is an expla
nation concerning the significance of each of the empowerment substances 
that arc used in the ritual. In addition, the import of the benefits derived 
from receiving empowerment is discussed in a way that brings inspira
tion to all faith-bound disciples. The eleventh chapter covers the subject 
of the generation stage chat primarily reverses attachment to ordinary 

" ttig po kiid (stug po bkod, GhanavyC1ha) 
b ch<�gi(Y" (phy,zg rgy.z) ;  seal , symbolic hand gesture 
..: Nan1par Nangdzcd ( n-z..znt p�zr .<n.zng nulzilt{) ; C01nplerc Illun1inator 
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appearances. Here, by relying upon Mantra's methods and prajii.a as the 
means for gaining certainty in the view, the impure, ordinary appearances 
concerning the universe and inhabitants are realized to be primordially 
pure as the fundamental nature of all-pervasive evenness. 

The twelfth chapter d iscusses the two paths of method and liberation 
through which the accumulations of ordinary merit and wisdom merit 
are perfected. A clear explanation of the meaning and distinctions con
cerning the ten bhumis is also given. The thirteenth chapter emphasizes 
engaging with the essential meaning of the completion stage, or the path 
of the clear-light Great Perfection. lhe distinctions and differences with 
the other vehicles are described, as well as how the completion and per
fection stages are traditionally taught by qualified vajra masters. Also, the 
requirements of the disciples are described, including the rarity of receiv
ing these transmissions and the dangers involved.  Once the process for 
receiving the transmissions in a qualified way is described, then an explana
tion is given concerning how liberation is achieved in a single lifetime by 
attaining the realization of the nondual ground of Buddha Vajradhara. The 
key points concerning the responsibi l i ties for those who become lineage 
holders are delineated, along with an explanation about the importance 
of having enthusiasm toward practice. For the fourteenth chapter-since 
the explanation of the ma!f<Jala of spontaneously present peaceful deities is 
complete-it begins with a concise praise through vajra song rendered to 
the intrinsic nature ofkayas and wisdom, followed by a complete explana
tion ofhmv all deities of the ma!f<Jala are pleased. 

The fifteenth chapter is the continuation of the second section on the 
explanation of the meaning of the tantra and is the beginning of the exten
sive teaching on the wrathful deities. A detailed explanation concerning 
the ma!f<,hla of the wrathful deities is given from the perspective of the 
three kayas, so that the outer, inner, and secret qualities of the wrathful 
deities can be understood. The spontaneous presence of the compassion 
of the sambhogakaya is the appearance of the wrathful ones who tame 
in whatever way is necessary; and in particular here, the author gives an 
explanation of the history of rudra Tarpa Nagpo from the perspective of 
both Siitra and Tantra. 

In the sixteenth chapter, among the many vast methods that bring about 
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the accomplishment of the path of Secret Mantra, the mal)<;{ala of mantras 
that engage the deities is described. Representing the inconceivable mani
festations of wrathful wisdom speech, the meaning is explained, along with 
the generation of the mal)<;iala, invocation of deities, request for stability, 
presentation of offerings, enactment of enlightened deeds, and function 
of each deity's mantra as it pertains to specific enlightened activities. The 
seventeenth chapter gives the explanation of the illustrative mal)<,iala in 
order to assist practitioners in achieving stability in deity meditation and 
to meet the requirements of generation-stage practice, namely, clarity in 
visualization, pure recollection of the indicated meaning, and stable vajra 
pride. 'Ihe chapter concludes with descriptions of the nu1;�hla as the sup
port and the supporting deity's intrinsic nature, as well as praise for the 
astonishing ornaments of the deities. 

In the eighteenth chapter, a brief description of the offerings of union 
and liberation is given by emphasizing that these offerings are made on 
outer, inner, and secret levels-depending on the minds of individual 
practitioners. Although the teachings concerning offering the sacred sub
stances that please the sense fields are given in a great amount of detail, 
the capacity to actually practice on th is  level is entirely dependent upon 
the practitioner's realization. The chapter concludes with a brief discus
sion of how the common and supreme siddhis are achieved through this 
practice. 

The nineteenth chapter deals with the crucial subject of samaya, which 
pertains to all those who have entered the path of Secret Mantra and who 
wish to bring their efforts to the state of swift and authentic fruition. In 
addition, the secret samayas ofVajrayana are explained in detail, so that dis
ciples will be informed and can avoid samaya corruption or deviation. The 
twentieth chapter explains how a Secret Mantra practitioner who upholds 
pure samaya engages in the stages of accomplishing the four enlightened 
activities-namely, peaceful, enriching, powerful ,  and wrathful-as well 
as their results. �·Moreover, the way in which the protectors who assist in the 
fulfillment of these deeds are brought under command and the benefits of 
the wrathful dance of the <Jakas and <;iakinis" are taught. 

'Ihe twenty-first chapter initiates the conclusion to the explanation 
of the mal)<;iala of wrathful deities. This involves praise rendered to the 

' P<1Wo (rip,;' bo) and khmzdro (mkht�' �r;ro ) ;  hero and female space traveler 
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mal)qala of wrathful  kayas and wisdom. Th e  twenty-second chapter cov
ers the third greater section : the entire conclusion and entrustment of the 
tantra to fortunate disciples. "ll1is chapter also establishes how this tantra is 
a supreme method for accomplishing borh worldly and transcendental sid
dhis and how it is the source of all teachings found in Stma and Tamra. 

Hence, it is more than acceptable to say that this tantra and its com
mentaries equal the speech of the victorious ones. It states in the Sidra 
Requested by Lek Chin : ·' 

In order to bring benefit to everyone in the world, 
The victorious guides have spoken the dharma 
That pacifies desire, hatred, and delusion-
Bringing beings on the path to transcendental peace. 
It is impossible to consider that this speech would not be of 

benefit, 
Since the Great Sage has exhausted all faults and untrue words. 

Tims as taught, this excellent treatise is not different from the speech 
of the Great Sage, since this illuminates the truth that the nature of pas
sions is primordial wisdom. Imbued with immediate, effective blessings, 
this doctrine has the capacity to place all beings who suffer in this ocean 
of sarpsara in the state of permanent happiness and well-being. It states in 
the Uttaratantra:b 

Whoever teaches the doctrine of the victorious ones with the 
depth of confidence that comes from realization is an individual 
capable of showing the path to liberation. Just l ike the speech 
of the Great Sage, their speech should be placed on the crown 
of one's head. 

Hence, this is similar. 
"This precious scripture-the stainless appearance of the words and 

sounds of the primordial buddha Samantabhadra -has now been brought 
from Tibetan into the English language, one of the most important and 
far-reaching languages of modern times. TI1e attempt to offer this trans-

" !ek ,.!;in gyi zhzi p,/z do (legs by in g_yis zhus p,,"i mdo) 
b gt•ii Lunil (J��}tu! iJLz !ntl, rndht�y·.inottdr�:i!tZnt"rtzsluislra) ;  .0Aaitrq.randtha 
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!arion has not been based on the premise that any level of  understand

ina concerning this tantra has been achieved. Rather, in life we find that b 
opportunities come our way when we least expect them, and so i t  was 
the case with this amazing translation opportunity due to the ripening of 
previous karmic accumulations. 

As translators, we were fortunate to receive the entire transmission for 

this text from Khen Rinpoche Namdrol, who is an authentic upholder of 
this tantt·a as a fully qualified and brilliant vajra master. Faced with receiv

ing a detailed and extensive commentary for every word of the elaborate 
commentary composed by the omniscient Longchenpa, the translation 
was begun. Based on not only receiving permission to begin this transla
tion bur with the encouragement and lineage blessings to do so, our only 
intention has been to do our best to serve the doctrine and bring benefit to 
the fortunate disciples of this tantra. During that time, Light ofBerotsana 
was blessed with the generosity of our patrons who allowed us the freedom 
and dignity to devote all of our time to this work. We can never repay their 
kindness and must point om to our readers that, because the patrons have 
understood the importance of supporting translation work, this text is 

now available in English. 
When readers begin to study this treatise, there may be a tendency to 

become discouraged since the subject itself is extremely difficult to com
prehend. In truth, the subject of this tantra is so vast and profound that it 
must have even been challenging for the Omniscient One to express this 
in the words and terms of the Tibetan language. All of us must keep this 
in mind as we read, study, and contemplate the pages that present this 
teaching. Although thought-provoking, this text must be studied under 
the care and guidance of a qualified vajra master; and in doing so, the 
difficult-to-understand passages and terms will be gradually illuminated. 
It i s  our prayer that all fortunate ones who connect with this teaching will 
have the opportunity to move their minds in the direction of this level of 
wisdom awareness." 

For fear that this authentic, sacred treatise might be compromised by 
interpolations based on modernity and personal interpretations, as trans
lators we have made it our first priority to maintain the original integrity, 
meaning, and blessings of this precious wish-fulfilling j ewel of a text to 
the best of our ability. W'hen the speech of the Buddha is already present 

·' ngp.z h� f"'· t •idy,i) 
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·
in thi s  world and the possibility to actually 

.
achieve liberation through the 

very same stainless path that the great mahasiddhas of India and Tibet 
have traversed is set forth by a master the likes of the Omniscient One, why 
would the process of translation need to adjust this enlightened speech 
that represents the teaching of timeless truth ? It is impossible for this stain
less treatise to exaggerate the truth or deceive the reader in any way. The 
speech of the enlightened ones is based on the domain of flawless wisdom 
awareness; and the subjects revealed here are the speech of the Buddha, 
compiled by the enlightened compilers, clarified by great scholars and 
accomplished meditators, and translated by the great translators of the 
past. These pages contain the very essence of the upadesha lineage instruc
tions passed down by true lineage masters. 

To present this teaching to the world, the dharmakaya buddha took on 
the form of a human being to be reborn as the omniscient Longchenpa, 
who wrote this commentary in accord with the scriptural transmissions, 
logic, and power offKt found throughout the siitras, tantras, and shastras. 
Therefore, this treatise is complete in terms of scriptural transmission, rea
soning, and upadesha instruction. Moreover, the initial virtue of this text 
is that, by just hearing this dharma, the seed for cultivating profound faith 
is sown. The interim virtue is that, through contemplation upon the mean
ing, certainty toward the qualities of the path are born ; and the mind is 
filled with the joy of connecting to a truly sacred, authentic text. The vir
tue of the conclusion occurs when the lotus of the mind blooms through 
meditation and realization. 

Similarly, as one of the greatest treasures of tantra, this teaching is insep
arable with the understanding of the genuine guru as expressed by Paltrul 
Rinpoche when he said : 

The key point ofLongchcnpa's speech is the likeness of realiza
tion, for the meaning and the words that express this arc blessed 
by his great wisdom. He prayed that the minds of the faithful 
would be scaled with these words of truth. To rely upon this is 
the definitive guru. 

However many times one reads this excellent treatise and 
contemplates this meaning through devotion will indicate 
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how the mind will cease to srray from the supreme clear-light 
realization of the dharmata. 

By just encountering this text, a superior dharma practitioner will give 
rise to the exceptional accomplishment of simultaneous realization and 
liberation. A middling practitioner will be able to increase realization such 
that what once took a longer time to accompl ish will be achieved in no 
time at all. A mediocre student will develop fervent regard and devotion 
toward the meaning of the dharmata nature of phenomena and be inspired 
to use this precious human rebirth in order to gain liberation. The great 
masters have praised the quality of this dharma as a wish-fulfilling jewel 
time and time again, as the great Chandrakirti has said: 

Since there is no other dharma that transcends this, all the 
learned should know that-aside from this treatise-every
thing else is irrelevant. 

Tims, it is as taught. 
Furthermore, to initiate the analysis of rhis tantra, one must connect 

with the precious lineage masters so that the continuity of the transmis
sion of this tantra will never be corrupted or contradicted. By first receiv
ing the correct empowerment from a fully qualified master, one should 
then receive the reading transmission, followed by the appropriate stages 
of liberating explanations that come from the aural-tradition lineage. One 
is then fully prepared to begin the process of study, contemplation, and 
meditation. 

On the other hand, without meeting these requirements, no matter how 
much effort goes into the activities that correspond to this tanrra-such as 
study, reflection, teaching, propagating, and the like-put aside benefit; 
only harm will ensue. These facts are taught throughout the tantras, includ
ing all great texts that belong to the category of Secret Mantra Vajrayana. 
This tantra and commentary should never fall into the hands of those who 
lack faith or who take pride in blurting out whatever comes to their mind 
in order to be clever and gain more disciples. Given that this dharma is 
carefully guarded by the wisdom <;lakin is of basic space, it must be kept 
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secret from anyone who is not authorized to receive it. 
It states in the Clar(fiuztion ofSanuzy,z : '  

1hc so-called secret of  Secret Mantra i s  not based on  Secret 
Mantra having faults. This must be kept secretly guarded so that 
the supreme secret siddhis will not vanish. Hence, the various 
methods to do so are revealed. 

Please know that these word' of caution are given so that the blessings of 
the profound doctrine will not vanish and that these teachings will not flll 
into the hands of those who are unsuitable recipients. 

111e process of this translation began in 2003 and has evolved through 
a number of stages to reach completion. The initial form was a rough draft 
that the translators distributed for the sole purpose of assisting those stu
dents who received the oral commentary from Khen Rinpoche Namdrol 
for one month each year from 2003-2006.  The rough draft was prepared 
with the full knowledge that any attempt to translate such an extensive text 
without first receiving a commentary would be extremely rudimentary. 
To that end, now that this publication is available, we would ask that all 
rough-draft copies be burned and replaced with this. Once the teachings 
were complete, we began the process of retranslating the entire text based 
on the oral instructions given by Khen Rinpoche, followed by the iden
tification of the words from the root tamra embedded within the word
by-word commentary. Given that many similar words appear throughout 
the commentary, great care was taken to identify the exact usage corre
sponding to the meaning being presented in the root text and to locate 
and ensure that each of the root Tibetan \vords were clearly present in the 
English translation. During this phase of the translation, it was crucial 
to make sure that the meanings found in both root and commentary in 
Tibetan were being conveyed into the English. To that end, we have gone 
through both texts several times to improve both translations. 

In addition, we relied upon four different sources for the translation of 
the root tantra. 1\vo of the versions of the root tantra arc woodblock prints 
in folio format with no information concerning their source. Each has dis
crepancies in the spell ing of terms, as well as mantras. TI1e third source is a 
commentary based on personal notes for the root tantra written by Dzog-
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chen Khenpo Shenga, where the words of the root tantra are imbedded in 
the text itself. Thi s  text is entitled Notations for the Root Tantm called the 
'�'1-fagical Aianijestation i\Lztrix Essence ofthe Sun and the 1\foon '' and was 
printed at the Dungkar Lhadrang.b The fourth version involves the embed
ded words in the commentary of Dispelling Dllrkness itself 

The version of the commentary we used is from Volume 26 of the 
revised Nyingma Kama compiled by Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche. For the 
convenience of translators and students of the Tibetan language, we have 
included the page numbers of the Tibetan version mentioned above in 
the English translation. ln addition, in order to accurately recognize the 
many deities, their colors, hand emblems, and mantras, we have compared 
this version with Karma Lingpa's mantra recitation of the Peac�/ul llnd 
�Vrathful Pantheon o/ Libemtion through Hearinl and the One Hundred 
Prostmtions for the Se[/Libemtion �lNegativities and Obscurations.'1 

Due to the length of the commentary, we were unable to include the 
Tibetan script with this publication. Normally, this would be the policy of 
Light ofBerotsana, as we believe that the presence of the Tibetan not only 
blesses the English translation but also allows readers to compare and study 
both versions simultaneously in a convenient way. However, the Tibetan 
is included with the root tantra, and the version included here has been 
carefully edited through the process of researching the various sources and 
the translation itself The translated words of the root tantra appear in bold 
throughout the commentary, but do not always appear in the exact order 
that they appear in the root. Nevertheless, the reader will be able to easily 
identify them and come to understand the process involved in compiling 
and composing a word-by-word commentary such as this. 

As Khen Rinpoche Namdrol explained to us, the extensive four-year 
transmission including the English translation of the text, the audio CDs, 
and complete transcripts of the oral teachings are all being made available 
so that students of this tantra can use this information on into the future. 
Khen Rinpoche has explained that this was and is his personal offering to 
the present and future recipients, as he h imself will not be giving this kind 

' gyutrul drt�wa tsd wd'i KYii kyi chen drel nyi d,;'; nyingpo zhe dJd Wd zhuk so (sgyu 'phrul dm ;,., 

b 
brts,, ba'i �gyurl kyi mchan ;r,ml nyi zld'i snyingpo zhes kya b.. bzhugs so) 
dung rlkm· bl,z brangs 

' k,zrma gling p.ii thosgrol gyi zhi khr-r/i mtsan sng,zgs 
d Mb chii zhi t1·o gong P" mng drol ley gy" chag dig dri/; mng dro! zhe cbd wa zhuk so (zllb chos 

zhi khro dgongs p,z mng grol !as hlgyt1 phyt�g sdig sgrib mng grol zhe byil btl bzlmp so) 
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of extensive transmission again. That is why the teaching he gave over that 
four-year period was so thorough and why these materials are being made 
available to those who meet all the requirements to receive them. 

During the entire process of translating this text, we have consulted our 
precious vajra master Kyabje Dungsei Thinley Norbu Rinpoche, who is the 
incarnation of omniscient Longchenpa in this world today. At one point, 
Rinpoche shared with us that as a young man he studied this tantra and 
commentary in retreat in Bhutan by reading through it at least ten times. 
Apparently, it was not uncommon for masters to study and memorize the 
great texts in that way. Due to Rinpoche's kindness in pointing out the need 
to choose English words that convey an understanding of wisdom aware
ness as well as Rinpoche's teachings and personal example, we felt blessed 
and empowered to attempt this translation with some degree of confidence. 
By observing Rinpoche and other masters' approaches to the study of the 
great tantras such as this, we can gain confidence in the importance of rely
ing upon this rantra and its commentaries in order to comprehend and 
initiate the subsequent practice of innermost Secret Mantra. It is our sin
cere hope that this same emphasis will be encouraged by Vajrayana teachers 
who are propagating the Secret Mantra doctrine throughout the world. 

In conclusion, we wish to acknowledge and express gratitude for our 
editor and close vajra sister Kay Henry, who has been an integral part of 
this project from beginning to end. Kay has not only done all the editing 
work for both texts, she has undergone extensive research to locate the 
Sanskrit tides, organized and compiled the glossary of terms, bibliogra
phy, list of endnotes, and index. She has made valuable comments and 
suggestions, along with compiling the table of contents that is embedded 
throughout the commentary in smaller print. We hope that the embedded 
outline that appears in a smaller font at the beginning of every new section 
and subdivision will be useful to the readers. Although the author delin
eates this outline in the text in an indirect way, we have chosen to include 
both versions so that readers will be better able to put this entire teach
ing into perspective. We would also like to thank Dion B lundell for his 
editorial assistance, hard work, and dedication to the translation process 
during the first several years of our work. Thanks also goes to the students 
from the educational program at Tashi Cholingwho are always willing and 
ready to assist us in any way they can. We are also grateful to Vesna �'allacc 
for her assistance with the Sanskrit names, tides, and words. 

Our appreciation is extended to the staff of Snow Lion Publications, 
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who have been extremely kind in taking on the publication and distribu
tion responsibilities for this and other restricted texts. Although running 
�l business, it is obvious that their first priority is respect for the dharma; it 
is a pleasure to work with all of them. In �<ddition, we are grateful to Gopa 
& Ted2, Inc. for taking on the task of typesetting the Tibetan as well as 
rhe English for our trilogy of commentaries on The Gu}�yagtzrbha 1£mtm. 
It is such a pleasure to see our years of hard work take on the elegant design 
that they so skillfully create. 

Finally, in the transliteration of Sanskrit terms, we have departed from 
the standard practice by replacing s, �' and c with sh, �h, and ch, respec
tively. Superscripted, lowercase letters of the alphabet refer the reader to 
footnotes where-upon first occurrence-we have given the Tibetan and, 
where known, Sanskrit equivalents for technical terms. The numbering of 
these notes begins again with the first letter of the alphabet on each new 
page. Superscripted Arabic numerals refer to endnotes that will be found 
following the translation. These notes arc numbered consecutively. 

We acknowledge the kindness of our patrons once again, several of 
whom have chosen to remain anonymous. Due to their philanthropic 
ideals, like the vital wind behind the sails, our work has been and will 
continue to move along on a regular basis without interruption due to 
monetary needs. Here, we would like to pay tribute to each and every one 
of you who have contributed to our work in whatever way your offering 
has been expressed. In trmh, we could never fully acknowledge everyone 
who has helped to bring this eight-year project to fruition ; so as a token of 
our gratitude, we offer this heartfelt prayer: 

How astonishing ! By the blessings of the victorious ones and 
their heirs, the name of that which is difficult to fathom in this 
world-this sacred melodious sound of the dharma of defini
tive truth that gloriously abides as the nature of all beings-is 
revealed. 

Although we lack the confidence that the meaning has been 
understood :  due to the kindness of the actual lineage masters 
and with the wish to be of benefit to the doctrine and all living 
beings, may whatever virtue has been accumulated by everyone 
who has made a connection to th is translation be dedicated to 
the propagation of the Buddha's doctrine. May the doctrine 
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endure i n  this world forever. 

May the presence of the lineage masters always be stable and 
may there be happiness and well-being throughout all countries 
of the world. By purifying our obscurations, may all beings ulti
mately realize the state of the four biyas. 

In short, until this ocean of the six classes of beings in saJ11sara 
is emptied, may whatever work the translation group Light of 
Bcrotsana engages in be of genuine service to the doctrine and 
sentient beings; and may the enlightened speech of the victors 
completely pervade Jambudvipa. 

Larna Chdnam and Sang_ye Khandro 
Tashi Chafing, Oregon 

Ftd/ 2010 
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[ L J Homage to the Bhagtzwan Sam,mtabhiidrtz, Trrmscendent 

Ful�y Endowed Conqueror! 
When this speech is taught, the Tathagata-the ful ly perfected 
sambhogakaya buddha, the ful ly endowed transcendent conqueror of 
great abundance, and the nature of the vajra enlightened body, speech, and 

mind of all tathagatas of the ten directions and the fourth time-did not 

exclude, does not exclude, and will not exclude anything; and his nature 

is not individualized, but is inseparably undifferentiated. 
In the place of the Akani�h�ha without center or l imits, the wheel of 

wisdom's never-ending ground is clearly present and distinct. [ 3 ]  The celes
tial palace is ablaze with wisdom's jewels, and the vastness is unbounded 

in the ten directions. Because the boundless qualities are ever-increasing, 
rhis [ palace] is square and beautiful ly embossed with precious j ewels of 
surpassing wisdom. The pinnacle [symbolizes] the entire malf<;{ala of the 
buddhas of the ten directions and four times without exception, undiffer
entiated as a single nature of all-encompassing wisdom. The jeweled shapes, 
colors, and so forth are wisdom's inconceivable wisdom [ manifestation]. 
The specific distinctions are superb and unsurpassed, while the extent [ is) 
unfathomable. There are wisdom garlands [of) various jewels and wreaths, 
[ 4] ornamental gutters, varieties of forms, varieties of sounds, varieties of 
scents, varieties of Bavors, and varieties of sensations-naturally-occurring 
and wafting in the ten directions. Without obscuring, the [maJ).<;iala] is 
decorated with inconceivable, luminous ornaments. 

The four doors to perfect freedom11 are the entranceways [surmounted 
by] portals, [and the palace is] endowed with archways of the eight per
fect freedoms. The external [ palace J and the internal [deities J are without 
[existence], always abiding as the inner nature. 

The lion throne [ represents] fearlessness; rhe elephant throne, strength; 
the horse throne, miraculous [activity J ;  the peacock throne, power; the 
garuc)a throne, unimpeded [wisdom J ;  and the ma1fc)alas of the sun and 
moon, natural clear light. [ Upon] unstained, j eweled lotus scats, the 
enlightened body appears ro nor [have a] from or back; the face can be 
clearly seen by the entire [ retinue and is] ful ly endowed with the marks 
and signs. Inconceivable, these always appear as the multitudes of enlight
ened body, speech, and mind. The two legs of method and prajiia arc in 
the cross-legged posture of evenness, [which indicates] having subdued 
[passions] and abiding [ in great wisdom] . [ s ]  The six arms of wisdom 
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arc blazing. wisdom, jewel mudras. 11ut enlightened body, speech, and 

rnind arc inconceivable [ is indicated by the principal one] possessing three 

heads . 
f.or the Bhagawan Tathagata King of Consciousness, Tathagata King 

of Form, Tathagata K ing of Feeling, Tathagara King of Perception, and 
Tathigata King of Reaction, each of their colors is radiant blue, white, 
yellow, red, and green. "TI1c sacred queens indicate the space of appear

ances, solidity of space, suppleness of space, warmth of space, and mobil i ty 
of space ; these and others arc the assembly of queens. Being indivisible, 

they all-pervasively abide as the infinitely vast space of phenomena like, 

for example, an overflowing sesame pod. 
Then [there arc] the great awakened ones: the great bodhisattva Vajra 

Seeing, the great bodhisattva Vaj ra Hearing, the [ 61 great bodhisattva Vajra 

Scent, and the great bodhisattva Vajra Taste, and the queens of what is seen, 

what is  heard, what is smelled, and what is savored, [as well as] the great 

sattva of seeing, the great sattva of hearing, the great sattva of smell ing, 

the great sattva of tasting, and the queens of the past, of the present, and 

of the future gatherings that have not yet occurred. The great conqueror 
Vajra Contact, the great conqueror Vaj ra Contacting, the great conqueror 

Vajra Object of Contact, the great conqueror Cognition of Contact, and 

their consorts are not eternal, are not nonexistent, have no established 
selt� and do not exist with characteristics and so forth. This gathering of an 

arrangement of inexpressible numbers abides inseparably. 

11ren the tathagatas and the gathering of the ir female queens [who are] 
indivisible with the secret itself-the secret nu1)9ala-emerge from the 

vajra enlightened body, speech, mind , qualities, and activities. Eh eh rna 
eh tntl ho! Having achieved the mastery of the nature of space as it is, the 

wisdom mat�t)alas originate from compassion as a matter of course. "This 

self-appearance of the [Tathagata] h imself is a reflection of perfectly pure 

samidhi-magical, perfectly pure, and utterly lucid. The enlightened 

body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities [ ;1  have never been marred, 

possessing inexhaustible qualities [ like]  the precious wish-fulfilling [ jewel]  

that is the ornamental wheel that abides as the supreme vajra. 'Thus, these 
manifest as the secret vajra words. 

From the Secret Essence Definitiue "V,zturc}ust As 1t Is, this [concludes ! 
the first chapter of the narrative context. 
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T H F  R O O T  T E X T  F 

111en the Tathagara-the Conqueror, apprehender vajra mind as Samant
abhadra-in the manner of the intrinsic nature of all [ phenomena] with
out exception engages with the Vajra Queen of Activity, all phenomena as 
Samanrabhadri. By apprehending this: since there is inseparabi l ity with 
the single intrinsic nature of all tathagatas of the four times and ten direc
tions without exclusion, the Tathagata himself expresses the aphorism to 
the Tathagata himself 

Eh ma ! 1l1e vaj ra aggregates and their branches are known as the five 
fully perfected buddhas. Al l  the many sense sources and e lements are the 
mal).9ala itself of bodhisattvas. Earth and water are [Buddha] Lochana 
�ll1d Mamaki; fire and wind are Pat:tcJ.aravasini and Samayatara ; space is 
Akashadhatvishvari. The three states of existence are primordially awak
ened;  and phenomena, without exclusion, are not other than the state of 
awakening. Phenomena other than the state ofawakeningwill not be found 
even by the Buddha himself. Expressing this pleases all the tathagatas. 1hen 
the Queen of Activity, phenomena as Samantabhadri, [ 8] becomes indivis
ible with the Conqueror, the apprehending mind" as Samamabhadra ; and 
the aphorism is expressed in this way. 

K;ye ma ho! The ten directional realms of the trichiliocosm are primordi
ally nonexistent. 1he three states of existence are the pure lands. The five 
defilements are the state of exaltation. The five aggregates are fully awak
ened. Since all [phenomena] are this supreme essence, the victorious ones 
will not search for a doctrine other than this. Even if the Buddha were to 
search for a so-called doctrine, the victorious ones have not discovered any 
other. Thus, the expression [by the consort] that phenomena are primordi
ally awakened is realized by the Tathagata himself. 

Then, indivisible with the great nature, the mind that is primordially 
awakened arises as wisdom; hence, this is taught: 

Eh rna ho! Astonishing superb phenomena : 
111is is the secret of all fully perfected buddhas. 1 1  

Within the unborn, all appearances are born ; 
At the moment of their birth, their nature is unborn. 

Eh rna ho! Astonishing superb phenomena: 
'This is the secret of all fully perfected buddhas. 
Within the unceasing, all appearances cease; 
At the moment of their ceasing, they are unceasing. 
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T H E  R O O T  T E X T  )9 

Fh mtl ho! Aston ishing superb phenomena: 
TI1 i s  is the secret of all fully perfected budd has. 
\V' i thin the nonabiding, all appearances abide ;  
At the moment of abiding, they are nona biding. 

Eh mil ho! Astonishing superb phenomena: 
TI1is is the scClTt of all fully perfected budd has. 
\V' ithin the nonconceptuaL all appearances are conceptual; 
At the moment of these conceptualizations, they arc 

nonconceptual. 

Eh mil ho! Astonishing superb phenomena : 
This is the secret of all fully perfected buddhas. [ 9 ]  
\V'ithin freedom from coming and going, there i s  coming and 

going; 
At the moment of coming and going, there is nothing to 

come and go. 

Tims, having expressed th is, all of the tathagatas and even the entire gather
ing of female queens are thoroughly pleased. 

"Then all tathagatas and their queens, including the entire assembly, 
express the aphorism. 

Eh rna ho! Primordial secret phenomena, 
Untold appearances, arise; yet they are a self-secret, 
Very secret by virtue of their nature. 
Not other than [the m ind's nature], that makes this extremely 

secret. 

Having expressed this, all the tathagatas and all phenomena possess the 
characteristic of having a single essential nature that is primordially awak
ened. Although inseparable-due to the ignorance of the concepts of sen
tient beings, [the result] ripens as the inconceivable five classes of beings. 

When great compassion arises as the great wisdom of awakening, the 
aphorism is expressed. 
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Eh m a  ho !  From within the essence of the sugatas, [confusion 
occurs ] .  

1hrough the karmic causes of each individual's concepts : 
Countless t()rrns and abundance, places, suffering and so 

forth, 
l11e self� and the ind ividualized fixation w ith the self all 

emanate. 
No captor has bound up anyone, 
So bondage is nonexistent. 
Even those that arc bound are nonexistent, 
Due to the conceptualization of fixat ing upon a self. 
Like insisting upon tying knots in space, 
No one has ever been bound or released. 
In order to reveal this primordial, spontaneously perfected 

doctrine of the Buddha, 
D iverse manifestations emanate. [ro J 

l11us, the Tathagata himself intentionally brings forth the subject to the 
Tathagata himself. 

From the Secret Essence D�finitive Nature just As it is, this completes 
the second chapter on the relative and genuine bodhichitta arising as 
wisdom. 

Then from all of the tathagatas, that which is called "the blessing of 
great compassion"-the six sages of the world, the awareness beings
originates from the vajra body, speech, and mind of the tathagatas. Once 
they man ifest as such: by the power of karma, horizontally and from 
above to below [throughout] the ten directions of the s ix  worlds, [the 
inhabitants] are without limit and never�ending. ln this trich i l i ocosm 
world system in each of the individual [ realms] ,  a distinct, great sage 
conqueror appears to accomplish the welfare of the five classes of beings 
through the four ways to tame. 

l11e Buddha was born, became a renunciate, performed austerities, was 
enlightened, tamed the maras, turned the d harmachakra, revealed great 
miracles, passed beyond sorrow, and so forth. These sages, teachers of the 
doctrine, are omniscient concerning the four times and, knowing the con� 
tinuity of the minds of all [beings], always see through the magical eye 
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0f wisdom, always hear through magical hearing, and always accomplish 

[the needs of beings] through many magical manifestations. Untainted, 

Samantabhadra's activity is naturally complete. These are the six states of 

clairvoyance. 
The kayas will always [II ] be inconceivable, and the enlightened mind is 

always inconceivable. The faces [of the kay as] arc always inconceivable, the 

enlightened speech is always inconceivable, and the inconceivable innu
merable [manifestations] will appear in the ten directions. 

Even all [vehicles are revealed] as follows. In order to tame, [there are 
the J vehicles of gods and humans, the vehicle of the hearers, the vehicle 

of the solitary realizers, the vehicle of the bodhisattvas, [and] the vehicle 
of the unsurpassed. Due to conceptual ignorance, [there are] eighty-four 
thousand passions; [and ] the antidotes for them arc eighty-four thousand 
categories of teachings that were taught, arc being taught, and will be 
taught. 

As for all of these: through the grasping and fixation of the outer and 
inner origination of dependent arising, it is held that this is due to the 
confusion of fixation and that karmic causes and karmic results will never 
be thwarted. The karmic causes and karmic results will have no effect, will 
not be able to affect, and there will be nothing to affect. 'That is ultimate 
emptiness. 

Then all tathagatas express the aphorism in this >vay. "W'hatcver the con
fused phenomena of the world may be, through the duality of conceptual 
ignorance, outer and inner dependent arising revolves. Based upon the 
differences, happiness and sorrow are then experienced. This never departs 
from being the intrinsic nature. In the perfectly correct mode of the magi
cal play of duality, there is no self and no self that grasps to other. This 
perfectly pure nature of phenomena is a single mode of being. [ 12 ]  Self 
and the self's possessiveness are only incorrect understanding. Aside from 
that, not even the subtlest [nature of phenomena that is] more profound 
exists. Incorrect conceptualizations are utilized subjectively by themselves, 
and this has never been otherwise. Although there seems to be continuity 
between the root cause and the resultant incorrect understanding, one 
moment is [ like] basic space free from base or root. This manner of abid
ing is the very nature of perfectly pure basic space. The nature is mastered; 
and since it utilizes itself, self, others, and the continuum of concepts are 
the perfectly pure, unsurpassed supreme vehicle. The renunciation of the 
four vehicles is the result of the sole vehicle. \'Vhen thoroughly realized 
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and incisively analyzed within the inherently nonexistent, anything can 
seem to exist. 

A buddha will not pass into nirvar_u ; the doctrine will also never van
ish. In order to tame ignorant l sentient beings] and bring them to matur
ity, [ buddhas] manifest; and the state of passing beyond sorrow is then 

revealed. The baskets of the Vinaya, Surra, and Abhidharma, as well as the 
samayas [ i .e., Kriya] , practice [ i .e. , Upa] ,  and accomplishment [ i.e. , Yoga] , 
and the tantras of enlightened body, enlightened speech, and enlightened 
mind-extremely renowned throughout the ten directions-emanate 
from this Secret Essence [ Lmtra] .  The natural secret of chis Secret Essence is 
che source for all baskets and classes ofT antra and the definitive [ground ]  
to b e  ascertained. 

It is taught by the Buddha, "Phenomena are merely designated through 
labels in the category of the meaning [of relative truth] , labeled through 
names and words. At the moment of teaching, those names and words arc 
actually nonexistent." Thus, it is expressed. 

Then, the secret itself of this indivisible maiJ\-lala of the tathagatas origi
nates from that nature ofvajra enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, 
and activities. [ r 3 ]  

Ah ho! The shortcomings that form the basis for existence 
Arise from the notion of a "self' 
The bodies, abundance, arising and ceasing of the six mind streams, 
The dwelling places, the confused wheel of suffering, and the like
Aside from these mistaken perceptions, there is  nothing that exists 

externally for any other reason. 

The self-discerning awareness of enlightened mind 
Primordially knows the selfless nature of emptiness. 
Without the objects to be conceptualized and the conceptualist, 
T11e mind of wisdom is mastered. 
T11e astonishing kayas, enlightened speech, qualities, and pure lands 
Do not exist elsewhere. 
T11is nature itself [appears] in this way. 
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The manifestations of the six sages are countless in number, as well as the 
teachings given by all the tathagatas. All of this is synthesized and known 

by the T1thagata himself. 
From the Secret Essence Ddinitive 1Vature]ustAs It Is, this completes the 

third chapter that establishes all phenomena. 

Then the wisdom intent of all the tathagatas is united as one through 
the mode of evenness within vajra space; [the nature of] phenomena has 
never wavered from this samadhi of primordial awakening. Phenomena 
are mere labels called "the wheel of the garland of syllables" that originate 
from vajra enlightened body, speech, and mind. 

Ah ! From an extremely static white ah, innumerable minute ahs radiate 
to appear and completely fill the ten directions. Then everything reabsorbs 
into the static [ ah] that does not increase or decrease. From that [ aiJ] ,  the 
gatherings of names appear and blaze, and everything radiates and reab
sorbs exactly like before. This is the wisdom cause for firmly bringing about 
the siddhis of the vaj ra. [ 1 4] Ah ! 

Ka kha ga gha nga, 
Tsa tsha dza dzha nya, 
Tra thra dra dhra nra, 
Ta tha da dha na, 
Pa pha ba bha ma, 
Ya wa ra la sha ka sa ha cha, 
E et: oo QQ eh eh oh gh_. 

Since all these [syllables] originate from the limitless ten directions of the 
six worlds, there are six modes of motion , extreme motion, and extremely 
great motion. Phenomena are, therefore, only designated through charac
teristics based upon names. Ho! 

Then all tathagatas express the aphorism in this way. Ah is empty and 
not empty, and the Middle Way as well has never been conceptualized. 
Everything is only labeled. All buddhas abide within this garland of sylla
bles. Ah itself appears as diverse aspects; then there are the forty-two, such 
as ka and so forth. Through those sounds, every [expression] is subsumed. 
It is certain these arc the fully manifest king. 
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An astonishing marvel, this great manifestation of the forty-five syllables 

is the source of all words and meanings without exception ; and [ through 
them] , the profound, various meanings arc revealed and expressed. 

1he mind is the insubstantial, intrinsic nature of a syllable. Although 
selfless, free from limitation, and nonconceptual : through various forms, 
colors, and names, many emanations manifest and are revealed. As the 
enlightened body, speech, and mind of the wisdom beings that have come 
throughout the ten directions and four times, these forty-five ma!J9alas 
are complete from the head syllable to ch,z. The intrinsic nature of mind 

is the syllables. 
The syllables do not exist as substance. [ r 5 ]  Since these nonconceptual 

[syllables] have various [qualities ]-such as the great wheel of enlightened 
body, speech, and mind-as enlightened body, speech, and mind, this is 
astonishing as the most amazing, great, magical manifestation. This is the 
best of invocations. 

W'ritten within basic space by space, they are thus referred to as "syl
lables." The initial punctuation mark [ represents] the unmistaken path. 
1l1c circles are expressed as prajf1a. The punctuation stroke is the great 
method to distinguish the sentences. 

Ah indicates the unborn nature just as it is. 
Tha is the vajra magical manifestation. 
Tm is the appearance of the magical manifestation. 
Dra is the wish-fulfilling magical manifestation. 
Dhm is the perfectly pure magical manifestation. 
Nm is always the magical manifestation. 

17Jtz is the fully awakened matrix. 
Ttl is the matrix of stability. 
Da is the shimmering matrix. 
Dha is the all-embracing matrix. 
Na is the always [attractive] matrix. 

Ka is the supreme enlightened mind of the eyes. 
Khtz is the supreme enlightened mind of the cars. 
Ga is the supreme enlightened mind of the nose. 
Gha is the supreme enlightened mind of the tongue. 
Ngti is that which destroys [fixation] even with enlightened mind. 
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Tsa is the supreme enlightened body of the eyes. 
Tsha is the supreme enlightened body of the ears. 
Dza is the supreme enlightened body of the nose. 
Dzha is rhe supreme enlightened body of the tongue. 
�Yil is that which destroys [fixation] even with enlightened body. 

Pa is the supreme enlightened speech of the eyes. 
Pha is the supreme enlightened speech of the cars. 
Ba is the supreme enlightened speech of the nose. 
Bh11 is the supreme enlightened speech of the tongue. 
Jvfa is that which destroys [fixation] even with enlightened 

speech. 

Ya is born as perfectly pure. 
Tf{z is perfectly pure abiding. 
Ra is perfectly pure disintegration. 

La is perfectly pure emptiness. 
Sha is the purity of no permanent existence. 
Ka is also not negated. 

Sa is selflessness free from limitations. 

Ha [ r6 ]  is without characteristics. 
Cha is the enlightened mind of wisdom compassion. 

E is however many gods exist, like particles of sand. 
Ee is however many demi-gods exist like particles. 
Oo is however many humans exist like particles. 
Oo is however many animals exist like particles. 

Eh is however many deprived spirits exist like particles. 
Ek is however many hell beings exist like particles. 
Oh is that which destroys all. 
Qk is that which causes all to collapse. 

Through this great gathering wheel of syllables, all garlands of enlightened 
body, speech, and mind are subsumed. Thus, this is expressed. Ah ho ! 

Then the tathagatas, including their assembly of consorts, and these 
secret indivisible mar)<;ialas originate from vajra enlightened body, speech, 
mind, qualities, and activities. Ah ho!  These wheels are the cause of the 
joyful clouds offully endowed bodhichitta-method and prajr1a-as the 
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accomplished fruition o f  the victorious ones and the astonishing gathering 
oHorty-two names. The samaya reveals that uncompounded [appearances] 
arc the compounded vajra nu!)<;lala. Never departing from rhar, there is no 
choice but to [appear] . By the great strength of the combination of root 
causes and contributing circumstances, [ laughter emerges as J ho. 

This is taught as secret vajra words. Tims, having expressed this, all the 
tathagatas become the wheel of syllables. 

From the Secret Essence D�finitive Naturejust As It Li, this completes the 
fourth chapter on the array of the wheel of the garland of syllables. 

TI1en, from the arrangement of the cloudlike wheel of syllables, the 
aphorism of the complete magical manifestation is expressed. This nature 
of mind has no basis, lyet} it is the source of all phenomena. [ r ;} The 
nature of mind is the intrinsic nature of syllables, [and] the syllables are a 
wish-fulfilling jewel of clouds. Since the magical manifestation ma!)<,iala 
of the forty-two [syllables] is fully perfected as the matrix ma!)<,iala, all 
perfected ma!)<;lalas throughout the ten directions and four times will be 
accomplished. This becomes nectar and serves to pacify all four hundred 
and four diseases. Abundance emerges, and the lower realms are purified. 
No matter what [appears] ,  one is able to accomplish the transformation 
of this into something else. Space becomes solid, blazing vajras; and even 
fire is incinerated, also becoming like the flow of water. 1he elements of 
the world are dispersed, the entire [world] is emptied, and the [sun and 
moon] will fall [from the sky]. 

TI1rough this samadhi, summoning, expelling, binding, releasing, cur
ing, annihilating, defeating, and victories \viii occur. These self-appearing 
wisdom [appearances] of names, words, images, and so forth accomplish 
all wishes like a torch in the darkness, like alchemy transforming gold, and 
like the method of medicine. Diligently make offerings to the one who 
reveals [the path ] .  By achieving clear realization, all mudras, mantra, and 
samaya are known without degeneration. Being endowed with the necessi
ties will contribute to this accomplishment. To lack these will be futile and 
destructive. This essence of the supreme siddhis that is the inner realiza
tion of the victorious ones of the three times is an inexhaustible treasure 
that fi.Ilfills all wishes that emerge without increase or decrease. F rom the 
immaterial, material clouds will occur in varieties of manifestations. At the 
tnoment [of appearing] as material, the nature of all [things] is immaterial. 
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[ 18 ] Mastery of realization is the samadhi. Whoever fails to understand 
the nonreferential will not see the space of phenomena. The material and 
immaterial wil l  be defeated ;  [and in doing so] the nonconceprual w·ill be 
known. 

This nature of mind that is groundless and baseless is not male, female, 
or neuter; it is devoid of characteristics and does not exist as classes and 
mind streams. Colors do not exist, shapes do not exist, [and] realms do not 
exist-as there is nothing whatsoever. 

This, the wisdom ofbasic space, just as it is, is the root cause of all mudras 
of method. F rom the method, the secondary method is the inconceivable 
method. From [that which] is not differentiated, it is differentiated. The 
internal, as well as the external, inconceivable maQ<;ialas are the dynamic 
strength of wisdom-the supreme mudra of the fearless Samantabhadra. 
Whoever, by resting in equipoise, has tamed the m ind [that is] like a 
drunken elephant will, through familiarity in mantra and mudra, achieve 
the most amazing siddhi. Thus having expressed this, the Tathagata himself 
is pleased by this spectacle. 

From the Secret Essence Definitive Nature As It Is, this completes the 
flfi:h chapter on the samadhi accomplishing the magical manifestation. 

Then the Tathagata himself, whose intrinsic nature is neither singular 
nor plural, and all of the [ tathagatas] throughout the ten directions and 
the six realms express the aphorism in this way with the intention to bring 
forth the mal)<;iala of the greatness of the Tathagata himself. 

The designated wisdom of the four directions and the center [ 19 ] 
this inconceivable spontaneously present maQ<;iala-is, for a practitioner 
who realizes the Great Perfection, utilized as the great [self- J originating 
maQ<;iala. There arc the four spokes of the wheel, including the circular 
rim ;  the four sides are adorned with four gateways and porticoes; and the 
shape is entirely square. There are varieties of musical instrumentation, 
like massing cloud formations. Adorned with the forty-two mai1<;ialas, [the 
deities are] seated upon great thrones oflions, elephants, horses, peacocks, 
and garu<;las, the sun, moon, lotuses, and precious jewels in the posture of 
perfect [buddhas] and sattvas. The kings and queens on the wheel, begin
ning with the right, are the Observer, the Hearer, the Partaker of Scents, 
and the Partaker of Flavors [ i.e., the sattvas] ,  including their assembly of 
queens. Upon the square pattern are the Ones who See, Hear, Smell, and 
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Taste, abiding along with their queens. At the outer perimeter arc the six 
sages; and at the front and back, it is taught that the object and subject 

reside. The conquerors are at the four gates, abiding with their assembly 

of queens. 
[ The principal ones and consorts are] ablaze with the hand emblems 

[of] vajra, wheel, j ewel, lotus, sword, and bells. [ The sattvas hold] an 
utpala [Bower] , a naga branch, and so forth ; with stunning demeanors, 
[their consorts] hold pleasing objects. They are various [colors such as J 
blue, white, golden, red, green, and so forth, sofi:, Bexible, vital, supple, and 
youthful in appearance, possessing the majestic splendor of being vibrant, 
shimmering, and spontaneously attractive. A great gathering oflight rays 
radiates, and blazing chains [of fire] flare and pervade without center or 
circumference. This inconceivable maQ.qala is spontaneously present. 

This kaya of the supreme mahamudra, although never wavering from 
basic space just as it is, [ 20] is the totally liberated rupakaya. In order to 
tame individual beings, a variety ofkayas appear according to their needs. 
The way these are revealed is as magical or miragclike, while the nature 
itself does not waver from the space of phenomena. While never waver
ing-when these varieties appear, the various different aspects arise similar 
to the individual [classes] . Although never departing from the essential 
nature, they [ i.e., the nirmaJ)akayas] appear individually by the power of 
karma-tor example, like a mirror or the moon in water. At that time to 
all six classes of beings, they fully manifest in forms to purify negativity. 
For all monastic practitioners, they manifest in the forms of foe destroy
ers; for all solitary realizers, in the manner of [being alone like a] rhinoc
eros. Furthermore, among these traditions according to the stages of the 
supreme vehicle : in the supreme place of the unsurpassed Akani�h�ha, the 
kaya abides in the manner ofVairochana. To the entire assembly ofbodhi
sattvas, he does not teach through speech like [the nirmaQ.akaya does] .  
Through the kaya, the entire doctrine is  revealed and understood. Like the 
way [one's face J is reflected in a mirror, imperfections become apparent 
and are removed. When the retinue gazes upon the kaya, their unf:nhom
able obstructions to awakening appear upon the kaya like in a mirror. Then 
the stains of the ten grounds will be gradually removed;  and perfectly pure, 
unsurpassed awakening will be attained. 

The dharmakaya cannot be fathomed or expressed. The sambhogakaya 
is inexhaustible like a treasure trove of jewels. The millions of nirmaQ.akayas 
are inconceivable, replete with all major and minor marks and signs. This 
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mat)<;lala is always the [wisdom] domain. Even the two great accumula
tions are united as the great perfection. Method, prajfla, and the supreme 
ground-these and so forth-are all beyond imagination. The kaya is 
without birth or death, like the auspicious cross, abiding for the field of 
all deluded [sentient beings] as an inexhaustible treasury. This kiya holds 
vajra awareness. All [phenomena] are inseparable as the kaya of evenness. 
[ 2. 1 ]  All [phenomena] are the kiya of omniscient \visdom. At that time, the 
five kiyas are also fully achieved. 

111Lls, having expressed this, inexpressible mat)<;lalas clearly appear equal 
in number to the particles of the pure lands throughout the ten directions 
of the unceasingly l imitless six realms. 

Then from these indivisible mat).<;ialas of the tathagatas, queens, and 
their assemblies, this secret of the [Tathagata] himself originates from vajra 
enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities. 

Ah ho ! The nonconceptual apprehended and apprehending 
[mind] 

Are unfathomable and inconceivable. 
The myriad tnat)<;lalas of wisdom's self-awareness are ineffable. 
Pervading all that is evenness and unevenness, 
All-pervasive basic space is without pervading. 
Primordially ever-luminous, 
The fully manifest mar).<;lala is unelaborate. 

Saying ho expresses the secret vajra words. 
From the Secret Essence Definitive Nature just As It Is, this completes the 

sixth chapter on the manifestation [of the] mat).gala. 

Then this originates from the vajra enlightened body, speech, and m ind 
of all the tathagatas, including their assembly of queens: 

Dhritm bisho bishuddhe hung benzar drik om dzina dzik 
so ratna drik ang ahro lik htZ tmjntZ drik mum dhtZtishori 
lmn dektZmti mtZm mohtZmti pmn n:tgmnti tmn benztZrati 

Ching hi mdztZya tmng tZh garbhtZya hring htZ hung padma
padmna dzing kuru pantZ hri 
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Hung f,z.�ye sarr�t�ya tom mmz malei stmuqa ho hri girti 
mgo hang tlh nirti mg�ytZmi 

Afeh dhamni so ha tilllm nisa l22]  rtzmbf.�tzya so ht1 hung so 
nzdzttytl so ha mi�m shri tlng mg�ya so ha 

Dzil dhupe tmwe sh,1 hung pupe ahwe sha bmn dip am 
sukhini ho gendhe t)·itaho 

Hungyllm,mtatrita phet hung bigrumtatritil phet hung 
padmantatrita phet hung tmjnantatrit,1 phet 

Orn mahil benZtlr dht1romt1ha trodhi shori dzolmzi hung phet 
om mah,z mtna dhilromahil trodhi shori dzol£Ini hung phet 
om m£Ihil p£Idm,;z dharom,1hil trodhi shori dzol£Ini hungphet 
om m£Iha k£Irma dh£Iromaha trodhi shori dzolmzi hungphet 

Hung hunK hung benZtlr tsittz hung ah ilh £Ih benzar 
bhadra samanta tth 

Om muney tmng so ha om muney trung so ha om munq 
siing 50 ha om muncy tram so ha om muney chttng so htt 
om muney ye so h11 

Om eh h�y£Ihi bh11g£IWtm maihl k11runika drisiMya ho samttytt 
tom dza hunK bam ho 

Om ah hung so hil btl ba ba ba ba dza dza dza dza dza Stl sa 
5a sa 5a ma ma mtl ma nM _ya ya ya ya _ya om ah hung so ha 

Om ! The king of wisdom's great, superb enlightened body, speech, 
mind, qualities, and activities unite with me at this moment \Vithin the 
great mudra. 

Om benzar samaya hung 
om benuzr sarnttytl ho 

om benztZr samttytZ tom 
dz,z hung b,un ho 

Through these recitations, it is known, highly celebrated, and forever 
celebrated that these maQ<;Ialas of enl ightened speech fill the ten direc
tions of the six realms. 1hen the Conqueror as the subject vajra [ i.e., 
S:lmamabhadra] and the object vajra [ i.e., Samantabhadri] dissolve inro 
the indivisible maQ<;Iala. Then from the great lord of all the tathagatas of 
the ten directions and four times, this [secret mantra] called "gathering 
great splendor and wisdom" emerges [ 23] from the vajra enlightened body, 
speech, and mind-[ the] magical manifestation matrix. 
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Om m,zha shunyatajnanil benzar sobhava ,1tmako hllng 
Om m,zha ,zhdarsha jntm,I betzZttr sobh,wtJ atrnako hang 
Om m,zha tmt/l_Ytl bekjntltza benzar sobhava atmtJko ht1ng 
Om samanta jnana benzar sobhtwtl atmako tJt1ng 
Om mtlha tritaya nutmntl jntuztJ benz11r sobluwa atmako h,mg 
Om sarwa tathtJgata maha ka_ya benzar sobhava atrrttzko hang 
Om s11rwa tt1tht1gatt1 mt1htl w,zka bcnzar sobhtw,z ,ztmako IMng 
Om stzrwa tilthagata mtlha tsita bazzar sobh:wa tltmako hang 
Om stirwa fttthilgtJttl maha anurtlgtt bcnzar sobhav,z atm11ko htltzf( 
Om sarwa tatht1gt1tt1 maha pudza benzar sobhava atnwko h,mg 

Through this recitation, [the blessings] dissolve, transform, and blaze with 
light. 

Eh ma ho ! These superb astonishing phenomena are the speech of all 
fully enlightened buddhas. This transcends all sounds, names, and words; 
[yet] varieties of sounds clearly emerge. Each word is a branch of the 
mal,l9ala, inconceivably pervading evcrY'vhere. All of the individual lan
guages, words, and names can be heard as the supreme mudra of enlight
ened speech. 

From the supreme tantra of thelvfagical A1aniftstation lvftztrix, rhe mean
ing of enlightened speech emerges to ensure benefit. Concerning this: since 
all phenomena are abiding like a lotus, whatever sound is expressed is the 
path ro [either] liberation or saJ1lsara. 1hat is supreme enlightened speech. 
All languages of the higher and lower vehicles and imprudent beings [ 24] 
arc, without exception, synthesized as awakened vajra speech. That nature 
completely resounds in the ten directions. Within nonattachment, this 
sound is taught; at the moment of being taught, this is inexpressible. This 
inexpressible [nature] is the varieties of sounds resonating for everyone 
that can be understood individually. Saying "numbness is dispelled" [as 
an example] : through this sole speech, every [teaching] will be compre
hended. 1his is the king of supreme enlightened speech. 

Although the higher and lower vehicles are inconceivable : except for the 
nature just as it is, nothing is taught. 'TI1rough the skillful means of taming, 
it is heard individually. Just as all scriptural categories were taught [by the 
Buddha] : from the perspective of the nature as it is, [this was] never taught. 
1his is the enlightened-awareness speech without syllables; and although 
not originating from the tip of [the Buddha's] tongue: by the blessing of 
compassionate enlightened speech, the varieties of meanings arc clearly 
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present to the individual beings. TI1is clarity is supreme vajra speech. As 
rhe entire source ofbenefit for beings-although this enlightened speech 
never departs from being within that nature-it is, for example, like the 

sound of an echo. 
From the Secret EssenceDejinitiue iVature]ust As It !1-, this completes the 

seventh chapter that synthesizes the ma!f(,iala and secret mantra. 

Then all tathagaras express the aphorism. All limbs are blessed as the 
spontaneously present maQqala. All phenomena are this fully perfected 
magical maniftstation matrix, the mudra of supreme awakening. This 
secret dejinitiue nature just as it is is the mudra of the essence, difficult to 
transcend. 

[Regarding] the sun maQ<;iala and syllables of Ak�hobhya [and] the 
moon maQ<,fala and syllables ofRatnasambhava: by uniting each five [fin
gers] ,  [25 ]  they connect and become the cause for the mudras. Connect
ing the tips of both om and mum, the tips of the eight syllables cross and 
connect. Equally united with all the victorious ones, this mudra generates 
exaltation. 

The four syllables are hidden, and [the middle finger J i s  extended at the 
heart. A vajra blazes at the tip of the extended hung. Gathered at the moon, 
the syllables are hidden; and the bell is rung. In the manner of embracing, 
[the bell] is placed upon the thigh. The four syllables are hidden; [the 
middle finger] is extended at the heart. At the rip of the [middle finger] 
with the sound of mum, the ringing bell blazes. The five syllables of the 
sun unite with the consort. The [consort] bows and gazes with a smile. The 
four syllables are hidden, and [the forefinger] is extended to the heart. At 
the tip of the extended [forefinger] , om is a blazing wheel. Upon the moon, 
the syllables are gathered and hidden; and the bell is rung. By the gesture 
of embracing, the dharma [ mudra J is executed. 

The four syllables are hidden, and the extended [forefinger] is placed 
at the heart. At the tip of the extended [forefinger] lam, rhe ringing bell 
blazes. The five syllables of the sun embrace the consort. [The consort] 
bows and gazes with a smile. The four syllables are hidden, and [the thumb 
is] extended at the heart. At the tip of the extended [thumb], so is a blazing 
jewel. Upon the moon, the syllables are gathered and hidden; and the bell 
is rung. By the gesture of embracing, the dharma [mudd.] is executed. 

The four syllables arc hidden, and [the thumb is] extended at the heart. 
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At the tip of the extended [thumb] mam, the ringing bel l  blazes. The five 
syllables of the sun embrace the consort. [ The consort] bows and gazes 
with a smile. The four syllables are hidden, and [the ring finger is] extended 
at the heart. At the tip of the extended [ ring finger] , ang is a blazing lotus. 
Upon the moon, the syllables are gathered and hidden; and the bell is rung. 
By the gesture of embracing, the dharma [ mudra] is executed. 

The four syllables are hidden, and [the ring finger is] extended at the 
heart. At the tip of the extended [ring finger] bam, the ringing bell blazes. 
[ 26] 1l1c five syllables of the sun embrace the consort. The [consort] bows 
and gazes with a smile. The four syllables arc hidden, and [the little finger 
is] extended at the heart. At the tip of the extended [ l ittle finger], ha is 
a blazing sword. Upon the moon, the syllables arc gathered and hidden; 
and the bell is rung. By the gesture of embracing the consort, the dharma 

[ mudra] is executed. 'The four syllables are hidden, and [the little finger 
is] extended at the heart. At the tip of the extended [little finger] tam, the 
ringing bell blazes. The five syllables of the sun embrace the consort. [The 
consort] bows and gazes with a smile. 

The hand emblems are an utpala, naga sprig, and so forth, a jeweled 
sprout, blazing sword, white lotus, blazing vajra, dharmachakra, precious 
sprig, bcamiful form, [mirror), jeweled garland, vina, accomplished dancer, 
flower garland, supreme incense, butter lamp, scented water, and so forth. 
Activity is embraced, and the dharma [mudra] is executed. All [males'] 

heads are tilted, and the [females] are showing veneration. Concurrent 
with the previous great mudrii.s, they embrace within indivisible space. 

The mudrii.s for the wrathful ones at the four entrancewavs arc [that 
they appear] brandishing a vaj ra [dub] of suppression marked with nri, a 
coiled snake skull of suppression, a crossed vajra that functions to suppress, 
a hook, lasso, handcuffs, and bell. All abide at the four entranceways, show
ing veneration and united as previously explained. The various mudr·as of 
the six sages, when synthesized, arc six mudras. Their consorts are the non
conceptual space of phenomena. From the evenness of Samantabhadra, 
wisdom radiates. The consort is in the perfection-of-evenness, full-lotus 
posture. There are further al rernative mudras. Moreover, there are [the 
mudras] of the tathagatas, [or] at least the vajra palms. 

The supreme gathering of the great mudra is that [ 2 7] -by possessing 
method and prajna-without moving or arousing, every [activity] abides 
within the great mudra. Ihe limbs are adorned with the forty-two [dei
ties]. Of those, the branches of the radiance itself come to be the threefold 
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emanation of forty-two. Endowed in this way as the supreme principal 
ones-the victors and the supreme victor-and also as the blazing radiant 
light of twelve [gatekeepers ] and s ix  [sages] : in that way and so forth, they 
arc inconceivable. In the unimaginable ten directions and the four times, 

they individually reveal themselves for the purpose of those to be tamed. 
They fully appear according to the individual [aspirations of those in] all 
higher <md lesser vehicles, all perverted l heretics] , the unimaginable, and 
a vast assembly-including all peaceful and wrathful. 

Just as a single dancer himself--although not prcarranged-r<vf'a 1� var

ious forms, in brief; all rnudras cannot be defined in a single way by saying 
"rh is  is it." Multiplying from two to three, all movements and execution 
[of mudras] are the essential nature. In short, all movements and gyra
tions abide as a matter of course as the great mudra. Even in abiding itself; 
nothing [exists to] abide. This speech is taught by the supremely pure one 
himself. 

From the Secret Essence Definitive Nature just As It Is, having blessed all 
branches as the mal). gala, this completes the eighth chapter of the elaborate 
mudra. 

Then the Tathagata takes great delight and, by resting in union, arranges 
the mat).c,lala of secret vajra samaya; and the aphorism is expressed. The 
extremely subtle supreme samaya is the great rnudra at the palm of the 
hand. This sacred, enlightened-mind mat:t9ala [ 28 ]  is the measurement of 
four fingerbreadths. [ The nature of] five grains, five types of incense, five 
jewels, five essences, five medicines, and five nectars is total evenness. By 
knowing this, the line is drawn. 

Within [is] the center possessing spokes; [outside] the four spokes, 
including the rim of the wheeL is the square-patterned palace adorned 

with porticoes and entranceways. Upon the sun and moon the size of 
thumbnails is a lotus seat the size of a split pea. Upon the syllable [ i .e. , 

hung] the size of a mustard seed, draw the mudra the size of a sesame seed. 
[Arrange] varieties of manmade doth, ornaments, garlands, drinks, and fla
vorful foods surrounding. An accumulation of songs and words [of praise] , 
dancing, [and] clouds of musical ofFerings are perfectly offered. The con
sorts, the enticing females, and the female sattvas are offered according to 
whatever is desired. 

[ The fire pit] is endowed with characteristics such as shapes and colors, 
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transforming into the mouth [of the deity] .  Agni is invoked, and all types 
of delicious food, drink, and the ofterings of the four activities are perfectly 
presented. Just as with [the peaceful mal! gala] : for the wrathful maJ!qalas, 

those who arc trained in the extremely subtle [ key points ofsamadhi] must 

even please all inconceivable [ ma1!dalas] just like [ in the sadhana ]. This 

must be discerned by using common sense. 
The oftering ofthe great mudra is that, from one's mind like a gathering 

of cloud! ike wish-fulfilling [ j ewels] ,  the ten directions arc the pure lands of 

the buddhas. Supple, smooth, and blissful to the touch, the multifaceted, 
jeweled ground is beautifully adorned with relief patterns. The source of all 
[desirables] blazes as heaps ofjewels. Beautifully shaped ponds with cool
ness and supreme flavor;  various jeweled palaces, adornments, and forests 
of wish-granting trees ; the sound of lovely melodious songs and verses ;  
canopies, victory banners, [ 2 9 ]  parasols, and garments ; long necklaces, 
bracelets, and anklets; varieties of comestibles and drinks-[ are all] beau
tifully adorned with their O\vn particular styles. Gods and goddesses equal 
to the particles [ in  the atmosphere] encompassing all regions of space in 
the ten directions with unimaginable undulating, dancing, and so forth 
are extensively offered to all maJ!galas. Based on whether [the samadhi] 
of fortunate practitioners is clear, there arc gradual developers or those 
with instantaneous realization. [Offerings are made] equal to the space of 
phenomena. Meditate upon this as the offering of the great mudra. 

\Vith a consort either blessed or possessing clear [ samadhi)-given 
that the trichiliocosm fits within a mustard seed-the mal).gala is invoked 
from this basic space [ i.e., the secret place of the consort] ,  and offerings are 
made. Through this, [all deities] arc pleased; and the siddhi of the supreme 
samaya [ is attained ] .  

\Vhen the holder of immeasurable qualities makes offerings, the 
maJ!qala of the buddhas is pleased without exception. All beings in the 
three realms will be pervaded by great joy. Through stable [familiarity] 
with the magical manifestation matrix, the sugatas of the ten directions 
and four times and the maJ!qalas of those who have awakened without 
exception will be actualized for all beings throughout the three realms. All 
phenomena including body, speech, and mind do not abide anywhere ; and 
there is nothing to conceptualize, like an optical illusion. Through union 
with space, meditate upon space. 

Having completed all [ activities) , the lord of awareness enters; [and ] 
then the disciples must enter. Then those d isciples of supreme good 
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fortune offer whatever are the most cherished and pleasing, [such as] the 

kingdom, one's own body, offspring, spouse, and the most precious pos
sessions. [ 3o ] If the five aspects of the desirables are offered to the lord, 
this constitutes offering to all maf.19alas. Needless to say, this constitutes 
[offering to all deities of] the present ma1;<;lala. All faults will be puri
fied. If there is faith, diligence, and perfect realization of fearless con

duct [within the disciples] ,  gradually confer the benefiting and enabling 

empowerments ;  and through compassion, the disciples are held so [their 
minds] do not become spoiled. 

Otherwise, with the hands perfectly folded: upon the lap of the great 

mudra, the mal).4ala is the size of a thumb. Nevertheless, according to the 
sadhana, those proficient with the method must confer [empowerment] . 
Otherwise, on a very even surface, draw the ma!f<;iala the length of a cubit, 
the size of a human body, or the size of three human body lengths. 

With a pi.irba, thread, colored sand, and an attractive companion 
adorned with lovely clothing and ornaments, the complete sadhana of 
marking lines must be performed with concentration by one who is an 
expert. If not that, then [a ma1;<;lala of] sixteen cubits, twenty, or twenty
five must be drawn. Visualize all five mal).<;lalas of the families; [and] all 
images indicating enlightened body, speech, and mind are arranged. Oth
erwise, visualize the various ma1;<;lalas of the buddhas to be a furlong, a 
mile, or encompassing inconceivable space. In order to show this to those 
who are deluded and unable to see, draw this with twenty-five or five colors. 
This application of the colors must be according to the ritual for taming. 

In the infinitely supreme play of samadhi, the syllables and, in addition, 
the seats [and] the essence-or the mudras offully endowed enlightened 
body, speech, and mind-are [generated] .  All of this is the Buddha's com
mitment, so astonishing superb blessings will be accomplished. [ 3 r ]  

Creating mudra with soil and so forth: if the stages of perfect freedom 
can be attained, it is needless to mention the purification through the 
pedccdy pure wisdom of this mind. The great nature of the maf.19ala of 
al l directions and times is nonconceptual. From this maf.J.c,lala of enlight
ened mind, all mai�c,ialas are invoked. In the ma1�<;lala of inseparable self
appearances, there is union through the characteristic of the manner of 
entering. The buddhas that have come from all directions and times recited 
[prayers] ;  hence, the 111af.lc,iala is fully complete. Becoming the close [heir] 
is the supreme samaya. 

The wish-granting trees, precious wish-fulfilling jewels, and all these 
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things that come about have no true, substantial existence ; [yet] they are 
the steadfast merit of one's mind. These astonishing phenomena of the 
nugical manifestation have not come from nor existed elsewhere. The 
praji1a that is unwavering through methods occurs during [practice] such 
as this. Because the nature as it is of the space ofprajna becomes the mudra 
of method,  the play of wisdom takes delight in wisdom. This play of wis
dom also [manifests] as a replication. The victorious ones directly appear 
to protect; and even like the blessings that appear, the brill iant splendor of 
the potential to engage in activities is the supremely potent magic::� I v;1jr;1 

Completing the five rituals, fully completing the five necessities, per
fecting the five branches of mantra [without] decline, and engaging with 
great perseverance : in six months, twelve, fourteen, or sixteen, a sacred 
immortal vidyadhara will be accomplished. Sixteen lifetimes after that, 
l there will be 1 the spontaneous perfection of the five kayas [32 J as this wis
dom, vital-essence nature that appears inconceivably and supremely limit
less. In the fully perfected ten directions and four times, this unimaginable 
pure land is perfectly pure; and this celestial palace is free from dimen
sions. [There are] ornaments of the wheel, musical instruments, and all 
unimaginable mal)�alas without exception. Seeing this, [the ground] is 
practically attained; and benefit occurs through vast enlightened speech. 
This harmonious wisdom is self-appearing. 

'The nature just as it is is without center or limit and is free from being 
singular or plural. Even the buddhas themselves do not see this self-origi
nating wisdom that arises without abiding. This wisdom is not other than 
space, so designated misconceptions are perfectly pure ; and given that 
[beings and wisdom] are connected through great compassion, the six 
classes ofbeings appear at times and in realms without exception. 

The mat)<;hla of exaltation is the union [of male-female J, or the five 
[ -colored sand mary9ala.] By this arrangement, when faithful disciples fully 
enter, pleasing desirable [ siddhis] will be equally attained. If this wisdom 
of equal fortune is pursued, [siddhis] will swiftly transpire; and it is certain 
that the most astonishing [supreme siddhi] will occur. If [one practices] 

without faith, [samaya] will be damaged; and there will be ruin. Thus, the 
aphorism is expressed. 

From the Secret Essence Definitive Nature just As It Is, this completes the 
ninth chapter on the secret samaya of the vajra mal)9ala. 
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TilCn, the Conqueror-in a state of great joy-enters into the samadhi 
ectlled "giving [empowerment] to become the ruler"; and in this way the 
aphorism is expressed.  

From the mudra of prajiia and method, [ 33 ]  the bliss of the syllable and 
rhc rest arc visualized to flow through the path of the vajra and fill the 

lotus. This dissolves through the tips to transform as the maQ.qala. 
In the celestial-palace wheel of the listening cars, the nature of the vital 

essence is visualized. From the supreme gathering mudra of tram, the 
ma1,19ala ofRatna clearly emanates and dissolves. Tram is the secret, great 
secret, and supreme secret. All secrets must be [received] through listen
ing. Except for analysis, this secret meaning should not be explained to 
others. 

Within the celestial palace wheel of the visualization is the nature of 
the visualized vital essence. From the supreme garlands of syllables, the 
maQ.qala of the family is visualized, emanates, and dissolves. 

Om! Great heirs of the victorious ones of the three times, 
Maintain vajra enlightened body, speech, and mind. 
Please all the victorious ones with ofFerings, and 
May union with all the victorious ones be achieved. 

At the celestial palace of the wheel of the hands, the nature of the visual
ized vital essence becomes the supreme gathering mudra of hung. By viv
idly [generating] the ma11qala of enlightened activity, [the wisdom being] 
emanates and dissolves. 

Om! You are vajra activity. 
Hence, accomplish all activity without exclusion. 
By radiating and gathering all messengers, 
Your intentions will be fulfilled. 

In the celestial palace of the wheel that expresses words is the nature of 
the clear vital essence. F rom the supreme gathering of the mudra of hri, 
the visual ization of the mandala of dharma is visualized, emanates, and 
dissolves. 

Om! By the unsurpassed nectar of dharma, 
1hose with faith must be satisfied. 
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Proclaim the secret according to those of 
Superb, middling, and dull f<culties, [ 34 ]  

But  not  otherwise. 

Within the whed of the celestial palace that functions to move is the 
nature of the radiantly clear vital essence. Meditate that all [syllables such 
as] hunK, om, so, LUll:, and ha become the five lllai,ldalas and the encircling 
wrathful ones. 

Om � 'Ute great vaira enlightened body, speech, and mind 
Ofall the [buddhas] of the ten directions and four times
Creator of all mary galas, 
Please bestow the [ siddhis] of all nui.ldalas. 

Fail ing to please the vajra master and not receiving empowerment, for 
those who attempt to listen and so forth : not only will there be no result, 
there will be ruin. 

If the crown, diadem, garland, armor, victory banner, mudra, parasol, 
vase, food and drink, and the five-essence empowerments are conferred: 
from that day onward as an heir of the Victorious One, the lower realms 
will no longer exist; and there will be immortality and abundant happi
ness. One will become a master of the higher realms of liberation. Thus, 
it is taught. 

From the Secret Essence Defi'nitive Nature just As It Is, this completes the 
tenth chapter on giving empmverment. 

1hen the Tathagata takes great delight by entering into the samadhi of 
union called "the mastery of the king of the magical manifestation matrix"; 
and in this way, the aphorism is expressed. Through the four modes of 
perfect realization-the single cause, the mode of the syllable,, the bless
ing, and actual realization-everything is fully perfected as the great 
monarch. 

All limbs, organs, and consciousnesses are not [ independent] aspects 
and should be understood as om. Meditate upon this as the maryqala of the 
sambhogakaya. Alternatively, meditate upon this as the wrathful ma1,1gala. 
[ 3 5 ]  Form, sound, smell, taste, touch, and the like are not just [ordinary] 
aspects. This should be understood as miim. Meditate upon this nu1�"iala 
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of consorts. Alternatively, meditate upon the mal)9ala of the wrathful 

females . 

[Regarding] the gathering of massing douds of clothing, ornaments, 

food, drink, song, speech, and dance [and J by understanding this as hung, 

to comp letely partake pleases the mat!4ala-the source of astonishing 
[siddhis] . 

Regarding the goddess, nagini, and the female of! ow caste -by making 

distinctions or without making these distinctions: through the approach, 

the close approach, the accomplishment, and the great accomplishment in 
the lotus maJ.)cJala of the female consort, the mal)c,iala ofenlightened mind 
of exaltation emanates. Through the supreme gift of equal satisfaction: 
without exception, the entire mal)cJala ofbuddhas dissolves. The accom
plishment essence of the sun and moon is received within the mal)9ala by 
the vajra tongue. Traveling through space, becoming lucid, blazing, life 
expectancy, and others [are attained. [Ultimately], one will become a sov
ereign of [the ground] Wish-Fulfilling Clouds [ i.e., Clouds of Dharma] . 

The object [to tame] from the supreme and secondary realms is placed 
upon a sun and a moon by a skillful practitioner. With [ vajra] pride, med
it�lte upon the movement of the hands. Completely purified, [the con
sciousness] becomes a hung. By dissolving into space, the mudra blazes and 
becomes the splendid kaya blazing with radiant light. Meditate upon total 
victory [ i.e., Samantabhadra] above the crown as an astonishing method 
for liberating the lower realms. The primordial, unborn nature just as it is 
resembles the magical appearance of optical illusions. Even while engag
ing in the activity of union and liberation, [ultimately) there is not even a 
panicle's worth of negativity accumulated. 

The universe, inhabitants, and mind streams are realized to be to be per
fectly pure; and through the two-evenness and surpassing evenness-the 
ma10qala is the pure land of Samantabhadra. Through whatever activities, 
great accumulations will occur. [ 36 ]  A practitioner who has not allowed 
the branch [ samayas] to decline and who is endowed with substances and 
a complete understanding of rituals will certainly achieve the goal through 
the gat)achakra mal)4ala. 

The union of five deities with their five sources ofbliss is an arrangement 
of the group formation of five. Meditate upon the ten wrathful males and 
ten wrathful females [appearing] in the aspect of a wheel. The tathagata, 
vajra, and lotus families of enlightened body, speech, and mind are to be 
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meditated upon as  all the deities ofrhe group formation of three, including 
the gathering of wrathful ones. Among families, the family of [Saman
rabhadra] is the principal bmily. The enlightened m ind of the Eunily of 
mind is the supreme enlightened mind . Meditate upon this group of dei
ties as a single formation, including the gathering of rhe wrathful ones. 
Tinough the great gathering of male and female wrathfu l  ones, messengers, 
emissaries, oath-bound ones, those who follow the command, and so torrh, 

the activities ofsiddhis will be accomplished. 

The siddhi of a mantra-holder practitioner is to abide spontaneously 
present in evenness and perfection. Conduct itself is completely devoid of 

obsrruction, and all phenomena are primordially inseparable. 
Within the vajra family, all malf<;lalas arc included. Meditating that the 

radiating light is ablaze, this dissolves in the manner ofnonattachmcnt and 
becomes indivisible as the great mudra. 

Conversely, the enlightened body, speech, and mind are all the [mat;
�hlas of] enlightened body, speech, and mind without exception. By visu
alizing through samadhi, the radiation of light dissolves inro indivisible 
space. This becomes the attainment of the supreme siddhi of a vidyadhara. 
The blazing malf<;lala is accomplished without exception. Dispelling the 
suffering of the passions, [beings arc led ] to take rebirth i n  the vajra fam
ily. The authentic siddhis of a mantra holder are [ 37 ]  ro meditate upon 
all five mat)<;lalas of method and prajiia and the garland of wrathful ones. 
In the manner of nonattachment, emanations radiate in the aspect of 
light rays. They dissolve indivisibly, and the essence of supreme siddhi is 
attained. 

A practitioner of method and p raj t1a should meditate upon the 
rathagatas and their consorts. They should also meditate upon the sattvas 
and female sattvas. Each respective mantra, mudra, and aspect ofsamadhi 
arc to be correctly and distinctly visualized. The place and necessities must 
be adequate and abundant, and the mind completely committed. First, 
whatever commitment is made must be maintained accordingly. \Vithour 
falling prey to discouragement and sloth or becoming complacent [and ] 
if one practices free of doubt, then all malf<;!alas will be accomplished. The 
supreme, sacred, secret vajra will be achieved. The number of days for the 
practice and the astrological connections should be explained according 
to the tantra. 

]bus, the secret vajra manifests as words. Hence, the Tathagata h imself 
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brings forth the subject to the Tathagara himself. From the Secret Essence 
Definitive Naturc.Just As It Is, this completes the eleventh chapter on the 
m;�l�<,iala of the gar�achakra. 

'Then in a state of great delight, the Tathagata radiates clouds of manifes
tation. By resting in the samadhi that is an ornamental array, the aphorism 

is expressed in this way. In the unwavering samadhi of the fully perfected 

mar�qala of the magical manifestation matrix, there are mudra movements 
of dancing and swaying ; and through that, there will be the ability to travel 
underground and fly in the path of the sky. By the mudra of the sound 
of songs and words, the siddhi of dharma will be attained. Through the 
mudra of donning ornaments and garments, the blazing king ( 38 ]  that can
not be defeated is accomplished. l11rough the mudra of food and bever
ages, the wish-fulfilling kay a and ambrosia will be accomplished. Through 
the mudra of ah li and ka li, all [ siddhis] will be fulfilled. 

The mantric formula that unites the characteristics of knowing and 
engaging ripens as the result through root causes and contributing cir
cumstances. Whoever develops this potential and power will be well 
known as a vidyadhara throughout the pure lands of the victorious ones. 
Although they take immaculate rebirth as humans, gods, and Brahmii, in 
particular they abide upon the [tenth] ground since they have fully per
fected the paramitas. Method and prajfia are the supreme method. The 
supreme prajfia of the superlative is the difference between the ten and 
the three grounds. The distinction between cause and result is spontane
ous perfection. 

[At the seat of] the sun and moon in the extremely pure mar:tl)ala of 
space, meditate upon the king of wisdom in union. ll1e entire mar:tt;lala 
of the victorious ones is meditated upon without exception. No matter 
when or where in the four times as well as the ten directions, the fully per
fected buddha will not be discovered. 'The nature of the mind is the fully 
perfected buddha. Hence, do not search for buddha elsewhere. Through 
fully uniting with the ma!).qala ofSamantabhadra, all mar.u;lalas are accom
plished. Even the faults, additions, and omissions of sadhana practice will 
be purified to become faultless. 

ll1e aphorism is thus expressed, and the manifest [offering] clouds 
completely please [all the tathagatas] .  From the Scn·ct Essence Definitive 
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JV,1ture]ust As It Is, this completes the twelfth chapter on accomplish ing 

rhe gathering [of merit and wisdom] .  

'fhen, as the gathering of the embodiment o f  all tath;1gatas o f  the ten 

directions and four times-the vajra ma�:t9alas of enlightened body, speech 
and mind- [Samantabhadra] takes great delight. The samaya of the spon
taneously present great perfection that is the primordial nature of all phe
nomena is a great secret. By resting in the samadhi of the essential clouds, 
[ those with fortune] are placed [on the grounds] ; [ 3 9 ]  and the aphorism is 
expressed. Failure to understand, incorrecr understanding, partial under
standing, and not perfectly understanding, taming, the wisdom intent, the 
secret, and the meaning of the narural secret are clearly indicated through 
phrases relying on combined words designated by the sounds of syllables. 
Revealing the meaning that is obscured and hidden within [the texts ] ,  this 
abides in the enlightened mind of a vajra master. 

Through the mar) gala of the indwelling ma�:t9ala, meditate [on the] 
ma�:tt;lala with the ma�:tt;lala. The ma�:tt;lala originates from the nw;�hla. 
The mar)t;iala of enlightened mind is the supreme ma�:t9ala, the secret vital 
essence ma�:tt;lala of basic space. The elements of prajfl.i are the buddha 
nature as the consort. The great [elements] arc the buddha nature of the 
families. The awakened mind is the vajra assembly. All organs, objects, 
time, and awareness are the ma�:t<;lala of the Always Excellent [ i.e., Saman
tabhadra ] .  The surpassing great holder of immeasurable qualities sees with 
the five wisdoms of enl ightened mind. 

Through the union of the vital essences and the sound of wisdom exal
tation, great wisdom ecstasy is offered. Through this immaculate merit, 
there arc the supreme, self-appearing, magical, wisdom manifestations of 
ma�:t9alas. 

1his secret vital essence nature of space is the nature of all the buddhas. 
Fully awakened in the ten directions and four times, seeing this nature of 
enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities without exception 
is mastery of [ 40] the supreme and sacred. When abiding in the ma�:t9ala, 
this mar:tt;lala's nature is the spontaneously present mar; <;I ala of completion. 
A ll maJ:tgalas without exception are complete as ornaments. From the 
union of the m�w9alas of the sambhogakiya, the compassionate mar)galas 
fully emerge. As protectors who tame the ma�:t9alas of directions and times 
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bv liberating the illusory mar;<ohlas, the mal)Q.alas of nonexistent object and 

s:1bject are engaged. 
As the mai)Q.ala of perfected wisdom, the self-originating [and] always 

sublime is spontaneously present through the union of hearing, contempla
tion, and meditation. This is the supreme samaya that all buddhas never 
deparr from. Whoever shows interest in this by revering the tnal)Q.alas with
out exception throughout <til times and directions will become knmvn as "a 
close heir." For as many kalpas as there are particles within the pure lands, 
[practitioners] must train in order to become proficient. The result of rever
ing all mar;<ohlas without exception is this great secret. In the ten direc
tions of the six worlds, the victorious ones of all mal)Q.alas without a single 
exception, who have previously come and who are presenr, have perfected 
the five kiyas by attaining [this path] . All those of the present and those 
to become [ vidyadharas] in the future will become spontaneously present 
[ vidyadharas] through this [path] . Among the mar) galas of the victorious 
ones without exception: except for this definitive great secret that takes 
the result as the path, another definitive secret [path] has never existed. If 
sought after even by the victorious ones, this will not be discovered. This is 
the supreme great seal of all [tantras ] .  Becoming knowledgeable through 
study, contemplation, and meditation, all those with the eyes of prajna 
must sustain this. Entrust this ro suitable recipienrs who are noble and have 
stable faith. [ 41) Th is should be given to those who give up their bodies 
and abundance and must never be transmitted to others. If this is given 
to those who are deluded and have no control, there will be an untimely 
conclusion to their lives; and they will burn and be tormented indefinitely. 

Thus the Tathagata himself expresses the aphorism to the Tathagata 
himself. From the Secret Essence Definitive Nature just As It Is, this com
pleres the thirteenth chapter on the extremely secret essential upadesha. 

Then the lord of all rathagatas sings the song of rapture to the 
mai)Q.ala. 

Om ! The wisdom mal)Q.ala of the great vital essence 
Is perfect throughout the ten directions and four times. 
As a mai).0ala of merit [and] gathering ofkayas 
Of appearances and emptiness, the vital essence is perfectly 

complete. Ho! 
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Om ! 'I his vajra merit is the great vital essence, 
Endowed as the wisdom ma!)4ala of the vaj ra. 
Ihe infinite greatness ofvajra sound 
Is the vajra monarch-the great vital essence. Ho ! 

Om ! The great perfection of enlightened body, speech, mind, 
qualities, and enlightened activities 

Is the primordial, spontaneously perfected Samanrabhadra. 
'Ihis vast assembly is the great vital essence. Ho ! 

Om! Magical manifestations arc nonconccprual in the space 
of evenness, 

Always infinite, radiating multitudes of [multicolored light] . 
Always infinite, dissolving spontaneously, [they] 
Are the diverse greatness of enlightened body, speech, and 

mind. Ho ! 

Om! In the ten directions of the universe as numerous as 
particles, 

All deeds of the victorious ones are as numerous as particles 

As inconceivable emanations [equal to] particles 
That are instantaneously, spontaneously present. Ho ! 

Om! All [maJ;4alas] arc enlightened body, speech, and mind 
without exception. [ 42] 

The great nature of enlightened body, speech, and mind 
Is always pervaded by enlightened body, speech, and mind. 
l11is enlightened body, speech, and mind is the great vital 

essence. Ho ! 

Thus, this aphorism is proclaimed. From the Secret l:_'ssence Dtjinitive 
Nature just As it Is, this completes the fourteenth chapter that delights 
[the lords of the ma!)4ala ] .  

l11en the great lord of  all tathagatas, who i s  the nature of  all the bud
dhas, is fully manifest as the wrathful ma!f4ala. One may wonder why. 

With conceptual delusion concerning the self and compulsory attach-
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111ent for the designated, those who lack the authentic path-without 
understanding the obscured secret-will fully engage in the hidden secret. 
Deluded about causes and results, the coarse seeds of existence are cast. 
\Xlithout interruption, rebirth is taken in the extremely hot hells ofAvlchl. 
Tormented by the exceedingly intense suHering of heat, they will think, 
"Compared to this, it [ i.e., the cold hell] is extremely frigid. Ifonly I could 
be born there." At that moment, pounded by incredible cold [the body] 
will crack like a lotus, and intense sufFering will be endured. Hence, there 
is the suffering of the eight [hells] ,  such as Intense Heat and rhe rest. In 
all of these eight, such as Extremely Cold and so forth, transference to the 
worlds is experienced for twelve thousand great kalpas. Once that result 
is exhausted, the deprived spirits are tormented by the suffering of hunger 
and thirst, all desirable things appear as displeasing, all things transform 
into various coarse and harmfu l  substances, and once again everything 
vanishes. [ 43 ]  Extremely emaciated and dry, their abdomens, limbs, and 
faculties are impaired and disproportionate. Rebirth must be taken for six 
great kalpas of time. 

Then when the ripening of coarse karmic obstructions gradually dimin
ishes, there will be a reconnection based on the existence of previous 
[causes to be reborn] as an extremely unruly and wrathful, great cannibal 
deprived spirit. A single body can have a hundred heads of various [animal] 
heads. A hundred bodies may have a single head and diverse bodies with 
many limbs. The limbs can have diverse [shapes] and are holding many 
harmful weapons. The retinues include many various intimidating forms 
with myriad frightening screams that petrify all beings with their forms, 
roars, odors, and breaths. With enormously frightening black winds, their 
breaths-both hot and cold-disturb every region, sending the four hun
dred and four illnesses. Their powers weaken memory, as well as render 
others insane. 

'The classes of the nagas, classes of the demi-gods, and classes of the 
gods-all the way up to Brahmakayika, Abhasvara, Shubhakrtsna, and 
Brhatphala14-are overcome. Previously [the rudra J relied upon [a spiritual 
gctide ] .  Through the strength of that, [ Mahottara] saw through his omni
science [the sufFering ofbeings J and, by enacting compassion, revealed the 
deeds of taming. 

Then from the Tathagata's great vajra arrangement of the magical mani
festation matrix in the ten directions of the six realms where [the rudra J is 
the lord of the three planes of existence, he shows the authentic presence 
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of taming [ 44] through great pride. The great nature of vaj ra enlightened 
bodv, speech, and mind of all the tathagatas-the Bhagawan-rakes great 
deli�ht by abiding in the evenness of the samadhi of the king of the magi
cal manifestation matrix and radiates great clouds of the nul).9ala of the 

Heruka King of Wrath. 

From the basic space of the nature as it is, the great holder ofimmeasur

abk qual i t ies-the wrathful female-emerges. Saying hi hi [and] through 
splendor and pleasure, her lotus blossoms. The jewel enters [the lotus] , 
and they embrace inseparably in rapmre. Due to the clouds ofbodhichitta 
and by expressing hung hung hung bisho benzar trodha rlzola mm:;cj,If,I phet 
phet phet htdtl hala hr1lt1 hung, this [mantra] completely pervades the infi
nite space of the six realms throughout the ten directions. The assembly 

of wrathful mal).9alas emerges to pervade the trichiliocosm in numbers as 
vast as the particles in the ten directions of the world. In the ten directions 
of the six realms, there is motion, moderately great motion, and extremely 
great motion ; sounding, crashing, and colossal great crashing; barely roar
ing, roaring, and exceptionally loud roaring ; barely shaking, shaking, and 
extremely intense shaking; and barely rolling, rolling, and turbulently 
rolling. 

1hose who abide in the ten directions of all six worlds' trichiliocosm 
realms with the greatest power, brilliance, and strength-such as Mahesh
vara and so forth-faint and fall uneonscious. lt is then that the great joyful 
Bhagawan himself assumes the magnificent aspect that causes great terror 
and fear. [ 45 ]  Capable of assuming any manifestation, [he transforms into J 
the great, blazing red-black Heruka. His heads, arms, and legs are equal to 
the particles in the trichiliocosm.  Holding a variety of weapons, he sports 
three heads, six arms, and four legs. He enjoys the great charnel grounds 
and stands in the midst of an ocean of blood, upon a great mountain of 
skeletons, at the hub of a wheel in a great rnass of blazing [fire j, with [ legs] 
drawn in and extended, [and] upon a seat of the male-female Maheshvara 
and the haughty queen of the charnel grounds. 

Some of these manifest clouds of wrathful mal).<,ialas also become the 
glorious, great Vajra Heruka abiding at the eastern [wheel ] .  Some become 
the glorious, great Ratna Heruka abiding at the southern [wheel ] ;  some 
become the glorious, great Padma Heruka abiding at the western [wheel] ;  
while some become the glorious, great Karma Heruka abiding at the north
ern [wheel ] .  All assume terrifying demeanors and, in a blazing expanse, 
shout the mighty sounds. They luve three heads, [six] arms, and four legs 
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and are standing with [ legs] drawn in and extended upon seats of male and 
female gandharvas, yak�has, cannibals, yamas, and so forth. The assembly 

of great heruka queens also abides with the individual kayas in the manner 

of embrace. 
Then the great haughty ones and others perform various great and men

acing magical feats with ferocious minds. Their reviling cries in unison 
threaten with violent aggression. "Release us ! Release us ! Lords of compas
sion, what will you do with us? ! "  [ 46] Lamenting in this way, they become 
extremely aggressive. 

"Then with great joy, the Bhagawan [manifests] with nine heads, eight
een arms, and eight legs. Through the skillful means of compassion, he 
tames with a mighty voice and [becomes] extremely aggressive. Reciting 
hung hung hung, ha ha ha, and khahi khahi khahi, he removes the hearts 
and sense organs and takes out the internal organs of the unruly ones, such 
as Maheshvara and others. He severs and chops up all the limbs, consum
ing all their flesh, drinking all their blood, and masticating all their bones. 
Then by reciting hung hung hungjhyo jhyo jhyo eh ah ra li hring hring dza 
dza, all the realms of the world in ten directions-including space-are 
subsumed to fit within a single mustard seed. 

Then the kings of all kingly earth spirits without exception, the great 
haughty ones, and so forth and their queens of all royal female earth spir
its-the great human female cannibal Manurak�hasi, Brahma.Q.i, Raudri, 
Indra.Q.i, Vai�h.Q.avi, Kaumari, Rakti, Amrta, Shant!, DaJ!41, Rak�hasi, Somi, 
Rat!, blood-guzzling Rudhiramadi, EkacariJ!i, Manoharika, Siddhikari, 
Vayudcvi, Bhak�hasi, Agnayi, Varahi, Chamul)4i, Bhujana, Varunal)i, 
Mahakali, Mahachagala, Mahakumbhakarl)i, Lambodara, and so forth
their retinues, attendants, and inner servants, [ 4 7] who are as many as 
there arc particles in the world, are completely conquered. 

Then through the method for taming, the rapturous Bhagawan-great, 
glorious Heruka-once again appears as the great five fearsome families. 
All joyfully delight in embrace and rest in the samadhi called "emerg
ing clouds of the mal)4ala;' which emerges from vajra enlightened body, 
speech, and mind. Thus, having expressed om ah hung benzar prabe sha 

ya ah la la ho, all earth-spirit queens become extremely attracted; and the 
lhal)9alas of their lotuses are aroused and blossom like the example of a 
magnet attracting iron. 

Then the greatly joyful Bhagawan, the great kaya of Vajra Heruka, 
enters into union with each of the great female cannibals of the humans 
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who are Manurakshasi, Rakti, Rati, Bhakshasi, Mahakall, Mahachagala, 
Mahakumbhakarnl, and Lambodara. The Bhagawan great, glorious 
Heruka Chemchog o f the Wheel enters into union with Brahmani, 
Raudri, Indram, Vaishnavi, and Kaumari. The Bhagawan great, glorious 
Heruka o f the Jewel enters into union with Amrta, Shanti, Dandi, Somi, 
and Rakshasi. The Bhagawan great, glorious Heruka o f the Lotus enters 
into union with blood-guzzling Rudhiramadi, Ekacarini, Manoharika, 
Siddhikari, and Vayudevi. [48] Tine Bhagawan great, glorious Karma 
Heruka enters into union with Agnayi, Varahi, Chamundi, Bhujana, and 
Varunani.

Then the rapturous Bhagawan and all wrathful mandalas recite hung, 
[and] the entire assembly o f the lotus mandalas joins in full embrace. Then 
having taken delight, ha is recited; and through the cause o f the bodhi- 
chitta an assembly of Gauri, an assembly o f Cauri, an assembly o f Pramoha, 
an assembly o f Vetali, an assembly o f Pukkasi, an assembly of Chandali, 
an assembly o f Smashani, and an assembly o f Ghasmari—including their 
astonishing individual weapons— emerge. Having emerged, they take their 
seats upon the spokes o f the great, blazing wheel, beginning in the east. In 
frightening forms, each one is brandishing their individual weapon.

Then in astate o f rapture by reciting he, an assembly of great Simhamukhi, 
an assembly o f Vyaghrlmukhi, an assembly o f Shrgamukhi, an assembly o f 
Shvanamukhi, an assembly o f Grdhramukhi, an assembly o f Karikamukhi, 
an assembly o f Kakamukhi, and an assembly of Ulukamukhi'- all emerge 
with their individual weapons and astonishing accouterments. Once 
they emerge, they take their seats at the perimeter o f the great, blazing 
wheel. With their awesome expressions, they form a circle beginning in 
the east.

Their rapture then permeates the ten directions [49] o f all realms with
out exception. By reciting phet, the assemblies V ajratejasa, Vajramogha, 
Vajraloka, and Vajravetali all emerge holding their particular astonishing 
weapons. Once they emerge, they abide in extremely awesome forms at 
the four entranceways o f the great, blazing mandala. Then from the joyful 
clouds, the sound of phet reverberates throughout the ten directions. They 
all become fearsome, and even all matarah are sent back to their individual 
abodes. Kye hoi

Then the Bhagawan takes great delight; and with great compassion, 
the great, glorious herukas enter into the evenness o f samadhi called “the 
source o f ambrosia.” From their vajra enlightened body, speech, and mind,
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rhc mantra om benzar maha amrita maha trodha ang ang ang emerges. 
Having recited this, Mahcshvara and the others emerge from the anuses 
of the wrathful bhagawans. From the filth of this ocean, Utsushama Trota 
emerges from each of the anuses to drink all the smut; [and the haughty 
ones]  once again regain consciousness. 

1he entire assembly of wrathful mal)"hlas appears to them as kayas with 
n inc hundred heads, one thousand eight hundred arms, and eight hundred 
legs abiding in the midst of great, blazing [fire ] .  During the time all the 
haughty, powerful males in all six ten-directional planes of existence arc 
being tamed through inconceivable myriad methods, [they are] simultane
ously tamed by appearing in the individual [ realms] .  [ so ]  Then they are 
panic-stricken and shiver with defeat. "Take us as your servants ; accept us 
as your servants ;  you must accept us as your servants ! If you don't accept 
us, may our heads, bodies, and hearts split and crack into a hundred pieces ! 
[May our bodies] rot, decay, and burn, ruining [this life] ; may we fall to the 
hells and call out to you !" Thus, they swear to be accepted into the retinue 
and are placed as seats within the ma1)4ala. 

All reguest in unison, "Please accept our wives, mothers, and sisters into 
your great ma1)4ala. Heroes, deities, lords, accept each of us and our ser
vants. Even those who hold the name of this great ma1)4ala assembly [will 
be respected] as wish-fulfilling jewels upon our crowns. Free f1·om decep
tion and with respect, we take you as our objects of ofFering always holding 
you on our crowns. We will do our best to faithfully serve you [and] to fully 
accomplish without exception whatever is desired." They go on to say, "As 
we have verbally sworn in the presence of the heroes: if by chance we fail, 
may our heads, bodies, and hearts split open, be chopped to pieces, and 
rot." Then all their wives, mothers, sisters, and daughters instantly arrive 
within the mal)qala to reguest in unison, "All of us, including our servants, 
have been accepted into the retinue [ s r ]  of the great hero. 0 Great Hero, 
please grant [us] the siddhi of enlightened activity." Thus, they speak. 1hen 
with great love, the Bhagawan hands each one a vajra; [and] each receives 
an empowerment name and is positioned at the outer mal)qala. 

From the Secret Essence Definitive Nature]ust As It Is, this completes the 
fifteenth chapter-the intrinsic nature of the wrathful ma!).qala emanating 
as clouds. 
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'llien in a state of rapture, the Bhagawan [ reveals] the great assembly of 
rhe mai)qala. So that samaya can be accomplished, this mai)Qala of enlight
ened speech, the assembly of tathagatas, [and J the great wrathful herukas, 
including their consorts, emerge from the mighty wisdom ofvajra enlight

ened body, speech, and m ind. 

Om sarwa tathagata maha shri heruka mahtZ tsendhtZ stZrWti dutren 

tZhnataka hana dtZha patsa hung hung hungphet 
Om benzar llliiha shri heruka maha tsendha st1rWti dutren ahnataka 

hana dtZha patsa hung hung hungphet 
Om ratnd 11Mha shri heruk,1 maha tsendha sarwtt dutren ahnt1tt1ka 

ht1na dahtt patsti hung hung hung phet 
Om padma mt1ha shri herukt1 mt1ha tsendha sttrwa dutren ahnatttka 

hana daha patsa hung hung hung phet 
Om karma mafJtZ shri heruktt maha tsendhtZ stlJ'Wtl dutren almatt1ka 

hana dt1h11 patsa hung hung hung phet 
Om sarw11 tath11gata maha trodhi shori sarwa dutren hung phet 
Om maha benzar dhara maha trodhi shm·i dzolani hungphet 
Om surytt rafntz dhara maha trodhi shori bi ttl mtt ha hung phet 
Om hri shota samata padma maha trodhi shori [52] khahi hungphet 
Om sarwa ahmogha maha trodhi shori bisho hung phet 
Om benzar ke'uri ha om benzar tso'uri ha om benzar pmmoha 

ha benzar be tali ha benzar tsandali ha benzar pukkasi ha 
benzar ghasmari ha benzar smash,mi ha 

Benzar sengha mukha he benzar batri muk!J<l he benzar trila 
mukha he benzar shona mukha he benzt1r trita mukh,1 he 
benzar kt1ngkc1 mukhtl he benzar khakhtZ mukhtl he benzm· 
hulu mukha he 

BenztZr ar_y11 tetsa te ngtZ dza benztZr t1hrnoght1 hung benZtZr loktl 
bmn benzm· bhimi pt1la_ytZ wati ho 

jhyo jh_yo jhyo jhyo jhyo jhyo jhyo jhyo jhyo jhyo jhyojf�yo 

jhyo_jJ�yo jh_yo jhyojhyo jh_yo jhyo jhyo jl�yo jhyo jhyo jhyo 

jhyo jhyo jhyojhyo rulu rulu rulu hung eh htZya hi tlh rh1 Jil 
dza hung bam ho mm 

Om benzar trodha sarntZJtl hung 

Om! The fearsome are pacified through \Vrathful means. 
The assemblies of awesome, glorious, wrathful ones 
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May the superb blessing of the blazing ones 
Be bestowed upon me at this very moment. 

Om benzar samaya tom om benzar samap1 ho om benzar 
samayaphet 

Om ah li u li ta li tapa li dam tra gona rotri kha ram 
yogini kha hi ho hung ha he phet 

Having recited this, among the ten directions ofthe six worlds, [all nega
tivities] burn and are incinerated, blaze, increasingly blaze, and completely 
blaze. The entire [universe and inhabitants] are filled with the brilliant 
mal).cJala assembly that encompasses everything and fully pervades. 

From the Secret Essence Definitive Nature just As It Is, this completes the 
sixteenth chapter on the manifestations of the mal).cJala-the enlightened 
speech of the great assembly of wrathful ones. 

Then in order for the Bhagawan-in a state of rapture-to reveal their 
[i.e., the deities} ma�J.cJalas, [s3} the aphorism is expressed. The blazing 
wheel has four spokes and is fully adorned with a four-sided foundation. 
It is square, has four entranceways, and is both beautified with blazing 
colonnades and enhanced by the sun and multitudes of skulls and ser
pents. Massive flames radiate light. Ferocious bears, elephants, buffalo, 
leopards, and tigers [uphold the thrones] with their hoofs and claws. The 
god Maheshvara and others lie intertwined. Their extremely frightening 
kayas are maroon-black, blue-black, yellow-black, red-black, and green
black. With three faces, six arms, and four treading legs, they wear a vari
ety of fresh skins, while their ornaments are serpents, fresh skulls, and the 
sun. They roar with a terrifying, awesome sound. [ Holding] vajras and 
human skulls filled [with blood] , a sword, axe, plough, and [a small drum] , 
[ they symbolize] the entire trichiliocosm while holding their various hand 
emblems. 

[ They are] embraced by a fearsome assembly [of ] consorts, [who are 
the] consorts of the sacred grounds and objective phenomena, the stunning 
consorts of the four gatekeepers, and the assemblies of wives, courtesans, 
and servants as the almighty twenty-eight. Abiding on their individual 
seats and holding their hand emblems, they approach and ask, " What 
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can we accomplish for you?" Having expressed this, everything in the ten 

directions of the six worlds appears as the blazing ma1�gala. 
From the Secret Essence Dtjinitive Nature]ust As It],, this completes the 

seventeenth chapter revealing the wrathful ma!fgalas. 

Then in a state of rapture, the Bhagawan expresses the aphorism [ 54] of 
raking great pleasure with the offerings. For this, the sacred way of making 
ofFerings and expressing generosity is to initially liberate conceptual ization 
and familiarization with self Then with an indivisible mind [and] com

passion for negative-minded sentient beings, liberate them as indivisible. 
Through this unity of the great offering of union : by pleasing onesel( [all 
tathagatas] arc pleased. This great accomplishment substance of evenness 
is offered ro the assembly of deities equal to oneself. The comestibles, deli
cacies, beverages, and garments-all the abundance possessing the five as 
ma!f�alas-dissolve into the marygalas. 

The great, astonishing qualities of those who have departed, the sugatas 
throughout the ten directions and four times, develop from nothing other 
than [familiarity with their own minds] -needless to mention r magnetiz
ing] the gods, cannibals, and so forth. Those who arc qualified practitioners 
have perfected the mahamudra. Nothing is based on the dualistic mind; 
hence, the great mai)�ala will continue to strengthen. Having expressed 
this, the six realms of the ten directions are pervaded by great, pleasurable 
oflerings. 

From the Secret Essence Definitive Nature Just As It Is, this completes 
the eighteenth chapter that reveals the expression of generosity and sacred 
offerings. 

Then in a state of rapture, the Bhagawan expresses the aphorism of 
this extraordinary samaya, so the practitioners who uphold Mantra may 
accomplish results. When this unsurpassed vehicle is fully understood 
even by engaging in activities generated by the passions: although appear
ing as though involved, no [habits] are accrued;  and the [two] accumula
tions are perfected. [Hence] ,  the disciplines and VO\\'S are fully endowed. 
Within the unsurpassed supreme samaya, the disciplines that are capable 
of taming and the limitless vows [ s s ]  without exception are subsumed and 
perfectly pure. Existence, nonexistence, [and] even the Middle Way are 
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nonexistent-like optical illusions and magic. Since life has no true exis
tence, there is no life to be severed. A life and an individual are merely mis
conceptions. Because both truths are inseparable-like the way the gods of 
emanation partake [of their own emanations ] -they arc undifferentiated. 
Since the act of stealing from another and the object to be stolen are non
existent, there is no stealing-like the space of the nature just as it is. 

Phenomena are like magic, and designated names and words are false. 
When the liar himself is telling a lie, the so-called lie does not exist even as 
a mere designation .  Being without attachment is attachment; the moment 
of being without desire is attachment. This is the king of supreme purity
extremely [pure] great attachment. 

To never abandon the unsurpassed, to show respect to the guru, to not 
lose the continuity of mantra and mudra, to have love for those who have 
entered the perfectly correct path, and to not speak outside [the ma!f4ala] 
about the secret meaning are the fivefold root [ samayas] to be accom
plished and the supreme samayas that guard. To not abandon delusion, 
desire, hatred, pride, and jealousy [or] the white ambrosia, the red ambro
sia, feces, urine, and the great flesh-to not abandon the pure universe 
and inhabitants: these ten branches of samaya are practiced by realizing 
primordial purity and evenness. The five samayas that are guarded and 
practiced constitute the root. [ If unguarded], there will be no awakening. 
Both fivefold branch samayas that are not to be abandoned and are to 
be accepted are dangerous to transgress. Uniting with evenness and when 
abiding within the samaya of evenness, the great perfected evenness will 
be attained. 

If transgressed, awakening will not be reached. If a person has allowed 
a root to deteriorate and fails to persevere in restoration, [ s 6 ]  they should 
not be spoken to even briefly. The faults from broken [samaya] are too 
numerous to describe. If a root samaya deteriorates, whatever one attempts 
to practice will be thwarted. All unwanted and undesired results will 
occur without reprieve. If the branch samayas deteriorate, there will be 
no result; and one will fall to the lower realms. All samayas are the great 
vajra, the nature of all buddhas. Among the five root samayas-for the 
first, there are two and thirty. For the divisions of the dual five branches 
of samaya-for the first, there are twenty. These samayas are superb. In 
the ten directions of the six worlds, however many beings exist within the 
three planes of existence will necessitate however many samayas will tame 
their concepts. 
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Furthermore, since [everything is] the supreme Victorious One
Satnantabhadr�l-phenomena, without exclusion , �1re mudras. Everything 
is accomplished"' without accomplishment and without exception. 

That and so forth is the supremely limitless [nature of samaya ]. One who 

is a holder of this supreme family of the victorious ones will be respected 
by the principal worldly [gods] and their retinues. These supreme sub

lime ones will be considered sacred heirs and siblings, and blessings will be 
granted. The kingdom of the Tathagata h imself will be entered, and unity 
with the fearless Samantabhadra [will be attained] .  The nature as i t  is and 
the methods for taming-however many inconceivable vows there may 
be-are perfectly pure17 and spontaneously present without exception. If 
any [ samayas] have degenerated, they will be fully restored through the 
rituals ." These and others [ i.e., benefits] are infinitely supreme. 

Having expressed this, the tathagatas themselves pay homage to the 
Tathagata himself. F rom the Secret Essence Definitive Nature]ust As It Is, 
this completes the nineteenth chapter on samaya. 

'Then delighting in great j oy, the Tathagata19 [ s 7] Bhagawan rests in the 
samadhi called "blessed as spontaneously present samaya" ; and the apho
rism is expressed. 

In the supreme mal)t;iala of the assembly as eh-blazing and terrifyingly 
awesome-a [practitioner] with aggression makes offerings and gives [sub
stances] .  Even the meritorious kaya of the Buddha can be destroyed. With 
the five ambrosias or five comestibles, the characteristics arc written along 
with the name. By summoning, pierce with the vajra piirba. The [ liber
ated] are reduced to dust and offered to the assembly. 

In the mat:t4ala of the assembly as eh-tighdy linked like a chain-hold
ing this, r the body will ]  undulate and sway in the ten directions. [ 'The 
liberated] will become intoxicated, stunned, and incinerated. 

In the supreme mal)t;iala of gathering as wam-blazing and magnificent 
like a great mountain-[ the practitioner] makes ofterings and expresses 
generosity with an impassioned mind. There will even be the mastery of 

vajra enlightened speech. With the five ambrosias or the five comestibles, 
the characteristics are drawn, along with their names. Piercing with the 
kilaya of vajra attachment, this is offered to dissolve with the assembly of 
attachment. 

In the mal)t;iala of the assembly shaped as Uhmz-tightly linked like a 
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chain-invoking the vajra to follow them, whatever they wish for will 
come to pass. 

In the supreme maryc,lala of the assembly as ma-by gathering blazing 
[rays] -great splendor radiates. Joyfully, [the practitioner] makes offerings 
and expresses generosity. [ The] qualities are equal to limitless space. With 
the five ambrosias or the five comestibles to indicate whatever is desired as 
a wish-fulfilling treasury, pierce with the piirba of the joy of pride; and the 
splendor of the vajra will increase. 

In the mal)_Qala of the assembly as rna-tightly linked like a chain- [s8] 
as they sway, the great manifestation of blazing splendor radiates as wish
fulfilling [jewels] encompassing space. 

In the supreme maryQ.ala of the assembly as ya-ablaze with lustrous 
light-clear-minded [practitioners] will make offerings and express gen
erosity. Even [the minds] of the awesome haughty ones will become fully 
awakened. With the five ambrosias and the five comestibles, this indicates 
the nature that is fearsome, terrifying, and highly disturbed. Clearly visual
izing, pierce with the piirba and make offerings to the blazing assembly. 

In the maryQ.ala of the assembly as ya-tightly linked like a chain-even 
raging [anger] is completely pervaded by blessings. All [of the practition
ers' minds] become unwavering. 

Deliver the remainders to those who wish to partake, consorts, sisters, 
and servants; [and] clearly remind them of their individual samayas. They 
arc commanded to engage in whatever activity is needed. At the time of 
the great, glorious Heruka, [he appears] extremely frightening and wrath
ful with astonishing blessings and the power to tame all without excep
tion. By overcoming the great god [i .e., Maheshvara] and so forth, the 
entire retinue [ is blessed] as consorts and the powerful male deities. [ Each 
are] commanded to engage their individual enlightened activities: "Just as 
you promised, do not delay and swiftly bring forth [the results ] .  If you do 
not act according to your promises, you will transgress your sacred oaths 
and vows that you swore to uphold. Do not transgress these vows.20 If you 
transgress this samaya, then your hearts, heads, and bodies will be chopped 
into seven pieces by the wrathful yak�has. Therefore, it is vital that you 
act in accord with the command of this Mantra practitioner. If there is 
no result from your activity, then [you have lost] your oath and prom
ise; you will rot, burn, and be tormented as you fall to hell. Practitioners 
who uphold samaya must engage in whatever activities are needed; guard 
my retinue like your own child. [ 59 ]  Even the pishachi will attain siddhis. 
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Manifest whatever enlightened activities are requested." l11us, the com

m�md is given. 
TI1is is the principal enlightened activity for accomplishing the wrathful 

ma1;<;lala. By this great song and dance of the Great Heruka and so forth, 
every [activity] , whatever is desired, and all [common ] -as well as every 

[supreme siddhi]-will be accomplished. 
Through the greatness of the song and dance of the great treasury and 

the rest :  if magnetizing is wished for, they [ i.e., the deities] have the power 
to do so. If the wish is for [ longevity and wealth] to increase, they wil l 
ensure it. Through the greatness of the song and dance ofPukkasl and the 
rest, if pacification is wished for, they will pacify. If the wish is to render 
their minds dull, they will do so. Through the greatness of the song and 
dance ofSirphamukha and the rest, they devour all [enemies] without even 
the subtlest particle of dust remaining. Through the greatness of the song 
and dance of Grdhramukhi and the rest, [the organs] of all are removed 
without exception21 and [their abundance] drastically reduced. Through 
the greatness of the song and dance of the consorts and their attendants, 
they defeat, implore, and [eliminate] all [negative activities] and accom
plish every [positive activity] . 

F ruit bearing trees, an orchard, a single tree, and a charred forest; clarity, 
joy, passion, and aggression; and ka li must be accomplished. 

By having expressed this, the Tathagata himself accomplishes the 
Tathagaca himself From the Secret Essence Definitive Nature Just As It 
Is, this completes the twentieth chapter on the spontaneous presence of 
enlightened activity called "blessings:' 

Then in a state of rapture, the Bhagawan and assembly of the marJQala 
sing this song with passionate expressions. 

Hung! Greatly fearsome, blazing like the fire at the end of time, [ 6o J and 
radiant like the light rays of a hundred thousand suns, with swift wrathful 
demeanors like a thousand lightning bolts, they devour with razor-sharp 
fangs. Ho! 

Hung! Like the sound of a thousand dragons roaring, their wrathful 
sound is as loud as a hundred thousand mountains collapsing. Their great 
laughter is ah ah, ha, and la; and they pant \Vith the force of a hurricane, 
[intimidating unruly ones J into a great frenzy. Ho ! 

Hung! 11x great light of prajf1a that counteracts [ ignorance] completely 
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i!luminates the wisdom mai!Qala. This blazing wisdom fully subjugates. 

"Ule various wisdoms are the great sole essence. Ho! 
Hung! From the kings of wrath referred to as "great clouds:' great show

ers of wrathful mal)qalas descend. Mal)<,ialas emerge like wish-fulfilling 
rreasures. These various wrathful [forms) are the great sole essence. Ho! 

Hung! Of all demons, they [ i.e., the wrathful ones] are the great demons. 
"Ule demons among demons, all demonic [ negativities] are to be destroyed. 

Terrifying even the ferocious assemblies, the Great Fearsome One is the 

great, sole essence. Ho! 
Hung! The great vajra rock is extremdy firm ;  [and there are) the great 

vajra river that gathers, the great vajra fire that blazes, [and] the great vajra 
wind that scatters. Ho! 

Hence, [the Tathagata] sings this aphorism. F rom the Secret Essence 
Dtjinitive Nature Just As It Is, this completes the twenty-first chapter prais
ing the wrathful ones. 

Then in a state of rapture, the Bhagawan expresses the aphorism to the 
Tathagata himself to firmly uphold this king of Secret Mantra. 

Kye kyd This intrinsic nature of the ten directions and four times is the 

genuine essence of the tathagatas. Those who maintain the elaborations 
of grasping and fixation are caught by their individual lassos of concepts. 
Even the arrangements of the various grounds are [steps on] the path lead
ing to this Secret Essence. This wisdom is all-pervasively astonishing, since 
l the Buddha) never taught anything that was not of benefit. 

Having realized this great Secret Essence- [6 r ]  the mudra of all 
tathagatas-the one who then teaches this is who I am; and even [all ] 
empowermenrs are perfected. Except for this secret, there is nothing 
else that al l the tathagatas possess. The very nature of this Secret Essence 
that emerges from the definitive space of absolute truth pacifies exagger
ated [eternalism] and the repudiation [of nihilism] .  Those who are only 
definitive and predicted as the heirs born from this enlightened mind will 
abide on the supreme ground of a vidyadhara. Having expressed this, all 
tathagatas take delight in this inseparable [nature] and abide in the space 
of evenness of the fourth time as the ornament of the spontaneous Rich 
Array of enlightened body, speech, and mind. 

From the Secret Essence Definitive Nature just As It Is, this completes 
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the twenty-second chapter [on how the rathagatas] are pleased and [this 
tantra J is fully upheld. 

From the one hundred thousand chapters of the lvfagical J\1anijesttltion 
)\-[,,trix-the sublime king of the conceptual-this general transmission 
of all causal vehicles, as well as all tann·as, is the secret of all tathagatas. All 

[vehicles] without exclusion emanate from this Secret Essence Definitive 
J'Wzture]mt As It Is. From among the turnings of the dharmachakra, th is 
supreme resultant [ tantra] is complete. 21 

In the presence of the Indian paQ<;iita Virnalarnirra, this was translated 
by the Tibetan lotsawas NyakJfia•�akurnara and Ma Rinchen Chok. 
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Homage 

Homage to all sugatas" and their heirs of the ten directions and four 
times, 

Who are the inconceivable dharmakaya, sambhogakaya, and 
nirmii11akaya 

W'ho have come in the past, abide in the present, and will come in the 
future.24 

Indivisible space and wisdom that has perfected the noble qualities of 
the Original Protector,25 

Indivisible existence and quiescence that is inconceivably 
uncompounded, 

Indivisible phenomena and the nature of phenomena [ 7 ]-
Your indivisible intrinsic nature is  awakened as the dharmakaya. 
Samanrabhadra with queen Samantabhadri,b may you remain forever 

victorious !  

The immeasurable phenomena of  the tathagatas' are the Rich Array pure 
lands of clear light 

And the timidcss celestial palaces that originate from the intrinsic nature 
of the five wisdoms. 

The five families, like an ocean of emanating clouds, forever abide as rhe 
sambhogakaya. 

Homage to the holders of the boundless manifestations of the peacef�l 
and wrathful, 

The spontaneously present assembly ! 

" de Wt11" shek p,, (bde bargshq;Jp,, ) ;  one gone to bliss 

b Kuntuzangmo (kun tu bzang mo); Always Excellent female primordial Buddha 
" de zhin shek /hl (de bzbin gshep pa); one gone to such ness 
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You who were entrusted with the superb, compassionate speech 
Of the fully awakened victorious ones, 
Principal among the families and maQ<;lalas 
With myriad emanations that further the welfare of wanderers, 
You attained the supreme treasure of the Secret Essen[e [ 8] 
And became a fully enlightened buddha before any other. 
To Vajrasattva and Vajrapa1,1i," free from meeting or parting, I pay 

homagef6 

Statement of Commitment 

In order to dispel the adventitious passions of those who will be tamedb 

according to their faculties, both gradual and not, a rain of the Buddha's 
dharma descends. As the way to liberation within a single lifetime, this 
supreme path of the Secret Essence establishes the important teachings of 
the sambhogakaya-the pinnacle of all [vehicles] .  Countless buddhas have 
and will embark upon th is path. This pioneer of the great chariot of teach
ings appeared in the land of humans by the glory of their great merit and 
came to the Land of Snow Mountains27 through the efforts of the excellent 
scholars and previous translators/g who resolved the meaning with their 
precise translations. Great scholars then gave enlightening explanations to 
firmly uphold this undiminished victory banner. 

The vast import of this l ife tree of the dharma invokes my faith like 
thousands of lotus petals gently swaying to and fro, while the profound 
and vast meaning of this sunlike tantra transcends the domain of my mind. 
Nevertheless, in reliance upon their transmissions, knowledge, and upade
shas, these precious explanations clearly illuminate the words and their 
meanings, l ike the removal of a cataract; so the genuine truth' of the way 
things abide and the way they appear can be known.29 At the request of my 
fortunate disciples,30 I will therefore illuminate the essence of the definitive 
meaning. 

a Chagna Dorje (pl1y<>g na rdo rje ) ;  Lord of Secrets or Vajra Holder 
h di<l ch<> (r;dul b;•<>, sddh,zka) 
' di!n dmn denpa (don d<>m bden pa, p<>mmdrthtlstltya) 
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In this regard, the lord of great compassion and skillful means, who is 
the fully enlightened, glorious Buddha Samantabhadra [9 ]-while never 
moving from the great palace of the space of phenomena a-appears only 
through the blessings of naturally arising compassion in the aspect of 

the five buddha families, the ornament of the Rich Array of enlightened 

body, speech, and mind. Having achieved mastery of the great power of 
the mai_lcJala that is not other than the intrinsic nature of the indivisible 
vajrab··" mind of all buddhas of the ten directions and four times, the resul
tant bodhisattvas-such as Vaj rasattva and others-taught the vastly pro
found, fully endowed dharma of Secret Mantra Vaj rayana. By rhe three 
appearances,"'32 the elements of those to be tamed are naturally set free 
through the inner tantras of Secret Mantra known as the outer generation 
Mahiyoga, the inner transmission Anuyoga/ and the secret perfection 
Atiyoga. 

Concerning the secret, it is taught in three ways: (I)  by explaining that 
the two divisions of the generation and completion stages are the mal).4ala 
of the self-appearances of mind and wisdom, (2) by explaining that the 
mind itself is primordially awakened without relying on the stages of gen
eration and completion, and (3) by explaining that the [mind itself] is 
awakened as the nature of wisdom appearances. [I o ]  

Here, it will be explained that the mal).cJala of the self-appearances of 
mind and wisdom as  the indivisible generation and completion stages is 
the fully awakened magical manifestation matrix. For this, there are four: 
( r )  the explanation that the phenomena of sarrsara and enlightenment 
are inseparable as self-appearances- Viljrasattva s Magical Manifestation 
lvfatrix, (2) the explanation of extensive, various enlightened activities
Jlairochanaj· Magical Manifestation Matrix, (3) the actual explanation of 
union- Goddess' Magical Manifestation Matrix, and (4) the explanation 
relevant to all vehicles-Maiijushris Magical Manifestation Matrix. 

Within Viljrasattvas Magical Mantfostation Matrix, there are eight 
classes: the Glorious Secret Essence that explains how mind and wisdom 
are self-appearances, Forty-Chapter [Magical Manifestation Matrix] that 

' cho kyi ying ( cbos kyi dbyings, dbarmadhatu) 
b dorje (rdo rje) 
' nang sum (snanggsum) 
dje su naljor (rjes su mal 'byor) 
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explains the entirety of enlightened activity, Eight-Chapter [Aft?gical 
Afanifestation kfatrix] that explains the entire mal)Q_ala, Guru [Afagiotl 
lvfan{festation Afatrix] that illuminates empowerment conferral, Branch 
[lvfagical Manifestation �Matrix] that fully explains samaya, Eighty-Chapter 
[ivfagical iVfanifestation IV1atrix ] that gives an extensive explanation about 
noble qualities, Vt?jm Afirror that gives a clear explanation of the colors and 
hand emblems of the deities, Omm [ ojlvfagicfll i'vfaniJestation lvfatrix] that 
gives an illuminating explanation of the generation stage, and Consequence 
[ lvfagical Afan[/t'station Nfatrix] that clearly explains the path of method. 

lhis l i.e., 7he Guh_yagarbha Tantm] is the pinnacle of all vehicles, the 
source of ali teachings, and the great, direct path of ail the buddhas of the 
three times; and [u ]  even among secrets, this is the ultimate. In order to 
explain this great king of tantras-the Glorious Secret Essence Dejz'nitive 
Nature]ust As It Is-there are three sections: the explanation of the title 
as a link to understanding the meaning, the explanation of the tantra that 
illuminates the actual meaning, and the explanation of the entire meaning 
of the conclusion. 



Chapter One 

I The Explanation o_/the Title 

'I his has two parts: 

r l11e meaning of the title 

2 Paying homage 

For the first, there are two : the meaning of the title and paying homage as 
an expression of respect. 

1.1 ]J;e }vfeaning ofthe Title 

This has four parts: 

r The purpose of the tide 

2. A concise explanation 
The words of the title 

4 A refutation of criticism 

The meaning of the tide has four subdivisions : the purpose of the title, a 
concise explanation, the words of the title, and a refutation of criticism. 

J.I.I The Purpose o_fthe Title 

1he purpose is threefold. In order to understand meanings, one relies upon 
names-such as referring to something as a "vase." A vase can be under
stood to be an object with a bulging belly with a closed base that can hold 
water. In a similar way, through just the tide, the knowledge that phenom
ena are primordially awakened as a maQ.<;Iala can be known by those with 
extremely keen faculties. 

Understanding a name by relying upon its meaning is like being able to 
understand chat a container with a bulging belly is called "a vase." Likewise, 
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when the meaning of the primordially awakened maf,l(,iala is mentioned, 
it can then be understood to refer to this title. Hence, the purpose of the 
tide for those of middling faculties is intended to help them understand 
that, from an outer point of view, phenomena are merely named and that 
even those [names] are a designation. [ 1 2 ]  Knowing the interdependency 
between names and their meanings is similar to knowing that there is no 
difference between a vase and a container with a bulging belly. Know
ing that the title and the meaning are indivisible assists even those of dull 
faculties to internalize the nature of the inseparability of words and their 
meanings. Furthermore, understanding the meaning conveyed by the title 
makes it easy to identify the text, in the same way that a label identifies a 
medicine jar or a soldier's insignia identifies his regiment. The primary 
purpose is  to [enable readers] to gain the understanding that phenomena 
are primordially awakened. 

1.1.2 A Concise Explanation 

The concise meaning is the explanation that phenomena are primordially 
awakened as the maryqala of the victorious ones. 

r.I.J The Words of the Ittle 

Among the three provinces of Tibet, the meaning of the words [of the 
title, Glorious Secret Essence Definitive Nature just As It Is] is translated as 
authentically as possible according to the dialects ofO and Tsang.33 Given 
that phenomena arc primordially awakened as an inexhaustible ornamen
tal wheel•-'4 of enlightened body, speech, and mind, the realization that 
this is all-pervasively inseparable from sarpsara and enlightenment is the 
wisdom intent of the victorious ones. 

This [ i.e., the title] also defines the meaning of [the term] "secret" due 
to the fact that this [realization] is extremely difficult to realize. For whom 
is this secret? It is a secret for those whose three doors3' are obstructed and 
who are unsuitable recipients. The manner of secrecy is twofold, namely, 
the obscured and hidden secrets.b Due to temporary obstruction, there is 

' mi zed gyen gyi khor!o (mi zad rgyan gyi 'khor !o) 
h g"b p,/i sdngwt< and bey pa'i sangwa (gdb P" 'i gs,mg btt and sbac pti'i gs,mg b,.) 
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the obscured [secret] because, although possessing the three kayas, one is 
unaware of this. [ 13l ln the Two Segnzents," it states: 

Although all sentient beings are buddha, 
They are temporarily obstructed by stains. 

In the Uttaratantra, it states: 

Just as an inexhauqihle treasure may lie beneath a beggar's hut, 
the beggar is unaware of it, and the treasure cannot proclaim, 
"Here I am"; likewise, within the mind dwells the stainless trea
sure of the precious buddha nature with nothing to exclude or 
include. Unaware of this, countless beings continue to succumb 
to the poverty of suffering. 

Thus, like this example, not knowing the profundity of the view or scope 
of the wisdom mind through one's own strength alone-if this has never 
been revealed or, although revealed, this is still unable to be understood
one's nature remains "obscured" in the same way that the appearance of 
form is obscured for the blind. 

The "hidden" secret concerns the uncommon view, meditation, and 
conduct. If not kept hidden, then it is possible that the secret [teachings] 
would be inappropriately exposed and turned into the subject of critical 
analysis. Furthermore, it also states in the Clarification ojSamaya: 

It is not the case that Secret Mantra is faulted. Extreme secrecy 
is maintained for the welfare of sentient beings. Maintaining 
secrecy ensures that siddhi will not vanish, so teachings are 
given through various paradigms as a means to preserve them. 

Thus, it is. Even though many categories concerning secrecy are taught 
and accompanied by individual scriptural transmissions: given that the 
main point is synthesized [ 14] here [ i.e., in this quote] ,  further elaboration 
would only serve to proliferate words. If synthesized even further, there are 
the three inconceivable secrets of enlightened body, speech, and mind. 

"Essence" refers to the ultimate, p rimordially awakened nature of 

' tak nyi (brtag gnyi.<, condensed version of hevajratantrardja) 
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phenomena as an inexhaustible ornamental wheel of body, speech, and 
mind, or the fundamental nature of the Great Perfection and the vast 
and profound teachings that express this. "Nature just as it is" means the 
intrinsic nature of the three kiyas as the all-pervasive, undeceiving nature 
of truth that is free from transition, change, meeting, or parting. "Defini
tive;' unlike conventional teachings that say the Buddha has what sentient 
beings do not, refers to the indwelling primordial nature that permeates 
all beings like the oil of a sesame seed. 

Moreover, the secret essence'" of the ground means that everything is 
primordially awakened as the maQ<;iala. Internalizing this through the indi
visible generation and completion stages is the nature just as it is of the 
path; and ultimately, this is the spontaneous presence of the three kiyas 
as the result, definitive at the time of the ground. In brief, this tide reveals 
that the intrinsic nature of indivisible appearances and emptiness," gen
eration and completion, and sarpsira and enlightenment is the nature of 
primordial awakening. 

1.1.4 A Rejitt,lfion of Criticism 

A refutation of criticism is directed toward those who blurt from the blue 
lake of their ignorance, covered by the scum of their incorrect percep
tions, [ r s] that induces pounding, turbulent waves of jealousy. They will 
then claim, "1l1e beginning of your tantra lacks a Sanskrit tide, so it is 
unauthentic." 

One response to this is that the Tibetan language implicitly reveals the 
Sanskrit. The Sanskrit tide guhyagarbhatattvavinishchaya certainly exists, 
but is not mentioned here because that would be repetitive. There are some 
whose response may be based on other reasons, such as the fact that certain 
texts from India have also omitted Sanskrit from the tide, namely, the sutra 
called the Arrangement rif'the Qyalities ofBuddha Arnitdbha's Pure Land,b 
the root ChakrasartJvarac tantra, and others. Hence, those texts would also 
have to be faulted. 

My responses to these claims are not only sensible ; in truth, the inclu
sion of Sanskrit and the specific acknowledgment of homage were insti-

· '  ton[: pd (s/l}nc� fM, shtt!i)'dfd) 
h od piig med zhinggi_yonten k1irl ( 'od dp,lg med zhinggi yon tan hkorl) 
' dem chog (hde mchog) , \X! heel of Supreme Exaltation 
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;tted subsequent to the reign of King Ralpachen,'x prior to which time �here were many differences. This tantra was uanslatcd during the r earlier] 

ti lllC frame and n:ign of the King of Samyc l i.e., Trisong Detsen] ,  thus 

another reason why the Sanskrit is not specifically mentioned. lt was also 

considered unnecessary to include multiple repetitions of a single tide. 

Second is the homage. To have conqueredb the four demons"··'� and the 
cwo obstructions,d including all habits, is referred to as "fully endowed 
abandonment:''·'" [ r6]  The four demons arc the demon of death, creating 

obstacles to life ;  the demon of luring, creating obstacles to samadhi; the 

demon of the aggregates or form, creating obstacles to departure without 
remains; w and the demon of the passions, creating obstacles to liberation. 
Because these [demons] are primordially nonexistent, they are referred to 
as "conquered." The two obstructions are passion-based obstruction and 
cognitive-based obstruction, meaning the concepts of the individual five 
poisons and the mind that fixates upon a purifying antidote. In Distin

guishing the A1iddle and Extremes/ it states: 

All concepts such as avarice and the rest are referred to as "a 
passion-based obstruction." 1he conceptualization of the three 
circlest> 11 is referred to as ''a cognitive-based obstruction." 

Thus, ir is. 
Fully endowed with kayas and wisdom, free from meeting and parting, 

means "fully endowed realization."h·4' 
In the S'artzputa.' it states :  

' khri m l  pa mn 
b chorn (be om) 
' c/iid zhi (bducl bzhi) 
d drib nyi (sgrib gnyis): nyon drib (nyon sgrib, kld;d1htra�w) and shey drib (shes sgrib, 
)rieydv,uwta) 

" p.m,g pa p1in J'!Jm lsok P" (-'jiilngs pa phw2 sum Is hogs pa) 
f It '" nam ched (db us mtht' rnam 'b.yt'cl, ,,,c/hydntavibhdga) ;  Maitreyanarha 
g k!Jor siim n-un p11r log p.t ( 'khor g.<um mtZm p11r rtog p11) 
h tok pa piin siim tsok P" (rtogs pa phun sum /.<hogs pa) 
; s.tm bu ti or smtJ bu tm; ptd kh,zjor tigle (dpal kiM sbyor thig /r, shri.<ar! zputatil.•ka) 
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These six-holding all qualities, an excellent form, 
Glory, fame, wisdom, and diligence-
Arc referred to as "endowments." 

Thus, this is similar. "Holding all qualities" refers to the pure nature 
of the dharmakaya as the space of phenomena. "An excellent form" 
means the mirrorlike sambhogakaya. "Glory" is the evenness of the 
abhisambodhikaya: "Fame and wisdom" are the discerning wisdom ofrhe 
nirmaQakaya that accomplishes the welfare of others through the omni
science of knowing things as they are and as they appear. [ r7 ]  "Diligence" 
means the unchanging, all-accomplishing activity of the vajrakayab that 
never wavers from basic space while appearing as unlimited enlightened 
activity. When "fully endowed" is added as an appendage to these five, 
such as "holding all qualities," it then indicates that these qualities are more 
sublime than the wisdom of the aryas on the path oflearning. 

Some believe that, since the meaning of chom [ i.e., conquer] is revealed, 
that means chom den [ i.e., fully endowed conqueror] , or the "Conqueror 
[ i.e., Bhagawan] Transcendent;''·" means to transcend all characteristics 
of elaboration, including acceptance, rejection, and the existence or non
existence of sa111sara and enlightenment. 

In the Sutra of the Great Bounteousness of the Buddhas,d it states: 

Liberated from existence and quiescence, 
With qualities as vast as the ocean, 
Having fully transcended all elaboration, 
The Conqueror'" is peaceful like space. 

Thus, it is. 
"Glory" reveals that the riipakaya' never wavers from the space of the 

dharmakaya; yet from within that, the arising of spontaneous presence is 
glorious for others, as stated in the Rampant Elephant Tantra:r 

a ngon par ch,mg chub pa 'i ku (rrmgon par �yang chub pa 'i sku) ;  ti1lly manifest enlightened body 
h dorje ku (rdo >_je sku) ;  vajra enlightened body 
' cham den dey (bcom !dan 'das) ; transcendent conqueror 
d pakpa sangye ptdpoche'i do ( 'phags p11 sangs rgyas ph,zl po che'i mdo, buddhavattl�nsakasiitm) 
' ziik ku (gzugs sku) ;  enlightened body of form 
f Lmg po che rab bog gi g]li (glang po che mb 'bog gi rgyud) 
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Although never wavering from the dharmakaya, 
The rupakaya is spontaneously present as the five kayas. 
Bringing the two aims to completion, 
There is the glory of the oneness of spontaneous perfection. 

1his nature always [ i.e. , sa manta] abides free from transition in the 

array of the pure land of the spontaneous Rich Array as an inexhaustible 

ornamental wheel of enlightened body, speech, and mind. [ r 8 ]  Given that 

this is the perfection of the great abundance of self-appearances, it is excel

lent [ i.e., bhadra] :' 

As it states in the Secret U/isdom:' 

This intrinsic nature, never wavering and spontaneously 
complete, 

Is the domain of Samantabhadra. 

Thus, it is. 
Here, there are five distinctions. Samantabhadra is the original teacher 

who was fully awakened before anyone else as stated in the tantra of the 
Superb Monarch:" 

Because the original buddha, Samantabhadra, was awakened 
before any other: 

Having perfected self-appearances in the ground, 
He manifests as the teacher for all of saf!1sara and 

enlightenment. 

So it is. This is not in reference to the empty nature of phenomena or the 
nature of the mind. Because he revealed the path to liberation to all the 
buddhas, Samantabhadra is called "the Original Protector." 

It states in The All-Creating Monarch:' 

Since I came before all victorious ones, 
I appear as their parents to reveal the three kiyas. 

: yeshe sangwa (ye shes gsang ba) 
med chung gyal po'i ( rrnad byung rval po'i) 

' kiin ched gyalpo (kun byed rgyal p
;) 
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I am the All-Creating Monarch, the teacher of  the teacher, 
And the three-kaya teachers originate from me. 

So it is. 

Since there was this teacher [ i.e., Sarnantabhadra] , the path that shows 
saq1sara and enlightenment to be primordially liberated carne into exis
tence and so did the victorious ones of the three times. If that had not hap
pened, it would have been impossible for any buddha to enter this world. If 
everyone were equal as sentient beings, they would not know how to show 
the path to one another; and [ 1 9 ]  it would then be impossible for anyone 
to become awakened while the others remained in saq1sara. According to 
the common vehicle, the explanation that there is no beginning or end 
is according to time and the nature of phenomena. In particular, accord
ing to the Middle Way, it is taught that the characteristics of saq1sara and 
enlightenment arc nonexistent; so that is what is meant by saying "there is 
no beginning or end," like space. 

Furthermore, if it were the case that buddhas and sentient beings 
occurred individually, then the basis of sarpsara and enlightenment would 
have had to be different; and there would be no way to engage with inter
dependent compassion. Hence, this has been clearly illuminated in the 
classes of unsurpassed, secret Tantra. Given that the great masters Padma
sambhava and Vimalamitra have determined this so decisively, this hom
age is rendered to them. 

The fundamental nature of phenomena just as it is is the intrinsic nature 
of Samantabhadra. At this moment, the dear-light nature of mind is the 
three kayas, free from meeting and parting; and since this is itself sponta
neously present, this state of primordial awakening is the ground Saman
tabhadra. Achieving fami liarity with this path as the manifest realization 
of indivisible method and prajna is the path Samantabhadra. By perfecting 

the path and arriving upon the ground, the spontaneous presence of the 
five kayas and wisdoms is the resultant Samantabhadra. [ 20 ]  There are 

many quotes concerning this ; but in order to not cause too many words, 
this will not be elaborated on further. 

To this sublime object [i .e., Samantabhadra] , the translator respect
fully pays homage through the three doors. And so it is. There are some 
who claim this homage is made by the compiler. They are mistaken, since 

this [homage] does not exist in the Sanskrit text. [Similarly] , the hom-
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a c found i n  the Concise Commenttlry" by Vimalamitra is a homage, not a 

c�mmentary on the meaning of homage, for it is as stated [in the Concise 

Commentary] : 

Having conquered the four demons within the space of even

ness, you [ i .e., Samantabhadra] have perfected the two accu
mulations of the intrinsic nature of mudra. Glorious lord of 
self and others-free from the limit of existing or not-with 
inherent realization and authentic altruism inseparable from 
you, Samanrabhadra, supreme among buddhas by realization 
and accomplishment, I pay profound homage! 

Thus, it is. 

2 Ihe Expftmation of the Tantra 

This has three parts: 

I The way compassion arises from within the natural, spontaneously present 

mal).qala of the ground 

2 1he way both p eaceful and wrathful mai.lQalas manifest 

The way the teachings of the tantra are entrusted to disciples 

Second, in order to clearly explain the actual meaning of the tantra, there 
are three parts: the explanation of the way compassion arises as a matter 
of course from within the natural, spontaneously present maQ<.fala of the 
ground, the explanation of the way both peaceful and wrathful maQ<.falas 
manifest from that [ground] , and the explanation of the way the teachings 
of the tantra are entrusted to disciples. 

z.r lhe H'iq Compassion Arises .from within the Natural, Spontaneously 

P�nent lv1a7J4ala ofthe Ground 

This has three parts: 

I 1he dharmabiya teacher manitests the arrangement of self-appearances 

2 'TI1e teacher arises as the five buddha families 

Phenomena are established as the Arrangement of Light 

' dre! 'hung ('gre! dnmg; Pir:H)arrha,pind,/rtha, shrzf!,uhyagarbhapi�'d<irth,ztik<i) 
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For the first, there are three. Without moving from space, the dharmakaya 
teacher manifests the mal).�ala of vajra space, the arrangement of self
appearances as the pure land of the spontaneous Rich Array. [21]  The 
teacher [ i.e., Buddha Samantabhadra] arises as the five buddha families ; 
and since their self-originating wisdom minds are indivisible, the aphorism 
"phenomena are primordially awakened" is expressed and the way compas
sion occurs is taught. Since the intrinsic nature of compassion does not 
waver from the nature of phenomena, the manifest world known as the 
Arrangement ofLighr'·16 appears ; and the way phenomena are recognized 
is taught. 

2.1.1 The Dham�t1kdya 1 eacher i'rfanifests the /lrrangement ofSe!f-Appeamnces 

This has rhrc::e parts: 

1 A brief explanation of the fully endowed narrative:: context 

2 An extensive explanation of that nature 

A synthesis of what is meant by the array of self-appearing wisdom 

The first division has three : a brief explanation of the fully endowed nar
rative context," an extensive explanation of that nature, and a synthesis of 
what is meant by the array of self-appearing wisdom. 

2.I.I.I A BriifE.xplanation tifthe Fully Endowed Narrative Context 
This has two parts: 

I An explanation of the nature 

2 Refutation of misconceptions 

For the first, there are two : an explanation of the nature and a refutation 
of misconceptions. 

2./.I.I.I An F-xplanation tifthe Nature 

The first has three, beginning with an overview of the origin of the tantra 
revealed as the narrative context and understood through the sound eh 
wam maya.' 

"jig tm driin ma kiid ('jig rten sgron ma bkod) 
h leng zhi l'<leng gzhi) 
' di ked sheri pa'i di< "'' ( 'rli skat! {,shad pa'i tlus >M ); when this speech w;�s taught 
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Eh u•am arc the [seed J syllab les for the vowels and the source of all 

other syllables. TI1c way the syllables thar follow this occur is revealed by 

s;wing "this speech."··- Although ma ya is interpreted to mean intrinsic 

n�rurc. magic, self origin, and the like, here it is defined as "origin" because 

the usage refers to "when this was taught." For example, in terms of say
ing "this speech;' all the extensive subsequent tantras constitute being the 
fully endowed dharma. Saying "taught" means that the compiler himself is 
accepted as the fully endowed teacher [ 22 ]  and that the teaching implicitly 

reveals the fully endowed retinue. Here, it does not say "rhus when this was 

heard;' because no distinction is being made between a self and others. To 

say "when heard" implies that the teacher and the assembly are separate; 

whereas, here when this tantra was compiled, the teacher Samanrabhadra 
himself appeared as Vajrapar)i, who said," I will teach." That means to once 
again reveal what was previously taught in the Akani�h�ha pure land. This 
also shows how he [ i.e., Vajrapal) i ]  surpasses common compilers such as 
the arhat Kashyapa." "That the compiler is also the teacher is stated in the 
Nondu,t! Victor:" 

Let it be known that Vaj rapai)i is the Tathagata, 
Samantabhadra. 

In truth, great Vajradhara is also not other than this. 
If not, who would be able to instantly internalize 
And explain the inconceivable vehicles? 

And so it is. 

In the Secret Accomplishment,' it also states: 

The teaching of this tantra involves vajra enlightened mind, 
And that is also the teacher and compiler. 

Thus, and in the glorious Hevajra,J it states: 

' Nercn Odsiing (!("''-' brtan (,rJsmng) I, . 11Y1 med nam g_y,,Z gri gy1l (r;nyis med mmn 'l{)'.t!g_yi >g_yud, :zdv,,_yas,mliltdvij,z_y.tndmm•,zjmsbri-
Vil>'tlmahdkt�!pddi) 

: Sa>Jgw,z driip /'" (r:s<�ng btl grub /"') 
kye dnrje (kye rdo rje, IJel•ajmtant>m;ija) 
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I am the one explaining, and I am the teaching; 
I am the listeners, as well as the gathering. 

Thus, it is. 
"When " 'H refers to the wisdom evenness of the fourth time, "9 the indivis

ible intrinsic nature of saJ!l.sara and enlightenment. [2-3 )  This defines "fully 
endowed time."·' In this way, when the teacher, dharma, and assembly all 
appear, there comes to be the certainty of the place; and that implicitly 
indicates the Akani�h�ha pure land. 

Well then, one may wonder why the saying "at one time" is not men
tioned here l ike it is in other texts [i .e . ,  the siitras) . [The answer is that) in 
the pure land of the sambhogakaya, the way the dharma teaching unceas
ingly occurs transcends the recognition of saying "thus at one time when 
I heard." According to the common approach, there is the saying "because 
it is rare that dharma >vill occur . . .  " This manner of teaching [i.e. the 
sambhogakaya] surpasses the doctrine of the nirmal)akaya, since that is 
based on indeterminate timing. 

Second, the inner explanation corresponds to the array ofbodhichitta.b 
In this context the place is the female consort's secret place and all chan
nels' of the four chakras.d The teacher in union with consort is the white 
and red vital essences' and the wisdom wind.r The retinue is the experi
ence of sixteen joys, and the time is the inconceivable time of the crown
aperture chakra. 10 

It states in the Consequence Magical lrfanifestation lvfatrix: 

Saying "this" actually indicates 
The four shapes ofeh, such as the location. 
Saying "speech" is the name of a consonant 
Possessing the vital essence, shaped like wam as the teacher. 
lvfa da ma nu means the comprehending mind. 
Since this teaching can be clearly understood 
Through the minds of those with fortunate karma, [ 24] 

' dzi pun .1um tsok pa (dus phrm sum tshogs pa) 
h chang cbub kyi sem (byang chub kyi mns) ; awakened mind 
' tsa (rtsti, ntit;li) 
d khorlo ( 'kho.- lo ) ; wheel, network of channels 
' tigle (thig le, bintlu) 
f lzing (rlzmg, prtina) 



Ir is "taught." 
Prz is the genuine, definitive tantra; 
}iina is this supreme vehicle; 
The time is inconceivable time; and 
_Narntl is the designated name. 

Thus, it is. 
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"Eh and so forth" indicates the shape of the secret place of the consort 

as the location of the four enlightened activities and the chakras. "Speech" 

means the instantaneous time of great joy, which is the method of the con
sonants. The white vital essence in the form of the syllable wam emerges 
from the peak of the jewel, conferring bliss upon the consort, who through 
the red [bodhichitta] gives bliss to the male. Through ma da rna nu, that 
which binds, the upper and lower winds are bound ; and by fill ing the four 
chakras in ascending order, wisdom is stabilized. "With fortunate karma" 
refers to the fortunate ones; and pa means genuine, referring to the wis
dom of indivisible emptiness and exaltation. Ydna means that this supreme 
vehicle will appear during inconceivable time; and nama reveals the state 
of fully endowed great wisdom. 

Third, the explanation according to secret clear light is that, in the loca
tion that is in the center of one's heart, there is a blue life channel shaped 
like an eight-bceted jewel. Appearing from that, like tautly stretched tent 
ropes, are the white water channel in the east, yellow earth channel in the 
south, red fire channel in the west, and green wind channel in the north. 
Within all of these channels abide the relative vital essences about the size 
of mustard seeds. The teacher is [represented by] the five wisdoms that 
naturally originate [ 25 ]  distinctly in their individual colors. The natural 
strength of the mind of five wisdoms appears as the five passions, which 
abide as the empty nature, intrinsic clarity, and the radiance of unceasing 
compassion.  Ihe retinues are the channels and vital essences that pervade 
the body. In the midst of the five lights, only the radiance of the kayas and 
wisdoms of the families appears. 

The time is the temporary, total interdependency ofbody and faculties. � ince the intrinsic nature remains unchanging and is without transition 
10 the three times, chat indicates the fourth time of the nature of evenness. 
The dharma is the wisdom of empty clarity, free from elaboration, which 
appears only when the upper gateways' wind of great wisdom is sustained 
and che perpetual movement ofkarmic winds has been completely arrested. 
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lhcn at  the time of death when the wisdom mind that mounts the wind 
arises, this [wisdom of empty clarity] is rendered evident. It is then that the 
vajra rnal_l�hla of the Akani�h�ha emerges from rhe heart; and through the 
recognition that this Akan i�h�ha is self-appearing, liberation occurs. 

It states in the Ocean At,:zgiwl A1an�fosttztion j\Iatrix: 

In the location of the dharmachakra," the tom lights abide in 
the shape ofeh and so forth. 

The indestructible vital essence shaped as warn is a consonant 
blissful unto itself 

Afa nu means that, [ 2.6] through the tour consciousnesses 
such as mental activity and the rest, wisdom is experienced; 
so this is explained as the compiler. 

1he profound meaning of genuine truth is that wisdom 
emerges as the form of space. 

Hence, the limitless time of exaltation abides as the nature of 
all three times. 

So it  is. 
"Dharmachakra" means the wheel of the doctrine located at the heart. 

Since the basis for the arising of the all-pervasive blueness is the configura
tion of four lights without the appearance of material form, white [appears 
as] a half moon, yellow is square, red is spherical, and green is triangular. 
The vital essence that is the support for these is the syllable warn abiding as 
a sphere. Mental events and the following tour are the alayab in the center, 
the consciousness of the alaya" in the east, the consciousness of mental 
events in the south, passion-based mental events in the west, and the con
sciousnesses of the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, and body in the north. TI1ese 
constitute the basis tor what arises. The indifferent alaya is their support; 
and in dependence upon it, there arc four types of cognition. According 
to their nawrc right now as just described, [these constituents] abide as 
five wisdoms. By recognizing their nature with no need to abandon them, 
[one's] passions arc purified in their place ; and since the strength of the 
five wisdoms is perfected, this is referred to as "the enlightened mind of 

" dJii khor ( cho,- 'khor) 
h kun zhi (kun gzhi); basis of all 
'"- kun ziJi J'lil17J she (kun gzi1i rnant Jhes, dl-l)'tWijiidnM); consciousness of the basis of all 
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rhe victorious ones." Wisdom's nature is indivisible as the nature of space, 

and that intrinsic nature is free from transition or change. 

This narrative context is itself of utmost importance, [2 7] since the 

waY rhe primordially awakened three kayas abide and the way they appear 

rh;oughout all times must be known. Although the common tantras hold 

that purifying the impure basis will cause pure wisdom, in this secret 

lvfagic,d lvfanijestation everything is held to be inherently pure. All that 
appears to sentient beings are their minds' phenomena, like dreams, and 

what appears to the buddhas is the manifestation of wisdom appearing 

as the actual Akani�h�ha. By fixating dualistically on the nature of their 
self-appearances, sentient beings sec things impurely; nevertheless, there 
is no autonomous impurity that ever really exists. It is just like perceiving a 
white conch as yellow. Just as one might know that seeing a conch as yellow 
is due to jaundiced eyes, likewise, one must know that the dualistic mind 
is actually the indivisible wisdom of the three ma�J<;ialas. Even though it 
seems to appear impure-given that this [ i.e. , wisdom) is only pure, there 
is nothing existing that is actually impure. This is simply referred to as the 
arising of impure phenomena based on dualistic perception concerning 
that which is inherently pure. 

This sole essence of wisdom that buddhas know to be pure, that prac
titioners on the path see as a combination [of pure and impure ] ,  and that 
sentient beings sec only as impure is likewise seen by the individual six 
classes ofbeings'51 who see ordinary >varer in various ways, such as ambro
sia, something suitable to drink, pus, or blood. [ 28]  For those who abide 
in the pure lands, [water] appears as elixir and the intrinsic nature of truth. 
For all vidyadharas who have achieved the power of truth, water appears as 
Mamakih52 and as liquid in the play of bliss that increases through sam;idhi. 
For those whose dormant stains are fulty exhausted : within the one taste 
of freedom from all elaborations, the elaborations of appearing and not 
appearing are completely pacified. For example, even in this very realm 
when phenomena are discerned as pure or impure, they appear only from 
Within one's own mind. It is taught that there is no other separate, external 
impurity that exists. It states in the discourse Stainless Renown:' 

: drowa rik dnig Cr;ro b, rigs drug, )hmlg.zti) 
Buddha She of Pure \lif.ttcr 

' dri ma med p.tr dmk pa'i rlo (dri m,z med p<�rgmgs p<�'i mdo ) ; Vimalakirti 
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The holder of  longevity, Shariputra, said, " I  see that this pure 
land of the Buddha is filled with distinctions such as high 
and low, narrow gorges, canyons, ravines, marshland, and 
swamps." Tsangpa Ralpachen, who came from the realm of 
Buddha Nya Ngen Medpa" said, "I see this pure land of Bud
dha Shakyamunib to be just like the highest god realm called 
Paranirmitashavartin,'5' perfectly arranged and extremely pure 
in every way." It was then that Buddha revealed the nature of 
his pure land to the mal)�ala of disciples, [29 J and everyone 
was able to see it as perfectly pure, like the array of the eastern 
pure land adorned with precious jewels. The Buddha told them, 
"My pure land has always been like this; you were just unable 
to see it." 

Thus in this way, one can understand that the difference depends on pure 
versus impure appearances. Well then, if impure appearances do not appear 
to the Buddha, this would contradict what the siitras state where Buddha 
says : 

I can clearly see with stainless vision 
Whether the realms of the world are pure or impure and 
Whether sentient beings' faculties are supreme or not. 

Thus, he spoke. To respond, it is as the siitras mention:  

And: 

Imagine two people in a jeweled palace, and one is asleep while 
the other is awake. When the one sleeping begins to have a night
mare, the one who is still awake appears before the dreamer and 
says, " Hey! It is taught that phenomena have no true, inherent 
existence, are impermanent, like magic, and naturally pure." 

' mya ngtm med pa; Buddha Beyond Sorrow 
b Shakya 1ubpa (sh,z kya thub pa); Buddha Sage of the Shakyas 
' Zhentriil Wangchcd (i;zhan 'phrul db,mg byed); Mastery Over Others' Creations 
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"Your dream appearances are based on ignorance and in truth 

have no true, inherent existence ! "  

Then, the one who is awake attempts to  awaken the dreamer from his 
n ightmare. S imilarly, the Buddha knows that self-appearances are not 
real. like rhis example of the two men in the same jeweled palace [having 
completely different experiences] .  [ 30 ]  

2.1.r. 1.2 Rejitution oj}¥fisconceptions 

Second is the refutation of others' misconceptions. When the eye of intel
ligence" is obscured by the cataract of m isconception, there will be no 

fortune to witness the profound nature just as it is. Those who suffer in this 
way have made the claim, "Your tantra is faulted by an incorrect narrative 
context, since it does not state, 'Thus, when I have heard."' 

Of the two ways to respond to this, one alternative is based on similar 
logic as stated in the root Chakrasarrtvara tantra: 

Then I must teach the secret [vehicle] .  

Thus, and in Praise to the Names oJMaiijushri,' i t  states: 

Then the glorious Vajradhara . . .  

Thus, given that these two quotes would have incorrect narrative contexts 
based on those claims, the words of the Buddha would then be faulted. 

Essentially, the second exceptional response is that the passage "thus 
at the time when this was heard" appears according to the speech of the 
indeterminate nirma!fakiya teachers, as well as all common tantras. This 
shows us that the teacher and compiler are separate and that the teaching, 
as well as the time of reaching the various vehicles, are indeterminate. 

This is the occasion of the uncommon doctrine of the sambhogakaya, 
so the uncommon teacher-glorious Samantabhadra-[31 ]  is held to be 
the lord of vajra enlightened body, speech, and mind of all tarhagatas of 
the ten directions and four times; and the primordially awakened nature of 
all phenomena is the teacher. This is unlike the assertion that an awakened 

')ampa! tsen jdd (_'jam dptz! mtsban brjod, man;usbrindmasarr1giti) 
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teacher was an individual that trained on  the path in order to do so  [ i.e., 
to awaken] . 

The uncommon place is the self-appearance of the Akani�h�ha space 
of phenomena, the mal).(,iala of the heart of awakening. Given that this is 
not part of the continuum of the ten directions, there are no restrictions, 
limitations, or boundaries whatsoever; and-because it is not an ordinary 
environment based on partial distinctions-except for the Buddha's, this is 
no one else's field of experience. The uncommon retinue is not other than 
the teacher manifesting as the great wisdom of self-appearances; hence, 
there is also no gathering of a retinue with separate mind streams. 

The uncommon time is within the nature of the fourth time of even
ness-free from transition and change-abiding as an ornament of the 
spontaneous mal).gala of enlightened body, speech, and mind. Except for 
this, there arc no past, present, or future; nor are there instants, moments, 
split seconds, months, years, and the like. The fully endowed dharma of 
this tantra reveals that the phenomena of sarpsara and enlightenment are 
primordially awakened [ 32] as the nature of spontaneous presence, whereas 
the various distinctions such as the law of karma, virtue, non virtue, accep
tance, and rejection are not revealed here. All of these are reasons why one 
should not find fault with the exceptional vehicles by comparing them to 
the common, since their descriptions are invariably diverse. It is similarly 
stated in a commentary' to the Ornament of Clear Realization:b 

Given that this description differs from any other, it should 
never be criticized based on other traditions. 

1hus, it is. 
For example, in order to precisely internalize both correct and incorrect 

phenomena, it is necessary to have the stainless vision of the omniscient 
ones, be it a great arya' or someone with the complete realization of all 
knowable things. Since that is not the case here where the understanding 
of those who make these claims is no better than that of a cowherd, it is 
objectionable for them to try to affirm whether the enumerations of sky
like phenomena are correct or not. The inconceivable, all-pervasive teach-

• drel chung diin sal ('grel chung don gJt1l), Conrise Commenttl>'Y that Clm·ifies the Afeaning; Lob
pan Scngc Zan gpo 

b ngon tok g:yen (mngon rtogs rg_ym1, t<bhistm�tzydlm!'ktim ); Maitreyanacha 
' pakpa ( 'phags pa ); sublime one 

-
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. of the Rudel ha transcends the field of experience of the near-sighted:' 
Jl1g 
In rare cases, it may have been acceptable to rely upon demonic doctrines, 

such as how, in the Szltm Designed i1S ti ]etueled Chest,1' [ 33 J it describes a 

sinner teaching from a jev.rcled throne and how what he taught was placed 

;n a category of the Buddha's SLitras. Regardless of that, the [ negative] rip

ening effects of disparaging the great secret vehicle are incalculable. Along 

these lines, the surras tell us: 

TilC karma accumulated by giving up the dharma will have nega
tive ripening effects that are incalculable and incomprehensible. 
After taking rebirth as a sentient being in the lowest hell realm:  
when the fire at  the end of this kalpa' appears, rebirth will then 
occur in the great hells of other realms where one will remain 
for incalculable kalpas that are as countless as the grains of sand 
on the banks of the river Ganges. 

In the Uttar,ztilntm, it also states: 

If someone were to continuously rely upon negative compan
ions, adopt negative intentions toward the Buddha, accumulate 
the karma of killing parents or arhats,d or slander the sangha,' it 
would still be possible to swiftly achieve liberation if certainty 
in the nature of phenomena were to be gained. On the other 
hand, if hatred is harbored toward the dharma, how could lib
eration ever occur? 

In brief, trust in one's own doctrine while never d isparaging the doctrine 
of others. 

2.I.I.2 An Extensive Explanation ofTh,zt 1\f,zture 
This has rwo parts: 

I A brief overview of the teacher's sambhogakaya nature 

2 An extensive explanation of the divisions of rhe sambhogakaya 

: tsu rof tong wa (tshu rol rnthong ha) 
, 

za Phi tag kiid p.1 'i do ""' tog bkod pt�'i mtlo, mtntikamnd,,) 
bskaf pa; eon � dra chom pa (dgm beam pa) ;  foe destroyer 
gendun (dp;e fiun); spiritual community 
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Second, for the extensive explanation o f  the narrative context, there are 
two: a brief overview of the reacher's sambhogakaya nature and an exten
sive explanation ( 34] of the divisions of the sambhogakaya. 

z.I.I.2.I A BriefOverview oj'thc Te.zcher's S,unbhogakdy,t Nllture 

First, at the time of realizing the dharmakaya nature as it is, free from the 
limits of elaboration like the sky, the other four kayas are always spontane
ously present. Since the intrinsic nature of space is in harmony with the 
dharmakaya, this is rderred to as "gone beyond."" In the sutra lnconceivable 
Secret Amassing ofthe Rare and Supreme,"5' it states: 

However much the sky pervades will be how enlightened 
form pervades. 

However much enlightened form pervades will be how light 
pervades. 

However much light pervades will be how enlightened speech 
pervades. 

However much enlightened speech pervades will be hov,r 
enlightened mind pervades. 

Thus, it is. 
Furthermore, it is explained that there are those who have "gone beyond" 

[i .e., tathagaras] by following the previous victorious ones, those who have 
"gone beyond" by i·.nplementing the method of using objective phenom
ena just as they appear, and those who have "gone beyond" according to 
the needs of sentient beings born in four ways, such as from the womb and 
so forth.56 Such explanations arc according to the n irmai:lakaya's gradual 
traversal of the path, which is not to be confused with the discussion at 
hand. 

The spiritual teacher is the one who has fully perfected all noble quali
ties as an ornamcmal wheel of enlightened body, speech, and mind with
out exclusion. Awakened" from the slumber of ignorance, [the teacher] 

' shek p,; (gsbegs pa) 
b kon chog tsek pa'i sangw,t st�m gyi mi kya/1 pa'i do (dkon cog {,rtsegs pa'i gs,mg [,a bsam g_yis mi 

khyab p.ii mdo) 
c s.�ng (songs) 
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possesses ever-i�creasin��,;c knowledge concerning all activities. L3 s] In the 

Seven�Y T�rses of Rifuge, It states :  

Having "awakened" from the slumber o f  ignorance and since 
the mind's knowledge concerning all knowable things is "ever
increasing:' sang_ye-or buddha-means to be ever-increasing 
like lotus petals. 

In the Bmnch [A1agicallvfantfestation Matrix] , it states: 

Ignorance is itself the clarity of wisdom, 
Passions are awakened, and suffering is supreme. 

Thus, this is similar. 
A nature such as this [ i.e., buddha nature] has primordially conquered 

the four demons, is fully endowed with the greatness of six qualities,'5" and 
without abiding in [the limits of] sarp.sara or nirva1.1a is transcendent over 
sorrow. The way the four demons are conquered is that, since the nature of 
the five passions is primordially the five wisdoms, there is nothing to accept 
or reject. Hence, the demon of the passions is conquered. Since there are 
no passions, there is no rebirth in sarp.sara and no death; so the demon 
of death is conquered. When there is no death, there is no rebirth with 
aggregates;59 so the demon of the aggregates is conquered. Since in this way 
obstacles can no longer induce harm, the demon of luring is conquered. 

"The nonabiding state that transcends sorrow" means that, by not abid
ing in the limit of existence or quiescence, the purpose of others is spon
taneously accomplished as the self-originating state of Samanrabhadra. 
Although the word "transcend" was added in the Tibetan, it is untenable 
to say it did not exist in the meaning of the Sanskrit; because, when trans
lated, the term "bhaga""" means to transcend s�upsara and nirvai)a, reveal
ing the state that does not abide in limitation. [ 36] 

Without relying upon another place, retinue, and so forth-since 
this self-appearing wisdom is spontaneously present as the play of magi
cal samadhi, i t  is called "great abundance" or the "sambhogakaya." The 

'gye (r<rya,·) b o_ 

, 
kyab dro dun chu pa (.<kyt�bs gru bdun cu pt�, tri.dJ,mUlilStlpt«ti) ;  Chandrakirti ngon she drtig (mngon shes rlrug, fh<�dtlhhijnd) 
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qualities of the nirmar_1akaya and all others are considered ro be common; 
hence, this distinction is based on their lack of great abundance. 

This wisdom intent of the self-appearing sambhogakaya that pervades 
and is not other than the intrinsic nature of everything is explained as fol
lows. In the ten directions, such as the eastern pure land of Abhirati," abid
ing in the space of the fourth time that transcends the uncertainty ofpast, 
present, and future times is the great nature of the vajra body, speech, 
and mind of all tathagatas, such as the buddhas Ak�hobhya,b Diparpkara,' 
and others. This fully endowed dharmakaya did not exclude anything, 
this fully endowed sambhogakaya does not exclude anything, and this 
fully endowed nirma1_1akaya will not exclude anything. Indistinguishable, 
the Buddha's wisdom intent is not individualized; so since the nature is 
undifferentiated, the inseparable nature of phenomena is primordial, 
spontaneous presence, free from meeting or parting. 

There are some [ i.e., the Zurpas] who claim that, while the nature of 
phenomena pervades everything, [3 7] this [ i.e., the three times] can be 
explained individually according to sarpsara and enlightenment. I do not 
sec the correlation. Those who hold to their steep slope of negative views61 
covered by the thick forest of m isunderstanding have said, "This text makes 
reference to a fourth time, while other texts teach there are only three:' as 
if this reference to the [fourth] time were erroneous. If that were the case, 
then teachings such as those found in some of the baskets that explain the 
four timesd from the perspective of the perfect age,' the age of threes/ the 
age of twos,g and the age ofdegeneration ;h the Treasury of the Abhidharrnai 
where it mentions formation, persistence, dissolution, and vacuity; and the 
siitra Inconceivable Amassing of the Rare and Supreme where it mentions 
that the four times are the past, present, future, and inconceivable time 
would also be in error. Hence, those teachings would all be faulted accord
ing to their [ i.e., the Zurpas'] claims. 

" Ngonpar Gawa (mngon par J.rz/' ' ;,,, ) ; Mani fest Joy 
b M ikyodpa (mi bsk_yod pa); L:nmoving One 
' Marmedzed (mar me mdz,uf); Enactor of Light 
d dti zhi (dus bzbi, ch1turyuc�'') 
' dzog den (rtlzogs ldan, krt,z_yug,,) 
f sihn den l({surn !dan, trefl�yug<L) 
g nyi den lr;nyis !dan. dudfhlr.lYUf!,•l) 
h tsiirl den (rtsorl ldan, kaliyug'') 
' ngon pt� rlzod (mngon pol mrlzorl, abhidhamwkosha): Vasubandhu 
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For some, "uncertain time" refers ro the faculties of sentient beings that 
hear the teachings, practice, and then become awakened. If there is no 

practice, it is held that beings will �emain in sarpsara. W�atev�r the case, 

[these claims] correspond to the time of the future. If hberatwn occurs 

through teaching the dharma: since the Buddha's compassion never wavers 

even for an instant, it is certain that there will always be teaching through 

whatever form is necessary to tame disciples' minds. It states in the One 
Hundredfold Karma: ' 

Even though the timing of the waves 
In the sea monster's abode62 will change : 

In order to tame their heirs, 
The timing of the buddhas will never change. [ 38 ]  

In  fact there i s  not a single sentient being that the buddhas will not tame. 
In the lntermeditite J\1othet,b it states: 

In the vast realms of sentient beings, 
There is not a single being that will not 
Eventually be tamed by the tathagatas. 

So it is. 

Well then, [some may claim] , "Isn't it true that the Buddha himself said 
the hearers,' solitary realizers,d and bodhisattvas would tame those that he 
could not? For instance, in order to dispel King Ajatashatru's'·"3 remorse, 
the Buddha sent Manjushri; and in order to tame King Shuddhodana/ he 
sent his disciple Udagig·6" and others:' The answer is, "No, that is not the 
case." Since all of them beneficed others based on the Buddha's compas
sionate command : for some, benefit was derived directly, others indirectly, 
and still others through a variety of emanations. If the Sugata is able to ben
efit even ground-level bodhisattvas through the empowerment conferral 
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of great light rays:·6' needless to question the rest? It is as the surra White 
Lotus ofCompassionb states: 

0 Shariputra! Due to the blessings of the power of the 
tathagatas' compassion, 

Even ordinary individuals, hearers, solitary realizers, and 
empowered bodhisattvas 

Are able to benefit others through their excellent speech and 
pure intentions. [ 39 )  

Thus, it is. 
In addition, there are some who assert that the "four times" refer to 

formation, persistence, dissolution, and vacuity. This is illogical because 
the inexhaustible ornamental wheel of body, speech, and mind of the 
Akani�h�ha is the nature of uncompounded, unceasing time. Except for 
phenomena that materialize, persist, and destruct, [that claim) cannot per
vade time that is free from formation and destruction. 

According to this tradition, the times of the past, present, and future are 
compounded and relative ; whereas the unchanging nature of phenomena 
is uncertain, inconceivable, genuine time. Among the three divisions for 
this, the "uncertain time of the ground" refers to the originally pure nature 
of mind and the nature of phenomena just as it is. In the surra Inconceivable 
Amassing qfthe Rt.lre tmd Supreme, it states: 

Kashyapa! Since the mind and the nature of phenomena 
as it is 

Have come from nowhere, gone nowhere, and reside 
nowhere, 

llut is uncertain-as well as inconceivable-time. 

So it is. 
The "uncertain time of the path" refers to the genuine mind of the prac

titioner that realizes the phenomena of the three times are unborn during 
evenness meditation. In the Praise to the Names oflvlanjushri, it states: 

' odzer thenpo'i wang ( 'od zer then po'i db,mg) 
b n_ying;e pema kt�rpo (snying 1je pt�d PM dktir po, karu�idpwu/a>·ik.mttra) 
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You who have realized the three times to be timeless . . . [ 40] 

So it is. 
The "uncertain time of the result" refers to always abiding, without ceas-

ing, in the pure land of spontaneous Rich Array free from transition or 

change, as stated in Actually Awakened T"airochana:' 

Since the great appearance of wisdom is self-radiant, it is 
unwavering time. 

Thus, in this way, phenomena are subsumed in the nature of the fourth 

time. 

2.I.I.2.2 An Fxtensive Et:plfmation ofthe Divisions of the Sambhogakiiya 

This has three parts: 

I The fully endowed place 

2 The fully endowed reacher 

The fully endowed retinue 

Second, an extensive explanation of the divisions of the sambhogakaya has 
three: the fully endowed place, teacher, and retinue. 

2.I. I. 2.2.I 7he Fidly Endowed Plr�ce 

This has two parts: 

1 The overview 

2 '111e exposition 

For the first, there are two: the overview and the exposition.66 

2.I.I. 2.2.I.I 7he Overview 

This has four pans: 

r Definition 

2 Characteristics 

Divisions 

4 Refutations 

a narn nang ngon rht1ng (rn�.vn snang tnngon byang) 
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The first has four: the definition, characteristics, divisions, and 
refutations. 

2. I.J. 2.2.I.I.I Definition 

First, "Akani�h�ha" means to not be below, or to be above all. 

2.I.I.2.2.I.I.2 Chamcteristin 

Second, the characteristics of the Akani�h�ha are that there is nothing 
above it, and there are no features from elsewhere that surpass it. The fea
tures of the Akani�h�ha dharmakaya are that it is the ultimate destination 
and the basis for the arising of the two kayas of form. The sambhogakaya 
is the manifestation of all appearances as the five certainties and the basis 
for the arising of the nirmat�akaya. The nirmar,takaya is the highest among 
the five classes of immaculate places, aP as well as being supreme among all 
places [ 4 1 ]  that appear in the world systems. Furthermore, the difference 
between worldly realms and pure lands is based on the realms of those 
to be tamed through the nirmar,takaya [ i.e., worldly realms] and the pure 
lands of the sambhogakaya and the dharmakaya. 

2.1. 1.2.2.r. r.3 Divisions 
This has three parts: 

1 Akani�h�ha dharmakaya 

2 Akani�h�ha sambhogakaya 

3 Akani�h�ha nirmai;Jakaya 

For the third, there arc the three divisions of the Akani�h�ha: the 
dharmakaya, sambhogakaya, and nirmaryakaya. 

2.J.1.2.2.J.I.3.I Aktmifhtha Dharmakii_ya 

First, the sacred, ultimate destination of the buddhas is free from bound
ary, center, aspect, or direction-the nature free from all elaboration. This 
is called "the completely pure, genuine Akani�h�ha" as stated in The All
Creating A1onarch: 
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1he sacred place of the dharmakaya teacher 

Is the p<llace of the space of phenomena, 

Said to be the completely pure, genuine Akani�h�ha. 

Thus, and the Akani�h�ha sambhogakaya means great appearances of wis
dom that naturally originate from the space of the dhannakaya to manifest 
as the palace, teacher, and retinue oflight. This is the spontaneous presence 

of che forever unchanging five wisdom families. It states in the Vtzjra JY1agi
ca!lv1andestation [ klatrix) :" 

Beyond all classes of gods, in the supreme place of the great 
Akani�h�ha, 

The head of the family is the enlightened form of the sponta
neously present mudra, free from being singular or plural. 

As the general embodiment of all buddhas, this is the original 
treasure of the great vehicle,h 

Instantaneously appearing to those who have abandoned all 
obstructions. [ 42.1 

So it is. 
Furthermore, saying "beyond all abodes of the gods" means having tran

scended them [ i.e., the abodes of the gods ] . This [Akani�h�ha] is ultimately 
more sublime than worldly phenomena; yet it is uncertain as to whether 
this exists beyond that [abode of the gods ] ,  since this [ Akani�h�ha] abides 
wherever there is the wisdom phenomena of the buddhas. 

In the Pra_yerfor Jc:xcellent Conduct,' it states: 

Upon a single particle dwell as many buddhas as particles. 

TI1us, one should not decide that the buddhas do not abide within subtle 
panicles. 

Furthermore, the appearances of the pure land of spontaneous Rich 

: gyutri{f [ dmw,z] d01je (.,gvu 'plmd [ dn;,z ba] rdo rje) 
, tekpa chenpo (theg pa chen po, Mahayana) 
Zang chdrl mon !mn (bz,zng spyod smon I<Im, bh<Idmchm:vapr'a�tidhdnm;ija) 
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Array are unceasing, which is also why it is unnecessary to search for a 
place with a mind oriented toward directions. Through the power of the 
thoroughly pure space of phenomena wherever special qualities appear, 
understand them to be the mal).qala of the victorious ones. A place such 
as this is called "the great Akani�h�ha"; and aside from being the manifest 
phenomena of the state of buddha, this is inaccessible. 

In this way, self-appearances are spontaneously present as Vairochana 
of the tathagata family, Ak�hobhya of the vajra family, Ratnasambhava' 
of the ratna family, Amitabhah of the padma family, and Amoghasiddht 
of the karma family, with their individual maQt;lala formations as limitless 
as space. [ 43] The appearances ofkayas and wisdom are not established as 
singular; yet while appearing in diverse ways, they are not established as 
many because these are the self-appearances of the sole sambhogakaya. The 
arising of pure lands, kayas, and wisdom is the self-appearances of all the 
buddhas as the general manifestation of the sambhogakaya, not everyone's 
field of experience. Nevertheless, this is the common phenomena for all 
who are sambhogakaya buddhas. As the nature of the sambhogakaya bud
dha, these appearances of the teacher and retinue are the treasure of the 
exceptional doctrine of the great vehicle. 

Concerning these appearances: whenever all obstructions are puri
fied, at that moment the dharmakaya phenomena will appear. Since these 
appearances occur for those to be tamed, they are not just only the field of 
experience of ground-level bodhisattvas, because it is not being said that 
all obstructions arc purified. The way the qualities of this place appear is 
as stated in the Ocean oj'Mtzgical Manifestation lvfatrix: 

From twice as high as the Akani�h�ha of the world, 
The nature is beyond three limits and endowed with five 

qualities. 
Without excluding anything, the palace is ornate and square 

with a domed top. ( 441 

Thus, it is. 
Because this is the sambhogakaya's self-appearing pure land, it  is more 

·' Rinchcn Jiingden (rin chen 'byungld.m); The Jewel-Born 
b Odpagmed ( 'od rlpag med); Boundless Light 
' Donyod Driippa (don yod grub pa); Accompl ishment of Meaning 
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sublime than the appearances of both the Akani�h�ha of the gods and 

�hose on the grounds of the natural nirmat�akaya. Hence, the nature of 

this pure land transcends the three limitations of existence-nonexistence, 

eternalisrn-nihilism, and elaborations. As an inexhaustible ornamental 

wheel of the five qualities of body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities, 

this immeasurable palace is the most superb ornament of phenomena, fully 

pervading the realm of space. W�erever space and wisdom mingle insepa

rablv is where the appearances of the sambhogakaya buddha arise. It also 

stat�s in the Praise to the Dharmadhatu:' 

I have said that the beautiful place of Akani�h�ha, the supreme 
place of immeasurable qualities of the sambhogakaya, is where 
the cognitions [of space and wisdom] merge as the third [cog
nition] .  

Thus, i t  is. " Immeasurable qualities" refers to  the sambhogakaya, because 
the sambhogakaya has mastered the perfect abundance of phenomena. 
Since these arc the common phenomena of all sambhogakaya buddhas, 
there arc no phenomena asserted to be different. Moreover, the distinctions 
of individual sambhogakaya pure lands are determined solely upon the 
perspective of individual victorious ones awakening as the sambhogakaya. 
[ 45] 

In the Synthesized Great Vehicle,b it states: 

Because there is no self-fixation, the places are not different. 
When followers emulate their predecessors, the designation of 
distinctions will occur. 

Concerning this: [some claim that] , if Buddha were awakened as the 
sambhogakaya within the pure land of self-appearances, then he would be 
incapable of benefiting others in the world during the kalpa Arrangement 
of Light. It states in the surra Ornament o_(Rich Array:' 

� chii ying t1id pa (chos dbyings bstod pa, dh,n7JMdhdtustava) ;  NagarJ"tma 
tek d ( 1 , 

u t 1eg bsdus, mahdydntzsar(Jgraha);  Asari.ga gyen tugpo kiJcl pa'i do (rg_yan stugpo bkod pa'i mdo, ghmvJvytihasutm) 
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If the ful ly enlightened buddha is not awakened in the 
Akani�h�ha, 

Then the deeds of the buddha will not be complete in the 
realm of desire. 

This explains that: 

Since the place of the victorious ones transcends the three 
realms, 

The enlightened buddha has transcended the places oHorm
lessness, form, and desire-

As well as realms of induced unconsciousness-to abide in the 
mal).t;iala of Rich Array. 

Hence, this place refers to the mal). <;I ala of self-appearances. 
The fully endowed doctrine of the natural Great Perfection Ariyoga 

is taught through the intrinsic nature of the blessing of Samantabhadra's 
wisdom mind, appearing as the sambhogakaya ro teach the bodhisattvas. 
The quote continues : 

The Tarhagata brought forth the teaching for himself 

Thus, other scriptures cite similar references. [46]  

2.I.I.2.2.I.I.J.J Akani�·htha NirmdJJtlkdya 

Third, the Akani�h�ha nirmai)akaya has two: the [Akani�h�hal pure land 
of the natural n irmal).akaya for the purpose of disciples who abide on the 
grounds a.nd the Akani"?h�ha of the gods for rhe purpose of those who are 
a combination ofboth."8 

For the first, in the center is the celestial palace of the Akani�h�ha or 
Rich Array. In the east is Abhirati, in the south-Shrimat;' in the wesr
Sukhavati,b and in the north-KarmaprasiddhV surrounded by retinues of 
tenth-ground bodhisattvas. The teachers are the five buddhas who mani-

' Rinpochc Gyenpa or Pal dang Denpa (rin po {he b,��y,w pa or dpal dang !d,zn pa ) ;  Jeweled 
Ornan1cnrs 

b Dewachen (bde b,, t·,m, Padmakup); Exaltation 
' Leyrab Driippa (Lzs rab gruh pa); Excellent Activity 
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f. t 01yriad, self-appearing categories of the great vehicle's common and es . 
exceptional doctrines from the tips of light rays that emerge from their 

[i .e. , the teachers'] tongues and mouths. It is held that obstructions''" are 

purified through mirrorlike appearances. The quote continues: 

In the supreme place of the unsurpassed Akani�h�ha, 
1he buddha appears as Vairochana to the entire retinue of 

bodhisattvas. 
As such, he does not teach by supreme speech 
But clearly reveals the entire dharma through his kaya, 
Just like a mirror reveals discoloration so that it can be 

polished. 
Similarly, when the retinue beholds his kaya, 
The obstructions to awakening are reflected in his kaya, like in 

a mirror. 
Gradually achieving the tenth ground, they attain unsur

passed, perfect awakening. 

Thus, it is. [ 4 7 ]  
The time is the permanent time of the inexhaustible ornamental wheel. 

In particular, it is taught in the vehicles of Yoga and Mahayoga70 that this 
is when the peaceful and wrathful mal).<;ialas of the five families actually 
appear. Since the pure land is beyond this world, it is called "above." It 
states in The All-Creating lvfonarch: 

The place of the sambhogakaya buddha is above the phenom
enal world. 

1he celestial palace with its levels is known as the place of the 
Akani�h�ha. 

And it is also said that the retinue is bodhisattvas. The quote continues: 

The retinue of the sambhogakaya buddha 
Has transcended the ground of the four inspired practices.'·71 
It is taught that this retinue has achieved the ground.�, 
Beginning with Extreme Joy until the tenth, Clouds of Dharma. 

' >nij chtid zhi (mos spyod bzhi) 
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Thus, i t  is. 
The dharma reveals the enlightened intent of kayas and wisdom as the 

quote continues: 

For all tenth-ground bodhisattvas who abide in the 
Wisdom abundance of the Akani�h�ha, 
Bodhichitta is explained to be kayas and wisdom. 

Thus, it is. 
If one were to wonder how this IS explained, it is as the quote 

continues: 

Ihis is revealed by the nature of the sambhogahiya itself 

So it is. 
Second, the Akani�h�ha of the class of gods is explained from the per

spective of association72 as follows. [ 48 ]  In accord with the phenomena of 
the sentient beings of the six classes of this world and others, the supreme 
place in each individual world-the fourth level of concentration in each 
form realm-is the pure Akani�h�ha place of the five classes of gods. This 
realm is not composed of coarse substance; but rather everything, includ
ing the palace, is pure light arranged as a variety of ornaments. When the 
Buddha first came to the world, his manifestation was similar in aspect to 
the sambhogakaya adorned by marks and signs; and he taught the many 
tantras of Kriya, Upa, Yoga, the paramita' vehicle, and so forth to those 
with the immeasurable faculties of the gods, highly accomplished ones, and 
holders of mantra. It is as stated in the tantra Excellent Accomplishment:b 

In the stunningly pristine Akani�h�ha, 
The accomplished ones are content with the many teachings 
On the yogas of the awareness mantra,' retention mantra,d and 

others,73 
As well as the causal dharma. 

"pa rol tu chin pa (pha rol tu phyin pa); transcendental perfection 
b lek pttr drup pa'i gyu (legs par grub ptz'i 'J!.JUd, susiddhikdratantra) 
c rig ngak (rzg sngttgs, vidyti mmztra) 
d z1<ng ngak (gzungs sngags, dhdra�li mantra) 
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'Jhus, ir is. 

Also in rhe vlsionar_y Commentary' compiled by Acharya Buddhaguhya,b 

it states : 

1he genuine Akani�h�ha of the space of phenomena is the place 
where all buddhas reside; hence, no place is above this pure 
land. [ 49] The symbolic Akani�h�ha of inseparable wisdom 
and phenomena appears in the shape and color of a celestial 
palace. This is the abode of the sambhogakaya ; so it symbolizes 
the pure land of the space of phenomena, for which nothing is 
higher. The awareness Akani�h�ha is the wisdom awareness that 
realizes the fundamental nature of things just as they are. This is 
the abode of the dhannakaya of twofold purity,<71 so there is no 
higher awareness than this pure land. The secret Akani�h�ha is 
the secret place of the consort. Given that this is the abode of 
the secret kaya, nothing is higher than this path, its place, and 
its noble qualities. The conceptual Akani�h�ha is the beginner's 
visualization of the palace. This is the abode of the surpassing 
samadhi mal)qala; hence, based on the generic image, there is 
nothing higher than this understanding. The worldly place of 
the Akani�h�ha is one of the five pure classes of the gods. This 
is the abode of all sublime ones ; so within the realms of form, 
there is nothing higher. 

Thus, although six different meanings are mentioned here, they can 
be subsumed within what proceeds them as follows. The genuine and 
awareness Akanishthas are subsumed in the dharmakava. The svmbolic 
[are subsumed i� the] [ so]  sambhogakaya; and the re�aining three are 
subsumed in the nirmal)akaya, the actual place of the Akani�h�ha. The 
secret and conceptual Akani�h�has are included on the path of practicing 
the nirmaQakaya. 

a chen dre/ (spyan 'o-re!) b s . . 6 '  
, d a

ngye Sangwa (sangs >:gyas .�sang ba) 
ag pa nyi den (tlag p,, gnyis !dan) 
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2.I.I.2.2.1.1.4 RejiJttitions 

The fourth is a refutation of objections. There are some who claim that, if 
there are no independent disciples in the pure land of the self-appearances 
of sambhogakaya where the Alagicallvfan!ftstation is taught, then there is 
no reason to teach dharma. Since the genuine and symbolic ma1_1<,lalas are 
revealed for those to be tamed, it is unnecessary to reveal them to ema
nations of their own minds because these emanations do not have inde
pendent mind streams. If so, one would have to say that these are both 
independent retinues and their emanations. 

My response is as follows. Well then, it appears that those who make 
these claims have not grasped the wisdom intent. There is a reason to teach 
the dharma in that there are mental creations of those to be tamed. That 
is why Vajrapa1_1i taught for future generations. The genuine and symbolic 
[ ma1.1<,lalas] were not deliberately shown to those to be tamed. The com
plete qualities of the sambhogakaya appear spontaneously to oneself, like 
an image reflected in a mirror. An emanation does not have a conceptual 
mind ;  but because there is wisdom, the dharma can be heard and the mean
ing retained. If an emanation did not have wisdom awareness, it  would 
follow that Shakyamuni, Vajrapa1.1i, and others would be faulted for not 
possessing the all-knowing wisdom of the nature as it is and as it appears.' 
[ 5 r] This would also fault the quote [from the root tantra] that states: 

Likewise, by the distinctions of enlightened mind, 
The self-appearing mind of the victorious ones and others . . .  

Thus and: 

And : 

The Tathagata brought forth the teachings to himself . . . 

From within the wisdom ma1.1<,iala of compassion 
With mastery of the space of the nature as it is, 
Self-appearances arc a clear reflection of samadhi, the purest 

of magic. 

'ji tm/Ja and ji n_yerl p,z khen pa'i yeshe (ji Ita b,z andji snyerl pt� mkhen pa'i ye shes) ; all-knowing 
wisdom of the nature as it is and as it appears 
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U1LlS, these [quotes] and others refute those faulted claims. 
Based on what is taught here, some may assert that the bodhisattvas 

mentioned are tenth-ground bodhisattvas. This assertion proves that 
their minds have not turned toward the direction of the intrinsic nature 
of the spontaneously present maryqala. Although the teacher and retinue 

appear, their nature is neither good nor bad. 1his is described as a single 
play of wisdo}n, like the appearance of many :rescoes on a si�gle wall, or 
like images ot the principal ones and retinue ot deities drawn from a single 
cube of gold. It is amazing that there arc those who actually believe that 
independent objects to be tamed could be listening to teachings given [by 
a teacher] on a throne established through aspirations. This only proves 
that they have failed to comprehend the symbolic indication of their own 

wisdom appearances. 
In short, attempting to establish the validity of a view that asserts those 

to be tamed are individuals within the self-appearing pure land of the 
sambhogakaya is as hilarious as the gyrations of a monkey ! The three kayas 
of the Buddha and the manifestations [ 52 ]  of the pure lands are inconceiv
ably limitless as is stated in the sima Arranged as a Stalk:' 

Upon the tip of a single hair are millions of inconceivable 
pure lands 

\'Vith myriad shapes and distinctions, completely distinct. 

Thus as taught, wherever space prevails, the dharmakaya and sambhogakaya 
prevail. Wherever sentient beings prevail, the nirrna1,1akaya and enlightened 
activity prevail. In the pure land of the tathagatas, there are no biased direc
tions; so it must be understood that within this pure land, there arc even 
further inconceivable, indescribable pure lands. Even though appearing as 
impure phenomena, except for self-appearances one should believe this is 
the pure land. Understand that, likewise, i t  is not the case that the sun and 
moon do not illuminate, but rather that those who are blind are unable 
to sec [their illumination] .  S ince this description is extremely difficult to 
comprehend, I have taken the time to give a thorough explanation. 
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2.I.I.2.2.r. 2  lhe Exposition 

1his has three parts: 

r 1he pure land of the sambhogakaya 

2. The celestial palace 

3 The fully endowed arrangement 

Second, for the exposition, there are three :  the pure land of the 
sambhogakaya, the celestial palace, and the fully endowed arrangement. 

2.I.I.2.2.I.2.I The Pure Land oftbe s,1mbhogakii_ya 

First, the pure land of spontaneous Rich Array is  supreme among phe
nomena, since there is nothing above this. This Akani�h�ha is the place 
where all sambhogakaya buddhas reside. Here, the ten directions, includ
ing above and below, are nonexistent; [53 ]  and without limit, center, or 
reference, it is as inconceivable as space. 1hese self-appearances are never
ending, and the vastness of the ground below has no conceptual boundary 
or restriction. The intrinsic nature of [the ground's] blue, white, yellow, 
red, and green represents the unceasing strength of the wisdoms such as 
mirrorlike' and the rest, indicating that the five passions have been severed. 
The wheel of five lights with four spokes and the hub is clearly present 
and distinct. 

2.I.I. 2.2.I.2.2 The Celestial Palace 

Second, manifesting from the radiance of the self-appearing five wisdoms 
of the teacher, all desirable things arc spontaneously present; while the 
light and splendor from the jewels are not only infinite, but ablaze like 
the mary9ala of the sun . Since the qualities and vastness of its dimen
sions cannot be fathomed by the mind, this is a grand celestial palace. 
As a palace possessing the inconceivable and inexhaustible ornamental 
wheel of enlightened body, speech, and mind, the limit of the vastness is 
unbounded in the ten directions with an openness that is equal to the sky. 
Because the boundless qualities of the buddhas are ever-increasing as the 
eighteen unmingled-1 dharmas,b such as the exhaustibles, suppression by 
splendor, and so forth, [the palace] is shaped as a perfect square. [ 5 4] 

'' melrmggiyeshe (me longgi ye shes, .idm-shap1iintl) 
b chil mtl drey pa cho gyed ( chos ma 'dres P'' hw brgyad) 
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The eighteen unmingled dharmas <tre [as follows] .  1hc six chat arc lack
. are chat the Buddha's body, speech, and mind lack delusion, senseless :n�ech, forgetfulness, the inability to rest in evenness, dualistic recognip 

11 ·wd nondiscerning equanimity. The six that never decrease are inter-
uo , ' v 

( diligence, mindfulness, samadhi ,  prajfia, and complete freedom. The es , 
chree chat inspire and cultivate wisdom arc the enlightened activities of 

body, speech, and mind; and engaging the wisdom that is able to see with

out attachment or obstruction in the past, present, and future are three, 

totaling eighteen. As it states in the Ornament o(the Classes o(Sutra:" 

You who are the guru of all hearers and solitary realizers-to 
your conduct and realization, wisdom and activity, I pay hom

age !  

Thus, it is like that. 
The ten toral i ti csb are earth, water, flre, wind, blue, yellow, red, white, 

sky, and consciousness. When strength is perfected by achieving mastery 
over the inner elements and sense sources,< ten qualities occur, such as not 

sinking in water and so forth. 
The eight that are suppressed by splcndord are: [ss ]  by recognizing the 

mind'6 as form, all forms of both animate and inanimate beings are sup
pressed by splendor, making two; by recognizing that the mind is formless, 
the external forms of both animate and inanimate beings are suppressed 
by splendor, making two ; through mental arousal and attraction, all outer 
colors of blue, yellow, red, and white are suppressed by the splendor of the 
radiation of light. These are the eight. 

The three of inner form, formlessness, and mental arousal indicate the 
three doors to perfect freedom such as emptiness and so forth.' The four 
genuine wisdoms, including mirrorlike, are phenomena that occur only to 
the buddhas. Not actualized by others, these wisdoms arc surpassing. To 
indicate the nature as it  is, the walls [of the palace] of the four directions 
are beautifully embossed with precious jewels such as crystal, gold,  ruby 
and emerald. Mirrorlike wisdom pacifles the characteristics of the dualistic 

:do dr gyo1 (mdo sde rgyan, mahiiy.inasutmlarrtklirak,.irikd); Maiucvanatha zed par chu (udpar bm) 
- ' 

' k  
. ' 

d :ye ched (skye mched, dvatan,;) 
, 

<.zlno>t gyed (zilgnon brgyad) 
harn pm· t.::rrpa)i go sijm (rntzrrt par thar p"1'i sgo gsunt) 
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mind, so this serves as the basis for the arising o f  the other three wisdoms. 
The quote continues: 

Unwavering mirrorlike wisdom is the sole support for the 
three wisdoms of evenness, discerning, and all-accomplishing 
activity:' 

Thus, it is. [ 56]  
The wisdom of evenness does not abide in the limitation of either 

sarpsara or nirval).a. 1 he quote continues: 

\vithout abiding, just resting in tranquility is said to be the 
great nature of evenness. 

Tims, it is. 
D iscerning wisdom understands all knowable things without confu

sion. TI1e quote continues: 

Discerning wisdom is always unimpeded concerning all know
able things, like a treasure trove of dharal).lsb and samadhi. 

Thus, it is. 
All-accomplishing activity wisdom engages in whatever enlightened 

activity is necessary to meet the needs of those to be tamed. The quote 
continues: 

All-accomplishing activity wisdom always functions in numer
ous ways with inconceivable emanations to fulfill the purpose 
of all sentient beings. 

The sole nature of these wisdoms is indicated by the mal).<;iala. The raised 
patterns on the walls of the four directions indicate that the fivefold wis
doms manifest from the five principal wisdoms. TI1e five layers of the walls 

indicate the nature of the five wisdoms, from inside out as the colors dark 

a nyllrn nyid _yeshe (rnnyarn nyid �ye shes, satni.1ldjiitina), so soY tog pa'i �yeshe (sv sor rtog 
pal ye shes, pra�ytwek,<hanajridn,, ) ,  and ch.mh1 drtip p,z'i _ycshe (b_ya b,, g•·ub pa'i ye shes, 
kr�ydnu�),rhintZjFz.inll) 

b zung (f?:z.ungs); 111anrric formulas 
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blue, green, red, yellow, and white. The spherical dome at the pinnacle of 

rhe celestial palace symbolizes the wisdom of the space of phenomena,' 

indicating-as previously mentioned-that the [ 57 ]  enlightened body, 

s eech, mind, qualities, and activities of the buddhas of the ten direc

rfons and four times constitute the entire vajra mat:�-9ala without excep

tion. That the intrinsic nature is undifferentiated is indicated by the single 

nature of the great all-encompassing wisdom of the four times. 

In addition, rather than being finite, the celestial palace is revealed to 
be unbounded as follows. The [five] wisdoms multiplied by five become 
twenty-five. Multiplying each twenty-five by five indicates that wisdom 
itself is inconceivable. Even the colors of the celestial palace are wisdom 
rhat harmoniously appears as jeweled shapes and colors. From the main 

celestial palace, there are countless palaces in the four directions and cen
ter, each with their own vivid individual colors. Furthermore, their shapes 
are square in the center, half-moon in the east, etc. with the colors white, 
yellow, and so forth. The specific distinctions of aspects are infinite, while 
the inconceivable arrangements are superb and surpass the qualities of the 
perceptions of hearers, solitary realizers, and bodhisattvas. The extent of 
the shape, color, and other aspects of this pure land and celestial palace is 
unfathomable. 

2.I.I.2.2.I.2.J The Fully Endowed Arrangement 

Third, the fully endowed arrangement has two: the fully endowed arrange
ment of the ornaments and the thrones. First, [ s8 ]  the nature established 
from wisdom appears in the form of various jewels and colors as a five
layered wall, crowned by a cornice. Upon [the walls] rest the roofbeams. 
The overhanging eaves are decorated with garlands of jewels hanging from 
their edges, alternating with wreaths of suns and moons, silk tassels, tail 
fans with jeweled handles, and so forth. The highest, meshed windows 
have jeweled latticework and arc adorned by railings with ornamental gut
ters. The ornaments are transparent, extremely radiant, and striking. The 
cornices indicate unchanging wisdom. The wreaths indicate that, since the 
three kayas are with our meeting and parting, the purpose of all beings will �e served. The eaves indicate that compassion protects all beings. The rail
Ings indicate that which is unequalled due to being unsurpassed. 

' b •• c 0 ying kyi yeshe (chos rlbyings kyi ye shes, rlhamz,trlhtitujfidna) 
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Furthermore, upon the balconies o f  the sensory stimuli pervading all 
ten directions of the celestial palace are the five goddesses of the sense 
pleasures, with five more radiating like clouds from each one. The offerings 
they present to the inner deities are varieties77 of beautiful forms, sounds, 
scents, flavors, and sensations, wafi:ing in the ten directions like massing 
clouds. All of this naturally occurs as spontaneous presence, indicating 
that all desirable qualities arise as the ornament of pleasurable delight. 
[ s9] 

Some claim that these [offerings] can be pleasing, displeasing, or indif
ferent. That is unacceptable because, in this context of the self-appearances 
of the buddhas, impurity is nonexistent. The celestial palace and all outer 
and inner ornaments do not exist as coarse substances and are distinct 
without obscuring one another. These transparent, luminous ornaments 
are perfectly arranged with inconceivable distinctions as they decorate 
[the palace] ,  symbolizing the immeasurable qualities of the mind's intrinsic 
nature of clear light. 

The four doors to perfect freedom a represent freedom from the obstruc
tion of fixating on things, as well as on ordinary characteristics. They [i.e., 
the four doors] are emptiness, signlessness, aimlessness, and the thoroughly 
uncompounded. In order to indicate that these are the entranceways into 
this spontaneously present palace of Samantabhadra, all three doorways 
in each of the four directions are surmounted by portals. Primordially, 
phenomena have no true, inherent existence-hence, emptiness. At the 
moment phenomena appear, they have no true, inherent existence-hence, 
signlessness. Being free from cultivating, restraining, accepting, and reject
ing is aimlessness. Realizing this intrinsic nature, the mind that is free from 
activity and effort is the thoroughly uncompounded. 

To distinguish the uncompounded, there are two: [ 6o] uncompounded, 
primordial clear light and the implicitly present four immeasurables.b"78 
First, since the primordially pure nature of mind is clear light, it is as stated 
in the Eight Thousand Stanzas:' 

Mind does not exist as this mind. The intrinsic nature of mind 
is clear light. 

" nam par ti1Y pa"igo zhi (mam par· thar pa'i sgo bzhi) 
L tsecl mecl zhi (tsharl med bzhi, chaturapmmeyil) 
' gyerl tong p11 ( hr,e,yad stong pa, a)!asiihilsrikdprajndpdmmitd) 
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Hence, while abiding i n  evenness i n  the forest called Trees ofLibcration;'.o9 

che 'fathagata spoke : 

I have discovered an ambrosial dharma that is uncompounded, 
profound, peaceful, unclaborate clear light. Since whoever this 

is shown to will not comprehend this, I shall remain alone in 

the forest without speaking. 

Thus, and in rhe Ornament of Clear Realization, it states: 

With this [clear light],  there is nothing to be dispelled and 
nothing whatsoever to be posited. By accurately observing that 
which is correct, the perfect truth is seen; and that is perfect 

freedom. 

Thus, it is like that. 
Secondly, the wish that all sentient beings who lack happiness may find 

happiness is the meaning oflove. The wish to be able to free all those tor

mented by suffering is compassion. The wish that those who have found 
happiness may never be separate from that is sympathetic joy. The wish that 
those with attachment and aversion may be free from the bias of attach

ment and aversion and abide in the mind of evenness is equanimity. [ 6 1 ]  
These four immeasurables originate from compassion that i s  free from 
concepts or characteristics. 

In the Ornament ofthe Classes ofSt-:ttra, it states: 

You with loving kindness for all living beings, think of their 

welfare, free them from suffering, and ensure their happiness. I 
pay homage to you who care for their benefit and well-being! 

Thus, it is like that. The four immeasurables are indicated by the four 
entranceways [to the mal).qala] .  The sign of the three doors ro perfect free
dom is that each door is adorned with an arch. 

Due to the unceasing phenomena of inner forms: by then seeing outer 
forms as magical, empty appearances, fixation upon appearances as true is 

' shing drul gyu'i tsaf (.<hing sgrol ,.g_yu'i tsha[) 
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reversed. This is the perfect freedom of form viewing form." Without see
ing inner form [and] since external form is seen free from fixation upon 
the outer or inner as true, this is the perfect freedom of the formless view
ing form.b Seeing everything as the one taste of emptiness is freedom; and 
since there is freedom from all grasping, this is the perfect freedom of 
contentment.' Seeing the meaning of the mind's nature to be like the sky 
is the perfect freedom of limitless, sky like sense sources.<� Realizing every
thing is the manifestation of wisdom and mind is the perfect freedom of 
limitless, conscious sense sources.' Being without any duality is the per
fect freedom of having no sense sources at all.1 'lhe pacification of [ 62. J all 
fields of experience based on elaboration and characteristics is the perfect 
freedom from both conceptual and nonconceptual sense sources.g Having 
completely eliminated any consideration, fixation, or grasping toward the 
phenomena of saq1sara and enlightenment is the perfect freedom of cessa
tion.h These excellent qualities of the eight perfect freedoms are indicated 
by the two pillars beside each of the four archways that support four vajra 
beams, upon which rest arches with four levels, endowed with eight pen
nants. A dharmachakra turned by two deer revolves at the base of the jew
eled umbrella that is adorned with silk pennants, victory banners, divine 
brocades, and silk tassels. Upon each of the four roofs, there are twenty
four standards and garlands of little, tinkling golden bells. Furthermore, 
in the Ocean of Magical Manifestation, it states :  

The base, lotus, eaves, tassels, garlands of jewelry, garU(;lai 
heads, and others are arranged in order. 

1h us, it is. 
From [the Sanskrit syllables] to ra na, various ways of interpreting the 

meaning of the ornaments-such as victory banners in the sky, doorsteps, 

" ziik chen ziik fa tawa'i nam t,Ir (gzugs can gzug< la Ita ba'i mam thttr) 
b ztik chen mayin P•l ziik f11 t11wa'i nam tar (gzugs c11n mt�yin pt�gzugs fa lt11 ba'i mam thar) 
' kiin ley tt1r ptt dtig p.t'i n,un tclr ( kun f,u thtlr p11 sdug pa 'i rnam thar) 
d ntlm k11 ta _yey kye ched kyi ntlm ttlr (nmn mkh,t' mtha'_yas skye mched kyi rnam th11r) 
' nam she ta yey kye ched kyi nam t,lr ( rnam shes mtha 'y11s skye rmhed kyi rnam th,,r) 
r 1hi yang med pa'i kye ched kyi nmn tar· (ciy,mg merl pa'i skye mched kyi rncun th11r) 
g dii she mecl du she med min kye ched kyi nam tar ( 'du shes med 'du shes med min sk_ye mched kyi 

rnam thar) 
hgogpa'i nam par· tt1r p11 {'gogpt�'i rntmt pi1r thilrpa) 
' kha ding (mkhil' !ding); chief of the feathered race 
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tmting block for mounting and d ismounting a horse, and stairs-can 
a mo 
all be understood. Here this emphasizes the tour-leveled entranceways that 

are ornaments ofrhe interim space, including tour pennants, making eight. 

[ 63] Some assert that this indicates the eight lower vehicles that lead to /ui

voga. while others claim that the way to enter [the Atiyoga path] is through 

�1editating on the eight perfect freedoms. 'Tiwse claims are not applicable 

here where the qualities of the ground of a buddha arc the only implica

tion. This wisdom of the dharmakaya, free from elaboration, is without 

outer or inner; and since all qualities of the ground of buddha exist with
out exclusion, the essential meaning is being specified. Hence, the palace, 
which is the nature of the perfect, pristine light of five wisdoms, arises from 
within the compassion of the tathagatas, appearing as the external pure 
lands and internal principal deities and retinues. Although appearing, 
other than being one's mvn nature, this is without an independent exis
tence. Since this fundamental nature is always subsumed within and never 
departs from the dharmakaya Samantabhadra, it is taught that this is the 
inner nature itself abiding in the primordial state free from elaboration. 

Second are the fully endowed arrangements of the thrones. That which 
indicates the tour states of fearlessness;' as well as not being intimidated by 
the lesser vehicles, is the central lion throne adorned with j ewels. Saying "I 
am awakened" is the commitment to realization. Saying "all obstructions 
are abandoned" is the commitment to abandonment. Saying "the three 
poisons obstruct freedom" [ 6 4] is  the commitment against obstructing 
forces. Saying "meditating upon the profound path inspires renunciation 
toward sarpsara" i s  the commitment to the path. Because these truths are 
undeniable, they are the four states of fearlessness. As it states in the Orna
ment qfthe Utlsses ofSidra: 

To you who reveals-for the purpose of self and others-wis
dom, abandonment, renunciation, and the dispelling of obsta
des and is never suppressed by heretics, I pay homage! 

Thus, it is. 
That which is incapable of being held by the lower vehicles is  pertinent 

here ; so this is indicated by the ten strengthsb [of the awakened ones ] ,  

' mi ik · I · '  . ' · ·  . . _ 
b 1 pa z Jl \ nu pgs P" bzlll, chaturvazshamdya) toh chu ( ·t 1 . b .  d I 1 _ 

-
.I .oo.;. LU, tl.i Jat,ztntigattdJa!tz) 
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symbolized by the elephant throne in the east. 'D1ere are ten strengths 
because they subjugate the ten nonconducive states that obscure the ten 
states of omniscience. The ten involve the knowledge whether to engage 
with objects or not and the fully ripened karma of sentient beings, con
centration, samadhi and complete freedom [counted as one ] ,  the various 
aspirations of those to be tamed, their various clements, their superior and 
inferior faculties, the five classes of beings and the paths that lead them to 
the three states of freedom, recollection of all the previous lives of oneself 
and others, the birth and death of sentient beings, and the exhaustion of 
the contaminants. 'lhe quote continues: 

To you, the subjugator of the demons who saves all sentient 
beings through methods, refuge, purity, and the renunciation 
of the great vehicle, I pay homage ! [ 6 s ]  

Thus, it is. 
The indication of having achieved the four miraculous legs" that swiftly 

liberate all those to be tamed is the supreme horse throne in the south. 
The four legs are to benefit through aspiration, diligence, intention, and 
scrutiny by emanating according to the minds of beings. As it states in the 
Concise Commentary: 

The samadhis of aspiration, diligence, intention, and scrutiny 
are the formations that abandon [the contaminants) known as 
the four legs. 

Thus, and that which indicates that phenomena are overcome through 
the achievement of ten powersb is the peacock throne adorned with jewels 
in the west. The ten powers are life free from death ; a mind that knows the 
minds of others ; the ability to acquire material things, like a sky treasury; 
deeds that inspire others to change negative actions to positive; birth that 

spontaneously occurs according to needs; aspiration that accomplishes the 
intent of oceans of previous and future kalpas; the ability to fulfill the 
purpose of others according to the interests of those to be tamed; willful 
miraculous transformation and the ability to fit all worlds into a single 

" dzu tnil gyi k,mg pa z.hi (rdzu 'phnd gyi rkang pa bzhi, chatvamrddhiptidtil;) 
b wtmg dJU (dbmzg btu, d,tShavashitd) 
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ard seed without decreasing the world or increasing the seed; [ 66 ]  
must · 

wisdom. since this accomplishes the purpose by having actualized the five 

t wisdoms such as mirrorlike and the rest; and the masterv of phe-
grea · 1 

nomena that actually knows, without exception, the nature as it is and as 

it appears. 
The quote continues : 

Concerning all material things, birth, the power oflife, wisdom, 
phenomena, intention, deeds, miraculous transformation, and 
aspiration, the holders of ali qualities ( i.e. buddhas] are victori
ous throughout the three realms. 

Thus, and that which indicates fulfilling the purpose of taming beings 
through varieties of enlightened activities, such as the three unimpeded 
wisdoms·' as well as the four aspects of correct discerning awareness,b is 
the garu<Ja throne in the north. The three unimpeded wisdoms are to 
see with unattached and unimpeded wisdom into the times of the past, 
present, and future. The four states of knowledge are the awareness that 
knows phenomena due to knowing the causes and results of the nature of 
phenomena, words that reveal this meaning [of phenomena] through vari
ous expressions, speech that knows the languages of sentient beings such 
as the gods and so forth, and confidence that is fearless when teaching the 
dharma to the retinue. These are the four discerning states of knowledge. 
As it states in the Ornament ofthe Classes o_f'Sutra: 

I pay homage to you who show the excellent path by teaching 
with the support and supported as the subject, through enlight
ened speech and omniscience [ 67] and with unimpeded intel
ligence ! 

Furthermore, concerning the thrones, in the Precious Tantra o_lPower,' 
it states: 

• tok pa m 1 • · ·/ .. ( h d " , ) b et pa 1 ye; IC Sum t ogs P" me pa 1 ye snes gsum 
, 
yang dag r�RP'' zhi (ytmg dt�g r�r; pa hzhi) 
rz;zpoche Wang gi g_y1i (rin po che dhang gi rgyud) 
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Enlightened body is that which fearlessly conquers the four 
demons; the sign of that accomplishment is to reside upon 

the lion throne. 

Enlightened mind has the ten strengths that pacify all ten non
virtues; the sign of that accomplishment is to reside upon the 
elephant throne. 

The enlightened qualities of the fo ur miraculous legs traverse 
without attachment; rhe sign of that accomplishment is to reside 
upon the supreme horse throne. 

Enlightened speech has perfected the ten powers of the victorious 
ones; the sign of that accomplishment is to reside upon the 
peacock throne. 

Enlightened activity liberates the four ways of taking rebirth 
through the four aspects; the sign of that accomplishment is 

to reside upon the garuc_la throne. 

Thus, it is. 

The indications that the mind and the dharmakaya are primordial as 

natural clear light-indivisible method and prajna-are the mal}.c_lalas of 
the moon and sun. The indication of being unstained by any fault is the 

variegated lotus. These are the seats that the [buddhas] abide upon, made 
from wish-fulfilling jewels. In addition, upon the five thrones adorned 

with lotus, sun, and moon are the seats for the principal ones, while the 

members of the retinue have lotus, sun, and moon seats at their individual 

locations. 

2.1.1.2.2.2 The Ful�y Endowed 1eacher 

TI1is has two parts: 

1 The overview 

2 TI1e exposition 

Second, the extensive explanation of the fully endowed teacher has two 

parts : [ 68 ]  the overview and the exposition. 

2.I.I.2.2.2.I The Overview 

For the first, there are three :  the distinctions of families, identification of 
the principal family, and a refutation of others' misconceptions. For the 
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first, if distinctions are made concerning the time of the result of actual 

akcnin" within the nature as it is, there are the five families. The five 
aVt' � 

arc rhe buddha, vajra, ratna, padma, and karma families. Each of these five 

families includes five corresponding to enlightened body, speech, mind, 

ualities, and activities, totaling twenty-five. Similarly, by differentiating ;ach [of the twenty-five] f:unilies into enlightened body, speech, mind, and 

so forth, they increase to become one hundred, one thousand, one million, 

and countless families. It states in the Precious Tantra of Power: 

By distinguishing the aspects of the five families, 
They become one hundred, one thousand, one million, and 

countless-inconceivably vast like the sky. 

Thus, it is. 
If individual families are differentiated, then the principal one of the 

mai)qala becomes the enlightened mind aspect of the ruling family. In the 
Td_jra Peak,' it  states: 

Among the mal)qalas of the families, 
1he lord of the family of enlightened mind 
Is principal among the families. 

The quote continues :  

For the buddha family, the enlightened mind [of mind] is 
blue Vairochana, enlightened body is white Vajrasattva, 
enlightened speech is red Amitabha, enlightened qualities 
is yellow Ratnasambhava, and enlightened activity is green 
Amoghasiddhi. [ 69]  

For the vajra family, [enlightened] mind [of body] i s  blue 
Ak�hobhya, body is white Vairochana, and the others are their 
individual colors. 

For the padrna family, the enlightened mind of speech is blue 
Amitabha, enlightened body of speech is white Vairochana, 
enlightened speech of speech is red Ak�hobhya, and enlight
ened qualities and activity of speech are yellow and green. 
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For the ratna family, the enlightened mind of  qualities i s  blue 
Ratnasambhava, qualities are yellow Ak�hobhya, and the 
other three are their individual colors. 

For the karma family, the enlightened mind of activity is blue 
Amoghasiddhi, enlightened activity is green Ak�hobhya, and 
the others are their individual colors. 

Thus, these distinctions are according to the wisdom intent of the excep
tional ( i.e., unsurpassed] tantras. 

The quote conrinues: 

At that time, the wisdom of the f.1mily of enlightened mind is 
mirrorlike wisdom, while the other four are implicitly indicated. 

At the time of the buddha family, the enlightened mind [of 
mind) is Vairochana and mirrorlike wisdom. 

The enlightened mind of body is Ak�hobhya and the wisdom 
of the space of phenomena; qualities arc Ratnasambhava and 
the wisdom of evenness ; speech is Amitabha and discerning 
wisdom;  and enlightened activity is Amoghasiddhi and all
accomplishing wisdom. 

For the vajra family, enlightened mind is Ak�hobhya and mirror
like wisdom; enlightened body is Vairochana and the wisdom 
of the space of phenomena. 

Thus, it continues: 

TI1e limbs of the vajra aggregates are [ 70] known to be the five 
fully enlightened buddhas. 

The quote continues: 

All sentient beings are buddha. 

And: 

The concepts of all beings are the bodhichitta. 

Thus, it is. 
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Even at the time of impure sarpsara, it is held that sarpsara's nature is 

· 1110rdiallv awakened as the five wisdoms. It states in the profound surra prr . 

Arranged as a Stalk: 

Oneself and all buddhas are by nature completely equal. 
Without abiding and with nothing to receive, 
All wil l become the Tathagata. 
Form, feeling, perception, and consciousness-as well as the 

bodhisattvas and countless tathagatas-will all become the 
Great Sage. 

So it is. In the surra Stainless Renown, it also states: 

Viewing the transitory aggregates" is the heritage of the 

tathagatas. 

The quote continues: 

A lotus does not grow from dry earth, but blooms from mud. 
Likewise, unsurpassed bodhichitta is not born from knowing 

the uncompounded. 
When viewing the mountainlike, transitory aggregates, the 

unsurpassed bodhichitta will then be born. 
Hence, passions are the heritage of the tathagatas. 

Thus it is, and as it states in the Lasso of Method' in the section on samaya 
with nothing to guard [ 7 r ] :  

Likewise, delusion belongs to the tathagata family of  enlight
ened body because it is the nonconceptual mind, character
istic of neither accepting nor rejecting. 

Hatred belongs to the vajra family since, while never moving 
from the space of phenomena, there is the characteristic of 
taming the ferocious ones. 

Pride belongs to the ratna family because there is the characteris-

:h; tsok fa fttwa (Jig tshogs f,t fta ba, satktiyadr!hti) 
tab kyi zhak pa (thabs k_yi zhap pa) 
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tic o f  having forbearance toward the evenness o f  phenomena. 
Desire belongs to the padma family because there is the charac

teristic of having overcome phenomena. 
Jealousy belongs to the karma family because, for those who do 

not realize the evenness of phenomena, there is positive and 
negative karma; so there is the characteristic of benefiting 
beings. 

Thus, and in the Guhyasamdja," it states: 

If the delusion of form is explained, it is the nature of being 
bound by stupidity. 

If the feeling of intoxication through attachment is explained, 
it is the nature of pride. 

Recognition has the nature of desire, characteristic of being 
attached to material things. 

Reaction has the nature of j ealousy, always single-pointedly 
focused on uplifting oneself. 

Consciousness is explained as having the nature of hatred. 
Commonly known as cause and result, these are the heritage 

of the five tathagatas. 

The quote continues: 

Without this precious mind, there are no buddhas [ 72] or 
sentient beings. 

And so it is taught. 
Well then, why do the minds of beings perceive myriad impure phe

nomena? Although being by nature stainless and primordially pure : due to 
the temporary stain of imputed concepts, various karmic potentials based 
on happiness and suffering are planted within the alaya, or basis of all. 
"Basis" refers to that which supports all else. In the sutraDescent to Lar;kd, 
it states: 

' sangwa dii ptl (gsang ba 'dus ptl) ;  Gathering of Secrets 
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111e alaya i s  the support for everything i n  existence, 
Including the ground of enlightenment. 

So it is . 
\V'hen perceiving impure sarpsara, [the alaya l is the support for that 

and seems inseparable [from saq1sira] ; however, if the pure nature of phe

nomena appears, then it is called "the wisdom of the space of phenomena" 

because all wisdom relies upon it. When there is the alaya of sarpsara, the 
consciousness of the alaya, the passion-based mind," the cognitive mind,b 

and rhe consciousnesses of the five doors' all rely upon it. 
In some of the siitras and tantras, i t  is asserted that-through purifi

cation and transformation-these [states of mind ] become the five pure 
wisdoms. The alaya becomes the wisdom of the space of phenomena. Like
wise, the consciousness of the alaya becomes mirrorlike wisdom, passion
based mind becomes discerning wisdom, cognitive mind becomes [the 
wisdom of] evenness, and the consciousness of the five doors becomes 
all-accomplishing wisdom. [ 7 3 ]  

Likewise, form becomes Vairochana; feeling, Ratnasambhava; percep
tion, Amitabha; reaction, Amoghasiddhi; and the aggregate of conscious
ness, Ak�hobhya. Earth becomes [Buddha] Lochana;" water, Mamaki; 
fire, Par:tt;laravasini;' wind, Samayatara ;r and space, Akashadhatvishvar!.� 
The faculties and their objects become the nature of the male sattvash 
and female sattvas.' The three doors, along with all grasping, become the 
gatekeepers.; 

Nevertheless, in this text it is not asserted that an object to purify is 
transformed through a process of purification, like dying cloth to change 
the color. Here, the process of rejection, acceptance, purification, and 
transformation is transcended. Therefore, by recognizing that wisdom is 
primordial, the conceptualizations of sarpsara are liberated as wisdom in 

: nyon yid (nyon yid) 

, 
yzd she (yid shes) 

d go ng,;'i nt1rn she (sgo lngt�'i rn.un shes) , �angyc Chen rna (st�ngs >g}tlS spyan mtl); Buddha She of Awakened Eyes 
f ° Kanno lR"os dk1r mo ) ; She of\'Vhire Clothing 

Damrsig Drolma (dmn tshtg· son,z rna) ; She of Liberated Samava g N  " , , 
h amkha Yingchukma (nt1rn mkh,z' dbyings ph}ug ma) ;  She of Powerful Space 

, sempa (sems dpa) ;  male being 
i sennna (serns ma); female being 
gopa (sga pa) 
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the same way that ice melts into water; and sarpsara itself i s  liberated as 
enlightenment. 

Although the present, conceptually imputed stains have never truly 
existed, that which is [primordially] pure may still seem impure. By 
familiarizing with the profound key points, all concepts-including the 
aggregates-become wisdom. Abandoning stains into their pure, space
like nature is much like a ball of mercury mixed with gold. At first, the 
ball will resemble fresh [white] butter or mercury and not really look like 
gold. Then through the circumstance of contact with fire, [ 7 4] the ball will 
gradually appear more golden, since the color of mercury will naturally 
disappear. If the gold is continuously fired, eventually it will appear as the 
quintessence of refined gold. Likewise, it should be understood that, by 
becoming familiar with the profound path and liberating the passions, 
temporarily the ground of a sublime vidyadhara will be attained, followed 
by the ground of a buddha as a spontaneously present vidyadhara.80 

The second is the identification of the principal family. Although in this 
context the mal).<;lala is considered to be that of the vajra family, many previ
ous scholarss1 claim that the principal one [of this mal).<;lala] is Ak�hobhya. 
That is not the case, given that the principal family in the center is indicated 
by the scat arising as a wheel and lions, along with the consort appearing as 
Akashadhatvishvari. When the wrathful ones manifest from the radiance 
of the peaceful [ maQ<;lala] , the principal one appears as Buddha Heruka: 
Hence, for this mal)<;lala as well, the unconfused order of the principal one 
and retinue according to the ground of self-appearing wisdom is being 
explained, including how they appear. Even in the empowerment ritual 
and sadhanab that accompanies this [tantra], the great master Padmasam
bhava has said: 

Hung! Through perfectly pure mirrorlike wisdom as the con
queror Vairochana and the mudra of Akashadhatvishvari, I 
shall empower the noble children. [75 ]  

Thus, the previously mentioned claim [by the Zurpas] is faulted by this 
liturgy. In one section of the White Lotus [commentary] to the exceptional 
tamra Manjushri's Magical Maniftstation Matrix, it states: 

' he ru ka, trak tting (khrag 'thung) ; wrathful deity 
b drup tab (sgrub thabs) ; means for accomplishment 
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The nature of mirrorlike wisdom is blue Vairochana, and the 
nature of the wisdom of the space of phenomena is white 
Ak�hobhya. 

The claim [of the Zurpas J contradicts this [quote] as well. If they were 

to respond by claiming, "Well then, it is acceptable to consider that the 

[principal one] is Ak�hobhya because of the title Vajrasattva's Magical 

Manifestation itfatrix;' that can also be refuted. If that were the case, then 

they �auld be unable to reject the fault of having to accept the principal 
one as "the goddess" due to the tide Goddess' Magical itfan�festation Matrix 
and so forth. Vajrasattva's Magical }.1.anifestation l'datrix does not refer 

only to Ak�hobhya, as this is the general name for all families. It states in 

the Yoga Tantra:" 

Just as Vajrasattva is the Lord of All Families, 
So may I become lord of all mal).(,ialas and families. 

Hence, [the Zurpas' claim) is similar to this quote, where whoever is 
the principal one of the mat:J.(,iala is designated as Vajrasattva. [The texts 
Parkhab,b Zhitod,' and others are considered unreliable because they are 
from Tibet.] '2 

In the lvfagnificent Wisdom Lightning,d it states: 

In the center Vairochana is principal. 

Hence, it seems that those who make these claims have not yet read this 
quote. Given that this is the enlightened-mind mat:J.(,lala of the enlight
ened-mind buddha family, [ 76 ]  the principal one is Vairochana as the deity 
of enlightened mind; whereas Ak�hobhya is vajra enlightened body. 

Third is a refutation of others' misconceptions. [They will claim], "Well 
then, this contradicts the quotations from other tantras where it states 
'form is Vairochana, feeling is Rarnasambhava, perception is Amitabha, 
reaction is Amoghasiddhi, and consciousness is Ak�hobhya'; and not only 
that even the explanation of the kaya's color as blue is inconsistent." 

: naljor gyi gyii (rna! 'by or gyi rgyud) 

, 
spar khab,guhyagarbhamahdtantmrdjatik.i; Lilavajra 
gzhi bstod; Buddhaguhva d 

h , yes e ngt�m fog (ye shes rngam g!og) 
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Here is my response: "You of noble character! From your own perspec
tive, you are correct since you have yet to turn your minds toward the 
direction of the higher or lower tantric classes. That is why you are so con
fused by the mere sound of the color blue and the reference to the King 
of Consciousness.'' Here, according to our tradition, the vajra space of the 
Akani�h�ha and the one hundred sacred families of dear light that abide 
within the five lights in the heart are by nature undiflerentiated." 

In the tantra l!eart o_j'the J¥i.sdom 1Vlind;' it states: 

From blue Vairochana holding a wheel and in union with 
Akashadhatvishvari, 

Six kayas of the tathagatas arise. 

Thus, saying "the King of Consciousness is blue in color" means the 
Tathagata's [77]  enl ightened-mind aspect of the family of enlightened 
mind. 

'There are others who claim that form is Vairochana as the family of 
enlightened body and Ak�hobhya is mind. That is according to the wisdom 
intent of the common tantras, which is based on the five buddha families 
in general and the enlightened-body m-al)�ala of enlightened body and so 
forth that emanate from the principal mal)�ala. 

Furthermore, Akashadhatvlshvari is the intrinsically pure nature of 
mind, representing the openness of space. Consciousness is the arising 
and appearance of diversity, meaning Vairochana as the wisdom deity 
resembl ing a reflected image in a mirror. Buddha Lochana is unmoving 
and nonconceptual, so this is similar to the characteristics of delusion as 
the field of experience of the space of phenomena. The solid nature of earth 
includes all aspects of the aggregate of form ; since this is immovable, it is 
said to be Ak�hobhya. 

This tradition is based on the explanations of the higher tantras, mak
ing it more exalted than others. Hence, it must be undcrsrood that the 
mal)<;lala of the principal one means Vairochana surrounded by a retinue 
of families in group formations. 

One may wonder, "According to this mal)<;lala, in which direction 
are the lords of universal compassion, the teachers Samantabhadra and 
s�unantabhadri�" There are some'4 who say [78] they abide in the court-

" nying gi gong ptll gytt (.mying gi t/..C?,onp pt/i rgyud) 
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d in the manner of bestowing blessings. That is not the case, as that 
yar 
implies the retinue. None of the common or uncommon mai_lQalas have 

ever situated the principal one at the periphery. That is unacceptable. In 

th l· r is 'lS follm-vs. Since the great self-occurring wisdom abides beyond rru ' - · · 

elaboration or reference: at the time of the dharmakaya, this is referred to 

as Buddha Samantabhadra and Samantabhadri. It states in the glorious 

Union with Buddha:' 

"Sattva" is the actual embodiment of all buddhas. 
"Vajrasattva" is supreme exaltation. 
When delighting within the supreme secret, 
Everything always abides as that very nature. 

Thus, and in the great master Vimalamitra'sjeweled Light,b it states : 

Within the mal.l9ala of the nonabiding space of phenomena are 
the ones called Samantabhadra male-female. When they arise 
from that as the sambhogakaya, they are known as the five bud
dha families. When benefit for beings is enacted through the 
nirma1.1akaya, the vajra holder Vaj rasattva becomes innumer
able and unfathomable. 

Thus, it is as taught. When there is the self-appearing mai_lQala of sam
bhogakaya, the principal one of the five families is Vairochana, who is the 
Buddha Samantabhadra male-female. For those inspired to visualize while 
meditating, it is said that they are [ 79 J visualized in the heart. 

Also in the Union with Equanimity,' it states: 

Although appearing as five famil ies, 
This sole nature of the perfected state 
Can engage with whatever is desired 
Through the method of taming beings. 

Thus, it is. 

: sangye nyam]or (sangs >gy.u mnymn sbyor, buddh<Isamiiyoga) 
, rmpoche dmn m,, (rin po cbe'i sgron m,,) ll)amjor (mnjam sbyor, st:trnd}oga) 
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From this, when manifesting i n  order t O  tame beings, there i s  the 
appearance of the boundless play of Mailjushri, Vajrapa�i, Avalokitesh
vara,85 the six sages/6 and so forth. It is taught that, as both subject and 
object, they abide on the porticoes [and are) referred to as "Samantabhadra 
male-female;' the basis for the arising of total radiance. In the bardo' and 
elsewhere, there is the initial radiance of the pristine space of phenom
ena, the aspect ofboth emptiness and appearance arising as these two [i.e., 
Samantabhadra male-female] . Gradually, this becomes the basis for the 
arising of the individual group formations of the peaceful and wrathful 
deities. The meaning of"on the porticoes" is that, in the hearts of the prin
cipal ones, they are joined in union from front to back, showing how they 
abide. Hence, the principal one of the ground is the principal one in the 
center. The male-female of radiance abide at the heart [of the principal 
one] , which is the wisdom of indivisible emptiness and appearance. This 
tradition is based on the uncommon tanrras, the gurus' upadeshas, and all 
the great sadhana liturgies. At this time [So]  the peaceful ones reside in the 
heart, as stated in the tantra of the Conjoined Sun and j\.foon:b 

In the precious palace of the heart 
Is the ma�<;lala of the forty-two peaceful ones. 
Their kayas appear without true existence; 
This subtle aspect of clear light abides in the heart. 

Thus, it is. The fifty-eight wrathful ones are in the crown. The quote 
continues: 

The radiance of the fifty-eight herukas 
Is in the white conch palace of the skull. 

Thus, it is. 
This tradition is as it states in the Master's intermediate generation

completion sadhanas on the Gathering rfthe Sugatas:' 

Within the peaceful maQ<;iala of spontaneous presence . . .  

' bar do, antardbhavll; intermediate state 
h nyi dtl khll jor gyi gyu ( nyi zl,, kha sbyor gyi rgyud) 
' de shek dzt pa'i kye tlzuk dring (bdc gsbegs 'dus pa'i bslryed rdzogs 'bring): Padmasambhava 
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In the blazing, red-black palace of the skull, the powerful 
demon king guards the gate; while the awesome, wrathful ones 
nail down the walls. The eight great, haughty gods are the pil
lars, completely covered by the eight great, ferocious nagas.' 
The great planets are the railings. and the constellations are the 

windows. 

Thus, it is. "Skull" means a head with hair. Everything else [ in this quote] 

denotes the channels between the occiput, the two soft spots, and the 

temples. 
This completes the explanation of the overview. 

2.I.1.2.2.2.2 The Exposition 

This has two pans: 

1 The way the principal one abides and a general explanation of the hand 

emblems 

2 The explanation of the individual male and female deities 

Second, for the exposition, there are two: the way the principal one abides 
and a general explanation of the hand emblems, as well as the explanation 
of the individual male and female deities. 

2.I.J.2.2.2. 2.I The T-Yay the Principal One Abides and,, General Explanation of the 
Hand Emblems 

This has two parts: 

I The uncommon marks and signs 

2 The common marks and signs 

First, that which indicates the characteristic of the Buddha always looking 
upon [Sr ]  and never turning his back toward beings is the transparency 
of the enlightened body, pristinely luminous and not existing as coarse. 
Based on the intrinsic nature of great compassion: from whichever direc
tion one looks, [Buddha's] face can be seen. Otherwise, it is often said, "This 
is the front and this is the back." This context is not like the way ordinary 

' lu (klu); underworld serpent 
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people see things since, by facing the entire retinue of group formations, 
[his] face can he clearly seen from every direction of the mal).�ala. 

The kaya of a Great One is marked with the thirty-two excellent marks' 
and the eighty excellent signs,b symbolizing fully endowed wisdom and 
qualities. Ihe marks and signs are described in two ways : the uncommon 
and common. 

2.I.I.2.2.2.2.I. I  !he Unwmrnon l'vLzrks and Signs 

For the first, there are also two. The thirty-two marks reveal the strength 
of the sixteen wisdoms as sixteen sattvas, and their objects are the strength 
of the sixteen aspects of the space of phenomena as the sixteen female sat
tvas. Together, there are thirty-two. The eighty signs are that each of the 
sixteen sattvas wears the sign of five wisdoms as the crown of each of the 
five families to total eighty. The sixteen female sattvas are without crown 
ornaments, symbolizing the space of phenomena. All of these counted as 
marks and signs indicate [82]  that, since there is a fully endowed retinue, 
the intrinsic nature of the principal one's array is beautifully endowed, 
similar to the way the array of a Bower is embellished by the stamens and 
petals. 

2.I.I. 2.2.2.2.I.2 The Common lvL1rks and Signs 

Second, for the common marks and signs, there are two. 
The thirty-two marks are as stated in the Ornament of Clear 

Realization :  

Like the belly of  a tortoise, the palms are marked with wheels 
[and] so are the soles; the fingers and toes are connected with 
a web; the skin of the anns and legs is smooth like a child;  the 
body is seven cubits high; the fingers are long; the balls of the 
feet and heels are broad; the body is large [and] straight; no 
protrusions are visible; all hairs spiral upward; the calves resem
ble the enaya's ;3� the arms are long [and] beautiful ; the genitals 

a tsen z.ang SO n)'i (rntshan bzllng SO gn_yi:s, dviitrirtJ:dJt.U1'rtlt11Jiipuru�hafak�h,n}a) 
b pe chedg_yed cl:m (ripe bytid brgyad cu, dJit_y,muvytdijtmil) 
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are drawn up within their sheath like the supreme horse; the 
fine skin is the color of gold ; each hair coils clockwise; the face is  

adorned with a hair coil; the torso resembles a lion ; the tops of 

the shoulders are round and full; the tongue has the capacity to 

turn a foul taste into something delicious; the body resembles 

the nyllgrodh,t' "' tree covering a river; the head sports a protu

berance; the tongue is long and attractive ; the voice is melodi

ous like Brahma's ; the cheeks are like a lion; the number of teeth 

total forty, and they are extremely white, smooth, and tight; 
[83 ]  the eyes are blue l ike sapphire; and the eyelashes resemble 
the supreme cow. These are the thirty-two marks. 

Thus, it is. 
The eighty signs arc as the quote continues: 

The Buddha's nails are the rich color of copper, raised in the cen
ter; the fingers are rounded, broad, and well-tapered ;  the veins 
are invisible and free from knots; the ankle bones do not pro
trude; the feet are even; his gait is like that of a lion, elephant, 
swan, or the supreme horse ; he walks to the right, elegantly and 
directly; his body is well-formed, polished, perfectly propor
tioned, clean, smooth, and pure. All marks all perfected. His 
body's structure is broad and noble; his gait is even ; both eyes 
are clear; he is youthful; his body is without hesitation, fully 
endowed, and extremely supple; his limbs are very attractive; 
he has clear, unobstructed vision ; his body is well-rounded ;  his 
waist is normally proportioned ; his torso is not too long ; his 
belly is round; his navel is deep and i t  swirls to the right; his 
mannerisms are pure and always pleasing to behold; his body is 
without moles, free from discoloration; his hands are smooth 
like the leaves of a tree; the lines on his palms are deep, rich in  
color, and long. His face i s  not  too long; h i s  lips are red like 
the bimpab fruit; [ 84 J his tongue is supple, slender, and red; his 
voice is  majestic l ike thunder, pleasingly gentle; his incisors are 

<' nya gro dh,1 
b b  zm pa; peach 
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round, sharp, white, even, and well-tapered; his nose is promi
nent and precise; his eyes are wide like lotus petals; his eyebrows 
are long, smooth, shiny, and well proportioned; his fingers are 
long and healthy ; his cars are equal, his hearing unimpaired; his 
forehead is broad and well-formed; his head is broad ; his hair is 
shiny black like a bee, thick, smooth, not tangled or unruly, has 
a sweet scent, and is attractive; his hands and feet are adorned 
with the eternal knot and the auspicious double cross.s9 This 
explains the Buddha's excellent signs. 

Thus, it is. The eternal knot and the auspicious double cross are counted as 
one, while the rest arc counted separately. 

The entire space of phenomena, the element of the sky, and all incon
ceivable worlds of beings to be tamed always appear as the spontaneous 
presence of multitudes of inexhaustible ornamental wheels of enlightened 
body, speech, and mind. The way they appear is that, within the unelabo
rate pure land of the space of phenomena, the inexhaustible ornamental 
wheel of enlightened body is the unelaborate dharmakaya Samantabhadra 
male-female. [ S s ]  Inexhaustible enlightened speech is ineffable, inaudible, 
and without a true, inherent nature. lnexhaustibte enlightened mind has 
fully pacified all elaborations and never fallen to any direction or limita
tion. In this pure land of self-appearances as the spontaneous Rich Array, 
the inexhaustible sambhogakaya adorned by marks and signs is equal to 
space. From the inexhaustible enlightened speech of the maQQ.ala of the 
face, light radiates and the meaning of the subj ect is internalized. The 
inexhaustible enlightened mind abides as the characteristics of the five 
wisdoms. 

In the ten directions of the world, the six beings to be tamed arc equal 
to limitless space. The inexhaustible kaya tames in whatever ways are nec
essary: as buddhas, bodhisattvas, hearers, solitary realizers, individuals, 
the elderly, patients, the dying, gods, nagas, animals, and so forth; from 
similar and dissimilar classes; and as lotus flowers, wish-granting trees, 
boats, towns, gardens, and the like, in order to bring benefit to sentient 
beings in these and other untold forms. Inexhaustible enlightened speech 
is expressed in the languages of individual beings and emerges from lotus 
flowers, wish-granting trees, and so forth, [ 86 ]  resounding as the various 
melodies of dharma. Inexhaustible enlightened mind manifests to enact 
the purpose of beings as the knowledge of the nature just as it is and as it 
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ears. Since all buddhas accomplish their purposes through inconceiv-
app c · h "  · h · d h k d · · b l · k" 
able mani restanons , t 1s 1s not t e mm t at rna es ec1s1ons y t 1 111 mg, 
"This is this and that." 

W'dl then , if one were to wonder why the speech of dharmakaya and 

sambhogakaya is des ignated as enl ightened speech if it is ineffable, [the 

answer is rhat] the resultant expression of words and sounds occurs only 

to understand the ineffable. Through that, the ineffable can be d irectly 

understood since all words come from letters, which originate from the 

unborn syllable ah. Therefore, that which shows the meaning of ah as the 

essence of speech is great, supreme speech. In the siin·as, it states : 

The heirs of the victorious ones do not speak. 

The unspoken is the vastness of speech. 

Thus, it is. 
While the nirmaifakaya buddha appears to those to be tamed and speaks 

with the sixty branches of melodious speech-although heard as sound and 
perceived as speech-except for the uniting of the perceptions of those ro 
be tamed with the Buddha's compassion, ultimately nothing is ever spoken. 
This is like the sound of the vina,90 as stated in the Uttaratantra: 

Just as the melody of a vina originates from the skills of others
having no concepts or true, inherent nature itself-likewise, 
the speech of the Tathagata originates from the aspirations of 
others [ 87 ]  and does not exist without or within. 

Thus, it is. 
In the Inconceivable Amassing ofthe Rare and Supreme, it states: 

From the time the Tathagata was born until the night he 
passed into parinirvat).a," 

He never spoke a single syllable of dharma appearing as words 
or letters ; 

Yet his speech was understood by the minds of those to be 
tamed. 

"Ja ngen ley dey (ny,t ngan lm 'das); passed beyond sorrow 
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1hus, it is. 
There arc some who claim that it is unacceptable to assert this only 

pertains to the nirmii:takaya because that would contradict the fact that 
enlightened body, speech, and mind appear everywhere as inconceivable. 
Here [the answer is] ,  because the term "nirmii:takiya" is used, it refers to 
the six sages that were d iscussed as a matter of course during the narrative 
context. If it is said , "Having two teachers for one doctrine is unaccept
able;' that claim is also irrelevant here since th is reveals that, while the 
sambhogakaya is the principal [teacher] , the six sages are the retinue-not 
two [ ditlerent] teachers. 

The two legs indicate the wisdom of the method of great compassion 
and the prajfti of emptiness, and their unity indicates the nature of even
ness that does not remain in the limitation of existence or quiescence. 
Having subdued all passions, abiding in the great nature of wisdom is 
indicated by resting in the cross-legged vajra posture. Concerning this, 
some claim that the fact the consort is not explicitly mentioned here is 
unacceptable ; yet that is because the sacred queen-consort [represents] the 
[ 88 ]  basic space of appearances. 

· 1he six arms indicate the five wisdoms, as well as the thoroughly pure 
space of wisdom-making six. Since-from the indivisible wisdoms of 
enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities-the various 
desirables that arise are the intrinsic nature of the jewel, [they are] indi
cated by the six mudris, such as the vajra and the rest. The boundless blaz
ing light rays indicate that avarice, immorality, anger, sloth, distraction, 
and lack of prajfta-these six-have been conquered. 1here are some who 
claim that the principal one has six arms and the others have two. That 
common explanation is not applicable here. In addition, the vajra, j ewel, 
wheel, lotus, crossed vajra, and bell are the individual hand emblems held 
in the deities' main right hands. All left hands hold bells crossed at their 
hearts, wh ile the other arms are individually positioned. Buddhaguhya 
taught that each of the six arms holds a blazing, eight-faceted jewel. 

The inconceivable, inexhaustible ornamental wheel of body, speech, 
and mind is indicated by l the principal one] possessing three heads. The 
principal one's main face is blue, the right is white, and the left is red. 
Ak�hobhya's main face is white, [ 89 ]  the right is blue, and the left is red. 
Ratnasambhava's main face is yellow, the right is white, and the left is red. 
Amitabha's main face is red, the right is white, and left is blue. Amoghasid
dhi's main face is green, the right is white, and the left is red. 
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z. J. r. z. z.z.2.z lhe Explanation of the Individual Jtfale tmd Fart,Ife Deities 

'This has two parts: 

1 The overview 

2 'The exposition 

Second, the explanation of the individual male and female deities has two: 
the overview and the exposition. 

2_1_1. 2.2,2.2.2. ! The Oueruiew 

'This has two parts: 

1 The primordial mal)<)ala of deities 

2 The distinctions of families 

For the first, there are two: revealing everything to be the primordial 
ma!f<;lala of deities and the distinctions of families. 

z.r.1.2.2.2.2.2.I.I The Primordial A1a1Jc}ala ofDeities 
First, rather than expressing the names of the five buddha families, such 
as Vairochana, but instead referring to the buddhas as the "King of Con
sciousness" and so forth has provoked some earlier scholars to question 
why the names of the five aggregates are used in this context. It seems that 
this point has yet to be clarified. The wisdom deities are not being associ
ated with conceptual names, such as the five aggregates and so forth; but 
rather to say "King of Consciousness" refers to that which is more sub
lime than the five aggregates. This is like using the expression "the great 
state beyond sorrow" [for buddhahood] .  The term "buddha" is not being 
defined as "sorrow:' but denotes that which is more exalted than sorrow. 
In the Two Segments, it states: 

Great desire is discerning wisdom. 

'Ihus, this also refers to the wisdom of indivisible exaltation and emptiness. 
In the Gul�yasamdja, it also states: [90 J 

111rough vajra hatred and so forth . . .  
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Thus, this directly reveals mirrorlike wisdom and the others. In this way, 
the word "king" indicates that which is great, referring to Vairochana and 
the other [buddhas] .  

This can also be understood in  the context of the retinue, when the 
great bodhisattva Vajra Hearing and others are mentioned. If this [epi
thet] was just expressing the meaning of an ordinary concept, just saying 
"consciousness" would suffice ; and the term "king" would be unnecessary. 
In particular, here since sublime features are being expressed in the con
text of saq1sara, "consciousness" actually denotes the heritage or family of 
all tathagatas. Even though naturally pure as buddha: the five aggregates 
of beings seem as though truly existing, while they are only temporarily 
impure due to the ripening of karma. When [the aggregates] are gradually 
purified, then the bodies and so forth of those who have achieved powers 
based on accomplishing aspirations will appear.n When completely puri
fied, the kayas and wisdoms of the victorious ones will then appear. 

For example, water alone appears as fire to hell beings, as blood and pus 
to deprived spirits, as an object of desire and something pure to humans, 
as a drinkable liquid to animals, as ambrosia to gods, as rivers of ambro
sia to those in the pure lands, and as Mamaki to the accomplished ones. 
Otherwise, as previously mentioned, it might appear to have the nature 
of mercury. [91 ]  At the time of being impure, the five aggregates, eighteen 
spheres of perception,' twelve sense sources,92 and the like appear; whereas, 
when rendered pure, the mal).qala of the kayas of the five families and the 
retinue of male and female bodhisattvas all appear. 

For instance, when eyes are afflicted by a phlegm disease, a white conch 
will appear yellow. Once cured from the disease, the conch appears white 
again; yet even at the time of the disease, the conch's appearance was never 
altered. Likewise, at the time of impurity, there still remain the numerous 
similarities with the qualities of the Buddha. Just as the conch appears 

yellow but is always white, all outer and inner phenomena-including 
thoughts-appear to be impure; yet ultimately they are only the pure land 
of the Buddha and the inexhaustible ornamental wheel of enlightened 
body, speech, and mind. 
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S nd for the individual distinctions, there are five. 
eCO , 

First, if the aggregate of consciousness is divided, there are eight. The 

consciousness of the alaya is like the surface of a pristine mirror, in that 

cognition does not radiate toward objects but serves as the basis for their 

arising. The consciousness of mental events engages the general under

standing of objects and the subsequent intellect. The mental event of a 

passion is the cognition that determines what is accepted or rejected. 1he 

consciousnesses of the five doors," such as perceiving form and so forth, 

are [92 J nonconceptual. The aspects of seeing, hearing, touching, and tast

ing are nonconceptuaU3 As a result, individual recognitions are mental 

events. Acceptance and rejection are the mental events of a passion. The 

consciousnesses of the five doors and the cognition of a mental event alone 
will not accumulate karma. It is through the mental event of a passion that 
karma is accumulated upon the alaya. 

The alaya is the support for this process, as well as being both noncon
ceptual and neutral. For example, it is similar to being in a state of ordinary 
cognition when no one is analyzing, nor is there clarity or radiance. The 
consciousness of the alaya does not engage with objects in a state of clear, 
lucid cognition. The five doors clearly perceive objects, whereas mental 
events merely combine and sustain them. The mental event of a passion 
emerges to accept or reject. In this context, the consciousness of the abya, 
like a mirror, is considered to be the most sublime. 

For [the aggregate) feeling, there are three sensations arising as either 
happiness toward pleasurable objects, unhappiness with the displeasurable, 
and neutrality between those two. For perception, there are three: exten
sive engagement with an object, minimal [engagement] , and middling. 

Reaction comprises fifty-one mental states that are concurrent forma
tions, which are contact, mental ideation, feeling, perception, and voli
tion as the five ever-present ones ; aspiration, inclination, [93 ]  recollection, 
samadhi, and prajiia as the five that individually determine an object; and 
faith sham d · · · · · l 

• e, ecency, consClennousness, equan1m1ty, nonvw ence, per-
severance, flexibility, nonattachment, nonhatred, and nondelusion as the 
e�even roots of virtue. Desire, anger, pride, ignorance, the view of the tran
Sitory collections, and doubt are the six root passions; jealousy, avarice, 

a 0 '· g, nga l lUllJl she (_�go fng/:/i rnarn shes, patJ(hadlhiravijfzritzil) 
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dishonesty, deceit, haughtiness, lethargy, elation, distrust, sloth, distrac
tion, carelessness, forgetfulness, inattentiveness, hostility, shamelessness, 
indecency, rage, envy, hypocrisy, and spite are the twenty proximate pas
sions; and contrition, sleepiness, investigation, and analysis are the four 
variable factors. These forty-nine-not counting feeling and perception, 
names, characteristics and so forth-are nonconcurrent formations that 
function to proliferate sarpsara and nirvaQ.a. Given that they are the nature 
of all-accomplishing activity wisdom, recognize them to be the special fea
tures of Amoghasiddhi. 

If the aggregate ofform is divided, there are fifteen : earth, water, fire, and 
wind are the four elements of causal form; form, sound, [94] odors, tastes, 
and tactile stimulants are the five objects; the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, and 
body are the five organs; and imperceptible form [i.e., space] constitutes 
the fifteenth, which is Ak�hobhya as the wisdom of the space of phenom
ena. The other fourteen are to be recognized as the special features of Bud
dha Lochana and the others [ i.e., 4akinis] .  

2.1.1.2.2.2.2.2.2 The F:xposition 

Second, for the exposition, there are two : the principal one of the nature 
of space and the intrinsic nature of the undifferentiated retinue. 

First, the five are the Bhagawan Tathagata King of Consciousness
Vairochana; the Tathagata King of Form-Ak�hobhya; the Tathagata 
King ofFecling-Ratnasambhava ; the Tathagata King of Perception

Amitabha; and the Tathagata King of Reaction-Amoghasiddhi. For 
each of the five families, the progression of their colors is as follows. Since 
mirrorlike wisdom is unchanging, Vairochana is blue; since the wisdom of 
the space of phenomena is stainless, Ak�hobhya is white; since the wisdom 
of evenness possesses many qualities of greatness, Ratnasambhava is yel
low; since the wisdom of discerning awareness is [ 9 5 ]  impassioned con
cerning the purpose of beings, Amitabha is red; since all-accomplishing 
activity wisdom enacts myriad benefits for sentient beings, Amoghasiddhi 
is green. 

Their colors are vivid and radiant because the intrinsic nature of all 

five families is a pristinely brilliant, authentic presence. All consorts, who 
are consorts of these principal ones, are the source of enjoyment. Due to 
their heritage of noble qualities being more sublime than other queens, 
they are sacred. Basic space like the sky is the vastness of the nature of 
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. r wces with the qualitv of unobstructed openness. Since this is the 
appa ,  . 

function of transparency, it is the namre of appearances as basic space-

Akashadhatvishvarl. Just as earth is stable and supportive, this unchange

able nature supports all qual i ties. 1herefore, the solidity of space is 

Buddha Lochana. Just as water is the liquid that provides sustenance to 

living beings, the minds ofbeings are moistened through the suppleness of 

spacc-IvLimakl. Just as fire burns and illumin_ates-since the passions are 

incinerated and al l  knowable things are clarified, the warmth of space is 

Pandaravasinl. Just as wind functions to arouse and enhance as the ground 

for sustaining life through benefiting beings without hindrance, this [ 9 61 
mobility of space is Samayatara. These and others are the assembly of 
queens of the families that do not, cannot, and will not exclude anything 

and that abide in the indivisible union of method and prajfla. 

The [wisdom deities'] intrinsic nature, way of abiding, and enumera
tions are as follows. Given that their nature primordially pervades the 
entirety of phenomenal existence without meeting and parting, in par
ticular the appearances of the sambhogakaya are as l imitless as the space 
of phenomena. These great appearances of the inexhaustible ornamental 
wheel of enlightened body, speech, and mind are infinitely vast. Let's say, 
for example, it is as if no space remains unoccupied ;  and like opening a 
sesame pod, everything is overflowing as the mal).<,lalas of kayas and wis
dom that all-pervasively abide. Although in general [kayas and wisdom] 
primordially pervade phenomenal existence, th is is specifically relevant to 
the phenomena of the tathagatas. This particular clarification should be 
understood to pertain to the entire mai!<;lala of the previously mentioned 
five male-female families, the sattvas and female sattvas, and those yet to 
come. This should not be explained out of context?' If one were to wonder 
why, it is because this is already difficult for beginners to understand and 
so [complicating things] would be pointless. 

2.I.I.2·2·3 The Ful�y Endowed Retinue 

This has two parts: 

1 The retinue of the intrinsic nature 

2 The retinue of compassion 

Third, for the extensive explanation of the fully endowed retinue, there 
are

_ 
two :  [97 ]  the retinue of the intrinsic nature, previously taught, and the 

ret - . -Inue of compassiOn. 
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2.I.I.2.2.J.I lhe Retinue ofthe Intrinsic JVature 

[See two paragraphs just above.] 

2.I.J.2.2.J.2 The Retinue ofCompassimz 

This has three parts: 

r 1l1e inner sattvas and female sattvas 

2 The outer sattvas and female sattvas 

The male-female gatch:cpc:l' 

[For the second] ,  there arc three: the inner sattvas and female sattvas, the 
outer sattvas and female sattvas, and the male-female gatekeepers. 

2.I.I.2.L j.2.I The Inner Sattvas .md Female s.:zttvas 

For the first, there are two: an explanation of the five principal families 
and then rhe retinue ofsattvas. Just as "the actual teacher" refers to a great 
awakened one, the entire retinue arises from within the compassion of 
self-appearances. Given that they have cleared all obstructions and inter
nalized all qualities without exclusion, they [ i.e., the retinue] are awakened 
as great ones and are thereby more sublime than bodhisattvas abiding on 
the grounds. 

As for the four sattvas of consciousness, the vajra is indestructible as 

the indivisibility of space and wisdom, appearances and emptiness. In the 
�jra Peak, it states: 

Being firm, substantial, incorruptible, invincible, incombustible, 
and indestructible 

Is the emptiness that is called "vajra." 

Thus, it is. Having conquered all obstructions, they no longer cause harm

ful effects. In the Extensive [ lvfagical Nfanijf:station Matrix] ,' it states :  

The nature of"vajra" i s  that all obstructions are conquered, 
So there can be no harm at all. 
Self-originating wisdom is the deity of deities that penetrates 

everything. 

' gye P•' [gyumil dmwa j ( rgyas pa [sgyu 'phrul drva ba]) 
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Thus, it is. 

1he [ vajra] vision of buddha is more sublime than the visual conscious-

that sees form. [ 98 ] 1he vision that engages all five objects bv seeing ness · _ _ 
' 

the aspect of the one taste ot the nature of phenomena is K�hitigarbha:' 

The hearing of buddha is more sublime than the auditory consciousness 

that hears sounds. Engaging all five objects by hearing the aspect of the 

one taste of the nature as it is is the great bodhisattva of vajra hearing, 

VajrapaJ�i. The olfaction of buddha is more sublime than the olfactory 

consciousness that smells scents. Engaging all nve objects by smelling the 

one taste of the unborn nature is the great bodhisattva of vajra scent, 

Akashagarbha.b The gustation of buddha is more sublime than the gus

tatory consciousness that tastes flavors. Engaging with all five objects by 

experiencing the one taste of inseparability is the great bodhisattva of 
vajra taste, Avalokiteshvara.c 

Their four consorts, in order, are as follows. The [appearance of] form, 
the queen of what is seen, is the object of wisdom phenomena as Li.sya ;d 

and similarly, [the queen] of what is heard is Mala;< [the queen] of what is 
smeHed is Gita ;r [and the queen] of what is savored and joyfully utilized 
is Narti.g These are the four. Although there is some disorder [based on the 
order presented in the root tantra ] ,  that pertains to the names alone. Ulti
mately, they are considered to be the four internal beauties; hence, there is 
no contradiction. If expressed according to order, [99  J whatever is heard 
as sound is Gita. Whatever is smelled as scent is Dhupa.1' 

2.1.I.2.2.3.2.2 ll1e Outer Sattvas and Female Sattvas 

The four sattvas of the organs are as follows. Seeing that resembles a ses
ame flower is more sublime than the visual organ of the eye. Since vajra 
vision is unobstructed, the support for apprehending the five objects is 
Maitreya.' Hearing that resembles a curved knot of a birch tree is more 
sublime than the auditory organ of the ear. Since the organ of [ vajra] 

' Sa'i N  · . , , . . b Ytn�pu (sa , sn_ymgpo); Essence ot Earrh 

, 
�amkha'i Nyingpo (nam mkha'i sn.ying po ); Essence of Space 

d ��enrezig (spymJ msgzigs) ; Eyes 'I hat Always See 
, ..,. 

cgmon,a (sgeg mo ma); She of Beaury Hengwa . ( h b 
. 

r L 
rna P reng '' ma); She of Garlands 

g 
G

uyangona (glu dby,lngs mtt) ;  She of Melodious Song 
h arm a (gar ma); She of Dance Du ·· ( 1 
J 

gpoma bdug spos nM);  She of!ncense ampa (byamspti); One of Love 
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hearing i s  undiminished a s  the support for clarifying the five objects, this 
is NivaraJ;avi�hkambhin . '  Smelling that resembles finely joined copper 
needles is more sublime than the olflctory organ of the nose. Since the 
[ vajr�l] nose is the support for engaging the five objects, this is Kuntuzang
po.b Tasting that resembles a half-moon is more sublime than the gustatory 
organ of the tongue. Since the [ vajra] tongue that experiences tastes and 
savors the supreme flavor is the support for engaging the five objects, this 
is Manjushri.' 

TI1eir consorts, in order, are as follows. The queen of the past is more sub
lime than the lapsed phenomena of the past. TI1at which indicates engaging 
with wisdom vision that directly sees the intrinsic nature of past phenom
ena just as it \vas, uninvolved and unhindered, is the appearance ofDhupa. 
And [the queen] of the present is more sublime than the direct perceptions 
of the organs. [ 1oo] Not depending upon the phenomena of kalpas, that 
which indicates engaging with wisdom vision that is not attached to or 
obstructed by the present time is the appearance of Pu�hpa.d [TI1e queen] 
of the future is more sublime than a future that has not yet occurred. Like 
a kyururtz''95 upon one's palm, the phenomena of the future can be perceived 
in the present. TI1at which indicates engaging with wisdom vision that is 
not attached to or obstructed by the time of the future is the appearance of 
Aloka.' TI1e gathering of uncertain occurrences is the nature of the wisdom 
of the evenness of the fourth rime. From within naturally occurring appear
ances, that which indicates abiding in the nature of phenomena without 
transition or change is the appearance of Gandha.g These are the four. 

The way of knowing the past, present, and future can be extremely clear, 
like past, present, and future signs appearing in a mirror during a divina
tion. It is as stated in the Sz�tra �{the Great Bounteousness �{the Buddhas: 

Whatever occurs in the past, present, and future will be evident 
just as it  is. 

Thus, it is like that. 

' Dribpa Namsel (sgrih /''' mmn sel) ; Purifier of All Obstructions 
b Kuntuzangpo (kun tu b.ztlngpo); Always Excellent [Sattva] 
' Jampal ('jmn dpa!) ; Gentle Glory 
d Metogrna (me togtnc1) ; She of Flowers 
e skyu ru r.1 
r Nangsalma (snanggstd rm1); She of Light 
" Drichabma (dri ch,;b mel);  She of Perfume 
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of che male-female gatekeepers, for the males it is as stated in the later 

tra Of- che Ciuhyasamd;a: can · · 

When chis wisdom of the buddhas and bodhisattvas that is 

Indestructible, unknO\vable, inexpressible, and nonconceptual 

is realized, 
There will be the attainment of exaltation. 

Thus, this explanation is similar. [wr] 
"To conquer" means the method and "great" refers to prajna; and since 

che great emanation of these two aspects tames all unruly forces such as 
demons, Yama,' and others, it is referred to as "vajra:' Among the three, in 
order for the organ of the body to give rise to the feeling of contact when 
both the contacting body and the object of contact unite, the cognition 
of contact is the consciousness of the body. Buddha's enlightened body is 
more sublime, because the nature of contact can engage with all five objects 
as Amrtakul).(,{ali,b Hayagrlva," Mahabala,d and Yamantaka." 

Through contact, the aspect of speech becomes sound. In the root text, 
first, the four [deities] of the body are described, so the speech and mind 
are implicit. Buddha's enlightened, melodious speech is more sublime than 
giving rise to the cognition of sound. Through the combination of the 
circumstances of both the expression of sound and the object of the expres
sion, the cognition of sound emerges as pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral. 
The indication of the Buddha's unobstructed speech that engages all five 
objects is the appearance of Amrtakm).Qali and the four wrathful ones. 

When mental events become conceptual phenomena-in order for 
objective mcneal phenomena to appear-the perceiving mind and the 
various aspects of the object of perception unite, [102] giving rise to the 
cognitions of accepting happiness, rejecting unhappiness, and so forth. 
Buddha's enlightened wisdom is more sublime because it is unobstructed 
and does not rely on conceptual generality, yet knows everything free from 

' Shi · · 

h njc (gshm r7e); Lord ofDearh D . .  
, 

iidtsi Kyilwa ( bdud rtsi 'kh}il ba) ;  Swirling Ambrosia 
d Tarndrin (rta mgrin ); Supreme Horse 
, 

Tobpoche (stob.< po che); Great Powerful One 
Shinjeshed (gshirJ rje gshetl); Destroyer of Death 
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attachment and aversion. This is indicated by the four wrathful gatekeep
ers, who appear only through the strength of wisdom that realizes being 
without birth or destruction, the ineffable, the unknowable, and the non
conceptual as the four wisdoms of realization. 

Their four consorts, in order, are as tallows. Phenomena such as form 
and the like are not eternal, yet they appear like reflections. This is indi
cated by the manner of gathering all beings through great love and gener
osity as Af.lkusha. ' Sound and phenomena are not nonexistent since their 
nature-like a mirage-endures as individual appearances that do not van
ish. This is indicated by the manner of gathering all sentient beings through 
great compassion and pleasant speech as Pasha.b Given that all conceptual 
phenomena have no apprehender to accept or reject them, their nature
like a dream-has no established self. This is indicated by overcoming all 
beings through great joy as Spho�a.' Given that the nature of the phenom
ena of sarpsara and enlightenment [ 103]  does not exist as substance or 
with characteristics, it is originally nonexistent-like magic-indicated 
by placing all sentient beings in quiescence and great evenness through 
accomplishing their welfare as Gaf.l�ha.d 

Furthermore, on the ground ofbuddha, each of the five individual cog
nitions of the organs can engage all five objects simultaneously. It states in 
the Ornament ofthe Classes ofSutra: 

When all five organs transform, every aim is engaged and all 
twelve hundred qualities manifest. 

Thus, beginning with the visual organ, six distinctions are made includ
ing the four directions, above, and below. For each of the six, a further 
distinction of ten directions is made. Excluding the [principal quality of 
seeing form in the] east-when the eyes hear sound, scents are smelled, fla
vors tasted, and objects touched-these four in the other nine directions, 
plus [the first] four, total forty. Similarly, when the remaining five direc
tions are multiplied by ten each, then each of them comes to have forty. 
Therefore, forty times six becomes two hundred and forty. By calculating 
without including the ordinary functions of hearing, smelling, tasting, and 

' Chakyuma (!cags kyu rna); She of the Hook 
b Zhakpama (zhags pa ma); She of the Lasso 
' Chakdrogma (lmgs sgmg m,t) ;  She of Handcuffs 
J Drilhuma (dril bu m11) ;  She ofthe Bell 
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couching. rhc roral becomes twelve hundred."" All of these arc special fea-

c .  0frhe ground ofbuddha. wr � 
·n1erdore, just as the ma•)qala of the male-female princip�tl ones, the 

sacrvas and female sattvas, ( 104] male-female gatekeepers, and so forth 

appear in the center, similarly the ma!)qala of the four fa�nilies appears 

in rhc four directions and is surrounded by hundreds ot thousands of 

individual retinue group formations. This gathering of an arrangement 

of inexpressible numbers and aspects of deities resembles the principal 

malfqala and pervades the entire space of the sky. Given that the nature 
abides inseparably with all appearances, the crucial point is that this arises 
as a matter of course from within the sole manifestation of the self-appear
ance of wisdom. 

2.1.1.3 A Synthesis of" What Is Meant by the Amq ofSetrAppearing Wisdom 

This has two parts: 

1 The origin of the array's nature 

2 The way it is arranged 

Third, a synthesis of what is meant by the array of self-appearing wisdom 
has two: the origin of the array's nature and the way it is arranged. 

2.I.J .. P The Origin of the Arrayj· Nature 

First, an extensive explanation of the narrative context is given. Since this 
is not the field of experience of orhcrs, then all male tathagatas whose 
nature is indivisible from the gathering of their female queens appear 
as the secret mat�c,iala. The self-appearing great secret itself is the secret 
of vajra words that reveal the meaning of self-appearances as the maQc,iala 
from the five fami l ies of vajra enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, 
and activities. This self-appearing wisdom mind emerges in a way that is 
free from verbal expression. 

2.r. q.2 The TVay lt Is Arranged 

Second, how this originated and the arrangement as self-appearances is 
threefold: the place where the ma!)c;iala of self-appearances is arranged, 
[ Io) l the way it appears, and identifying who will abide there. 

Firsr, eh originates from with in the dharmakaya, eh ma is the appearance 
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of the sambhogakiya, and eh ma ho  shows the marvel o f  the diversities of 
self-appearances. The spontaneously present five wisdom maQ4alas of the 
sambhogakaya have achieved the mastery of the dharmakaya nature of 
space as it is that originates as a matter of course from the inconceivable 
compassion of the teacher himself. 

Second, it is taught that the arrangement of this Rich Array pure land is 
the self-appearance of the Tathagata himself. As a reflection of the per
fectly pure samadhi of the buddhas: due to the intrinsic nature of magical 
wisdom, the perfectly pure nature appears as utterly lucid. 

Third, all the buddhas' enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, 
and activities have never been marred by the slightest fault. Possess
ing the inexhaustible great wealth of inconceivable qualities like the 
most precious wish-fulfilling jewel as an ornamental wheel of wisdom, 
this supreme vajra nature free from meeting and parting abides as the 
sambhogakaya. Thus, vajra body, speech, and mind manifest as the con
tinuity of secret words. 

Concerning this, [ ro6 ]  some claim this applies to the compiler; how
ever, since "vajra" refers to the Secret Essence Tantra, their [claim] is 
unacceptable. 

Here, Lama Rongpa' asserts that this maQ<,iala is also the maQ<,iala of the 
nature as it is, of space, of the method that overcomes, [and of] wisdom, 
compassion, self-appearances, the nature, samadhi, a reflection, magic, per
fect purity, and lucidity. Since these are vajra words, they can be applied in 
any way. Nevertheless, this is not the occasion for teaching the maQ<,ialas of 
the path, such as the three samadhis, the illustrative maQ4ala, and others. 
Here, the maQ<,iala of the spontaneous presence of the Buddha's own 
appearances is being revealed, so [other presentations] are irrelevant. 

There are some who claim that this is actually a synthesis of the narra
tive context. It seems that they are not aware of the direction of this text. 
Concerning the narrative context compiled as the word of the teacher, 
some say, "Since the narrative context is the speech of the compiler, the 
speech of the teacher begins after the subject is brought forth." Such a 
claim is untenable. The compiler is undifferentiated from the teacher, so 
his speech is the word of the teacher. In the tantra Purifying the Lower 

' (b!a ma rongpa). Rongzom Pal.u)ita 
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Realms, ' [ ro7] it is explained that most mal).Q.alas are taught by Vajrapal).i; 

hev arc recognized as tantras. 
so t ' 

. 

Furthermore, in the surra vVhite Lotus oj Compassion, it states: 

When I pass away and the bhik�husb compile my teachings, 
They must first bring forth the subject 
With the words "thus at one time when I heard . . .  " 

Thus, he spoke ; and hence, this is similar. 
from the twenty-two chapters of the Secret Essence Dpnitive Nature 

just As It Is, this explanation of the fully endowed circumstances eluci
dates a history of the origin of this tantra, serves to inspire confidence, and 
provides the basis for the tantra through the descriptions on the meaning 
of the narrative context. The term "le'u;' or chapter, comes from the term 
pa ri tse tsha ti, "to fully conclude [a subject] and to divide it into parts:' 
That is the understanding here. Saying "first" indicates the beginning of 
the sections of the chapter, like standing first in line. In addition, the term 
"bampo"' is mentioned at the beginning of each subject and "le'u" is men
tioned at the end of each chapter to indicate completion . 

. 
b ngen songjong btl (ngan song sbyong ba) 
gelong (d"e slmw)· monk 

' b  ,, ,, , arn po; volume 



Chapter Two 

2.1.2 !he Tetzcher Arises tH the Fiue Buddha hunilies 

1l1is has two parts: 

1 Bringing forth the meaning of the wisdom intent 

2 The stirring of compassion for those who lack recognition 

SECOND, T H E  TEAC H E R  himself arises as the five buddha families, and 
their enlightened minds are inseparable as self-originating wisdom. The 
aphorism "phenomena are primordially awakened" is expressed, and the 
mode of compassion's emergence is revealed. Revealing how the subject is 
brought forth occurs when the male-female dharmakaya teacher appears 
as the sambhogakaya [ro8] and the enlightened mind of self-originating 
wisdom is established as the object to be known. The mind that determines 
this is referred to as the "male Samantabhadra ofvajra mind." 

The object to be known-Cha\vamo," Samantabhadri-is designated as 
the female consort. Later, during the explanation concerning the accom
plishment gathering, this is concurrent with the teaching that objective 
grasping corresponds to the female and fixating to the male. The "indivis
ibility of male-female" means that, when the mind apprehends an object, 
both [grasping and fixating] are the single nature of awareness. For exam
ple, when the general image of Lhasa is apprehended, that [apprehending] 
mind corresponds to the male and [the apprehended] Lhasa to the female. 
Both are indivisible as a single taste within the mind. Holding this general 
understanding in mind, the actual meaning of the second chapter will be 
set forth. 

Here, there are two divisions for the exposition : bringing forth the 

' byu ba mo; She of Activity 
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meaning of the wisdom intent and the stirring of compassion for those 
sentient beings who lack recognition. 

2.1.2.1 Bringing Forth the !\leaning ofthe Wisdom Intent 

This has three parts: 

I The male 

2 1he female 

} Indivisibility 

First, for bringing forth the meaning of the wisdom intent, there are three: 
the male, the female, and indivisibility. 

2.I.2.I.I The lvfde 

For the first, there arc two : the root cause for engaging that which brings 
forth the meaning of the wisdom intent and the actual bringing forth. 

First, having revealed the narrative context, then the Conqueror Lord 
of the Family's enlightened mind of self-originating wisdom engages vajra 
mind with many objects in the manner of the indivisibility of the appre
hendcr and apprehended. This is what is meant by samanta or "always." 

Since this nature never departs from basic space, [ 109 ]  it is bbadra or 
"excellent" throughout all four times and ten directions as the wisdom 
intent of all buddhas, without exception. The manner in which the 
intrinsic nature of the three kayas is free from meeting or parting is the 
vajra, free from transition or change throughout the three times. 

Since the intrinsic nature of objects is primordially awakened, they are 
established as the Vajra Queen of Activity. The apparent phenomena of 
sarpsara and enlightenment are always primordially pure, so that which is 

excellent can be determined and engaged. By apprehending this, since 

there is inseparability with the single intrinsic nature ofSamantabhadra's 
self-originating wisdom mind, this is the nature of all tathagatas of the 
four times and ten directions without exclusion. By seeing phenomena 
as not other than himself� the way the Tathagata himself expresses the 
aphorism to himself is known through this speech. 

Second, phenomena are primordially pure, so eb rna ho expresses the 
meaning of great astonishment. The reason is because the nature of all 
buddhas and sentient beings is primordially inherent and fully awakened, 
so that is the vajra. This intrinsic nature is the nature of phenomena as 
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tiness and the appearances of conditioned phenomena as the aggrega-ci11P · 

. The branches of that [aggregation] are consciousness and so forth, uon. 
which are known as the five aggregates, [ I  I o] and the five fully perfected 

buddhas such as Ak�hobhya. 

Likewise, all the many distinctions of twelve sense sources and eighteen 

elements as the male-female bodhisattvas primordially abide as the reti

nue of the mat). gala itself "Sense sources" means that, from the six objects 

such as form and so forth, the six cognitive faculties such as visual and the 

rest are born. From that moment, there is a continuum that occurs; hence, 

it is referred to in this way. If distinctions arc defined, there are six objects : 

form, sound, scent, taste, touch, and mental phenomena. The six sense 

organs arc the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind; and when com

bined, they total twelve sense sources. The eighteen elements arc the six 

objects such as form, the six sense organs such as the eyes, and the six cogni

tive faculties such as the faculty of visual consciousness and so forth. 
The five elements' arc awakened as the nature of the five female consorts. 

Earth and water are Buddha Lochana and Mamaki; fire and wind are 
Piit;1<,laravasini and Samayatara; and space is Akashadhatvishvari. The 
nature of the three states of existence-the desire, form, and formless 
realms including the outer and inner elements-is the gathering of con
ceptualizations. Although appearing as impure, this abides as primordially 
awakened, since all phenomena of saf11sara and enlightenment without 
exclusion-the phenomena of apparent [ui ]  existence-are not other 
than the state of awakening. 

If the so-called impure phenomena of saf11sara existing separately as 
other than the state of awakening were to be sought after even by the 
Buddha himself: since not a single particle will be found, there is nothing 
to discover. Hence, if even the Buddha cannot discover anything, it can be 
understood that ultimately everything is nonexistent. In the Ascertainment 
ofValid Cognition,b it states: 

Know that the unconventional seeing of those with omniscience 
ts never incorrect. 

Thus, and similarly in The All-Creating Monarch, i t  states: 

:�;ng lua chenpo nga ( 'byung ba chen po lngtl, pt�nfhmnahdbhuta) 
ed lnt1 nmn nge (tshad rna nlllrrt nges,pmmd�uwinishchaya); Dhannakirti 
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Phenomena are unborn within the nature of the mind; 
That mind is the primordial essence of awakening. 
Both existence and nonexistence arc nonconccptual. 
\Vi thin the nature of evenness, 
The primordial nature is baseless from the root. 

And in the surra TVheel ofNo Return, '  it states: 

Phenomena arc primordially awakened, 
So the characteristic of ;nvakening is like the sky. 

Thus, this is similar. 
Expressing "the nature ofphenomena is primordially awakened" pleases 

all the tathagatas, including the entire assembly of consorts and the rest. 

2.I.2.I.2 The Female 

For the second, to bring forth the subject by emphasizing the female con
sort's wisdom intent-the fundamental nature of phenomena as empti
ness-there are two : the root cause for engaging the wisdom intent to 
bring forth the subject and the actual bringing forth of the subject. [ m.] 

First, having expressed the fundamental nature of the object, then objec
tive appearances of the mind are established as the intrinsically pure Queen 
of Activity, the self-appearing phenomena as Samantabhadri, while the 
subject wisdom awareness is the conqueror Samantabhadra. The object 
and subject become indivisible, and in this way the fundamental nature 
of phenomena as emptiness is expressed as the nature of the aphorism. 

Second, to reveal the amazing nature of phenomena, kye ma ho is 

expressed. How is this so amazing? That which indicates the pure lands of 
self-appearances are all the realms of the ten directional great trichilio
cosm.b.T Given that they are all primordially empty, that nonexistence 
reveals the empty nature of this vessel of the world. This third-order thou
sandfold system includes the four continents, Mt. Meru, and so forth as 
one, encircled by a fence equal to the height of the Yugamdhara.'9s Adorned 

' chir rni dok ptt'i khor· lo 1 do (phyir mi !dog p«'i 'khor lo'i mdo, dUdit•ttrt<tchttkr,witm) 
b tong si<m g_yi tong (henpo (stong gsum g_yi stong chen po, trisdJttsmmtthtis,;h,;sm) 
' nga shing clzin (gnya' shing 'cizin);  Yoke Holder 
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bv rhe palaces of  the desire and form gods, this i s  the world system of the 
t�ur continents. Encircling one thousand of the same is a fence equal to 
rhe height ofthe Trayatrirpsha,""' which constitutes the chiliocosm.h Encir
cling one thousand of the same is a fence equal to the height of the god's 
realm called Paranirmitashavartin. These are the intermediate worlds of 

the dichiliocosm.' Encircling one thousand of the same is a fence equal 

to the height of the first level of the god realm of Concentrationd tno_ 

constituting the trichiliocosm world system. [ r r 3 ]  

All of these pure lands and world systems arc empty, similar to a reflec
tion. Even all sentient beings who abide as the inhabitants are said to be 
empty. Therefore, the three states of existence are primordially pure as the 

pure lands of the buddhas, naturally abiding as the Rich Array. 
When the dynamic strength of the five wisdoms turns into confusion 

through grasping and fixation, the five poisons appear and the suffering 
of sarpsara is generated. Even though there are the five defilements, their 
essential nature is self-occurring wisdom that is not other than the state 
of exaltation. 

There are some who claim this [ reference to defilements] refers to 
degeneration, such as time and so forth. Such claims are incorrect. As pre
viously mentioned, even the five aggregates of beings are primordially, 
fully awakened. Since the fundamental nature of all phenomena does not 
exist as either good, bad, accepted, or rejected, it is the supreme essence of 
evenness-the nature of awakening. This is why the victorious ones will 
not search for a doctrine other than this. Given that everything is the 
intrinsic nature of awakening, even if the Buddha himself were to search 
for another so-called "impure" doctrine-since the victorious ones have 
not discovered any other-there is nothing else to be found. Thus, the 
expression by the consort "phenomena are primordially awakened" is 
realized by the Tathagata himself, [ rr 4] as well as the gathering of queens 
and the retinue. 

' .. 
b sum chu tsa scirn gyi ney (sum cu rts,, gsum gyi gnas) ;  Realm of1hiny-Three Gods 

, 
tong dm1g po'i chi piid kyi)i.e, ten gyi khmn (.<tong dtmg po 'i spyi phud kyi 'jig rtm gyi kf1ams) 

d tong nyi pa bar mt<'i jig ten gyi kham (stong gnyis pa b,zr rm/i 'jig rten gyi kh,.rms) 
smnten ( bsam gtan) 
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2. 1.2.I.3 Indivisibili�y 

Third, the indivisible wisdom mind has two: the root cause for engag

ing the subject of the wisdom intent and the actual bringing forth of the 
subject. 

First, concerning the nature of the subject-object and perfectly pure 
wisdom awareness, then the greatness of sdf-nature" is indivisible as 
male-female. Empty awareness is the nature ofsaq1sara and enlightenment, 
primordially awakened as the nature of evenness. Even the [ordinary] 
mind can be recognized as the dharmata nature of awakening, since this 
arises through the self-occurring wisdom that knows this primordial, great 
self nature. Hence, this is taught. It is similarly stated in the Superb Mon
arch tan rra: 

Myself and all limitless sentient beings 
Are primordially awakened. 
Recognizing this to be so, 
I give rise to the supreme bodhichitta. 

Thus, it is. 
Second, phenomena are primordially beyond the elaboration of aris

ing and ceasing ; and since the mind that realizes this is also the intrinsic 
nature of five wisdoms, this is expressed as eh ma ho. This astonishing 
fundamental nature is a phenomenon more superb than all else. This 
nature of phenomena is the genuine meaning of the profound secret of 
all fully perfected buddhas. Why is this so? Within the unborn, original 
nature of phenomena, all appearances are horn as the apparent phenom
ena of saq�sara and enlightenment, [ us) like dreams and magic. At the 

moment of their birth, ultimately their nature is unborn. This is the space 
of phenomena, and the mind realizing it is the wisdom of the space of 

phenomena. 
Similarly, the first two lines [of the refrain from the root tantra] are to 

be applied to the remaining four.101 Within the radiance of the nature of 

phenomena, primordially unceasing, diverse appearances arise like reflec
tions within a mirror. Although myriad conditioned phenomena appear 
like reflections, all these appearances seem to cease; yet at the moment 

' dag nyid chenpo (bdag nyid chen po, mahdtmd) 
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they cease, their unceasing, fundamental nature is like a mirror. The mind 

realizing rhis is wisdom rhar is mirrorlike. 

Within phenomena primordially nonabiding like the sky-even 

chough all myriad appearances seem to abide-at the moment of appear

ing co abide, ultimately they arc n�nabiding. This is evenness, and the 

mind realizing this is the wisdom of the nature of evenness. 

The nature of the mind is naturally pure, nonconceptual, or without 

characteristic, like the center of a calm ocean or the pristine sky. Within 
this, although all cloudlike or illusory concepts appear in myriad ways as 
conceptual-such as those to be accepted or rejected-at the moment 
these diverse conceptualizations occur, [ u6] they are baseless from the 
root. The fact that conceptual fixation and characteristics are by nature 

nonexistent is discerning awareness. The mind realizing this is the wisdom 

of discerning awareness. 
Phenomena, like magic, are originally free from coming and going. 

Within that, various appearances and insight come and go and seem to 
appear. At the moment of appearing to come and go, the fact that self
nature remains with nothing to come or go is all-accomplishing activity. 
The mind realizing this is all-accomplishing activity wisdom. 

There are some who claim that all of the above corresponds to the wis
dom of the four j oys. In this case, I do not see the parallel since this presen
tation concerns the fundamental nature of the phenomena of Saf]1sira and 
enlightenment. Thus, having expressed this way that the intrinsic nature 
of phenomena is primordially pure, all appearances as the male tathagatas 
and even the entire gathering of the female queens as emptiness are thor
oughly pleased by the primordial nature of evenness. 

2·1.2.2 The Stirring ofCompa.uion for lhose 1-Yho Lack Recognition 
This has four pans: 

I An explanation about che objects of compassion 
2 ·me way the confusion of sarpsara occurs 

3 The way confused appearances arc free from bondage and release 

4 'The way the dynamic strength of compassion manifests 

Second, the way compassion for beings who lack recognition occurs is 
taught in four ways : an explanation about the objects of compassion, the 
sentient beings who lack recognition; the way the confusion of sarrsara 
Occurs by grasping to inherent existence based on lack of recognition; 
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from the moment confused appearances occur, the way they are not other 
than the meaning of freedom from bondage and release ; and in order to 
reveal this, an explanation of the \vay the dynamic strength of compassion 
manifests. 

2.I.2.2. l An Explan,uion About the Objects o{Compmsion 

For the first, there arc two: the root cause for the engagement of compas
sion and the way of engaging with the objects. 

first, having revealed the fundamental nature of phenomena: then in 
order for all tathagatas and their queens-including the entire assem
bly-to reveal this, the aphorism is expressed. 

Second, eh ma ho expresses a feeling of sorrow for all beings who lack 
recognition because, from time immemorial, they have failed to know the 
meaning of the originally awakened, intrinsic nature of phenomena. For 
them, this remains a primordial secret. All untold appearances of phe
nomenal existence primordially abide as the nature of the three kayas, free 
from meeting and parting; yet they arise as the phenomena of impure 
confusion, so they are a self-secret. The meaning of this has not been 
hidden by someone else but by [beings] who fai l  to recognize the empty 
nature of appearances that are free from meeting and parting. Hence, the 
intrinsic nature of phenomena becomes very secret by virtue of its nature. 
This meaning [of the intrinsic nature of phenomena] is not other than 
the mind's nature and the failure to see what one possesses that makes 
this extremely secret. There are some who believe that this [ nature] is 
hidden from those who are not suitable recipients. In this case, that is also 
unacceptable, because the secret of the ground [ r r 8 ]  is being taught here. 
Having expressed the meaning of the primordial secret in this way, once 
again the teacher's compassion wells forth. 

2.1.2.2.2 The Hiq the Confusion ofSrupsdra Occurs 

Second, for the way confusion occurs, there are two: revealing the cause of 

compassion and the actual way confusion occurs. 
For the first, the pure nature of the tathagatas that appears as all the 

kayas and pure lands and all impure phenomena of sarrsara that appear 
as the entire universe and inhabitants of the three worlds possess the char
acteristic of having a single essential nature that is primordially awak-
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d Although inseparable and completelv pure-due to the confused 
ene · 

' 

. orance of the dualistic concepts of sentient beings, the result ripens as 
� . 
[rebirth] in the three lower realms and as both humans and gods. TI1esc arc 

the five classes of beings who experience inconceivable ranges of happi

ness and sorrow. When self-occurring, spontaneously present great com-

assion arises as the great wisdom of awakening, the aphorism is once 
p 

d . I .  again expresse m t 11s way. 

Second, eh ma !Jo is expressed with loving kindness because, from 
within the essence of the sugatas' original, fundamental clear-light nature 
of mind, confusion has occurred. Concerning this, the essence of the suga

tas is to abide in the mind's nature of clear l ight as the three kay as free from 

meeting and parting. In  the King oJSamddhi," it states: [ 1 19 ]  

Pure, luminous clear light
Unadulterated and uncompounded
Is the essence of the sugatas ; 
This nature primordially abides. 

And in the Extensive lvfagicalManif{:station [Matrix] , it states: 

Not the basis of all conceptualization, 
This nature is nonexistent-the genuine basis 
Called the "space of phenomena" 
And the "wisdom of the nature as it is." 

Thus, it is. 
This uncompounded meaning of the genuine alaya is as mentioned i n  

the si:itra Ornament oJRich Array: 

All grounds and so forth are the alaya ; 
And that is also the essence of the sugatas. 
Through the term "alaya;' 
The essence of the sug�tas is revealed. 

Thus, it is. Since this infuses all beings, it states in the King ofSmntidhi: 

" ting ngen dzin J?,.Yal po'i [ do] (ting nge 'dzin rgyal pr/i [mdo], samddhirdjtutJtra) 
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The essence of  the sugatas pervades all beings. 

In addition, the Uttaratantra states: 

Since this manifests as the fully enlightened buddha, it is insep
arable from the nature as it is. And since they possess this seed, 
all beings are always the essence of buddha. 

So it is. 
One may wonder through what contributing circumstances confusion 

occurs. This great city ofsarpsara-dreamlike self-appearances-emanates 

through the accumulated root karmic causes for the natural arising of the 
concepts of each individual sentient being. This then appears as the count
less forms of the various beings such as the gods and their abundance of 
desires, [ I  2.0]  all places such as the higher realms, along with the individual 
experiences of happiness, suffering, and so forth. All beings hold to the 
notion of''!;' fixating upon a self, and "my things" as that which belongs to 
the self Maintaining the individualized duality of grasping and fixation, 
freedom from saq1sara will never come. 

2.I.2.2.3 The Jijq Confused Appearances Are Free ftom Bondage and Release 

1hird, at the moment confused appearances occur, freedom from bondage 
and release is explained as follows. Although there is the relentless torment 
of happiness and suffering in sarpsara: according to the skylike fundamen
tal nature, no captor has hound up anyone. Although it appears to be the 
bondage of the passions, ultimately it is nonexistent because even those 
that are bound, as well as their minds, are nonexistent. 

Well then, if one wonders how that which seems to be bondage has 
occurred, it is due to the temporary conceptualization of fixating upon a 
self that is a product of fabricated confusion based on nothing. For exam
ple, like someone insisting upon tying knots and the knots releasing in a 

rope that seems to have appeared in space, the nature of one's mind is origi
nally pure like the sky. But through the many dualistic fluctuations based 
on accepting and rejecting, the confusion of sarpsara seems to appear until 

the efforts of the mind are discontinued. This is like how, ultimately, there 
are no knots in space; [ 1 21 J yet it seems as though they are real. Although 
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rhere is fixation with duality and the confused appearances of  sarpsara are 

established as real, ultimately nothing truly exists. 

2.J.2.2.4 ]he H;�y the D_ynllmic Strength oj'Compilssion }vf!lnij'ests 

Fourth.  in order to reveal this, the way that compassion is revealed is based 

on the apparent phenomena of sarpsara and enlightenment. No one has 
ever been bound or released, since the nature of the mind is primordi
ally the fully perfected, spontaneously present pure land of kayas and 

wisdoms . In order to reveal this profoundly secret doctrine of the Bud

dha to sentienc beings, diverse manifestations emanate through the play 

of inconceivable methods and boundless manifestations of compassion. 

Thus, the Tathagata of pure self-appearances intentionally brings forth 
the subject to the Tathagata himself. 

From the Secret Essence Definitive Nature just As It Is of all the bud
dhas: since both the relative bodhichitta of sarpsara and the perfectly 
pure, unelaboratc genuine state beyond sorrow are originally awakened, 
they arise as the wisdom of the nature of evenness. This completes the 

commentary for the second chapter that reveals this fundamental nature 
of inseparability and the reason that self-occurring compassion emanates 
from basic space for beings who lack recognition. 



Chapter TI1rec 

2.1.3 Phenomena Are Established as the Anangement q/Light 

'D1is has two pans: 

I 'The overview 

2 The exposition 

THIRD, just as the intrinsic nature of compassion does not waver from the 
nature of phenomena:  by the arrangement oflight in the world,"12 the way 
of establishing phenomena is twofold-the overview and the exposition. 

2.I.J.I 1he Overview 

This has two parts: 

I The tradition of the common vehicles 

2 The tradition of the unco mmon vehicle 

For the first, there are two divisions: the traditions of the common and 
uncommon vehicles. 

z.1.3.1.1 1he Tradition ofthe Common Vehicles 

This has three parts : 
I How the supreme bodhichitta was initially generated 

2 How merit was accumulated over three countless kalpas 

How huddhahood occurred through the twelve deeds 

�or the common vehicles, there are three: how the supreme bodhichicta was �nitially generated from the perspective of the sole supreme nirrnar:takaya, 
ow merit was accumulated over three countless kalpas, and finally how 

buddhahood occurred through the nvelve deeds. 
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z.r._:;.I.I.I How the Supreme BodhichitM VI/as lniti,1lly Generated 

First, countless kalpas ago when Buddha Shakyamuni the Great first 

yntered this world, our future Buddha Shakyamuni took rebirth as the son 
of a potter named Nangched.a Offering a mal)<;iala of an umbrella, shoes, 
and five hundred seashells, [in the presence of the Buddha] Nangched 
generated the bodhichitta as follows: 

0 Sugata, may I accomplish a form, an entourage, long life, a 
pure realm, and excellent marks of perfection [ 123] exactly like 
you !  

Thus, and similarly while Buddha Ratnat1gab was i n  this world, our 
future Buddha [ i.e . ,  Shakvamuni] took rebirth as the merchant chief 
Prajnabhadra,' who also generated the bodhichitta. During the time of 
Buddha Karabha'sd presence in this world, the future Buddha took rebirth 
as Shubharaja,' who once again gave rise to the bodhichitta. 

2.I._:;.I.I.2 How Aferit T+as Accumulated over 1hree CountLess Kalpas 

During the first countless kalpa, due to the kindness of fifty-five thou
sand buddhas including Buddha Dhrtara�htra/103 [Buddha Shakyamuni] 
perfected familiarity with the two accumulations and accomplished the 
paths of accumulation and unification5101 In the si:itra Four Transmissions,h 
it states: 

At the time of the first incalculable kalpa 
From the guide Dhrtara�htra until Buddha Indradhvaja, ' 
I made offerings to all fifty-five thousand buddhas; and 
While doing so, my mind never grew weary. 

' rwng ciHd (snmzg bye d); Illuminator 
b Konchog Yenlak (dkon wg_yan lag) ; Rare and Supreme Scion 
' Shcrab Zangpo (shes mb bZ<Ing po ) ; Excellent Praji10! 
d Odzey ( 'od mdzes): Beautifi1l Light 
' Gyalpo Gcwa (rgval po dge btl); Virmous King 
1 Yttlkhor Kyong (yul 'kbor skyrmg) ; Guardian of the Earth 
g tsok film (tshogs lam, s,zrnb!J.immtirgtz) and jor film (sb_yor lam, pmyo,�tlm.irgiz) 
h Iring zhi (lung {;zhi) 
i \X!angpo Gyaltsrn (dhangpo rg_yti! mtshan);  Powerful Victory Banner 
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For the second [ incalculable kalpa] , he made offerings to sixty-six 
thousand buddhas including Buddha Shobhita' and accomplished the 
first ground [ i.e., bodhisattva bhiimi] up through the seventh. The quote 
continues : 

Starting from Buddha Shobhita until the guide Buddha 
Vipashyin,b 

I made offerings to all sixty-six thousand buddhas; and 
While doing so, my m ind never grew weary. 

Thus, it was. 
For the third [ incalculable kalpa] , finally, [ 124] from the time ofBud

dha Dipaf!lkara up to Buddha Kashyapa,' [Buddha Shakyamuni] accumu
lated the root of virtue in the presence of seventy-seven thousand buddhas 
and accomplished the three pure grounds.10s The quote continues : 

Starting from Buddha Dipa111kara until the Victorious One, 
Kashyapa, 

I made offerings to all seventy-seven thousand buddhas; and 
While doing so, my mind never grew weary. 

And so it was. 
During this time he [ i.e., Buddha Shakyamuni] perfected the six 

paramitas106 through the accumulation of the two merits10c according to 
the three trainings. In the Ornament of the Classes ofSiitra, it states: 

According to the three trainings, the Victorious One perfectly 
taught the six paramitas: the first three, the last two individu
ally, and finally the one that belongs to all three. 

This means that generosi ty, discipline, and patience-these three-are 
synthesized as the cause, essence, and branch for training in surpassing 
discipline. Concentration corresponds to the mind [ i.e., samadhi] ; prajiia 

a Lekdzed (legs mrlz.arl) ; Great Deeds 
b Nampar Zik (rnam pm·gzigs); Seeing All Aspects 
' od triing ( 'od srungs); Guardian of Light 
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i s  training i n  surpassing prajiia ; [and] perseverance supports all three 
[train ings ] . In addition, the first five-generosity to concentration-refer 
to method; and prajiia is indivisible prajna as the sacred accumulation of 
wisdom. Through both of these [ i.e., method and prajiia] , the obstructions 
of passions and cognition will be purified. 

2.1.3.I.1.3 How Buddhabood Occurred through the Twelve Deeds 

This has twelve parts: 

1 Departure from T u�h ita 

2 Descent and entry into rhe womb 

Taking birth 

4 Proficiency in the arts 

Enjoyment of consorts 

6 Ordination 

7 Enduring hardships 

8 Departing for the heart of awakening 

9 Subjugating the demons 

1 o Awakening 

1 r Turning the dharmachakra 

1 2 Parinirvarya 

TI1ird, [ rz,s ]  according to the belief of the shravakas, initially [the Buddha] 
was an ordinary person who possessed keen faculties and was bound by 
every form of bondage. In his final rebirth in sarpsara, he became enlight
ened, as it states in Arhat Neyten's Literature:" 

Even if one is not an arhat-
Like parents, patients, dharma teachers, and bodhisattvas on 

the final ground-
It is taught that, if offerings are made, the benefits are 

immeasurable. 

Thus, it is. 
For the great vehicle that takes the cause as the path: [it is asserted] that, 

initially [the Buddha's] awakening occurred in the purest Akani�h�ha, or 

' pakpa neyten pa 'i zhzing ( 'phags P<� gnas brtan pa'i gzhung) 
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rhe Mansion of the Great Mighty Onc;·'·10� after which the manner ofawak

. Ig"'as revealed in Jambudvlpa.b·"'9 ln the s\.ttraDhtirm:z mzd Abundmzce 
en if " ' .  . 

the Fullv Enlir;:htenecl Buclclhti,' it states: 
t1S · • � 

Beautified by various jewels 
Is the most pleasing, supreme place of the Akani�h�ha, 

Existing beyond the Purest Place. 

The perfected Buddha awakened there, 
\Vhile another manifestation awakened here [ in this world ] .  

Thus, and the way this occurred is as Arya Nagarjunad states: 

All those overcome by compassion will enact the deeds of 
departing, taking birth, assuming a kingdom, leaving the king
dom, enduring hardships, achieving great awakening, subduing 
the classes of demons, turning the wheel of dharma, and reveal
ing the state beyond sorrow. 

Hence, here among the twelve deeds, [ 126]  the first five and the last one 
are in harmony with the appearances of the world; so they are designated 
"worldly deeds." Although the remaining six are explained as transcen
dental deeds, ultimately each deed is the appearance of that which is only 
transcendental. This will be explained here. 

2.1._:;.I.I.3.I Departure ji·om Ttf,,<hita 

Well then, first is the deed of departing from Tu�hita.' At the conclusion 
of three incalculable kalpas, he [ i.e., the Buddha] took rebirth in Tu�hira 
as the divine child known as Paramashvctaketu.f At that time, the sound 
that could be heard from the instruments of the gods was: 

: Wangchitk chenpo'i ney (rlb,mg phrug chen po'ignas, milhimaheslwar.iy,ttanmn) 

, 
dzllmbuling ( 'dz,tm bu'i gling) ; Rose Apple Continent 
ch

d
o d

)
ang long chn·d ngon fhlr s,mg_ye pll'i do (chos d,zng longs spyuc/ mngon par Silng.> rgp" p,,'i m v 

d Pakp· 1 d .. r • ' l , a .u rup , pnags P" klu sgrub 
r ga den (d.R,i Irian); Realm of Joy 

Darnpa Togkar (dam pa togd/.:,,r); Sacred One of the \Vhitc Crown Ornament 
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Through your great accumulation o f  merit, you possess the 
power of recollection, limitless i ntelligence and radiant wis
dom, unrivaled strength, and great skill in sportsmanship. 
Please recall the prophecy of Buddha DipaJ11kara. 

Based on this request: in the most excellent palace, he ( i.e., Dampa Tog
kar] then took his seat upon the lion throne. Beckoning all the divine sons 
of similar fortune, he spoke, "My friends ! Twelve years from this day, I 
shall depart for Jambudvipa. Those ofyou with interest should take rebirth 
there and study their system of knowledge." 

Thus he spoke, and several of the divine ones replied, "That is not a good 
plan. At present Jambudvipa is in upheaval due to six heretical teachers;110 
so ( 12. 7 ]  if you were to go there, there would be no benefit. Not only that, 
the splendor of our Tu�hita would fade." The bodhisattva replied, "Let the 
musical instruments resound! "  When the bodhisattva blew the conch, the 
sound was so overwhelming it was as though all phenomena were quelled. 
Then he spoke, "This is a sign that I will tame those heretics." 

2.I.].J.I.3.2 Descent and F.ntry into tbe Wr1mb 

With that, he installed Maitreya as his representative and, through pure 
vision, chose the five circumstances and decided to depart. The five are that, 
by seeing the continent, he chose the karmic land ofJambudvipa. By seeing 
the time, he chose a life expectancy of one hundred years because those 
who live beyond that would feel apathetic so that, even if the doctrine were 
taught, they would not understand it. Those whose lives arc shorter than 
that would have a greater tendency toward perverted views; and even if the 

doctrine were taught, it would not benefit them. By seeing the caste, he 
chose the royal caste of the Sugar Cane Ones' because everyone considered 

the two supreme castes to be the royals and holy sages;b and among those 

two at that time, the royal caste was respected as supreme. By seeing his 

father, King Shuddhodana,' and his mother, the elegant Queen Mayadevi,d 

• bzi mm shing pa'i rik (1m mm shing P"'i rigs) 
b dmng rong (dmng srong, r1hi) 
' gyalpo zq tsangma (r;gyal po Z<ts gts,mg rna) 
d gyutnil lhamo (sg_yu 'phrul lba mo) 
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he chose them because they had taken rebirth in the city of Kapilavastu·' 

d were destined to be the parents of all one thousand buddhas. an 
Then, opening the door to the doctrine, he taught the subject for enter-

in the dharma and cleansing the causes of death in one hundred and eight 

di�erent categories and proclaimed, [nS]  "Faith opens the door to the 

doctrine and purifies sullied minds." Thus, when he spoke, some of the 

divine ones generated the bodhichitta; others gave rise to forbearance con

cerning the doctrine of the unborn nature; 1 1 1  and some realized the stain

less eyes of trurh. 112 At that time a shower of flowers descended, covering 

everyone up to their knees. The bodhisattva spoke : 

When this guide-lion among beings-transfers from the 
supreme place of Tu�hita, my final testament for all gods will 
be to completely abandon every distraction. No matter how 
much joy there is as a god, it all comes from the intentions of the 
mind. All glory and abundance originate from the root cause of 
virtue and are the results of positive action. This must be replen
ished or your previous virtues will be exhausted and whatever 
nonvirtue has been accumulated will mature into suffering. 
Alas! There will be the plunge to the lower realms. 

Thus having spoken, the bodhisattva then inquired, "My friends ! How 
should I appear when I enter Jambudvipa?" Some of them responded by 
saying it would be suitable to enter appearing like the great gods Indra or 
Brahma. Then the divine child Zijid Dampab spoke up, "That is not a good 
idea because it is too removed from the reality of those who live there. 
As it states in the Vedas' of the r�his, [ 129] "With the supreme body of a 
six-tusked, sacred, great elephant covered by a net of gold, with a bright 
crimson colored head, extremely attractive, possessing an excellent gait 
and a noble form . . .  Thus, departing and emanating in this way would be 
suitable." 

In accord with this suggestion, at the end of the final month of spring 
on the full moon day of Sagadawad while Queen Mayadevi was practicing 

: drong khyer ser kya'i (grong khyer ser skya'i) 
gzt b;jid dam pa; Sacred One of Brilliance 

' �k ched chenpo zhi (rigs byed chen po bzhi) :  nyen ngak (snyan ngag, rgveda);  Jid sung (srid 
d srung, atharvaveda) ;  ngey jiid (nges btjod, sdmaveda) ;  and chod fin (mchod sbyin, yajurveda) 

saga zla ba; fourth month
- - - - -
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fasting purification, the bodhisattva entered her body on the right side. She 
dreamt that this had occurred and reported to the king, "I dreamt that a 
supreme, snowlike, silver elephant with six tusks, beautiful limbs, a lovely 
bright crimson head, an excellent gait, and a perfectly mature form, stable 
and firm like a vajra, entered me." Hence, her womb then manifested as a 
celestial palace, bringing limitless benefit to beings. 

2. l.J.I.I.J.J Taking Birth 

1he deed of birth occurred when, ten months later in the Lumbini grove, 
[the bodhisattva] emerged from his mother's right side. All gods and naga 
kings performed the rites of purification, and the gods Brahma and Indra 
prepared to receive him with a white silken cloth. Then the bodhisattva 
child spoke, "You gods who observe extreme cleanliness, please step aside." 
Saying that, he stood up and, without anyone's help, took seven steps in 
each of the four directions, proclaiming, "I am supreme in this world!" 

[ r 30 ]  As he spoke, the gods sang praises with these verses : 

Upon birth, chief among human beings, 
You took seven steps on this earth and said, 
"I am supreme in this world!" 
0 Wise One, to you we pay homage ! 

As they rendered praise, suddenly all the flowers in the forest bloomed; 
and the entire world was illuminated. Five hundred infants of the Shakya 
clan, including Ananda," were born. Five hundred mules, including the 
supreme horse Kai)�haka,b were also born. In the four branches of the king
dom, the four princes-Prince Zi.ikchen Nyingpo,' the son of King Pema 
Chenpod ofMagadha; Prince Salgyal,' the son of King Ananda TsangJin1 

from the kingdom ofKosala; Prince Rab Nang,g the son of King Mi.ikhyiid 

" k1in g.wm (kun d__r;a' bo ); Universal Joy 
b Ngak Den (bmgags !dan); Worthy of Praise 
' gzugs c,m snying po; Essence of Form 
d pad ma chen po; Great Lotus 
' gs,zf rgyal; Clarity 
1 ,,!; 1111 nda l.cbangs byin; Giver of Purity 
g mb sn.mg; Extremely I ,uminous 
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'favev·' from the city ofDojog; and Prince Sharpa,b the son of King Magy

, ' from Badsalar-were also born. 
ap�1e king and queen showed their child to a holy sage who predicted 

h t if the child did not take ordination as a bhik�hu, he would become a t a , 
chakravartin ruler. If he \vere to become ordained, he would then achieve 

the state of a fully enlightened buddha. He was given the name Prince 

Siddhartha.d S ince it seemed as though he would defeat all other youths of 

the kingdom ofShakya, he was also given the name Shakya Ti.ibpa.'·1" 

At that time, the holy sage named Dok Nak, or Nyon Mong Med! 

[ 1 3 1 ]  who resided on the face of Mt. Meru, saw an extraordinary sign 
through clairvoyance and came to know that it concerned the young 
prince, Siddhiinha. Arriving at the palace through his miraculous powers, 
the sage examined the signs. When the king asked him what he thought, 
the holy sage inquired, "Have you shown this boy to other clairvoyants?" 
The king said, "Yes, it was predicted that he would become a chakravartin 
ruler." Then the sage replied, "0 Sovereign of the Earth ! Those clairvoy
ants are deluded. In a time of strife, a chakravartin ruler never appears. This 
supreme one is completely victorious over all faults; and for the purpose of 
all living beings, he will naturally achieve the state of perfect awakening." 
And so it was predicted. 

2.I.J.I.J.3·4 Proficiency in the Arts 

Seven days following his birth, his mother the queen passed away ; so the 
bodhisattva was nurtured by Mahaprajapatig and thirty-two foster mothers, 
blossoming like a lotus in a great lake. Gradually, he became learned in the 
arts and went to studv with the chief teacher of literature Krmivarman h 

' ' . ' 

and others until he perfected the arts ofliterature, archery, and sportsman-
ship. In competition based on strength with the other youths of the Shakya 

: >nu kyhud mtha'_yas; Limitless Spheres shar pa; Eastern One : d>nag brg_va bt�; One Hundred Warriors 
< g_vt�l bu ddn drup (��_val bu dun grub); Accomplisher of Every Aim 
f sb,< kja thub pa 
g "'�og �-

"g, Color Black; or nyon mongs med, Passionless 
h Kyegcl t Dakmo (skye rgu'i bd,zgmo); Goddess ofall lkings Sml>Li Gocha (srin bugo dltl); Firefly of Armor 
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clan, the youth Devadattaa killed an elephant just by slapping it. Nandab 
threw che corpse outside the city gates with a single heave. The bodhisattva 
took the elephant's tail between his toes and tossed it over seven city gates, 
seven surrounding moats, and a row of seven banana trees. Thereafter, that 
place became well-known as Langpoche Shang.' It was then that all the 
gods sang this praise : ( 131.] 

Having tossed the body of an elephant with his toe 
With such force that it flew like a rock 
Over seven fences and moats 
Far away outside this city's gates, 
There is no doubt of his superior strength. 
All those possessing a body obtained by the power of pride 
Will be thrown far beyond the city of sarpsara 
By the strength of his superior knowledge. 

So, it was. 
Likewise, during archery competition, the target was seven layers of cast 

iron, seven trees, and seven iron beams perfectly aligned. When Deva
datta shot his arrow, it pierced o ne layer. When Nanda shot his, it pierced 

through two. When the bodhisattva shot, his arrow pierced right through 
everything and even marked the earth as it passed. From that mark, pure 
water of the eight precious qualities sprang forth. Thereafter, the place was 
known as Dachu Tronpa.d 

2.I.J.J.I.J.5 Enjoyment ofConsorts 

Then he enjoyed the company of his queen and married the girl from the 
Shakya clan called Gopa' with her twenty thousand maids in attendance. 
He also married Mrgaji1 with her twenty thousand maids, Yashodharag 
with her twenty thousand maids, and all together some sixty thousand 

a LhaJin (Lha byin) ;  Divi ne Generosity 
h Chung Gawo (r;cung dg,/ bo); Joyful Younger Brother 
' glang po che'i gshongs; Valley of the Elephant 

d md,/ chu khron pt�; Lagoon of the Arrow of Water 
' Satsoma (sa 'tsho rna); Keeper of the Earth 
1 R.idak Kye (ri d,zgs skyes); Countenance of a Deer 
g Drak Dzin Ma (r;mgs 'tlzin m.;) ;  Holder of Fame 
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S as consorts. One day while residing in the palace, he heard these 
queen · 

p oetic verses from the instruments of the gods: 

You prayed that, by seeing beings overcome with suffering, 
You might become their protector and source of refuge, [ 1 3 3 ]  
One of great benefit, and the source of comfort for them all. 
The first virtue is to recall your previous deeds 

And aspirations to bring benefit to beings. 

Now your departure from this holy city must be swift! 

Thus, it was. 

2.I._l.E.J._l.6 Ordination 

Then, the deed of ordination took place after he ventured into the four 
directions of the city and witnessed the suffering of birth, old age, sick
ness, and death. Contemplating the qualities of liberation, he considered 
taking the vows of ordination. The four gates of the palace were under 
heavy guard, and he was forbidden to pass beyond them. Mounting his 
horse Kal) �haka, the four kingly guardians'" hoisted all four hoofs so that 
together they flew off to rhe Vishuddha Stupa.' Once there, by cutting 
his own hair, he became ordained. In Rajagrhah under Udraka,' the son 
of Rangched,'1 he studied voidness. In Vaishali,' under the son of Gyursal 
Shey/ Ara<;lakalama,g he studied and realized the samadhi that leads to the 
peak of existence. 1 1 5  

2•1·3-I.I  .. ?.J Enduring Hatd.rhip.r 
The deed of enduring hardships occurred when he went to the banks of the 
river Nairailjanah and endured hardships as an ascetic for six years. For the 
first two years, he ate only a s ingle grain of rice each day. For the second 

: chi:irten lhlm d"g (mchod rtcn rnam d<zg); Sacred Stiipa 
, 
gyalpn'i kh,rb (rgyal po'i kh,zb ) ; capital of Magadha 
Lha h · i '!'· . 

d c 0< l t.litg -'fiyod) ; SurpasSing Conduct rangs byed; The Completer 
' Yangp· Ch ' ) . . 
r " · en �Y•mgs pa mn ; a c•ty m �{agadha sgyu rtsalsbes; Knower of Skills s Rin p· ( · . , h h .

. 
g ur >mg pbm-); Long rlight 

c '" lung nairandzan,z (dm klung naimndz,ma); Lilajan River in Gava District, Bihar 
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two years, he ate a single sesame seed ; and for the final two, he had a drop 
of water. It was then that the gods pleaded with him, [ 134]  "You, son of the 
Shakyas, Lord of Humans, \virhout completing your own aims or accom
plishing the welfare of others, 0 Protector, will you die and leave the three 
worlds to suffer without protection?" Thus, they implored him. 

With that, the bodhisattva sat up and determined to find a place where 
he could enter into vajralike samadhi.11" As he walked along the path, the 
merchant chief's daughter, Sujata, ' offered him the milk of five hundred 
cows boiled down to the essence. [Drinking this ] ,  his body became the 
color of radiant gold, and he dedicated her merit as follows : 

Whatever merit has been generated in offering this drink, may 
it bring about the accomplishment of all that is worthy and 
meaningful ;  and from th is day onward, may the supremely 
intelligent Lord of Humans fulfill all of his goals ! 

So, it was. 

2. r.3.I.I.3.g Departingfor the He,1rt ojAwakening 

The deed of departing for the heart of awakening was that, while [the Bud
dha was] on the path, the grass merchant Svastikab offered him smooth 
grass resembling the feathers on the neck of a peacock. Accepting the grass, 
he arrived at the vajra seat beneath the Bodhi Tree, which was beautified 
with the immeasurable adornments of the divine one's heart of awakening. 
He sat upon the kusha grass seat and confirmed his vow by proclaiming :  

Although my body is now gaunt [and] even if flesh and bones 
decay, until I achieve awakening-the most difficult state to 
find in uncountable kalpas-my body shall not move from this 
seat! 

Thus, it was so. [ 1 3 5 ]  

" Lek Kyema (legs sk_yes llt<l) ;  She o f  Excellent Birth 
b Tashi Den (bkra shis lrLm) ;  Endowed with Fortune 
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The deed of subjugating the demons' was that, from his hair coil, the light 

. known as Diid Kvi De Rabtu Jompab.w radiated to overwhelm all 
ravs ' 

d;mons in their lairs. The king of the demons had one hundred twenty-

eight ominous dreams, such as �is vase of good fortune falling, his victory 
banner being destroyed, and so forth. Upon examination, he came to know 
that the bodhisattva was about to become fully awakened. Arriving at the 
vajra seat, he said, "It is not time for your awakening." 1he bodhisattva 
replied, "I have perfected the two accumulations of merit over countless 
kalpas. Indeed the time of my enlightenment has now arrived. Look at your 
single act of generosity that has made you the king of the demons." The 
demon replied, "In a previous existence, I made an irreproachable offering 
that you witnessed. You, on the other hand, have no witness to support 
your claim, so now you will be completely defeated ! "  1hus, he spoke. The 
bodhisattva replied, "This earth is the support of all living beings, and it 
is impartial and free of malice toward all that moves or not. On this day, 
may the earth be my witness ! "  

At the moment these words were spoken, Sthavara' replied, " This for
tunate one must have completed an abundance of meritorious accumula
tions. Usually, I can count the particles within my great mal)9,ala of the 
earth ; but ifl were to try to count the times that this bodhisattva has given 
his head [ 1 36 ]  and limbs for the benefit of sentient beings, it would not be 
possible." With that, the demon returned to his abode humiliated. Then in 
retaliation, he returned with an army a million strong; and a great storm of 
weapons descended upon the bodhisattva. In The Actwd .'J'ource,d it states: 

With many heads-one, two, three, and up to a thousand . . .  

Thus, it was. 
It was then that the bodhisattva remained absorbed in the samadhi 

of love ; and all their weapons turned into a shower of flowers, while all 
unpleasant sounds became melodious songs. The gods spoke, "The power 
oflove defeats the power of demons, so their storm of weapons has become 

' I'd ( b ' u briurl, mdm) 
bdud kyz· ·d b •· c , .  . .\ e ra tu J011ts }Jil 

d Sa I Lhamo (sa'i lha mo); Goddess of the Earth ngon Parjting U'<t (mngon par 'byung b<�) 
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a rain o f  flowers." Thus and, "The King o f  the Shakyas-who sees that 
phenomena are interdependent and lack true existence-has a mind like 
space. The hordes of demons cannot possibly defeat him." 

Furthermore, even as all the demons' daughters attempted to lure 
him, they turned into old maids who then begged the bodhisattva's 
forgiveness. 

2.I._:;.r.I._:;.Io Awakening 

The deed of awakening was that-by abiding in the equipoise of the vajra
like samidhi-with the sounding of the drum at dawn, [the bodhisattva] 
actualized the samidhi of knowing the cessation [of all passions] and the 
unborn nature of truth. It was then that the three states of omniscienceu8 
of fully awakened buddhahood were fully realized. [ 13 7] The gods sang 
this praise, "Now the great lion among beings has tamed all demons; and 
having actualized the concencration of Buddha, the ten strengths and three 
states of omniscience have been realized. Every realm in the ten directions 
has been stirred." 

Then for seven consecutive weeks, the Buddha remained without teach
ing this dharma. During the first week, he sat without interrupting his 
vajra seat. During the second week, he visited all regions of the world.u9 
During the third week, he traveled throughout the trichiliocosm. During 
the fourth week, he gazed upon the nature of reality without blinking; 
and in the fifi:h week, he departed for the abode of the naga king, Mucil
inda., In the sixth week, he tamed Maskarigosaliputra.b120 In the seventh 
week, he went to the foot of the nyagrodha tree and the merchant broth
ers Trapu�ha' and Bhallikad offered him honey, while the four guardian 

kings came to offer him a begging bowl. Receiving this, [the Buddha] then 
made this prayer, "May all merchants accomplish their goals by making 
the greatest discovery of all ! "  Thus, many words of auspiciousness were 

expressed; however, the Buddha still continued to remain without teach
ing the dharma. 

Then he spoke these words: 

' Tang Zung (bt,mggzung); Letting Go and Holding 
b Kumu Gyu (kun tu rgyu); \Vanders Everywhere 
' Gagon (gagon); Melon 
d Zang Kyong (bztmg skyong); Excellent Guardian 
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Deep. profound, free from elaboration, luminous, and uncom
pounded is this truth that I have realized-the sweetest of nec
tars ! Yet, if l were to teach this, it could not be understood by 
others, so l shall remain silent, alone in the forest. 

J.J.J.f.I._j. I  1 ·rurning the Dharmachakm 

Thus, and then the deed of turning the dharmachakra occurred when 

Brahma came to make the following request: 

Having accomplished the great and supreme mal).cJala of \Vis
dam, [ 1 3 8 ]  you pour forth light in the ten directions. By your 
light rays of wisdom, may the lotus minds of all beings bloom. 
0 Bright Sun of Speech, why are you still seated in equipoise? 
Please beat the great drum of the sacred dharma!  Quickly 
blow the conch of the sacred dharma! Please hoist the pillar of 
the sacred dharma! Please ignite the great torch of the sacred 
dharma! 

Thus he implored, but the Buddha gave no response. God Indra also came 
before him, and again Brahma offered a thousand-spoked golden wheel 
and requested: 

Please arise, one who is victorious in this world! Please illumi
nate the darkness of this world with your wisdom! With that 
which is totally suitable and sought by everyone, 0 Sage, please 
teach your dharma! 

lhus, and lndra made an offering of precious jewels and requested :  

0 Sage, your mind is completely freed, just like the full moon 
delivered from an eclipse. Please arise, one who is victorious in 
this world! Please illuminate the darkness of this world with 
your wisdom !  

1hus, when this request was made, the Buddha spoke: 
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0 Brahma! All of my passions have been destroyed, but it is 
through great effort that this dharma has been realized. This 
cannot be easily realized bv those still bound bv their desire for ' ' ' 

existence. [ 1 39 ]  

Thus he spoke, and again they requested : 

The teaching that has prevailed here in the land ofMagadha has 
been impure and sullied by stains. You must open the door to 
this nectar of truth; please teach us the stainless dharma. 

1l1e Buddha repl ied : 

0 Brahma ! For the beings of Magadha who possess ears and 
faith, who harbor no ill will, and always want to listen to the 
truth, I will open the door to this nectar of truth. 

Thus he spoke ; and at that very moment, the words that that could be 
heard all the way up to the Akani�h�ha pure land was : 

The Tathagata has agreed to turn the wheel of the dharma! 

The Buddha then arose, and they asked the Divine One, "Where would 
you prefer to turn the dharmachakra?" He replied, "In VariQasi, since I 

have previously made sixty billion offerings there. The holy land ofVaral)asi 

is the sacred place of all the previous sages. In the place referred to as the 
sacred ground of the sages, I will turn the wheel of the sacred dharma." 
Thus he spoke, and departed for Varar:tasi. 

In that place, one thousand jeweled thrones arose. He circumambu
lated three of them and took his seat upon the fourth. Turning the dhar

machakra of the Four Noble Trurhs'·'21 for the five Excellent Onesh.m and 
eighty thousand gods, they all realized these truths; and the five Excellent 

Ones achieved the resultant state of arhatship. [ r4o] 1l1en, at Vulture's 

Peak, he turned the dharmachakra on the subject of freedom from char

acteristics to an assembly of bodhisattvas and great hearers; and in the 

a denpa 1/.tUn zhi ( bden pd rn,vn bzhi, Cdturdr�WlSrlf._.Yi1) 
I. zangpo de nga (bz«ng po vie lng11, pmicak"M"Idmvmgiya) 
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abodes of the gods and nagas, he turned the final wheel on the subject of 

rhe certainty of genuine
_ 
truth. 

The first utterance of the word ' was in harmony with the gradual ways 

that beginners arc able to enter the path. This emphasized the renunciation 

of sarpsara fi·om rhc standpoint of what is to be abandoned, as well as the 

antidotes. The second turning of the wheel emphasized the antidotes lead

ing to the abandonment of sarpsara, since they bring an end to attachment 

coward phenomena on the path and the like. The fi nal turning explicitly 

described the innately abiding nature of all knowable things. In addition, 

these teachings can be described as the three baskets,b 121 the three trainings, 

or the greater and lesser vehicles. 

2.I.J.I.I.J.I2 P11rinirvd�za 

The final deed was when the Buddha was either eighty or eighty-two years 
of age. It is said that in the village of Kushinagara,' he passed into nirvar_1a 
beneath two white sandalwood trees. Concerning his age being eighty 
years, it states in the Great Treasure of Detailed Expositions:d 

The dharmachakra, Vaishali, Makkolam,' the god realms,' 
A�avl,� Caityagiri,h Ve1_1uvana,' Sakcta,i Shishumara Hill/ 

Kaushambi/ and the city of Kapilavastum are all places where 
the Supreme Sage, lived for one year. [ r4 r ]  In Jvalini Cave" he 
lived for two years; in Bhai�hajyavana" he lived for three; in the 
kingdom of Rajagl,"ha he lived for five years; and he endured 

' ka (bk,<); Buddha's speech 
b de nod sum (srle snod gsum, trip it aka) 
: Drong Khyer Tsa Chen (r;mng khyer rtsa cdn) 

che drag tzi shed pa 1 dziirl chenmo ( bve lmlff. tu bsh,,dpa'i rmlzurl chen mo ) ; Vasurnitra 
' s  k - " 
1 a ar Chen (sa dkar mn ) ; Endowed with White Earth 

iha _yi ney (lh,, yi gnt�s) 
� Dr ( 'b · , 
h ogney ruggnas;; Sacred Pastures 
; (:hunen Ri (mchorl rtcn ri); Mountain Stupa; Safici Madhya Pradesh 
. Odma'i Tsal ( (,rJ m.z'i tsha[); Bamboo Grove (near Rajagrha) � Sar Chcy (sar beds) ;  \'Vith the Ground 

Chip s · · d ' '  . 
1 a o \oyts pagsorl); at Mathura Dzod Den (mdzod ld.zn ) ; Treasure Trove; capital in ancient India �Serkya (ser sk_y.z) ;  Pale Yellow; city-stat� west ofLumbini in Nepal 
0 Barwa'i Piik ( 'bar b"'i phuf!,) ; I:\ lazing Cave ; south of Magadha Men Nak (sman n.1gs); Medicine Forest 
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hardships for six years. He stayed i n  Shravast!" for twenty-four 
years and remained in his kingdom for twenty-nine. Thus, the 
Victor reached his eightieth year, after which the Supreme One 
passed into nirval_la. Each of these places where the Omni
scient One lived will always be revered as sacred grounds 
of merit, and they will be revered through body, speech, 
and mind. 

So, it was. 
Then, in order to tame the minds of those with strong tendencies toward 

eternalism: in the early hours of dawn when the moon was setting over the 
western mountains, the Buddha's wisdom mind passed completely beyond 
sorrow. They cremated the Buddha's sacred body and divided the remains 
into eight portions. History tells us that-of the four eyeteeth-one was 
taken by each of the four powerful lords, as stated in the Vinaya:b 

The relics of the Omniscient One measured roughly eight 
weights of two pints per measure. Among them, seven became 
objects for the people of this world to make offerings. The 
remaining measure of the Great One's relics became the offer
ing object of the naga king in the city of Dra Drok.' One of 
the four eyeteeth of the Great One became an object of offer
ing in the Gods Realm of the Thirty-Three. The second [tooth] 
went to the city ofTsigdzin Yidong.d'124 The third went to the 
country of the King of Kaling,' and the fourth eyetooth of 
the Supreme One became an object of offering [ 142] for the 
naga king of the city of Dra Drok. Then there was also King 
Ashokaf of Pa�aliputra,g who erected seven stiipas [with the 
seven measures] that increased extensively. By the strength of 
these [deeds] , the earth was fully adorned by the result of aspi
ration prayers; and hence, the sacred relics of the Omniscient 
One were shown the greatest respect by the lords of the gods, 

" Nyen Di.i Yodpa (mnyan du yod pa) 
b diil wa lung ( 'dul ba lung, vinayapitaka) 
' sgra sgrogs: Uctering Sound 

d tshig 'dzin yid lmg; Pleasing Reremion of Words 
' Kalinga 

f chii gyal nya ngen med (chos rgyal mya ngan med) 
g Kya Narbu (sky a nar bu ): ciry near Parna, Bihar 
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nagas, and humans, as well as the chiefs of the god, naga, and 
yak�ha' w·orlds. 

Thus, it was so. 

3 I , fl;e 7hldition (j'the Uncommon Vehicle 2.!· . · -

Second, according to the uncommon explanation, the teacher Samant
abhadra-while never wavering from the dharmakaya-arises as the 
sambhogakaya and by virtue of compassion appears as inconceivable ema
nations in all ten directions of the world to tame the six classes of beings 
or the five streams of mind. Particularly, in this Saha World,�> one thousand 
buddhas and so forth will appear according to the perceptions of those 

to be tamed in whatever way is necessary. In the tantra Wisdom Equal to 
Space,' it states: 

From the sambhogakaya ofSamantabhadra, 
Countless emanations that tame will manifest 
In particular here in the Saha World, 
Where one thousand and two kayas will appear. 

Thus, the additional two [kayas] arc references to Manjushrl and Vajrapai_li. 
Similarly, that which naturally arises from within the dharmakaya is as 
stated in the Uttaratantra: 

By great compassion, the world is known [ 1 43 ]  and everything 
in the world is seen. By the diversity of the nirmai_lakayas that 
never waver from the dharmakaya-taking intentional rebirth, 
transferring from Tu�hita, entering the womb, being born, 
achieving great skill in the arts, enjoying a retinue of queens, 
renouncing, undergoing hardships, departing for the place of 
awakening, subjugating the classes of demons, becoming a fully 
enlightened buddha, turning the wheel of dharma, and passing 
into nirvai_la are the deeds revealed throughout the impure 
realms for as long as sarpsara endures. 

• ndd · · ( b . ]m r.nod sbyin ); wealth guardian 

. 
MIJedJigten (mi rnjed ';'i" rten , Sahalokadhatu);  Endurance ' h . . ,, yes e namkh.1 dan.� nymnpa (ye shes rum mkh.z ' dangmnymn pa) 
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Thus, and i n  the Sutra of the Great Bounteousness �(the Buddhas, it 
states: 

When the moon arises, countless reflections will appear in the 
bodies of water; 

Yet the moon never multiplies. 
Likewise, those who are fully realized awaken in the aspect of 

freedom from attachment; 
And even though appearing throughout all realms, 
The awakened ones have neither duality nor the notion of 

singularity. 
Their kayas arc never considered just two or three 
Since, according to the aspirations of sentient beings, 
They will appear anywhere as though countless. 
Their kayas are neither from the past or the future, 
Beyond birth, awakening, and enlightenment. 
Instantaneously appearing [I 44] like magical apparitions, 
They are unborn, having come from nowhere. 
Hence, the kayas of the tathagatas are definitively revealed as 

unborn. 

'Thus it is, and in the sutraEngaging TVith the Inconceivable Prajnd ofthe 
Sublime Tathagatas,' it states: 

The Buddha said, "0 Maf1jushri ! For example, it is like this. 
When the mal).qala of the full moon appears 
In the middle of the night-although each person 

.
In the world thinks the moon appears before them
The mat)<oiala of the moon did not ask those beings 
To recognize it as the orb of the moon, nor did it ever 
Intend to appear before them like that. 
Nevertheless, Mafijushri, given that the mal).qala of the moon 
Is a distinctive phenomenon, it is spontaneously present; 
And being nonconceptual, it will appear in this way. 

·' pakp,1 de zhin shek pa'i_reshe sam J?.Yi mi khyab ptl'ipd ftzjiigp,z'i do ( 'ph1g_' p,z de bzhin gshegs pa'i 

_ye shes bs,zm g_yis mi khp1b pa'i_yul la }ugp./i  mdo) 
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So, Manjushri, beings are able to see the Tathagata, the Bhagawan, 

The fully awakened Buddha in the center of a boundless retinue, 

Who is himself inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, 

and ineffable. 

Nevertheless, Maii.jushri, the Tathagata does not intend to 
Appear before anyone [ r45 ]  to be recognized as 

The Tathagata abiding before them. 
Buddha himself never thinks he must sit before beings, 

Because Buddha has no conceptual intentions. 

Yet j ust as all beings perceive him, 
The Tathagata abides before them. 

Maii.jushri, if by seeing the golden color of the Tathagata's 
kaya the minds of beings will be tamed, 

TI1en the Tathagata's kaya will appear as golden. 
Likewise, taming the minds of beings will occur through lapis, 

emerald, ruby, and other colors of precious gems. 
Buddha will abide as each of these colors. 
Similarly, through taming as a worldly guardian, 
Brahma, Indra, Maheshvara," a titan, human, animal, 
Hell being, or the worldly yamas, 
Buddha will abide in all forms to teach the doctrine. 

Thus, it is. This completes the overview. 

2.L�.2 1he Exposition 
This has three parts: 

I Establishing the connection with the meaning 

L An explanation of each word 

A synopsis of the meaning at hand 

Second, to explain the exposition, there are three: establishing the con
nection with the meaning, an explanation of each word, 125 and a synopsis 
of the meaning at hand. 

Wang chiik chenpo ( dbmzg phyug chen po) 
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2.I.J.2.I E�ttZblishing the Connection with the lvfeaning 

First, having explained the way the subject was brought forth: then from 
the arrangement of the self-appearances of all tathagatas, that which is 
called "the self-arising of the blessing of great self-occurring compassion" 
[q6] manifests as the Buddha's wisdom. The awareness beings who have 
subdued all karma and passions, the six sages of the world, tame the six 
individual classes ofbeings as the six buddhas, including Shakyamuni and 
the rest. As the mary gala of self-appearances, they originate from the vajra 
body, speech, and mind of the tathagatas. 

2.I.J.2.2 An ExplantZtion of Each Word 

This has three parts: 

1 A general explanation of the four ways to tame 

L A specific explanation concerning the intrinsic nature of sentient beings and 
phenomena 

Sa111sara and enlightenment synthesized as the self-appearances of mind and 

wisdom 

The second has three :  a general explanation of the manifestation of the 
four ways to tame, a specific explanation concerning the intrinsic nature 
of the sentient beings to be tamed and phenomena [ in general] ,  and the 
meaning of sarpsara and enlightenment synthesized as the self-appearances 
of mind and wisdom. 

2.I.J.2.2.I A General ExpLmtZtion ofthe Four TVtzys to Ttzme 

'I his has two parts: 

r A brief explanation 

2 An extensive explanation 

First, there are two : a brief explanation, followed by an extensive 

explanation. 

2.I.J.2.2.I.I A BriefE:xplan,uion 

For the first, once the six sages manifest as such: then by the power of the 
way individual sentient beings accumulate karma, even the realms of the 
world seem to appear differently. In short, there are chose who carry their 
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heads horizontally, those who carry their heads upright, and those whose 

heads are held upside down.126 For them, the worlds arc either spherical 

from above to below, square, half-moon shaped, triangular, fiat, or with no 

u per or lower limits. The ten directions are completely pervaded by the 

a: ect of these six distinctions of the universe; and concerning these inhab

. 
p
n•s rhcir numbers and distinctions are without limit. Likewise, their 

tta • , 

happiness, suffering, abundance, and so forth are themselves never-ending. 

In this trichiliocosm world system [ r 4  7] in each of the individual 

realms, a distinct conqueror, great sage, or tamer of beings appears to 

accomplish the welfare of the five classes ofbeings through the four ways 

to tame: taming by merit, by fully actualizing all meanings, by great magic, 

and by great intelligence. 

In the Sutra of the Great Bounteousness of the Buddhas, it states: 

The distinctions of karma arc inconceivable :  
The worlds of  the hell realm face downward; 
The worlds of the hell beingsm face horizontally; and 
The worlds of the animals, humans, and gods face upward. 

Thus, it is stated. 
In my opinion, all animals belong to the category of those who face 

horizontally. Hence, within a single world system of the trichiliocosm, the 
horizontally, upward-, and downward-facing beings arc subsumed as the 
universe and inhabitants of the five classes of beings-the nirmat).akiya's 
field to tame. Concerning this, some assert that "horizontal" refers to the 
four directions and that "upward and downward" refers to above and 
below-thus implying the six realms. Those who make such assumptions 
have yet to even witness the direction of the meaning of this exposition. 

2·1.3.2.2.1.2 An Extensive Explanation 
This has four parts: 

1 Tarning through the enlightened body 
2. Taming through the enlightened mind 

Tarning through great rniracles 
4 Tar11ing through enlightened speech 

1he second has four: taming through the deeds of the fully endowed 
great merit of the enlightened body, taming directly through the great 
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clai rvoyance of  the enlightened mind, taming through inconceivably great 
miracles, and taming through the intelligence that reveals the five vehicles 
of enlightened speech. 

2.I.J.2.2. r.z .I  Taming through the Enlightened Body 

First, [the Buddha] was born, abandoned his home, [ r48] and became 
a renunciate. Then he performed austerities at the banks of the river 
Nairaii.jana and so forth. He was enlightened at the vajra seat, tamed 
the classes of maras, turned the dharmachakra at Varat�as!, and revealed 
great miracles at the city ofKosala. Later in the town ofKushinagara, he 
passed beyond sorrow. These are the eight miraculous deeds that the Bud
dha revealed. Mention of "and so forth" [ in the root tantra] refers to the 
remaining deeds of transferring from Tu�hita, becoming skilled in the arts, 
enjoying queens and retinues, departing for the seat of the heart of awaken
ing, taming the intoxicated elephant in the kingdom ofRajagrha, teaching 
the doctrine to his mother in Tu�hita, and taming the great wealth guard
ians and others in isolated regions. Through the great manifestation of 
kayas, these sages-teachers of the doctrine-reveal miraculous abilities 
and bring innumerable beings to fruition. Hence, the S age [i.e., Buddha 
Shakyamuni] tamed inconceivable beings. Some claim that there are only 
twelve deeds ; but here that number is not final, since it is taught that the 
Buddha revealed countless magical manifestations. Those countless other 
deeds are referred to here where it mentions "and so forth," indicating that 
all deeds arc synthesized into twelve. In short, this category of taming 
beings through the great m iraculous manifestations of kayas includes all 
deeds. 

2.I.J.2.2.I.2.2 Taming through the Enl�({htened lvfind 

Second, the ability to directly see all knowable things due to being omni
scient concerning the four times of the past and so forth is as follows. 
[ r49] 1hrough the [buddhas'] clairvoyance of knowing previous births, 
beings are tamed by the power of the total recollection of many lifetimes. 
The way that the four times are known is that a buddha sees in the same 

way that a diviner sees images appearing within a m irror. 128 Furthermore, 

[a buddha] possesses the clairvoyance ofknowing the minds of others. This 

is based on to the key point of knowing that, in every time and situation, 
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there is no difference between the continuity of buddha's wisdom intent 

d the intrinsic nature of the individual passions and concepts in the an 
minds of all five or six classes of those to be tamed. 

1hrough the magical eye of wisdom that sees without obstruction, 

always seeing the pure lands and impure realms where sentient beings take 

birth, die, manifestations occur, and so forth is taming through the clair

vovance of the divine vision that arises through the circumstance of great 

m�rit. Through magical hearing, buddha can always hear each nuance of 

sound throughout all realms of the world. This is the clairvoyance of divine 
hearing, which tames all sentient beings. 

Showing the many magical manifestations that tame beings by always 
accomplishing their needs in accordance with their aspirations is tam
ing through the clairvoyance of magical manifestations. Since untainted 
wisdom has been purified in space, the two obstructions-including all 
habits-are cleansed without exception; and the perfection of the inex
haustible ornamental wheel of the enlightened body, speech, and mind 
ofSamantabhadra's [ 1 50 ]  activity is naturally complete. This is taming 
through the clairvoyance of the exhaustion of the contaminants. In this 
way, since these six [methods] master all knowable things, these are the six 
great states of clairvoyance and taming through enlightened mind. 

2.I.J.2.2.I.2.J T1ming through Greatl'vfiracles 

For the third, it is always the case that those to be tamed are limitless. In 
harmony with their mental capacities, the manifestations of kayas that 
appear will be inconceivable, such as that of Brahma, lndra, chakravar
tin rulers, and others. It is always the case that, by harmoniously engag
ing with the aspirations of the unlimited mind streams of beings, the way 
that the enlightened mind accomplishes the benefit of others through 
the [twofold] wisdom knowledge of the nature as it is and as it appears is 
inconceivable. It is always the case that, for the myriad fields of experience 
based upon the aspirations and elements of those to be tamed, there will 
be marching diversities concerning kayas and their attributes, including 
the rna1;c).alas of their faces. These diverse and distinct manifestations
peaceful, wrathful , and so forth-appear in perfect harmony with each 
person's phenomena and reveal inconceivable faces that each observer 
th inks appears to him alone out ofloving kindness. 
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I n  The Great Afother,' i t  states: 

The beings ofJambudvipa think that buddha 
Appears to them alone out ofloving kindness ro give 

teachings. 

Hence, buddha teaches simultaneously in the continents ofPiirvavidehab 
and Aparagodaniya,' all the way up to the Akani�h�ha. In the Union with 
Buddha, it states: 

Sometimes appearing as peaceful, sometimes as wrathful, 
Other times as great demonic forces and obstructions, [151] 
The supreme one can appear in all of these ways and infinite 

others ways-
Including as mountains and living beings. 

Thus, and in The Excellent Shoulder Tantra," it states: 

He whose intrinsic nature is free from attachment and 
aversion, 

Appears as attachment to those with attachment and 
Appears as wrathful to tame the ferocious. 
To the one who guides with such skillful means, I pay 

homage! 

So it is. 
Similarly, from a single kaya, inconceivable faces will appear. Always 

in accordance with whatever the predispositions of beings might be, phe

nomena are the inconceivable sound of wisdom's enlightened speech, 
heard congruent with the respective languages of sentient beings. The 
inconceivable radiation of myriad innumerable manifestations-vast and 
infinite as the sky-will appear to tame in the ten directions by whatever 
means are necessary. 

' yum cbenmo (yum eben mo, prajndpdmmitd) 
b Luphak (lus 'phags ); Eastern Continent 
' Balangchod (ba lang spyod); Western Continent 

d piing pa zang po'i gyii (dptmg pa bzang po'i rgyud) 
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Tftis h•l-' rwo parrs : 

1 The overview 

2 11te exposition 
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fourth, taming through intelligence has two : the overview and the 

exposition. 

z.J.J.2.2.1.2.4.1 The Oueroiew 
This has two pares: 

1 The ddinirion 

2 The distinctions 

For the fi rst, there are two: the definition and the distinctions. 

z.I.J.2.2.J.2.4.I.I lhe Definition 

First, "yana" means tekpaa -indicating a "vehicle" -since in reliance upon 
it, one can be transported to the destination of one's desire. In the Collec
tion ofSutras,b it states :  

A vehicle is l ike the sky or like a celestial palace. 
A supreme vehicle brings the siddhi of joyful bliss. 
Whoever embarks upon it will transport all beings beyond 

sorrow. 

1hus, it is. 

2·I.J.2.2.;,2.4.I.2 The Distinctions 

This has two pans: 

1 General distinctions 

L Specific distinctions 

For the second, there are two: general and specific. [ r sz.] 

' thegpa b d d u pa (sdud pa) 
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2.I.3.2.2.I.2.4.I.2.I Gmeml Distinctions 

F irst, the compassion of a buddha is shown in whatever way is necessary 
to tame passions in the mind streams of sentient beings. In the many vehi
cles, the Buddha never taught that there is only one way. In the Descent to 
LaJJkd, it states: 

In order to guide all sentient beings, 
I will teach all the vehicles. 
That is why it cannot be said that a specific vehicle is the only 

way. 

Thus, it  is . 
On occasion, the Buddha taught that, from the perspective of the result, 

there is only one vehicle. In the Sacred Dharma VVhite Lotus,' it states: 

1here is one vehicle, not two . . .  

Thus, and in The Al!-Creatinl( Monarch, it states: 

There is [one vehicle] ,  and only one . . .  

Thus, it  is. 
From the perspective of cause and result, there are two ; and from the 

perspective of the greater and lesser, it is taught that there are two. In the 
Glorious Tantra f!fthe Exhaustion of the Four Elements,b it states : 

Since there are the doctrines of cause and result, 
There are also two vehicles. 

1hus, and in the Primordi,zl Lamp,' it states: 

" dam cho pern,< ktlrpr/i rlo (dam chos ptd m« dkarpu'i mdo, st�ddhtrmapwJddrikllstitm) 
h paljt{ng z.hi pa'igyu (dpa£ 'byung bzhi z,,d pll'i rgyud) 
' ye dron (ye sgron) 
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Since there are the gradual mental l evels of the greater and 

lesser, 

The enumeration of vehicles is in accord with that. 

If synthesized, there are two. 

'Thus, it is. 

Based on the distinctions of the lesser, middle, and greater, it is taught 

rhat there are three: the vehicles of hearers, solitary realizers, and the great 

vehicle. ln the Orn,1ment ofthe Classes of,S't1tm, it states: 

Bv the various distinctions of entering, accumulating, inten
tion, teaching, and accomplishment, it is held that there are 

three vehicles. [ 1 5 3 ]  

And in the jewel-like tantra of the Secret �Vital Essence," it states: 

Based on the outer and inner levels, it is taught that there are 
three vehicles of the outer, inner, and secret. Cherish them as 
the sacred doctrine. 

Thus, it is. 
In addition, it is taught that there are three causal vehicles and one resul

tant, making four. In Maiijushris Afagical Manifestation Matrix, it states: 

From the renunciation of the three vehicles, 
There is the single vehicle of the result. 

Thus, and in the Eight-Chapter [Magical Manifestation Afatrix] , it 
states: 

Although this inconceivable teaching 
Has eighty-four thousand enumerations, 
It is taught that-from the point of view of vehicles-there 

are three. 
If the secret itself is included as a vehicle, there are four. 

' sang tig (r;sang thig); Vimalamitra 
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Thus, i t  is. I n  addition, b y  synthesizing the enumerations, they are even 
counted as five. The root tantra states: 

Based on the renunciation of the four vehicles, 
There is a single vehicle of the result. 

And in the Descent to La�zkd, it states: 

The vehicle of gods and the vehicle ofBrahma 
And those of the hearers, solitary realizers, and tathagatas 
Are explained as individual vehicles. 

If the higher and lower distinctions arc based upon cause and result, 
they are explained as six. In The All-Creating lvfonarch, it states : 

The six vehicles of achieving certainty. 

They are also explained as seven in the Gathering of Mat,JC;ialas," where 
it states: 

The distinctions of the gods and humans, hearers, solitary 
realizers, 

And bodhisattvas, outer, inner, and secret 
Are explained as the seven vehicles. [ 1 5 4] 

Thus, it is. They are also explained as eight in the Greatness ojSpace:b 

Like this, that which is beyond eight vehicles . . .  

Thus, and they arc even explained as nine in The All-Creating JVfonarch: 

If enumerated, there are nine vehicles. 

Hence, they are also explained as sixteen, namely, the basic vehicle of 
gods and humans, the five outer classes, the nine inner stages, and the vehi-

' kyil kbor dtt zua (dk_yil 'khor bsdu b,;) 
b nttm kh,t che (nam mkha' che); one of the eighteen �{ind Class tantras translated by Berotsana 
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de of rhe clear-light vajra essence. In the tantra Great Illuminator Essence 

of the Sun,' it states : 

1he first vehicle is the protector of sixteen. 

In addition, they are explained to be inconceivable, such as in the 

Descent to Lat;kd: 

For however long the mind is engaged, 

The vehicles will infinitely endure. 

So it is. According to fundamental truth, that which is called "vehicle" is 

merely a designation, lacking true existence. 1he quote continues: 

Whenever the mind transforms, 
There will be neither vehicle nor traveler. 

Thus, it is. 
In short, everything appears only according to the stages of the mind. 

Except for those who practice to purify their mind into its true nature, 
there is no other so-called "vehicle"; so know this to be just like the sky. 

2.I.].2.2.1.2.4.I.2.2 Specific Distinctions 
This has five parts: 

1 Vehicle of gods and humans 

2 Vehicle of hearers 
3 Vehicle of solitary reali:cers 

4 Vehicle ofbodhisarrvas 

5 Vehicle of Secret Mantra 

Second, for the specific divisions, there are five : the vehicle of gods and 
humans, the vehicle of hearers, the vehicle ofsolitarv realizers, che vehicle 
ofbodhisattvas, and the vehicle of Secret Mantra. , 

' nyi,gpn nyima rabtii nang ched (snying po nyi ma mb tu snang byed) 
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2.I.J.2.2.I.2.4.I.2.2.I Vehicle ofGods and Hunwns 

For the first, there are two: the definition and divisions. [ r s s ]  First, 
"manushayana" means the vehicle of humans and "dcvayana" means the 
vehicle of gods. 

For the divisions, there are two. On the vehicle of humans, the ten non
virtues are to be abandoned and the ten virtues practiced in order to again 
take higher rebirth as a human being. The ten virtues are designated from 
the perspective of abandoning the ten nonvirtucs, which are through the 
body : killing, stealing, and adultery; four through speech : lying, slander, 
gossip, and harsh speech; and the three nonvirtues of the mind : craving, 
ill-\vill, and wrong view. These arc all to be abandoned. 

For the vehicle of gods: through strong familiarity with the ten virtues, 
rebirth will be taken in the various god realms, such as the six realms of 
desire129 the seventeen classes of the form realms that correspond to the 
four levels of concentration ;m' and among the four formless realms,13' in the 
formless realm of the four limitations of the sense sources. In the Branch 
[ "V!agicaf Afanifostation }vfatrix] , it states: 

Practicing the ten virtues and abandoning the nonvirtucs 
Causes rebirth as a desire-realm god and a human being. 
Practicing the four immeasurables and immovable meditation 
Causes rebirth in the abodes ofBrahma and the like. 

Thus, it is. 
With the basis of knowing and engaging in the acceptance and rejec

tion of virtue and nonvirtuc and understanding the intrinsic nature of the 
realm offormless concentration: m by practicing training in the path of the 
ten virtues, the result is to take rebirth in these individual realms. 

2.1.3.2.2.1.2.4.1.2.2.2 Vehide rfthe Hearers 

Second, for the vehicle of the hearers, there are two. By definition, the 
term "shravaka" means to hear or listen to the teachings. [ r s6 ]  The specific 

implication is to listen to the Buddha's teachings being given to others. 
For the divisions, there are three. For the ground, [the shravakas] assert 

that, by sustaining the three trainings, the selflessness of the individual 
and lack of fixation upon oneself in terms of the aggregates and so forth 
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. established. Coarse grasping to material substances indicates relative 
15 h] whereas partless particles are the genuine. The continuum of rhe 
[rrut • . 

. d is rhe relative, and the time of an instant is genuine truth. 
' mm 

For rhe path-while on the lesser, medium, and greater paths of accu-

mulation-the four applications of mindfulness , ' 133 the four perfectly cor

rect abandonments,b. I H and the four miraculous legs"1 are practiced. On 

the path of unification, during the two stages of "heat" and "peak;'· the 

five powers" ' "' of faith, perseverance, mindfulness, samadhi, and prajfla 

are practiced. While practicing the stages of forbearance' and supreme 

dharma,' the meditation is upon the five strengths, such as faith, and so 

forth. On the path of seeing,g the meditation is upon the branches of 

awakening,w which are correct mindfulness, doctrinal analysis, perse

verance, joy, refinement, samadhi, and equanimity. Then on the path of 

meditation, h the eight perfect branches of the path of the sublime ones m 

correct view, thought, speech, lifestyle, livelihood, effort, mindfulness, and 
samadhi-are practiced. 

For the result-by attaining the state with or without residue,m one 
abides in the space of tranquility. In addition, the main emphasis is [ 15 ;]  

the practice of acceptance and rejection based upon the Four Noble 
Truths. On the path of seeing by attaining the most exalted of the sixteen 
moments,'·"" the result of becoming an arhat as a stream enterer, [one
time] returner, and nonreturner is fully actualized. In the Branch [i\1agical 
Manifestation }vfatrix] , i t  states: 

Through thorough abandonment, 
Realizing the meaning of the Four Truths, 
Achieving the aspect of the sixteenth wisdom, 
Gradually achieving perfect tranquility 
As a stream enterer, and so forth, 
There is departure for the place where all enemies
The passions-have been put to rest. 

: dren Ptl nyer zh •. tg zhi (dmn pti nJer gzh,tg bzhi, wtu(Jsmrtyupmthdna) 
, �:n� dag pong btl zhi (rmtg d.rg spong ba bzhi, catu&stlmy.;kpmhti1,1il) 
d 0 (drod, ushmtigtlta) and tsemo (rtse mo, mt£rdhtirw) 
, 

Wa
d
ngpo nga (db,mgpo lnga,p.uichendriyll) 

r zo pa !bzod P•t, k,,h,inti) 
. 

cbo cho" ( } 1 ' d g o t 'Jos 'tncnog, ilgrll hltrrnd.) 
tong lam ( I !. d I h ,�rttnong llrn, . at:s ]artt71ntirga) 
gom fan (l l bl -i z ?S..._((orn a1n, rhW,lntirndrgtz) Jeshe ch -- d , (y h I u rug · e s es JCu drug, $hoc.ltishadttltk,o:;ha�ur.) 
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Thus, i t  is. 

2.L J.2.2.I.2.4. r.2.2.3 Vehicle ofthe Solitary Reilliz.ers 

Third, for the vehicle of the solitary rcalizers, there are two. The definition 
of "pratyekabuddha" is that "pratycka" means an individual, and "bud
dha" means fully awakened. This means that-while on the final ground of 
existence-without relying upon oral instructions received from a master 
but naturaHy giving rise to the realization of the path within one's mind 
stream, the state of awakening is actualized. [Solitary rcalizcrs] practice 
in three ways: in a large group, in a small group, and alone like a [single
horned] rhinoceros. 

If divisions arc made, there are three. For the ground, knowing that all 
outer and inner phenomena are based on dependent origination consti
tutes sarpsara; and by reversing this process, the state beyond sorrow will 
be attained. Having realized the selflessness of the person and the lack of 
true, inherent existence of external grasping, it is as stated in the Ornament 
of Clear Realization: 

It must be known that, since the concept of grasping to objects 
is abandoned and fixation is not, through the support of the 
path-like a rhinoceros-the perfectly correct is subsumed. 
[I 58 ]  

Thus, it  is. 
The path involves the thirty-seven doctrines of awaken ing.141 Although 

similar to the meditation of the hearers, nevertheless, this path is superior 
because of the meditation on dependent origination. The result is that, 
once awakening is attained-without using words to teach other beings
[ solitary realizcrs] teach through indication so that others can understand 
and achieve the state of nirval).a. In the Branch [ Afagical Manifostation 
Matrix] , it states: 

Knowing that outer and inner dependent origination is illu-
sory [ and] 

By fully engaging the form of things unhindered, 
Realization occurs through self-awareness; 
And without the help of a spiritual guide, 
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The supreme, wish-fulfill ing exaltation of awakening. 

1hus, it is. This ground of the foe destroyer is referred to as the resultwt 

ground of supreme, wish-fulfilling exaltation. 

2.J.J.2·2.l. 2-4·1.2.2. 4 Vehicle of the Bodhisattvas 

fourth, for the vehicle of the bodhisattvas, there are two. The definition 

is that "bodhisattva" means awakened being. This refers to one who has 

the capacity-by donning the armor of great courage that brings beings 

to liberation-to quell through splendor those who rely upon the lesser 
approach to achieve awakening. In the Collection ofSutras, it states: 

Greacness ofhean, generosity, and great heroism, 
Donning excellent armor, and subduing the root cause for 

demons-
These are the causes that result in what is called a "bodhisattva." 

Thus, it is. 
If divisions arc made, there are three. The ground is to realize that the 

apparent phenomena of saq\sara and enlightenment are without true, 
inherent existence, like a reflection. [ r 59 ]  Internalizing the emptiness of 
both aspects of self-the self of the person and the outer grasping and 
inner fixating mind of the self of phenomena-gives rise to the nature of 
both the aspiration and practical aspects of the bodhichitta. 

The path is the training in the practices of the thirty-seven doctrines and 
the conduct of rhe six or ten transcendental perfections'·'" through which 
the ten grounds are achieved. The ten are that-in addition ro the six per
fections-skillful means, strength, aspiration, and wisdom are included 
within the perfection of prajt1a. 

The result is to abide on the eleventh ground of All-Pervasive Lightb in 
the spontaneous accomplishment of the two aims as a fully awakened bud
dha. In the Branch [lvlagical Manifestation Matrix] ,  it states: 

' pa ro{J ·  f · b k. .. .. u c un pa (pha rol du phyin ptl, ptimmitds) un 1" iid (kun tu tJt!, samantapmbhti) 
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Realizing twofold selflessness and completing the perfections, 
A practitioner who gradually traverses the ten grounds 
To achieve the ground of buddha 
\\'ill reach this state by ful ly accomplishing the path of the 

two truths. 

Thus, it is. 
The two truths are genuine and relative truth. "Relative truth"' means 

the appearances of the myriad phenomena ofsarpsara and enlightenment; 
and "genuine truth" [ is] the complete pacification of all elaborations of the 
nature of the mind and phenomena, thus transcending the objective field 
of the mind. In the Bodhisattvacharydvatdra,b it states: 

Genuine truth is not the objective field of the mind, [ r 6o]  for 
it is held that the mind is relative. 

Thus, it is. 
1he Sautrantika Middle \X!ay School' holds that all phenomena appear 

according to relative truth, yet ultimately-when analyzed-have no true, 
inherent existence. In the Two Truths if' the l.fiddle Way,d it states: 

If the relative that appears in this way is intelligently analyzed, 
Nothing will be found. 
Not finding anything is genuine [truth] ,  
And that is the primordially abiding nature of phenomena. 

Thus, it is. 
The Prasa1igika Middle Way School' holds that, whether analyzed or 

not, all phenomena are always thoroughly free from elaboration and theo
ries. In Entering the Middle Way/ it states: 

' kiin dzob denp.t (kun rrlzub bden pa, samvrti.<,z�ya) 
b chang ,biib sempa'i rbod pit !iljtigptt (cb,mg chub serns dpa'i spyod pil la 'jugptt); Shanridcva 
' urn" rangg_yti pa (rlbu mtt rang rgyud pa); Autonomy School 
d ttmtl den nyi (dbu ma belen gn_yis) 
' iirtlil talgyur Pil (dim mtl th,d :Ryurpil); Consequence School 
f umt1 Lzjug P" (dim mtt l" jug P"• mttdl�ytlmak,iviltdm); Chandrakirti 
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You hold to relative reality as  substantial, but I cannot accept 

even the relative. 

1h S and in the Root ofPrajnd," it states: uL , 

1he characteristic of this is free from all elaborations . . .  

1hus it is, and the quote continues: 

1he one who has revealed that the state of peace-the origin 
of dependent arising-is unceasing, unborn, not negated, not 
eternal, not coming, not going, not different, and not similar 
and that all elaborations are thoroughly pacified is the fully per
fected Buddha. I prostrate to every word of his sacred speech. 

Thus, it is. 
If divisions of the relative are made : there are the incorrect relative, 

which refers to appearances that lack the potential to function like the 
moon's reflection in water, and the correct relative, which refers to appear
ances that have the potential to function like the moon in the sky. In the 
Two Truths �/the Middle VVtzy, it states :  [ 1 6 1 ]  

Although appearing similar: 
In dependence upon the potential to function or not, 
The correct and incorrect relative will be determined. 

So it is. 
Under observation, the appearances of the incorrect and correct seem 

equal; and when carefully examined, ultimately the fact that they both 
lack true, inherent existence is also equal. Hence, at this very moment, 
the phenomena of saq1.sara and enlightenment equally abide without any 
distinctions in the nature of evenness. Since the genuine transcends the 
�rdinary mind even though there is no distinction concerning the nature: �a subtle mental distinction were to be made, phenomena that are empty 

Y nature are the genuine, innate nature. In the stitras, it states: 

' .. ""'a tsa "''' shemb (dim m,t rts,t b11 shes mb, pmjritindm,mu1!,tm.tdhym,tkilkdrikd) :  Nagarjuna 
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0 Rabjor, i t  i s  like this example: 
If some were to praise the space of the sky 
While others did the opposite, 
Nothing would be lost and nothing gained. 
Likewise, the essential nature of all the tathagatas' appearances 
Is explained as only the genuine, intrinsic nature of tranquility. 
Even though wandering heretics 
Explain appearances to be permanent and static, 
This does not render the genuine nature, j ust as it is, dualistic. 

Tims, it is. 
When a practitioner contemplates this meaning, the mind that is still 

not free from elaboration is called "the mind of metaphoric genuine 
[truth] ."a In the Two Truths ofthe Middle Ul,iy, it states: 

Although refuting birth and so forth 
With assertions that accord with the correct [understanding] ,  

[ r62]  
The pacification of the unborn and all elaboration 
Indicates genuine [truth] .  

Thus, it is. 
Given that this is from the perspective of the mind, this level is explained 

as the fully qualified relative truthb and genuine truth that is designated.' 

2.f.3.2.2.1.2.4.1.2.2.5 Vehide ofSecret hfantra 

This has two parts: 

r Outer tann·as 

2 Inner tantras 

Fifth, for the vehicle of Secret Mantra, there are two : the outer and inner 
[ tantras] . 

a narn drangpa'i don dam (rnmn gmng>pa'i don dttm) 
h kiin dzob denpa tsen nyid pa (kun rdzob belen pa mtshan nyid P'') 
c don dam denpa tak ftl (don rlam belen p11 bttiJ?;s pa) 
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g (he outer three, for Kriyatantra, there are two. The definition of 
Amon 
k . -" 1· s that this indicates the tantra that emphasizes cleanliness and 

� nya c 

h·ng so it is referred to as the "action tantra." 
bat J ' 

If divisions are made, there are three. The ground is that, by realizing 

that phenomena lack true existence, the wisdom being" is viewed as a king 

and the support through which siddhis are received. The path is to rely 

upon generating the deity, making offerings, and realizing the �ature as it 

is while maintaining cleanliness and austerity. It is  held that, after sixteen 

human life rimes, the result of awakening as buddha will be attained. In The 

All-Creating l'vfonarch, it states: 

In Kriya it is held that-by seeing both oneself and the deity 
As lord and servant-
After diligently practicing for sixteen human lives, 
Liberation will occur. 

Thus, it is. 
Upatantra also has two. The definition is that "upaya" means conduct 

in accord with Kriya and meditation in accord with Yoga, so it is called 
the "vehicle of both." If divisions are made, there are three. The ground 
is that, by realizing the prajiia that knows there is no true, inherent exis
tence along with the method of believing that oneself as the samaya being 
and the deity as the wisdom being are equal, the desired siddhis will be 
attained. [ 163 ]  The path is that-by meditating in this way and practicing 
cleanliness according to Kriya-after seven human lifetimes, the result of 
liberation will occur. The quote continues: 

In Upa, it is held that-by viewing oneselfand the deity as 
equal, 

With the hope that siddhi will be bestowed through a relation
ship like friends-

After seven human lifetimes, the result of liberation will occur. 

So it is. 

'yeshe remh r. h ' ra '--ve s es sems dpa , jndnasattva) 
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Yogatantra also has two. The definition of"yoga" is to emphasize medi
tation with conduct that supports this. Of the three divisions: the ground 
is that, by abiding with the praji'li that knows the lack of true existence 
visualizing oneself as the deity and the wisdom deity to be like wate; 
poured into water constitutes the bas

_
is. The path is that, by meditating 

in this way along with the conduct of extreme cleanliness, it is held that 
the result ofliberation on the ground of Rich Array will occur after three 
human lifetimes. TI1e quote continues: 

In Yoga it is held that, after three human lifetimes, 
There will be liberation in the nw!9ala of the Rich Array. 

Thus, it is. 

2.I.].2.2.I.2.4.I.2.2.5.2 Inner limtms 

Inner Secret Mantra also has three. For the first, [Mahi-] yogatantra, there 
are two. The definition of that [ i.e., Mahiyoga] emphasizes that libera
tion occurs through the generation practice of method and prajfii and, 
primarily, through the vital winds. If divisions are made, there are three. 
The ground is the primordially pure maQcJala of deities, the function of the 
vital winds, and so forth ; and the path is the corresponding meditation. It 
is held that the result will be liberation in that very lifetime. ( 164] In the 
Dynamic Strength ofPrajnd," it states: 

Through the stages of generation and completion 
And the function of the wisdom wind-
Fully perfecting the milk of the sky-
Complete liberation will occur in that lifetime. 

So it is. 
Among the two for the prajfii mother tantra [ i.e., Anuyoga] , the defi

nition of "anuyoga" is the assertion that the completion stage of prajfhi 
is nondual space and wisdom. If divisions are made, there are three. 1he 

ground is the primordially pure intrinsic nature of the deity of nondual 

space and wisdom, and the path is the meditation upon this. TI1C result is 

" _yeshe rolpa (ye shes rol pa) 
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. hlt l ifetime, the kava of exaltation·' will be actualized. As it states 
chat, 1n t ' - - ' . b h , 11tra ot the Supreme Vztal Essence: 
in t e t.l 

1he dear-l ight nature of mind 

Is the nonduality of space and wisdom.  

Whoever meditates in the state of this exaltation 

Will ach ieve the result of fully enlightened buddhahood 
In that lifetime. 

Thus, it is. 

For the nomiual tantra [ i.e., Atiyoga] , there are also two. The defini-

tion of"ati" is the very nature of the unborn, or the essence of everything. 

Hence, this is what is meant by "phenomena are primordial ly awakened." 

If divisions are made, there are three. The ground is that phenomena com
prise che appearances of sarpsara and enlightenment and are, by nature, 
primordially awakened. The path is the indivisibility of the generation and 
completion stages, transcending hope and fear concerning both acceptance 
and rejection. The result is to fully abide upon the ground of the spontane
ously perfect Samantabhadra in the present moment. [ r 6s ]  Hence, every
thing is perfected in this vehicle. In the Branch [ Magical lvfanifestation 
Matrix] , it states: 

The king of self-awareness realizes 
The meaning of the nature of evenness. 
And with these great methods that realize the meaning of the 

unsurpassed, 
Just as all rivers merge into the great ocean, 
All inconceivable vehicles ofliberation 
Merge here without exclusion. 

Th . .  us, It rs. This completes the overview. 

' dewachenp k (bd 1 1 _ _ . • . 

b t' l 0 u e oa rocn po sku, mt�ht!SukhilktZ_ytz) ;  enhghrened body of exalranon zg e cho · ( 1 . :g g1 trJ:g !e mrhog gi) 
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2.1.3.2.2.r.2.4.2 1he Exposition 

Second, for the exposition, there are three : the divisions of the vehicles, 
the way they are taught with their corresponding antidotes, and the entire 
explanation of the meaning. 

First, even all fully endowed teachings of the nirmal_lakaya are revealed 
within the five vehicles as follows. In order to tame all sentient beings, 
there are the teachings on the ten virtues, the four concentrations, and the 
four states of formlessness that correspond to the vehicles of the desire, 
form, and formless god realms and the ten virtues lthat correspond] to 
the vehicle of human beings. By meditating on the Four Truths with 
acceptance and rejection as the objective and by practicing the thirty
seven branches of awakening, realizing the state of a foe destroyer is the 
vehicle of the hearers. By meditating on dependent arising and the five 
paths, to arrive on the ground of supreme wish-fulfilling exaltation is the 
vehicle of the solitary realizers. To realize twofold selflessness, practice 
the ten paramitas, and actualize the state ofbuddhahood is the vehicle of 
the bodhisattvas. [ r 6 6 ]  To recognize phenomena as the three mal_lqalas 
and meditate on the profound path, the attainment of liberation in that 
lifetime is the vehicle of unsurpassed Secret Mantra. 

For the second, due to conceptual ignorance in the minds of sentient 
beings, all passions-twenty-one thousand each for desire, anger, and delu
sion as well as all three combined-are generated. The antidotes for all 
eighty-four thousand passions arc the three baskets of the Vinaya," Siitra,b 

and Abhidharma,' and the basket of Mantrad that serves as the antidote 

for all three [poisons] .  Each [basket] has twenty-one thousand [ catego
ries] ,  so combined there are eighty-four thousand categories of teachings 
that were taught by all the buddhas manifesting as self-occurring wisdom 
according to the faculties of those to be tamed. Even now, these teach

ings are being taught throughout the ten directions of the world with no 

restriction or boundary, and in the future they will also be taught. 
For the third, as for all of these enumerations of the doctrine taught as 

five vehicles, they are more exalted than the ordinary mind that believes 
only in coarse external grasping. On the vehicle of the hearers, the selfless-

' dufuM ( 'duf ba, vinayapitaka); basket of monastic discipline 
h do de'i de niid (mdo sde'i sde snod, st<trapitab); basket ofthe Buddha's words 
' cbo ngon pa'i de nod (chos mngon pa'i sde snod, abhidharmapitaka); basket of higher doctrine 

d ngt�k kyi de nod (sngag.< kyi sde snod, mdntmpi(ilk,1) 
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ffix<Ition as the genuine truth ofpardess particles can be understood. 11ess o 
ind that is instantaneous is also understood to be selfless, which 

1he rn 
.d L fi . h . . If" KS the anti ote ror xatmg upon t e aggregates as an ex1stmg se . 

becon · 

On rhe vehicle of solitary realizers: by realizing that the outer appear-

of objects is ultimately nonexistent even as partless particles, the 
ance 

relative appears like a reflectio
,
n in a pond. [ r 67] Knowing that the outer 

source of dependent arising is false-if there is ignorance-then from [the 

link of] perception until old age and death, [dependent arising] will occur. 

Ifignorance is arrested: knowing that the wheel of existence a l l  the way to 

old age and death will be reversed, then the selflessness of the person [ is 

realized] and [the selflessness] of outer and inner phenomena is partially 

realized. Through meditating upon the inner origination of dependent 

arising, the antidote of partially understanding the selflessness of phenom

ena is applied. 

In this way, along with having realized the selflessness of the person 
and partial selflessness of phenomena, bodhisattvas realize that the mind 
of confusion that fixates upon the self of phenomena with a meditative 
antidote is nonexistent. Due to that, it is held that they [ i.e., bodhisattvas] 
are more exalted because, on the vehicle ofbodhisattvas, twofold selfless
ness is fully realized. 

The vehicle of gods and humans teaches that all positive and negative 
karmic causes and karmic results will never be thwarted. In the One 
Hundredfold Karma, it states: 

All karma, even after one hundred kalpas, 
Will never be thwarted; for when the timing converges, 
Everyone must experience the maturity of those results. 

So it is. 
This [vehicle] is more exalted than the view held bv atheists, who do 

not believe in the hw of cause and result. In addition
·
, it is necessary to 

rely upon the vehicle of gods and humans in order to [ 168]  accom�lish 
libe · ratiOn, as stated in the jewel Garland:" 

If one's actions are in accord with a well-born human life, the 
journey to the gods' realm is not far ;  if one's actions are in 

a rinchen treng wa (,.·in cen phreng ba, ratn:ilhJ-ii); Nagarj una 
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accord with a well-born godly life, gradually liberation will be 
approached. 

Thus, and the quote continues: 

Whoever has the correct view of the world-no matter what 
their status may be-

Will not fall to lower realms, even for a thousand lifetimes. 

So it is. 
By knowing that the three doors are primordially the three maQ<;lalas, 

there are no ordinary appearances ; so the karmic causes and karmic 
results of fixating upon material substance and characteristics will have 
no effect on the body, will not be able to affect the speech, and there will 
be no affect on the mind. The ultimate emptiness of fundamental reality 
is realized on the supreme vehicle of unsurpassed Secret Mantra. 

2.I.J.2.2.2 A Specific Explanation Concerning the Intrinsic Nature ofSentient 

Beings and Phenomena 

This has two parts: 

1 lntrimic nature of sarpsara as the nature of phenomena 

2 How rhe intrinsic nature of phenomena is ineffable 

Second, for the specific explanation concerning the intrinsic nature of 
those to be tamed and phenomena, there are two: revealing how the intrin
sic nature of sarpsara is the nature of phenomena and how the intrinsic 
nature of phenomena is ineffable. 

2.I.J.2.2.2.J Intrinsic iVature olSmttstira as the Nature ofPhenomena 

For the first, there are six: determining the connection with the meaning 
based on ignorance, the way satpsara appears, how this [ i .e., sarpsara] is 
the intrinsic nature of phenomena the moment it appears, how confused 
appearances arc the magical manifestations of the mind, how confused 
thoughts arc baseless from the root, and how conceptual thoughts are the 
play of wisdom. 

First, having revealed the magical manifestation of the four ways ro 
tame, [ r 6 9] then all tathagatas of self-appearances express the aphorislll 
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. his way. Second, concerning the outer and inner impure phenomena 
1� \e un iverse and inhabitants, whatever those may be, it is the drearn-
0 t 

fused phenomena of the world. Unaware of the way things abide 
!ike con · 

. ordiallv awakened, one is shrouded bv this slumber of ignorance. 
as pnm , . . . ' . . 

wing to the contnbutmg Circumstance of conceptual duality, the vaned 
d� . 1· t" of the outer objects and the inner diversity of sentient beings lim-1vers J • • • • 

. I lv aopear. Through the root cause of confusion, the result of confused 1t ess . r 

erception emerges; and both the outer and inner dependent arising of 

�entient beings revolve like the rotation of a carriage wheel. The various 

forms 0fhappiness and sorrow are then experienced based upon the dif

ferences between objects and appearances that continuously emerge from 

one round of existence to another. 

For the third-although appearing as such-this never departs from 
being the intrinsic nature of sarpsara as the great, primordially liberated 
nature of phenomena, the perfection of evenness. Hence, this is the nature 
of emptiness. This is similarly stated in the King oJSamddhi: 

0 heirs of the victorious ones, 
All material things are entirely destructible. 
The totality of existence is primordially empty. 

The learned will not dispute this 
With spiritually immature heretics 
Who hold to an adventitious emptiness. [ 170]  

Thus, i t  is. 
lhe moment sarpsara appears, the fact that it is ultimately nonexistent 

is the perfectly correct fundamental nature. The mode of the magical 
play of relativity merely appears as duality; yet, if examined, this resembles 
the phenomena of dreams and the mind of the dreamer, neither of which 
exist separatelv. Similarly, there is no self as the wanderer and no self that 
grasps to obje�tive phe�omena as other than self, because this is the mind 
appearing as such. Ihe sutra Descent to Lm;kd similarly describes this: 

If this mind that lacks true, inherent existence 
Sees external objects as real, it is mistaken. 
All appcara11ces are just as they seem 
To a mind that is deranged by habits. 

1hus, it is. 
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Hence, when saqlSara appears, this [nature] i s  perfectly pure; and 
because-within the perfectly pure nature of phenomena-the basic 
space of self-appearances is a primordial, single mode of being, this wis
dom mind of the spontaneously perfect dharmakaya is the great primordial 
pervasion and unity of sarpsara and enlightenment. It is similarly stated in 
the Root ofPrajnd: 

Both sarpsara and enlightenment have not the slightest distinc
tion; any distinction between these two never existed, not even 
as extremely subtle. 

Thus it is, and in The Ornament of Clear Realization, it states: 

Existence and quiescence are the nature of evenness . . .  

Thus, it is. 
For the fourth, due to self and self-possessiveness, the mind grasps 

to both self and all others as separate. Aside from only being one's own 
incorrect understanding, ultimately this is nonexistent. If one attempted 
to discover where this incorrect understanding exists, not even the sub
tlest aspect of phenomena would be found to exist. [ r7 r ]  Hence, there is 
no nature of phenomena more profound than this that actually exists. 
This is because incorrect understanding itself abides as the nature of phe
nomena. It is similarly stated in Master Padma's teaching on the Union 
with Buddha: 

Once concepts are understood to be the nature of phenomena, 
There is no other space of phenomena to meditate upon. 

Thus, it is. 
In Generation and Completion,' it also states: 

The obstructing force of conceptualization 
Originates from one's mind. 
Once the mind's primordially pure nature is known, 
The so-called obstructing force will not be otherwise. 

' kyed dz.ok (bskyed rdz.ogs) 
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this is similar. 

Solhcse dualistic appearances of sa1psara that are dreamlike appearances 

d n incorrect conceptualizations concerning objects are utilized base o 
b h . 1. . h I [ "  h b" tivelv y t e mcorrect conceptua Izanons t emse ves r.e., t c 

SU JeC 
• ] " 1  h h 

. f" . 1 . [ "d £ rehender . [\. t oug appeanng as con uswn: u timatc y, as1 e nom 

bap� the fundamental nature of the mind just as it is, this has never been e1ng 
therwise. This is similar to how, when the four elements transform, these 

:ever waver from being part of space, or how concepts that are refuted or 

proven do not depart from the nature of mind. It states in 17Je All-Cm1ting 

Monarch: 

Just as things appear as the single nature as it is, 
No one should ever attempt to adjust this. 

From this uncontrived king of evenness, 
The nonconceptual wisdom mind of the dharmakaya 
Is spontaneously accomplished. 

Thus, it is. 
Fifth, with [ 1 72] dualistic, confused appearances of incorrect under

standing as the root cause, the resultant proliferation of this is how 
appearances connect from one moment to the next. Although there 
seems to he continuity, if analyzed, it does not exist. The nature of aware
ness is the basic space of phenomena free from base or root abiding as 
the original, perfectly pure fundamental nature. Even at the moment vari
ous phenomena appear, there is no continuity since the characteristics are 
fleeting and fragmented. In addition, since the moment of the past has 
ceased, the future has not occurred; and if the moment of the present is 
analyzed, not even a mere instant actually exists since there is no outer, 
inner, or in between. Hence, this manner of abiding is the very nature 
of awareness-the primordial, perfectly pure basic space of phenomena, 
like the sky. 

In the surra Inconceivable Amassing of the Rare and Supreme, it states: 

0 Kashyapa !  Wherever this mind is sought: 
If from within, in actuality, no evidence will be seen. 
If from without, no evidence will be seen. 
And even from between these two, 
Nothing will be seen since the mind is like the sky. 
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Thus, it is. 
For the sixth, the nature of all mental perceptions is that they are the 

domain of primordial awakening. The various man ifestalions of the sub
jective mind arise and are mastered as the originally pure nature of phe
nomena, self-appearing wisdom utilizing wisdom itself. Since grasping 
to self and others, acceptance, and rejection-the entire continuum of 
concepts arising as the five poisons-are all the play of wisdom, [ 17 3 ]  
this is  the perfectly pure, unsurpassed supreme vehicle. Ihe All-Creating 
lv1on,znh states: 

It is taught that even desire, hatred, and delusion 
Come from the path of great awakening. 
Even the five qualities and their conduct 
Arc the ornaments of the space of phenomena. 

Thus, and the quote continues: 

Just as things occur without intention and without 
purification, 

Wisdom is born from concepts themselves. 

Thus, and:  

However much all thoughts and recollections 
Are left uncontrived 
Will determine how they are understood to be the creator of all. 

Thus, it is. 

2.1.3.2.2.2.2 How the Intrinsic Nature ofPhenornena Is In1f,ib!e 

Second, for the explanation of the nature of phenomena as ineffable, 
there are six: an explanation of the unsurpassed vehicle that is the result 
of renunciation through the four vehicles; an explanation of how phe
nomena are magical manifestations without true existence; although the 
teacher and teachings are without transition or change, for the purpose 
of those to be tamed, an explanation of how they tame in whatever way 
is necessary; an explanation of how the natural Secret Essence [ Tantm] is 
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the basis for the manifestation of all vehicles; an explanation of how this 
[tantra] is the general commentary for all sutras and tantras; and how, 
fundamentally, all of this is nonexistent and merely designated through 
names and words. 

First, based on the four individual vehicles previously taught, renuncia
tion is [generated] toward that which is opposed to their goal, such as the 
suffering of sarrsara and the lower vehicles. When renunciation through 
those vehicles is final :  [ 17  4] by then encountering the unsurpassed vehi
cle of the natural Great Perfection, one will then abide on the ground of 
buddha-the result of the sole nature of phenomena that transcends the 
exertion of accepting and rejecting. The All-Creating Monarch states : 

Even the nine vehicles of the Buddha 
Are paths leading to the natural Great Perfection. 
By realizing that this nature of phenomena 
Free from accepting and rejecting 
Is uncontrived and without coming and going, 
This spontaneous presence pervades everything. 

Thus, it is. 
Second, when a practitioner who has thoroughly realized the meaning 

of the fundamental nature incisively analyzes all apparent phenomena of 
sarpsara and enlightenment within the fundamental nature that is inher
ently nonexistent, anything can seem to exist through the circumstance 
of the way things appear. This can be understood by analogies, such as the 
phantasmagoria of the sky, magic, reflections, and others. In the King of 
Samddhi, it  states: 

Just as from within a cloudless sky 
Clouds will instantly amass-
As they occur, they disappear; 
So what was once a cloud mass is no more. 
Look to see from where they first appeared. 
Phenomena should be understood as such. 

Just as when in the midst of many people 
A magician emanates diverse forms, such as 
Horses, elephants, and carriages [ 1 7 5 ]-
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A s  they appear, there is  n o  thought they are not real. 
Phenomena should be understood as such. 

Just as when the moon arises in a pristine sky 
Its reflection appears within lakes-
Yet the water moons are empty and artificial, 
W'ithout essence-
Phenomena should be understood as such. 

Just as on a springtime afternoon 
Those who are wandering and tormented by thirst 
See a mirage as a body of water-
Yet, if examined, there is no water at all
Phenomena should be understood as such. 

Thus, and in the Sutra Requested by }onpa,' it states: 
0 Jonpa, just as in the face of a mirror 
An entire face will appear-
Yet it does not inherently exist in that way
Phenomena should be understood as such. 

Thus, this is similar. 
Phenomena lack true, inherent existence, yet appear. At the moment of 

appearing, it must be understood that the nature-like a magical manifes
tation-exists nowhere. 

Third, a buddha such as Samantabhadra, who has accomplished the two 
aims and achieved the ultimate destination, continuously abides through
out all times as the three kayas-free from meeting and parting-and will 
not pass into nirval}a. His fully endowed teachings of the entire doctrine 
will also never vanish, since they are present throughout the three times 
as the nature, free from transition and change. [ 176 )  Likewise, it is stated 
in the Sacred Golden Lightb sutra: 

Just as the Buddha did not pass beyond sorrow, 
The teachings, too, will not vanish. 

,jon pq zhz< P•' 'i do (/jon P•'-' zhus pa 'i mdo) 
h ser· od dtlmpa (gser 'od rlarn p.t) 
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Buddha's intrinsic nature as the three kayas is permanent and always 
abiding, as stated in the ,')ittra that Reveczls the 1hree Kti__vas:;' 

The dharmakaya is permanent by nature; 
The sambhogakaya is permanent as a cominuum; 
·n,e nirmal)akaya is permanent through uninterrupted 

continuity. 

Thus, and in Uttaratantra, it states :  

By the glory of truth, the demon of death i s  conquered. Since 
there is no true, inherent nature, the protector of the world is 
permanent. 

Thus, and in Entering the ;\fiddle J,J;ilJ, it states: 

The peacefu l  kaya clearly appears like a wish-granring rree and, 
like a wish-fulfilling jewel, has no concepts. Until all wanderers 
are liberated, this is permanent as the wealth of the world. 

Thus, it is. 
In addition, in some scriptures, the dharmakaya and sambhogakaya are 

held to be permanent. The nirmaJ)akaya originates from them and appears 
to beings like a water moon bur, otherwise from the perspective of those to 
be tamed, does not inherently exist. lt is, therefore, held to be permanent 
only as the nature of phenomena, which is beyond permanence or imper
manence. ln rh is way, even though the nature of the three kayas is free from 
meeting or parting and wiiliout transition or change : from within them, 
spontaneously p resent emanations appear like the twelve deeds [ rn] in 
order to tame all ignorant sentient beings lacking the recognition of the 
fundamental nature and to bring them to maturity and liberation. As a 
nirmaryakaya, [a buddha] naturally manifests in harmony with the phe
nomena of each individual. When the final aim is complete, the state of 
passing beyond sorrow is  then revealed. The Uttamtantra states: 
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With the method of  taming in  harmony with the faculties of 
those to be tamed, the activity of taming occurs. With that as 
the objective and at the appropriate time, buddhas are always 
engaged in spontaneous presence. 

In the surra Sacred Golden Light, it states: 

111C Conqueror, Buddha, is inconceivable ; 
The Tathagata is the permanent kaya. 
In order to benefit all beings, 
Numerous emanations are revealed. 

So, this is similar. 
Fourth, the basket of the Vinaya emphasizes the training of surpassing 

discipline. In the Ornament of the Classes ojSutra, it states : 

Given that downfalls, their causes, the wish to be released, 
renunciation, the person, the law, and the distinctions are all 
thoroughly identified, that is Vinaya. 

Thus, it is. The basket of Siitra emphasizes the training of the surpassing 
mind, as the quote continues: 

Given that it explains the meaning of phenomena, including all 
places and their characteristics, that is Surra. 

Thus, it is. The basket of Abhidharma emphasizes the training of surpass
ing prajfia, as the quote continues: 

Given that it  repeatedly makes things evident and suppression 
through splendor is realized, that is Abhidharma. 

Thus, it is. [ 17 8 ] 
Kriya[tantra] emphasizes bathing and cleanliness, as well as the sama

yas that correspond to body and speech. To accomplish the awakened 
state through conduct that is in accord with action tantra and the view 
according to Yogatantra is Upa[tantra] . Except for merely supporting the 
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conduct of body and speech, that which emphasizes meditation is the 
supreme state of accomplishment through Yoga[tamra] . The tantras of 
enlightened body, such as Yamdntaka" and others, emphasize the teach
ing of the generation stage of method; and the tantras of enlightened 
speech, such as Hayagrivab and others, emphasize the teachings of the 
completion stage of prajna. The tantras of enlightened mind, such as the 
Gathering of Secrets, the Vajra Heruka,' and so forth, teach the indivisible 
intrinsic nature. All extremely renowned, sacred doctrines throughout 
the immeasurable pure lands of the buddhas of the ten directions emanate 
from this intrinsic nature of the Secret Essence, the fundamental nature 
ofMahasandhi, where the ultimate meanings of all philosophies and their 
essence are subsumed. This is stated in The All-Creating A1onarch: 

The general meaning and the specific
Everything is subsumed 
Within the intrinsic nature ofMahasandhi. 
As the essence of them all, 
There is nothing not included here. 

Thus, it is. 
Fifth is that the natural secret of this Secret Essence-the fundamen

tal nature of phenomena-is the basis for all six classes of Tantra and 
the three baskets, as well as their source. [ 179 )  Since this synthesizes the 
essence of the genuine meaning, it is the definitive ground to be ascer
tained, the object ascertained, and that which ascertains all [other vehi
cles] . In The All-Creating Monarch, it states: 

The nature and essence 
Of all tantras and baskets is included here 
In this general commentary 
For all siitras and tantras. 

Thus, it is. 

" shinjeshed (r;shin rje gshec[) 

b t,zmdrin (rta mgrin) 
' pti! Jtlng d,zk (dp,dy,mg d,tg) or dmje tmk tiing (rrlo rjt· khmg 'thung) 
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Sixth, hence, this reveals how the five vehicles are established and that 
the objects to be determined-namely, all apparent phenomena ofsaq1sara 
and enlightenment-lack true, inherent existence and arc merely desig
nated through labels. In the siitras, it states: 

0 Rabjor! Phenomena are mere designations, 
Indications that in truth have no inherent existence. 

Thus, it is. 
\Vho is the designator? It is taught by the Buddha, teacher of gods 

and humans, that these unceasing appearances themselves are tempo
rarily placed in the category of the meaning of relative truth. So-called 
saq1sara, enlightenment, the aggregates, elements, sense sources, and so 
forth all came to be labeled through names and words so that the genu
inc fundamental nature could be comprehended. In fact, at the moment 
of teaching using designated names and words, those names and words 
arc actually nonexistent. Thus, when the term "sky" is expressed, that 
name and the word do not exist in the nature of the sky. [ r So] The name 
and the word "sky" do not exist even in the body or the m ind. Since the 
name and word "sky" are not to be found anywhere, there is actually no 
material substance or anything to identify. It should be understood that 
these [ labels] arc indivisible with the notion of "sky"; and even though 
the mind associates names and words with phenomena, names and words 
are nonexistent. 

In the KingojSamadhi, it states: 

Just as-when someone gives birth to a child
The name bequeathed is other than the child 
And cannot be found from without or within, 
Phenomena should be understood as such. 

Thus, there is the aphorism "phenomena are incfE1blc." 

2.I.J.2.2.J Sa,tzJ,im ,;nd Enlightenment !J}ntheJized t1J the Sel/AppeamnceJ 

rfA1ind mzd TViJdom 

Third, for the meaning of sarpsara and enlightenment synthesized as the 
self. appearances of mind and wisdom, there are two explanations: express-
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ing the root cause for revealing this as self-appearances and the actual way 
this is revealed. 

Having expressed the intrinsic nature of all phenomena, then the secret 
itself of this maQ<;i.ala of the tathagatas as indivisible method and prajfta 
is revealed as the self-appearances of m ind and wisdom. "This speech" 
originates from that nature of vajra enlightened body, speech, mind, 
qualities, and activities. 

For the second, there are two: an explanation of how the confused 
appearances of sentient beings are the self-appearances of the mind and 
[ r 8 r ]  an explanation ofhow the pure-land appearances ofbuddhas are the 
self-appearances of wisdom. F irst, in order to reveal the marvel of every
thing that self-appears, there is the expression "ah ho." Due to the root 
cause of the perpetually fixated five aggregates at the time of sarpsara, the 
multitudes of confused appearances and all shortcomings that form the 
basis for the three planes of existence arise from the notions of "self' and 
"mine." \Vhen there is the confusion of sarpsara, the individual appear
ances of the six mind streams of beings will arise, such as the gods and 
so forth ; and when their life forces cease, there is death. The varieties of 
individual bodies perceive their respective appearances as the dwelling 
places of the gods and others, possessing an abundance of nectar, sugar 
cane, and so forrh. 1"3 That is followed by death and the inevitable plunge to 
lower realms as the confused wheel of suffering and the like, meaning the 
diverse aspects of phenomena, including states of bliss and indifference. 
These arc all created by the ignorance of beings w·ho experience dream
like mental confusion based on habits and mistaken perceptions con
cerning self-appearances. Aside from these, there is nothing that exists 
externally for any other reason. Similarly, it is stated in the A1indfulness 
qfClose Placement:" 

Varieties of form, abundance, and 
The experience of joy and sorrow 
Are all created and emanated by the m ind; [ r82] 
Except for the mind, there is nothing at all. 
For instance, [they are] just l ike dreams. 

So, this is similar. 

' drenpa nrer zhak (rlran pa nrer gzhag) 
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For the second, phenomena are the intrinsic nature o f  sarpsara and 
enlightenment, primordially awakened [and] the nature of emptiness 
possessing the supreme of all."·'44 The enlightened mind of self-originating 
wisdom has mastered self-discerning awareness and primordially knows 
the selflessness of persons and phenomena. All phenomenal appearances 
that are grasped as external objects, the objects to be conceptualized, 
and the internally fixated mind-the conceptualist-are mastered by 
the mind of wisdom that is without duality. Since this mastery over phe
nomena is more exalted than any other, it is the astonishing three kayas 
and great wisdom of enlightened speech appearing as the vehicles and the 
two wisdom minds of omniscience. Even all of the immeasurable quali
ties, spontaneously present activities, inconceivable pure lands, and so 
forth are only the self-appearances of buddha's wisdom and do not exist 
elsewhere. This wisdom nature itself appears in this way as the inconceiv
able phenomena ofkayas, pure lands, activities, and the like. In the Superb 
lvfonarch, it states: 

However many kayas, wisdom pure lands, 
Qualities, and activities there are, 
Wisdom will appear in this way [ r 83] 
Spontaneously present like this, not existing elsewhere. 

Thus, it is. 
Hence, everything is the great array of self-appearances and not other

wise. These are the words of the tantra of the secret vajra nature. 

2.I.J.2.J A Synopsis ofthe Afeaning at Hand 

Third, the synopsis of the meaning at hand is that the six sages mani
fest ffom great compassion-countless in number-to teach the many 
vehicles, as well as the teachings given by all the tathagatas. All of this 
is synthesized in the intrinsic nature that is ineffable and revealed as the 
appearances of mind and wisdom and known by the original Tathagata 
himself 

" n:<m ki:m chog deng_yi tongpa nyid (rnam kun mchog lrLzn g_yi stongpa nyid) 
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From the ineffable meaning of the intrinsic nature of the Secret Essence 

Definitive Nature just As It Is, this completes the commentary for the 
third chapter that establishes all phenomena of satpsara and enlighten
ment as the originally pure nature of phenomena-appearing yet lacking 
true, inherent existence. 
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Chapter Four 

2.2 The H/ay Both Peac�{ul and Wrathful Ma7J4alas Afan!fest 

This has two parts: 

r TI1e spontaneously present peaceful mal)qala 

2. The manifest wrathful mal)<)ala 

THE SEC OND SECTION continues with how, from that [ compassion] , 141 
the peaceful and wrathful mar:u;ialas manifest. Here, there are two : reveal
ing the spontaneously present peaceful mal)c;iala and an explanation con
cerning the manifest wrathful mal)c;l.ala. 

2.2.1 The Spontaneously Present Peaceful Ma7J4ala 

This has three parts: 

r TI1e ground-generation of the mal_l<;\ala and conferral of empowerment 

2 TI1c path-generation and completion stages 

lhe result-praising the intrinsic nature of wisdom and kayas 

For the first, there are three: the ground-generation of the mat)c;iala and 
conferral of empowerment, the path-generation and completion stages, 
and [ r84] the result-praising the intrinsic nature of wisdom and kayas. 

2.2.1.1 The Ground-Generation of the iHa7Jrjala and Cor�;fen-al ofEmpoum·ment 

This has two parts: 

r A general explanation of the intrinsic nature of the three maQqalas 

2 A specific explanation of the method of empowerment conferral 

For the first, there are two : a general explanation of the intrinsic nature of 
the three mai)<;lalas and a specific explanation of the method of empower
ment conferral. 
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2.2. 1.£.£  A General Explmwtion of the lntrinsi( li1ture ofthe Three i\IJ,z�z(l,zla.< 

This ha, three parts: 

I The maQ<)ala of the cloud of causal syllables 

2 From that, the mal)Qala of samadh i that arisics 

3 The illustrative mai�<;lala that reveals this maQ<)ala 

For the first, there are three: the maJ!c.iala of the cloud of causal syllables ;  
from that, the mal).c.lala ofsamadhi that arises; and the illustrative maJ!c.lala 
that reveals this nuJ;tc.lala. 

2.2.I.I.I.I The lvfar.tda!a ofthe Cloud ofCausal L\>ll11bles 

This has two parts: 

I Establishing the maQ<,Iala of the cloud of syllables 

2 1he stages for that accomplishment 

The first has two : establishing the maJ!c.lala of the cloud of syllables and the 
stages for that accomplishment. 

2.2. 1. l.I.I.I Est11blishing the J.'vil1JJ4all1 of the Ooud oj.'lylL1bles 

1his has two parts: 

I TI1e overview 

2 The exposition 

For the first, there are two: the overview and the exposition. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.I.I Ihe Overview 

This has two parts: 

I A general explanation 

2 TI1e specific explanation 

The first has two : a general and specific explanation. 

2. 2.I. I.I.I.I. l. l A Geneml!Oxplmltltion 

For the first, there are three : the definition of the syllables, the character
istics, and the divisions. 

F irst, to define the term "ah kshilra:' ah means "to negate" and kshara 
means "to change." Thi� indicates that [the syllables'] nature is unchanging 
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and capable of clarifying meanings. Concerning this : some grammarians 
assert that-among both the syllable and the image of the syllable-the 
syllable is the general aspect of sound understood by both speaker and lis
tener, and the image is the written form of the syllable. Through reading, 
the general image of the syllable joins with the sound to clarify the meaning. 

The characteristics are that [the syllables] are brought together by non
associated, compositional factors [ 185 ]  and arise externally as the voice of 
an individual with the trait of its meaning. 

If divisions are made, there are sixteen vowels and thirty-four conso
nants that are considered to be short, long, and very elongated. "Short" 
refers to the pronunciation of a single [vowel] such as k11. "Long" is the 
pronunciation of two, such as kil [with an 11h chung or short a] . "Extremely 
elongated" includes three [syllables]  such as eh with a double vowel e, oh 
with a double vowel o, and so forth. All these sounds are considered heavy 
[syllables ] . '·•" Each of these has the three gender-based distinctions of male, 
female, and neutral. If one were to ask where they all originate-for exam
ple, like pa, tsa, y11, and ah, from the mouth, tongue, palate, and back of the 
throat-the cause for their origin is as it states in the Door ofSpeak" 

All functions of speech are generated from the places of articu
lation through functionality, conceptualization, two winds, 
vowels, and consonants, as well as their aspects. 

Therefore, speech is generated from these seven causes. To explain this 
individually, the quote continues: 

The places of articulation are the root cause, functionality is 
the cause for invoking, [and] similarly conceptualization is the 
cause for invoking [speech] .  B11 Jil ta is like wind in the trees 
that functions to move the branches, 147 sho so is like a horse and 
rider occurring simultaneously, '"  and the vowels and conso
nants [ I!l6]  are the root cause for pervading all sound. Similar 
to the aspect of the appearance of sound, th is  is called the "root 
cause of equal fortune." 

Thus, it is. 

' mil go (smm sgo ) ;  Rongzom Chi:ikyi Zangpo 
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2. 2. 1. t. t.t.I.I. 2 The /-,pecifi.c Explanation 
Second, for the specific explanation, there are three : the nature of the 
syllables, the divisions, and their purpose. First, when the originally pure 
intrinsic nature of the mind appears in the aspect of syllables, this becomes 
the support for the inexhaustible ornamental wheel of enl ightened body, 
speech, and mind. If one wonders where [the syllables] abide, they rely 
upon the vital essence within the four chakras and the individual channels 
of all buddhas and sentient beings. Additionally, by the lucidity of the 
colors and qualities [of the syllables] ,  the consciousness becomes lucid, 
faculties sharpen, and prowess increases. \Vhen the form of the syllables is 
unclear, an abundance of stupidity and deficiency ensues. By meditating 
upon [syllables] in the heart and so forth, their color and qualities increase 
to become the root cause for the source of siddhi. 

If divisions are defined, they are the syllables of the channels that abide 
in the body, the syllables of the deities of the palace, the syllables of magical 
emanation, and the syllables of symbolic sound. For the first, within each 
individual class of tantra, there are many explanations about how syllables 
abide within the channels and chakras. According to this [ tanrra], om, ah, 
and hung-these three-abide in the crown, throat, and heart. In the heart 
arc the forty-two syllables of the peaceful deities and in the crown the fifty
eight syllables of the heruka wrathful deities. It is taught that, by including 
the syllables of the enlightened body, speech, and mind of the one hundred 
families together, there are one hundred and three [syllables] .  [ 1 87] It is 
also taught that, temporarily, the six impure seed syllables of the beings 
of the six classes are the basis for the purification; and by the method of 
the deities' syllables, the purification of those [ impure] syllables naturally 
occurs. 

Concerning the syllables of the six beings : at the crown is ah, at the 
throat is tri, at the heart is nri, at the navel is su, at the secret place is pre, 
and on the soles of the feet is du. It is explained that the habits and karma 
of taking rebirth as the individual six classes of beings depends on these 
syllables. These six [syllables] that are the basis for the purification, as well 
as the one hundred and three [wisdom syllables] that purify, all abide in 
the body. The syllables of the deities of the palace are that, while meditat
ing upon the deities, syllables are generated in the individual places within 
the mai_J.qala. The syllables of the emanation of magic are that, from the 
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vajra body, speech, and mind of the buddha's sambhogakaya, clouds of 
syllables emerge and radiate myriad emanations to accomplish the pur
pose of beings. The syllables of sound are the individual sounds recited as 
mantra. 

The purpose is that, in order to accomplish the point of the individual 
syllables, the syllables of the channels serve as the support for all kayas and 
wisdom, free from meeting or parting. The syllables of the deities are the 
basis from which the individual deities emanate, and their function is to 
uphold the authentic purpose of the generation and completion stages. 
The syllables of emanation bring limitless benefit for sentient beings, and 
the syllables of sound are the root cause for accomplishing Secret Mantra. 
Furthermore, here all other syllables emanate from the syllable ah, as stated 
in the Precious Compendium Tantra:" [ r88]  

The syllable ah originates from space. 
From ah, all gatherings of syllables radiate without exception. 

Thus, it is. 
Here, although the consonants are complete, the vowels are incom

plete-meaning they are inherent [within the consonants J .  This is due to 
congruency with the enumerations of deities. For instance, the elongated 
ah is inherent within the brush stroke.b The two circles next to the ah are 
inherent in the dot.L The elongated ah and the nasal sound of am are com
bined with o, so that ah and o are inherent in om. The neutral syllables ri ri 
li li-these four-are inherent within the consonants ra and fa. Together, 
there are forty-two. Their original ah is the inherent source of all other 
syllables. Since this is being taught according to the inherent nature of 
the syllables: by combining o [with ah] ,  it becomes part of the syllable om. 
Hence, if one were to wonder where these garlands of syllables actually 
originate, it is as stated in the Precious Compendium Tantra: 

The five syllables such as ka and so forth 
Are the intrinsic nature of the throat's enlightened speech. 

" kiin di< rinpoche'i g_yii (kun 'dus rin po che'i rgyud) 
h shed (shttd) 
c tsek (tsheg,) 
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Second, the five syllables such as tsa and so forth 
Are the intrinsic nature of the half-moon shaped tongue. 
Third, the five syllables such as ta and so forth 
Are the intrinsic nature of the tip of the tongue. 
Fourth, the five syllables such as pa and so forth 
Are said to originate from the lips. '"'9 

From the point between the eyebrows of the sambhogakaya 
buddha appears the tamer ofsarpsara-syllable ya. 

From the waist of the sambhogakaya buddha appears the dis
peller of delusion-syllable wa. [ r 89 ]  

From the hips of  the sambhogakaya buddha appears the 
incinerator of desire-syllable ra. 

From the shoulder of the sambhogakaya buddha appears the 
destroyer of concepts-syllable Ia. 

From the eternal knot in the heart appears the purifier of 
characteristics-syllable sha. 

From the wheels of radiant light in the palms of the hand 
appears the reveller of magic-syllable ka [reversed sha ] .  

From the navel, located below the [level o f  the] elbow, 
appears the eliminator of desire-syllable sa. 

From the wheels of radiant light at the soles [of the feet] 
appears the incinerator of obstruction-syllable ha. 

From the secret place like the sky appears the source of 
magic-syllable cha [ ka reversed sha ] .  

From the eyes of  the sambhogakaya buddha appear the intrin
sic nature syllables e ee. 

From the ears of the sambhogakaya buddha appear the intrin
sic nature syllables oo ()_Q_. 

From the nostrils of the sambhogakaya buddha appear the 
intrinsic nature syllables eh eh. 

From the crown protuberance of the sambhogakaya buddha 
appears the syllable of the victorious ones as om. 

Thus, it is. 
These syllables radiate like clouds from the kayas of the buddhas to 

become the seed syllables for generating the ma1)<;lala, as well as naturally 
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abiding within the channels of sentient beings. Rongzom PaQ<Jita said 
that, in addition to these forty-two syllables, there is e, which resembles 
an elephant's nose, an elongated ah like an arrow and the two circles with 
ah that resemble the eyes ofMaheshvara. These three are inherent within 
all syllables; and if counted, [the syllables ]  total forty-five. [ 190] Some call 
these "the three syllables of enlightened body, speech, and mind." Never
theless, according to the syllables, they abide as previously described. It is 
also held that the latter explanation is applicable as it pertains to the dei
ties. In this context, it is considered that the head of the syllables resembles 
an elephant's nose, 150 the two circles resemble the eyes, and the brush stroke 
resembles an arrow. The overview is now complete. 

2.2.1. 1.1.1.1.2 The Exposition 

This has three parrs: 

1 Determining the connection with the meaning 

2 An explanation of the meaning 

A synopsis 

Second, for the exposition, there are three : determining the connection 
with the meaning, an explanation of the meaning, and a synopsis. 

2.2.1.1.1.1.1. 2.1 Determining the Connection with the lVIemting 

First, from within the ground of spontaneous presence, compassion mani
fests; and the meaning that establishes phenomena is taught. Then the wis
dom intent of all the tathagatas of the four times and the ten directions is 
united as one through the inrrinsic nature of the primordially awakened 
magical manifestation of syllables. Through the mode of great evenness as 
the inseparable nature of all phenomena: within this vajra space of great 
enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities, the nature of the 
syllables of all apparent phenomena of sarpsara and enlightenment has 
never wavered from the wisdom intent of this samadhi of primordial 
awakening. In order to reveal the meaning of the even, great perfection 
of the dharmata: although phenomena lack true existence and are mere 
labels, the inrrinsic nature has from beginningless time remained as what 
is called "the wheel of the garland of syllables" that originate from the 
vajra body, speech, and mind of the Tathagata himself [ r 9 r ]  
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2.2.I.J.I.f.I.2.2 An Expf,mation of the Meaning 

This has three parts: 

r A general explanation of the intrinsic nature of the wheel of syllables 

2 A specific explanation of how this applies to each individual deity 

A synthesis of both meanings 

for the second, there are three: a general explanation of the intrinsic nature 
of the wheel of syllables, a specific explanation of how this applies to each 
individual deity, and a synthesis of both meanings. 

z.z.I. £.I.I.I.2.2.I A GeneraL Explanation ofthe Intrinsic Nature �(the WheeL �( 

Syllables 

This has three parts: 

r The way to meditate upon the syllables 

2. The way the c louds of syll ables radiate 

The way the intrinsic nature of the syllables is explained 

First, there are three: the way to meditate upon the syllables, the way the 
clouds of syllables radiate, and the way the intrinsic nature of the syllables 
is explained. 

2 . 2. I. I.I.I. I.2.2.I.I The T¥tzy to Meditate upon the S'_yflabfes 

This has two parts: 

1 The actual way of meditating 

2. 1he benefits 

For the first, there are two: the actual way of meditating and the benefits. 

z.2.J. I. r.I.I.2.2.I.I.I 7he Actual T¥tz)' of Meditating 

for the first, there are three : the stage of generation, the stage of comple
tion, and the way to meditate through application of those activities. 

First, having taken refuge and generated the bodhichitta-then from 
within the contemplation of emptiness-upon a lotus and moon appears 
an extremely static ah that is by nature immovable. From this stainless, 
luminously dear white ah, innumerable white ahs as minute as a mustard 
seed split into one hundred pieces and radiate to completely fill the ten 
directional realms of all worlds. By these light rays, the entirety of phe-
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nomenal existence appears as ah. Once again, everything reabsorbs into 
the root ah, which is static such that it does not increase to become larger 
than before or decrease to become smaller than before. One momentarily 
rests in evenness. [ 192] 

1bcn, from that root syllable ah, all thirty-four consonant syllables of 
the gatherings of names-such as ka and so forth-and the vowel syl
lables of sounds radiate as light into the ten directions. From this, all sen
tient beings appear as these syllables and blaze as a single mass of light 
rays. Everything reabsorbs into the root ah. Once again, this radiates and 
reabsorbs exactly like before. 

Then, within the center of the lotus upon the sun and moon, all seed 
syllables are gradually arranged around ah and cha; and the deities are gen
erated. This is the cloud of the causal syllables for the generation stage. 

Second, for the completion stage, upon the lotus and moon in the heart 
of the visualized deity is an extremely static white ah from which count
less .1hs radiate. Filling the ten directional worlds, all sentient beings turn 
into the aspect of ah. Once again, everything dissolves into the original ah 
in the heart. Rest in evenness that is free from increase or decline. Again, 
from the surrounding syllables and ah, the consonants radiate as before 
and reabsorb into the indivisible nature of the phenomena of sarpsara and 
enlightenment. Rest in the nature, free from increase or decline. This is the 
cloud of syllables for the completion stage. 

Third, to apply this to the enlightened activities [ 1 9 3 ]  such as peaceful, 
enriching, magnetizing, and wrathful, ah and all the consonants radiate as 
white, yellow, red, and dark blue. By these activities: illness and demonic 
forces are pacified, and life expectancy and merit are enriched. Through 
invocation: the object to accomplish is magnetized, and the unruly ones 
are annihilated. Finally, rest in evenness in the nature that is free from 
increase and decline. A detailed explanation of this will be given in the 
fifth chapter. This is the cloud of syllables that accomplishes enlightened 
activities. 

2.2.I.I. I.I.I.2.2.I.I.2 1he Benefits 

Second, the explanation of the benefits is that a meditation such as this 
is the wisdom cause for firmly bringing about the fruition of whatever 
is desired, such as the intrinsic nature of all fully endowed siddhis of the 
vajralikc Samantabhadra-including the enlightened body, speech, mind, 
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qualities, and activities of all the buddhas. Hence, through this, all fully 
endowed supreme and common siddhis will be accomplished. 

Some hold that meditating upon tth as extremely static involves train
ing with a single syllable until the nature is stabilized without incn;ase or 
decline. From that, training with many consonants and so forth occurs, 
and the interdependence of the dharmakaya and rupakaya is taken as the 
path. That [assertion] is partially, but not exactly, correct because it must 
be explained that the clouds of syllables are the basis of everything. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.I.2.2.I.2 1he J+:ty the Uouds of'!:>:yllables Radiate 

Second, for the way the douds [ 1 94] of syllables radiate, there are two : 
the radiation of syllables and the appearance of exceptional astonishing 
signs. 

First, ah is the source of all syllables ;  and as the basis for their ema
nation, it is inherent in the emanation of [all syllables] . Just as all forms 
originate from the elements and arise in the aspect of the great elements: 151 

l ikewise, when all syllables arise, there is the aspect of ah. This means that 
the basis of speech is ah. During the formation of speech, ah becomes the 
higher sound ofe and the lower sound of oo, constituting three roots. From 
these, through the combination of ah and e, there is eh; and by combining 
ah and oo, there is oh. With tautness, there is ri; and with looseness, there is 
li. Then, by the distinctions of each syllable's pronunciation becoming lon
ger or shorter, there are fourteen vowels, including the nasal sound of am 
and ah with two circles on the side-making sixteen. When ah contacts 
the throat, it becomes ka. Slight! y looser, when [ ah] contacts the palate, 
it becomes kha. Becoming even looser, [ it becomes] ga; and when ga con
tacts the chest, it becomes gha. When [,dJ] becomes nasal, it is nga. All of 
these [sounds] originate from the vasclike throat of the Buddha."! 

The other [syllables] can be understood by comparing these stages. 
Then, the sounds of tsa, tsha, dza, dzha, and nya originate from the tongue 
when ah contacts the middle of the tongue and the center of the palate, 
emerging hom [the Buddha's] tongue. The sounds of tra, thra, dra, dhra, 
and nra occur in general l 19 5 ]  when ah is close to the tip of the tongue 
and the front edge of the palate and emerges from the tip of [the Buddha's ) 
tongue. The sounds ofta, tha, da, dha, and na originate when ah contacts 
the tip of rhe tongue and the teeth and then emerges from the tip of the 
Buddha's tongue and teeth. The sounds ofpa, pha, ba, bha, and ma origi-
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nate when ah meets with the lips and emerges from the Buddha's lips. The 
specific inner distinctions are similar to ka and so forth. 

Concerning the sources of the sound of the remaining nine syllables,ya 
and sha come from the [Buddha's] palate ; wa, the lips; ra and ka [reversed 
sha J ,  the crown of the palate; Ia and sa, the teeth; ha, the throat; and cha 
comes from the throat and upper palate. Although originating in this way: 
from the perspective of the way the syllables radiate to accomplish the 
purpose of those to be tamed, ya comes from the eyebrows, wa from the 
hips, ra from the upper hips, and la comes from the shoulders, sha from 
the heart, ka [reversed sha] from the wheels of the palms, sa from the navel, 
and ha comes from the wheels of the soles. 1'3 Cha comes from the secret 
place. All of these syllables are pervaded by the sound of ah in the way 
the melodious timbre of a vina" pervades all sounds that resonate from 
it, whether high or low toned. In addition, e ee come from the eyes, oo oo 
from the ears, eh eh from both nostrils, oh oh comes from the teeth,1'4 and 
om comes from the crown protuberance. 

Second, the appearance of exceptional astonishing signs means that, 
since all these syllables originate [ 1 96 ]  from enlightened body, speech, 
and mind, they are the great appearance of the cloud of syllables that arise 
throughout the limitless ten directions of the six worlds. Due to that, 
[when the cloud of syllables arises] if the east becomes more elevated, the 
west will be lower; if the west is higher, the east will be lower; if the south 
is higher, the north will be lower; if the north is higher, the south will be 
lower; when the edges are higher, the center will be lower; and when the 
center is higher, the edges will be lower. Through these six subtle modes 
of motion, phenomena arc purified to become l ike reflections.155 When 
there is the extreme intermediate motion, all which is empty is revealed as 
the intrinsic nature of wisdom. When there is the extremely great motion 
from within the intrinsic nature of the indivisibility of the great perfection, 
the phenomena of sarpsara or enlightenment no longer exist at all and are, 
therefore, only designated through characteristics based upon names. 
This arouses supreme pleasure for the Tathagata himself, so he proclaims 
"ho" and rests in the nature of evenness. 

' pi wang; stringed musical instrument 
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z.z.I.I. I.I.I.z. z.I.J 1he U'ily the Intrinsic Nature of the .�yllables Is Explained 

This has six pans: 

1 Explaining the root cause for reaching the syllables 

2 The dharmakaya 

The sambhogakaya 

4 1he n irmaQakaya 

The way of perfecting the maJ�<;lala of the forty-five deities 

6 The syllables as the mi nd's indivisible nature of emptiness and appearances 

Third, there are six ways to explain the intrinsic nature of the syllables: 
explaining the root cause for teaching the syllables, revealing the syllables 
to be the dharmakaya since the wisdom intent of the buddhas is subsumed 
within the unborn wheel of syllables, revealing how the syllables are fully 
awakened as the perfected sambhogakaya since the forty-two syllables arc 
subsumed in the nature of the syllable ah, explained as the nirmal).akaya 
since the syllables themselves are [ 197]  the source of all varieties of mani
festations that arise from them, explained as the mode of perfecting the 
mal).qala of the forty-five deities since the syllables embody the wisdom 
intenr of the victorious ones, and an explanation of the meaning and 
sounds of the syllables as the mind's indivisible nature of emptiness and 
appearances. 

z. z.r.I.I.I.I.z.z.r.J.I Explaining the Root Cause for Teaching the Syllables 

For the first, as the clouds of syllables emanate, then all tathagatas express 
the aphorism of the clouds of syllables in this way. 

z.:!. I.I.I.I.r.z.z.I.J.z 1he Dharmtzkdya 

Second, given that the syllable ah is the source of all syllables: the aspect of 
appearances is not discarded; the extreme of being empty is also not estab
lished; and since the nature has no substance or characteristic although 
referred to as "not empty;' [that means] there is nothing to be concep
tualized. 'The intrinsic nature of both [ i .e., appearances and emptiness] 
is  referred to as "indivisible;' meaning that the Middle Way as well has 
never been conceptualized, since [ah] transcends that which can be seen 
as appearances as well as the intrinsic nature of emptiness. Hence, every-
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thing is only labeled given that expression, intention, and elaboration 
have no true, inherent existence. The wisdom mind of all buddhas abides 
within this garland of syllables, and the way this abides is the intrinsic 
nature of the spontaneously present dharmakaya. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.I.2.2.I.J.J 1he Sambhog,1kaya 

Third, although the source of all syllables is ah itself, [ 198] contributing 
circumstances cause this nature to appear as diverse aspects of syllables. 
Like the earlier explanation: from the root ah, a higher pitch makes e and 
a lower pitch makes oo. Of these three, from ab and e there is eb; and from 
ah and oo, there is oh, becoming the five vowels. When the sound becomes 
tighter, it is ri, looser is  li; and with the distinction of both method and 
prajfi.a, there become fourteen [syllables] . Am clearly indicates the method, 
and ah [with a short a and two circles) indicates prajfi.a. These arc then 
called ah li [ i.e., the vowels] . 

When ah relics upon the throat, palate, tip of the tongue, teeth, and 
lips, the sound becomes ka, tsa, tra, ta, and pa; and when these sound are 
pronounced more strongly [ i.e., aspirated], they become kha, tsha, thra, 
tha, and pha. When the sound's potential weakens, they are ga, dza, dra, da, 
and ba. When pronounced robustly, they become gha, dzha, dhra, dha, and 
bha; and when pronounced nasally, it is nga, nya, nra, na, and rna-hence, 
these five categories. Similar to that, ya and sha originate from the palate. 
Ra and ka [reversed sha] originate from twisting the tip of the tongue, La 
and sa from the teeth, wa from the lips, ha from the throat, and cha from 
the top of the crown. When the sound of ah contacts the place of the 
throat and so on, then there are the forty-two syllables, such as ka and so 
forth called the ka li [ i.e., the consonants] .  

Through those sounds of ,zh li and ka li, every expression i s  subsumed 

because primordially the king of fully manifest enlightenment is awak
ened as the unborn dhannakaya syllable ah. Just as the syllable ah is awak
ened, [ 199] these forty-two syllables also radiate from ah; so it is certain 
that they, too, are awakened because they are the play of a single nature. 
Ultimately, ah is the space of Samamabhadri, and the forty-two syllables 
that emanate from [ah] are the forty-two buddhas. ]l1eir intrinsic nature 
is revealed as the sambhogakaya of syllables. 
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2.2.I.I.I.I.I. 2.2.l.J.4 Th e  JVirmd�Jakdya 

For the fourth, there are two: the explanation of the syllables as the source 
of words and the way in which the various manifestations of the syllables 
appear. 

First, the nature abiding as the dharmakaya is astonishing-eh ma ho ! 
The intrinsic nature of this appearing as the sambhogakaya is a marvel, 
and compassion arising as the nirmaryakaya is utterly amazing. This means 
the wheel of the cloud of syllables is an inconceivably great magical mani
festation. In addition to these forty-two syllables, there is the head of the 
syllables, the dot, and the brush stroke-these three-making this the 
gathering of the forty-five syllables chat is the source of all words and 
meanings without exception. If one wonders how this is determined, for 
example, it is like how the subtlest aspect ofform-a particle-when com
bined with other particles, becomes a cluster. Just as the particles are the 
source for determining the cluster, likewise, the origins of names are the 
syllables. F rom the combination of syllables, a syllable that originates from 
a single vowel will be established. Through that combination, the names of 
material things such as "vase" and "pillar" will be established. [:wo] These 
combinations generate all words without exclusion. Hence, the syllables 
become the source of all names and words. The syllables are primordially 
established as the source of words and their meaning without exception, 
so this i s  how the profound, various meanings of the vehicles are revealed 
and expressed to others. 

For the second, the insubstantial intrinsic nature of a syllable is the 
clear-light nature of one's mind. Although this nature of phenomena is 
the selflessness of the person and phenomena free from all limitation of 
elaboration and primordially nonconceptual as substance or characteris
tics: owing to the indivisible nature of phenomena similar to a water moon, 
the forms of the syllables appear and abide without true existence within 
the kayas of the buddhas and the channels and chakras of sentient beings. 
Ah abides like a poised lion and ka like a hoisted banner. In addition in 
terms of colors, the vowels-ah li-are red and the consonants-ktz li
are white. Through meditation upon them, the practitioner's perfection 
of the path and result is the ultimate, inner significance of the syllables. At 
the time of attaining buddhahood: from the various clouds of syllables' 
colors, forms, names, and words, [z.o r ]  the many emanations manifest 
in harmony with the fortune ofbcings and are revealed as boundless enu-
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merations of dharma. Hence, the images of the syllables that appear as 
scriptures-including colors, shapes, names, words, and the like-fulfill 
the purpose ofbeings as the enlightened deeds of the wheel of syllables. In 
order to accomplish Secret Mantra, even the syllables meditated upon as 
the deities' seed essences arc the manifestation of the wheel of syllables; so 
the cloud of syllables abides as the emanation itself. 

z.z.r.I.I. r.1.2.2.I.3.5 The Ti'a)' ofPerfocting the lvLu: u}ala of the For�y-Five Deities 

Fifth, an explanation of the complete mal)<,iala of the forty-five [deities] 
is  as follows. All buddhas, who have come in order to benefit beings 
throughout the ten directions and four times, are the secret, self-origi
nating wisdom beings-the mal!Qala of enlightened body. This includes 
the enlightened body of body, enlightened speech of body, and enlight
ened mind of body along with five distinctions for each, as well as quali
ties and activities-totaling fifteen. Likewise, for enlightened speech and 
mind, there are also fifteen each ; so that these forty-five ma.z;t<;lalas of 
the five families are complete from the head syllable ah down to cha. 
Hence, since the wheels of  syllables are complete within whatever divi
sions exist for the mal)<;falas of the families, the syllables are the source of 
all maJ!<;lalas. 

Concerning this, there are some who assert that there are only forty-five 
syllables. This proves they have not even glimpsed an understanding of the 
explanations given concerning how the wheels of syllables are inherent 
within the mat!9alas of the gathering of the families. 

2.2.I.J.I.I.I.2.2.I.3.6 The s:yllahles as the Afind's Indivisible Nature a/Emptiness 

,md Appeamnus 

Sixth, [202] for the explanation of how the nature of mind appears as syl
lables, there are three parts: revealing how the unborn nature of mind is the 
aspect of syllables ; from within that unborn nature, the way the enlight
ened qualities are spontaneously present through the appearance of the 
syllables ;  and how the indivisible syllables of emptiness and appearances 
are arranged and who wrote them down. 

F irst, the intrinsic clear-light nature of mind is the spontaneous pres
ence of syllables, and these syllables do not exist as substance or with 
characteristics. ln the Praise to the Names rfl'.L�ftjushri, it states: 
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Ah is supreme among syllables, 
Unborn from the beginning. 
This crucial sacred syllable 
Is the ultimate root cause for all that is expressed, 
Fully shedding light upon words. 

Thus, and in the siitras, it states: 

0 Rabjor !  Ultimately, syllables are unborn; 
That is the nature of the syllable ah. 
Whatever is the nature of ah 
Is the intrinsic nature of mind, 
Completely transcending everything, 
\Xfhether substantial or not. 

Thus, this is similar. 
Second, since these syllables of genuine truth, the nonconceptual 

nature of mind, have various qualities of clear light-such as the great 
wheel of the enlightened body that supports, the wheel of enlightened 
speech that communicates meanings, the wheel of enlightened mind that 
rests in evenness, the wheel of qualities that are omniscient, and the wheel 
of activities that are unimpeded-this intrinsic nature of the inexhaust
ible ornamental wheels of buddha's body, speech, and mind represents 
primordial, spontaneously present, fully endowed qualities. [203] Hence, 
this is the supremely astonishing wisdom intent ofkayas and wisdom, free 
from meeting and parting. As the most amazing, great magical mani
festation revealed to oneself, this is the best of invocations. This means 
that, by meditating upon [the syllables] ,  the three kayas will arise from 
within. 

Third, the syllables that appear in this way are written within the pri
mordially pure, unchanging space of phenomena by the spontaneously 
p resent wisdom of effortless basic space. Referred to as syllables, they 
are actually the permanent, unchanging intrinsic nature of the clear-light 
nature of phenomena. This designation has not been created, nor has 
it originated anew. Thus, the spontaneously present wheel of rhe cloud 
of syllables is said to abide primordially \Vithin the entirety of sarpsara 
and enlightenment. 
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2.2. I.J.I.I.I.2.2.2 A Specific Explanation of How This Applies to Each Individual 

Deity 

This has three parts: 

1 A general explanarion of the meaning of the three syllables 

2 A specific explanation of the meaning of the forty-two syllables 

A synopsis of the meaning 

Second, for the explanation of how this applies to the individual distinc
tions of deities, there are three:  a general explanation of the meaning of 
the three syllables, a specific explanation of the meaning of the forty-two 
syllables, and a synopsis of the meaning. 

2.2.I.I.I.I. I.2.2.2.I A General Explanation of the A1eaning ojthe Three !',yllahles 

For the first, the initial punctuation mark of the syllables is called the ber 
ka ris, derived from the syllable e, resembling the trunk of an elephant.'>�> 
Revealing the meaning of the indivisibility of method and prajna, this 
represents unmistaken vajra enlightened mind that is placed at the head 
of all scriptures. Hence, this is an entranceway that functions as the activity 
of the path, similar to the lead horse pulling a carriage. [204] 

The circles that accompany the syllable as dots resemble the eyes of 
Maheshvara and represent ineffable vajra enlightened speech, the intrinsic 
nature of having transcended sorrow through the thorough pacification of 
characteristics. Prajiia that does not abide in either extreme appears as the 
syllable ah that indicates the meaning of the paramita of prajiia. The func
tion of that is to establish and express the individual names of all things. 
Without combining a vowel with a consonant where ah is inherent, then a 
name is unable to be formulated. In that case, the names of material things 
would not be established such as "pillar:' "vase:' and others. That is why this 
functions to establish the names of individual things. 

The punctuation stroke, or vertical line, of the syllable ah is straight 
like an arrow; this indicates the protection of beings through great com
passion as the great magical method of the vajrakaya. This functions to 
distinguish the sentences so that the syllables are not mingled. 

Some who arc blind concerning the comprehension of Sanskrit scrip
tures and who lack an understanding of the texts ofSutra and Tantra will 
blurt their opinions by saying, "Your claims about the head, dot, and stroke 
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are untenable. Since this information is not found within the Indian texts, 
it proves it was created by Tibetans." My response is as follows, "Although 
you were born in Tibet, clearly you have not heard of or studied the great 
baskets of scriptures. [ 2.05]  Although you may have traveled to India, you 
have failed to study or learn the Sanskrit shastt·as correctly. Though your 
comprehension of the scriptures of different countries is inadequate and 
your own perspective is limited, you may be right; however, I will prove the 
validity of my presentation through scriptural transmission." In the S1:ttra 
Requested by Shridattll,' it states: 

1he head [of the syllables J indicates the beginning. 
This danl'7 indicates the shape, 
Since this is the beginning of all syllables. 
It is also called ber kcz ris as the head. 

Thus, and in the St:ttra Requested by King Bimbisdra,b it states: 

The head of syllables is accompanied by the circles. 
Among the forty-two syllables, 
1he circles are the unmistaken path. 
1herefore, from the guiding circles, 
The syllables can be read. 

Thus, and in the Stitm Requested kY Ugm,' it states: 

The dot distinguishes words. 
Since [words] gather syllables, 
1hcy arc referred to as "names." 
Because this brings out the essence of the meaning, 
It is called the seminal "dot." 

Tims, and in the Sacred Ornament,d it states: 

' p.d chin g_yi zhzi pa'i do (dpa! sb_yin g_yis zhus pa'i mdo, _,hridatiagrhzp,lfi['itriprcchtiszitl<z) 
h ziik chen nying p1! zhz< p.z'i do (r;zugs c,zn snying pos zhus pu'i mdo, 6imbis,ir.tpratyudg.zmmlil

ndrna1lZ.7.h.�ydJZ.1siftrt1) 
,. dmg shzd chen gvi zhz< p.(i do (dmg shu! c.-m gyis zlms p./i rndo, ug><zp.<ripr((hdstlt�<z) 
"gym rLwtp,, (rgy.m dmn p<�, !itttvtilok,,p.zr,mtdl.vnkdm); Buddhaguhya 
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Since thi s  brings everything together, it is called the "dot." Since 
it gathers all that is dispersed, this is referred to as a "name." 
Functioning to indicate completion, this appears as the "brush 
stroke." 

Thus, and in the Excellent Shoulder, it states : 

Without missing the four vowels, 
The circles and the dot . . .  

Thus, according to those claims, even these authentic quotes would have 
had to originate from Tibetans. Such unconstructive objections [206] are 
the result of being consumed by the inexhaustible darkness of jealousy. 
Flawed logic such as this is meant to be ignored, since any reply would be 
inappropriate as set forth in the Discernment of Valid Cognition:a 

Since perverted paths have no limit, why bother to engage? 

Thus, this is similar. 
Nevertheless, this presentation does serve the purpose of clarifying any 

existing doubts that some may have. Normally, in my opinion, such objec
tors arc more deluded than demons and heretics trying to attack the Con
queror, bad dogs barking at a chakravartin ruler, or a cowherd criticizing 
the Omniscient One. Hence, this brings to mind the saying;' Worse than 
the worst ofbeasts ! "  

2.2.I.I.I.I.I.2.2.2.2 A Specific Explanation of the l'vieaning �(the Forty-Two !:Jyllables 

This has rwo parrs: 

1 'The overview 

L The exposirion 

Second for an explanation of the meaning of the forty-two syllables, there 
arc two: the overview and the exposition. 

' tsed ma nmn nge (tshad ma mam nges,pmmd�Javinishchaya) ;  Dharmakirti 
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2.2.J.J.J.I.I.2.2.2.2.I Jhe Overview 

For the first, there arc three : an explanation of the reason why the syllables 
are misconstrued, what the names indicate, and how the radiance arises. 

First, in this text, although it appears that the order of the syllables 
has been somewhat misconstrued, this accords with the way the wisdom 
deities abide as follows. The primordial ah represents the intrinsic nature 
of emptiness, the space of phenomena-Samantabhadri. Following the 
syllables of the four gatekeepers, the syllable cha is the nature of appear
ances as the wisdom Samantabhadra. ( 207]  These are the male-female 
Samantabhadra of radiance. Rather than mentioning these two together, 
I have explained them as the beginning and ending [syllables] of the dei
ties, excluding the six sages. This is because the self-appearances of the 
sambhogakaya are revealed as the manifestation arising from within the 
ground Samantabhadra himself-indivisible emptiness and appearances. 
The ground of the clear-light nature of mind is the original Samanta
bhadra-the ultimate ground ofliberation. The aspect of this [ inseparable] 
emptiness and appearance is the radiance male-female Samantabhadra. 
Therefore, it is taught that, from within the clear light of the dharmakaya, 
the sambhogakaya arises as self-appearances. From within this, the pure 
self-appearances of the five male-female families abide like a rainbow in 
the center of the ma!).<,iala; and the seed syllables of the five male-female 
families are then revealed. 

Then, in order to reveal how the four sattvas of enlightened mind arise 
from the strength of those deities' enlightened minds, the seed syllables of 
the four inner sattvas are revealed. From the perspective of their appear
ance: in order to indicate the subjugation of inwardly fixated passions
cognitive-based obstructions, the seed syllable for Yamantaka is revealed 
from the radiance of the four sattvas of enlightened mind. Since the four 
objects enjoyed by these sattvas appear as their individual consorts, their 
seed syllables are revealed. Then, in order to indicate the subjugation of the 
passion of fixation with the four objects of appearances-passion-based 
obstruction : [ 208 ]  from their display, Mahabala appears; and his seed syl
lable is revealed. In addition, since the four sattvas of enlightened speech 
appear from the strength of the enlightened speech of the five principal 
families, their seed syllables are revealed. In order to indicate the subjuga
tion of the obstructions of speech through their speech, Hayagriva appears 
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and his  seed syllable is revealed. Since the four female sattvas of time
who are the appearances of the objects of comprehension-always mani
fest unobstructed enlightened speech throughout the four times, the seed 
syllables of the four consorts are revealed. That which indicates that their 
intrinsic nature transcends the stain of the four limitations appears as the 
four female gatekeepers and their seed syllables. 

It is taught that, since all of these reflections of appearances arise from 
within the male Samantabhadra, his syllable cha is as mentioned before. 
From the strength of the kayas of all these deities, the six sages appear 
in each of the world systems. Since they indicate the intrinsic nature of 
emanation as fully endowed activity, each of their syllables is revealed. 
Although each one originates from the intrinsic nature of the kayas arising 
as enlightened activity, AmJ;"tahu_1qali is the general form of the radiance of 
this activity; so his seed syllable is revealed. Because the radiance of all of 
them reveals how the pure lands of the wrathful ones are self-appearances, 
this nature is indicated by Buddha Heruka's seed syllable om revealed at 
the conclusion.1'8 [ 2.09]  

Second, the explanation of  what the syllables indicate i s  as follows. That 
which indicates both the unborn nature and enlightened mind, referred to 
as the "male-female Samantabhadra:' appears from within the space of the 
unborn nature of mind and the unceasing compassion of self-originating 
wisdom. These are indicated in order to demonstrate the basis from which 
all mat).qalas arise. 

The reason that all five male families are referred to as a "magical 
manifestation" is that this reveals that the five aggregates are the magical 
method of self-appearances, purified in their place. The reason that the five 
consorts are referred to as "matrix" is that this indicates the connection 
with indivisible prajna and reveals that the five elements are pure within 
space. The reason the four inner sattvas arc referred to as "enlightened 
mind" is that this indicates that the intrinsic nature of consciousness is 
pure. TI1e reason the four female sattvas of the objects are referred to as 
"enlightened body" is that this indicates that the phenomena of the coarse 
objects that appear to the organs' consciousnesses arc pure in their place. 
The reason the four outer sattvas are referred to as "enlightened speech" is 
that this indicates that the clarity of the organs, as well as their ability to 
comprehend, is pure in its place. The reason the four female sattvas of time 
are referred to as "pure" is that this indicates that, in the fourth time, all 
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times are pure in their place and transcend existing, not [existing] , eternal
ism, and nihilism. [2. 10]  The reason the four male gatekeepers are referred 
to as "destructive" is that this indicates that conquering the four demons 
and harm-doers-the passions that grasp toward substance and charac
teristics-are pure in their place. The reason the four female gatekeepers 
arc referred to as the "genuine nature of phenomena" is that this indicates 
infinite primordial purity, spontaneously accomplishing the purpose of 
beings. This also indicates that self-possessiveness and materializing are 
pure in their place. The six sages being referred to as "countless particles" 
indicates that their uncountable emanations within infinite worlds spon
taneously accomplish the purpose [of beings] and that the habits of the 
six types of beings arc pure in their place. The reason the characteristics of 
the wrathful ones are referred to as "destroyers of everything" is that this 
indicates the taming of haughty ones and that objective appearances are 
pure as wisdom. 

Third, the way radiance arises is as follows. In the mal)<;iala of the Rich 
Array ofbuddha's spontaneously present self-appearances, the faces of the 
principal ones can be seen from any direction. In the east are the male
female Ak�hobhya, surrounded by K�hitigarbha, Maitreya, Lisya, and 
D hiipa-these four. To their east are the eastern gatekeeper Yamantaka with 
consort Al)kusha, as a sixfold mal)<;lala. In the south are the male-female 
Ratnasambhava surrounded by Avalokiteshvara, Nivaral)avi�hkambhin, 
Mala, and Pu�hpa-these four. To their south are Mahabala with consort 
Pasha, [ 2 1 1 ]  as six. In the west are the male-female Amitabha surrounded by 
Akashagarbha, Kuntuzangpo, Gita, and Aloka-these four. To their west 
are Hayagriva and consort Spho�a, as six. In the north arc the male-female 
Amoghasiddhi surrounded by Vajrapal)i, Maiijushri, Narti, and Gandha
these four. To their north are Amrtakm)<;lali and consort Gal)�ha, as six. 
From the self-radiance of these sixfold mal)<;lalas appear the upper pure 
lands of the wrathful ones and the countless emanations of the six sages, 
radiating into all realms of the world. It is held that they abide forever as 
an unceasing wheel. 

In the tantra Precious U/isdom,' it states : 

In the Rich Array pure land of self-appearances, 
The self-appearing sambhogakaya is 

· '  _yeshe rinpoche (ye shes rin po cbe) 
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Surrounded by  an assembly of six times six. 
The wrathful nut;t9ala of radiance and 
The countless sages always emanate 
And likewise abide within beings. 

Thus, it is. 
It is held that, even at the time of a sentient being, [the deities] abide in 

the crown and the heart. In the Conjoined Sun and kfoon, it states: 

In the j eweled palace of the heart, 
The peaceful kayas are complete. 
In the crown of every individual, 
The wrathful kayas are lucid. 
The radiance of these kayas 
Is inconceivable. 

Thus, it is. [212] 
Even during the intermediate period-for five days of concentration

the mal).<,iala group formations of these kayas gradually arise as stated in the 
Upadesh,l Heart of the TVisdom lvfind:" 

In the bardo, the kayas of the buddha
Including the sixfold retinue-appear. 

So it is. 
Since it is taught that this tamra reveals the secret, great perfection of 

self-appearances as mind and wisdom in accord with the highest vehicle, 
it is appropriate to understand that this teaching is in accord with the 
sole essence of the Mahasandh i . l have arranged chis Kcordingly based 
on the supreme upadeshas written by the great masters Padmasambhava 
and Vimalamitra, who composed genuine sadhanas tor the peaceful and 
wrathful deities. Since this general explanation is extremely secret and pre
cious, it is the ultimate wisdom of this tamra. 

·' men ngak nyinggigongpa (man ngag snyinggi dgongs P") 
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2.2.1.1. 1.1.1.2.2.2.2.2 The Exposition 

'This has five parts: 

1 The syllables of space including the five male-female families 

2 The syllables of the inner sarrvas including the gatekeepers 

3 The syllables of the outer sattvas including the gatekeepers 

4 The syllables of wisdom and the six sages 

s The syllables of the wrathful gatekeepers and others 

Second, the exposition is as follows. The placement of [syllables] in catego
ries was acceptable to the previous masters; however, if placed out of order, 
this not only becomes difficult for listeners to understand, it is unsuitable 
to teach. Hence, this will be explained according to the order of the syl
lables, for which there are five: the syllables of space including the five 
male-female families, the syllables of the inner sattvas including the gate
keepers, the syllables of the outer sattvas including the gatekeepers, the 
syllables of wisdom and the [six] sages, and the syllables of the wrathful 
gatekeepers and others. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.I.2.2.2.2.2.1 The Syllables of Space Including the Five lvlale-Female Families 

For the first, there are three : the syllable of the space of Samamabhadr!, 
the syllables [ 2 r3)  of the five male families, and the syllables of the five 
females. 

For the first, the syllable ah indicates that phenomena are the unborn 
nature just as it is. This is the nature ofSamamabhadr!, the prajnaparam ita. 
In the Intermediate Mother, it states: 

Since the so-ca1led ah 
Is originally unborn, 
It is the gateway to phenomena. 

Thus, this is similar to the explanation of the meaning of the forty-two 
syllables. 

For the second, tha is the gateway to internalizing the absolute nature 
of consciousness. Since the nature of the various manifestations of the 
magical appearances of method have never wavered from basic space, that 
is the tathagata of vajra consciousness-the seed syllable of Vai roc han a 
of enlightened mind. Tra is the [ gateway] to internalizing the absolute 
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nature of form-the manifestation of the magical appearance of method 
as the seed syllable of Ak�hobhya. Dra is the [gateway] to internalizing the 
absolute nature offecling-the manifestation of the magical appearances 
of methods, the seed syllable of the wish-fulfilling Rarnasambhava. Dhra 
is the (gateway] to internalizing the absolute nature of recognition-the 
manifestation of the magical appearances of method as the perfectly pure 
seed syllable of Amitabha. Nra is the intrinsic nature of the method to 
realize the absolute nature of reaction. This is always the magical mani
festation of the seed syllable of Amoghasiddhi. 

For the third, tha is indivisible method and wisdom, the matrix of the 
interconnected unity with the intrinsic nature of space as the seed syllable 
of the fully awakened Akashadhatvlshvarl. Ta is the prajna matrix of sta
bility as the seed syllable of Buddha Lochana. [2. 14] Da is the wisdom 
matrix of shimmering, radiant light as the seed syllable ofPa!)t;laravasinl. 
Dha is the matrix of the all-embracing nature of phenomena as the seed 
syllable ofMamakl. Na is the matrix of the nature as it is, the always attrac
tive seed syllable of Samayatara. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.J.2.2.2.2.2.2 The !:Jyllables ofthe Inner Sattvas Including the Gatekeepers 

Second, for the syllables of the inner sarrvas including the gatekeepers, 
there arc two : the syllables of the four sarrvas of sensory cognition, who are 
the gatekeepers of enlightened mind, and the syllables of the four female 
sattvas of the objects, who are the gatekeepers of enlightened body. 

Ka is the enlightened mind of the eyes, the supreme purification of 
visual consciousness purified in space as the seed syllable ofK�hitigarbha. 
Kha is the enlightened mind of the ears, the supreme purification of 
the auditory consciousness as Vajraparyi. Ga is the enlightened mind 
of the nose, the supn:me purification of the olfactory consciousness as 
Akashagarbha. Gha is the enlightened mind of the tongue, the supreme 
purification of the gustatory consciousness as Avalokiteshvara. Nga is that 
which destroys the fixation of the sense sources even with enlightened 
mind and purifies the attachment to the three doors as the gatekeeper 
Yamantaka. 

Second, tsa is the supreme enlightened body of the eyes as pure 
form-Lasya. Tsha is the supreme enlightened body of the ears as pure 
sound-Gita. Dza is the supreme enlightened body of the nose as pure 
scent-Mala. Dzha is the supreme enlightened body of the tongue as 
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pure taste-Narti. Nya is that which destroys fixation upon all objects 
even with the enlightened body, as well as attachment to the three doors
revealed as the pure enlightened body of the wrathful Mahabala. 

2.2.J.l. J.I.I.2.2. 2.2.2.J The :)_yllables o/the Outer Sattuas Including the Gatekeepers 

Third, for the syllables of the outer sattvas and gatekeepers, there are two:  
[: us ]  the four male sattvas of the organs with the male gatekeepers of 
enlightened speech and the four female sattvas of time with the female 
gatekeepers. 

For the first, pa is the supreme enlightened speech of the visual organ 
of the eyes, purified in its place as the syllable of Maitreya. Pha is the 
supreme enlightened speech of the auditory organ of the ears, pure as 

NivaraQavi�hkambhin. Ba is the supreme enlightened speech of the olfac
tory organ of the nose, pure as Kuntuzangpo. Bha is the supreme enlight
ened speech of the gustatory organ of the tongue, pure as Manjushri. lvla 
is that which destroys fixation even with enlightened speech, which is the 
purification of self and attachment to the three doors as Hayagriva . 

For the second,ya is that all past phenomena are born as the perfectly 
pure nature of phenomena-Dhi"1pa. Tta is that which is presently abid
ing as the perfectly pure nature of phcnomena-Pu�hpa. Ra is that the 
disintegration of all future phenomena is the perfectly pure nature of 
phenomena-Aloka. La is that, in the fourth time of the wisdom of even
ness, the self-appearances of emptiness perfectly pure as the nature of 
phenomena are Gandha. 

For the four female gatekeepers: sha is that, since phenomena have no 
permanent existence, that perfect purity is AQkusha. Ka [ reversed shtl] 
is that phenomena are also not negated-Pasha. Sa is that phenomena 
arc free from the limitations of erernalism and nihilism as selflessness, 
which is Spho�a. Ha is that phenomena [ 2I 6 J are without characteristics 
or material substance as Gal).�ha. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.J.2.2.2.2.2.4 The L�yllables o/IVisdorn ,md the Six S,zges 

Fourth are the syllables of wisdom and the six sages. Cha is that, from the 
door of the completion of the nature of phenomena, self-appearances of 
wisdom are perfectly pure as the compassionate, self-originating wisdom 
of enlightened mind-the syllable ofSamamabhadra. For the six sages: e 
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is chat, for however many gods' realms exist, there are that many emana
tions of the sage of the gods-like the particles of sand in the oceans of 
the worlds-to tame all of the gods as Indra.' Similarly applied, f!!l. is that, 
however many demi-gods exist like particles, there is Buddha Vemachi
tra.b Oo is that, however many humans exist like particles, there is Bud
dha Shakyamuni. O_Q is that, however many animals exist like particles, 
there is Buddha Sirpha.' Eh is chat, however many deprived spirits exist 
like particles, there is BuddhaJvalamukha;d and eh is that, however many 
hell beings exist like particles, there is Buddha Yama.' These are the syl
lables that tame. In addition, from the perspective of enlightened melo
dious speech, these six syllables n:present the perfect freedom of great 
compassion. 

2.2.J.I.I.I.I. 2.2.2.2. 2.5 The Sy!ltJ.bles ojtbe Wmtbjid GtJ.tekeepers and Others 

Fifth. for the syllables of the wrathful gatekeepers and others, there are 
two. First for the gatekeepers, the syllable oh is that which destroys the 
elaborations of the three doors and all identity, revealinggn:at magic as the 
wrathful northern gatekeeper Amrtakm�<;lali. 

Second, for the wrathful ones' syllables, ohm is that which causes all 
duality to collapse; so the radiance of the peaceful appearing as the wrath
ful is the nature of the five wisdoms. Concerning this, the hindu is the 
wisdom of the [ 217] space of phenomena, the crescent moon is mirrorlike 
wisdom, the body of the syllable is the wisdom of evenness, the nadaf is 
discerning wisdom, and the intrinsic nature is all-accomplishing activity 
wisdom. Those who claim that the final seed syllable is that of the deity 
AmrtakuQ<;i.ali have not begun to approach the direction of knowing how 
the clouds of syllables of the peaceful and wrathful nuQ<;lalas actually radi
ate. The douds of syllables abide as the seed syllables of all nuJ�<;i.alas of 
deities. The wrathful maQ<,ialas radiate from Buddha Heruka's seed syllable 
om endowed with the five wisdoms. 

' Gyachin (rgy,t l,yin); Shakra 
b Tagzangri (thag bzang ris) 
' Senge Rabren (sengge rah fn·tan) 
d Khabardewa ( kha 'fur dl1e ba) 
' Ahwa Lango (,zh w,zglangmgos) 
r na da; tip ufbindu 
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2. 2.I.I. u. I.2.2.2.J A Synopsis ofthe Meaning 

Third is a synopsis of the meaning. In this way, through the spontaneously 
present, intrinsic nature of the clouds of this great gathering wheel of syl
lables, all wisdom garlands of the Buddha's enlightened body, speech, and 
mind are subsumed. Thus, this aphorism is expressed by the Tathagata 
himself Hence, the way these clouds of syllables that primordially abide 
within the nature of kayas and wisdom, free from meeting and parting, 
reveal that which is astonishing is expressed [by the Tathagata himself] as 
ah ho, the laughter of great delight. 

2.2.I.I.1.l.I.2.2.J A Synthesis ofBoth lvfeanings 

This has two parts: 

r TI1c way these originate 
2 The actual synthesized meaning 

Third, the condensed meaning of both points [ i.e., method and prajiia] 
has two: the way these [syllables] originate and the actual synthesized 
meaning. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.I. 2.2.J.I lhe Yf7ay 7hese Originate 

For the first, the extensive explanation of the syllables: then the tathagatas 
of self-appearances, including their assembly of consorts, and this great 
secret of the cloud of syllables-the essence of these maQ<,ialas that are by 
nature indivisible [ 2.18] -originate from all tathagatas' vajra enlightened 
body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.I.2.2._p The Actual Synthesized lvfeaning 

Second, in praise of the indivisible intrinsic nature, there is the laugh
ter-ah ho ! Although the wheel of syllables is the intrinsic nature chat 
transcends both limitations ofthe method of great self-occurring compas
sion and prajfia, from within that nature the teacher's surpassing wisdom 
joyfully benefits those to be tamed. These douds of compassion-the 
cause of the fully endowed bodhichitta-is an inexhaustible ornamen
tal wheel. This primordially existing result appears as the fruition of the 
great maQ<;lala of the forty-two victorious ones. By the manifestations 
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of nirma!).akaya, the purpose of beings is spontaneously accomplished; 
and by the astonishing root cause of the syllables, the gathering of forty· 
two names such as ka li and so forth appear. This spontaneously present 
phenomenon is not newly compounded by root causes and contributing 
circumstances. Self-occurring compassion manifests within this primordi
ally abiding nature for the purpose of beings. Since it [ i.e., the phenom
enon] seems as though compounded, it is likened to the arrangement 
of a wheel; but the genuine nature is free from transition or change as 
the indivisible vajra nature. This reveals the definitive manifestation of 
the fifty-five mal}.galas of enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, and 
activities. Just as the sun never wavers from the commitment oflight rays, 
likewise the ma!).<;iala never departs from the great samaya of manifesting 
and appearing. [ 219 J 

In addition, the intrinsic nature of the appearance of the ma!).<;iala 
resembles form before a mirror, in that a reflection has no choice but to 
appear. When self-originating wisdom arises from the wheel of syllables, 
this ma!).<;lala of self-appearances has no choice but to tame beings by radi
ating throughout the ten directions. The root cause is the cloud of syl
lables, and the contributing circumstances are wisdom and the minds 
of those to be tamed. By the great strength of this combination, what 
appears is so astonishing that laughter emerges as ho! This explanation is 
according to the way of manifesting from the state of buddha. 

Otherwise, there arc the two explanations of how the wheels of syllables 
abide in the body and how to meditate upon this while on the path. F irst, 
the indivisible white and red vital essences of method and prajiiii are pres
ent in the bodies of all beings as the fully endowed bodhichitta aspect of 
joyful clouds. The intrinsic nature of this relative cause is like a wick and 
oil. The pure vital essences as the nature of clear light abide in the center 
of the four wheels and their branches, like butter lamps appearing in the 
form of syllables. Since this ripens as the accomplished fruition of the 
victorious ones, there is the astonishing gathering of forty-two names 
and so forth. [ 220] Within the clear-light nature of phenomena that is 
uncompounded and primordially abiding: by familiarizing with the path, 
one never departs from the great samaya of actualizing the vajra kayas 
and wisdom maQ.galas that are the unity of compounded skillful means 
and prajiia. By the circumstance of the path and the power of interdepen
dent origination, the syllables of the ground become the maQ.<.fala of dei
ties. Hence, this potential strength that comes through the combination 
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of root cause and contributing circumstances makes it possible for the 
ground to manifest at present. This is revealed by saying ho ! 

In addition, when this is applied to the way to meditate, there are two. 
When applied with the generation and completion stages of the path of 
liberation, there is the method of generating the bodhichitta and medi
tating on the prajiia of the samadhi of the nature as it is-as well as the 
ever-illuminating joyful clouds and the causal samadhi of fully endowed 
bodhichitta. If one meditates just as the wheels of the cloud of syllables 
were previously explained, this will result in accomplishing the fruition 
of the mal).<,iala of the victorious ones. Through the astonishing gather
ing of the forty-two names, that which is uncompounded as the vajra 
dharmakaya and the compounded riipakayas reveals the sacred, indivisible 
mal).<,iala. Never departing from this samaya is the strength of the inter
dependent combination of root causes and contributing circumstances, 
where there is no choice but to appear while resembling reflections and 
the phenomena of magic-expressed as ho! [22.1] 

According to the path of method: when the method of the male's moon 
and the prajiia of the female's sun join indivisibly, that is the essential nature 
of the joyful clouds of four joys. The fully endowed causal bodhichitta 
descends through the four wheels, and from this-the result of meditating 
on indivisible bliss and emptiness-is the accomplished fruition of the 
victorious ones, as the astonishing gathering of the forty-two names. In 
addition, through the four uncompounded wisdoms-undulating, filling, 
distributing, and so forth-and by the power of the compounded, this 
nature [of the syllables] abides as the genuine, indivisible vajra of method 
and prajii.a. Never departing from the samaya that reveals the sacred 
ma.I].<,iala of the spontaneous presence of the five kayas is wisdom medi
tation that has no choice but to appear, since this is the great strength 
of the interdependent combination of root causes and contributing cir
cumstances of the male-female expressed as ho! Given that this subject is 
extremely profound and difficult to comprehend, it has been explained 
here in more detail. This meaning is taught as secret vajra words that are 
indivisible with the nature of wisdom. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.I.2.3 A Synopsis 

Third, a synopsis is that, thus having expressed that phenomena are pri
mordially awakened as the cloud of syllables, all self-appearing tathagatas 
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are the mal) <;fa! a of the five buddha families. [ 222] Their nature is intrinsi
cally pure and primordially not other than the nature of the wheel of syl
lables that become one taste with the nature of indivisibility-basic space 
free from meeting and parting. 

In addition, except for following in accord with the intrinsic nature of 
freedom from elaboration, it is unnecessary to transform or manifest as 
something else. It is as stated in the Sadhanafor Drawing the Dimensions 
to Cleanse the Lower Realms:' 

Phenomena seem as if different, 
Yet proceed one from the other. 
Phenomena that connect in this way 
Follow according to that which is free from limitation. 

Thus, th is is s imilar. The root tantra states: 

In this way the mal)9ala is  revealed. 

Thus, this means that thi s  is not other than the mat}<;iala of self.. appear
ances. Understand that the nature of phenomena is similar to this. 

Some say that which appears in this way is only according to the percep
tion of those to be tamed. During the time of the Arrangement of Light 
in this world, there is  no contradiction in saying that all of this appears 
according to the m inds [of those to be tamed] . Nevertheless, that is irrel
evant since the subject here is the mat}<;iala of the pure l and ofRich Array
the unchanging nature of phenomena. 

From the primordial Secret Essence of the garland of syllables, the 
Definitive Nature of phenomena .Just As It Is, this completes the expla
nation of the fourth chapter on the array of the great wheel of the spon
taneously present garland of syllables. 

' ngen songjong w,/i t(�gi dw K" (ngmJ song sbyong {Jil t thiggi cho,Ra) 



Chapter Five 

2.2.I.I.I.I.2 The Stagesfor That Accomplishment 

This has three parts: 

r 1he context for the meaning 

2 An explanation of the meaning 

A synopsis 

FoR T H E  S E C O N D ,  in order to practice what was just explained, there 
are three stages: [2.2.3] the context for the meaning, an explanation of the 
meaning, and a synopsis. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.2.I The Context for the A.feaning 

For the first, having explained the intrinsic nature of enlightened body, 
speech, and mind that relies on the manifest image of the syllables, then 
from the arrangement of the cloudlike wheel of syllables, the aphorism 
is expressed through the complete manifestation of the stages for practic
ing the magical manifestation of indivisible prajii:i and method. 

2.2.I.I.I.I. 2.2 An Explanation oj'the lvleaning 

"I his has three parts: 

1 The stages of siddhi to be accomplished 

2 The one who accomplishes the intrinsic nature of the cloud of syllables 

3 Revealing the actual method through which the syllables arc accomplished 

For the second, there arc three :  the stages of siddhi to be accom
plished, the one who accomplishes the intrinsic nature of the cloud of 
syllables, and revealing the actual method through which the syllables 
are accomplished. 
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2.2.I.I.I.J.2.2.I Ibe Stages r{Siddhi to Be Acwmplished 

This has four parts: 

1 Revealing the source ofsiddhi, the primordially pure nature of 

the mind 

2 From that, rhe siddhi of supreme accomplishlllcnt 

'fhc branches of that, the common siddhis 

4 Examples of those accomplishments 

For the first, there are four: revealing the source of siddhi, the primordially 
pure nature of the mind; from that, the siddhi of supreme accomplish
ment; the branches of that, the common siddhis; and examples of those 
accomplishments. 

2.2.I.I.I. I.2.2.I.I Revealing the Source r{Siddhi, the Primordialfy Pure Nature 

ofthe AJind 

First, in the Uttaratantra, i t  states :  

Earth abides with water, water abides with wind, wind abides 
entirely with space, and space abides nowhere. Likewise, all 
aggregates and sense sources abide with karma and passions. 
Karma and passions always abide as mistaken mental func
tions. Mistaken mental functions abide entirely as the purity of 
the mind. Phenomena-the intrinsic nature of mind-abide 
nowhere at all. 

Thus, similarly, phenomena depend upon the mind; and yet, since the 
mind [ 22-4] depends upon the natural purity of clear light, there is no 
root or basis that truly exists. This intrinsic nature of the mind, like the 
sky, is the source of all untold pure and impure phenomena of san1sara 
and enlightenment. In the Dohti (ofSaraha ) ," i t  states: 

Mind is the sole source of everything. 
Since both sa111sara and enlightenment arise from it, 
It bears the fruit of all wishes. 



I bow down to this mind 
Resembling a wish-fulfilling jewel !  

Thus, this is similar. 
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From a single crystal, through different circumstances, either fire or 
water can occur. Similarly, from a single mind-depending upon whether 
there is duality, awareness, or neither-satpsara or enlightenment will 
occur. In actuality, it is  not that there are two. Therefore, the primordially 
pure, clear-light nature of mind arises as the intrinsic primordial nature 
of the syllables and, although appearing, lacks true existence. Since they 
appear in this way, if the syllables-which are the nature of mind-arc 
realized, then an actual continuous shower of the wealth of the two aims 
will descend. Even if not realized, since they primordially exist as the origin 
of all that is desirable, [the syllables] are a wish-fulfilling jewel of precious 
clouds. 

2.2.I.I.I. I.2.2.I.2 From That, the Siddhi �{Supreme Accomplidmzent 

Second, since-within the clear-light nature of mind-the mal).<;iala of 
the spontaneous presence of magical manifestations appears as the image 
of the syllables, the nature of the forty-two is the prajna matrix mal).<;iala, 
free from all elaboration and limitation [225] [and] already established as 
the fully perfected, primordial nature of phenomena. When internalized 
through the stages of samadhi, all mal).<,lalas that are the perfected wis
dom intent of all buddha families throughout the ten directions and four 
times will be accomplished, since the basis of the maQ<,lalas-the cloud of 
syllables-is being practiced unerringly. 

2.2. I.I.I.I.2.2.1.3 The Bmmhes ,?{]hat, the Common Siridhis 

Third, for the common siddhis, there are three: an explanation of the 
siddhi of the spontaneous presence of the four activities, indicating the 
accomplishment of five wisdoms ;  an explanation of how the five elements 
are brought to completion, indicating having purified the five aggregates in 
their place ; and an explanation of the way in which the eight accomplish
ments are achieved, indicating having purified the eight consciousnesses 
within space. 

For the first, when mirrorlike wisdom is accomplished, even all poisons 
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become medicinal nectar-the vitality of all beings-that serves the pur
pose of self and others. Through this, all four hundred four diseases arc 
pacified, and happiness and good fortune prevail. The four hundred four 
diseases are as stated in the Chiraka:' 

One hundred one are diseases of the imaginary demonic 
forces. 

One hundred one are diseases of momentary circumstances. 
One hundred one are the basic diseases of the aggregation of 

elements. 
One hundred one are due to previous actions. 

Thus, it is. Otherwise, it can be explained that [226] each group of one 
hundred one corresponds to wind, bile, phlegm, and the three humors 
combined. 160 

When the wisdom of evenness is accomplished : because whatever is 
desired can be received from spaciousness, this is more sublime than the 
abundance of gods and humans. As the inexhaustible treasury of the spon
taneously emerging wealth of space, all wishes are completely fulfilled. 

When the wisdom of the space of phenomena is accomplished, obstruc
tions in the mind streams of all lower-realm beings are fully purified, lead
ing to the happiness of higher rebirth. 

When discerning and all-accomplishing wisdoms are accomplished, 
tangible things become invisible and the invisible becomes tangible. Even 
material things change into one another, like fire into water, earth into 
space, and so forth. [The minds of] others are overcome, the dead are 
brought back to life, and so forth. By accomplishing these miracles no 
matter what phenomena appear, one is able to accomplish the magic of 
the transformation of this into something else. 

In the Amassing of the Rare and Supreme, it states: 

The experiences of the mind accomplishing samadhi 
And the miracles that ensue are inconceivable. 
The qualities of all substances, medicines, 
Mantras, and [wish-fulfilling] jewels are inconceivable. 



The power of the interdependency of 
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Planets, constellations, and universal time is inconceivable. 
The experiences of all empowered bodhisattvas, 161 

As well as the tathagatas, 
Are also inconceivable. [ n 7 ]  

Thus, this i s  similar. 
For the second, when the aggregate of form is purified in its place, the 

samadhi of the pervasion of earth is achieved. At that time, space is blessed 
to become solid l ike vajra earth. When the aggregate of feeling is purified 
in its place, the power of the samadhi of the pervasion of fire is achieved. 
When the body is blazing with fire, phenomena become massing fire. This 
fire even incinerates the inferno of the hell realms, liberating beings from 
that suffering. When perception is purified, the power of the samadhi of 
the pervasion of water is achieved and phenomena become water. With 
the ability to pass underground, everything also becomes like the flow of 
a single river. As with fire, the suffering of others is dispelled, because this 
is the manifestation of passionless samadhi. When reaction is purified, the 
samadhi of the pervasion of wind is mastered and there is the magical dis
play of the coarse and subtle phenomena of the elements of the world
dispersed as particles-bringing benefit to beings. When consciousness 
is purified, the samadhi of the pervasion of space is achieved, the entire 
world is emptied, and there will be the magical display of the sun and the 
moon falling from the sky. [ 228]  

Some claim this occurs by imagining that the five elements emerge from 
the hearts of the five families. This claim docs not pertain to the actual 
explanation given in this exposition, because that pertains to the specific 
way for accomplishing this; whereas, this is a general explanation. 

Third, the indication of having purified the eight consciousnesses is the 
accomplishment of the eight auxiliary activities. When the eight conscious
nesses-including the alaya-are purified and mastery of wisdom aware
ness occurs, then all enlightened activities such as summoning the object 
of accomplishment, expelling enemies, binding thieves, releasing the 
curses of harm-doers, curing disease and poisoning, annihilating external 
enemies and obstructing forces, completely defeating classes of enemies, 
and achieving personal victories will occur through this samiidhi of the 
cloud of syllables. 
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2.2.I. I.I.1.2.2.1.4 Examples a_( Those Accomplishments 

Fourth, the paragon of these accomplishments is that these siddhis accom
plished through this samadhi will appear as the outer reflection of the 
magical arising of self-appearing, originally pure wisdom. Concerning 
this, [ reference to] names and words refers to the individual images of 
the garland syllables of vowels and consonants. Saying "and so forth" [ in 
the root text] implies familiarity with the colors and radiant lights har
monizing with the particular enlightened activity, bringing the result of 
this samadhi that accomplishes all wishes. [u9]  This wheel of syllables 
should be understood to be like the example of a torch in the darkness 
illuminating all that is desired. This is also like alchemy transforming base 
metal into gold so all outer and inner poisons become nectar, l ike the 
method of healing medicine; and all undesirable things-without being 
rejected-are pacified in their own place. 

2.2.I. I.I.I.2.2.2 The One lYho Accomplishes the Intrinsic "Vtlture ofthe Cloud 

o{S)llables 

Second, the one who accomplishes the intrinsic nature of the cloud of syl
lables has two : the person and the nature of their accomplishment. 

First, relying upon an authentic object [of refuge] ,  such as a vajra master 
who reveals the path to liberation, and diligently making offerings to all 
deities of the mal).<;iala constitute the first steps to accomplish the syllables. 
The vajra master is the supreme object of refuge, as stated in Gathering of 
the T¥isdom Intent: 

Know the guru to be more precious than the buddhas 
Of one hundred thousand kalpas. 
The reason that they all [become] buddhas of those kalpas 
Is by relying upon their gurus. 
I have never said that buddhahood could be achieved 
Prior to relying upon a guru 

Thus, and the quote continues: 
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Even if one does not understand or realize the nature of 
phenomena: 

By showing respect and diligently rendering service 
To the precious guru, 
The ocean of existence will be traversed. 
Like planting a seed in a fertile field, 
Every living thing will increase 
In the fertile field of sacred merit. 
Even a single sesame seed will never go to waste [ 2 3 o J 
But will ripen and increase. 

Thus, and in the Binding Matrix," it states: 

Since the guru is principal among all mal}qalas, 
To respect and render ofFerings to him or her will please all 

deities. 
[There is] no need to mention that the immediate mal}qala 

will be pleased. 

Thus, it is. 
Achieving clear, undistracted, actual realization while meditating on 

the deities and syllables constitutes the second step. This is also taught in 
the Bodhisattvacharydvatdra: 

The Omniscient One said that all activities such as recitation 
and efFort-based practices are rendered meaningless through 
distraction. 

Thus, this is similar. 
Maintaining the root and branch samayas constitutes the third step. 

This is also taught in the Supreme Wheel:b 

By maintaining samaya, 
All mantras will be accomplished. 

" dt<lWd dompd ( rlr-Vd ba sdom pa) 
b khorln chog ( 'khor lo rnchog) 
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Thus, i t  is. 
In addition, during the recitation of secret mantra, the abandonment of 

these six-overly rapid, too slow, incomplete, embellished, loud, and too 
quiet-constitutes correct [recitation] as the fourth step. This is taught in 
the Supreme Samaya:" 

For those endowed with the six branches, 
The pristine words and sound of mantra 
Will be accomplished. 

Thus, it is .  
Once all mudras-such as dharma, activity, samaya, and the great 

mudra-are precisely known, binding with the meaning of these branches 
without degeneration constitutes the fifth [step] .  This is also taught in 
Supreme Vittory:b 

Possessing the four mudras 
Brings accomplishment. 

Thus, it is. 
Auxiliary to these [23 1 ]  are the further endowments of the practice 

place, time, and the five necessities, all of which will contribute to this 
accomplishment. If these endowments are lacking, to even attempt prac
tice will be futile; and, not only that, it is said that it will be destructive 
and bring about the torment of the lower realms. This is also taught in 
Secret Vital Essence: 

Disrespecting the vajra master, not receiving empowerment, 
having no samaya or mantra, and allowing the supreme branch 
accomplishments to degenerate will not only result in the fail
ure to realize accomplishments in that life ;  in the future, there 
will be the torment of the lower realms. 

Thus, it is. 

' darntsig chog (dt�tn tshig mchog) 
b gpd chog (rg_yal rnchog) 



Second, the nature of the accomplishment is the supreme resultant 
inner realization of the victorious ones of the three times and the essence 
of the supreme and common siddhis, which is this wheel of syllables. 
Since this nature-like a precious jewel-is the spontaneous source of 
all desires that are inexhaustible, this is a sacred treasure that fulfills all 
wishes. In addition, the dharmakaya-like the sky-is without increase; 
the sambhogakaya-Jike a rainbow-is without decrease. \Vi thin this, the 
myriad nirmal)akayas that emerge and manifest are pure by virtue of their 
nature. Concerning that, from the immaterial nature of the dharmakaya, 
the two forms of rupakaya appear as material. From these cloudlike 
appearances, varieties of activities accomplishing the purpose of beings 
will occur in perfect harmony with the minds of those to be tamed [232] 
as the manifestation of spontaneous presence. Such is the nature of the 
cloud of syllables. 

z.z.I.I. I.I.z. z.J Rn•ealing the Adual kfethod through which the S�vllables Are 

Accomplished 

This has three parts: 

r A brief introduction to sarnadhi 

2 An extensive explanation of its intrinsic nature 

A synopsis of the meaning as a single meditative equipoise 

Third, revealing the actual method through which the syllables are accom
plished has three: a brief introduction to samadhi, an extensive explanation 
of its intrinsic nature, and a synopsis of the meaning as a single meditative 
equipoise. 

z.z.I.I.I.I.2.2.J.I A Brief Introduction to Samadhi 

First, through the generation stage that illustrates the appearance of the 
cloud of syllables, the phenomena of saq1sara and enlightenment appear 
as material. At that moment, the nature of all phenomena is inherently 
unborn. It must be understood that, primordially, this immaterial intrinsic 
nature is the pure stage of completion. Hence, within generation-stage 
appearances that cannot be defined, one trains in the process of the sylla
bles radiating and reabsorbing without fixating on true existence. By train
ing repeatedly in the realization of the syllables radiating and reabsorbing 
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in harmony with their activities, the aspect of mastery with awareness is 
the samadhi of the wheel of syllables. 

2.2. r.J.I.I.2.2.}.2 An Extensive F.;..p/,uZt<tion o{Its Intrinsic 1Vature 

This has two parts: 

J 'lhe sam ad hi of the emptiness of the prajiia dharmakaya 

2 'lhe sam ad hi of the appearances of the method of nipakaya 

For the second, there are two : the samadhi of the emptiness of the 
prajl'l.a dharmakaya and the samadhi of the appearances of the method of 
riipakaya. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.2.2.3.2.1 1he Samadhi ofthe F.mptineJS of the f'mjiid Dharmakaya 

For the first, there are two : a general explanation of how to introduce the 
meaning of the nonconceptual and a specific explanation of indivisible 
wisdom. First, whoever fails to understand the intrinsic nature of phe
nomena to be nonreferential and without characteristics [ 23 3 ]  will not see 
the fundamental nature of the unelaborate space of phenomena. 

In Gathering of the J;Visdom Intent, it states: 

Without seeing the inconceivable, 
To rest the mind without any reference 
Is to remain in dullness like an immature child. 
This will be the cause for further darkness. 

Thus, and in the Gretlt Bounteousness of the Buddhas, it states: 

The one who does not know the intrinsic nature of 
phenomena 

Will not witness the nature of the space of phenomena. 

Thus, it is. 
Hence, if all the varieties of the dreamlike, objective, material appear

ances of mind are decisively analyzed, they abide like space with nothing 
truly existing from without or within. If examined with the immaterial 
and colorless cognition that realizes this, then nothing will be found exter
nally or internally since the nature of these fixations is nonexistent. At that 
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time, except for the mind and mind's appearances, no other phenomena 
will be conceivable. By investigating how the confused concepts of dual
istic fixation will be defeated, the meaning of "it will be known that the 
intrinsic nature of phenomena is the nonconceptual nature as it is" is 
then revealed. This is mentioned in the Bodhisattvacharydvatdra, where 
it states: 

When all that is substantial and not [substantial] no longer 
exists before the mind, there is no other aspect except for great, 
nonconceptual peace. 

Thus, it is. 
Second, a specific explanation of indivisible wisdom is as follows. This 

nature of the mind that is primordially groundless and [234] baseless, 
like the sky, does not exist as any matter or substance whatsoever. There 
is also nothing to designate, such as saying "this is male and not female"; 
neither is there any reference to that which is called "neuter." Therefore, 
right now it is established that [wisdom] abides in the nature of mind 
without sarpsara, enlightenment, being better or worse. Given that this 
nature is devoid of characteristics and does not exist even conceptually, 
it is beyond the limitation of either existing or not. Hence, this nature of 
mind does not even exist as the individual classes and mind streams of 
buddhas, sentient beings, royals, untouchables, and the like. Colors such as 
white do not exist, shapes such as square do not exist, and so forth since, 
by virtue of its [ i.e. , the mind] nature, it is empty and free from character
istics. Within this nature of mind, the pure lands of the buddhas and the 
realms of sentient beings also do not exist, as there is nothing whatsoever 
to refer to as "this is it." In the King ofSamddhi sutra, it states: 

This mind is nonconceptual and inconceivable. 
The intrinsic nature is pure, and the essential nature is empty. 
This is the profound nature of phenomena-
Primordially selfless, 
Profoundly peaceful, and free from elaboration, like space. 

Thus, this is similar. This nature of mind is the perfectly pure wisdom of 
basic space, the nature of phenomena just as it is. 

This [235 ]  abiding reality is the root cause for fully accomplishing all 
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mudras o f  method, as well as being the root cause o f  all prajiia, the space 
of everything that is fully endowed-including auspicious circumstances 
and all sacred results. Due to the force of the natural purity of this nature 
of mind : aside from it, there are no other separate phenomena constituting 
the ground, path, and result. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.2. 2.J.2.2 The Samadhi of the Appearances ofthe Method ofRupak,iya 

This has two parts: 

1 The overview 
2 The exposition 

Second, for the samadhi of the meditation on the appearances of the 
method of rupakaya, there are two: the overview and the exposition. 

2.2.I.I.I.I.2.2.J.2.2.I The Overview 

For the first, there are two: the practice of the wheel of syllables and, based 
on that, the practice of enlightened activities. First, after meditating upon 
the three samadhis, then-just l ike before-meditate upon the radiation 
and reabsorption [of light] from the syllable ah. Although there is this 
radiation and reabsorption of syllables from the baseless nature of mind, 
however much one can rest within freedom from elaboration constitutes 
the nature of prajiia. Then, by meditating on the light-ray garlands of 
mantra from the ma�Jgala of deities, the mind trains in the play of the 
four activities and the supreme samadhi.  In conclusion, there must be 
the dedication of virtue. Achieving stability, the sign of accomplishment 
will occur with the accumulation of one million three hundred thousand 
mantras. 162 

The way in which activities are accomplished is that, by the cloud of 
syllables, one becomes the deity ; and through the light rays and radia
tion-reabsorption of deities, all disease, demonic forces, and negativities 
are pacified. [236] Longevity and abundance increase; and [the activities 
of] overcoming, expelling, slaying, paralyzing, binding, and the like are 
enacted. By performing the radiation practice through these multiple 
modes of samadhi, accomplishment will occur in seven days. 

Similarly, visualizing oneself as Vairochana: from your heart, a vajra 
staircase manifests'"' to reach from earth to heaven. Hence, the samadhi 
of earth will be achieved, allowing one to float on water and levitate in the 
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vaj ra posture. Visualizing oneself as Amitabha: from the syllable ram in 
one's heart, fire blazes and burns phenomenal existence such that even the 
fires of hell are extinquished. Through this, the samadhi of fire is accom
plished so that, if needed, a shower of flames will emerge. Visualizing one
self as Ratnasambhava: from the syllable kham in one's heart, a river of 
wisdom descends and fills the entire world through which the samadhi 
of water is accomplished. This allows one to pass beneath the ground and 
pacify the fires of the lower realms. Visualizing oneself as Amoghasiddhi :  
from the syllable yam in one's heart, wind emerges and disperses all coarse 
matter of the world. 1hrough this, magical powers become unimpeded, 
allowing passage through space. Visualizing oneself as Ak�hobhya: from 
the syllable eh in one's heart, everything turns into space through which 
all appearances become empty; and the enlightened activity of controlling 
the sun and moon is enacted. 

Similarly, by meditating that phenomena become the colors white, yel
low, red, green, and blue, the five great light rays and their appearances 
will be accomplished. That is indicated through what was just explained. 
With the samadhi that is in harmony with whatever is wished for and the 
meditation on countless other sadhanas chat increase this, everything that 
occurs is the sacred matrix of samadhi. 

2.2.J. I. I.I.2. 2.J.2.2.2 The Exposition 

Second, the exposition has two: an explanation of the generation and 
completion stages as the samadhi of deities and how apparent existence i s  
the mudra ofSamantabhadra. 

For the first, the appearance of the syllables as the clear-light nature of 
one's mind is the method; and from that appearance, the syllables originat
ing from the tips of the light rays are the secondary method. Countless 
emanations radiating from them [ i.e., the syllables] are the inconceivable 
boundless method. Aside from there being this transformation, ultimately 
this does not exist as differentiated. When meditating upon oneself in 
the aspect of male-female deities: from that, the differentiated genera
tion of the palace as the vessel and the pure lands is the play of the mind. 
When meditating in this way-through the inner self-nature as the deity 
and the appearance of radiating and reabsorbing as syllables, as well as the 
external, mentally generated palace, pure lands, radiation and reabsorp
tion-there come to be countless inconceivable mal).<;{alas of the mind's 
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arrangement ofbuddhas and sentient beings. [ 2 3 8] 1h is dynamic strength 
of the arrangement of wisdom appearances is the originally pure nature 
of mind. Since the mind's nature is originally pure, the intrinsic nature 
of awakening is fearless and primordially free from karma and passions 
because it is sealed as the supreme mudra of the genuine fundamental 
nature ofSamantabhadra. Since the generation stage as well is free from 
inherent existence and is spontaneously present as the completion stage, 
one should abide within this unelaborate genuine equipoise. 

Second is the way apparent existence is scaled by the mudra of Saman
tabhadra. From the method of the dear-light nature of mind appearing 
as syllables: when one's nature just as it is appears as the objective mind, 
this is the secondary method. All of the inconceivable methods that arise 
as myriad appearances of phenomenal existence are ultimately not dif
ferentiated, yet they appear as the varieties of differentiated phenomena. 
Since this is the inner mind, as well as the external appearances arising as 
the dynamic strength of wisdom that are the inconceivable mal).qala of 
myriad phenomena, it is thus called "primordial awakening sealed by the 
supreme mudra of the fearless Samantabhadra." 

Again, derived from the method of the wheel of syllables, the second
ary method involves the inconceivable method of the radiation and reab
sorption of syllables. This is not differentiated from the mind, yet it is the 
mind that creates a differentiation between the source of radiation and 
its object. Hence, [ 239]  the phenomena that appear to the inner mind, 
as well as the external aspects of the inner [mind ] ,  become syllables that 
radiate and reabsorb. When one meditates upon the dynamic strength of 
the inconceivable wisdom mal).qala that has mastery of this, it is called 
the "supreme mudra of the fearless Samantabhadra" and is applicable to 
the meditation of the syllables.164 

2.2.I.I.I.1.2.2.3.3 A Synopsis ofthe Afeaning as tl Single Afeditatiue liquipoise 

Third is a synopsis. Hence, whoever has realization of the garland of syl
lables will tame the dysfunctional mind that is like a drunken elephant 
fixated on substance and characteristics. Holding to the ground of self-fix
ation and intoxicated and bound by grasping to conventions, [this mind] 
perpetuates the suffering of sarpsara. By resting in the equipoise of the 
genuine fundamental nature : through the union of tranquil stillness and 
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true seeing,·' one will be able to meditate upon the exceptional genera
tion and completion stages of indivisible wisdom. Through familiarity 
and stability in the branch practices, the nature of mantra and mudra, 
the most amazing siddhi [ and] the actual state of Samantabhadra will 
be achieved. 

The five branches of mantra are the essential nature of onesel( the deity, 
the secret mantra, the recitation, and radiation and reabsorption . Tran
quil stillness'' is the pacification of the mind's elaborations. True seeing' 
is prajna that realizes objects are vivid yet lack true, inherent existence. 
Here, it should be understood [ 240] that, when the mind is not distracted 
during generation-stage practice, that is tranquil stillness; and resting free 
from elaboration in that intrinsic nature is true seeing. Concerning this, it 
states in the Ornament of the Classes ojSutra: 

Unmoving and discerning . .  , 

And the quote continues: 

With whatever visualization [is chosenl, place the mind in 
samadhi. 

Thus, it is. 
In this context, the samadhi of syllables is the method that gives birth to 

tranquil stillness. Since-from within this-both unborn and nonconcep
tual prajii.a and samadhi will naturally be accomplished, this is profound. 

In addition, it is taught in the Lamp oJConcentration:d 

By relying upon visualization, the nonconceptual will definitely 
be born. By relying upon the nonconceptual, nothingness will 
be realized. By familiarizing with nothingness, finally even that 
will be purified. 

Thus, this is similar. 

' zhi lhzg ztlng drel (zhi ih.tg.zung 'hre[) 
b zhine_y (zhignas, shanwtha) 
' !hag tonK (!hal. mthong, vtj>asf�yand) 
d samten gyi drun me (bsmngt.m lOi sgron me); Niipchen Sangye Yeshc 
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z. z.r.I.I.I.2.J A Synopsis 

1hird is a synopsis. Thus, having expressed "the intrinsic nature of phe
nomena abides as the cloud of syllables;' the Tathagata himself-Samant
abhadra -is pleased by this spectacle offully endowed siddhis originating 
spontaneously from the wheel of syllables. 

From the Secret Essence of the wheel of the cloud of syllables, the 
source for fully endowed siddhis-the Definitive Nature As It Is-this 
completes the explanation of the fifi:h chapter that reveals the enumera
tions ofsamadhi [ 241 ]  accomplishing the magical manifestation matrix 
of syllables. 



Chapter Six 

2.2. u.r.2 From 1hat, the l'vfar.uj,:da ofSamadhi Th1t Arises 

This has two parts: 

1 A general explanation of the mal).c,iala of the samadhi of basic space 

2 A specific explanation of the auxiliary mal).Qalas of mantra and mudra 

For the explanation of the nul)<;iala of samadhi, there are two: a general 
explanation of the mal).<;iala of the samadhi of basic space and a specific 
explanation of the auxiliary mal).<;ialas of mantra and mudra. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.I A General Explanation of the Ma1)(iala oft he Samadhi of Basic Space 

This has two parts :  

I The overview 

2 The exposition 

For the first, there are two: the overview and the exposition. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.I.I The Overview 

This has two parts : 

I A general definition of 111al).Qala 

2. The specific distinctions 

For the first, there are two: a general definition of mai)<;iala and the specific 
distinctions. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.I.I.I A General Definition of Ma1J4ala 

First, the term "mal).<;iala" means there is a principal deity surrounded by 
a retinue. 
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2.2.I.I.I.2.I.I.2 Jhe Specific Distinctions 

This has three parts: 

r The mapqala of the ground 

L The nnry<jala of rhe path 

3 T11e mar�c:lala ofrhe result 

For the second, there are three :  the mal_l�1alas of the ground, path, and 
result. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.I.I. 2. I  The A1a�u;ltda ofthe Ground 

First, given that the container of the celestial palace and the deities vvho 
are the inhabitants are by nature primordially awakened, they abide as a 
mal_l<ohla. Hence, the appearance of the external elements is the nut;t<;lala 
offemales, and the appearance of the internal aggregates is the mal_l<;lala of 
males. The collection of concepts and all sense sources primordially abide 
as the mar;t<;lala ofbodhisactvas. It states in the second chapter [of the root 
text] : 

Eh ma! The vajra aggregates and their branches 
Are known as the five fully perfected buddhas. 
All the many sense sources and elements 
Arc the mal_l<;lala itself of bodhisattvas. 
Earth and water are [Buddha] Lochana and Mamaki; 
Fire and wind are Pat)<;iaravasinl and Samayatari; [242,] 
Space is Akashadhatvishvari. 
TI1e three states of existence are primordially awakened; 
And phenomena, without exclusion, are not other than the state 

of awakening. 
Phenomena other than the state of awakening 
Will not be found even by the Buddha himself. 

1hus, and in the root ChakrastZT(Wm-a tantra, it states: 

All living beings abide naturally 
Within their inherent mal_l<;lalas. 

Tints, it is . 
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In addition, appearances primordially abide as the maiJ4a1a of enlight
ened body, sound as the maQ<;lala of enlightened speech, and all thoughts as 
the mal).<;lala of enlightened mind. In The All-Creating lvfonarch, it states: 

Amazing! For the teacher of the Teacher, the all-creating monarch 
Who arranged the maJ!c.fala 

Of the essence of enlightened body, 
That is how phenomena abide-just as they appear
Arranged within the unborn space of phenomena. 
As for the arrangemem of the maJ�<;lala 
Of the essence of enlightened speech, 
That is how phenomena abide-just as heard
Arranged with in unborn space as enlightened speech. 
As for the arrangement of the mal).<;lala 
Of the essence of awareness, 
1l1at is how all concepts are brought to mind-just as they are
Known as the unborn nature of himself, the creator of all. 

Thus, it is. 
Since this mal).<;lala is  primordially, spontaneously present, it i.� said to 

be the basis of everything. The quote continues: 

Amazing! The center is the unmistaken meaning of the essence. 
The retinue is endowed as the perfect 
Exaltation of saq1sara and enlightenment. 
This is the essence of the mat� <;I ala [ 243] 
As the basis of everything. 
Know that all mal)<;lalas, without exclusion, 
Are subsumed here. 

Thus, it is. 

2.2.J.I.I.2.I.I.2.2 The lvfm:u/.ala qfthe Path 

Second, if distinctions are made concerning the maJ�c.fala of the path, 
there are three: the illustrative image maQI;Iala; the ultimate maJ!c.fala of 
enlightened body, speech, and mind; and the distinctions of the three 
maQ<;lalas. 
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First, i n  the ChakrasaJ?lvara tantra, i t  states :  

What is the nature of the two that are created? 
They are explained from the perspective 
Of the accomplishment. 

Thus, it is. 
Here, chis is established to correspond with the aptitude of those with 

middling and dull faculties in order to allow entry [ into the mal)<,lala] 
and clarification of their samadhi. Along with the painted and colored
sand mal)<,ialas, there are the chalked-line and the formations-of-flowers 
mai;<,lalas, which together total four.The quote continues: 

The activity of drawing on cloth 
And the stages of marking lines with colors . . .  

Thus, it  is shown. 
For the second, there are the three mal)<,lalas of enlightened body, 

speech, and mind. First, the mal)<,lala of the body is to visualize the body 
as the solitary deity, including the entire mal)<,iala of deities and their pal
ace, as the root tantra states: 

In the ten directions and four times 
The pure lands are inconceivably perfect and pure ; and 
The celestial palaces, free from restrictions, 
Are adorned with all ornaments, wheels, and musical 

instruments. 
All mai;<,lalas, without exception, are inconceivable ! 

Thus, it is. 
The ma1;<,lala of enlightened speech [2.44] is to visualize and recite the 

mantra of the principal deity, accompanied by the mantras of the retinue, 
as the quote continues: 

Visualizing is itself vajra enlightened speech. 

Thus, it is. 
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The mai;t<,iala of enlightened mind is that, by taking the five poisons as 
the path of the five wisdoms without abandonment, sa111sara is purified in 
its place, as the root tantra states : 

This wisdom that is designated as the four directions and 
center, 

A spontaneously present inconceivable mal).9ala, 
Is for a practitioner who has realized the great perfection 
The experience of all that naturally emerges as the great wisdom 

mal).9ala. 

Thus, it is. 
Third, there are three explanations for the distinctions of the three 

mal).9alas: the support-mal).9ala of the palace, the supported-mal).<Jala 
of the deities, and the indivisible mai_l<,iala of great wisdom. First, the 
arrangement of the directions surrounding the core is the mal).9ala as the 
fully endowed place. Second, the assembly of the retinue surrounding the 
principal one in the center is the mai;t<,iala of the deities as the fully endowed 
teacher. Third, clear, wakeful awareness surrounding self-emergent wisdom 
is the mal).<Jala of wisdom. In the root tantra it states: 

Wisdom itself 
Can be seen by the retinue of five wisdoms. 

Thus, and in The All-Creating Monarch, it states: 

Amazing! I, the all-creating monarch-reacher of the 
Teacher-

Having realized the marJ9ala of the unborn awakened mind 
That pervades everything without coming and going, 
Engage with the meaning of the unborn. [245]  

Thus, it is. 
In addition, self-emergent wisdom, free from the movement of any 

dualistic elaborations, is the indwelling wisdom of the intrinsic nature of 
Samantabhadra. From within this, the gathering of concepts such as the 
five poisons emerge as dynamic wisdom revealed as the forty-two buddhas, 
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such as the five tathagatas. Therefore, this awareness-whether abiding or 
proliferating-is the primordial maQ<,lala, and the practitioner who knows 
this will never be separate from abiding within the great wisdom maQ<,lala 
of all that naturally emerges. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.I.I.2.J The A1al}t/,ala ojthe Result 

Third, the maQ<,lala of the result is that, by perfecting the path : when the 
state of Samantabhadra is achieved, this is referred to as "liberation in the 
ground ofkayas and wisdoms, free from meeting and parting." In the root 
tantra, it states: 

At the time of the kaya of omniscience, 
The five kayas are spontaneously complete. 

Thus, it is. This refers to the spontaneous presence of the maQ<,lalas of the 
dharmakaya, sambhogakaya, the three kayas and five wisdoms, and the 
five great maQ<,lalas of enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, activities, 
and so forth. 

2. 2.I.I.I.2.I.2 The Exposition 

This has two parts: 

1 An explanation of the cause for the mal)c<;lala to arise 

2 The actual ma!f9ala that manifests from that cause 

Second, for the exposition, there are two: an explanation of the cause 
for the maQ<,iala to arise and the actual maQ<,iala that manifests from that 
[cause] .  

2.2.I.I.I.2.I.2.I An Explanation of the Cause for the Mal}t/,ala to Arise 

First, [ 2.46] then having arranged the maQ<,lala of the clouds of syllables, 
the intrinsic nature of all self-appearing tathagatas-neither singular nor 
plural-appears as the maQ<,lala of Samantabhadra himsel£ All of these 
[ tathagatas J see those to be tamed throughout the ten directions and the 
six realms and express the aphorism in this way, with the intention to 
bring forth the maQ.<;iala of the greatness of the Tathi.igata himself. 
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2.2.1. I.r.2. r.2.2 1he Actual MaJJt;lala 1hat Manifests .from 7hat Cause 

This has three pares: 

I 1he ground 

2 The path 

The result 

For the second, there are three: the ground-a general explanation of the 
intrinsic nature of the spontaneously present mar)4ala, the path-a spe
cific explanation of the meditation ma!f4ala of samadhi, and the result-a 
synopsis of the meaning as the great wisdom ma!f4ala. 

2.2.I.I. I. 2.I.2.2.I 7JJe Ground 

First, since all categories of four-the external earth, water, fire, and wind ; 
the internal form, feeling, perception, and reaction; and the secret delu
sion, pride, desire, and jealousy-are primordially, spontaneously present 
as the wisdom of the space of phenomena, evenness, discernmem, and 
accomplishment, these are the four directions. Space, consciousness, and 
hatred-these three-abide as the wisdom that is mirrorlike, which is 
designated as the "center." The five elements are the five females, the five 
aggregates are the five males, and the five poisons are the five wisdoms-all 
abiding as inconceivable ma!).<;ialas. The apparent phenomena of saJTlsara 
and enlightenment primordially abide as this spontaneous presence, 
which is the intrinsic nature of the Great Perfection. [ 24 7] A practi
tioner who realizes this must utilize the great, self-originating wisdom 
maQ.<;iala without abandoning, accepting, refuting, or establishing the 
phenomena of apparent existence. This ultimately reveals the dynamic 
energy of the mary4ala, without accepting or rejecting whatever arises or 
appears. 

2.2.1. I.J.2.z.2. 2.2 7];e Path 

TI1is has two parts: 

I An explanation of the actual ma!fc:lala of samadhi 

2 The resultant mai�c;lala accomplished through samadhi 

For the second, there are two: an explanation of the actual mary4ala of 
samadhi and the resultant maJ!4ala accomplished through [samadhi] .  
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2. 2.I.I.I.2. I.2.2.2.I An ExpLmation of the Actutz! Aim:zt;ltz!a oJSamddbi 

This has rwo parts: 

1 The support as the mar;qala of the celestial palace 

2. 'I he supported manqala of deities 

For the first, there are two : the support as the mal)�lala of the celestial 
palace and the supported 11lai!c.lala of deities. 

2. 2.I. l.l. 2.I.2.2.2.I.I The Support as the J'vim;t;laLt ojthe Celestial Palace 

The first has three: the celestial palace, the ornaments, and the seats. First, 
that which indicates the four wisdoms that have severed ignorance are 
the four spokes of the wheel, including the white, circular rim of the 
wheel-indicating wisdom free from elaboration. Outside of that, the four 
immeasurables are indicated by the four sides adorned with gateways, 
and that which indicates wisdom without restriction or bias is the encir
cling porticoes. The sign of the ever-increasing greatness of qualities is 
that the shape of the palace is entirely square. The four doors to perfect 
liberation161 are indicated by the portals. The eight doors to perfect libera
tion 166 are indicated by the eight pediments. In this context, the entrances 
to the peaceful mal)9,ala are visualized to be two stories high. The root 
tantra states: [ 2 48] 

The four sides are adorned with four gateways and porticoes, 
And the shape is entirely square . . .  

This reveals the outer and inner walls and their shape. If explained from 
the perspective of purity, then the sambhogakaya deities appear inside 
the inner doors; and the nirmal)akayas appear on the outer portico. 1l1is 
is so their mai!9.alas will remain distinct. If not, then the self-appearing 
mal)9,alas of the sambhogakaya would mingle with the independently 
appearing nul)9,alas of the nirmal)akayas, and the fault of being unable to 
determine the type of mal)9,ala would occur. 

Second, for the ornaments, the indications of the thirty-seven branches 
of awakening and so forth are the umbrella, victory banner, and varieties 
of musical instrumentation beautifying everything like massing cloud 
formations. In addition, this is adorned with the forty-two mal)<;{alas of 
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the scats of the individual deities equaling their numbers. Describing the 
deities as ornaments of the palace is not relevant at this time.167 

Tl1ird, for the seats, the indications of the four states of fearlessness are 
the lions, elephants, horses, peacocks, and garu4as who hoist the great 
thrones. The sun indicates prajna; the moon, method; and the lotus, unaf
fected by faults. F rom that, as the source of all that is desirable, the thrones 
are elevated on supports made of precious jewels. It is taught here that the 
[seats for the] five families have five levels ; those of the radiance Samanta
bhadra and Samantabhadri have four; those of the sattvas have three levels; 
l249] and each of the six sages have a lotus seat, while each gatekeeper has 
a single sun seat. In Stages ofLight,' it states: 

At the hub in the center of the palace 
Is the throne of eight fearless lions. 
At the spoke in the east 
Is the omnipotent elephant throne. 
In the south is the throne of eight magical horses, 
In the western palace is the peacock throne, and 
In the north is the enlightened activity throne of eight shang 

shangs." 

The supports for the thrones arc extremely beautiful, 
And upon them are the five levels of the sun, moon, and so forth. 
The sun, moon, and the water lotus 
Are the three levels for the sattvas. 
The sole sun is for the wrathful ones; and 
The sole lotus, for the sages. 
Upon a sun, moon, lotus, and j eweled throne, 
Samantabhadra and Samantabhadri-
As the subject and object-
Abide in the manner of evenness. 

Tlms, it is. Since both the peacock and gant<,h indicate the same function 
of pacifying poisons, they do not contradict one another. 

' od rim ( 'od rim) 
" shangsh,mg; half bird, halt�man 
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2.2.I.I.I.2.I.2.2.2.I. 2  The Supported Jorfatp;lala ofDeities 

Second, for the supported ma:Q.c,iala of the deities, there are six. The way 
they abide is that the male-female Samantabhadra and all the tathagatas 
are royally seated upon their thrones. Since the two aims are fulfilled, the 
twelve perfect male-female buddhas are seated in the vajra posture; and 
the entire retinue of male-female sattvas appears as ministers seated in the 
posture of sattvas, with their right legs extended and thei r  left legs drawn 
in. All gatekeepers appear as generals; and since they annihilate obstructers 
and misguided ones, [2.50] they face outward assuming the stance of war
riors. Since each of the sages appears as the principal form of each respec
tive [class of] being, rather than sitting, they stand like provincial rulers. 

Second, the places where the deities abide are as follows. The five male 
kings and female queens abide with Vairochana on the central hub of the 
wheel and the others on the four spokes. To their right, beginning with the 
southeast, are four intermittent spokes where the Observer-K�hitigarbha, 
the Hearer-Vajrapa:Q.i, the Partaker ofScents-Akashagarbha, and the 
Partaker of Flavors-Avalokiteshvara abide, including their assembly 
of queens: Lasya Mala, Gita, and Narti. Likewise, upon the four sides of 
the square pattern in progression from the southeast are the One who 
Sees-Maitreya, the One who Hears-Nivara:Q.avi�hkambhin, the One 
who Smells-Kuntuzangpo, and the One who Tastes-Maii.jushri, abid
ing along with their queens: Dhiipa, Pu�hpa, Aloka, and Gandha, in the 
manner of union. At the outer perimeter are the six sages [ in the realms] 
of the gods and so forth. In Stages rfLight, it states: 

In the southeast [arc the sages of] the gods; 
In the south, the humans; 
In the southwest, the deprived spirits; 
In the northwest, the animals; 
In the north, the demi-gods; 
And in the northeast, the hells. 

Thus, they abide. 
At the front and back of the principal ones are the subject Samanta

bhadra as the arouser of radiance and object Samantabhadri as the basis 
for the arising of radiance. It is taught that, since both of them reside [ 2.5 1 ]  
on the inner portico to the east and west, all ma:Q.c,ialas arise from them. 
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Conversely, there are some who assert that they [ i.e., the male-female 
Samantabhadra] are positioned to the front and back of the principal ones. 
Others assert that they are to the west and east of the portico; while others 
say they abide in the hearts of the principal ones. Each of these assertions 
fails to reveal the key point. The truth is that, here when the portico is men
tioned, it refers to the male-female Samantabhadra who are the basis for 
the arising of the inner radiance. Since the principal ones of the mai)Q.ala 
as the male-female Samantabhadra are actually the five families, there is no 
distinction between them. In addition, when the forty-two peaceful ones 
are mentioned, the way the peaceful sambhogakaya appears is explained, 
but not that the arouser and the arising [i.e., Samantabhadra male-female] 
are principal. During samadhi when the male-female Samantabhadra are 
visualized at the heart of the principal ones, the mind is sustained within 
the essence of clear light. And according to the completion stage with 
appearances: by visualizing the dharmakaya male-female Samantabhadra 
the size of a thumbnail, clear light is sustained. 

As previously expressed: since the pure land of the dharmakaya is free 
from elaboration, that is where the male-female Samantabhadra abide. 
From that, the five male-female sambhogakaya families abide as the 
arrangement of spontaneous wisdom-the evenness of the four times. 
From that, Vajrapal)i, Vajrasattva, the six sages, [ 252] and others abide in 
the worlds of those to be tamed. For example, this is like how in this realm 
of the Buddha known as "the conqueror Shakyamuni;' the hearers, soli tary 
realizers, and individual practitioners on the paths of accumulation and 
unification see him as a nirmat!akaya ; whereas all sublime bodhisattvas 
see him as the sambhogakaya. 

The conquerors of the four demons are at the four gates, including 
the east. They are the wrathful Yamantaka, Mahabala, Hayagriva, and 
Amrtakui)Q.ali-with their assembly of queens, who are At!kusha, Pasha, 
Spho�a, and Gal)�ha-abiding in the play of the nine expressions of dance. 
The nine expressions of dance are as stated in Garland rfLightning:" 

Flirtatious, heroic, unsightly, 
Cackling, fierce, terrifying, 
Compassionate, awesome, and peaceful
Possessing the nine expressions of dance . . .  

a log gi treng wa (glog gi phreng ba) 
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Thus, i t  is. 
Concerning this: when some whose good fortune has declined provoke 

their own vacillating, miragclike negative views, they traverse a danger
ous, mistaken, and desolate plain by claiming, "Placing the teacher of the 
tantra, Samamabhadra, at the edge of the mal!Qala and Ak�hobhya in the 
center mistakes the order of the principal one and the retinue." There are 
some who respond, saying, "This is like a father exalting his own son and 
reveals the greatness of the retinue." Others respond, [253 ]  "This is like 
a foreman who positions the proj ect in the center with the workers sur
rounding it." Still others say, "At the time of the ground, mirrorlike wisdom 
is principal; on the path, the alaya is the basis for kayas and wisdom; and at 
the time of the result, since mirrorlike wisdom is emphasized, Ak�hobhya 
is positioned in the center." 

Each of these assertions fails to internalize the definitive meaning. Since 
he [ i.e., Samantabhadra] is the teacher of the tanrra, it is not required 
that he abide in the center [of the mal).<,lala]. If that were required, then 
Buddha Shakyamuni would have to appear in the center of the mat!Qalas 
of Afanjushri's Jvfagical Jvfanifestation }vfatrix and the Purification ofthe 
Lower Realms. Since the principal one appears as Vairochana and a wis
dom being, there would then be the fault of reversing the principal one 
and the retinue. In some Kriyitantra mal). galas, Shakyamuni and Vajrapal).i 
are positioned as the central deities. Due to the fact that Vairochana and 
Ak�hobhya are the teachers, they would have to be in the center. Since 
that is not the case, there is no way to prove that the principal one and the 
retinue are reversed. 

Here is the actual meaning. Concerning the male-female Samanta
bhadra residing on the portico, their presence there indicates the radiance 
that arises from the ground, not that they are principal. Furthermore, 
Ak�hobhya is not positioned at the center, because enlightened mind is 
being indicated by Vairochana. Since he [ i .e. , Vairochana] is the teacher 
male-female Samantabhadra, [254]  nothing can be faulted here. Such 
claims about the resultant vajra vehicle are extremely deluded, because 
those who make them have not begun to turn toward the direction of 
knowing how to express the mode of the principal one and the notion 
of arising from the ground. How dare they debate the meaning of Secret 
Mantra in this way ! Their mental capacity seems more suited to entering 
the path of a cowherd. 
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'Ihird, concerning the hand emblems held by the deities :  Vairochana of 
enlightened mind holds a vajra in his first right hand, indicating indivisible 
emptiness and compassion. Ak�hobhya holds a wheel, indicating sever
ing the net of passions and turning the dharmachakra. Ratnasambhava 
holds a jewel, indicating fulfill ing the needs of beings and spontaneously 
present qualities. Amitabha holds a lotus, indicating purifying attachment 
in space and knowing beings with discerning wisdom. Amoghasiddhi 
holds a sword, indicating severing the passions of beings through the four 
enlightened activities. In his first left hand, [Vairochana] holds a hell while 
embracing his consort with hands crossed at his heart. The others hold 
their hand emblems as previously mentioned. All the consorts' right-hand 
emblems are the same as [those of] the male deities; and their left hands 
hold jeweled wisdom bells ablaze with light, while embracing the males. 
Those who believe that consorts do not have emblems in their right hands 
have yet to witness a great accomplishment practice. 

The hand emblems of the principal one arc as it states in the Vajm A1ir
ror: [25 5 ]  

Holding a vaj ra, wheel, sword, 
Bell, lotus, and j ewel 
Arc the order of the vajra holders. 
The others can be known by the vajra 
Held at the heart with the left [hands] embracing. 

Thus, it is. 
The first two main hands hold a vajra and bell while embracing the 

consort. The next two hold a wheel and lotus, while the final two hold a 
sword and jewel. It should be understood that the remaining four, includ
ing Ak�hobhya, are similar. Generally, there arc four different methods 
for describing the order of hand emblems: starting from the right, starting 
from the left, alternating [ left and right], or in a circular manner [from 
right to left ] .  This is a general explanation of the order of the principal 
hand emblems. 

All male deities have three faces and six arms, and all consorts have one 
face and two arms. There are those who say that, during the approach man
tra recitation, the deity has only one face and two arms. Since that is not 
clearly mentioned in this tanrra, 1 do not consider it applicable. 
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Concerning the hand emblems o f  all the sattvas, i t  states [ in the root 
tantra] : 

The hand emblems are an utpala, a naga branch, and so forth . . .  

Thus, i t  is. 
Since Mailjushr! has abandoned passions, he holds an utpala flower. 

Maitreya has dispelled the tortuous heat of the passions, so he holds a 
naga branch. K�hitigarbha sows the seeds of wisdom, so he holds a jew
eled sprout. VajrapaQi destroys suffering, so he holds a vaj ra. Akishagarbha 
severs the continuum of the passions, so he holds a sword. [256] Avaloki
teshvara is unstained by faults, so he holds a lotus. NivaraQavi�hkambhin 
teaches the doctrine to sentient beings, so he holds a precious wheel. Kun
tuzangpo fulfills the hopes of beings, so he holds a j eweled sprig. 

With stunning demeanors, all their consorts hold pleasing objects. 
Dorje L.isya shows that all forms are the nature just as it is, so her vajra 
fists are held at her hips; or she holds a mirror. Mala indicates inseparable 
method and prajfl.a, so she holds a jeweled rosary. Gita proclaims the sound 
of the doctrine, so she holds a vina. Narti generates happiness for those 
to be tamed, so she rings a bell, holds a vajra, and dances. Dhupa satisfies 
others with the fragrance of morality, so she holds an incense urn. Pu�hpa 
indicates the branches of awakening, so she holds a basket of flowers. Atoka 
illuminates the darkness of ignorance, so she holds a butter lamp. Gandha 
cleanses the stain of habits, so she holds scented water in a conch shell. 

The six sages are as follows: Indra of the god's realm teaches the four 
summaries of the doctrine'6s to all the gods, so he holds a vina. Vemachitra 
tames the warring demi-gods, so he wields a shield and sword. Shakyamuni 
teaches the ten virtues ro humans, so he holds a staff and begging bowl. 
Siqlha unravels the knot of stupidity for animals, so he holds a scripture. 
Jvalamukha [ 25 7] dispels hunger and thirst for the deprived spirits, so he 
holds a jeweled receptacle. And Yama points out the negative results of the 
hell realms, so he holds water and fire. 

Samantabhadra and Samantabhadri indicate the space of  the 
dharmakaya, free from elaboration; so they have no hand emblems. There 
are some who say that they [ i.e., male-female Samantabhadra] hold a vaj ra 
and lotus. Those who do have failed to understand the pure recollection 
of deities. 

For the four gatekeepers : Yamantaka subjugates the demon of death, so 
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he holds a skull club. Mahabala subjugates the demon oHorm or the aggre
gates, so he holds a vajra. Hayagriva subjugates the demon of passions, 
so he holds a skull and a serpent. Amrtaku.Q.<;iali subjugates the demon of 
luring, so he holds a double vajra. Their four consorts arc A1;kusha, Pasha, 
Sphora, and Ga.Q.rha, who indicate the four means of magnetizing, as well 
as the four immeasurables. 

Fourth is the appearance of the body colors from among the twenty
five colors of the families and the seventeen varieties of colors. In order 
for the family of enlightened mind to indicate the unchanging nature of 
phenomena, Vairochana with consort, Kuntuzangpo with consort, and the 
sage of the demi-gods-these five-are all blue. In order for the family of 
enlightened body to indicate being unstained by faults, Ak�hobhya with 
consort, K�hitigarbha with consort, and the sage of the god's realm are all 
white. In order for the family of enlightened qualities to indicate the great
ness of those qualities, Rarnasambhava with consort, [ 258] Akashagarbha 
with consort, and the sage of the humans are all golden. In order for the 
family of enlightened speech to indicate loving al l beings with compassion, 
Amitabha with consort, A valokiteshvara with consort, and the sage of the 
deprived spirits are all red. In order tor the family of enlightened activity 
to tame beings through varieties of activities, Amoghasiddhi with consort, 
Vajrapa.Q.i with consort, and the sage of the animals are all green. 

When [the root tantra] mentions "and so forth;' this indicates taming 
beings through activities and qualities; so there are combinations of vari
ous colors, such as Maitreya with consort being a blend of white and yel
low, Nivara.Q.avi�hkambhin with consort as reddish-yellow, Kuntuzangpo 
with consort as reddish-green, Maiijushri with consort as whitish-green, 
Yamantaka with consort as dark reddish-black, Mahabala with consort as 
yellow-black, Hayagriva with consort as reddish-black, Amrtaku.Q.<;iali with 
consort as greenish-black, and the sage of the hells [as] the color of dark 
smoke. Here, some say the sage in the animal realm is dark yellow or red in 
color. This claim proves they have yet to discern the colors of light within 
the channels and chakras. 

Fifth, their demeanors are as follows. Since all deities have purified birth 
in its place, their bodies arc smooth and soft. Having purified sickness 
in its place, their bodies are flexible and perfectly proportioned. Having 
purified death in its place, their bodies are [259] well-toned, vital, supple, 
and upright. Having purified old age in its place, their bodies are soft and 
youthful in appearance. These five qualities represent their nature. The 
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qualities of their appearances are that their bodies possess the beauty of the 
major and minor marks ;  so they are stainless, and their color is extremely 
vibrant. Having purified all contaminants, the colorful radiance of their 
bodies is shimmering. Dignified and pleasing ro behold, their bodies are 
spontaneously attractive and suppress all beings through their majestic 
splendor. Concerning this, some assert that the male deities have five 
demeanors, while the females have four. 

Sixth, the way the light rays radiate is that, from six great places on the 
deities' bodies as well as every pore, millions oflight rays radiate into the 
ten directions as a great, limitless gathering of light rays. The six places are 
the crown proruberance, the coil between the eyebrows, the throat, the 
heart, the navel, and the soles of the teet. The colors of the radiating light 
rays are blue, golden, red, white, violet, and the color of crystal, totaling 
six. Reference ro the color "violet" means a pale red. The color of crystal is 
whitish blue and extremely clear. [ 260] Given that the enlightened body 
is the intrinsic nature of clear light, these sixfold l ight rays radiate into the 
ten directions, along with billions oflight rays. 

The male and female gatekeepers reside within a blazing expanse, like 
the fire at the end of the kalpa. As chains of fire flare into the ten direc
tions, the fearsome ones reside in the midst of this vortex. This illumina
tion pervades the space of the sky without center or circumference as the 
spontaneously present, inconceivable ma1_1gala of samadhi. Vast like the 
space of phenomena, this meditation is the nature of sacred primordial 
wisdom. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.I.2.2.2.2 The Resultant j'vfmJ(lala Aaomplished through Snmddhi 
This has two pans: 

1 The overview 

2 lhc exposition 

Second, the explanation of that accomplishment, rhe resultant maz:1qala, 
is in two parts: the overview and the exposition. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.I.2.2.2.2.I The OverZiiew 

'!his has three parts: 

1 '!he support of enlightened hody 

2 The supported wisdom 
The deeds of enlightened activity 
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For the first, there are three descriptions : the support ofenlightened body, 
the supported wisdom, and the deeds of enlightened activity. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.I.2.2.2.2. I. I  lhe Support (}jh"nlightened Body 
The first has five. Since the dharmakaya is free from all limitation of elabo
ration, it states [in the root tantra] :  

The dharmakaya is  unfathomable and ineffable . . .  

Thus, it is. 
The sambhogakaya is a treasury of all qualities, which are spontaneously 

present, so it l i.e., the root tantra] continues: 

Inexhaustible abundance, like a jeweled treasure . . .  

And the nirtnal)akaya appears in whatever way is necessary to tame 
others, so it continues: 

The millions of emanations are inconceivable . . .  

Thus, and the abhisambodhihiya means [ 2.6 r ]  that phenomena are 
equally perfected and simultaneously awakened, so it states: 

Everything is inseparable as the kay a of evenness . . .  

Thus, and the unchanging vajrakaya is the intrinsic nature of enlight
ened bodies and wisdom free from meeting and parting, so it states: 

The kaya of a vajra awareness holder . . .  

Thus, it is. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.I.2.2.2.2.I.2 The Supported TVisdorn 

Second, tor the five, the space of phenomena and so forth, the quote 
continues: 
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The omniscient wisdom kaya . . .  

1hus, it is. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.I.2.2.2.2.I.J The Deeds a/Enlightened Activi�y 

Third, for enlightened activity, there are two : teaching the doctrine by 
actually appearing for the purpose of those to be tamed and placing beings 
in the resultant state of freedom. The first is to appear as a variety of teach
ers who tame ordinary individuals by teaching them the doctrine and plac
ing them on the path of virtue. 

For hearers and solitary realizers, [the teachers] appear as foe destroyers 
to teach the doctrine according to the capacity ofbeings. In addition, soli
tary realizers arc not taught through sound; but rather teachings are trans
mitted through signs, as it states in the Ornament of Clear Realization: 

Whoever wants to hear the genuine will hear this without 
sound. 

Thus, it is. 
Similarly, taming by supreme emanation is how Buddha Shakyamuni 

and others enacted deeds and taught the doctrine through a variety of 
vehicles. For all those who are bodhisattvas on the tenth ground, the 
glorious Vairochana appears in the pure land of the Akani�h�ha; and the 
obstructions on the tenth ground are then dispelled. [262 ]  There, the doc
trinal teachings are transmitted through kaya rather than speech. In the 
si'ma Fully Enlightened Phenomena and Abundance,' it states :  

The sovereign lord of dharma in the Akani�h�ha 
Is the conqueror Vairochana; 
Abiding in evenness, he is immovable and silent. 

Thus, it is. 
Since the deeds of the buddhas are inconceivable, it is like the example of 

the pure land known as "Palace of Many Stories Filled with the Fragrance 

" chd dtmg long chdd ngon par chang chtib pa'i do (chos dang longs spyod mngon par byang chub pa'i 
mdo) 
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oflncense."' When all bodhisattvas in this pure land sir beneath the great 
tree of incense merely smelling the fragrance, their mind streams give rise 
to the samadhi of perfect liberation. Likewise, in some realms of the world, 
the deeds ofbuddhas are fully accomplished just by eating food, wearing 
robes, gazing at the kaya [of the teacher] ,  and dreaming. The way that this 
is inconceivable is just as it is mentioned in the surra Inconceivable Amass
ing ofthe Rare and Supreme. For the tenth-ground bodhisattvas, the bud
dhas manifest their deeds appearing as the sambhogakaya ; for the hearers, 
solitary rcalizers, and those on the ground of devotion-inspired practice, 
[they appear] as the supreme nirmai;akaya ; and for sentient beings whose 
karma is not yet pure, [they appear] in ordinary forms. 

Second, the result of this [activity] is the placement of disciples in the 
state of maturity and liberation. Here, there are three: placing them on the 
support for the path, placing them on the path, and placing them on the 
result of the path. [263] 1he first means individuals who are led from the 
lower realms and placed in the state of higher rebirth as a god or human 
being. 

Placement on the path has three: the path of the hearers, the path of the 
solitary realizers, and the path of the great vehicle. For the great vehicle, 
there are the two distinctions of the causal vehicle of characteristics and the 
resultant vehicle of Secret Mantra. First, following the paths of of accumu
lation and unification, having generated the two intentions, and while on 
the paths of seeing and meditation-by purifying the ten stages through 
the ten paramitas-beings are established on the stage of"discards through 
insight and meditation."b,169 Second, through the ripening empowerment 
and liberating meditations of the generation and completion [stages] , 
beings are temporarily placed on the stage of the three vidyadharas.170 

The result of the path is that, through enlightened deeds, beings are 
placed on the six grounds of All-Pervasive Light, Unattached Lotus,' Great 
Assembly of the Wheel of Syllables," Exaltation,' Vajra Holder/ and the 
ground of Samantabhadra without Distinctions.g These [grounds] are all 

' po' kyi yong gang tseg pa (spos kyi yungs gang brtseg pa) 
b tong pang dang gum p,mg (mthong sptmg dang sgom sp,mg) 
' Pemachan (pad ma Ctln) 
d Yige Khorlo Tsokchen (yi gc 'khor lo tshogs chen) 
' Dewachenpo ( bdc ba chen po) 
r Dorje Dzinpa (do rje 'rlzin pt<) 
g Kuntuzangpo Yewamedpa (kun tu bzang pn dbye ba med pa) 
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designated as aspects of the qualities of appearances and emptiness, as well 
as wisdom concerning the ground of buddha. 

In regard to that, these distinctions arc unlike individual stages that lead 
progressively to higher ones. Deeds are enacted through the omniscience 
of the nirmar_1akaya nature as it is and as it appears, so that is the ground of 
All-Pervasive Light. When there is the appearance of the sambhogakaya, 
that is the ground of Unattached Lotus. Since there is the radiation of 
the cloud of syllables, that is the ground of the Great Assembly of [the 
Wheel of] Syllables. By abiding in the space of exaltation, [264) there is 
the ground of Exaltation. Since this is the ultimate destination and the 
main path of them all, that is the ground of the Vajra Holder. Since they 
are all inseparable, that is referred to as the ground ofSamantabhadra with
our Distinctions. Transcending the ground of All-Pervasive Light simply 
means the wisdom intent of the riipakaya appearing from the dhannakaya 
to enact enlightened deeds. 

Along with this, the meaning of the term "chong"·' will be explained 
here. In this sixth chapter, there are thirteen verses beginning with "the 
mudra of the enlightened body of Chemchogb and others" that summa
rize [the meaning) of enlightened body. In the seventh chapter, there arc 
twenty-one verses beginning with "the supreme tantra lvfagicallvfanifesta
tion i\1atrix and others" that summarize enlightened speech. In the eighth 
chapter, there arc four verses beginning with "the supreme assembly of the 
great mudra" that summarize enlightened mind. In the eleventh chapter, 
there are twenty-two verses beginning with reference to "mantra hold
ers" that summarize accomplishment. In the twentieth chapter, there are 
twenty-four verses starting from where it mentions that "this is the activ
ity of the wrathful nlaJ)c;iala practice" that arc known as the summary of 
enlightened activity. 

There are some who claim that in the sixth, seventh, and eighth chapters, 
the three summaries of enlightened body, speech, and mind are revealed. 
In the ninth chapter, there are eight verses that mention "the ten directions 
and four times" and summarize enlightened qualities. In the thirteenth 
chapter, there are five verses that refer to "the mal_l\hla of the perfection of 
wisdom" and summarize enlightened activity. In the nineteenth chapter, 
there are four verses that mention ( 26 5 ]  "words of honor are superb"; so it 
is asserted that this is the summary concerning samaya. 

a 'phyong; SlllllJHary 
b rJ,e l!uhu,_r.;; Supreme Great One 
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1hcn, there are some who cla im that, along with enlightened body, 
speech, m ind, qualities, and activities-these five-in the n inth chapter, 
there are tour verses about "the great mudra and so forth" that summarize 
ofFerings. F inally, other scholars claim that, although these summaries do 
not exist in the root tantra, Ma Rinchen Chok took guotcs from other 
sources of the }.Itlgical Af,m{fi'station and inserted them in various chap
ters. Tsugru Rinchen Zhonml'' asserted that the summaries were optional. 
There are also those who assert that the translation of the root tantra 
that omits the summaries is that of Nyak, while Ma Rinchen's transla
tion includes them. Furthermore, there arc even some who say that, due 
to being extremely cautious, perhaps Ma intentionally hid the summaries 
from his disciple Lasum Gyalwa Changchub.b 

1o clarify this, it i s  as tallows. The summaries are not mentioned in the 
earlier translation by Buddhaguhya and Berorsana,' nor do they appear in 
the intermediate translation by Padrna and Nyak. Although they are found 
w ithin the later translation ofVirnalamitra, Nyak, and Ma, it is obvious 
that the original Sanskrit copies from India were different in length. If 
one wonders how this can be determined, let's take the case of the Eight 
Ihousand Stanzas that has three different editions that vary in length, ren
dered by Kuntu Gyuzoiang, Trcngwachcn, and Dcchen-these three.<�n In 
addition, some of the White Umbrella' scriptures were different in length, 
so it is not necessarily the case that these additions here were inserted by 
Tibetans. What needs to be determined is that the differences in transla
tion are derived from the original Sanskrit copies, which vary in length 
depending on the extent of their explication of terms. [ 266] 

2.2.I. I.I.2.I.2.2.2. 2.2 The Fxposition 

This has four parts: 

1 The way the resultant kayas arise 

2. 1he way enlightened activities occur 

The way beings are set free 

4 ·n,e way astonishing signs appear 

-� gtsug ru rin ccn gzhon Jut 
b /, g.-um rgy,,[ ha by,mg chub 
' he ro tstl nil; also known as Vairochana the translator 
d kun tu rgp1 gzo sby,zngs, phreng b,l c,m, and sde can; Wandering Artisan, Garland wfaker, and 

the Sage 
' duk k,,,. (rz:dugs dkm) 
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Second, for the exposition, there are four: the way the resultant kayas arise ; 
from them, the way enlightened activities occur; the way beings are set 
free ;  and the way astonishing signs appear. 

2 . 2 . I.I.I. 2 . I. 2 . 2 . 2.2.2.I Ihe rVtly the Resultant K,iym Arise 

First, the dharmakaya is the essential nature of all kayas. Free from the 
limitation of all elaboration, it is like space. Since it is fully awakened, the 
intrinsic nature of this kaya of the space of phenomena is the ultimate 
attainment of the supreme siddhi of mahiimudra. Although never waver
ing from the basic space of the nature of phenomena just as it is, this 
[ dharmakaya] functions as the source of the other kayas. From within it, 
the sambhogakaya is the riipakaya adorned and fully endowed with the 
major and minor marks, as well as being totally liberated from the two 
obstructions and all habits. Radiating from compassion and according to 
their needs, the kayas emanate a variety of forms that appear in order to 
tame the individual mind streams of beings-such as chakravartin rulers, 
hearers, solitary realizers, prostitutes, and inanimate objects. 

2.2.I.LI.2.I. 2.2.2.2.2. 2  Ihe /fay Enlightened Activities Occur 

For the second, there are two: while never wavering from space, the mode 
of the appearance of enlightened activities; and the way in which activities 
appear to accomplish the purpose of those to be tamed. [267]  

First, in this way, these myriad manifestations that are revealed to those 
to be tamed are from the relative point of view, magical, or miragelike, 
similar to a shadow. From the moment they appear, the way they can
not be verified as true is that they are ultimately unborn while emerg
ing from within original purity-the unclaborate nature itself that does 
not waver from the space of phenomena. While never wavering, when 
these [manifestations] appear according to the individual perceptions of 
beings as the various nirmal)akiiyas, there may be kings, sages, wrathful, 
peaceful, and many different aspects of kayas that arise similar to the 
individual classes of those to be tamed. Although the dharmakaya never 
departs from the space of the essential nature-by the power of previous 
karma and the individual appearances of beings, some who are on the 
grounds will witness the intrinsic nature of the nirmal)akaya, while others 
will see the nirmil)akaya that tames beings. Still others will sec the impure 
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nirma!fakaya or a variety of individually appearing emanations. This is, 
for example, like how a face does not enter a mirror yet the face appears 
there, or like how the moon in the sky does not enter a body of water yet 
the water moon appears. This is taught in the Great Bounteousness of the 
Buddhas, where it states: 

Although the moon does not move from the sky
Just as it appears within a body of water
Without wavering from the nature as it is, 
Millions of emanations appear to be inconceivable. 
For some, the buddhas are very few; [ 268] 
For others, the buddhas appear inconceivably ; 
And for still others, all realms are shown to be empty. 

This is similar. 
For the second-among the four ways of appearing-appearing to the 

ordinary beings of the six classes is that, in the pure land of spontaneous 
Rich Array, the three kayas are fully awakened without meeting or part
ing. At that time, in order to purify negativities in the mind streams of 
all the ordinary six classes ofbeings such as gods and others, they [ i.e., the 
teachers] fully manifest as the forms of all the sages-such as Indra and 
so forth-to teach the dharma to gods and humans so their obstructions 
can be cleansed. 

The way they appear to the hearers is in the aspect of monastic prac
titioners for all those to be tamed within the class of hearers. By manifest
ing in the forms of foe destroyers, they establish beings on the stage of 
realizing the meaning of the Four Noble Truths. In the Siitra Requested by 
the King ifMan�j'estatiorz," it states: 

For those to be tamed by hearers, 
They will teach the dharma 
By appearing in the form of hearers. 

Thus, it is. 
The way they appear to solitary realizers for all those who practice this 

vehicle is  in order to tame through the forms of solitary realizers. The 

" nam par tn:il p1ii g_yalpo zhu pa 'i do ( rnam par 'phru! ptz'i rgyal pos zhus pa 'i mdo) 
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doctrine of dependent arising is taught through indications in the manner 
of a rhinoceros. The quote continues: 

For those to be tamed \Vho are solitary realizcrs, 
They appear in the forms of solitary rcalizers 
And teach the doctrine of dependent arising 
Entirely through indications. [ 269 ]  

Thus, i t  is. 
Furthermore, among these traditions, the way they appear to followers 

of the great vehicle is according to the stages of faculties of those practic
ing the supreme vehicle. Hence, the way of appearing individually to the 
bodhisattvas on the tenth ground is as follows. The fully endowed place 
of the Akani�h�ha of the Holder of All Qualities is unsurpassed and more 
sublime than the realm of form. In this supreme place, the kaya of the 
teacher abides in the manner ofVairochana. The fully endowed retinue 
includes the entire assembly of tenth-ground bodhisattvas, and the fully 
endowed doctrine is the great vehicle taught in the time of the nature of 
evenness free from transition or change. 

Alternatively, when sentient beings and teachers appear separately, the 
entire doctrine is taught by the nirma11akaya through words. Likewise, the 
teacher who is the sambhogakaya does not teach the doctrine through 
speech. Nevertheless, through the very nature of that appearance of the 
kaya, the entire doctrine of the great vehicle is revealed and understood 
in the minds of the retinue. 

2.2. I. I. l.2.I.2.2.2.2.2.J The rVay Beings Are Set Free 
This has two parts: 

1 The cause-purifying obstructions on the path 

2. The result-the way of attaining the kayas and supreme grounds 

Third, through these [activities] , the way beings are liberated is twofold: 
by the cause-purifying obstructions on the path, and by the result-the 
way of attaining the kayas and supreme grounds. 
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2.2.1.1.1.2.1.2.2.2. 2.2.3.1 The Cause-Purifying Obstruaions on the Path 

For the first, there arc two. For example, based on the way one's face appears 
and is reflected in a mirror, imperfections become apparent so they can be 
cleansed and removed. Likewise, when the entire retinue of tenth-ground 
sattvas [ 2 70]  gazes upon the sambhogakiya teacher: while doing so, all of 
their unfathomable, immeasurable obstructions to awakening-which 
are great, medium, and subtle-appear upon the sambhogakaya teacher 
like imperfections becoming apparent in a mirror. The sattvas then strive 
to purify and cleanse their stains, which are for the first ground, avarice ; 
the second, immorality; the third, anger; the fourth, sloth; the fifi:h, dis
traction; the sixth, disregarding prajna;  the seventh, unskillfu l  acts; the 
eighth, failure to accomplish the purpose of sentient beings, causing the 
obstruction to strength; the ninth, failure to accomplish aspirations; and 
for the tenth ground, the subtle seeds of ignorance and the rest. To cleanse 
and perfectly purify the grounds through the ten paramitas, the stains 
of the ten grounds will be gradually removed; and the perfectly pure 
state of unsurpassed awakening will be attained. At the final stage of the 
continuum of the tenth ground, the empowerment of great light rays is 
conferred. In the Ornament of the Classes of Sidra, it states: 

When the final meditation is achieved, 
The empowerment of great light rays is conferred. 

In this way, when offerings are presented by a sattva to all the buddhas: 
from the place between the eyebrows of all tathagatas of the ten direc
tions, great rays of light emerge to dissolve into the crown of the sattva. 
'Through that, the vaj ral ike samadhi is attained ; and [ 2 7 r] [the sattva] fully 
awakens. 

2. 2.J.J.I. 2.1.2.2.2.2.2.3.2 The Result-the Way rjAttt�ining the Kd]tls and 

c\'upreme Crounds 

This has three parts: 

1 A general explanation of the way kayas and wisdom are perfect in the 

spontaneous Rich Array 

L Regarding that, a specific explanation concerning the way the grounds arc 

perfected 

) A synopsis of the way the five kayas are spontaneously present 
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The second has three : a general explanation of the way kayas and wisdom 
are perfect in the spontaneous Rich Array ; regarding that, a specific expla
nation concerning the way the grounds are perfected; and a synopsis of the 
way the five kayas are spontaneously present. 

z.2.I.I. I.2.I.z.z.z.z.z.J.2.I A General hxp!anation of the H�l)' Ktiyas and FVisdom Are 

Pe�foct in the Spontaneous Rich Array 

For the first, there arc two, beginning with the way of attaining the three 
kayas, free from meeting and parting. The intrinsic nature of dharmakaya 
as indivisible space and wisdom cannot be fathomed by the intellect or 
expressed through words. From within this nature, the sambhogakaya 
always spontaneously abides [as] inexhaustible, like a treasure trove of 
wish-fulfilling jewels. From it, the nirmal).akaya radiates millions of 
inconceivable manifestations for the purpose of those to be tamed. 

Second, the way of abiding in the great, spontaneous presence 
of self-appearances is as follows. In this way, the appearances of the 
sambhogakaya-replete with all major and minor marks and signs
always appear as this mal).gala ofkayas and wisdom according to the self
appearing domain of the wisdom of the evenness of the fourth time. In this 
nature, everything is spontaneously present with nothing better or worse, 
so all qualities are self-appearing as the accumulation of merit. Wisdom 
merit is accumulated free from fixation; and the two great accumulations 
[ 2. 72] are spontaneously present as the self-appearing great perfection. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.I.2.2.2.2.2.J.2.2 Regarding 7hat, A Specific Explan11tion Concerning the 

Way the Grounds Are Perfected 

Second, the way the grounds are complete is that the method, the ground 
of nirmal).akaya, is called All-Pervasive Light; and prajiia, the ground 
of sambhogakaya of pure self-appearances, is called Unattached Lotus. 
Indivisible, the ground of the dharmakaya is the supreme ground of the 
Great Assembly of the Wheel of Syllables. These enumerations of grounds, 
their qualities, and so forth are all perfectly complete, immeasurable, and 
beyond imagination. 

Concerning this, those who fail to understand the nature of the grounds 
assert that All-Pcrvasiv'e Light is the ground of the dharmakaya; Unat
tached Lotus, the sambhogakaya; and the Great Assembly of the Wheel 
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of Syllables is the ground of the nirmal)akaya. This shows they have not 
understood the notion ofbasic space and have not seen how the increasing 
aspects of qualities are designated. 

In this context, since emanations are always immeasurable, that is All
Pervasive Light. Since appearances are immeasurable, that is the Unat
tached Lotus ; since wisdom is immeasurable, that is the Great Assembly 
of the \'Vheel of Syllables. This means that, from unborn space, the unceas
ing, self-originating syllables abide as the basis for all that radiates-like 
seeds-so that is called "the Great Assembly of the Wheel of Syllables." 
That is not reference to the "cloud of syllables," because it is the indivis
ible dharmakaya. When the term "wheel of syllables" is heard by some, 
they mistake the intrinsic nature of emanation with the cloud of syllables. 
Concerning this, in the Lasso if Method, it states: 

Beyond the ground of All-Pervasive Light, 
When becoming the Unattached Lotus . . .  

Thus, since this indicates that there are higher and lower grounds, wouldn't 
one wonder about the distinctions between them? [273) As previously 
explained, in truth they are the same but designated differently based only 
on qualities and the manner in which appearances arise. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.I.2.2.2.2. 2.3.2.3 A Synopsis of the Jtdy the Five KdyAS Are Spontaneously 

Present 

Third, a synopsis of the way the five kayas are spontaneously present is 
that, when these grounds are attained, the five kayas are also spontaneously 
attained. Hence, first the dharmakaya-free from all limitations of elab
oration-is unchangingly, fully accomplished. This is the nature of phe
nomena without birth or death, the spontaneously present, permanent 
kiiya-like the symbol of the auspicious cross.172 Within this nature, all 
deluded sentient beings originate based solely upon the blessings that arise 
as the sambhogakaya. The nirmal).akayas abide for the field to be tamed 
in order to accomplish enlightened deeds in whatever way is needed. The 
basis for the arising of the nirmal)akaya itself is the sambhogakaya of inex
haustible qualities as a treasury of the abundance of the spontaneous Rich 
Array. 

The intrinsic nature of the inseparable three kayas-without meeting 
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and parting-is this unchanging vajrakaya that holds the great wisdom 
of awareness and the indivisible vajra. All phenomena are primordially 
inseparable as the intrinsic nature of the great perfection, which is the 
abhisambodhikaya of the nature of evenness, the omniscient wisdom of 
things as they are, and the omniscient wisdom of all phenomena as they 
distinctly appear. This is the fully awakened abhisambodhikaya. 

These [five] kayas also [ 2 7 4] represent five families and wisdoms, such 
as the auspicious cross being the family of the tathagatas and the kaya of 
the wisdom of the space of phenomena. 1he nature of the inexhaustible 
sambhogakaya, the kaya of the vajra awareness holder, is the vajra family 
and rhe wisdom kaya like a mirror. The kaya of everything inseparably even 
is the jewel family and the wisdom kaya of evenness. The omniscient kaya 
of wisdom is the lotus funily and the wisdom kaya of discerning awareness. 
Emanating in the realms where beings with passions abide is the karma fam
ily and the wisdom kaya of all-accomplishing activity. At that time when 
the grounds are attained, all five kayas are also fully achieved. Except for 
the distinction of delineating the resultant ground r as l the kayas and the 
wisdom, it is not the case where one precedes the other. 

Concerning this : as the support for qualities, these are called "the 
grounds"; as the bodies of the buddhas, they are "the kayas"; abiding as 
self-emergent awareness, this is "wisdom"; and as that which accomplishes 
the benefit of beings, this is referred to as "enl ightened activity." These 
separate designations describe a single narure. This is like how a single 
material thing such as a vase is referred to in different ways al though the 
basic nature remains the same. For example, a vase can be said to originate 
from root causes and contributing circumstances, so it is a material object; 
due to being destructible, i t  is impermanent; and due to being capable of 
holding water, i t  is  referred to as "a vase."173 

2.2.I. I. J.2.1.2. 2.2.2.2.4 Jhe H'/l_Y Astonishing Signs Appet<t 

Fourth, the way astonishing signs appear is as follows. Thus having 
expressed this, throughout the ten directions of each of the six realms of 
beings to be tamed, there are unceasingly limitless realms where incon
ceivable mar:t4alas manifest in inexpressible ways. [ 2 75] 1hey clearly 
appear equal in number to the subtlest particles of the pure lands of the 
buddhas of the ten directions. 
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Third, symhesizing everything into the meaning of the single, resultant, 
great wisdom maJ!9.ala has two: how this is taught and what the nature is. 

For the first, then everything appears as these nlaJ!l.lalas, indivisible in 
nature with the self-appearing tathagatas, queens, and their assemblies. 
From that, this speech-the secret of the Tathagata himself-originates 
from vajra enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities. 

Second, in order to reveal the astonishing strength of samadhi as the 
maJ).\-lala of self-appearances that never waver f!-om space, there i s  the 
expression ah ho ! Concerning this, the apprehended objective phenom
ena are naturally, perfectly pure ; and the apprehending mind is perfectly 
pure and free from temporary designations. That the nature of these two is 
nonconceptual even in terms of indivisible wisdom is the intrinsic nature 
of genuine truth-unfathomable and inconceivable. That is the intrinsic
nature mai).Qala of the ground. 

Preceded by the three aspects of samadhi, the intrinsic nature of gen
erating the deity is visualized [ 2 ;6 ]  like a moon reflected in water. After 
meditating on the myriad ineffable aspects of the self-awareness wisdom 
mai).Q.alas, the notion of the evenness of the phenomena of sa111sara and 
the concept of the state beyond sorrow are both pacified such that
within the primordially pure nature as it is-all unevenness is inherently 
without an object to pervade or a subject pervading. 1his all-pervading 
basic space of the Great Perfection's nature is the mai)(,hla of the path that 
accomplishes the generation and completion by resting in evenness with
out any fixation whatsoever toward rhe generation or completion. 

Subsequent to internaLizing this, one arrives upon the resultant ground. 
1hen from the primordially appearing and ever-luminous, unceasing 
mai).Q.ala of the sambhogakaya, infinite nirmal).akaya n1al).Qalas fully mani
fest to spontaneously accomplish the two purposes of beings. "Wrhether 
the dual kayas emanate in this way or nor: at the moment they appear, 
they arc just as they abide ;  and their unelaborate intrinsic nature is the 
dharmakaya. Given that this reveals the astonishing nature of phenomena 
like the sky, saying ho expresses the secret vajra words. 

Similarly, the way of individually abiding with the ground, path, and 
result is that-according to the ground-the intrinsic nature of both the 
object and subject of the conceptual mind is primordially nonconceptual. 
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Within this dear-light nature o f  mind that is [ 2. 7 7 ]  unfathomable and 
inconceivable, the ineffable, diverse maf!<;lala of self-awareness wisdom 
timelessly abides. This intrinsic nature fully pervades the evenness of the 
nature of phenomena as well as the unevenness of differentiated, condi
tioned phenomena. This is the space of the great pervasion that docs not 
pervade. Although this primordial, ever-luminous maJ)<;iala of great, spon
taneous presence radiates out to all beings, it is by nature unclaborate and 
referred to as "astonishing." In addition, since this nature naturally imbues 
everything, the Union with Buddha states: 

The even and uneven space of phenomena 
Is as limitless as the space of the sky; 
In this way all things 
Are within the space of the entire sky, 
Forever abiding as the glorious Vajrasattva. 

Thus, it is. 
According to the path, the nature of both the conceptual object of 

samadhi and one's own subjective mind are nonconceptual as the samadhi 
of the nature as it is. The samadhi of ever-illuminating, boundless com
passion and the causal samadhi'·174 both occur from within compassion as 
the inconceivable nature of mind, the intrinsic nature of the syllable ah, 
and so forth. From this, by meditating upon the ineffable varieties of the 
wisdom maQ<;lalas of self-awareness, everything is empty given that it is the 
mind's nature as evenness. The appearances of the differentiated aspects 
that arc generated are uneven; yet since the nature is unborn, [ 2. 78]  it is the 
all-pervasive space that suffuses everything without pervading. Although 
diverse maf!<;lalas radiate and reabsorb from \Vi thin this primordial state of 
luminosity, know that ultimately they are unmanifest. In the Vital Essence 
of the Secret i\lloon,b it states: 

The general embodiment of all satrvas is 
The supreme exaltation ofVajrasattva. 
This nature permeates everywhere. 

' ting ngen dzin n11mpa .<iim (ting nge 'dzin rntlm pagsum) 
b da sang tigle ( zla gstmg tbig le) 



Thus, it is. 
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If explained according to the result, then from within this unflthomable 
and inconceivable dharmakiya that is nonconceptual space devoid of sub
ject and object, the nature of everything as infinite, ineffable, self-appearing 
wisdom maJ.u;lalas is evenness. The nature of phenomena that pervades all 
arrangements and aspects that arc uneven is the primordial, ever-luminous, 
nonpervading space of subject and object as sambhogakiya. From this, 
even though the maQ<,fala of nirmil)akiya manifests, it is unmanifcst
like a water moon-since it never departs from this unmanifest space. 
Therefore, this reveals the astonishing nature of the three kiyas free from 
meeting or parting. Buddhas and sentient beings appear in this way, while 
ultimately being this unborn nature of evenness. In the stztra Armnged as 
a Stalk, i t  states: 

Whoever realizes that oneself and all buddhas 
Are naturally equal 
Has no bias, acceptance, or rejection, 
For they will become a tarhigata. 

Thus, it is. 
From the self-appearing samidhi of the Secret Essence Definitive Nature 

just As It Is, this completes the explanation of the sixth chapter on the 

manifestation of the intrinsic-nature samadhi mal)�ala. 



Chapter Seven 

2.2.I.I.l.2.2 A Specijic Exp!tmatirm of the Auxili,<ry klaJJdalas o/Afantm t<nd 

}./udrti 

This has two parts: 

1 Enlightened speech as the mal)<;iala of mantra 
' 

2 Enlightened body as the mal) <;I ala of mudra 

TH E S E C O N D  S E C T I O N  continues with a specific explanation of the 
mal).<,lalas of mantra and mudra as a branch of the preceding in two parts: 
enlightened speech as the mal).<;lala of mantra and enlightened body as the 
maQ<;lala of mudra. 

2. 2.I.I.I.2.2.I Enlightened Speech as the klaJJr;/ala oflv!tmtra 

This has three parts: 

1 1hc cause for the origin of the mal)<;lala of enlightened speech 

2 The actual 111al)<;lala of secret mantra 

Establishing the intrinsic nature 

For the first, there are three: an explanation of the cause for the origin of 
the mai).<;iala of enlightened speech, the actual mai).<;iala of secret mantra, 
and establishing the intrinsic nature. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.2. I. I  The Cmse for the Origin of the lvlaJJt;ialtZ of Enlightened Speech 

First, having revealed the mal).<;lala of samadhi ,  then the branch of that as 
the mal).qala of manrra is revealed. This secret mantra originates from the 
vajra enlightened body, speech, and mind of all the tathagatas, including 
their assembly of queens. 
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z.z. I.I.I.2.2.I.z The Actual i'v[a1Jt/.ala ofSecret lvlantm 

This has two parts: 

1 Mantra that generates the mal)<,iala 

2. Mantra that confers empowerment 

For the second, there arc two: mantra that generates the mal)<,iala and man
tra that confers empowerment. 

z.Z.I.I.I.2.2.I.2.1 A/antra llMt Generates the },fa�zt/..1/a 

This has four parts: 
r Generating rhe celesrjaJ palace as the support 

2 Generating the supported deity 

Fully perfecting enlightened activity 

4 The manner in which astonishing signs become evident 

First, there are four [types of] mantra for :  generating the celestial palace as 
the support, generating the supported deity, fully perfecting enlightened 
activity, and the manner in which astonishing signs become evident. 

z.z.I.I.I. 2.2.I.2.I.I Generating the Celestial Palace as the Support 

First, when saying dhrii.m bisho bishuddhe, dhrum is the seed syllable 
for Vairochana, as well as a vase, [ 2.80] a celestial palace, a wheel, and the 
(buddha] Tsugtor Khorlo Gyurpa:'·n Here, the celestial palace is gener
ated upon the immeasurable wheel of wisdom, and the palace itself is the 
nature ofVairochana. Since a vase is also a celestial palace, it is generated 
by dhrum. This also indicates that previously for the purpose of both bud
dhas and sentient beings, Buddha T�ugtor Khorlo Gyurpa made aspiration 
prayers that [ dhrum 1 would become the celestial palace. Concerning this, 
the Concise Commentary states: 

This mamra is the aspiration of [Buddha] T�ugtor Khorli:i . . .  

Thus, it is. In Stages of Light, it states: 

All maQQ.alas manifest as dhrum, 
Which then fully transforms into the wisdom celestial palace. 

• gtsug tor 'kl1or lo.< -�r;yur pa 



Thus, this is the meaning. 
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In addition, externally [dhrum] is the palace of the deities; while inter
nally it is the seed syllable of the deities; and secretly, the lotus of the con
sort. In the Consequence JvlagicalManifestation Matrix, it states: 

Everything is subsumed within the secret place, 
The space of dhrum. 
The activity and narure are pure 
As the precious vessel ofbuddhahood. 

Thus, it is. 
Bisho means "varieties;' referring to all appearances as the phenomena of 

sarpsara and enlightenment. Bishuddhe means "naturally pure:' This space 
of phenomena free from elaboration is said to be the place where the bud
dha abides, indicated here by the celestial palace. 

2.2.I.I.I.2. 2.I.2.I.2 Generating the Supported Deity 

Second, for mantra that generates the deity, there are six. 
First, [281 ]  there are mantras for each of the five male-female buddha 

families, such as hung benzar drik and so forth. The individual mantras 
for the males each begin with om, hung, so, ang, and ha. These five are 
the unmistaken root, mantric seed syllables that generate the five kayas, 
wisdoms, and so forth. In the GatheringofSecrets, it states: 

This indicates the vaj ra holder [ i.e., Vairochana] , 
The victor of the victorious ones [ i.e., Ak�hobhya] , 
The j ewel holder [i .e., Ratnasambhava] , 
Great passion [ i.e., Amitabha] , 
And the holder of prajfi.a [ i.e., Amoghasiddhi] . . .  

Thus, and in Gathering rifthe Wisdom Intent, it states: 

The indication ofkayas is om . . .  

Thus, it is. 
Since benzar drik and so forth indicates the [deities'] intrinsic nature, it 

is referred to as "the mantra of their nature." Benzar means "vajra;' which 
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is indivisible emptiness and appearance; [and J drik means ''Ak�hobhya;' 
since he holds that [ i.e. , vajra] . Dzina dzik . . .  '7" Similarly, ratna means 
"precious" and drik means "to hold"; and since beings arc granted whatever 
they desire, that is Ratnasambhava. Ahro lik means "being impassioned 
for those who are to be tamed;' so that is Amitibha. Trajna drik means 
"holding varieties of prajii.i for the purpose of those to be tamed," so that 
is Amoghasiddhi. 

The individual mantras of the female consorts begin with their five 
seed syllables mum, Lam, rrttlm, pam, and tam, the unmisraken root man
tra seed syllables for generation. The [mantras] of their nature are miim 
dhatishori, meaning "naturally pure" ;  indicating Akishadhitvishvarl. 
Lam dekarati means [2.82] "the female minister of all buddhas;' so that is 
Buddha Lochani. Alam moharati means "taking care of sentient beings," 

as Mimaki. Pam ragarati means "having never been sullied by the stain of 
faults," so that is Pit)c_iaravisini. Tam benzarati means "liberating sentient 
beings from sa111sara;' indicating Samayatira. 

Second, for the mantras of the male-female sattvas of enlightened mind, 
there arc two. The males have four: ching, trang, hring, and dzing, which are 
the root mantras as well as the syllables for generation. Hi radzaya implies 
a king, meaning to work for the purpose of sentient beings like the earth 
and one's eyes. Ah garbhaya is the source of whatever is desired, meaning 
"the essence." Ha hungpadmapadama means "to be without attachment 
and stealing the minds of those to be tamed;' so his face is like the lotus. 
Kuru pana hri accomplishes the purpose of sentient beings l ike the vajra. 
For the four consorts, hung, tram, hri, and ah are the root mantras and seed 
syl lables. Lasye samaya tom means that "she is adorned with an enticing 
expression;' so she receives the samaya of all the buddhas. Malei samaya 
ho means "the samaya of all buddhas must be kept" through dhiraJ;i and 
samidhi. Girti rago hang means " impassioned toward sentient beings;' 
like the sound of pleasing melodies. Nirti ragayami means "having the 
desire to care for beings" through enlightened activity, such as dance. [ 283] 

Third, for the mantras of the male-female sattvas of enlightened speech, 
there are two. frfeh, tilam, hung, and mum are the root mantras and seed 
syllables for the males. D!Jarani means "lovingly guiding sentient beings." 
So ha means "may the ground be established." Nisa rarnbhaya so ha means 
"to dispel the density of obstructions difficult to cleanse." So radzaya so 
ha means "not abiding in either sa111sara or enlightenment" as the intrinsic 
nature of King Samantabhadra. Shri ang ragaya so ha means "the glorious 
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one who without abiding in the two extremes i s  impassioned for a l l  sen
tient beings." Dza hung bam ho are the root mantras and seed syllables for 
the four consorts. Dhupe trawe sha means "to imbue the mind streams of 
those to be tamed with the fragrance of discipline." Pupe ahwe sha means 
"to shower the blooming flowers of awakening upon the mind streams of 
those to be tamed." Dip.rm sukhini means "the darkness of ignorance is 
dispelled by the light of wisdom." Gendhe tsitaho means "the mind streams 
of those to be tamed are satisfied by the continual flow of nectar." 

Fourth, for the mantras of the male-female gatekeepers, there are two. 
Hung, hung, hung, hung are the four seed syllables for the males. Sang hil 
m nil means "to bring together and overcome all unruly ones" or "to imbue 
the mind streams of those to be tamed with the greatness of enlightened 
qualities." With the sound of the final phet, there is ilh stZptZmntZ, which 
means "to radiate" or [ 284] "the dispersal of the unruly ones." Yamantatrita 
means "to hold the form of the lord of death." Bignantatrita means "oblit
erating the obstructing forces." Padmantatrita means "to be untainted by 
the murk of sarpsara." Trajnantatrita means "to conquer the demons of 
the passions." Om and phet for the consorts have the same meaning as the 
males. Maha benzar dharomaha trodhi shori dzolani hung means "the 
great female vajra mantra, the great, blazing, wrathful, female holder of 
immeasurable qualities." Similarly, ratna means "precious," padma means 
"lotus:' and karma means "the wrathful female of action." 

Fifth, the mantras for the male-female Samantabhadra are hung, hung, 

hung for the males. These three mean that "the mental continuum of the 
three realms is pure as the three wisdoms." Benzar tsita om170 means that 
"the intrinsic nature is the vajra mind of all the buddhas." For the females, 
[the mantra is] ah, ah, ah, which mean that "the three doors, three times, 
and three realms are unborn." Benzar bhadra samanta ah means "that 
which is pure as Samantabhadri." 

Sixth, for the mantras of the six sages: om means "the assembly of man
tras blessed as the five wisdoms." Nluney means "to be capable." Trang usu
ally means "to be completely erratic:' like cannibals and others; but here it  
indicates "the demi-gods." So ha means "may the ground be established." 
Likewise, triing means "to be bound by craving;' which is the essence of 
humans. Sung means "to have dull intelligence;' l ike the animals. [285]  
Tram means "tormented by hunger and thirst" as the deprived spirits. 
Chang means "possessing forbearance" as the essence of the gods. Ye means 
"to fall down" as the pith of the hells. 
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z.z.I.I.I.2.2. I.2.I.J Ful�y Perfected Enlightened Activity 

Third, for the mamra of all-accomplishing activity, there are three. First, 
the mantra for invoking and dissolving is om eh hayahi bhagawan maha 
karunika drishaya ho samaya tom, which means: "Approach! Approach! 
Conqueror possessing grear compassion, look upon us with compassion 
and recall your words ofhonor !" Dza hung bam ho means "to be captured 
by the hook, bound by the lasso, tied by handcuffs, and overcome by the 
bell." 

Second, the mantra for tossing the flower of awareness is om ah hung 
so ha, which indicates the five families and the five wisdoms. The syllables 
such as ba, dza, sa, ma, and ya are pronounced individually. The syllables 
that lead and conclude th<::se five ( i.e., ba dza sa maya J are to be applied as 
follows. Om benzar sarnaya om means "by the samaya of enlightened body, 
enlightened body will be accomplished." Ah benzar samaya ah means "by 
the:: samaya of enlightened speech, enlightened speech will be accom
plished." Hung benzar samaya hung means "by the samaya of enlight
ened mind, enlightened mind will be accomplished." So benzar samaya so 
means "by rhe samaya of enlightened qualities, enlightened qualities will 
be accomplished." Ha benzar samaya ha means "by the samaya of enlight
ened activity, enlightened activity will be accomplished." 

Third, supplicating in order to receive the siddhis is [2.86] that, by call
ing the Conqueror with "om the king of wisdom;' one addresses the Glo
rious One to grant union with the great and most superb siddhis of all 
tathagatas' enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities at 
this very moment by saying, "Unite me at this mom<::nt with the great 
mudra of the deity's enlightened body, speech, and mind." Then with 
om benzar samaya hung, through invocation the time for the samaya 
of enlightened body arrives; with om benzar samaya tom, enlightened 
speech; and by reciting om benzar samaya bo, the samayas of enlightened 
mind are invoked. Dza hung bam ho brings indivisibility and stabilizes. 

z.2.I.I.I.z.z.I.2.I.4 The Manner in UJhich Astonishing Signs Become Evident 

Fourth, the manner in which the astonishing signs become apparent is 
that, through these recitations, it is known that these mar;tqalas of the 
enlightened speech of secret mantra fill the ten directions of the six 
realms with the great sound of mantra. Since this brings the minds of 
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sentient beings to fruition, it i s  highly celebrated; and by l iberating them, 
it is forever celebrated. Hence, from the sound of secret mantras' enlight
ened body, speech, and mind, light rays are known to radiate everywhere 
as great luminosity. 

z.z. I.I.I.z.z.r.z.z /v!antra lhat Confers Empowerment 

Second, the mantra that confers empowerment has two. 
The way to recite this is that, having revealed the mantras for generating, 

then the Conqueror as the subject vajra, Samantabhadra, and the object 
vajra, Samantabhadri, dissolve into the indivisible mai}.(,iala of enlight
ened speech. [287] Having dissolved, then from the great lord of all the 
tathagatas of the ten directions and four times-Samanrabhadra-this 
great nature of all the buddhas' enlightened body, speech, mind, quali
ties, and activities as the secret mantra called " gathering all fully endowed 
great siddhis of splendor and wisdom" self-emerges. This comes from the 
indivisible vajra nature of the male-female teachers' enlightened body, 
speech, and mind that are blessed as the nondual magical manifestation 
matrix of method and prajiia. 

Second, the actual mantra has three. For the first, conferring the empow
erment of the five wisdoms to cleanse stains is om maha shunyata jnana 
benzar sobhava atmako hang, which means "I am the vajra nature as it is, 
the great wisdom of emptiness." Likewise, when combined with ahdar
sha, that means "mirrorlike"; with trataya bekjnana, "discerning aware
ness" ; with samanta, this is "evenness"; and with tritaya nutrana, "diligent 
action ." ]nana benzar sobhava atmako hang means "I am the very nature 
of the wisdom vajra." The meaning of conferring empowerment in this 
way is that, here, the particular lord of one's family should be visualized as 
the crown ornament, about rhe size of a thumb joint. In the Consequence 
A1agical M.mifestation l'vf.atrix, it states :  

The conferer Ak�hobhya with consort [288] 
Is explained as the mudra of the vaj ra holder. 
Maitreya and K�hitigarbha arc similar. 
1be others hold their own mudras. 
Yamantaka is explained as unchanging. 
The great sages arc the vajra holders; 
Without consorts, they are solitary ones. 
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Thus, this is similar. 
Well then, for those who chink that the principal one should be Vai

rochana, the answer is that-since here the enlightened mind of the 
tarhagatas is being indicated-it is acceptable ro say that is Ak�hobhya. 
Ho>vever, since Vairochana takes the place ofAk�hobhya here, that is why 
he [ i.e., Ak�hobhya] indicates enlightened body. In this case, all deities are 
adorned by the crown ornament of the five rathagatas. 

Second, the mantra blessed by the five families to induce potential i s  
om sa�·wa tathagata maha kaya benzar sobhava atmako hang, which 
means "1 am the great intrinsic nature of the en!ighn::ned vajra body of 
all tachagatas." Likewise, w.1ka benzar means "vajra enlightened speech;' 
tsita benzar means "vajra enlightened mind;' anuraga benzar means "vajra 
enlightened qualities;' [and] pudza benzar means "vajra enlightened activ
ity." Through these [mantras J ,  the five tathagatas are generated in the five 
places of each deity. 

Hence, at the time of the samadhi of generation, more than twenry-one 
thousand buddhas will abide because they are visualized in all place.<; (of 
the deities] . These twenty-one thousand can be understood to be based on 
the threefold blessing of enlightened body, speech, and mind. 

In the Consequente Magical /vlanifostation Matrix, it states: [ 2.89] 

From rhe syllables that pervade the three places, 
Great, massing light rays radiate-
Blessing the three doorsn and gathering splendor. 
In the three places of the vajra, 
The intrinsic nature appears through the two root causes. 179 

Thus, i t  is. 
Then along with that, at the navel and secret place from both so and ha, 

there are the enlightened qualities and activities. The quote continues: 

Upon a moon in borh the navel and secret place 
Are the blue and green syllables so and ha. 
By the subsequent radiation and reabsorption of light rays, 
Qualities are complete and brilliant splendor prevails. 

Thus, it is. Hence, there comes to be the adornment of the five families of 
enlightened body, speech , mind, qualities, and activities. 
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Third, from that, the way the appearance of blessings originates is
through this recitation of the mantras that confer empowerment and 
grant blessings-the blessings of empowerment from those deities dis
solve to become inseparable with the body, speech, and mind of those to 
be tamed. Their passions and five poisons transform into the nature of the 
five wisdoms. TI1eir aggregates, elements, and sense sources become the 
m<u)<,iala of deities, ablaze with light. 

? . 2 . l. I. I. 2. 2.I.3 E5t:zblishing the Intrinsic "Vv�.Lure 

Third, to establish the intrinsic nature [of mantra], there are five : the nature 
of enlightened speech as inexpressible, the intrinsic nature as inconceiv
able, the way of abiding as originally pure, the way of appearing as supreme, 
and the way this never wavers from basic space. [290] 

First, since the meaning of the inconceivably secret, enlightened speech 
of the tathagatas is superlative, there is eh ma ho [ i.e., how astonishing] .  
These superb astonishing phenomena are the inexhaustible, sacred, orna
mental wheel of the speech of all fully enlightened buddhas. How is this 
astonishing? The nature of this enlightened speech transcends all sounds, 
names, and words for phenomena. Yet, by being in harmony with the 
phenomena of wanderers, the limitless languages and varieties of sounds 
clearly emerge as the fully endowed modulations of enlightened speech. 
Hence, this is astonishing. 

For the second, since each word of the Buddha's speech is adorned with 
sixty branches of modulations, it is a sacred mal,lc,lala. The sixty branches 
are like :  the voice of Brahma, cymbals, song, the kalapinga bird, thun
der, and a vina. Each of these s ix enumerations has the following qualities: 
generates understanding [and is ] comprehensible, worthy of listening tO, 
without discord, extremely profound, inspiring, indomitable, pleasing 
to hear, unconfused, and extremely flawless. The six groups of ten make 
sixty. In addition, with the ten characteristics of being highly melodious, 
completely pervading, [ 29 r] easily understood, eradicating doubt, unitary, 
instantaneous, always applicable, giving understanding, sublime, and tam
ing everything-if applied to the six-the total is s ixty. By counting in this 
way, there come to be the six hundred branches of modulations. 

To define the ten directions, there can be six thousand, plus the four 
times-making twenty-four thousand. Furthermore, if distinguished by 
wav of the six worlds the numbers become inconceivably infinite such 

' ' . 
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that this [speech] can be  heard pervading everywhere and understood 
according to the individual phenomena of sentient beings and their 
respective languages, words, and names. All sounds and languages are 
even said to be synthesized as the nature of the ineffably supreme mudra 
of enlightened speech. 

For the third, from the most supreme tantra of all-the one hundred 
thousand sections of [ Vajrasattvas] J.liagical Man�fostation .Matrix-it 
mentions that the root cause ensuring boundless benefit for beings is the 
melodious sound of the dharma. The meaning of enlightened speech 
emerges from this. Concerning this, since the nature of all phenomena 
is originally unsullied by any stain and primordially abiding like a lotus, 
this reveals that even the nature of sound is naturally pure as the nature 
of emptiness. Hence, the sound of the dharma shows the path that leads 
to perfect liberation, [ 292) just as the varieties of worldly sounds based 
on attachment and so forth lead co sa111sara. Nevertheless, whatever is 
expressed ultimately never departs from being the unborn empty sound 
of the nature of phenomena. That is why this is the primordially pure 
intrinsic nature of inexpressible, supreme enlightened speech. In addi
tion, all the sounds of the higher and lower vehicles on the path to libera
tion and all the imprudent languages of the lower realms, including all 
sentient beings, without exception are ultimately the nature of unborn 
empty sound. Primordially, the fundamental nature of being awakened 
is the vajra indivisibility of good versus bad, synthesized as the ineffable, 
enlightened speech of buddha. 

For the fourth, from within that nature as the inexpressible nature of 
enlightened speech, many emanations in the ten directions completely 
resound as the boundless categories of the doctrine that then become com
prehensible. This sound of the doctrine emerges from within the nature 
of primordial nonattachment, yet it is taught according to the phenom
ena of those to be tamed. At the moment of being taught, this nature of 
enlightened speech remains inexpressible. This fundamental nature of the 
inexpressible is the source of the many varieties of sounds. Hence, this 
resonates as a single, harmonious sound that tames everyone [and] that 
at the same time can be understood individually. [ 29 3 ]  

When the single expression o f  a sound such as saying "numbness is 
dispelled" is heard, [293] some may think this refers to having dispelled 
numbness from poisoning. Others may think this refers to numbness that 
comes from sitting in an incorrect posture, while still others may hear this 
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phrase and think it refers to black magic. '80 Similar to these different ways 
of comprehending something: through this sole speech of the tathagatas, 
every teaching will be comprehended by sentient beings according to 
their individual intentions. This is the intrinsic nature of sacred, supreme 
enlightened speech - the king of whatever language appears. This is also 
mmrioned in the Inconceivable Amassing of the Rare and Supreme: 

Due to the karmic merit of all beings 
When the sound of the victorious ones is heard, 
It is heard individually by the pO\ver of their aspirations. 
That, too, is rhe secret of enlightened speech. 

Thus, it is. 
Even though [ultimately) the Buddha never spoke, the teachings appear 

in this way by the power of compassion due to the profound dependent 
arising of the nature of blessings. Concerning th is subject, the following 
example is applicable. When the Buddha appeared at the entrance of a 
[nursing] home, he sneezed ; and the doCLor, nurse, and patients all heard 
the sound differently. Those who think otherwise have not understood the 
nature and the meaning of sound. 'R' 

For the fifth, there are three. First, although the vehicles appear differ
ently, revealing their nature as chat which has never been spoken is l294] 
as follows. The inconceivable higher and lower vehicles appear as though 
they are taught; yet except for the nature of phenomena just as it is, noth
ing is caught. In the Inconceivable Amassing rif the Rare and Supreme, it  
states :  

From the time that I achieved fully entightened buddhahood 
Until passing into nirval).a : although I never taught any 

dharma, 
The individual appearances that arise according to the aspira

tions of beings 
Are the inconceivable secret of the Buddha's speech that 

appears as the individual [vehicles] .  

Thus, this is similar. 
Ultimately, although never taught, through the skillful means of tam

ing according to the faculties of beings, the categories of dharma are heard 
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individually. Just as during the previous Arrangement of Light of the five 
vehicles when the Tathagata taught all twelve scriptural categories1" and 
so forth : although appearing as though all of this was taught-from the 
perspective of the fundamental nature of phenomena just as it is-ulti

mately, the dharmakaya aspect of the Buddha never taught any categories 
of the doctrine. ln the Diamond Cutter," it states: 

Those who saw me as form 
And those who heard my speech as sound 
Have entered the mistaken path ; 
Those individuals will not sec me. 
All buddhas should be seen as the nature of phenomena 
And all guides as the dharmakaya. 
The nature of truth is not a knowable thing; 
Hence, it is incomprehensible. 

Thus, this is similar. 
Second, [2-95]  from within compassion, the way enlightened vajra 

speech appears to beings is what is meant by the subject of the fundamental 
nature being without syllables and the expression of words appearing as 
enlightened speech. This is the enlightened awareness speech of the suga
tas; and although this is heard by beings, not even a single independently 
existing word originates from the tip of the Buddha's tongue. Neverthe
less, by the blessing of the self-emergent wisdom ofBuddha's compassion
ate enlightened speech, the many varieties of words and their meanings 
are clearly present and heard according to the individual aspirations of 
those beings to be tamed. Such is vajra enlightened speech. 

For the third-although nothing was ever taught-the example of the 
awareness of speech is that the perception of the doctrine comes from bud
dhas' compassion and the aspirations of sentient beings, and the words and 
clarity of their meaning are heard by those to be tamed. Because this is 
originally unborn, it is supreme vajra speech. Although inexpressible, the 
dharma perceived by those to be tamed is enlightened speech-the nature 
of phenomena just as it is. As the entire source of benefit for beings: 
although it never departs from being within the space of that nature, it is 
self-occurring. For example, like the sound of an echo that does not exist 
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in the person, the rock, or rhe void between them: through conrriburing 
ci rcumstances, the trai t  of an expression occurs. Likewise, by the contrib
uting circumstance of the pure karma of those ro be tamed, as wel l  as the 
root cause ofbud.dhas' compassion, the perception of the doctrine occurs. 

It is as stated in the Uttaratant1t.1: [2.96}  

Just as the sound of the vina 
Originates from the knowledge of others, 

The enlightened speech of the tarhagaras 
Does not abide without or within. 

Thus, it  is  like that. 
From the inexpressible speech of the Secret Essence Definitive Nature 

just As It Is, this completes rhe explanation of the seventh chapter that 
synthesizes the ma�<;Iala of enlightened speech and reveals the intrinsic 
nature of each individual deity's secret mantra. 



Chapter Eight 

z.z.I.I.I.Z.z.z Enlightened Bod_y as the fv[a�){j,ala oJMudrii 

This has two parts: 

1 A hrief explanation of the way the mal)qala radiates 

2 An extensive explanation of that intrinsic nature 

TH E SEC OND S E C T I O N  continues by setting forth the maQ(.iala of the 
mudra of enlightened body in two parts: a brief explanation of the way the 
maQ(.iala radiates and an extensive explanation of that intrinsic nature. 

z.z.I.I.r.z.z.z.I A BriefExplanation ojthe Way the Ma�Jdala Radiates 

For the first, having revealed the maQ(.iala of secret mantra, then all 
tathagatas express the aphorism called "all limbs of the body, the head, 
and so forth are blessed as the natural, spontaneously present maQQala 
of deities ." 

z. z.I.I.I.z.z.z.z An Extensive Explanation of That Intrinsic Nature 

This has three parts: 

r A general explanation of rhe ground as the sponraneously present mudra 

2 A specific explanation of the path of actually accomplishing the mal)qala of 

rnudra 

The synthesized meaning of the result as the mal)qala of the mudra of supreme 

wisdom 

For the second, there are three: a gencrat explanation of the ground as the 
spontaneously present mudra, a specific explanation of the path of actually 
accomplishing the maQ(.iala of mudra, and the synthesized meaning of the 
resutt as the maQQala of the mudra of supreme wisdom. 
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2.2.J.I.J.2.2.2. 2 .I  A Geneml E-.:pl.miltiort ofthc (/round aJ the Spont,meomf:y Present 
ltrfudrd 

For the first, all apparent phenomena of s�1111sara and enlightenment
including the aggregates, elements, and sense sources- [2.97] are kayas and 
wisdom free from meeting and paning, the nature of the primordially fully 
perfected magical manifestation matrix. This nature abides similar to fire 

and irs characteristic ofbeing hot. Therefore, this is referred to as " all phe
nomena are primordially sealed with Samamabhadra's mudra of supreme 
awakening." When this naturally pure , fundamenral nature is sealed by the 
king of the Secret Essence Definitive Nature just As It Is-the unchanging 
mudra of the nature of phenomena-this never departs from the great 
perfection of evenness. Never departing from being in the stare of freedom 
from transition or change is referred to as "difficult to transcend." 

In the Intermediate Mother, it states: 

0 Rabjor! It is just like this: 
If there are those who praise the sky, 
Scill, the sky will nor increase. 
If there are those who blame the sky, 
Sti l l ,  the sky will not decrease. 
Such is the nature of phenomena. 
Whether the tathagatas 
Come to this world or not, 
Their nature \Vill never increase or decrease. 

1hus, this is similar. 

2.2.1.r.1.2.2.2.2.2 A Specific Fxpf,mation of the Path ofActua/�y Accomplishing the 
Mm;.r;lala o/Afudrd 

'TI1is has three parts: 
1 The cause for mudrii. to arise 
l 1he general mudra. that originates from that 

From that, the individual mudris of the deities char emanate 

For rhe second, there arc three: the cause for mudra to arise; the general 
mudra that originates from that; and from that, the individual mudras of 
the deities that emanate. 
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First, in general, it is said that the head is the Tathagata [ i.e., the Buddha] , 
the right arm is Ak�hobhya, the left arm is Ratnasambhava, [298] the left 
leg is Amitabha, and the right leg is Amoghasiddhi. The middle finger is 
the vajra f,tmily ; the forefinger, the tathagata family ; the thumb, the ratna 
family; the ring finger, the lotus family; and the little finger is the karma 
family. 

Here, the vajra palms are the root cause for the mudras that will be 
explained as follows. At the tip of the five fingers of the right ann of 
Ak�hobhya, upon five sun mat:J4alas round like peas, are the five male 
syllables of method: hunt; om so ang ha. Upon the five fingers of the left 
arm ofRatnasambhava, on five moon mat:J<;ialas like split peas, are the five 
female consort syllables of prajna :  mum lam mam bam tam. By uniting 
the five fingers of each right and left hands, they connect with each other 
[and] become vajra palms'-which are the cause for the mudras of the 
individual deities to arise. 

Lama Rongpa [ i.e., Rongzom Pa!f<;lita] says that there are mudras cor
responding to samaya and karma. According to Buddhaguhya, there are 
three; the samaya mudra, the dharma mudra of visualizing the syllables, 
and the karma mudra of transformation. Although these assertions are 
made, all mudras are included within four, namely, the great mudra, 
dharma mudra, samaya mudra, and karma mudra. Visualizing oneself as a 
magical or rainbowlike deity is the great mudra. Visualizing the syllables 
upon the fingers of the hands [ 29 9] is the dharma mudra. F rom that, visu
alizing the hand emblems-such as the vajra and so forth-is the samaya 
mudra. From that, the right and left hands transform and cross, which is 
the karma mudra. This will now be explained in more detail. 

2.2. 1.1.1. 2.2.2.2.2.2 7he G'eneral Nfudr"ti 1h,lt Originatesjtwn Ihat 

Second, the general mudra that originates from that is as follows. By visu
alizing the right forefinger as om and the left middle finger as mii.m and 
directly connecting the tips of both, the tips of the remaining eight syl
lables cross and connect on the left and right: hung with lam, so with 
mam, ah with bam, and ha with tam. Equally united with the five families 

' rlorjt t,z!mo y,zr wa (rdo rje thai mo sbym· btl) 
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of all the victorious ones, this mudra generates the siddhi o f  exaltation 183 

in thi s  very lifetime. This is also taught in the Lasso ofAiethod: 

To cross the straightened fingers inward, 
The middle, rhumb, forefinger, ring, and little fingers 
With each of their rips connected outward, 
Joining and straightening the ring fingers 
Is the samaya mudri. 

Thus, it is. 
Concerning this, in Buddhaguhya's Binding 1/ajra,' he states that joining 

and extending the middle fingers is the single-pointed mudra of the wis
dom mind-the general samaya mudra of the five families. Others claim 
that this is executed from the vajra palms by connecting the tips of the 
threatening mudra on the right with the extended middle finger on the 
left. The remaining fingers then join individually. Nevertheless, this mudra 
should be executed according ro what is stated in the Lasso of Method. 
boo ] There is no contradiction between rhese rwo claims, because the 
fingers appear as rhe five buddha families and are linked according to the 
present explanation. 

2.2.I.I. J.2.2.2.2.2.3 From 7hat, the Jndiuidual Jvfudrds ofthe Deities ll;at Emanate 

Third, for the mudras of the individual deities that emanate [from the 
general mudra] , there are five. F irst are the mudras of the five male-female 
buddha families, each with five. 

The mudra for the principal male-female is that visualizing oneself as 
the kaya of the principal one is the great mudra. Within that, except for 
the syllable hung of rhe right hand's vajra fist, the other four syllables are 
hidden while the middle finger is extended with the back at the heart. 
This is the creation samaya mudra. The visualization of hung in the center 
of a moon at the tip of the extended middle finger is the dharma mudra. 
When this hung melts into light, imagining that it becomes a five-pronged 
vajra that blazes with light is the intention samaya mudra. By executing 
the vajra fist with the left hand, the syllables upon the moon are gathered 
inward so the five syllables of the heroines are hidden. The bell is rung; 

' dorje dampa (>do rjc bsdam pa) 
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and by holding this with the vajra fist in the manner of embracing the 
consort, the bell [ indicating] the thigh of the consort is placed upon the 
left thigh of Amitabha. Placing it [ i.e., the bel l ] ,  there is the male's offer
ing to the female-the male mudra. This is said to be the creation karma 
mudra. Meditating in this way is the intention karma mudra. '"" Then, 
by releasing the mudras on the left side, thinking that the hand emblem 
dissolves inro the female consort's heart arouses pleasure. Reciting hung 
benzar drik [3or] is the dharma mudra. Hence, there are seven [ mudras] 
included in these four. Borh the intention and creation samaya mudras are 
considered to be the samaya mudra. The intention, dharma, and expression 
of dharma mudras are the dharma mudra. The others should be under
stood accordingly. 

Performing the mudra of the female consort while visualizing oneself as 
Akashadharvishvari is rhe great mudra. Within this, from the syllable mum 
upon the moon of the left vajra fist, the middle finger is extended at the 
heart and the other four syllables are hidden inward; this is the samaya 
[ mudra ]. At the tip of the m iddle finger: designated by the sound of mum 

from mum upon the moon scat, imagining that the ringing bell blazes i s  
the intention samaya [mudra] .  Upon the sun of the right hand, place the 
five syllables of the heroes upon the right thigh of the male consort. This 
is the sign to unite with the consort. When the head of the female consort 
bows slightly toward the male and she gazes with a smile at him with the 
expression of pleasure, this is the creation karma mudra. Then, by releas
ing the mudra on the right and reciting miim dhati shori, think that the 
hand emblem dissolves into the heart of the male as the expression of the 
dharma mudra. The actual meaning of this is that the vajra, wheel, and so 
forth indicate the five wisdoms. These precise and extensive visualizations 
are to be applied to the others. [302] 

For the male-female Ak�hobhya by visualizing oneself as such: from the 
om upon the sun seat at the vajra fist of the right hand, the remaining four 
syllables are hidden and the forefinger is extended and held to the heart. 
At the tip of the extended forefinger marked by om when the om dissolves, 
imagine that this becomes a blazing four-spoked wheel oflight. Upon the 
moon at the vajra fist of the left hand, the five syllables of the heroines are 
gathered and hidden within and the bell is rung. With the vajra fist by 
executing the gesture of embracing the consort and placing the fist upon 
the [consort's] left thigh, the dharma [ mudra] is executed. Again, with the 
four syllables of the left hand hidden within, the extended forefinger is 
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placed at the heart. The syllable lam at the tip of  the extended forefinger 
dissolves and becomes the ringing bell held at the heart that blazes with 
light. The five syllables that abide upon the sun seat of the right hand 
are brought inward with the gesture to embrace the consort. Placing rhe 
fist upon the right thigh of the male, [the consort J faces slightly upward 
toward the male, bows, and gazes with a smile. 

For the male-female Ratnasambhava by visualizing oneself as such : from 
the four syllables of the male's right hand hidden within, the thumb is 
extended and placed at the heart. Imagine that the syllable so at the tip of 
the thumb dissolves to become a blazing jewel and hold this to the heart. 
The five syllables are gathered upon the moon [ 3o3 ]  seat of the left hand 
and hidden within, becoming the vajra fist. TI1e bell is rung, and the ges
ture of embracing the consort is performed. By the indivisible gesture of 
the embracing of male and female, the bell is placed upon the left thigh; 
and the dharma [mudra] Amitabha is executed. Again, with the four syl
lables of the left hand hidden, the thumb is extended and placed at the 
heart. From the syl lable mam at the tip of the extended thumb, visualize 
the ringing bell held at the heart that blazes with light. The five syllables 
that abide upon the sun seat of the right hand hidden within are placed 
upon the right thigh of the male. This is the gesture to embrace the con
sort. \Vith this expression, [the consort] bows to the male and gazes with 
a smile. 1har is the female consort's mudra. 

For the male-female Amitabha by visualizing oneself as such: from 
the four syllables of the male's right hand hidden within, the ring finger 
is extended; and the back side is placed at the heart. When the syllable 
ang at the tip of the extended ring finger dissolves, imagine that this is 
a blazing lotus while holding the mudra to the heart. The five syllables 
that abide upon the moon seat of the left hand are gathered and hidden 
within, becoming the vajra fist. The bell is rung. And by performing the 
gesture of embracing the consort, the bell is placed on the left thigh; and 
the dharma [mudra] Amitabha is executed. Again, with the four syllables 
of the left hand hidden within, place the back of the ring finger extended 
[ 304] at the heart. From the syllable bam at the tip of the extended ring 
finger, visualize that the ringing bell blazes with l ight held at the heart. 
By gathering the five syllables at the sun scat of the right hand, place the 
fingers upon the right thigh as the gesture to embrace the consort. [The 
consort] bows and gazes at the male with a smile. 

The mudra for the male-female Amoghasiddhi is that by visualizing one-
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self as such: from the four syllables of the male's right hand hidden within, 
the little finger is extended; and the back side is placed at the heart. When 
the syllable htt at the tip of the extended little finger dissolves, imagine that 
this is a blazing sword. Hold this to the heart. With the five syllables that 
abide upon the moon seat of the lcfi: hand gathered and hidden within, 
the bell is rung. By the gesture of embracing the consort, the bell is placed 
on the lefi: thigh; and the dharma [mudra] is executed. Again, with the 
four syllables of the lefi: hand hidden, place the back of the extended little 
finger at the heart. From the syllable tam at the tip of the extended little 
finger, visualize the ringing bell blazes at the heart. By gathering the five 
syllables at the sun seat of the right hand, place it upon the right thigh of 
the male in the gesture to embrace the consort. [ The consort] bows and 
gazes at the male with a smile. 

Second, the mudras for the male-female sattvas are similar to the previ
ous ones. In particular, when each seed syllable transforms into the hand 
emblem, [ 30 5 ]  it is held in the right hand of the male at the heart. The 
females hold [the hand emblem] in their lcfi: hands to the heart. The lcfi: 
hand of the male embraces the female's lefi: thigh. The right hand of the 
female embraces the male's right thigh. Then, the hand emblems emerge: 
from the miim, an utpala; from meh, a naga sprig; and so forth. The 
[remaining] hand emblems of the males are that, from cham emerges a 
jeweled sprout; from /rang, a blazing sword; from hring, a white lotus; 
from dzing, a blazing vajra; from tilam, a dharmachakra; and from hung, 
a precious sprig. 

From hung, that which indicates a beautiful form is a mirror; from tram, 
a jeweled garland; from hri, a vina; from ah, an accomplished dancer per
forming mudras with a three-pronged vajra above the crown ; from hung, 
a flower garland; from dza, supreme Dhi:tpa holding an incense burner; 
from bam, a butter lamp; and from ho, scented water held in a conch; 
and so forth. These arc the hand emblems of the female consorts. At the 
time of being the female consort, the male's activity-or right thigh-is 
embraced with the [female's] right hand. At the time of the male execut
ing the dharma, the female's left thigh is embraced with the [male's] lefi: 
hand. All the males' heads are slightly tilted toward the consorts, and the 
female consorts are showing veneration toward the males. Concurrent 
with the previous great mudras, l3o6 }  these males and females embrace 
within indivisible method and wisdom as the unelaborate space of phe
nomena, the nature of exaltation. 
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Third are the mudras for the male-female gatekeepers, as follows. At the 
four entranceways to the ma!f<,iala, there are eight male-female wrathful 
ones. The mudras for the four males are that, from the four hung sylla
bles, they appear brandishing a club marked with nri, a five-pronged vajra 
club in the manner of suppression, a skull club of many coiled snakes in 
the manner of suppression, and a crossed-vajra club that functions to 
suppress-all held in their right hands. Their lefi: hands embrace their 
consorts with the threatening mudra gesture. 

The four mudras of the females are that, from four phets, they appear 
holding a hook, lasso, handcuffs, and bell in their left hands. Their right 
hands embrace their consorts with the vajra-fist gesture. All of these male
female gatekeepers abide at the four entranceways, [with the females] 
showing veneration to their male consorts; and the males' heads arc bowed 
slightly toward rhe females. The indivisible male-females are united within 
the nature of phenomena, as previously explained. 

Fourth, the mudras of the six sages are as follows. According to the 
purpose of those to be tamed, there are the various mudras. Since it is not 
just one way and there is no determined limit or number: when the varia
tions are synthesized, there arc six mudras. If one wonders [what their 
hand emblems are] , it  states in the Jajnz:' 

They should be understood to be 
A vina, armor, staff, scripture, receptacle, [and] 
Fire and water. 

Thus, it is. 
From the six seed syllables, [ 3o7 ]  the mudras emerge and are held 

at their hearts. Since they do not have consorts, one might think that 
method and prajfta are therefore not united. Even though there are no 
conceptual consorts appearing, they are indicated by the nonconccptual 
consort of space. In this way, the consorts are the utterly nonconceptual 
space of phenomena, free from limitation. There are some who claim that 
six Samanrabhadris are at the left side of the six sages. This claim con
tradicts the enumeration of deities. It is also unacceptable to assume that 
[they] are subsumed within Samanrabhadri, because during practice this 

' dorje (rdo rje) : aka vajra Jv!agicallv!,mifostiltion (gyutrM dmjel sgyu 'phrul rdo rje) 
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would conflict with the enumerations and pure recollection of the deities 
being visualized. 

In addition, there are some who claim the following, "In order to benefit 
all heretics, the Buddha's consort is completely secret." Thus, they say this is 
why the six sages appear without consorts. This claim is according to Yoga
tantra and does not apply here. [Here] it is taught that, even though the 
sage of the humans must abandon the desirables, it is not taught that the 
others [ i.e. , other sages] must do the same. This is because the nirma11akaya 
appears in whatever way is deemed necessary to tame. Hence, not revealing 
an actual consort is due to the enumerations and emanations of deities. 

Fifth, the mudras for the male-female Samantabhadra are that-in order 
to reveal the radiance of the ground-from the hands ofSamantabhadra 
in [the mudra of] evenness, the wisdom of five rays oflight radiates into 
the ten directions. His legs are resting in the vajra posture. The consort 
[3o8] Samantabhadri's two hands are in the perfection-of-evenness mudra 
like the male's; and her two legs rest in the full-lotus posture. 

Now, a synopsis of all these enumerations will be given. Having shown 
each of these individual mudras, there are further alternative mudras. 
When accomplishing each individual family, that deity's mudra will cor
respond to the specific family. Moreover, for the vaj ra and so forth, the 
hand emblems of each family will be revealed ; or as previously shown, 
the mudras of the five tathagatas will be shown. At least the vajra palms 
pressed together should be executed. Some claim that these three options 
explain the varieties of mudras for the male-female Samantabhadra. In the 
Vajra, it states: 

The male-female Samantabhadra are the color of the sky; 
Their mudras are varied and uncertain. 
Upon the mudra of radiating wisdom, 
A vajra and bell are held. 

Thus, when the color and hand emblems are explained, this refers to the 
principal Samanrabhadra. For the male-female Samantabhadra as the radi
ance of the ground: having not fallen to any direction, only the mudra of 
evenness is taught. 
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2.2.I. I.I. 2.2.2.2.3 lhe S)nthesized Aieaning ofthe Remlt as the l'via;ujal.1 of the 

l'v!udrd of Supreme VVisdom 

This has three parts: 

1 A general explanation of the fundamental i ntrinsic nature of mudra 

2. A specific explanation of the mudra that temporarily appears 

3 Benefiting beings through the ultimate resultant mudra 

For the third, a synthesized explanation of the result-the mudra of wis
dom-there are three :  a general explanation of the fundamental intrin
sic nature of mudra, a specific explanation of the mudra that temporarily 
appears, and benefiting beings through the ultimate resultant mudra. 

l 3o9 ] 

2.2.1.1. 1.2.2.2.2.3. 1 A GeneraL FxpLmation rlthe Fundamental Intrinsic JVature 

rifA1udrd 

First, the originally pure nature of mind is that, within the great mudra, 
whatever concepts arise primordially abide as the supreme gathering of 
wisdom. This is the ultimate way of abiding. Realizing this through the 
kindness of the lama, awareness arises as the method of whatever appears 
and prajna without fixation. By possessing this sclf.[iberated oneness, 
when internalized-even without moving or arousing the body and 
limbs-every activity such as going and staying abides within the great 
mudra. Hence, there is no need to perform contrived mudra. 

2.2.I.I.I.2.2.2.2 .• P A Specific ExpLmation of the ivfudrd That Temporari£y Appetm 

For the second, there are four. F irst, the elaboration of the ma1.1<;lala of 
forty-two buddhas is as follows. Through familiarity with the samadhi of 
the elaborate mudra, that dynamic strength continues to i ncrease such 
that the body and limbs are adorned with the forty-two deities, further 
enhancing this realization. Visualizing oneself as the male-female Vairo
chana, the five males-Ak�hobhya, Amitabha, Vairochana, Ratnasamb
hava, and Amoghasiddhi-are in the male's crown, throat, heart, navel, and 
secret place. The right eye, ear, nostril, and right side of the tongue-these 
four-are K�hitigarbha, Vajrapa1.1i, Akashagarbha, and [ 3 r o] Avalokitesh
vara as the four sattvas of enlightened mind. Likewise, the four on the left 
are Maitreya, Nivara1.1avi�hkambhin, Kuntuzangpo, and Maii.jushrl, who 
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are the four sattvas of enlightened speech. The right arm is Yamantatrita, 
the left arm is Trajiiantatrita, the left leg is Padmantatrita, and the right leg 
is Bignantatrita as the four gatekeepers. The crown, throat, heart, navel, 
secret place, and soles of the feet are the six sages. These are the twenty
three [male] deities. 

In the female's crown, throat, heart, navel, and secret place-these 
five-are Buddha Lochana, Pal)c_laravasinl, Akashadhatvishvari, Mamaki, 
and Samayatara as the five female consorts. The left eye, ear, nostril, and 
left side of the tongue-these four-are Lasya, Mala, Gita, and Narti as 
the four goddesses of objects. Likewise, the four right sides are Dht!pa, 
Pu�hpa, Aloka, and Gandha as the four goddesses of time. The left arm is 
Al)kusha, the right arm is Pasha, the right leg is Spho�a, and the left leg is 
Gal)�ha; these four are the female gatekeepers. And these are the seventeen 
female deities. 

Together, there are forty deities of method, designated this way because 
they abide as tangible and external. When the two principal male-female 
ones are added, there are forty-two. These are the deities to meditate 
upon. [ 3u]  The enumerations of males and females are not equal, because 
the sages do not have consorts and the male-female Samantabhadra are 
implicit as the principal deities. 

Clearly visualizing them in that way, secondly, the elaborate mar1c.lala 
of one thousand buddhas manifests. At the hearts of each of those forty, 
wisdom beings abide similar to the deity. Since they arc the indwelling 
subtle branches of the radiance itself, they are called "the forty wisdom 
deities." Even though it has been mentioned that there are forty-two dei
ties of method, if the two principal ones are excluded there arc forty. By the 
threefold emanation of the blessing deities of enlightened body, speech, 
and mind, there come to he one hundred twenty [ i.e., 40 x 3 = 120 bless
ing deities] . Each of them wears the five-deity crown, so there are six hun
dred [ i.e., I 20 x 5 = 6oo crown deities on blessing deities] . Including the 
threefold blessing deities of enlightened body, speech, and mind, there are 
three hundred sixty [ i.e., 1 20 blessing + 40 wisdom + 200 wisdom crown 
= 3 6o ] .  Then, including the forty [original] deities of prajfia, this becomes 
the ma!fc.Jala of one thousand buddhas as the meditation [ i.e., 6oo + 360 

+ 40 = rooo ] . 
Tncre are some who assert that there are forty deities of method, forty 

of prajth, forty of enlightened body, forty of speech, and forty of mind
totaling two hundred [ i.e., 40 x s = 200 ] . Since each has a crown of five 
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buddhas [except wisdom deities] ,  the total of deities in the mat}<;iala [ 3 12] 
is one thousand [ i.e., 200 + (40 X 4 X 5) == 1000 ] .  That (assertion] is the 
same as this. 

For the third, the visualization for the mal).<;iala of twenty-one thousand 
buddhas is as follows. With all of those one thousand buddhas endowed 
in this way as indicated by the supreme principal ones-the male-female 
Vairochana-including the four families of the victors and the supreme 
victor Samantabhadra and likewise counting each [of the six] deities, 
then together there are six thousand [i .e., 6 x 1000 == 6,ooo ] .  Similarly, 
the eight pairs of male-female sattvas and the four pairs of male-female 
gatekeepers-these twelve-become twelve thousand [ i.e., 12 x 1000 == 
12,000 ] .  The blazing, radiant light of six refers to the six sages. Since they 
are without consort [ i.e., 6 x 5 52" == 33 12  ] ,  this then becomes the meditation 
on the mal).<;iala of twenty-one thousand, three hundred twelve [ i.e., 6,ooo 
+ 12,ooo + 3 ,312== 21 , 3 12] . Those who claim that there are twenty-four 
thousand arc considering that the six sages have consorts. 

Once familiar with that, then the fourth training in the mal).<;iala of 
inconceivable buddhas is as follows. In that way and so forth from each 
of all the previous buddhas, twenty-one thousand buddhas are generated 
to become the meditation of the inconceivable rnal).<;iala. 

According to Lama Rongpa [ i.e., Rongzom Pal).<;iita] ,  a single deity has 
forty-two limbs, each of which possesses the threefold blessing deities of 
enlightened body, speech, and mind. This is the branch of radiation, since 
[the root tantra] states, "The threefold will manifest from the forty-two." 
Considering this, [ 3 1 3 ]  the branch deities will be counted according to 
the way the principal one appears. Hence, there come to be one hundred 
twenty. As it states, "the blazing light of twelve and six;' so it is explained. 

The appearance of all these deities is said to be the result of the strength 
offamiliaritywith previous meditation. Not only that, since this is the root 
cause for attaining immortality during the great accomplishment gather
ing, it is also posited as the path. 

2.2.I. l. l. 2. 2. 2.2.J.3 Benefiting Beings through the Ultimate Resultant }vfudrd 

Third, the way of benefiting beings through the ultimate mudra has five. 
First, the way distinctions are shown for the purpose of those to be tamed 

' Note: 23 males x ( 1  method + s method crown + 3 blessing + 15 blessing crown) = 552 deities 
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is as follows. While meditating on the path in this way: when ultimate 
awakening occurs in the unimaginable pure lands of the buddhas of the 
ten directions and four times, the purpose of all mudras for taming those 
boundless ones to he tamed will then appear. According to the percep
tion of individual beings, they reveal themselves as the individual kayas 
of buddhas, chakravartin rulers, and so forth to accomplish the aims of 
beings. 

Second, as mentioned, the way in which these [mudras] arc perceived is 
as follows. From all higher vehicles ofMantra to the perfection of wisdom 
and the lesser vehicles of the hearers and solitary realizers, all [ manifesta
tions ofbuddhas] fully appear according to the individual aspirations of 
the heretics with perverted views and conduct, unimaginable individu
als, including all others as peaceful gods to be tamed, wrathful demons, 
and lords of death-a vast assembly to tame through whatever means are 
necessary [ 3 14 ] .  

Third, although appearing in  a variety of  ways, the way that [ i.e., mudras J 
never wavers from oneness is just as a single dancer himself draws in and 
extends his right and left legs and just as many peaceful and wrathful  dei
ties appear from a single wisdom form that is the intrinsic nature of pri
mordial purity. Although not intentionally prearranged-by saying "to 
that person this is shown" -the peaceful, wrathful, and various emana
tions are revealed through spontaneously present compassion in accord 
with the perceptions of all beings. 

Fourth, because of those to be tamed, the enumerations of mudras are 
shown to be uncertain as follows. In brief, all mudras such as the "supreme 
awakening" and "demon subjugating" cannot he defined in a single way 
by saying "this is it." From the perspective of method and prajna, there are 
two; fi-om the perspective of enlightened body, speech, and mind-three; 
activities-four; and so forth. They multiply accordingly. This is because 
all bodily movements and execution of mudras abide as the essential 
nature of the mudra of deities. 

For the fifth, everything is subsumed in the great mudra of the funda
mental nature. 

In short, all movements of the body and gyrations of the limbs abide 
as a matter of course as the great mudra. Hence, aside from everything 
itself abiding as the primordially awakened nature of phenomena, nothing 
exists to abide-not even as a subtle particle-such as saying something 
is impure as a mudra or phenomena. [ 3 1 5 ]  It is said, "One's body, speech, 
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and mind are the deity, mantra, and mudra of the nature of phenomena, 
or they abide as the maQ<;{alas." This speech is taught by Buddha Saman
tabhadra himself: the one who has purified the nvo obstructions without 
exclusion and possesses supreme wisdom knowledge. Since this is entirely 
trustworthy, it is as stated in Sacred JVisdom:·' 

Since no causes exist, 
All faults arc exhausted and 
Nothing deceitful will be told. 

Thus, it is similar. 
From the supreme wisdom mudra-the Secret Essem·e fundamental 

nature of phenomena Definitive Nature just As It /s-having blessed all 
branches of the body and mind as the primordially pure mat:J.4ala and the 
intrinsic nature of the elaborate mudra, this completes the explanation 
of the eighth chapter. 



Chapter Nine 

2. 2.I.I.I.J The !llustmtive lvfa�z4a!a TI!tzt Reveals nn·s lvlt./�14ala 

This has two parts: 

r The overview 

2. TI1e exposition 

foR T H E  T H I RD subsection, in order to clarify what was taught, the illus
trative mai)<;iala is taught in two parts : the overview and the exposition. 

2.2./. J.I.3.I n]( Overuiew 

TI1is has three parts: 

r Depicting the mai!9ala and an explanation of the benefits 

2 Generating the deity and presentation of offerings 

Conferring empowerment and explanation of the result 

For the first, there are three : depicting the mai).<;iala and an explanation of 
the benefits, generating the deity and presentation of offerings, and confer
ring empowerment and explanation of the result. 

2.2.1.1. r.3.I.I Depicting 1he Alm.zrJ,tla and 1lfl Explarwtion oft he Benefits 

1 his has tour parts: 
1 1he earth ritual 

2 "The ritual for the drawing and color application 

'The representation and arrangement of ornaments 

4 The arrangement of offerings, including an explanation of rl1e benefits 

For the first, there are four: the earth ritual ; the ritual for the drawing and 
color application; the representation and arrangement of ornaments; and 
the arrangement of offerings, including an explanation of the benefits. 
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z.2.I.I. T.J.LI.I lhe Earth Ritual 

First, for the [earth ritual ] ,  there are seven : ( 3 16 ]  beginning with examin
ing the earth. A suitable basis for the mal).<;lala should be a level area that is 
also agreeable as stated in the Stages of[ Tajra] Activity:, 

Having many peaks that are shaped like eight facets, expansive 
unlike a narrow river gorge, calm like a pool of water with lots 
of sun exposure-these must be known as the signs of the sky. 
One must examine the intermediate directions for the signs to 
determine prosperity, power, and enemies-such as high to the 
north, lofi:y to west, gentle to the south, and lower in the east
with rocks torming peaks, flat irons, dry washes, and a variety of 
rivers and creeks. Mountains with dense forests very balanced 
and rich, rivers running from the northeast, breezes not too 
fierce, and the kinds of flowers, fruit trees, and birds must all be 
taken inro consideration. 

It is taught that knowing the [area's] background is ideal. Then 
examine oneself for a sense of joy and a feeling of having no 
obstacles for concentration.  Likewise, examine [the site] for 
one's dwelling place to ensure chat there is sufficient vitality 
and strength. 

Thus, in such a place as this, it is as the quote continues: 

Measure a square and dig the depth of a cubit. [Remove J any 
rocks, ashes, rotten wood, bricks, bones, and the like. 

All impure materials should be discarded. Fill the hole with water and take 
one hundred steps away [from the hole] . Then, return to check the water, 
as the quote continues: 

F illing this with water, take one hundred steps and examine it. 

• dorje Lq rim (rdo rje Las ,·im ); 13uddhaguhya 
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lf the water level has not gone down, that is the best [ sign J .  If half the water 
is gone, it is mediocre ; and if the water has disappeared, it is bad sign. 

Second is asking to borrow the land for the maJ!9ala [construction] 
from humans and nonhumans alike, as [ 3 1 7 ]  the quote continues: 

Borrow the land according to its value from the visible and 
invisible owners so as to avoid a dispute, with a mind that has 
forsaken avarice and with the command of the power of truth. 

Thus, it is. 
TI1en, afi:er burying a treasure vase filled with grains and precious jewels, 

level the ground, construct the outline [ for the maJ!Qala] with fragrant 
water, and proceed by performing the ritual of the Goddess of the Earth. 
In the past when the Buddha first journeyed to Bodhgaya to attain enlight
enment, he borrowed the land; after which he was victorious over the 
demons. Likewise, by following suit, here the practitioner will be able to 
achieve victory over the dark side-hence the reason for doing this. Visu
alize and invoke the yellow Goddess [of the Earth] who holds a vase and 
rides a sow. Make offerings and render praise by saying, "Since I, ( insert 
your name), intend to construct a maJ!9ala on this land, please grant me 
your permission." 185 

1hird, in order to rake charge of the land, visualize that a red piirba'·186 
becomes the wrathful deity [ i.e., Perna Kilaya] . Meditate that light rays 
from the deity shield the earth to pacify obstructing forces. 

Fourth, the purification is that the land must first be received from the 
domain of the Earth Lord Open Belly.b 1sc In the Commentary to the Eight 
Volumes,' it stares: 

The characteristic of the Earth Lord's abode 
Is that, during the three months of autumn 
According to the journey of the sun, 
He lies on his lefi: side facing south, head to the east. 
In the three months of winter, 
He faces west, head to the south. 

" phur ba; ritual dagger 
b Stl dag to <he (s,1 bdag Ito 'phye) 
c bam gyed k_yi drel wa (bam brg_yarl kyi 'gr·e! IM) 
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During the three months of springtime, 
He faces north, ( 3 1 8 ]  head to the west. 
During the three months of summer, 
He faces east with his head to the north. 
1his is how the Earth Lord Open Belly abides, 
So dig from the belly of the great one . 

Thus, as stated, [the land] i s  borrowed. If, whi le digging, the head [of the 
Earth Lord] is struck, this indicates that the vajra master could suffer an 
untimely death. If the tail is struck, the disciple could die. Hence, it is 
important to dig from the belly. Then, setting up any kind of small shrine 
table, smooch the earth so that it is h igher in the middle, a bit lower to 
the northeast, and otherwise level. Apply the five pure ingredients from 
a cow1"' and the five grains.1'9 In the Magnificent [Wisdom J Lightning, it 
states: 

Thorough ly apply earth and the five great fragrances mixed 
with water 

And plaster this on the center and sides of the maJ)<;iala 
About the height of two cubits. 

Then, in order ro purify with fire, as the quote continues: 

If all the signs turn bad, 
Either move elsewhere or pur ify through the peaceful fire ritual. 

Thus, it  is. Visualizing oneself as the wrathful one, from one's palms light 
rays emerge and transform the earth into a five-pronged vaj ra. Imagine that 
all impurities are cleansed and transform into emptiness. 

F ifth is the blessing. Visualizing the vajra master as the principal one, 
the entire area is imagined to be the celestial palace of deities with many 
buddhas and bodhisattvas. Saying, "I am the great one. No one should 
transgress my command;' recite the mantra st-trnbhani . . . 

190 [:,r9] while 
encircl ing the area with the vajra gait. 

S ixth, for protection, meditate that from one's heart the ten wrathful 

deities 191 emanate to guard the entire area as the fire of the kalpa blazes. 
Seventh is to take possession. Drawing the diagram or arranging the 

circles, visualize the dei ty. Make a minimal offering and render praise, after 
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which the deity dissolves. Consider rhat the earth now becomes the celes
tial palace of the deities. 1his completes the earth rituaL 

2.2.u. u ,. I.1.2 The Ritiu<lfln· the Dmwing tlnd Color Application 

Second is the blessing of rhc colors for rhe thread. Using five or twenty-five 
colored threads made by a sixteen-year-old maiden, it is as stated in the 
Stages o/'Vajra Attiui�y: 

Crafted by a sixteen-year-old consort [and] dyed with lotus 
root, each thread has five colors consecrated by the intrinsic 
nature of wisdom [and] nine threads of three colors made of 
cotton-wool. Representing enlightened body, speech, and 
mind, they are nicely arranged in a clean vessel. 

Thus, it is. Those and all colors arc blessed as the intrinsic nature of che five 
wisdoms. \X'irh the qualified consort holding the threads twice as high as 
the mar!<;lala, the first vajra sky-line" is drawn. In the hfagnificent [Wisdom] 
Lightning, it stares: 

1hat assistant for the diagram, 
Blessed as a qualified consort 
With mudra of dance and so forth, 
Makes the sky-lines of the intrinsic-nature mar_1<;lala. 
Then to make the lines for the ground [320] 
Due to the differences of those to be tamed, 
The mar_1<;lala's measurements arc indeterminate, 
Beginning with four fingerbrcadths 
All the >vay to up to a mile. 

Thus, it is  said that beyond four fingerbreadths, the measurement is 
indeterminate. 

In addition, the blessings are that, by visualizing the colored thread as 
the deity and by making offerings and rendering praise, [the substances 
are] transformed into wisdom. In the Stages ofT,;yra Activi�y, it states: 

' do,fe rMm tig (rdo Jje gnmn thig) 
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Without mixing the (colors within J the vessels, keep them 
clean. Hung and each syllable are colored according to the five 
(colors] , to fully transform into twenty-five deities. Meditate 
that they possess method and prajna. In the ten directions and 
four times, the enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, and 
activities of the five wisdoms dissolve and thoroughly transform 
the five substances. Imagine that the substances originate from 
wisdom enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, and activi
ties and then examine the maiJ.4ala. 

Thus, it is. Ensuring that the syllables that have been drawn become unde
tectable when the colored powders are heaped, the quote continues : 

Making the mudra and mantra that cleanse the powdered color, 
pile this up as though concealing it. 

Thus, in this way, the meaning of the different individual colored powders 
is as stated in the Extensive [Magical Manifestation Matrix] tantra: 

Although the five wisdoms pervade all sentient beings with-
out exception :  

By  the obstruction of  their own concepts, 
The meaning of the five wisdoms is not seen. 
In order to show all those who are deluded 
The nature of wisdom, [3u] 
TI1e colors white, red, yellow, green, and indigo192 arc shown. 

1hus, it is. 
At best, the colors are produced from precious gems, as it states in the 

Stages ofVajra Activity: 

TI1e colors are made of the five gems: sapphire, moon crystal, 
topaz, coral, and emerald. Otherwise, simplify according to 
means. To indicate the wrathful ones and sattvas at the perim
eters, it is said to use twenty-five colors. 

Thus, it is. Those with lesser or meager means should use whatever colors 
they can acquire. 
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2.2.1.1.1.3.I.I.3 1he Representation and Arrangement ofOrnamentJ 

Third is the drawing and arrangement of the ornaments-these two. First, 
in order to set forth the r samaya] lines," one must be beneath the wisdom 
sky-lines. Then the ritual for the drawing is as the quote continues : 

With the vajra master adorned. with accouterments holding up 
the lines, begin by encircling from the northeast. Then those 
who are authorized in samadhi, holding grains, should draw 
with the mudra of vajra palms and fists. 

Thus, strike the great center and diagonal lines and so forth according to 
the lineage [ instructions] ,  with lines for double entranceways. If the pith 
instructions concerning this are explained in brief, the quote continues: 

The inner three of the sixteen greater units193 of measure are 
halved [with lines] to become six. The first [of the six sub-units] 
is bisected, and the outer [half] is drawn [ i.e., bisected] .  The 
second is quartered, the third and fourth are left without lines, 
and the fifth [is quartered] with no center line and a line on 
both sides. The sixth is halved, and. a line [bisecting the] outer 
[half] is drawn. These [lines] indicate the inner entranceways. 
The fourth greater unit is the outer colonnade. [322] The fifth 
is [quartered] with no center line and a line on both sides. The 
sixth is halved, and a line [bisecting the] outer [ half] is drawn. 
The seventh is quartered. The eighth [ is quartered] with no cen
ter line and a line on both sides. 

Thus, it is. 
Then, piercing with the haughty expression and the piirba, the container 

is filled with the five wisdom colors; and the colors are gradually applied. 
In Y'airochana's Magical Manifi:station A1atrix, it states: 

It is taught that the colors are applied on the inside, 
Not the outside. 

' dam tig (d.un thig) 
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First, the vajra master leads from the northeast, 
Followed by the disciples. 

And in the Actual Awakened T�zirochatw," it states :  

It is taught that the colors are applied on the inside, 
Not the outside. 
First apply white, fol lowed by yellow, 
Red, green, and indigo as the innermost color. 
This is the ritual of the colors. 

'D1Us, it is . 
For the extensive [ maQ<,iala] ,  at the very center of the double entrance

way is a wheel with a hub and four spokes, making five. The colors of the 
four spokes and rim are according to the order of the deities. The four outer 
and inner sides are the colors of their directions. The five layers of the walls 
from inside out are indigo, green, red, yellow, and white. Generally, there 
are two walls [ i.e. , inner and outer] , which indicate wisdom and biyas. 
Here, [ 323 ]  the lavers of the inner walls indicate wisdom, and the outer 
[walls] indicate kayas. From inside outward, [the inner walls] arc indigo , 

white, yellmv, red, and green. The corridors are green, and the archways are 
richly colorful. Everything else can be the color of the direction as well as 
being simply colorful, depending upon what is needed. 

There are some who claim that these [colors] are indicated by the four 
spokes of the wheel at the base of the archways, and the rest are consistent. 
They also assert that the vajra has four prongs. Whatever the case, there is 
no contradiction. 

The medium [ mal)Qala] will be explained later and is similar to the com
mon. For the concise : since there are no corridors, it is taught that the four 
sides have four grand entranceways. 

The way of marking al l of those places is that, if possible, any of the 
kayas, syllables, or hand emblems should be arranged. If not, at least one 
should arrange mounds of colors to represent the colors of the kayas. In 
addition, the ;Magnificent [ TYisdom] Lightning states: 

a narn nang ngon ciNzng (rnarn snang rnngon !�yang) 
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Draw a perfect replica of  the principal one, 
As well as the hand emblems for the retinue. 
For the others, simply draw their syllables. 

Thus, it is similar. 

2.2.I.I.I.J.I.l.4 Ihe Ammgement ofO.fleringj� Including An rxpl,mation o/the 

Ben�{zts 

Fourth, for the arrangement of the offerings, including an explanation of 
the benefits, there are three. First, the offerings to be arranged are outer, 
inner, ornaments, clothing, musical instruments such as cymbals, many 
varieties of comestibles, and so forth. 

Second, for the consecration, instantly generate [the place) as a ma11gala 
[and) invoke the wisdom beings. Reciting the essence mantra of depen
dent origination or [ 324) the three syllables, 194 stabilize their presence and 
meditate that this resembles a reflection. This is referred to in the Magnifi
cent [ Wisdom) Lightning: 

For whatever one is erecting-including a ma1fqala
If there is no consecration of the wisdom presence, 
The gathering, as well as the drawing, will lack the potential to 

accumulate [merit] and purify. 

Thus, it is. 
1l1ird, for the benefits: by constructing a colored-powder maQ<,iala and 

so forth, the merit accumulated is immeasurable. In the Extensive Wisdom,' 
it states: 

Whoever constructs the supreme malfgala of the victors 
With lines and colors 
Will accumulate more merit than offering 
The seven precious gems 
To all the pure lands of the ten directional buddhas. 
Such an accumulation is unfathomable. 
All activities will be accomplished 

' _yeshe g)e pa (ye shes r;��yas pa) 
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And known to the victorious ones, and 
The inconceivable realm of the mal)Qala will be attained. 

Thus, and it also states in the Sacred Dharma U7hite Lotus: 

In an isolated place, whoever makes or fills the stu pas of the 
victorious ones 

With stone, ahkaru wood and sandalwood, 
Medicinal shrubs, earth. bricks, and various substances, 
Or likewise from piles of earth-
Even if a stupa is made from a child's playthings
Whoever creates any image of the victors or a stupa 
From piles of sand or just by drawing an image [325]  
Will attain the state of awakening. 
Likewise, from precious jewels, some will make images 
Possessing the thirty-two marks. 
Whoever does so as a sign [of respect] 
Will attain the state of awakening. 
Some will do so with the seven precious gems; 
Others will use copper and bronze. 
Whoever makes an image of the sugatas 
Will attain the state of awakening. 
Whoever, from steel, iron, earth, or whatever, 
Makes an image of the sugatas 
Or requests that a pleasing image be made of clay 
Will attain the state of awakening. 
Whoever draws frescos of enlightened images 
Of vast merit and perfect qualities, 
Whether drawn oneself or requested of mhers, 
Will attain the state of awakening. 
Whether elderly or youthful, 
During studies or whenever, 
Whoever simply draws an enlightened image 
Upon walls, one's nails, slates, or wherever, 
Doodling or playing, 
Will attain the state of awakening. 

Thus, i t  is. 
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2.2.J. J.I.3. r. 2 Genemting the Deif-y mzd Presenttltion of Offering.' 

This has two parts: 

1 The generation of the mcu:t�bla and visualization of dci tics 

2 The way of presenting ofFerings 

Second, for generating the deities and presenting offerings, there are two : 
the generation of the mai_H,iala and visualization [of deities] and the way 
of presenting offerings. 

2. 2.I. I.I._j.I. 2.I The Generation ofthe j'>ft<�u;!t:da ,znd Visualization ofDeities 

For the first, [32.6] having stabilized the boundaries and commitment, be 
seated comfortably at that very place. Begin by generating bodhichitta and 
reciting [ from the root tantra] : 

Eh ma ho! Astonishing superb phenomena: 
This is the secret of all fully perfected buddhas. 
Within the unborn, all appearances are born ; 
At the moment of their birth, their nature is unborn. 

Thus and so forth, within phenomena free from elaboration, meditate 
upon the three samadhis. [The root tantra states : ]  

All phenomena-including body, speech, and mind
Do not abide anywhere ; 
And there is nothing to conceptualize, like an optical illusion. 
Through union with space, meditate upon space. 

11ms, everything is nonconceptual. Within the samadhi of the nature j ust 
as it is·' considering all sentient beings with great compassion, practice the 
all-illuminating samadhi.b Within this ,  the samadhi of the root cmse' is as 
the reci tation continues: 

: de zhln nylrl kyl ting ngen dzln (de bzhin nyid kyi ring nge 'cizin) 
kun tu rMng gi ting ngen rlzin (kun tu snmzg gi ting nge 'dzin) ( lJa U'/l'i ling ngen cL .. :in (rtsll h-z'i tin....__r: nge 'dzin) 
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1his nature of mind has no basis, 
Yet it is the basis for all phenomena. 
The nature of mind is the intrinsic nature of syllables, [and] 
The syllables are like wish-fulfilling clouds. 

Sayingah, visualize that the intrinsic nature of mind appears as a white ah. 
Within that, the recitation continues: 

Ah! From an extremely static white ah, 
innumerable minute tths radiate to appear and 
Completely fill the ten directions. 
Then everything reabsorbs into the static [ah] 
1hat does not increase or decrease. 

By reciting this-from ah, a moon ma!).qala [32 7] appears. From ah in the 
center, the seed syllables of the major marks-ah /i-and the seed syllables 
of the m inor signs-ka li-radiate to form two concentric circles. The 
nature of ah and cha melt into light to become a vajra marked with the 
syllable hung, which then transforms into an indigo Samantabhadra, who 
is the intrinsic nature of the ground. Resting in the vajra posture, imagine 
that the kaya blazes like an orb of light filling all of space. The nature as it is 
and the all-il luminating [ samadhis] are the wisdom of the nature of empti
ness and the family of the tathagatas. The m�w9.alas of the sun and moon 
are mirrorlike wisdom and the vajra family. The mass oflight is  the nature 
of evenness and the ratna family. The vajra marked with the syllable hung 
is discerning wisdom and the padma family. The kaya is all-accomplishing 
activity and the karma family. This is the meditation of the perfection of 
phenomena as the ground ofbuddha. 

Then, by recitingdhrum bisho bishuddhe: at the immeasurable ground of 
the wheel of wisdom, the square celestial palace appears complete with four 
entrances and four arches. Upon the five walls are the jeweled cornices and 
hanging pendants, adorned by the eaves and railings. The swirling dome 
fills all regions of space. [The palace is] pure from without and within, 
[ 328 ]  radiating the light of wisdom. At the outer and inner entrances, the 

umbrellas, victory banners, and musical instruments appear l ike massing 

clouds. The offering goddesses present boundless clouds of offerings. From 
the recitation [ in the root tantra] that begins "The designated wisdom of 
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the four direccions and the center . . .  " until " . . .  the precious sun, moon, 
and lotus . . .  ;' generate an extremely vivid visualization of the celestial 
palace. 

1l1en, while reciting "ah is the unborn nature as it is [and] cha is the wis
dom enlightened mind;' the indigo Samantabhadri is visualized on one's 
left, similar to the male. [The root verses] state : 

Ah ho ! These wheels are the cause of the joyful douds of fully 
endowed bodhichitta-method and prajfia-

As the accomplished fruition of the victorious ones and the 
astonishing gathering of forty-two names. 

1l1e samaya reveals that uncompounded [appearances] are the 
compounded vajra mar)4ala. 

Never departing from that, there is no choice but to [appear] . 
By the great strength of the combination of root causes and 

contributing circumstances, [ laughter emerges as) ho. 

Then, from the hearts of the indivisible male-female in union, clouds of 
syllables radiate and become the m�U)4ala of the deities who accomplish 
enlightened deeds. Then, imagine they return to the mat)<;lala. From the 
recitation that begins "the syllable thra is the magical manifestation of the 
vajra . . .  " until the recitation "om is the collapse of everything;' the male
female Vairochana dissolve into the male-female Samantabhadra. Think 
that the other deities continue to abide in their own places. [329] Then 
from the heart of the principal one, an awareness Samantabhadra emerges 
adorned as a sattva, standing with his soles touching and palms pressed. 
Circling the entire mal)c;lala of deities three times, he then stands at the 
western gate, tossing flowers. Then recite : 

Om ! Through your previous great wisdom commitment 
To liberate all beings in this world, without exclusion
By leading them to the pure land of the Buddha
Unite me with the great mudra! 

'D1us, reciting this, all deities grant permission. Light rays of prajna and 
method radiate to oneself, cleansing all mental concepts, including physi
cal and verbal obscurations; and one transforms into an orb of light that 
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is intrinsically free from duality. The light rays of the enlightened body, 
speech, and mind of all deities radiate as om, ah, and hung and penetrate 
and dissolve into the orb oflight, transforming it into the syllable hunK
the intrinsic nature of indivisible body, speech, and mind. Imagine that 
[the hung] then dissolves into the heart of the principal one, who becomes 
magnificent. The male-female principal ones abide in the indivisibility of 
bodhichitta-the [secret] place of the female consort. With the sound of 
their secret mantras, all other deities dissolve into bodhichitta. 

Then, in the center of the maJ��ala upon a lion, sun, and moon seat, 
[ 3 30 ]  visualize that every deity becomes the single, intrinsic nature of 
bodhichitta appearing as an orb of light. Once again, this becomes the 
syllables hung and rm:tm, tl·om which light rays radiate and reabsorb to 
become the vajra and bell. These completely transform into the kayas of 
the male-female Vairochana. By reciting om maha shunyata jnana benzar 
sobhava atmako hang and so forth, the five empowerments are conferred 
along with the fivefold blessing of enlightened body, speech, mind, quali
ties, and activities. Then, by blessing the principal male-female's secret 
places as the vajra and lotus, recitingsamaya ho is the sign of union; and the 
indivisible embrace is invoked. The bodhichitta [nectar] of the male then 
enters the female's [secret] place, blessing it to become the celestial palace. 
\Vithin that, visualize the essence of all deities to be their individual syl
lables, such as om and hung. At the moment of reciting the secret mantras 
of each deity, their individual kay as appear. At the moment of recitingdza: 
from the place of the female consort, they [ i.e., the deities] instantly appear 
in the space in front. Om, ah, and hung bless their body, speech, and mind. 
The radiation and reabsorption oflight rays accomplishes the enlightened 
deeds of the buddhas. Imagine that they then abide in their own places. 
Clearly visualize this while reciting the mantras of the individual deities as 
previously explained. [ 3 3 r] 

'D1en imagine that the male-female Samantabhadra are in the heart 
of the principal one and that the six sages abide in the outer courtyard. 
The others arc as just explained. This completes the generation of the 
maQc;iala. 

Next, the invocation is as the root verses state: 

The great mat;c;iala of all directions and times, 
This nonconccptual mar1�ala of enlightened mind 
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Uniting with the inseparable mal)<;lala of self-appearances 
Of the sugatas of all directions and rimes, 
The mai;tQala of the approach is fully perfected 
As the supreme samaya of the close approach. 

Reciting om eh hay,zhi bhLZgawan maha karunika drishaya ho sanwy,z 
tom duz hung bam ho generates the great mal)<;iala of the Akani�h�ha just as 
it  appears in the space in front. Making mentally-imagined offerings, ross 
the awareness flower [and] recite om benzar samaya om, ah benzar samaya 
ah, hung benzar samaya hung, so benzar samaya so, htl benzar sama_ya ha. 
Here, one should realize the inseparability of the body, speech, mind, 
qualities, and activities of the intrinsic-nature mal)c,iala and the samadhi 
mal)<;iala. Since everything is the manifestation of the primordially pure 
mind, this is called "tossing the awareness flower." [ 3 32 ]  This is also called 
"the homage of undifferentiated awareness," as well as "the way of entering 
the mal)<;iala of self-appearances." 

Then, in order for the deities' kayas to dissolve inseparably, recite [the 
verses from the root rantra] : 

Om! The king of wisdom's great, superb body, speech, mind, 
qualities, and activities 

Unite with me at this moment within the great mudra. 

Reciting this, all deities then prepare to bestow siddhis. By reciting om 
benzar samaya hung, the wisdom beings dissolve inseparably with the 
samaya beings like water poured into water. Reciting om benzar samaya 
tom, imagine that-until enlightenment is realized-one remains stable 
in the mal)<;iala of deities. Reciting om benzar samaya ho, consider that 
mastery is achieved and rake delight. Then recite : 

Dza hung bam ho ! They [i.e. , the deities] are stabilized, 
Clearly present, and becoming extremely lucid
Present upon their seats in the manner of sattvas. 

1hus, from those verses, recite until "the spontaneously present mai;c,iala is 
inconceivable;' including the visualization of all the deities.'"5 
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2.2.I.I.I._p. 2.2 7he 1-Vtq of Presenting OJ/erings 

Second, for the way of presenting offerings, there are three. First, rhe com
mon offerings are similar to the outer traditions of Mantra. From one's 
heart as the principal one, an activity sattva emerges and makes pros
trations, offerings, praises, and confessions, receives siddhis, [ 3 3 3 ]  offers 
aspiration prayers, and so forth to the maQ<;lala of deities. Given that this 
is merely the dynamic strength of the mind, the nature of indivisibility 
should be understood. 

Second, the uncommon offerings are in the manner of all the gods of 
magical joy who manifest their own abundance and then partake of it. 
Think that, from the hearts of all the deities, offering goddesses emanate 
to present offerings. Imagine that all ten directions are pure lands of the 
buddhas adorned with great abundance. Unceasing, magnificent offerings 
of all that is desired, such as the many sounds of song and musical instru
ments, manifest inconceivably as Samantabhadra's spontaneously present 
clouds of offerings. Present offerings similar ro the way deities offer and 
partake from one another. 

Third, for the unsurpassed offerings, there are the offerings of indivisible 
union and liberation, sacred substances of nectars, songs, wisdom mudra, 
and praising exaltation-all of which were explained previously and will be 
presented here according to that. In particular, after offering the nectar
through the invocations indicated by union, whether with an actual adept 
consort or mentally-imagine that, within the courtyard of the lotus, the 
mar1<;lala is the size of a mustard seed. Then, from the Akani�h�ha pure 
land, invoke and dissolve the maQ<;lala that is equal to the sky. [ 3 34] Offer 
the exaltation of union to the object-the buddhas of exaltation. By offer
ing the substances of exaltation, which brings the result of wisdom exalta
tion, the wisdom intent of the buddhas is immediately actualized. Among 
all accumulations of merit and wisdom, this is supreme. 

The stages of the recitation are that, from the syllables in the hearts of 
the deities, light radiates and penetrates into sentient beings that are as per
vasive as the domain of the sky. Visualize that, through the four stages of 
activity, all of their obstructions are cleansed and all sentient beings trans
form into syllables that dissolve back into the [deities'] hearts. Then recite 
the mantra of each deity, from the principal one down to the gatekeep
ers. Otherwise, the mantra garlands of the individual deities are drawn in 
through their bodies to circulate between their secret places. Light rays of 
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exaltation radiate and penetrate all living beings, cleansing their obstruc
tions; they become deities, and once again dissolve back into the hearts [of 
the deities ] .  Always be diligent in the repetition of the root mantra and 
the seed syllables of the retinue. In terms of numbers, a definitive number 
of repetitions is not taught in this context; however, it is asserted that the 
duration of recitation is determined by the accomplishment. 

In general, it is asserted that, by accumulating ten million recitations 
of the approach mantra for the principal one and ten thousand for the 
retinue, there will be accomplishment. This teaching follows that. l 3 3  s] In 
order to never depart from the macy<,lala of deities: following the session, 
one should rest in the equipoise that brings to mind the meaning of the 
four mudras and the fundamental nature of the natural great perfection. 
Dedicating this to the purpose of sentient beings, stand up and engage in 
routine activity with the awareness that apparent phenomena are deities, 
celestial palaces, and pure lands. 

2.2. I.I.I._:P·3 Cor!forring Empowerment and Explanation of the Result 

This has three parts: 

1 Teaching the common preliminary of the fire ritual 

2 Allowing the disciples entrance, the empowerment conferral 

The result of meditation upon the generation and completion stages 

Third, in order to confer empowerment and explain the result, there are 
three : teaching the common preliminary of the fire ritual; allowing the 
disciples entrance, the empowerment conferral ; and the result of medita
tion upon the generation and completion [stages] .  

2.2.I.I.I.J.L 'J.I Teaching the Common Preliminary of the Fire Ritual 

First, it states in the Stages oJVdjra Activity: 

It is taught that there are four occasions for the fire ritual: earth 
and consecration are two, along with empowerment and so 
forth. 

Thus, it is. 
[ When giving empowerment] if ominous signs occur, then the fire ritual 

should be peaceful ; during the consecration of the macy<,{ala-expansive ; 
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when conferring empowerment-powerful; and during the preparation of 
the disciples, if there are negative signs-wrathful. 

For the fire pit, the peaceful should be white and round. If there are 
walls surrounding, they should stand a cubit high with three levels and 
be marked by wheels, a vajra tence, a white lasso, and four white arrows. 
For a drawing: at the edge of the eight-spoked wheel, [ 3 3 6 ]  alternatively 
draw an om and a lion's hcad196 adorned with a white lasso and four white 
arrows. If enriching, it [ i.e., the fire pit] should be square and yellow. If 
there arc walls, [they should be] one cubit in height with three levels. At 
the innermost level, place a jeweled receptacle ; at the middle level, a vaj ra ;  
and surround the outside with a yellow lasso. For a drawing, make an  eight
faceted jewel marked by a precious jewel at the top. For magnetizing, [the 
fire pit should be] a red half moon. For a drawing, make an eight-petaled 
lotus. If constructed, then [ it should be J in a half-moon shape, 197 red, and 
adorned with four arrows. If wrathful, then [the fire pit should be] trian
gular and black. For a drawing, make a wrathful face with a gaping mouth. 
If constructed, then this should be adorned with a black lasso and four 
black arrows. 

In addition, the firewood should be stacked according to the appropriate 
colors and shapes. The substances to burn are as follows: for the peaceful
the three whites, 198 sesame, and white comestibles; for the expansive-the 
three sweets, 199 yogurt, various grains, and yellow comestibles; for power
sour foods, flowers, and various comestibles and drinks that are red ;  for 
wrathful-spicy things, poisonous blood, effigies, and various black sub
stances. Then, after cleansing the pit and the substances, in the midst of the 
colored light of wisdom fire corresponding to each activity, visualize om, 
tram, hri, and ah. From these [syllables] , generate the fire deities accord
ing to the color of their activities, riding goats, and holding [ in their right 
hands] a rosary, receptacle, lasso, and a trident in order of the activity. In 
their left [hands] ,  they hold water vessels. Then recite : 

Hung! Through faith and samaya, 
Come, come, great elemental spirit! [ 3 37 J 
Supreme sage and r�hi, 
0 Agni,a please approach now ! 

" me lha; God of Fire 
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\X'ith om ahgana_ye eh lhl_yehi smnt1_ya dza dza, invoke; and with dz,l 
hung barn ho, dissolve. Using the ceremonial scepters, offer seven scoops 
of melted ghee along with food offerings to the guest [ i.e., the fire deity] 
followed by the offerings and praise. Reciting the fire deity's mantra, offer 
the substances seven times and render praise. 

For the peaceful and enriching ceremonies, visualize the peaceful deities 
in the fire deity's stomach. For the powerful and wrathful, generate the 
wrathful deities. Otherwise, it is also acceptable to omit the generation. 
Having invoked and requested stability, offer seven scoops of ghee to the 
guest for each substance being offered. Follow this with the offerings and 
praise. Burn the firewood and substances while reciting the respective root 
mantras appended with shintam, putrang, washt1ng kuru, and mara_yt1 phet. 
Recite this either thousands or hundreds of times while presenting offer
ings. Pray for whatever is desired, and then request the departure. After 
that, once again visualizing the fire deity, deities of that class, and the local 
guardians of the earth, make ofterings of whatever is available. Requesting 
their enlightened deeds, ask for forbearance and then send them back to 
their abodes by reciting up through the prayers for auspiciousness. Through 
this, all activities are accomplished and obstacles are pacified. 

2.2.I.I.I.j.I.3. 2  Allowing the Disciples Entmnce, the Empowerment Confemd 

This has three parts: 

r TI1c preparatory ritual for the entrance of disciples 

2. The acwal stages ofthe empowerment 

The concluding activity of proclaiming the benefits, followed by the celebration 

For the second, allowing the disciples entrance, the empowerment confer
ral, there are three: the preparatory ri tual for the entrance of disciples; the 
actual stages of the empowerment; and the concluding activity of pro
claiming the benefits, [ 3 38 ]  followed by the celebration. 

For the first, it states in the St,Jges ofv�jra Activi�y: 

The eighteen aspects [of the preparatory ritual] are the entrance 
of the vajra master, the request for forbearance, cleansing, 
inquiring, oftering the body, expelling obstructers, being 
blessed as the deity, receiving samaya. being introduced to the 
nature, receiving samaya water, proclaiming [samaya] ,  offering 
the flower, descent of the deities, earnestly requesting, removing 
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the blindfold ,  the maQQ.ala being clearly revealed, oHering the 
feast of gathering, and expressing gratitude. 

1hus, it is. 

2.2.I.I.L j.I.J.2. I The Preparator.Y Ritualfor the Entrance t�/Discip!t:s 

The first category corresponds to the entrance of rhe vajra master, while the 
remaining seventeen correspond to the entrance of the disciples. First, the 
vaj ra master, wearing red garments, rakes his seat at the eastern entrance
way to the maQI;I.ala. Holding a flower, [ he or she] recites om benzarsamaya 
om and so on to become inseparable with the enlightened body, speech, 
mind, qualities, and activities of the deities of the mai!<;lala. From the reci
tation of" om the king ofwisdom . . .  " and so forth until "om benzar samaya 
torn;' the siddhis are invoked. He [or she] should think that they now abide 
undifferentiated from the maQQ.ala. Although chis is a condensed version, 
if one is interested in the extensive, it corresponds to the way the disciples 
enter and receive empowerment. 

Then all disciples who are outside the maQQ.ala are cleansed with blessed 
water and given red blindfolds to cover their eyes and flowers to hold at 
their hearts. [ 3 3 9 ]  Inside, the vaj ra master joins palms together and recites, 
"In order to attain the wisdom vajra here in the essence of the maQ<;lala, 
the palace of all rarhagaras, I invite the disciples to enter. Please regard us 
with forbearance." Thus, the request is made. Then, imagine that all the 
rathagatas arc extremely pleased; and smiling, they grant permission for 
the disciples to enter. 

Next the disciples, with blindfolds covering their eyes, are led by the 
master of activity-not into the maQ<;lala-bur into the presence of the 
vajra master at the entrance. They repeat, "I bow to you, Vajrasattva, the 
principal one ! Aspiring toward the great path to liberation: by entering 
the palace of the great vehicle, I supplicate and rake refuge with the heroic 
protector !  Please bestow upon me the ultimate empowerment, samaya, 
and supreme wisdom blessings !" Thus, they supplicate the vajra master. He 
responds, "Disciples ! Tell me, what do you truly wish for?" They respond, 
"I wish to be a fortunate one." He replies, "Disciples, come forward and 
confidently enter these stages of activity. In order to realize vajra enlight
ened body, speech, and mind and abide in the exaltation of perfect wisdom 
without conceptualization, make offerings free from avarice while firmly 
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sustaining a mind of inspired devotion . Then I will confer the complete 
empowerment of the A1agicallvfanifestation Matrix upon you." 

Thus, he speaks. Then the master of activity, [340] holding a vajra in his 
hand, presents one end of the vajra to the hands of the disciples and leads 
them to the front of the mai)<;hla. The disciples prostrate reciting om St1rWrl 

buddha putsa pata nama ah rna nil na niryata yami while imagining that 
they offer their bodies. The vajra master then recites bisho benur and so 
on to expel the obstructers. Visualizing the five fingers to be the five male 
and female buddha families, he continuously recites the words of truth. 
By crossing his fingers, light rays of the bodhiehitta radiate from the place 
of [the deities'] union to free the disciples from obstructions, so that they 
dissolve into light and become [ iridescent ] like quicksilver. By the three 
rituals, he then visualizes that the disciples become Vairochana, donning 
protective [ vajra] armor. 

Then [the disciples] recite "just as Changchub Dorje" made offerings to 
the Buddha . . .  " and " . . .  glorious holder of the vajra body" and so on. After 
requesting in this way, the vajra master responds with kaya siddhi om and 
so on while visualizing that the three syllables are radiating and reabsorb
ing from the three places. By recitingsarwa tilttigatd ka_ya siddhi om and so 
on, he gives the samaya of body, speech, and mind and then recites, "This 
secret of all the buddhas must never be revealed to those who lack samaya, 
have broken samaya, or who are unfamiliar with this. Toward the one who 
reveals the great vehicle, do not disrespect or disparage. Always maintain 
[the samaya] of enlightened body, speech, and mind and accomplish the 
purpose of all sentient beings." Thus, saying this, he places the vajra on 
the disciples' hearts to transfer samaya. Then [341] he recites, "This is the 
water of hell. If you transgress your samaya, it will burn you and become 
the form of great vajra wrath. Drink this vajra water! Om benzar yaksha 
hung. " Then he distribuces the samaya water. "Therefore, child, guard your 
samaya ! If you do, siddhis will be yours; so drink this vajra nectar! Om 
henzar ukataya hung thra." He then scatters the samaya [water] and con
tinues, "With a mind of method and wisdom that is always free from fear, 
enjoy the qualities of the five desirables !"  Thus the samaya of attainment 
is clearly proclaimed. 

The disciples repeat, "Whichever wisdom deity was accomplished in 
my previous lives, may these garlands of jewels and Rowers descend upon 

' bpmg chub rrlo rje; Vajra of Awakening 
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you so that you will heed m e  and hold me with your compassion." With 
om pratidza benz:ar ho and tossing the flower garland, one checks to sec 
which deity indicates the karmic connection. Then [the disciples] pick up 
the diadem of flowers and place this on the crown of their heads. 1hc deity 
indicated by the flower is invoked to come to the crmvn of the disciple with 
eh heyahi and dissolves with dza hung bam ho. After reciting the words of 
truth, the names of the deities are called out [by the vajra master] ; and he 
says, "By abiding in the heart of this disciple, may fully endowed siddhis 
be accomplished in this and future lifetimes !" 'D1en recitingpm be she, [the 
vajra master] imagines that the chests of the disciples open; and with ah be 
she, the deity and disciple [ 342l become indivisible .  

Then, [the vaj ra master] distributes the secret names, such as Vajra 
King and so forth, according to the family indicated by the flower. He 
also gives the meditation and recitation for the deity. The vajra master 
recites, "Today, through the power of devotion, look at this sacred mal)gala 
and you will be born in the family of enl ightened speech of the bud
dhas and achieve supreme siddhi. Renzar tsakshu pra be sha phet!" 'Dms, 
removing their blindfolds, the [disciples'] eyes are opened, dispelling the 
darkness of ignorance. TI1ey should imagine that they can now see the 
wisdom mat:�4ala. TI1e vajra master then recites, "Phenomena, indivisibly 
dissolving in space, are radiant clear lighr. Being without one or many is 
the unelaborate sphere of the mar:t4ala." Thus, all symbols and meanings 
of the mal)gala are explained. "Since the intrinsic nature of everything is 
perfectly pure, the forty-two peaceful magical manifestations are always 
united. Everything, without exclusion, is the supreme mar.H,hla. This char
acteristic must be thoroughly understood." 'Thus, the essential nature of 
the deities is revealed. 

TI1en for the mal)gala offering, whatever one can amass-whether acrual 
or imagined, promised, or mentally emanated-is offered with the verses: 
"Ho !  Lordofnonabidinggreat wisdom and the entire secret maJ�gala, please 
pay heed ! In your presence-great practitioner [ and ] holder of immeasur
able qualities-[343 )  guru vajra holder [ insert the master's name] , for as 
many kalpas as there are particles in the worlds, you have trained your 
mind in the extremely subtle nature of phenomena; now you abide as a 
master of the great secret mat).qala. Ho! Because you know that sentient 
beings possess the intrinsic-nature maif<;lala, you confer this empowerment 
of the uncommon, profound words of the iVlagical }vfanijestation iVfatrix 
even upon unsuitable vessels. Ho! I make rhis meager, symbolic offering of 
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substances as an expression of gratitude for your great kindness." He then 
accepts and promises to confer [the empowerment] .  This completes the 
ritual for the entrance of the d isciples. 

2.2. I. J.I.3.I.].2.2 The Actu,zl Sttiges ofthe Empowerment 

Second is the actual conferral of empowerment in two stages. First, the 
conferral of the ten benefiting empowerments is as stated [ in the Stages of 
Vajra Activity] : 

If the crown, d iadem, mala, armor, victory banner, mudra, para
sol, vase, food and drink, and the five essential empowerments 
are conferred: from that time onward, one \vill be an heir of the 
victors; and the lower realms will cease. Life will be long, happi
ness abundant, and higher rebirth and liberation imminent. 

Thus, to visualize the d isciples as the deity: by donning the j eweled 
crown, the empowerment of the dharma king of the three realms is con
ferred. Wearing the crown of the five families indicates the state of no 
return. [34-4-] The reason is that the collection of the states of consciousness 
will be actualized as the five wisdoms. The reason for wearing the diadem is 
to indicate the unification of method and prajfia. The reason for the prayer 
beads is to indicate that the branches of awakening-including dharaQI 
and samadhi-have been attained. Similarly, the armor indicates that the 
weapons of the passions cannot penetrate and that the thirteen million 
networks of channels have been purified. The victory banner indicates 
total victory over the realms of sarpsara and all that is nonconducive. The 
mudra indicates that the forty-two collections of concepts will become the 
attainment of the ground of the wheel of syllables. The parasol indicates 
granting protection from the torment of the passions and the rain of com
passion purifying the thirty-two channels in the skull. The vase indicates 
purifying the stain of passions and that the stream of mind is moistened 
by the continuous flow of immaculate water. Food and drink indicate that 
the desirable objects appear as ornaments and that, by dispell ing desti
tution, there is fulfil lment through the bliss of concentration. The five 
essences indicate that the five passions and the five aggregates are purified 
as five wisdoms and five families. In this way, the ten empowerments are 
conferred by the respective empowerment substances. Consider that the 
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disciples now fully possess the potential of all the buddhas' enlightened 
body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities. [ 345 ]  This nature is as stated 
in the Consequence [l\llagical Maniftstation J\;fatrix] : 

The ten constituents, two pathways ofbliss, 
Essences gathered in the central channel, 
Matrix of channels and organs, 
Aggregates, and so forth form the wisdom wheel of bliss. 
Hung brings the wisdom of bliss, and 
1he intrinsic nature of eight collections is the five wisdoms. 
Whoever partakes of the Mantra substances with pure intent 
Will fully emerge to be protected 
In the family that is free from suffering. 

Thus, it is .  
Second are the five enabling empowcrments, beginning with the lis

tening empowerment, as follows. Visualize that the vajra master and 
consort are the principal deity with consort, male-female. From their 
union an orange syllable dhrum radiates and penetrates into the ears of 
the disciples. The master of activity sprinkles water on their ears. Within 
the cars of the disciples, the syllable dhrum melts into light, becoming a 
four-spoked wheel and a square with four entranceways. Upon that, five 
double or ten single tram syllables, four hungs, as well as dza hung bam ho, 
appear. Melting into light, they become the male-female Ratnasambhava 
surrounded in the four directions by Dorje Rinchen, Nyima, Gyaltsen, 
and Zhakpa'-these four-with their consorts: Male, Pupe, Pasha, and 
Dorje Dema.b Visualize these ten deities of the palace, including the 
male and female gatekeepers, totaling eighteen. From the heart of the 
vajra master, four goddesses of mudra radiate to invoke the correspond
ing wisdom beings from the Akani�h�ha pure land to dissolve [ into the 
visualization] .  [ 346]  1his purifies all obstructions in general and specifi
cally dispels all obstructions associated with listening to the dharma. The 
disciples, including all the deities, then melt into light and become Ratna
sambhava. Then they [ i.e., the disciples] are presented with the scripture of 
the Secret Essence as the vajra master recites, " Tram!  That which is secret, 

' rdn rje rin chen, nyi ma, rgyal mtshan, and zhagspa 
b ma' !e, push pe, pa sha, and rdo rje bde rna 
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the greatest secret, and the most supreme secret is a sacred secret beyond 
all others ! Except for analyzing the meaning of this secret, do not speak 
of it to others !" Thus, he proclaims. Apply this [visualization] to what 
follows. 

Second, [of the five enabling empowerments) the meditating empow
erment is as follows. Visualize the seed syllable of the deity who, among 
the five families, was the one indicated when the flower was tossed. From 
the seed syllable of that deity, generate the maQ<,iala; then [the maQ<,iala) 
melts into light, and once again that deity is generated. The empowerment 
substance-the mala-is then entrusted [to the disciples J. The vajra mas
ter recites, "Om!  Great heirs to the victors of the three times, hold the vajra 
of enlightened body, speech, and mind! Make offerings to please the victo
rious ones and unite with all the victors !" Thus, this is recited. According 
to Buddhaguhya, consider that in the heart [of the disciples) the syllable 
hung appears [and] transforms into a vajra and then Ak�hobhya. In that 
case, a vajra is used as the empowerment substance. 

Third, the teaching empowerment is as follows. To the tongues [of the 
disciples) , the syllable dhrurn radiates and transforms into a celestial pal
ace. Within the palace appear the syllables hrz� [four hungs) , and dza hung 
barn ho, all of which transform into the male-female Amitabha and Dorje 
Cho, Nonpo, Khorlo, and Mawa'-these four-along with their consorts 
Luma, Manne, Chakdrog, and Saltrama,b just as before. [ 34  7] The empow
erment cards with images of the wheel and so forth are placed in the hands 
of the disciples. "Om! Through this unsurpassable ambrosia of dharma, 
may the devotees be satisfied! Proclaim this secret in accord with their 
capacities whether keen, middling, or dull, but not otherwise !" Thus, he 
[ i.e. , the vajra master] recites. 

Fourth, the activity empowerment is as follows. As before, the two hands 
arc visualized as the celestial palace with hung and so forth. "They then 
transform into the male-female Amoghasiddhi and Dorje Ley, Sungwa, 
Nodjin, and Khutsur' with their consorts Garma, Chiigpa, Dridrol, and 
Bebma.d Apply the visualization as before. The empowerment substance, 
a crossed vajra, is entrusted to the hands of the disciples. "Om! You are 
the activity of the vajra! Perform all activities without exception! The 

" rdo rje :hos, mon po, 'khor lo, and smra ba 
b glu ma, mar me, lcags sgrog, andgstd bkm rna 
' rdo tje LIS, bsrtmg ba,gnod sbyin, and kim tshur 
d gar mrl, byugpa, dri 'khrol, and 'bebs rna 
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radiation and reabsorption o f  all the messengers functions according to 
your aims." Thus, he recites. 

Fifth, the vajra monarch empowerment is as follows. Visualize that the 
five maQ.<]alas of the [ vajra master's] head and limbs are surrounded by 
a circle of wrathful deities. Then, upon the right shoulder are the male
female Ak�hobhya ; and in the four directions surrounding them are Sempa 
Dorje, Rinchen Dorje, Cho Dorje, and Ley Dorje·' with their consorts 
Denma Dorje, Barma Dorje, Diidma Dorje, and Kyodma Dorje.b At the 
head are the male-female Vairochana with Dorje Sempa, Gyalpo, Chakpa, 
and Lekpa' and their consorts Dorje Gegmo, Di.igpa, Chakyu, and Drol
ma.d Upon the ldi shoulder is [ 34-8 ]  Ratnasambhava's maQ.<Jala as men
tioned before. The right and lett legs are Amoghasiddhi's and Amitabha's 
maQ.<_ialas as mentioned previously. In the ten directions surrounding, 
including above and below, visualize the mal)<_iala of the ten wrathful ones 
and dissolve the wisdom beings. Through the rapture of their union, they 
melt into light and the disciples become Samantabhadra. The empower
ment substance, the vajra and bell, are entrusted to the hands of the dis
ciples. "Om! Great vaj ra of enlightened body, speech, and mind, lord of 
all mar_1<]alas in the ten directions and four times, partake of and enjoy the 
abundance of the maQ.<]alas !" Thus, [the vajra master] grants permission. 

Then, in order to receive the profound empowerment, the maQ.<_lala is 
offered and supplications are recited. Bless the secret places of the vaj ra 
master and consort by visualizing that they are the principal ones, and then 
they enter into union. The bodhichitta nectar appears as the syllable hung 
and emerges from the vajra of the male. Visualize that this then becomes 
Vajrasattva. Placing this bodhichitta [ i.e., Vajrasattva] on the tongues of 
the disciples is the secret empowerment of method. If this is not possible: 
then when disciples partake of the bodhichitta from the consort's lotus, 
this is the secret empowerment of prajfla. If this too is not possible: then 
when the vajra master takes the bodhichitta with his tongue from the 
secret place of the lotus and places it on the tongues of the disciples, this 
confers the empowerment of indivisible method and praji1a. Hence, the 
bodhichitta-having been placed upon their tongues-[349]  descends in 

' sans dpa '  rdo rje, rin chen rdo rje, chos rdo rje, and LH rdo rje 
b !d,m rr1<1 rdo rje, 'b,;r tntl rdo rje, sdud ma rdo rje, and bskyod rna do rje 
' rdo rje .<ems dp,,·, rgyt�f po, rhagsptl, and !egsp,, 
d rdo rje .o_r;eg mo, bdug pa, lcags k_yu, and sgrol ma 
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a stream to  the heart and purifies the karma of  the six classes of  beings as 
well as the habit of sleep. Their minds thc:n rest within the state of bliss, 
clarity, and no thoughts. 

Then, blessing the consort and the d isciples is similar to the secret 
empowerment. The vajra master visualizes that, through union, the bodhi
chitta descends into the lotus; and through the power of reversal, they [ i .e., 
the disciples] abide within bliss. This confers the prajiia \visdom empower
ment. Within this nature of exaltation, the intrinsic nature not established 
anywhere is free from the limitation of all elaboration. This is the introduc
tion to the nature of the Great Perfection. This empowerment of exaltation 
is the genuine path. Here, until a vajra master has received the wisdom 
prajiia empowerment, there is no way to confer the secret empowerment 
upon others. Likewise, until the disciples themselves have received the 
entire empowerment, they are unable to accomplish the path; this is why 
the empowerment must be both conferred and received. This is applicable 
to those disciples who have courage and are not free of desire. For those 
disciples with less courage who are on the path of liberation, samadhi and 
[partaking of] bodhichitta pills will suffice. There are some who say that 
this [ just mentioned] is merely the secret empowerment. This assertion 
proves that they have failed to understand the explicit and implicit mean
ings. Concerning these stages, it states in the f/ajra [i\1agical A1andestation 
Af,Itrix] : 

First, the seed is sown;  
Second, the potency i s  generated; 
Third, experience occurs; [ 3 50 ]  
Fourth, the nature i s  stabilized; 
F ifth, with stability through practice, 
The supreme siddhi will be accomplished in this life !  

'Thus, it is. 
Concerning this, some previous masters asserted that there are ten ben

efiting, five enabling, and three profound empowerments, totaling eight
een. Others claim that the three profound empowerments are counted as 
one, so together there are sixteen. Here [in this tantra] ,  the benefiting and 
enabling empowerments are counted as two categories, and the profound 
empowerments are included within the enabling category; so there would 
be only fifteen. 
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2 .2 . I .I . 1 . 1 .1 .3 .2.3  The Concluding Activity of Proclaiming the Benefits, Followed 

by the Celebration

Third, for the concluding activity o f proclaiming the benefits, followed 
by the celebration, there are five. First, the benefits o f empowerment con
ferral are that one becomes an heir o f the victors [and] does not revert 
to the lower vehicles, [liberation] occurs expediently, and prophecies are 
received. O f these four, becoming an heir o f the victors means that, from 
the time o f receiving the empowerment, one is considered to be a child of 
the buddhas; so that in this life one’s wishes will be fulfilled, and in a future 
life one will take higher rebirth or achieve liberation. The continuum of 
lower rebirths will be severed. It states [in the root tantra]:

From that day onward, one becomes an heir o f the Victorious 

One.
The lower realms will no longer exist, and 
There will be immortality and abundant happiness.
One will become a master o f the higher realms o f liberation.

Thus, it is.
To not revert to the lower vehicles is as it states in the Vajra Peak:

Until the eighth ground is attained,
The danger [of reversion to] the lower vehicles remains. [351]
But whoever enters
The great secret vehicle will attain
The ground o f the bodhisattvas.

Thus, it is. “Occurring expediently” is as the quote continues:

That which takes sixteen lifetimes for others to attain 
Can be attained through this [vehicle] in a single lifetime.
If the ground o f the bodhisattvas is attained 
But the secret mandala is not entered—
According to whatever level has been attained—
Having confidcnce in that vehicle 
In this and all future lifetimes
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Assures that one will become a practitioner o f the vajra [i.e., 
Vajrayana];

And at the end o f sixteen lifetimes,
The peaceful state o f buddha will be attained.
If the secret vehicle is not entered
After enduring hardships for two countless kalpas,
Even if  the ground o f a bodhisattva is attained,
Sixteen lifetimes will not be enough.

Thus, and in the Secret Treasury Tantra,J it states:

If one possesses an authentic empowerment,
Empowerments will continue to be received life after life.
Following seven consecutive lifetimes:
Even without practice, siddhis will occur.

Thus, it is.
Prophecies are issued as stated in the Union with Buddha tantra:

From the time a disciple enters the mandala 
And receives all the supreme substances:
Through the conferral o f the vajra name,
It is predicted that [the disciple] will becomc a tathagata.
Through preparation with these mudras 
Until the heart o f awakening is realized,
[The disciple] will always hold the name “Vajra”
And will then become awakened.

Thus, it is. [351]
Although the miraculous abilities resulting from the qualities attained 

on the grounds are different from those resulting from empowerment con
ferral, [the latter] more swiftly assures the state o f buddhahood, which is 
why this is the profound path.

Second, the faults of not receiving empowerment are as the quote 
continues:

a gyii sa n g d zo d  [rgyudgsang m dzod)
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Failing w please the vajra master 
And without receiving empowerment, 
To listen [to teachings] and engage in the practice 
Will bear no fruit and turn into disaster. 

Thus, it is. 
In the Action Ttmtm," it states :  

\X!hoever fails to cultivate the bodhichitta 
And does not enter che mar:t�ala-
lf they recite my secret mantra, 
[They] will be destroyed. 

lhus, it is. 
Third, for the practice of pleasing the vajra master, it states in Gathering 

of the �Visdom Intent: 

\Vhen first addressing the master, 
Honorific terms such as "precious one;' 
"Lama;' and "virtuous spiritual guide" should be used. 
In particular, take care to please him or her. 

The way co please him or her is as the quote continues : 

The eight ways to please the teacher 
Should be wholeheartedly presented to the precious one. 
Tireless faith, unconceited grace, unselfish generosity, 
Unquestioning service, undeceptive honesty, 
Pure intent without expectation, undeluded prajiia, 
And an unsullied motivation are the eight. 
Offer them completely to the precious one. 

Thus, it is. In addition, without ever failing to accomplish the teacher's 
words, [ 3 5 3 ]  always ask permission before acting. The quote continues: 

' ,iJa gyii (bya rgyud) 
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\Vhcther constructing a maQqala, performing the fire ritual, 
Accepting disciples, or giving spiritual instructions-
Until permission has been received-
1hese [acts] should not be done and should not occur before 

the eyes of the precious one. 
Those who are engaged in the welfare of others 
Should not make use of (the precious one's] possessions. 
As a disciple who has offered everything-
While the precious one lives-it is unacceptable 
'Io take [the precious one's] students. 

Thus, it is. Even using the vajra master's possessions in a casual manner will 
be cause for fault, as the quote continues : 

Taking liberty with the wealth of the precious one, 
Even to relieve others' poverty, 
Will itselfbe cause for poverty. 
One will be separated from positive circumstances, 
Sustenance, as well as all endowment, 
And fall into deprivation and famine. 

Thus, it is. In addition, once the vajra master is taken as one's guru, there 
must be appropriate respect. The quote continues: 

From the moment of acceptance by a precious one
Whether seen as authentic or not-
Of course [the precious one's] word must never be broken or 

discarded; 
For by defiling even these boundaries, 
One will go to vaj ra hell 
And unbearable suffering will occur ! 

Thus, it is, and in the MtJgnificent [ �;Visdom] Lightning, it states: 

Even if [the vajra master's] qualities are inadequate 
Once taken as the master, to then abandon [him or her] 
Shows disregard for all vajra masters 
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And insults the buddhas of the three times. 
The faults from this are inexpressible. 

Thus, it is. 
In brief� the faults arc immeasurable, for as it states in [ 3 54] the Stages 

ofl/ajra Activity: 

The vajra master, as the source of siddhis, is  the symbol of all 
the buddhas. Those who make no attempt to please him will 
be obstructed by darkness for kalpas. Desperately searching for 
happiness, they will wander far away from the path of method 
and wisdom. The teachings of the Tathagata are endowed with 
power and blessings like a jewel, the ocean, or the sky. Even 
bodhisattvas on the tenth ground must gradually practice this 
with respect so as not to limit their potential. 

Thus, it is. 
The fourth is guarding the samaya, as it states in  the Compendium of 

Awareness:' 

Having thoroughly received all empowerments 
And ali root and branch samaya-
Without allowing this to degenerate, guard it well. 
If so, supreme siddhi will be attained. 

Thus, it is. 
For the fifth, the celebration, it states [ in the root tantra] : 

Then the supreme, noble child of the family 
Should offer what is cherished the most: 
Their kingdom, body, offspring, spouse, 
Storehouse of wealth, and the rest. 

Thus, it is. 

' kun du rig pa'i do (kun 'dus r(( pa'i mdo) 
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2.2. I.I.I.J.I.J.3 7he Result ojAfeditation upon the Generation and Completion St11ges 

"Third, for the explanation of the result of meditation upon the generation 
and completion stages, there are two. First, by receiving empowerment 

and maintaining samaya -through meditation on the stages of generarion 

and completion-from the mature vidyadhara,' the state of an immortal 
vidyadharah will be attained. The quote continues: 

After six, twelve, fourteen, or sixteen months, [ 3 5 5 ]  
[One] achieves mastery; 
1he supreme state of awareness will be accomplished. 

Thus, it is. 
With this as the support, [one] accomplishes the state of a mahamudra 

vidyadhara;' then secondly, the ultimate result of a spontaneously present 
v idyadharad will occur. The quote continues: 

At that time, before sixteen lifetimes have passed, 
The five kayas will be spontaneously complete. 

Thus, and so forth. 
Even though it is said that siddhis will be accomplished after sixteen 

lifetimes, this is based upon a life expectancy of one hundred years. That 
accomplishment after sixteen lifetimes can be calculated according to the 
l ife expectancy of each vidyadhara. This is mentioned in the T/ajra Peak: 

After sixteen lifetimes, 
The peaceful state of buddha will be attained. 

lhus, it is. 
This completes the explanation of the overview. 

a ntun fl{r rnin ptt 'i n�tJ;dzin (rnaJn par Jrnin p/l7i rig 'dzin) 
h tseu ·,mg rigdzin (tshe db,mg rig 'rlzin) 
' ch,tg cRY" chenpo'i rigdzin (phyag 1:gjt1 chm po'i rig {izin) 
d lhiin dn!b rigdzin (!IJUn grub rig 'dzin) 
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2.2.I.I.1.3.2 1be Exposition 

This has two parts: 

1 A concise explanation of the way the mar.Iqala is taught 

2 An extensive explanation of the maifqala's intrinsic nature 

Second, for the exposition, there are two : a concise explanation of the 
way the maQqala is taught and an extensive explanation of the [ mal)qala's] 
intrinsic nature. 

2.2.1. I.I.3.2.1 A Concise ExpLmation ofthe �ilJ the 1\ia�u;iala Is Taught 

First having revealed the mal)<,l.ala ofsamadhi: then through his inconceiv
able wisdom, the Tathagata takes great delight toward the purpose of 
others. Samantabhadra himself arranges the maQ{.iala of the secret vajra 
samaya; and by resting in the union of conferring the stages of empower
ment and embracing the consort, the aphorism is expressed. 

2.2. r.I.I.3.2.2 An Extensive Explanation ofthe kL:z�u;lala�· Intrinsic Nature 

TI1is has three pans: 

r Conferral of empowerment in the supreme maif<Jala 

2 Conferral of empowerment in the sand mar; <;I ala 

A synthesis of rhe meaning of empowerment conferral 

For the second, there are three: for those with sharp faculties, conferral of 
empowerment in the supreme mal)qala; for those of dull faculties, confer
ral of empowerment in the [symbolically constructed ]  sand mal)qala ;  and 
[ 3 56 ]  a synthesis of the meaning of empowerment conferral. 

2. 2.I.I.1.3.2.2.r Conforral of Empowerment in the Supreme AL:z�u;lala 

This has two parts: 

r Conferral of empowerment in rhe mat;qala of the female consort 

2 Conferral of empowerment in the maif<).ala of the male 

For the first, there are two: conferral of empowerment in the maJ:.lqala 
of the female consort and conferral of empowerment in the mal)qala of 
the male. 
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z.z. r. r.r.3.2.2.I.I Conferral o{Empowerment in  the 1\Ll�t(laL< o{thc Fem .. de Consort 
This has three parts: 

I Esublishing rhc mar"�lala and perf(mning the fire rituctl 
2 Making ofterings that appear with our true, inherent existence 

3 Upon entering, the empowerment conferral 

For the first, there are three: establishing the mal)Qala and performing the 
fire ritual ; making offerings that appear without true, inherent existence; 
and upon entering, the empowerment conferral. 

2.2.I.I. 1.3.2.2.I.I.I Fsttib!ishing the J'v[,z�zt;!ala and Po:fimning the Fire Ritual 

This has two parts: 

1 Establishing the mal),) ala 

2 Performing fire rirual 

For the first, there are two : establishing the mal).<,lala and performing fire 
ritual. 

2.2.I. I.I.}.2.2.I.I .I. r  Establishing the lvfm.u;lala 

This has nvo pans: 

I Revealing the mal)<)ala 

2 Arranging the offerings 

For the first, there are two : revealing the mal)Qala and arranging the 
offerings. 

2.2.I.I.1.3.2.2.I.I.I.I.I Reuealing the i'vfm:u/ala 

For the first, there arc five, beginning with the place where the mal).c,iala 
is to be established. S ince this is exaltation's supreme secret, the tact that 
this is difficult to understand and realize indicates the extremely subtle 
meaning. �il1is [supreme secret] is the indispensable, superior samaya for 
accomplishing supreme siddhi in this life. Hence, the source of this [sid
dhi] and the ability to sustain this is based on the exaltation that comes 
through a fully qualified mudra [ i.e. , consort] . Reference to "at the youth
ful palm of the hand" refers to the exceedingly pure place of rhe consort 
as the lllal)c,iala where empowerment is conferred. 
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Second, the circumference of this ma!).<;iala i s  the non dual wisdom of 
exaltation. This sacred, enlightened-mind maQ.<;lala of all the buddhas 
is the measurement of the fingerbreadths and constitutes the four joys: 
namely, joy, supreme joy, freedom from joy, and connate joy. 

TI1 is is mentioned in rhe Cle,Ir Expanse:'' 

The place of the consort is the profound and secret mat!9ala 
Of all awakened ones. 
In the intrinsic nature of the tour wisdoms, [ 3 57] 
The nondual empowerment is conferred. 

Thus, it is similar. 
Third is marking the lines, which is the purification of the place. The 

five grains as the seeds for growth indicate that five passions abide as five 
wisdoms. The five types of incense indicate the [five passions] purified in 
their place as five wisdoms. The five jewels indicate five aggregates. The 
five essences indicate five kayas. The five medicines indicate five families. 
These five nectars [ indicate] enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, 
and activities; and these five are indistinguishable from the perfectly pure, 
dear-light nature of mind. Saying "total evenness" means understanding 
that which has always been such. This reveals that phenomena are awak
ened as the nature of evenness. Knowing this, the mind stream of the con
sort is visualized as great wisdom; and the supremely pure central vertical 
line is clearly drawn. 

Concerning this, if the consort has not previously trained in Secret 
Mantra, then the vajra master must gradually purify [the consort's] mind 
stream beginning with conferring lay ordination.b'200 Marking the lines 
would follow this. The "mind stream already purified" means having prac
ticed the generation and completion stages and so forth. The rituals of 
discovery of the channel and others are referred to as "marking the lines:' 

Concerning this point, there arc some [ i.e., the Zurpas] who claim 
that this means to draw a four-fingerbreadth mat!<;iala upon ivory and the 
like and then construct the lines. The substances used would be the five 
grains-namely, barley, wheat, beans, sesame, and rice-which indicate 
the five aggregates purified in their place as the intrinsic nature of the five 

' long sal (klonggsal) 
b gcnyen (dge bsnyen, uptisaka) 
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kayas. [ 3 s8 ]  lhe five organs pure in their place are the intrinsic nature of 
five enlightened activities, indicated by five incenses: namely, camphor, 
safFron, white and red sandalwood, and ahkaru wood. lhe five objects 
purified in their place arc the intrinsic nature of five qualities, indicated 
by five precious substances: namely, gold, silver, coral, pearl, and gems. 
The five purified consciousnesses are the intrinsic nature of five wisdoms, 
indicated by the five essences: namely, salt, honey, brown sugar, butter, and 
ti-uit. lhe five desirables arc pure in their place as the intrinsic nature of five 
aspects of enlightened speech, indicated by five medicinal fruits: namely, 
the white shu daK/01 medicinal field herb, medicinal tree, medicinal plant, 
and mango fruit." 

The five elements purified are the intrinsic nature of the five families, 
indicated by the five ambrosias: namely, the sun, moon, water, earth, and 
the essence of great flesh. 202 

It is considered by some that water should be added to cover [the sub
stances) ; and after soaking the thread, the lines [for the ma1;qala) are then 
constructed. Then the colored ma!fqala is presented to the palms of the 
vajra master's hands. The offerings arc arranged in surrounding directions; 
and once the ma!fc.lala is established, empowerment is then conferred. 

All of those assertions are definitely not the wisdom intent of this text, 
given that it is not even possible to actually draw a ma!fgala such as that. 
Even if it were, there are no additional qualities to be gained from that. 
Such a ma!f<,lala would be extremely minute with all images proportionate 
to that, so those who make these assertions would also have to agree that 
this would be a source for great meritorious accumulations.201 A contrived 
[mai)qala] such as this belongs to the level of those with dull faculties. 

In the Chakrasarrtvara, it states: 

During the activity of drawing 
And the stages of color application, [ 3 5 9 ]  
All these beings naturally abide in the ma!fgala of  accomplishment. 
The nature ofboth contrived [ma!fgalas] is 
The ma!fgala to be accomplished. 
Those who are learned do not hold 
That [the contrived ma!f<;lala] is the object to be accompl i shed. 

" skl!t dtlg kmpo (shu dilg dkm· po ), "'""'c�pu l,,gpil (db,mg po !t�g P" ) , !e tre (s!e tres), k,mdd k<t ri 
(ktmd�" k,, ri), and mnil'i dre_y ti (a mm'i 'bms bu) 
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'Tims, this presentation is in agreement with that. Hence, this constitutes 
the empowerment conferred in the intrinsic-nature ma1�qala of the body. 

Fourth, the way to illustrate [the maQtJala] is as follows. To illuminate 
the intrinsic nature of the [secret] place of the consort abiding in the aspect 
of the celestial palace within the center of the secret place, there are four 
channels that appear [as a wheel] possessing a hub and spokes. Visualize 
that outside the four spokes, including the rim of the wheel, is the square
patterned palace adorned with porticoes and lotus entranceways. 

fifth, arranging the marks is as follows. In the sacred place of the deity, 
the nature of the impure white and red essences is indicated by the sun and 
moon seats the size of a thumbnails. Upon them is a lotus seat the size 
of a split pea, upon which is the nature of the purest essence appearing as 
the syllable hung about the size of a mustard seed. From this, draw and 
visualize the indivisible intrinsic nature of the vajra mudra about the size 
of a sesame seed. 

2.2.I.I.I.J. 2. 2.I.I.J.I.2 Arranging the Offerings 

Second, the offerings are [arranged] as follows. Whether there is a support 
for visualization or not, arrange the ofFerings and the substances for the feast 
gathering to the left side of the consort. [ 360]  Arrange varieties of man
made, colored garments, silk, and cloth; ornaments such as crowns, neck
laces, long necklaces, and latticework of garlands; tea, liquor, and various 
drinks; [with] meat, cake, cheese, and flavorful foods surrounding. Imag
ine many people singing extremely melodious songs and words of praise, 
gracefully dancing by swinging their arms, and [offering] clouds of musi
cal offerings such as conch shells, cymbals, vinas, trumpets, parasols, and 
victory banners. These inconceivable accumulations are perfectly offered. 
Furthermore, the best of the offerings includes the consorts, the entic
ing females, and the youthful female sattvas who grant the joy of union, 
the joy of contact, and the joy of gazing. These offerings are presented 
in three ways, according to whatever is desired. Here, it i s  held that the 
principal offering includes all outer, inner, and secret bliss-giving consorts. 

2.2.I.I.1.3.2.2.I.I.1.2 Performing Fire Ritual 

Second, to perform the fire ritual, there are two. First is the general expla
nation of the four activities of rhe rirual. According to the stages of the 
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four activities, the pit for the fire is fully endowed with individual charac
teristics, such as the round shape, [ 36 r ]  white color, and so forth. The pit 
transforms into the mouth of Agni, who partakes of the offerings. Then 
the transcendental Agni is invoked at the deity's stomach; and all types 
of delicious food and drink are presented, such as offerings of yogurt, 
tsampa," and ghee. For peaceful [activity] ,  offer sesame ; for expansive, 
offer jewels and such. The offerings of the four activities are perfectly 
presented along with their individual mantras and samadhis. 

Second is the specific explanation of the wrathful fire ritual. Just as with 
the peaceful ritual, the wrathful mat:t<;lala's fire pit and the characteristics 
of the deities are similarly arranged. Practitioners who have thoroughly 
trained in the extremely subtle key points of samadhi must even please 
all the inconceivable mal)qalas of deities with the fire ritual just like the 
stages of the sadhana. The way of determining which deity's mal)qala and 
fire ritual activity should be performed is to be discerned by using com
mon sense concerning temporary circumstances. 

2.2.I.I. I.J.2.2.I.I.2 lvfaking Offerings That Appear without True, Inherent .txistence 

Ihis has two pans: 

r The mentally imagined offerings of samadhi 

2. The offerings of secret exaltation 

Second, for offerings that appear without true, inherent existence, there 
are two : the mentally imagined offerings of samadhi and the offerings of 
secret exaltation. 

2.2.I.I.I.J.2.2.I.I.2.I The Mentally Imagined Offerings o(Samddhi 

First, there are two: the magical, relative offerings and [362] the comple
tion stage of this, which yields the genuine wisdom ofFering. 

The first has two, beginning with the mal)qala of the offering clouds of 
samadhi. The way of mentally emanating the offering of the great mudra 
to the rnal)qala is as follows. Visualize that, from the syllable dhrum, the 
arrangement of one's mind is like a gathering of cloudlike wish-fulfilling 
jewels so all realms in the ten directions are the perfect, pure lands of the 
buddhas-the land of Rich Array-adorned with multitudes of precious 

" rtsarn pa; roasted barley flour 
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jewels. Beautified by an inconceivable array of highly attractive ornaments, 
everything is blissful to the touch, supple, and smooth; and the founda
tion of the multifaceted, jeweled ground is perfectly even. Many varieties 
of gems arc studded in relief patterns arranged in every direction along 
with heaps of jewels from the gods' realms. From the syllable tram, heaps 
of the seven types of wish-fulfilling jewels-the source of all desirables
appear like blazing, majestic mountains in a matrix ofluminous light rays. 
From the syllable kham, beautifully shaped, colorful lakes, ponds, and 
lotus lagoons appear. The waters possess the eight pure qualities, such as 
the pureness of supreme flavor, coolness, and so forth ; and their banks are 
blanketed by flowers. The pleasant songs of birds can be heard everywhere. 
[363] The e ight qualities of the water are as stated in the Vinaya: 

Light, sweet, soft, clear, cool, unsullied, 
Not upsetting to the stomach, and not irritating to the throat 
Are the eight qualities of pure water. 

Thus, it is. 
From the syllable dhrum, many jeweled palaces with various shapes, 

colors, arrangements, and adornments appear. From om appears a vast 
park with a jeweled ground and forests of divine wish-granting trees with 
garlands of gems and brocades hanging everywhere. From hri, all sounds 
self-originate and are heard as lovely melodious songs and verses of poetic 
praise and auspiciousness. From om, many types of clothing; special articles 
of offering like canopies, victory banners, and parasols; upper and lower 
celestial garments; and so forth manifest. From tram, many inconceivable 
ornaments manifest, such as crowns, chokers, long necklaces, bracelets, 
anklets, belts, and so forth. From om come varieties of comestibles pos
sessing one hundred flavors, delicious ambrosialike drinks, and various 
exquisite garments studded with gems. From hung, all living beings with 
their own particular [36 4] styles of jewelry and clothing appear beauti
fully adorned like gods and goddesses, countless in number, equal to the 
particles in the atmosphere. With their arms undulating and their feet 
dancing to the rhythm of melodious music and so forth, this unimagi
nable spectacle brings great pleasure. Hence, these clouds of offerings that 
completely encompass all regions of space in the ten directions are exten
sively and individually offered to all ma�<;falas of the ground, path, and 
result-the all-inclusive space of saf!1sara and enlightenment. 
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Second is the way the ofFerings are presented. Based on whether the 
samadhi of fortunate practitioners is clear or not, there are either the 
gradual developers or those with vivid, instantaneous realization. The 
ofFerings that are made are vast and equal to the space of phenomena. 

Second, the completion stage of that [ i.e., generation stage] is the genu
ine wisdom ofFering as follows. In order to abandon materializing the ofFer
ings of samadhi: except for one's mind, no clouds of ofFerings have ever 
existed in anyway. Even the mind that is like the sky has never existed. One 
must meditate upon this as the offering of the great mudra of freedom 
from all elaboration by means of the object of offering, the offered, and the 
ofFerer-these three-being inherendy nonexistent. At the moment those 
ofsupcrior faculties [ 365 ]  make ofFerings, they meditate in this way with
out fixating. Those oflesser faculties will abide in nonconceptual awareness 
after [making ofFerings] .  This is the supreme offering. In the Sutra ofthe 
Precious Lamp," it states: 

To whomever the ofFerings are made, 
Recognizing that they are like space, 
The nonconceptual person making the ofFerings has nothing 

to fixate upon. 
This most authentic mode of ofFering 
Is the source for realizing immeasurable wisdom. 

Thus, it is. 

2.2.I.I.I.3.2.2.I.I.2.2 The Offirings of Secret Exaltation 

This has two parts: 

1 The offering of the method of exaltation 
2 The offering of wisdom that does not abide in the two extremes 

Second, for the secret ofFering of exaltation, there are two: the ofFering of 
the method of exaltation and the offering of wisdom that does not abide 
in the two extremes. 

' kon chog ta la la'i do (dkon wg ta la la'i mdo, mtnolkdntimadhtimJJfm,lhti_Ydnastitra) 
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2.2.I.I.I.J.2.2.I. 1.2.2.1 The Offering of'the Afethod ofExtzltlltion 

For the first, there arc two : the explanation of the actual offering and the 
benefits. 

First, either with an activity consort possessing clear wisdom and 
samadhi or, if that is not possible, then with the practitioner visualizing 
the deity, the secret place is blessed according to the ritual for blessing. 
At the tip of the lotus, visualize the ma[,l<,iala of the white and red pure 
essence about the size of a mustard seed. By the magic of the buddhas, 
the trichiliocosm is blessed to fit within a mustard seed. Given that the 
trichiliocosm does not decrease and the mustard seed does not increase in 
size, the nu[,l<,iala of support that is the portico of the lotus does not increase 
and the wisdom beings do not decrease. [ 366]  From this basic space of 
phenomena, the boundless ma[,l<,iala of the victorious ones is invoked at 
the portico of the lotus to then dissolve; and incited by the indication of 
union, offerings are made through the play of bliss. Through this, all of 
the deities of the ma[,l<,iala are pleased. Imagine that the great siddhi of 
the inconceivable supreme samaya is attained. This clearly explains the 
stages of the activities of approach and accomplishment that precede the 
entrance of the wisdom deities and the conferral of empowerment in the 
arrangement of the four-fingerbreadth ma[,l<,iala. 

Second, the benefits derived from this are both temporary and ultimate. 
For the first, there are two. "To please all of the awakened ones" means that, 
when the holder ofimmeasurable qualities204 of bliss makes offerings to 
the ma[,l<,iala of the consort's [secret] place, the ma[,l<,iala of the buddhas 
in the ten directions and four times is pleased without exception. Fur
thermore, when the practitioner unites with wisdom's self-awareness, this 
offering of bliss pleases all deities of the elements and sense sources who 
are primordially awakened as the nw;<,iala of the forty-two and others. In 
addition, offering from male to female and female to male, these offering 
substances of the practitioners will please all deities of method and prajiia. 
Understand these three to be the outer, inner, and secret [offerings] . Sat
isfying all sentient beings [367]  is through the union of bliss. The city of 
visible bodies as the desire realm, the partially visible city of speech as the 
form realm, and the invisible city of mental events as the formless realm
the concepts and feelings of all beings included in the three realms-will 
be pervaded by the four joys of great wisdom, the fourfold indivisible 
nature of phenomena, and the great, unelaborate clear light. 
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The fourtold nature of phenomena is as follows. Since the nature of the 
indivisible body is not fixated upon as either male or female, there is total 
freedom from duality. The nature of indivisible speech is that, since this 
is inexpressible, there is freedom from all elaboration and fixation. The 
nature of indivisible mental events is that, since concepts arc released in 
exaltation, the nature of the dharmakaya can be seen. The nature of indivis
ible wisdom continues to abide as bliss, without fixation; so the wheel of 
clear light is unceasing. 

The "four clear lights" mean the time when the blissful clear light per
meates the three doors with joy such that apparent phenomena arise as 
joyful bliss. From the bliss ofluminous dear light, the self-radiant nature of 
mind appears as unobstructed method and prajfia. And tor nonconceprual 
clear light: since the feeling of coarse and subtle fixation has vanished, one 
abides without concepts where nothing whatsoever arises. From within 
the nature of phenomena, inconceivable clear light arises as the appear
ance of the ten signs. The ten signs are that, when the wind-mind' enters 
the central channel, [ 368]  space and wisdom unite in a single taste as the 
appearance of smoke, mirages, clouds, fireflies, the sun, moon, blazing jew
els, an eclipse, stars, and light rays. Other tantras offer slight variations in 
the explanations given concerning these ten signs. 

Second, achieving awakening as the ultimate result is as follows. Through 
stable familiarity with that which is indicated by the ten signs of the magi
cal manifestation matrix samadhi of method and prajfia, there will be the 
result. This result will be the actualization of the intrinsic nature of all the 
mai:J.9alas of those who have awakened, the sugatas of the ten directions 
and four times without exception, and the sacred wisdom of compas
sion for all beings throughout the three realms. Otherwise, the ultimate 
[result] is to v isualize the aggregates, elements, and sense sources as the 
deities and ma!f9ala of all the buddhas; and this i s  called "actual izing the 
three doors as the m�u�<;lalas of enlightened body, speech, and mind." 

2.2.J. J.I.3.2.2.1.I.2.2.2 The Ojfering ofvVisdom Ihat Does Not Abide in the Tiuo 

Extremes 

Second, the offering of wisdom that does not abide in either extreme is as 
follows. When fixations upon ordinary concepts and passions concerning 

' lung _;em (rlung serns, p>dna <'hitt,t) 
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the indivisible union of male and female are purified in  their own pLKe, 
the intrinsic nature of all outer and inner phenomena-including the bliss 
of both oneself and the consort's body, speech, and mind- [369 ]  does 
not abide anywhere as something that can be grasped. In addition, there 
is nothing whatsoever for the fixating mind to conceptualize. Within 
this, appearances are nonexistent yet apparent-like an optical illusion. 
Through the indivisible union of male and female with the unborn space 
of indivisible method and prajna, meditate upon the unceasing wisdom 
space of the mind and take delight by remaining in the evenness of the 
genuine nature of inseparable phenomena. 

2.2.I.I.I.J.2.2.I.I.J Upon Entering, the Fmpowerment Conferml 

'This has two parts: 

1 TI1c entrance 

2 TI1c empowerment conferral 

Third, for the way of entering and empowerment conferral, there are two: 
the entrance and the empowerment conferral. 

2.2.I.l.I.J.2.2.I.I.3.I The Fntrance 

The first has two. The self-entrance of the vajra master is as follows. Having 
completed all necessary activities prior to the sadhana, beginning with the 
meditation upon the samadhi of the nature as it is, first the vajra master
lord of the assembly himself-enters the mal).gala with the awareness of 
samadhi. Once the vajra master enters, then the disciples must enter the 
mal). gala through the seventeen stages of the ritual. 

2.2.I.I.I.J.2.2.I.I.J.2 The Empowerment Conferral 

Second, for the empowerment conferral, there are two : making offer
ings and the actual empowerment conferral according to the stages of the 
faculties. 

For the fir�t, there are two. 1he actual making of offerings is that, then 
following the stages of entrance, those disciples of supreme good fortune 
make offerings of all their wealth to the guru. [37o] "Offering the king
dom, country, retinue, and so forth" means [offering] one's own body, 
offspring, wife, most precious possessions, gold, silver, and varieties of 
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gems. If there are two of each, then the most cherished [ is given) ;  in short, 
whatever is the most pleasing to oneself is presented as the offering. 

Second, the benefits arc that, if the five aspects of the abundant desir
ables are offered to the vajra master [and] lord of practitioners, this con
stitutes offering to all the ma.t:l4alas of the buddhas in the ten directions 
and four times. Hence, needless to say, this also constitutes offering to all 
the deities of the present ma.t:l4ala. In the tanrra Arrangement ofSarnaya," 
it states: 

lf offerings are made to the vajra master, 
They are offered to all maQ<;ialas. 
Needless to say, this includes the present mal)<;iala 
And will purify all faults ; so 
The supreme siddhi will be attained. 

1l1us, it is. Through this, all faults concerning the vows and words ofhonor 
will be thoroughly purified. 

Second, the actual empowerment conferral according to the mental 
levels is as follows. If it is known that a disciple has the fortune of faith, 
dWgence, and perfect reaJjzation of fearless conduct, gradually con
fer the ten benefiting and five enabling empowerments. Through the 
unsurpassed compassion of the vajra master, the disciples are held so 
their minds do not become spoiled. If by chance there is no such fortune, 
then either grant the benefiting cmpowerments or nothing at all. [ 37 1 ]  
Whatever the case, the enabling empowerments should not be conferred 
since that involves tremendous accountability. In the great arrangement of 
wisdom, the tantra Supreme Sarnaya, it states :  

To confer empowerment upon an unsuitable disciple 
\Viii bring ruin upon both [guru and disciple] . 

Thus, it is. 
Concerning this, there are those who are completely lost in the dense 

forest of their incorrect understanding and wrong views, disturbed by the 
terrifying thief of the passions. With no chance to be affected by the lumi
nosity of the : nl ighened activity of the buddha's compassion, they go on 

• d,z>lt t.<ig nmn pm· kod (dam tshig m,lm par bkod) 
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to claim, "In other tantras, there are four empowerments ; and based upon 
that, it is said there are fourteen. According to your system, there are only 
the two [ kinds of] benefiting and enabling empowerments, which total 
fifteen. Since this total is incorrect, this tantra cannot be authentic." J\1y 
response is as follows: "Alas ! Unfortunate ones such as you have failed to 
comprehend the distinctions, the summaries, and the levels of this tantra's 
meaning, and your minds have yet to even turn toward the direction of the 
profound wisdom of the tann·ic classes." 

In the Yoga Tantm, it is taught that there arc the three cmpowcrmcnts: 
namely, the vase, fearless conduct, and vajra master. In Purifying the Lower 
Realms, it is taught that there are eleven empowerments, which can be dif
ferentiated as nineteen. In the tann·as Vita/Essence of the Secret A1oon and 
the Synthesis rlthe 1Vature," it states that there are the vase, the secret, and 
the prajfla-wisdom cmpowcrments-these three. In the Union with Bud
dha, it states that [ 372] they arc all synthesized into the vajra master and 
disciple empowerments. Therefore [according to those claims] , all of these 
tantras would also have to be considered unauthentic. Logically then, how 
can this tantra be faul ted if you claim those tantras are not, since ultimately 
they are all similar? 

G iven that this is the root of all tantras, the modes through which other 
tantras confer empowerment are subsumed here. The vase empowerment 
is explicitly taught as the conferral of Ak�hobhya's water empowerment. 
The crown, diadem, and mala are Ratnasambhava's cmpowerments. The 
"mudra" means the vajra, bell, and so forth, which are the empowerments 
of Amitabha and Amoghasiddhi .  During the enabling empowerments, 
saying "you are the vajra activity" and so forth is the empowerment of 
Vairochana. The fearless activity, the prophetic breath of freedom, and 
the others-including the vajra monarch-are all revealed through the 
enabling empowerments. When the secret empowerment is explicitly 
revealed, both the prajfia-wisdom empowerment and the u ltimate-word 
empowerment are implicitly revealed. 

Hence, since the meaning of these tantras is congruent, it is impossible 
to fault this tantra. Those who disregard a tantra such as this by claiming 
it is unauthentic will experience having their tongues pulled from their 
throats; and at the moment of their death, they will plunge into the hells 
to be overcome by raging fires. [ 373 ]  "Such a fate befalls only those of you 

" de nyid dii pa (de nyitl 'rlus p.z) 
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who dare to make such claims. These are the reasons why you are worthy 
recipients of mercy for countless kalpas ! "  

2.2.I. I.I.J. 2.2.I.2 Conferral of Empowerment in the J'vfa�u.!tda of the Afale 

Second is the conferral of empowerment in the matJqala of the male. 
Having conferred the secret and prajii.a-wisdom empowermcnts from the 
mal).qala of the female, another way is to take empowerment from the tip 
of the male's vajra. With the male's hands perfectly folded in the manner 
of evenness [and] by visualizing the bya of the deity as the great mudra 
upon the [deity's ] lap, between the forefingers is the ma.Q<;lala of the secret 
vajra2(" that is about the size and height of a thumb. Nevertheless, accord
ing to the sadhana, those proficient with the method of empowerment 
conferral must confer the empowerment of the pure vital essence upon 
the disciples. From that point, the remaining empowermenrs are to be 
conferred. 

Concerning this, there are some who first give the enabling empow
erments, followed by the benefiting empowerments given as a blessing. 
When all other empowerments are conferred only through the secret 
empowerment, this is from the perspective of those with keen faculties. 
In the Stages ofvajra Activity, it mentions that this is appropriate for those 
with dull faculties. I don't see the logic in this claim, since the root tantra 
states: 

Hold the disciples with compassion and 
Confer the benefiting and enabling empowerments 
Without delay ! 

Thus, it is taught that, first, the benefiting empowerments arc given; and 
then, according to the stages, the vase is first, followed by the secret, prajii.a
wisdom, and the fourth cmpowerments in that order. 

2.2.T.I.I.J.2.2.2 Conform! ofEmpowerment in the S,md A1al)t;iala 

1his has three parts: 
1 Drawing maQ<;lalas 
2 Consecrating 

1hc result of consecrating 
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Second, for those o f  dull faculties, empowerment is conferred with the 
sand mal)qala. [ 374)  For this, there are three : drawing mal)qalas, conse
crating, and the result of consecrating. 

2. 2.I.I.I.3.2.2.2. E Drawing MalJ4alas 

For the first, there are three: the rituals for drawing the concise, medium, 
and extensive nul)qalas. 

The first has two. The ritual of the earth is that, in the best case, empow
erment is conferred in the supreme maJ)qala. Otherwise, it should be 
drawn on a very even surface in conjunction with the earth ritual. It is 
not that the basis of the earth was previously impure and is now being 
rendered pure. It is as stated [ in the root tantra] : 

Earth and water are Buddha Lochana and Mamaki . . . 

Hence, the knowledge that the earth is primordially pure is clarified here 
through purification. 

Second, the actual drawing is  the illustrative mal)qala and the small
est-of-the-smallest measurement, for that is the length of a cubit. The 

medium-to-small measurement is the size of a human body, or an arm 
span; and the largest of the small is the size of three human body lengths. 
A four-fingerbreadth piirba made from human bone and the like is placed 
in the middle of the mal)qala. To guard from obstructing forces, usc a 
piirba that is eighteen fingerbreadths in length. To delineate the areas, 
thread from cotton-wool, lotus root, or hair from the charnel grounds 
twice the length of the m�w4ala can be used. To indicate the different 
families, the sand is of five distinct colors. To accomplish activities, one 
must acquire a sixteen-year-old [3 7 5 )  attractive companion adorned with 
lovely clothing and ornaments and give this companion one end of the 
thread to hold. The vajra master, who is expert in performing the activity 
of the m�w4ala, must then perform the complete sadhana of marking 
both wisdom and activity lines with absolutely undistracted mental and 
physical concentration. 

Second-if not that-then for the medium-sized [mal).qala] , there are 
three options. The smallest of the medium is sixteen cubits. The medium 
of the medium is twenty cubits. The largest of the medium is twenty-five 
cubits. For each of these, the lines must be drawn just as before. By visu-
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alizing all five mat;tqalas of the families to be the lines and the colors, 
they dissolve to become the color of the thread. Imagine that the colored 
rhread is the five wisdoms. By snapping the lines, the colors are marked; 
then place a replica, such as a picture indicating the enlightened body or 
likeness, in each of the deities' respective places. In addition, arrange the 
syllables of enlightened speech, or the mantra, and the hand emblem of 
enlightened mind that indicates the intrinsic nature of the deity, such as 
the vajra, wheel, and the others. All images that indicate enlightened body, 
speech, and mind are arranged in  each of the deities' places. 

For the third, the largest, there are three. The smallest of the largest 
must otherwise be a furlong." This is mentioned in the [Treasury of the] 
Abhidharma: 

Twenty-four fingerbreadths is a cubit. Four cubits is  [about 
two] arm lengths or that of a drawn bow.b [ 376]  Five hundred 
of these [cubits] is called "a furlong." This is held to be the dis
tance [from town] to a hermitage. Eight of these are considered 
to be a mile.' 

Thus, the medium of the large is a mile. The large of the large encom
passes inconceivable space, which is the actual manifest mat:J.qala of the 
vidyadharas; or this is visualized to be the various mat:J.qalas of the bud
dha families from which empowerments are conferred. The meaning of 
this is that, if-from the actually manifest mat:J.�ala that pervades the entire 
sphere of space-empowerment is conferred upon disciples, then it is like 
the following examples. 

Previously, when the master Buddhaguhya was at the bank of Lake 
Manasarovar,d in order to confer empowerment upon Jampal Drakpa, he 
marked the lines upon the lake and actually revealed the mat:J.�ala of vajra 
space. In addition, in the cave Lion Tiger's Lair, the great master Padma
sambhava revealed the mat:J.�ala ofVajrakilaya that was equal to space in 
order to confer empowerment upon Yeshe T�ogyal. 

Although the five kayas and wisdoms primordially abide in the mind 
streams of all sentient beings : in order to show this to those who are 

' gyang dr,lk (rgyanggrags) ;  r/8 mile or 220 yards 
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obstructed by ignorance and due to their delusion are unable to see this, 
even each of the colors of the sand-such as white-are also mixed with a 
yellow-white, red-white, green-white, blue-white, and white to make five. 
Likewise, by including the orher four in this way, they become twenty
five; these symbolize the twenty-five wisdoms, as well as the sattvas, female 
sattvas, and the others who reside in the intermediate directions. If this is 
lacking, draw this with five colors, [3 77 ]  such as white, yellow, red, green, 
and indigo. 

It is also stated in the Extensive [A1agical Manifestation Matrix] 
tantra: 

[The minds of] all sentient beings without exclusion 
Are fully pervaded by the five wisdoms 
But are obstructed by personal concepts; 
Hence, the meaning of the five wisdoms is not seen. 
To reveal the characteristic of wisdom 
To all those who are deluded, 
White, red, yellow, green, and indigo are shown. 

Thus, it is. 
The way to make the drawing is referred to here as "the ritual for tam

ing." This constitutes the descriptions concerning the extensive, medium, 
concise, and so forth [that are] based on the thoroughly correct techniques 
of the transmitted lineages. The drawings must be according to this tradi
tion. It is also stated in the Magnificent [ Wisdom] Lightning: 

The illustrative image will be drawn 
In whatever way the mai}Q.ala of samadhi appears. 

Thus, it is . 
Concerning this, there are some who assert that [these descriptions] are 

based on the tradition of Kriya and Upa. Others interpret this by saying 
it means "taming those to be tamed." It appears that they have failed to 
understand this. In fact, the three illustrative mal).Q.alas that arc extensive, 
medium, and concise are based on the mental capacity and resources of 
individuals. The size of a mile is tor chakravartin rulers and the like. The 
medium size is for those who arc ordinary but endowed with supreme 
wealth. The concise size is for those with the least. The largest of the large 
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is for supreme disciples who, according to their mental capacity, receive 
empowerment from a sublime master. [ 378]  

If these three traditions [for n1a1,1�ala construction J are explained with
out conflict: then at the time of the smallest [construction] ,  the stages of 
snapping the l ines are emphasized. At the time of the medium, the colored 
thread is blessed; and the method tor arranging the representations occurs. 
At the time of the extensive, the methods for applying the colors are fully 
explained. 

2.2. 1. I.I.3. 2.2.2.2 Comecmting 

Second, for consecrating ma1,1c,ialas, there are three: the generation, the 
invocation, and the indivisible dissolution mat)qalas. 

For the first, cultivating the bodhichitta while generating the mar;�ala 
as vast as the reaches of space with the infinitely supreme play of the 
samadhi of the nature as it is and so forth, the individual syllables such 
as thra and the rest are arranged at the locations for each deity. In addi
tion, at the seats for the deities, mounds of sand are placed correspond
ing to the deities' colors. Otherwise, there are the essence syllables hung, 
miim, and the others or the mudras of the vajra, the wheel, and so forth, 
through which the fully endowed enlightened body, speech, and mind 
of the i ndividual deities arc generated. This is called "blessing the sand 
ma1,1�ala as the samadhi wisdom ma1,1�ala." The astonishing result of this is 
the accomplishment of the four temporary common activities. In addition, 
the superb, ultimate ma1,1�ala of the deity will be accomplished. This is 
the great samaya to which all buddhas have committed. [3 79 ]  

For  instance, even all outer ordinary material substances-such as  soil, 
trees, stones, and so forth-can be used to create images of the mudras of 
enlightened body, speech, and mind. If according to the mental capacities 
of those to be tamed the three awakened stages of perfect freedom can 
be individually attained, it is needless to mention that-from primor
dial clear light-awakening will occur by purifying the ordinary mind 
through the perfectly pure wisdom of samadhi. G iven that the nature of 
this mind is originally awakened, the mere recollection of this will bring 
accomplishment. 

It is also taught in the Sidra on the Wisdom of the lvfoment ofDeath:a 
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Since it  i s  awakened 
If the mind is understood: 
By knowing that buddha is not found elsewhere, 
Perfectly .mstain that awareness. 

Thus, and in IheAll-Creating !Vfonarch, it states: 

The nature of the mind is the perfected buddha. 

Thus, it is. 
Second is the invocation. The fundamental great nature of aU rnaQ4alas 

throughout the ten directions and four times is in no way conceptual and 
is absolutely free from elaboration. This wisdom maQ<;iala of all that is 
wished for is invoked from within the dharrnakaya maQ4ala of enlight
ened mind. This expression of invocation implies a m ind that just imag
ines they [ i.e., the wisdom deities] have come. Nevertheless, through the 
compassion of the omniscient ones, there will be blessings. [ 380]  This is 
mainly due to familiarity with the manifestations of one's mind. Since the 
mind is awakened : it is logical that, through visualization and familiariza
tion with that, the mal).<;iala will be accomplished. 

Third is dissolving indivisibly. Both the generation samadhi mal).<;iala 
and the spontaneously present, intrinsic nature of the ground mai!Qala 
abide inseparably as the nature of self-appearances. Nevertheless, through 
the characteristic of the manner of invoking, entering, and dissolving 
the mal).<;lala into the generated, intrinsic-nature samaya rnaQ<;lala, both 
mal)<;! alas-like water into water-dissolve in the mode of union. 

When all the buddhas that have come from all ten directions and 
four times in order to benefit beings were previously engaged in various 
deeds, they recited aspiration prayers to appear before whoever recalled 
the tathagatas. Since those results were accomplished, this is the enlight
ened activity mal).<;lala of benefiting beings precisely in that way. Hence, 
by arriving through compassion, this mai!Qala [of the tathagatas] enters 
the fully complete samaya maQ<;iala [of the practitioner] ; and they [ i.e. , 
the practitioners] become the close heirs. That is why the invocation and 
dissolution is the supreme samaya. 



2.2. I. r. c ;.2.2.2.3 Ihe Result o/Comecmting 

This has three parts: 

1 Accepting that siddhis originate from the mind 

2 Showing the method that accomplishes this 
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Explaining the result of accomplishment through this method 

For the third, the result of consecrating the mary gala, there are three : [38 1 ]  
accepting that siddhis originate from the mind, showing the method that 
accomplishes this, and explaining the result of accomplishment through 
this method. 

2.2.I.I. f.3.2.2.2.J.I Accepting That Siddhis Originate from the Mind 

For the first, there are three. First, for example, the wish-granting trees 
of the gods, precious wish-fulfilling jewels, and all these material things 
that come about through various desires-although appearing as astound
ing qualities-have no true, substantial existence. For instance, although 
the youth Jyotiska" exchanged his precious, jeweled palace with [the king] 
Ajatashatru, the palace followed him wherever he went.206 In addition, 
when Tronpakyeb tried to fish things out from a pond, he could get food, 
clothing, and so forth ; but others could not.2('7 S imilarly, the gods and 
inhabitants ofUttarakuru008 can receive whatever they desire from jewels 
and wish-granting trees, but others cannot. 

Well then, some may wonder, " What is the cause for this?" Given that 
the seeds and habits of previous expressions of generosity are planted in the 
basic ground of one's mind-based on the steadfast result of this merit 
ripening, appearances manifest in this way. Through contact with contrib
uting circumstances, they then manifest as the source of all that is desired. 
Likewise, from beginningless time :  by the habit of the alaya [ 3 82] perceiv
ing objective appearances, the individual forms of the elements and the 
world manifest accordingly. By the habit of perceiving the body, one's own 
aggregates [manifest] .  By the habit of imputed perceptions, the appear
ance of outer and inner phenomena and the elements of sentient beings-
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including the collections o f  self-cognition-manifest, but ultimately like 
a dream have no independent existence. 

Second, the meaning is that, similarly-although from the fundamen
tal genuine nature of mind these astonishing phenomena of the magical 
manifestation mal).c).alas ofenlightcned body, speech, mind, qual ities, and 
activities and the siddhis of the four activities can temporarily be attained
it is not the case that one has gone elsewhere to acquire this or that one 
has invoked something to come that inherently existed elsewhere. 1hese 
appearances originate only through unwavering familiarity with the great 
compassion of the methods of the generation stage, where the outer uni
verse is visualized to be the celestial palace and the inner inhabitants the 
male and female deities-with oneself being the kaya of the Victorious 
One. By the power of acquaintance with the utterly unelaborate prajna 
of the completion stage and by training in their indivisible union: within 
generation and completion such as this, only kayas and wisdom ma1�<).alas 
will spontaneously occur. From within this intrinsic nature free from 
elaboration, the prajna space of phenomena of the dharmakaya nature as 
it is [ 383)  i s  the mudra of method arranged as the spontaneously present 
Rich Array, rupakaya maifc.lala of self-appearances. Since this becomes the 
play of wisdom's spontaneous presence, the wisdom of the dharmakaya 
takes delight in the wisdom of the rupakaya. From within the perception 
of those to be tamed in this world, this play of wisdom also manifests as 
n irmai�akayas and, without \Vavering from that, simultaneously appears 
l ike a water-moon. Hence, these appearances, like the reflection of a water
moon, are referred to as "a replication." 

In the Intermediate Afother, it states :  

Even being fully omniscient 
Is like a dream, magic, water-moon, or an optical illusion. 
Even the wisdom of perfect omniscience 
Is like a dream, magic, water-moon, or an optical illusion. 

Thus, this is similar. 
Some claim that reference to both the buddha and buddha's wisdom as 

a replication is irrelevant in terms of the sambhogakaya's nature. 
Third is the way in which this benefits others. Some may think that, if 

the manifestation of wisdom is a mere replication, it would be ineffective 
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in benefiting others. [ The answer is that] , by appearing as a replication, 
the purpose of others does occur. This means that according to the aspira
tions ofbeings, the victorious ones such as the six sages directly appear to 
protect others from their suffering by benefiting them through the twelve 
deeds and the like. From within the dharmakaya, the self-appearances of 
the spontaneous Rich Array appear as [384] the sambhogakaya. Due to the 
blessings, even the natural nirma!).akayas appear as the five sambhogakaya 
buddha families to the bodhisattvas of the tenth ground. This is due to 
the power of the buddhas' compassion and the minds of beings becoming 
familiar with virtuous merit. These appearances occur like the examples of 
a [wish-fulfilling] jewel and a wish-granting tree. In Entering the Middle 
11/,:zy, it states: 

The kayas of the peaceful ones appear as wish-granting trees. 
With no conception-just like wish-fulfilling j ewels-until 
beings are set free, they are permanent for the welfare of the 
world and will appear to those who are free from elaboration. 

Thus, this is similar. 
In this way, although devoid of true, inherent existence, the way in 

which the nirma!).akaya has the potential to engage in activities that 
benefit beings is the natural arising of the manifestation of enlightened 
activity that possesses the brilliant splendor of spontaneous compassion. 
This is like how the authentic presence of the sun and moon illuminate 
the four continents, causing lotus buds to bloom and reflections in pools 
of water. This wisdom magic is the intrinsic vajra nature of enlightened 
body, speech, and mind. With dominion over ordinary phenomena, this 
is the supreme of all that is great, potent, and sacred. In the Vajra [ Jvfagical 
A1anifestation klatrix] , it states: 

Self-appearing wisdom magic 
Is the supreme, indestructible vajra samaya, 
The great siddhi of enlightened body, speech, and mind 
That appears to all beings. 

Thus, it is. 
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2.2.I.I.I._:;.2.2.2.3.2 Showing the Afethod 1htlf Accomplishes This 

For the second, showing the method through which this is accomplished 
means to be held by a virtuous spiritual guide who reveals the unmistaken 
path, [ 38 s] then receive the profound empowerments, maintain the vows 
and samaya, become an expert in the upadesha for accomplishment, and 
possess the potential to accomplish this through perseverance. These five 
rituals that accomplish siddhis must be complete within the stream of 
mind. 

The five necessities for accomplishing the siddhis are to practice in a 
place that is pleasant and obstacle free; with a companion possessing all 
the qualities, as well as great fortune; with sustenance that is modest, not 
to one extreme or the other, and also free from negativity; with bountiful 
attainment substances that do not decrease; and with all  of the samaya 
substances available and fully complete. 

The branches of Secret Mantra accomplishment are the nature as i t  
i s  of these five: oneself� the deity, secret mantra, recitation, and radiation 
and reabsorption. By perfecting them, in general, the view and samaya 
must never decline. Specifically, one must not allow the positive circum
stances for accomplishment to decline. Once engaging in practice such 
as this with continuity throughout the day and night-having done away 
with sloth and sleepiness-with great perseverance, then accomplishment 
will be swift. If not, it is taught that there will be no accomplishment. 
Some texts mention that "with perseverance" this will occur. These are 
only generalizations that fail to explain that [without this] there will be 
no accomplishment. 

There are some who say that the five rituals are the nature as it is, the 
all-illuminating, the enlightened speech of the syllables, the enlightened 
mind of the hand emblems, and the fully matured kaya. [ 386]  The five 
materials to have in abundance are food and drink, dance, song, clothing 
and ornaments, and ah li ka li. The five branches of mantra are to generate 
the mat;t<;iala of the fifty deities within the limbs, recognize the branches 
of concepts as the forty-two deities, distinguish each deity as forty-two to 
bless the enlightened body, speech, and mind of those deities, and con
fer empowerment by the five families. Those who make these claims have 
fallen solely in the direction of the generation stage, which is unaccept
able here since the completion-stage view, environment, and material sub
stances are then incomplete. 
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2.2.I.I.J.J.2.2.2.J.J Expltlining the Result ofAccomplishment through 7his l'vfethod 

This has two parts: 
1 The temporary results 

2 The ultimate result 

The third is an explanation of the result of accomplishment through this 
method, which is twofold: the temporary and ultimate results. 

2.2.r.r. q. z. z. 2.J.J . T  Thi> Temporary Rem!�;· 

For the first, those who have excellent faculties and perseverance will 
accomplish the sacred state of an immortal vidyadhara in six months; 
those of middling faculties, twelve months; those of dull faculties, four
teen months; and even those of very dull faculties will accomplish this 
in sixteen months. Concerning this, one might wonder why the great 
mudra and the spontaneously present [ v idyadharas] who have transcended 
this are not referred to as "sacred;' whereas the immortal is. They are not 
referred to in this way because [the immortal] is more exalted than the 
mature vidyadhara, since buddhahood is attained in that very body [of 
the immortal ] .  This is like the supreme dharma on the path of unification 
being referred to as "supreme among dharma." Ir is also stated in the Stage.\ 
of the Path:" (387] 

Having seen the truth, perfected the path, and accomplished 
siddhis through the conduct of gathering, the contaminants of 
the body and place of birth are exhausted-becoming the vajra 
body and the family oflongevity. To sec this truth without dis
carding the body, one passes beyond sorrow; and the ground of 
the victorious ones is reached. 

Thus, it is. 
With the support that attains the ground of an immortal vidyadhara: 

after sixteen successive lifetimes, one fully awakens as the spontaneous 
perfection of the five kayas. That is fully awakened buddhahood. In some 
of the Mantra scriptures, it is held that after a single lifetime one travels 

' !am rim (!am rim, mdydjdft�athilkrama); fluddhaguhya 
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to the pure land o f  Space Activity' and awakens. At most, afi:er seven or 
sixteen successive lifetimes, awakening will occur. Here, those who attain 
immortality will abide as such for one thousand six hundred years, which 
is a single lifetime, afi:er which the [state of a] spontaneously present 
[vidyadhara] is attained. In addition, when the life expectancy is otherwise 
exhausted, it can be extended through this method by adding one hundred 
years, which may occur sixteen times in a single body. In the Extensive 
[i11agical i11aniftstation 1\1atrix] , it states: 

Life expectancy by ten plus six 
Endures by adding one hundred years each time. 
Without discarding the body, there is awakening. 
The sullying factor of the three contaminants is nonexistent 

with this body. 

Thus, and in the "Vajra Peak, it states :  

Afi:er sixteen lifetimes, 
The tranquility of buddha will be attained. 

Thus, it is. 
Some claim [ 3 88 )  that, even though it is a single lifetime, the body 

changes sixteen times in the manner of resuscitating the dead. This can 
be refuted by the quote: "Without discarding the body, there is awaken
ing." Along with the immortal and spontaneously present, the mature and 
mahamudra vidyadharas have also been revealed here. 

2.2. 1.1.1.3.2.2.2.3.3·2 The Ultimtzte Result 

1his has three parts: 

1 The way self-appearances ofLiyas and wisdom abide in the:: arrangement of 

the Rich Array 

2. The way this abides as the space of the inner, radiant pure land of the 

dharmakaya 

1hc way the nirmal)akayas continually reappear in the world systems of those 

to be tamed 

" Khachi:id (mkh.t' ,p_yod) 
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Second, for the ultimate result of the spontaneously present vidyadhara, 
there are three: the way self-appearances of kayas and wisdom abide in 
the arrangement of the Rich Array; the way this abides as the space of the 
inner, radiant pure land of the dharmakaya, free from elaboration ; and the 
way the nirma[.lakayas continually reappear in the world systems of those 
to be tamed. 

2.2. 1. 1. 1. p.2.2.3·3.2.1 The Tlay Sr:[FAppearancts ofK.�ym and vVisdmn Abide 

in the Armngement ojthe Rich Ani�V 

For the first, there arc two. First, the way in which perfect awakening 
occurs is that, in the intrinsic nature of space, the pure nature of mind 
is primordially awakened as wisdom free from all limitation of elabora
tion. This nature is the sole vital essence free from proving or dispelling. 
By purifying temporarily designated stains in their own place, the wis
dom of cessation and the unborn are realized and mingled indivisibly 
with this space, l ike water poured into water. The appearance of this 
nature of the vital essence that has become a single taste ofwisdom is the 
abhisambodhikaya, the unchanging vajrakaya, the peaceful dharmakaya, 
the radiant sambhogakaya, and the wisdom nirma[.lakaya. Since these five 
are spontaneously present, they are inconceivable and supremely limit
less. [ 3 89 ]  Indivisible with the intrinsic nature of the vajra enlightened 
body, speech, and mind of all the tathagatas of the ten directions and four 
times as the state of fully perfected awakening, this is called "discovering 
the supreme siddhi." 

Second is the way in which the pure land appears. At that time [ i .e., 
when supreme siddhi is realized] ,  the pure land of the spontaneous Rich 
Array is as pervasive as the space of phenomena and as limitless as the sky. 
The unimaginable nature of this is naturally perfectly pure and free from 
all stains. Within it, the celestial palace has no dimensions of ten direc
tions; so it cannot even be said that "this much is certain," because it is 
incomprehensible. The basis is immeasurable, and the aspect of the orna
ments supporting the wisdom wheel is even marked by precious wheels. 
The fully endowed gathering of desirable objects such as various musical 
instruments pervades the ten directions. 111e mal)9.ala of the five families 
appears to pervade limitless space, and the spontaneous presence of clear 
light is the unimaginable nature of all [ ma[.l�hlas] without exception. 
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Seeing objective appearances purely with wisdom awareness, the ground 
of great abundance is practically attained. 

Since this is inexpressible and unbiased through this great gathering of 
the vast syllables of enlightened speech, the spontaneous benefit of others 
occurs as follows. Although the spontaneously present mar)<;lala of the 
ground is primordially awakened, visualizing this through the profound 
mar}<;lala of the samadhi of the path results in the three inseparable states of 
awakening in the original fundamental nature. That is called "the harmo
nious intrinsic nature of wisdom." By knowing that which is [primordial] 
to be just as it is, one abides with that very nature. A pure land such as this 
does not exist elsewhere and is not visibly apparent, because self-appearing 
wisdom is the state of awakening. 

2.2.I.I.I.J.2.2. 2.J.J.2.2 The VVtzy This Abides as the Space ofthe Inner, Radiant Pure 

Land ofthe Dharmakdya 

Second, hence even for the pure land that appears-like the moon on the 
thirtieth day'"9-by dissolving within the space of the dharmakaya, the 
inner, radiant aspect of omniscience is unceasing with no external appear
ances. 1h is intrinsic nature is the dharmakaya, free from being singular or 
plural and without center or limit as the nature just as it is. In the space 
where all elaborations are pacified, the aspect of the sambhogakaya abides 
as the dissolution of outer appearances. Even the buddhas themselves 
do not see one another, because this is extremely subtle, self-originating 
wisdom. Without abiding anywhere at all, this arises as the space of qui
escence, as it also states in the Superb Monarch: 

In the palace of the space of phenomena, 
All the awakened ones of the three times 
Abide in the manner of not seeing one another. 

Thus, it is. 
Some assert that rhe six classes of beings do not perceive the awakened 

ones, [ 39 r ]  but the awakened ones do [see the six classes ] .  That is not the 
wisdom intent of this treatise. 

Here, this refers to the occasion of the perfection of the four visions.' 

' ntmg tua zhi (snang ba bzhi); four visions of toga] 
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For instance, when those who are immortals first see the clear-light wis
dom smoke and so forth, that is the vision of the direct perception of the 
nature of phenomena.' When this continues ro increase and the outer and 
inner signs are seen, it is the vision of the increasing experience.h From this, 
seeing the pure land of the sambhogakaya buddhas is the vision of the full 
extent of awareness.' From that and pacified within that so that no fixation 
exists is the vision of the exhaustion of the ground of phenomena.d Then, 
the dissolution of the appearance of the pure land of the sambhogakaya 
within original purity is to reach the [final] ground and invisibly abide in 
the inner space of precious, spontaneous presence. 

2.2.I.l.I.J.2.2. 2.J.J.2.J The U�y the Nirmd�zak.iytlS ContinuaLly Retzppear in the 

World 5_ystems o{Those Ti1 Be ],imed 

Third, the way the nirmal).akayas continue to appear in the worlds of those 
to be tamed is as follows. Through the enlightened activity of spontaneous 
presence, the wisdom awareness nirmal)akayas actually appear in the world 
in whatever way is needed. 

This wisdom of compassionate awareness is the perfectly pure nature of 
the two obstructions and their habits, without exception, so this has only 
been designated through misconceptions. All that is knowable, including 
the wisdom knowledge of rhe narure as it is and as it appears, constitutes 
omniscient wisdom encompassing the ten directions. Even this wisdom 
is not other than naturally pure space-a treasure trove of qualities of 
the dharmakaya. [392] Given that this is a single nature even though it i s  
devoid of concepts, the welfare of others occurs spontaneously. The object 
being those to tame in the world and the subject being omniscient wis
dom knowledge, they are connected as subject and object through the 
great compassion of primordial spontaneous presence. By looking upon 
all beings in the worlds of the six classes with wisdom eyes throughout 
the past, present, and future times, this wisdom engages by considering 
who is to be tamed and when the appropriate time has arrived. Therefore, 
for all classes of sentient beings without exception, including the higher 
realms and so forth, immeasurable manifestations including the six sages 

' cho nyid ngon sum gyi rt<�ng wa (chos nyid mngon sum gyi sn,mg ba) 
b nyamgong d" pcl wa'i ntmg Wtl (nyamsgong du 'phel ba'i sntmg ba) 
' rze;pa lsedpeb kyi n,wg wa (rigpa tshad phebs kyi sntmg ba) 
d tho nyid zed pa'i n,.r�gwa (rhN nyid z,rd pa'isnang bt�) 
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and others will appear to accomplish benefit according to their individual 
m inds. Similarly, it states in the Sittm ofthe Ten JYheels ofKfhitigarbh,7 : '' 

11•e tathagatas' compassion for beings lasts forever; 
By knowing those to be tamed, 
Their purpose is accomplished. 
Never untimely, instantly appearing to individuals, 
To you with wisdom vision, I pay homage! 

Thus, it is. 
11<is occurs without wavering from the dharmakaya, as the quote 

continues: 

Without wavering from the dharmakaya, 
Through the various aspects of the n irma!).akaya . . .  

Thus, it is. 
Although the awakened ones appear in this way: according to the tra

dition of transcendental pcrfecrion, this takes as long as three countless 
kalpas to accomplish. It states in the Ornament of the Classes ofSutra: 

To practice for three countless kalpas, [ 393 ]  the meditation will 
be perfected. 

Thus, it is. 
This begins when certainty is gained with the path of accumulation, as 

the quote continues : 

Through the power of excellent aspirations . . .  

So it is. 
According to the tradition of outer Secret Mantra for those who possess 

great fortune, aspiration, and samadhi: by receiving transmissions once 
there arc signs of stability with the approach, the face ofbuddha will be seen 
in this life. Then it is taught that buddhahood will be attained after one, 
two, or three lives. According to the tradition of the great yogas: through 

" st� 'i nyin.�po khorlo chu pt�'z rlu (sa'i snying po 'khor !o /;cu pa'i mrlo) 
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the strength of aspiration, diligence, and one's virtuous spiritual guide, 
the ground of power over life will be attained in this body; and it is taught 
that this will bring liberation. Here, once empowerment is received [and] 
samaya is kept: after six months or more, immortality will be achieved. 
Then through that support, it is taught that one will accomplish awakening 
in one body and a single lifetime. All these [possibilities] are true, depend
ing upon where one engages and according to which tradition. Therefore, 
one should not discriminate by claiming, "Th is is the only way." This is 
because the strength of each [vehicle] is circumstantially different in terms 
of antidotes, requirements, and paths. Given that there is a single destina
tion that is neither near nor far-like the different strengths of a cleanser 
that can clean either quickly or gradually-the different requirements and 
strengths appear as though quick or slow. [ 394]  That is why one is subject 
to karma and circumstances until one achieves control of the mind. After 
that in terms of the length of time, anything can manifest-such as a lon
ger [time] becoming shorter, shorter becoming longer, and so forth. This 
is because time as well is j ust a phenomenon of the mind. Similarly, this is 
taught in the surra Stainless Renown, where it states: 

All those who hope for shorter time 
Can bless many kalpas to become seven days. 

Thus, it is taught. 
That is why, until the state of the sublime ones has been attained, it  

seems that there are [distinctions], such as being profound or not and 
shorter or longer distances on the path. Once there is control over the 
mind: whenever one wants to achieve liberation, there is the freedom to 
do so. In the Intermediate Mother, it states: 

0 Rabjor! When the time comes that one 
Has achieved stainless vision toward phenomena
If wished for-in seven days thereafter, 
Unsurpassed awakening will occur. 
If wished for, even after many billions ofkalpas, 
Unsurpassed awakening will occur. 
This, too, is the first special feature of 
The skillful methods of those who arc 
The great awakened bodhisattvas. 
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Thus, this i s  similar. 

2.2.I.I.I.J.2.2.J A Synthesis ofthe Afeaning of Empowerment Conforral 

1hird is a synthesis of this meaning as the place of the empowerment con
ferral. The maqqala of the supreme empowerment of exaltation that was 
previously taught is the union of male and female, or [395 )  the arrange
ment of the five-colored sand maqqala. When faithful disciples fully 
enter, whatever pleasing desirable siddhis are attained will be equal to 
those who attained them before [ i.e., the buddhas ]. If one pursues the goal 
of equal fortune with great wisdom in this way, then in that very life it 
will be natural for great siddhis to swiftly transpire. Through the support 
of the four activities and the attainment of immortality, it is certain that 
the most astonishing supreme siddhi ofbuddhahood itself will occur. It 
is similarly stated in the Mirror: 

By actualizing and entering 
Into the maqqala of wisdom deities, 
Such as Vajrasattva and others-
In whatever way they revealed their accumulation of merit-
In the future even for those who emulate, it will also be like that. 

Thus, it is. 
Otherwise, if one practices the dharma or establishes a relationship with 

a master and has no faith or has damaged root and branch samaya, then in 
that life many unwanted calamities such as illness, demonic-force posses
sion, and the like will occur. There will be ruin in the next life and rebirth 
in lower realms. In the Yoga Tantra, it states: 

Those who possess doubt and fail to cultivate bodhichitta, 
Fail to engage with enthusiasm according to the teachings, 

and who lack faith 
Will have no accomplishment; and 
Suffering will be endured in this and future lives. 

Thus, this is similar. 
Thus, the aphorism is expressed in this way by the Tathagata, his queen, 

and their assembly. [ 3 9 6) From the primordial, spontaneously present 

. 1 
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mary gala of the fundamental, genuine wisdom nature of the Secret Essence 
Definitive Nature just As I tis, this completes the explanation of the ninth 
chapter on the supremely secret samaya of all the buddhas arranged as 
the illustrative maryqala that indicates the vajra nature of the primordially 
accomplished maJ;l<;lala. 



Chapter Ten 

2.2.1.1.2 A Specific Explanation ofthe l'v[ethod ojHmpowemtent ConftrraL 

This has two parts: 

1 A brief explanation of the way of conferring empowerment 

2 An extensive explanation of that nature 

SECOND,  for the specific explanation of the method of empowerment 
conferral, there are two : a brief explanation of the way of conferring 
empowerment and an extensive explanation of that nature. 

2.2.1.1.2.1 A Brie{ExplantZtion ofthe H-tq of Conferring Empowerment 

First, having revealed the maQc.iala, then the Conqueror in a state of the 
great joy of taintless bliss enters into the samadhi called "giving empow
erment to the mind streams of the disciples to become the male-female 
Samantabhadra dharma rulers of the three realms." In this way, the apho
rism of empowerment conferral is expressed. 

The meaning of the term "empowerment;' abhishekata in Sanskrit, is "to 
engage one's potential." This resembles the worldly custom of enthroning 
rulers by conferring empowerment from the vase of the Vedantas to give 
rhe strength of mastery over the country.210 In this context, it means to give 
strength that will benefit oneself and others called "giving sovereignty." 
On the other hand, the term abhishin.ytsa means "empowerment;' since 
wisdom [ 397  J is ignited to cleanse the stains of the three doors. 
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2.2.1.1.2.2 An Extensive ExpLw,ttion of That 1Vature 

This has three parts: 

r The enabling empowcrmenrs 

2 The benefiting empowermenrs 

3 The benefits 

For the second, there are the three: the enabling empowerments, the ben
efiting empowerments, and their benefits. 

2.2.1.r.2.2.1 lhe Enabling Empuwerments 

TI1e first has three. As mentioned before, generally to reveal the profound 
empowerment, the mar:u,lala of wisdom deities is generated; and the vajra 
master and disciples enter. To confer the enabling and benefiting empow
erments, the consort is then blessed. From the male mudri.i of method 
entering into union with the female mudra of prajni.i, visualize that the 
male's bodhichitta-the nature of bliss-appears as a hung syllable and 
the rest that flow through the secret path of the vajra and fill the lotus 
of the female. This dissolves into the disciples through the tips of their 
tongues. As the principal deity enacts the radiation and reabsorption of 

the ma�<,lala, blessings are gathered to transform the hearts of the dis
ciples; and the secret mantra is expressed. 

There are some who confer all five enabling empowerments through this 
ritual, explaining the individual visualizations as well as giving the bless
ings. It is even asserted that the secret flow becomes the syllable tram and 
others that dissolve into the disciples; and from each of the five ma�l;ialas 
of deities, there is radiation and reabsorption. This is faulted by being out 
of order. 

Second, for the specific explanation of the enabling empowerments, 
there are five. First, the samadhi of the listening empowerment is that 
the disciples visualize themselves to be Ratnasambhava; and [ 3 98)  from 
dhriim, a four-spoked wheel is generated within their listening ears. Upon 
that, from tram, the celestial palace of the deities appears. The organs 
of the ears abide as the nature of the extremely pure vital essence with 
the potential to retain sound. Ten tram syllables, four hungs, as well as 
dza hung bam ho-these three-constitute the syllables of the supreme 
gathering mudra of phenomena. They melt into light; and from this, the 
mal).<,lala of Ratnasambhava is clearly generated. The vajra master ema-
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nates an identical wisdom being to dissolve into the disciples' ears. Purify
ing the obstructions oflistening, everything-including all deities-melt 
into light and are thereafter imagined to be Ratnasambhava. 

Proclaiming the samaya, the blessing is given as follows. With the syl
lable tram leading, the inner yoga tantras are the secret Maha, the great 
secret Anu, and the supreme secret, the Great Perfection Ati. The outer 
tantras are Kriya, Upa, and Yoga. All of these secret vehicles must be 
received through listening to the vajra master. Until permission has been 
received from one's vajra master, it is taught that this secret meaning
except for analysis and personal hmiliarity -should not be explained 
to others, in other places, or at any other time. 

Second, the samadhi of the meditation empowerment is that, within 
the heart of the wheel of the visualization where the celestial palace is 
generated, the support for visualizing the basis of cognition [ 399]  is the 
pure vital essence the size of a mustard seed. The nature of that becomes 
the seed syllable hung of the principal one surrounded by the supreme gar
lands of syllables. With [the syllables] melting into light, it is visualized 
that-from the mal).Q.ala of the family of enlightened mind-the wisdom 
being emanates and dissolves; so the obstructions of mental events are 
cleansed. Melting into light and becoming the deity, the blessing is given 
as follows. The disciples are summoned with, "Om! Great heirs of the 
victorious ones of the three times! I ask you to meditate and maintain 
awareness of your body as the deity, speech as mantra, and mind as the 
profound nature of phenomena-the vajra enlightened body, speech, 
and mind of all the buddhas. Within this, accomplish the offerings that 
please all the victorious ones; and by offering the outer, inner, secret, and 
exaltation [ empowerments] ,  may the resultant state of union with all the 
victorious ones be achieved!" 

Third, the samadhi of the enlightened activity empowerment is that, 
at the celestial palace of the wheel of the hands, that which functions 
as the support for visualizing the cognition of touch is the nature of the 
pure vital essence as hung that becomes the intrinsic nature of the syl
lables as the supreme gathering mudra of hung. By vividly generating 
the mal).Q.ala of enlightened activity, the wisdom being emanates and 
dissolves to become the male-female Amoghasiddhi. The giving of the 
blessing is: "Om! Fortunate ones ! From today onward, you are the vajra 

activity, which is Amoghasiddhi. Hence, accomplish all activity for the 
welfare of beings and make offerings to the buddhas and fulfill your own 
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accomplishments without exclusion. [ 400] By gathering all messenger 
emanations of all the buddhas and their heirs, the siddhis arc received. 
By radiating outward, this results in the accomplishment of enlightened 
activity. Through this, all your intentions will be completely fulfilled." 
Otherwise, by meditating on the path of the messengers, all siddhis will 
be accomplished. 

Fourth, the samadhi of the teaching empowerment is that, in the celes
tial palace of the wheel of the tongue that expresses words, there is the 
nature of the clear vital essence of the organ of the tongue that sustains 
tastes. From the supreme gathering of the mudra of ten hri syllables melt
ing into light, visualize that this becomes Amitabha and the mat;IcJ.ala of 
the dharma family of enlightened speech. The wisdom being emanates 
and dissolves. By melting into light and visualizing Amitabha, the giving 
of the blessing is: " Om! By the unsurpassed outer, inner, and secret nectar 
of dharma, those with faith must teach and satisfy others through the 
individual vehicles of whatever meets their needs. For those of superior 
faculties, there is the superb vehicle of the great secret. For those of mid
dling, there is the causal great vehicle. For those of dull faculties, there 
are the vehicles of hearers and sol itary realizers as well as gods and human 
beings. Proclaim the individual secret teaching according to the levels of 
their faculties, but not otherwise. This way of openly teaching-such as 
explaining the higher doctrine to those individuals of lesser £<cui ties or 
explaining the lesser doctrine to those of greater capacity and so forth
[ 40 r] \Vill not only fail to bring benefit, the karma offorsaking the dharma 
will be accrued. 

It is similarly stated in the BodhiJatt1!a£)Jarydt•at/ira: 

Do not teach the supreme teachings to the lesser ones . . .  

Thus, and in the Ornament of Rich Array, it states: 

1hose who are suitable vessels for the vast doctrine 
Should not be placed with those who are not. 

Thus, this is s imilar. 
F ifth is the samadhi of the empowerment of the vajra ruler's sovereign 

command. The five limbs, including the head, function to move by being 
active, inactive, performing mudras, and observing objects. Within the 
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physical body that is the great motion of the wheel of the celestial palace, 
the essential nature of the clear and radiant vital essence is inseparable. 
Visualizing upon the right shoulder a syllable hung, on the head-om, on 
the left shoulder-so, on the left leg-ang, and the right leg-ha, they 
all melt into light to become the individual maQ<;lalas of the five buddha 
families. At the perimeter, meditate upon the ten wrathful ones and the 
encircling wheel of protection. The giving of the blessing is : "Om! The 
great vajra nature of the body, speech, and mind of all buddhas of the 
ten directions and four times is the intrinsic nature, primordially per
vading the entirety of sarpsara and enlightenment. Since you, the glorious 
Samantabhadra, are the creator of all superb maQ<;lalas, please bestow 
upon this child of the family the most precious gifi:-all siddhis of the 
supreme maQ<;lala." ( 402.] 

Third, the faults ofhaving fai led to receive empowerment apply to those 
who attempt to listen, practice, teach, and so forth the Secret Mantra 
without having received the outer, inner, and secret empowerments 
within their streams of mind. They thereby fail to please the Secret Mantra 
vajra master through the three doors, including offering material things. 
For them, not only will there be no siddhi in that life as the result of 
attainment, they will suffer the torment of lower realms in the future ; and 
their lives will he ruined. 

All of this comes about by trying to exploit the profound dharma. In 
the tantt·a Ocean of Activity,' it states: 

Without receiving all of the empowerments, 
The practice of Secret Mantra will be misguided. 

Thus, it is. 

2.2.I.J.2.2.2 1he Benefiting Ernpowerments 

Second, the benefiting empowerments are that the disciples are visualized 
as wisdom deities, and they don the j eweled crown, which is the conferral 
of empowerment of a dharma ruler of the three realms. The eight gath
erings of consciousness are visualized as the five wisdoms, indicating the 
state of no return. 1hrough the diadem with silken pennants, the two 

' ley gyatso'i gyii (!tZs rgy'' mtsho'i rgyud) 
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obstructions are purified, indicating that method and prajfia are united. 
Through the garland of flowers, karma and habits are purified, indicat
ing attainment of the branches of awakening. These three constitute the 
crown empowerment, which allows one to become a representative of the 
buddhas. 

Through the armor, the weapon of the passions can inflict no harm, 
indicating taming the deception of demons. [403]  Through the victory 
banner, all causes of satpsara are fully purified, indicating complete vic
tory over negative influences. The mudras of the five families, such as the 
vajra and so forth, indicate that the five passions are purified in their place 
and the five wisdoms are internalized. The parasol indicates protection 
from the torment of passions and protecting all beings with compassion. 
These four constitute the empowerment of the fully endowed potential to 
benefit others. 

1hrough the vase, by washing the stain of the passions, the potential 
of the five families is established-indicated by the taintless flow of nec
tar. Through food and drink, one becomes free from the deprivation of 
satpsara and nirvaQ.a, indicated by increasing the taste of concentration. 
These two constitute the empowerment of the full potential to accomplish 
one's purpose. 

The five-essence empowerment conferral through the essence of the 
sun, moon, water, earth, and great flesh is as follows. By purifying the five 
aggregates as five males, five elements as five females, and five passions as 
five wisdoms, inseparability is indicated. This empowerment reveals the 
indivisibility of satpsara and enlightenment. 

2.2.I.1.2.2.3 Ihe Benefits 

Third, the benefits of receiving empowerment arc that-once all enabling 
and benefiting empowerments have been perfectly received-from that 
day onward, one becomes a child of the family as an heir of the Victorious 
One, Samantabhadra. In the Secret Tantra: it states: [ 40 4] 

At the very moment that the secret empowerment is received, 
One becomes the heir of the genuine Samantabhadra. 

' stmg gyii (gsang rg_yud) 
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Thus, it is. 
It is also said that, at the very moment the bodhichitta is initially gen

erated, one becomes an heir of the victorious ones according to the outer 
paramita vehicles. In the BodhisattvadJltr)ldUtltdm, it states: 

At the moment the bodhichitta is first generated, even those 
who are weak and bound by the prison of saq1sara will be pro
claimed heirs of all the tathagatas and objects of homage for all 

gods and men of the world. 

Thus, this is similar. 
Once empowerment is received, the inevitable fall to lower realms in 

future lives due to karma and habits is lessened and exhausted, so that the 
lower realms and all associated suffering will no longer exist. Since this 
is similar in cause to the empowerment of immortality, this life will be 
longer and fully abundant with the happiness of prosperity and freedom. 
Free from suffering in future lives, there will be temporary rebirth in the 
higher realms of gods and humans ;  and one will always be engaged in 
virtue. Ultimately, as a master of liberation, through the fully endowed 
dharmakaya and rupakaya, the two aims of beings will be thoroughly 
accomplished. Thus, it is taught. 

Similarly, in the tantra of Union with the Vital Essence," it states: 

Receiving empowerment brings about abundant bliss. 
Even in this l ife, [ 405]  all that is excellent will come to pass. 
There will be no lower realms in future lives, and 
The two aims will be spontaneously accomplished. 

Thus, it is. 
From the supreme wisdom mind of the Secret Essence, the fully 

endowed, profound Difinitive Nature As It Is, this completes the tenth 
chapter on giving the wisdom that confers empowerment to become a 
representative of the buddhas. 

·'  kh11jor ttgfel g_yti (kht< shym· thic� le'i rgyurl) 



Chapter Eleven 

2.2.r.2 1he Path-Generation and Completion Stages 

This has two parts: 

I Reversal of ordinary fixation through the generation stage 

2 Engagement in the essential meaning through the completion stage 

SECOND,  the second section continues with an explanation of both the 
generation and completion stages as follows: reversal of ordinary fixation 
through the generation stage and engagement in the essential meaning 
through the completion stage. 

2.2.1.2.I Reversal of Ordinary Fixation through the Generation Stage 

This has two parts: 

1 An explanation of the mal}�ala of gathering based on the method of the 

generation stage 

2 A furrher explanation of the auxiliary aspects 

The first has two : an explanation of the maQc.lala of gathering' based on the 
method of the generation stage and an additional explanation concerning 
the auxiliary aspects. 

2.2. r. 2 . I. I An Expl,mation of the lvla'(u)tdtz of Gathering Kzsed on the J\1ethod ofthe 

Genemtion Stage 

This has three parts: 

I Establishing the context for the meaning 

2 Explaining the meaning 

J A synopsis 

" tsok kyi khorlo (tshugs kyi 'khor lo, g<z�tac/;,,km) 
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For the hrst, there arc three: establishing the context for the meaning, 
explaining the meaning, and a synopsis. 

2.2. I.2.I.I.I E.<tt:1blishing the Context /in· the Afeaning 

First, having conferred empowermem in the maQ{,lala ofthe ground: then 
in order to practice the generation stage of taking the method of objective 
appearances as the path, the Tathagata takes great delight through the 
manifestation of the method. Samantabhadra himself appears as the pas
sions of sarpsara-the magical manifestation of the appearance of meth
od's five desirable objects. Naturally abiding as the wisdom of emptiness, 
the nature of this matrix is primordially indivisible and free from accep
tance, rejection, refutation, or establishment as [ 406] the great union of 
the nature of phenomena. Primordially awakened, this is called the "king," 
or fundamental nature of phenomena. In order to comprehend this with

out abandoning desirable objects and passions at the mom em of appearing 
just as they are, the male-temale enter into the sacred samadhi of union 
called "the mastery of great wisdom." To reveal the path of liberation to 
everyone, the aphorism is expressed in this way. 

2.2.I.2.I.I.2 Fxplaining the lvleaning 

This has two parts: 
1 The spontaneously present mat)<) ala of the ground to be understood 

2. Internalizing the rnai)\talas of the path of method and prajna 

1he second has two : the spontaneously present mat_lQala of the ground to 
be understood and internalizing the mal_l9alas of the path of method and 
prajna. 

2.2. 1.2.1.1.2.I The Spontaneously Present 1\Ja�ujala of the Ground to Be Understood 

F irst, all phenomena that include the appearances of saJTlsara and enlight
enment have a single cause-primordial origination from within  empti
ness. That is why it states in the King ofSamadhi: 

Just as from a cloudless sky 
A mat_l<.,tala of clouds will instantly arise : 
Upon arising, the mat_l9ala of clouds 
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Check to see \Vhere th is originated, and 
Understand phenomena to be likewise. 

"!bus, it is. 
In this way, not only do appearances initially originate from emptiness, 

even now while being perceived, (phenomena] abide in the mode of the 
syllable ah as the indivisible unborn nature of empty appearances. In the 
Szitm Requested �y the Divine Child, ' it states: [407 ] 

Phenomena are naturally perfectly pure, 
Abiding as the syllable ah. 

Thus, it is. 
Appearances are om, emptiness is ah, and their indivisibility is hung. 

\Vh ile natural ly abiding as they appear, they arc empty; and although 
empty, they appear. Therefore, emptiness and appearances are indivisible, 
as the Root o{Prajnd states: 

Just like dreams and magic or a city of gandharvas,b it is said that 
everything that is born endures and likewise disintegrates. 

1l1us, and the quote continues: 

Aside from being empty, no phenomenon is otherwise. 

Thus, it is. 

Just as it is characteristic of fire to be infused with heat, the characteristic 
of phenomena holds the primordial blessing as the mal).qala of awakening. 
Since nothing is otherwise, this abides in the manner of being completely 
pure. In the Secret T'antra, it states: 

Phenomena are primordially infused 
As a perfectly pure mal).4ala. 

' lb,,'i b1l zi>11 pa'i do (lha'i bus zlms pt/i mdo) 
" dri Zd; smell eater 
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Thus, i t  is. 
The intrinsic nature of emptiness as the dharmakaya, phenomena as the 

sambhogakaya, and myriad appearances as the nirmal)akaya indicate that 
all form is the mat)<;iala of the enlightened body, all sound is the mal)<,1ala of 
enlightened speech, and the nature of all phenomena abides as the ma!)<;iala 
of enlightened mind. Everything not only naturally abides in this way, it 
is not occurring at some other time ; nor is it invisible. At the moment 
of appearing, outer appearances abide as the females, inner aggregates as 
the males, and all collections of thoughts as the deities. \X"Then this nature 
becomes actual realization, [ 408]  this reveals the unwavering wisdom 
intent hom within evenness. ln Ihe All-Creating }vfonanh, it states: 

The cause of everything is bodhichitta. 
From that, the mind's nature is the five great elements; 
And the five bodhichittas as the teacher occur?1 
Their enlightened body is the sambhogakaya, 
And the dharma is taught through their nature. 
The teaching reveals one's intrinsic nature ; 
This teacher is the sambhogakaya. 
Without conceptualizing one's wisdom intent 
Or any ocher phenomena, 
The five bodhichittas as the teacher 
Reveal that the nature of everything is just as it is. 

Thus, it is. 
S imilarly, the five poisons reveal that there is wisdom, and the mind 

reveals that there are five kayas. The five clements reveal that there are 
the five consorts. Clearer than one's face or form, phenomena's inherent 
characteristics directly reveal the awakened nature as well as the fact that 
the conditioned phenomena of appearances lack true identity. Hence, 
the fundamental nature of the genuine ground abides in this way. In reli
ance upon merit and the compassionate blessings of sublime teachers and 
through these four modes of achieving perfect realization:112 once every
thing is realized to be primordially fully perfected as the great awakened 
monarch, then the apparent phenomena of sarpsara and enlightenment
without acceptance or rejection-will arise as the sole, all-pervasive mani
festation of wisdom. That is the fundamental nature of the ultimate great 
secret, [ 409 ] also explained as the basic space of the nature as it is. 
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When applied to the generation stage, the "single cause" refers to the 
three samadhis, the "syllable" to generating the essence [ i.e., seed syllable 1 
of each deity, and the "blessing" means generating the ma!).qala of the dei
ties. "Actual realization" means, within that, meditation is simultaneously 
perfected. Through these four aspects of perfect realization, phenomena 
can be understood. 

When applied to the completion stage, the "single cause" means that 
sa!!lsara and enlightenment arc one within the mind. The "mode of the 
syllable" refers to understanding the unborn nature. The "blessing" means 
that, by resting in evenness in this way, one will become indivisible with 
the nature of vajra enlightened mind. "Actual realization" means that, 
through meditating upon the wisdom of self-awareness, there will be real
ization. It states in the Stages qf[ 1/ajra) Aaivity: 

Just like a reflection on the clear ocean, without the support of 
sound or ideation, the actual realization of self-awareness is free 
from conceptualization. This motionless self-radiance is free 
from the three.m Whoever gains certain confidence through 
constant hearing and contemplation will bring this view to per
fection. 

Thus, it is. 
As indivisible [ i.e., the union of the generation and completion stages) ,  

the "single cause" means that the generation and completion stages arc 
one as the two truths. This nature transcends eternalism and nihilism and 
abides as the cloud of" syllables." To be "blessed" means that, from within 
naturally pure space, [everything] appears as the generation and comple
tion stages. [ 410] When this nature is determined through awareness with
out contradiction and as " actual realization" by practicing diligently both 
day and night, it is as the Magnificent [ VVisdom] Lightning states :  

The four aspects of realization 
Are asserted by the inner yogas : 
Through the single cause, mode of the syllable, 
Blessing, and actual realization, 
One will engage the meaning of the Great Perfection. 
The cause is the simultaneous two truths. 
Since this is singular, there is the characteristic of oneness. 
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In the maiJQala of enlightened body, speech, and mind, 
The intrinsic nature of phenomena i s  realized. 
1hrough the blessing of unborn space, 
Phenomena arc understood to be appearances. 
\\lhen a nature such as this-

Indepen dent and without contradiction-

Is determined through the awareness of actual realization, 
One arrives upon the ground of inner practice. 

Thus, it is. 
It is unacceptable for a scripture such as this to claim "this is the only 

way" because these vajra words are not only extremely profound, they are 
applicable in numerous ways. 

2.2.1. 2.1.1. 2.2 Internalizing the lvlmglaf,1S ofthe Path ojldethod and Prajrid 
This has three parts: 

1 \l(Thatcver �ppears is the mai,lqala of wisdom 

2 Whatever is partaken of is the mal,lqala of the gaipchakra 

\Vh atever is practiced is the branch of the method 

Second, to internalize the path of the mal) gala of method and prajiia, there 
arc three: whatever appears is the mal)<,\ala of wisdom, whatever is partaken 
of is the mal) gala of the gal)achakra , and whatever is practiced is the branch 
of the method. 

2.2.I.2.I.I.2.2.I Whatever Appears is the lvfa�uj,J!a (!/Wisdom 

This has two parts: 

1 A general explanation of the i ndivisible m al,l<;lala of m ind and appearance 

2. A specific explanation of thc indivisible mal)<;iala of union and liberation 

For the first, there are two : a general explanation of the indivisible mal)�ala 
of mind and appearance and a specific explanation of the indivisible 
mal)qala of union and liberation. 
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2.2.I.2.I.I.2. 2 . I. I  A General F-xplanatirm ofthe Jndivisih!t lvfa'(tt;Ldtl r�f},Jind and 

Appeamncc-

This has three parts: 

1 lhc ma1_1<)ala of the male is the apprehendcr 

2. lhe mal)c<)ala of the temale i s  the apprehended 

The indivisible mat!9ala is the play of enjoyment 

First, there arc three :  the mat)�hla ofthe male is the apprehender, [41 1 ]  the 
mary<,iala of the female is the apprehended, and the indivisible mai)Qala is 
the play of enjoyment. 

2.2. r.2.I.I.2.2.I.I.I 7he lvla�u;ia!tl oftht· lvitJ!e Is the App,·ehendn 

1he first has two. The way of knowing the peaceful mat)Qala is to know that 
all five limbs of the body, the organs of the eyes, their consciousnesses, 
and so forth are not j ust independent ordinary aspects. [Appearing as] 
om, this should be understood as the intrinsic nature of the five wisdoms 
indicated by the five males, the eight sattvas, the four [male] gatekeepers, 
the six sages, and so forth. Their intrinsic nature is just like a reflection 
within a mirror: not existing, yet appearing. Meditate upon this as the 
mary<,lala of the five families of the sambhogakaya. 

Second, alternatively, the way of understanding the wrathful mar)Qala is 
that, due to those to be tamed and their personal aspirations, all aggregates, 
organs, and conscious states are to be meditated upon as the ma.t:t<:fala of 
the extremely wrathful nature of the five wisdoms. 

2.2.I.2.I.I.2.2.LI.2 1he Ma�t4ala r�(the Female Is the Apprehended 

Second, for the mar)�hla of the female consorts, there are two. First, the 
way of knowing the peacefu l  female consorts is to know that all forms 
constituting the synthesis of all beings within apparent existence, includ
ing sound, smell, taste, touch, and the like- mean ing phenomena and 
everything that appears as the five elements-are not just ordinary aspects 
of form, sound, and so forth. [Appearing as] mum, this should be under
stood as the essential nature of indivisible wisdom indicated by the four 
female gatekeepers, rhe eight female sanvas, and the five female consorts. 
Meditate upon this mat_1<,lala of [ 41 l] consorts as appearances, yet there 
is nothing to identify. 
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Second, alternatively, the visualization o f  the wrathful consorts is that, 
due co chose to be tamed and their personal aspirations, [one) meditates 
upon the mat:�<.fala of the wrathful females. 

2.2. £.2.I.I.2.2.I.J.3 The Indivisible Jvfm: u}tila Is the Play qfEnjoyment 

Third, partaking of the indivisible ma!f<Jala is that rhe clothing and orna
ments that are worn, the food, drink, song, speech, dance, gestures and 
movements, stomping of feet, and undulations of the arms-whatever 
activities there arc, like a great gathering of massing clouds-are not just 
ordinary. They are the intrinsic nature of indivisible emptiness and appear
ances, or male and female [appearing as) the syllable hung. By understand
ing this nature as indivisible exaltation without attachment, all ga!fachakra 
substances become like a dream. Realizing chis lack of inherent existence, 
everything is completely partaken of as the six goddesses; and the result 
is the mat}<.fala that is the natural source of astonishing common and 
supreme siddhis. By pleasing the buddhas who abide as the aggregates, 
elements, and sense sources, great waves of benefic that swiftly accomplish 
the state of awakening will be attained. 

2.2.I.2.r.I.2.2.I.2 A S'pecific Explanation ofthe Indivisible A1m:uf.ala 1ifUnion and 

Liberation 

This has three pares: 

I The supreme mal)9ala of the exaltation of awakening 

2 The secret mal) <;I ala of great method 

The magical mal�<;! ala of wisdom 

Second, for the maJ!Qala of indivisible union and liberation, there are 
three: union pure in its own place is the supreme ma!f<.fala of the exalta
tion of awakening ; liberation pure in its own place is the secret ma!f<;lala 
of great method; and the faults of union and liberation having no effect is 
the magical maQ<;lala of wisdom. 

2.2.I.2.I.I.2.2.I.2.I 77Je Supreme A1a1Jt/.a!a of the Exaltation of Awakening 

This has rwo parts: 

I The overview 

2. The exposition 
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For the first, there are two: [ 413] the overview and the exposition. 

2.2.I.2.LI.2.2.J.2.I.J The Ot•en•iezu 
This has two parts: 

1 The support of the distinctions of the consort 

2 The supported intrinsic nature of wisdom 

The first has two: the support of the distinctions of the consort and the 
supported intrinsic nature of wisdom. 

2.2.J.2.J.J.2.2. I.2.I.I.I The Support of the Distinctions of the Consort 

The first has two explanations, rhe general and the specific. For the first, 
there are three. The twelve-year-old [consort] is called a "goddesS:' since her 
secret place is endowed with eight petals and her bliss pervades both male 
and female. In Manjushri's [lvfagica/ 1\lfanifestation Matrix] , it states: 

The twelve-year-old has the genuine characteristics . . .  

Thus, it is. 
The sixteen-year-old is called a "nagini," since she has four petals and 

gives bliss to the male. The quote continues : 

The sixteen-year-old has the characteristics of a consort . . .  

Thus, it is. 
The twenty-year-old is called a "female oflesser characteristics:' since she 

has two petals; so bliss is given to the female. The quote continues: 

The twenty-year-old has the characteristics of awakening . . .  

Thus, it is. 
In addition, from [age] twelve to fifteen is the goddess, from sixteen 

to nineteen is  the nagini, and from twenty onward is the female oflesser 
characteristics. In addition, all of them are attractive, passionate, and loyal, 
maintain secrecy, arc skillful in the method of union, have great prajiiii, are 
respectful to their partner, hold [the partner] dear, have great faith, dili
gence, and compassion, and possess the special channel of bliss. In this way, 
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these three bring swifi: siddhis, since they are the consorts of enlightened 
mind, speech, and body. 

Concerning this, some assert that ( 1 ) the goddess and nagin! are actu
ally summoned; while [ 41 4] others say ( 2) these three correspond to being 
attractive, unattractive, or neutral. Still others assert that (3) [ these three 1 
refer to activity, wisdom, and the great mudra. Those who make these 
assertions have failed to see the wisdom intent of this tantra. 

In order, the refutations are: ( r ) it is impossible for them to become reli
able companions for all practitioners, ( 2) being unattractive is not suitable 
for [ invoking] bliss, and (3) this is faulted because it is taught that one 
must engage in the actual sport of karma mudra. 

Second, for the specific explanation there are six: the Lotus, the Conch, 
the Patterned, the Deer, the Elephant, and the Variegated. 

The first has three, beginning with the superior Lotus. She is not overly 
tall or short, her face not overly protruding or flat, and her skin color not 
too yellow or dark. She is beautiful, and her coloring is a fleshy peach. In 
addition to those of a male, she has seventy-two extra channels. Her hair is 
golden and straight and her body is fragrant l ike sandalwood. Her breath 
is as sweet as an utpala flower, her body is voluptuous, and her waist is 
slender. Her arms and legs are reddish and thin like a bird. Her lips arc 
slightly full in the pattern of a lotus, and her teeth are perfect so that even 
rhe bees arc attracted. Her navel is deep and patterned like a lotus, and she 
even takes delight in drawing the image of a lotus. Below her navel, there 
are three lines that resemble the Tibetan vowel eh. Between her eyebrows 
are three upward-spiraling lines, and her hairline [ 4 1  s ]  and cheeks have 
patterns resembling a silken scarf: Upon her tongue is a swordlike pat
tern, and her shoulders have designs like a swirling symbol of infinity. Her 
breasts are small and bulging, and her vaginal opening is tight, hairless, and 
plump, resembling the shell of a tortoise. She is tenaciously persistent, and 
the sight of her gives rise to pleasure. Merely hearing her voice or caressing 
her turns concepts into nonconceptual wisdom and gradually increases 
the bliss of samadhi. If she resides in a particular place within a country, 
her presence will bring good fortune to all inhabitants and increase the 
well-being of practitioners. To connect with her in this life ensures that 
the supreme state will be achieved. 

"Ihe middling Lotus has white skin, large bones, and coarse limbs. Her 
conduct is rough and her personality sluggish. She is skillful in worldly 
activities and tends to bear boys. She cannot be changed through the 
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efforts of others, yet she is loyal. If one connects with this consort, results 
will occur after months or years. The inferior Lotus is white-skinned ; and 
even though her face is lovely, she is not necessarily pleasing. She is always 
cleaning and trying to improve her appearance. She is gregarious and can
not hold a secret. Her eyes are small, and she has fuzz on her upper lip. She 
is referred to as "the white mirage" and should not be relied upon. 1he 
Lotus is the supreme wisdom consort ofSamantabhadra. [4 16 ]  

Second, for the Conch, there are three. 1he superior has a healthy 
appearance and wavy hair. Her skin color is yellow, and her veins are red. 
She has skillful manners and knows her place. She speaks slowly and peers 
out of the corners of her eyes. Her prajna is keen, and she understands 
through mere indication. She is sensitive and has coarse concepts. Her 
body is rounded, thick, and voluptuous. Her voice is high-pitched like a 
conch. At her navel is a swirling pattern like a clochvise conch. To con
nect with her brings supreme siddhi in this lifetime. The middling Conch 
appears as though bending backwards if viewed from behind and leaning 
forward if viewed from the front. Her body is attractive and non-intim
ithting. Her chest is broad and uplifted and her chin refined. The length 
of her face is short and broad. Domestically, she maintains cleanliness and 
order. Once familiar with her, she is loving and affectionate. To connect 
with her, siddhis are achieved after months or years. TI1e inferior has yel
lowish skin and bulging eyes. Her mind is sharp and memory clear. She is 
unable to stay in one location and enjoys travel. She is always busy doing 
something and has many plans. She is undisciplined and her relationships 
are shallow. She pursues men and is very jealous. This consort brings mis
fortune and should not be relied upon. TI1e Conch is the consort of the 
family of tathagatas. 

Third, the Patterned has three. The superior has dark skin with a long 
face and limbs. [ 417] Her lips are large and her body rounded. Tiny wrin
ldes stretch from her chin to her lotus, and the slant of her eyes is elongated 
and lovely. Her teeth are even, and her face and body are covered with little 
moles. Her voice is pleasing, and her ways are peaceful and gentle. Her 
countenance and manners are good. Her shape is well-defined, with three 
upward patterns on her forehead. She is very familiar with both spiritual 
and worldly ways, and at her hairline there are one or three lines resembling 
a headband. To connect with her will bring abundance and swift siddhis. 
The middling consort, in addition to most of the signs just mentioned, 
has great faith and prajna. She can keep secrecy and is affectionate. The 
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inferior has dark skin with a yellowish forehead. Her eyes arc small and 
deep set. She is friendly, talkative, and greatly passionate. She does not 
keep secrets and should not be relied upon. The Patterned is the consort 
of the ratna family. 

Fourth, the Deer has a body that resembles a deer. Her skin is plump 
and breasts are large. The flesh on her lower body is also full, and her secret 
lotus is deep. Her breath and secret place have a musklike scent. Her waist 
is small, and she walks very slowly. She gazes directly at males without 
blinking, and her voice is melodious. To connect with her means siddhis 
will be swiftly attained. [ 41 S ] The middling Deer is attractive with a melo
dious voice, respectful, and keeps secrets. The inferior is just the opposite 
and not to be relied upon. The Deer is the consort of the vajra family. 

Fifth, the superior Elephant has elongated eyes with a broad space 
between her eyebrows. Her body is not overly tall and somewhat sluggish. 
She doesn't engage others in conversation and is emotional. Her ears are 
large, and she is not bashful. She knows which deeds arc right and wrong, 
and she is very mellow. She controls her partner and makes decisions eas
ily. She smells enticing and has short limbs. Since she has many channels, 
she brings siddhis very swiftly. For the middling, her face is long and dark 
in color. Her body is exceptional and very strong. She will not lose sight 
of her goal and is unable to be deceptive. She involves herself only in that 
which is meaningful and is always cheerful. Since she is endowed with 
signs of glory, she is  to be relied upon. The inferior has many sides and 
much conversation. She tells lies and enjoys being provoked. She is easy to 
please or displease, and her desires are great. She has disdain for generosity; 
and since she is of the family of the class of senseless talkers,' she is not to 
be relied upon. The Elephant is the consort for the lotus family. 

S ixth, the superior Variegated has an attractive body and small waist. 
Her voice is melodious and she can maintain secrecy. Her skin is radiant 
and full of color. She is rather short with straight hair. She walks and speaks 
quickly and [ 41 9] is clever in whatever she does. She is very strong. At her 
forehead is a wrinkle that resembles a crossed vajra. To connect with her 
means siddhi will be forthcoming. The middling one, in addition to pos
sessing all of the above, has faith, a sense of shame, and is short-tempered. 
The inferior one does not possess those qualities. She walks in a careless 
manner and has rough skin. Her limbs are coarse, and she tells outrageous 

a dre rno ta ri rna ( bre rno rt,1 ri rna) 
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lies. She loves to be angry, speaks too much, and laughs at anything. She 
is very inquisitive and unattractive. To see her instills apprehension. She is 
shameless, loves to fight, and does not get along with anyone. Since she is 
so unpleasant, she brings misfortune and should not be relied upon. Like 
that, the Variegated is the consort of the karma family. 

All of these signs apply to those (consorts] who are under twenty, after 
which it becomes somewhat indeterminate. Hence, a suitable consort is 
more sublime than others, as stated in the Mahdmdya:' 

Among all magic, 
The magic of a female is sublime. 

Thus, it is. 
Having discovered a fully qualified consort such as this who has puri

fied her stream of mind from the time of lay Buddhist ordination until 
secret empowerment conferral, she then becomes an acceptable p ractice 
companion. It is similarly stated in the Hevajra: 

First the vows of purification are given ; 
Then the ten basic trainings are shown . . .  

Thus, this is similar. 

2.2.I.2.I.I.2. 2.I.2.I.I. 2 The Supported Intrinsic Nature ofvVisdom 

Second, for the supported stages of wisdom, there are three :  f 420] the 
initial activity of the approach, the application of activity through the 
accomplishment and great accomplishment, and [finally] the actual dis
tinctions of wisdom. 

First, having rendered the wind-mind functional, one relaxes for several 
days, eating rich food, exchanging massage, discussing the art oflove mak
ing, gazing at one another, laughing, and so forth in order to increase bliss 
throughout all channels of the body. 

Second, seated upon a comfortable cushion, one visualizes the male and 
female deities of the maQc]ala, blessing the secret places of the vajra and 
lotus. The mai)c]ala of the awakened ones is generated and invoked there. 
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Through embracing, kissing, squeezing, rubbing the breasts, and so fonh 
when the essence ofbodhiehitta is aroused, this constitutes the accomplish
ment. By then entering into union when the indivisible male and female 
are climatically aroused, this constitutes the great accomplishment. 

Third, by the descent of the bodhichitta from the crown to the throat, 
there is the wisdom of joy ;  from the throat descending to the heart, the 
wisdom of supreme joy; from the heart descending to the navel, the wis
dom free from joy; and from the navel descending to the secret place, the 
wisdom of connate joy. When all elaborations based on fixating and grasp
ing are pacified, [ 421 ] there is the exaltation of inconceivable wisdom ; and 
th i s  is the supreme offering of great delight. It states [ in Praise to the JVames 
ofA1anjushri] : 

The highest oftl:ring is great desire; 
This pleases all sentient beings. 

Thus, it  is. 
Then, through the path of the vajra, the white and red bodhichittas are 

invoked to fill the four chakras and all channels extending from the navel 
to the crown. They [ i.e., the practitioners] delight in immaculate bliss. 
Imagining that wisdom free from all elaboration becomes all-pervasive is 
the essence of the sun and moon of accomplishment. 

[The root tantra] states: 

The mal_l�ala is received through the tongue of the vajra. 

Thus, it is. 
Then, by the wheel of technique: conceptual, and nonconceprual 

awareness-these three key points-distribution throughout the chan
nels occurs. From within the intrinsic nature that is free from elaboration, 
the decisive point is the wisdom intent of Samantabhadra-the genuine 
wisdom nature of phenomena. 

S ince the first wisdom purifies the concept of hatred in its own place, 
this is vividly blissful yet devoid of inherent existence, like mirrorlike wis
dom. Second, since prideful arrogance is purified and male and female are 

" tnd khor ( 'khrul 'khor) 
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indivisible, this is the wisdom of evenness. Third, since the coarse, fixated 
concept of desire has vanished, knowing the intrinsic nature of bliss to be 
emptiness is discerning wisdom. Fourth, since jealousy is purified, achiev
ing ultimate bliss and emptiness is all-accomplishing wisdom. [ 422] Then, 
by perfecting the four joys of the ascent, freedom from all concepts is  the 
wisdom of the space of phenomena. 

When union is purified as wisdom and the four wisdoms are purified 
in the space of phenomena, the deity dissolves into the seed syllable. The 
seed syllable dissolves into the nada [ i.e. , squiggle above hung] , and the 
nada dissolves into the circle. The circle dissolving into the space of phe
nomena pertains to the five intrinsic naturcs.21� This is the ultimate wisdom 
intent of Samantabhadra male-female-indivisible space and wisdom. It 
also states in the thirteenth chapter [of the root tantra] : 

By the union of the subtle bodhichitta, 
The offering of the manifestation of wisdom's bliss 
Is made to the ones who delight in wisdom. 

Thus, the meaning is revealed here. 

2.2.I.2.T.I. 2.2.I.2.I.2 The Exposition 

Second, for the exposition, there are five. The objects that this applies to 
arc the twelve-year-old goddess, secret consort of enlightened mind; the 
sixteen-year-old naginl, secret consort of enlightened speech; and the 
twenty-year-old female of low caste, secret consort of enlightened body. 
By making distinctions based on better or worse, the worst are to be aban
doned and the best to be relied upon. Otherwise, without making these 
distinctions, [a skilled practitioner] may practice with any of them. 

The manner in which this is applied is similar to the way a single deity is 
relied upon through the four branches of approach and accomplishment. 
In this context, since cleansing the stream of mind of the consort enhances 
the bodhichitta, this constitutes the approach. The view of pure recogni
tion, contact, and so forth constitutes the close approach. [ 423] Embrac
ing by visualizing the consort as the deity constit�tes the accomplishment. 
1hrough experiencing indivisible union, the descent [of the nectar] passes 
through the four chakras to the secret place, constituting the great accom
plishment. Through these four stages, wisdom is introduced. 
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The nature that is introduced is as follows. Imagine that the support i s  in 
the lotus maQ<;Iala of the female consort, the nondua1 bodhichitta, about 
the size of a mustard seed. Generate and emanate the maQ<;Iala of enlight
ened mind adorned with the group formations ofbuddhas as the intrinsic 
nature of exaltation. Invoking the wisdom beings from space, they dissolve 
and remain. To the entire maQ<;Iala ofbuddhas, without exception, the 
oftering of the experience of union is presented. This delights not only the 
invoked but the entire mal)c,iala of deities that naturally abide throughout 
one's body. Through the supreme gift of equal satisfaction, they arc satis
fied and individually dissolve. Through this offering and through imagin
ing that the siddhi of indivisible exaltation is achieved, the bodhichitta fills 
the lotus where it is sustained. 

The way in which the siddhis are received is as follows. Through the 
four branches of approach and accomplishment, the essence of the sun 
and moon in the secret place of accomplishment is received within the 
mal)<;lala of the four chakras of the channels by the secret vajra tongue. 
Through the distribution [of the bodhichitta] from the bottom up, gradu
ally permeating and filling all places of the body, [ 424] it is determined to 
be wisdom. Concerning this, there are some who assert that-by visual
izing the deity's tongue to be the vajra-[the bodhichitta] is received by 
drinking it. This is incorrect and proves that the meaning of union has not 
been understood. 

The result of this accomplishment is that one can magically travel 
through space, while phenomena become lucid and clairvoyantly under
stood. By the blazing light of wisdom and samadhi, the higher grounds 
and paths arc traversed. Since the life expectancy is equal to the sun and 
moon, the aim of self and others will be accomplished; and the vajrakaya 
will be discovered. When [the root tantra] mentions "and so forth . . . :· 
this refers to the sword, eye potion, pills, gold-transmming alchemy, speed
walking, and the rest, which are the eight common siddhis. Ultimately, one 
becomes the sovereign of the supreme ground, Wish-Fulfilling Clouds, 
ofSamantabhadra where kiiyas and wisdom are beyond meeting and part
ing and the two aims of self and others are spontaneously fulfilled. 
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2. 2. T.2.I.I.2.2.r.2.2 The Secret Afa�u;Ltla ofGreat lvfethod 

Second, for the secret mal)qala of the great method of l iberation pure in 
its place, there are three. The object to be l iberated becomes the field of 
compassion as stated in  Vajrakilaya:" 

l11e samaya that l iberates through compassion 
Does not merely kill or suppress. 
With the aggregates as the vajra nature, 
The consciousness is meditated upon as a vajra. 

Hence, s ince this does not occur with an ordinary mind of hatred, i t  
[ 425] is n ecessary to  engage with compassion. When peaceful and enrich
ing activities fai l  to tame the object, a sentient being that is to be tamed 
through wrathful conduct would be either from the supreme higher 
realms of gods and humans or the secondary lower realms. If distinctions 
are made, then this pertains to a being that possesses the ten prerequisite 
causes and results of suffering. In order to free them from their individual 
torment, [such beings] are liberated [by wrathful means] .  In the Clarifica

tion of!J:zmay,:t, it states: 

The physical enemies of the Triple Gem and the vajra master; 
[those] with broken vows, resentful hatred, and the intent to 
bring harm upon the sangha and all beings; ruthless, negative 
vow corruptors; and the beings within the three lower realms 
are the ten taken on by all serious practitioncrs.21S 

Thus, it is. 
In addition, for those with the three abilities to accomplish the purpose 

of others, to know that will be the case, and to possess great compassion, 
then-even within the causal vehicles-the first seven nonvirtues can be 
excused. It states : 

For the great bodhisattvas, the seven nonvirtues arc excused. 

" dorje p1irba (rdo 1je phurpa) 
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Thus, i t  is. 'Ihis i s  l ike the story about Black Man with a Short Spear." 
The method through which liberation occurs is as follows. Superior 

practitioners liberate through samadhi; middling [practitioners ] liberate 
through samadhi, mantra, and mudra; and inferiors, in addition to the 
above, will liberate by collecting actual material substances such as a tri
angular box, an effigy, and the like and will perform the liberation ritual 
with the effigy. [ 426 ]  

The basis for the preparation i s  to place a triangular box at the north
west edge of the nUI)<;iala. Then from eh, the ashes of a corpse are smeared 
upon the blazing triangular box. Within that, from ma, a sun appears ; and, 
from ah, a moon. The effigy is placed upon this by a skillful practitioner 
of liberation along with his or her name and surname. Through samadhi, 
[the consciousness] is then summoned to dissolve. 

The five skillful ways are to be learned in the view of natural liberation, 
learned in the meditation of liberation through samadhi, learned in the 
conduct oflibcrating the consciousness according to timing, learned in the 
upadesha on liberating through the great secret method, and learned in the 
activity of the profoundly wrathful technique ofliberation. 

1hcn, by generating oneself as the nature of the great sattva male-female, 
with [ vajra] pride one thinks, "The unruly ones should be liberated." 
Meditate that the ten fingers are the five seed syllables of the sattvas, or 
the ten hung syllables of the liberating skeletons. The ten hungs become 
the ten male skeletons who rotate the copper piirba; and with the move
ment of the hands, the heart of the effigy is then pierced. The flesh is cut 
into pieces, and the ten liberating skeletons offer this to the mouths of 
the principal one and the entire mai)<;iala. The obstructions of the three 
doors are purified, and the consciousness becomes a white hung. [ 42 7 ]  
Having completely purified all karma and habits, the syllable hung itself 
gradually dissolves into the space of the sun and moon. The sun and moon 
fully transform into mirrorlike wisdom, which also becomes the blazing 
vajra mudra of enlightened mind. This then becomes the splendid kaya 
ofVajrasattva, blazing with radiant light. 

The sign of total victory over saq1sara is to meditate upon a single kaya 
ofSamantabhadra the size of a thumb joint above the crown. Placing this 
[ i.e. , kaya ofSamantabhadra] upon a moon seat above a mal_l<;iala of wind: 
with the sound of phet, [the consciousness J is transferred to the Akani�h�ha. 

" mi nag dting tiing chen (mi nttg mdung thung wn) 
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Then, for the benefit of sentient beings, consider that the [consciousness] 
enters the mouth of the Tathagata and passes through the secret place of 
the consort to become the heir of the tathagatas, Vajrasattva. 

In this way, the benefit of liberation is given to those who are so nega
tive that it is certain in their next life they will take rebirth in the lowest 
realms. Liberating them through wrathful means is the method through 
which they can attain higher rebirth. This is more astonishing than other 
vehicles, because it is the great secret vajra vehicle. Therefore, liberating 
extremely negative beings from the lower realms is a method that sur
passes any other. 

Some may claim that, since this activity of killing involves the karma of 
hatred, this is not a practice performed by a sublime one on the grounds 
and paths. [The answer is that] all of the sacred ones liberate beings with 
the intention to bring only benefit and with minds that are free from 
hatred. Given that beings are placed in the state of liberation, no fault is 
involved. [ 428] In the highest Veda, it states: 

Whenever unruly ones are tamed, 
This is not considered a fault. 

Thus, it is. 
Likewise, in the Yoga tantra of Cleansing the Lower Realms,' it states: 

Vairoehana said, "If unruly ones and those who attempt to harm 
The vajra master and others are annihilated, 
[ Siddhis] will be attained." 

Thus, it is and the quote continues: 

Those who intend to bring harm upon the vajra master 
And the Triple Gem and 
To destroy the Buddha's doctrine 
Should be liberated by the mantras ofVajrayana practitioners. 

Thus, it is. 
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z.z.J.z.I.I.z.z.Lz.J The Afagicallvfa�u!ala tlWisdom 

1hird, understanding how the magical wisdom mal)<;iala cannot be sullied 
by the faults of union and liberation is as follows. Ultimately, the funda
mental nature of phenomena means the primordial, unborn nature just 
as it is. In the Sittra ofthe Precious Lamp, it states: 

Phenomena are unborn and always resemble space. 

Thus, and in the surra Unborn Nature ofPhenomena,' it states: 

The Buddha does not exist and neither does the dharma; 
Sentient beings never existed either. Whoever knows chis 
Will realize the nature of phenomena, like space, 
And swiftly become the best among beings. 

Thus, it is. 
At the moment relative truth appears-although lacking true exis

tence-through contributing circumstances, there are many varieties of 
appearances. For example, this resembles a magician who reveals the 
magical appearances of horses, elephants, males, females, and the like 
merely from pieces of wood and pebbles. There are also optical illusions 
that are undetectable. In the sCma Ornament of Wisdom Appearances,b i t  
states: [429] 

Just like how the forms of illusion 
Arc unborn and come from nowhere, 
All varieties of phenomena 
Are unborn and come from nowhere. 

Thus, it is. 
Hence, phenomena are primordially pure; and since they are like magic, 

union and liberation arc primordially pure as well. For a practitioner who 
understands this magic-like nature: even while engaging in the activity 
of union and liberation, ultimately there is not even a particle's worth of 

• chd ram chedjung tiM med pn'i do (<bus tllil>m ,·ad 'l�)'ung bo1 med pa'i rndo) 
"_y<·she n.mg Wfl gyen gyi do (yt• sbe.< sn<�ug &a >;(Yt"' gyi mdo) 
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negativity accumulated by anyone associated with the activity of union 
and liberation since there is no fixation and grasping. It is similarly stated 
in the Extensive Wisdom: 

Just like magicians who create magic
Whether positive or negative-
As it cannot be affected by any faults, 
Those who are skillful can fully engage in this way. 

Thus, it is; and in the Collection ofSutras, it states: 

Even if the heads of a million people are being chopped off, 
The one who fully understands that all beings are magical 
Will have no fear. 

Thus, and in the Yoga Tantra, it states: 

Even if someone [understanding this nature] were to kill all 
living beings, 

That so-called negativity would have no effect. 

Thus, it is. 
In order to incur ordinary negativity, it is necessary to have ordinary 

fixation on inherent existence. It is posited that, if the lack of inherent 
existence is understood, perception changes; and [ 430] there is no fixa
tion or attachment, such as in the case of insanity. Then, even if negativity 
is incurred, it does not constitute a downfall. In the Root Vinaya Sutra,' 
it states: 

A dream is like the nonexistent; the result of this has never been 
created. 

Thus, and the quote continues: 

For those who are insane or mentally disturbed, there is no 
downfall. 

' dul wa do tsa ( 'dul ba mdo rtsa, vinayamulasutra); Gut:�aprabha 
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Thus, and the quote continues: 

[There is no downfall] if perceptions change, since intention 
is primary. 

Thus, through these and other [quotes] ,  this can be understood. 
Here, by understanding that union and liberation are nonexistent like a 

dream, without fixation upon true existence, and when awareness becomes 
the wisdom deity-as if someone were mentally impaired-no fault is 
accrued. 

2. 2.1.2.1.1.2.2.2 TVhatever Is Partaken ofls the J\4mp;lala 1lthe Ga�lad;akm 

TI1is has two parts: 

1 The overview 

2 The exposition 

Second, for the ma119ala of partaking of the gal)achakra, there are two : the 
overview and the exposition. 

2. 2.I.2.I.I.2.2.2.1  The Overview 

This has three parts: 

1 The characteristics 

2 The distinctions 

TI1e way the method is executed 

For the first, there are three : the characteristics, the distinctions, and the 
way the method is executed. 

2.2. 1.2.1.1. 2.2.2.1. 1  The Chanuteristics 

First, the term "gal)achakra" means the wheel of gathering [or feast ] .  The 
characteristic of this i s  that, on any occasion that Secret Mantra is being 
practiced, there must be a gathering of the special supports, individual 
practitioners, and substances. In the All-Illuminating [ Vital Essence] , '  it 
states: 

' [tig!e] kun sd! ( [ thig le] kun gsa!) 



Gathering the supports, individuals, 
And substances is called "gathering 
Through the great secret method." 

Thus, it is. 

2.2.I.2.I.I.2.2.2.I.2 lhe Distinctions 

"This has three parts: 

r The acrual distinctions 

2 The stages of activity 

3 The purpose of this activity 
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Second, there arc three : the actual distinctions, the stages of  activity, and 
the purpose of this activity. 

2.2.I.2.I.I.2.2.2.I.2.I The Actual Distinctions 

First, it states in the Stages oJVajra Activity: 

When there is a gathering of harmonious individuals, this is 
called "a gathering of practitioners." When all the materials are 
abundant, this is explained [ 4 31 ]  as "a gathering ofblissful abun
dance." When the deities and dharma protectors are gathered, 
this is explained to be "a gathering of the great assembly." This 
then ensures that the continuous perfection of the two accumu
lations will be recognized as the great accumulation. 

Thus, it is. 
Here, there are four aspects : the gathering of the fortunate ones, the 

gathering of abundant substances, the gathering of deities that bestow sid
dhis, and the gathering of wisdom and merit. For the first, when male and 
female practitioners possessing pure samaya assemble, this indicates the 
intrinsic nature of method and prajfi.a. When this is a minor assembly, it 
comprises only the principal male and female or the three pairs [ i.e., six 
practitioners] as the nature of enlightened body, speech, and mind. 1he 
five families are indicated by five pairs [ i.e., ten practitioners ] .  In this way, 
there can be two, six, or ten. For the middling assembly, there are one 
hundred [practitioners] to match the number of deities in the maJ.l<;lala. 
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A great assembly even surpasses this. It is similarly stated in the Secret 
Tantra: 

For the minor assembly, there are two, six, or ten ; 
For the middling, the number of deities in the mat)gala; 
And for the great, even more. 

Thus, it is. 
When there is a gathering of many male or female practitioners [and] 

if they are not paired, then it is called a celebration of gakas or Qa.kinis, 
respectively. 

Second are all the outer, inner, and secret substances, especially the meat 
and liquor as the indispensable [ 432] substances of method and prajiia. 
The quote continues: 

Great meat and amrta" 
Are the indispensable substances of siddhi. 
This includes food and drink, grains, fruits, 
And all desirable things. 

Thus, it is. In addition, this is adorned with many clouds of offerings of 
song and dance. 

Third, the entire gathering of the ocean like assembly of the support and 
supported mat)Qala of oath-bound deities, including the principal ones 
surrounded by the retinue, is the actual kayas. The mounds of flowers are 
generated as the deities; and through samadhi, they arc invoked as the 
field of merit. 

Fourth, when the usual two accumulations occur and, in particular, 
during the garyachakra, all conduct corresponds to the generation stage 
of method and all appearances-the accumulation of [ordinary] merit. 
Through the completion stage of prajiia, all practice that brings about real
ization of the profound, unborn nature constitutes wisdom [merit ] .  

' diidtsi ( bdud rtsi); nectar 
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Second, for the stages of activity, there are two : the peaceful and the wrath
ful. First, at the time of the peaceful gathering, all practitioners wear peace
ful costumes, hold hand emblems, and are adorned with the deity [ i.e., 
family] marks indicated when the flower was tossed. When they enter the 
mar,tqala, the four gatekeepers residing at the assembly hall entrance
including Yamantaka-inquire, "How was your journey?" indicated by 
extending a single finger. Responding, "Very good;' [ 433 ]  two fingers are 
extended; and [the practitionersj enter. Then the action vajra inquires, 
"To which family do you belong?" indicated by the three-pronged vajra 
mudra. They respond by showing the mudra of the principal family upon 
which their flower descended. They then prostrate to the vajra master; 
and according to the stages of empowerment, the vase empowerment is 
conferred upon lay Buddhists, the secret empowerment upon novices, the 
prajfla-wisdom empowerment upon the fully ordained, and the Great Per
fection empowerment is conferred upon the arhats. In the four directions 
of the principal ones, the four families are arranged in rows; or the indica
tion of the rows of the five families to the right, left, and in front is that 
their hand emblems-such as the vajra, wheel, and so forth-are placed 
at the heads of their respective rows. The sadhana is then performed in its 
entirety. 

For the second, it must be understood that the wrathful ones are also 
practiced according to this tradition. If both the peaceful and wrathful 
gar,tachakras are performed together, then all peaceful male and female 
practitioners will be arranged to the right of the vajra master, while all 
wrathful practitioners will be arranged to the left. To have an equal number 
of male and female practitioners is ideal. 

2.2.I.2.I.I.2. 2.2.I.2.J The Purpose of This Activity 

Third, the purpose of this activity must be understood through the dis
tinctions of the four activities. If a practitioner is restoring broken samaya, 
or purifying obstructions, it is restored through the peaceful feast. If life 
and prosperity are being increased, then enriching; if for the purpose of 
magnetizing or summoning, [ 434] then power; and if for the purpose of 
annihilating the unruly obstructers and their forces, there are the stages of 
the wrathful. This applies to accomplishing the aims of individuals. 
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2.2.I.2.J.I.2.2.2.I.J The Vf{Iy the Afethod Is Executed 

Third, as for the methods to perform this [ i.e., gal).achakra] ,  there are five. 
First, arranging the support and substances is as follows. In the place [of 
practice] at any time including the evening, arrange the outer, inner, and 
secret offerings in front of a mat}<;! ala that is drawn on cloth or made fi-om 
heaps of colored sand. Then arrange whatever feast substances are acquired, 
as well as the inner offering of nectar to be sprinkled. 

Second, the practi tioners arc requested to be seated in their practice 
places so that all male and female practitioners are arranged in rows, while 
the action vajra prostrates and tosses flowers. Bowing until the sleeves of 
his upper garment cross at his knees, [the action vajra] respectfully says, 
"Amazing! 0 vajra master [ insert the name] , including all great and power
ful practitioners who are the nature of glorious Samantabhadra and who 
abide with immeasurable compassion for the benefit of beings, please pay 
heed ! Although phenomena arc primordially awakened as the great per
fection, the minds of all wanderers are overcome by ignorance. Knowing 
that they fill the ten directions and six realms of the worlds [and]  by the 
strength of your great compassion, please abide in the profound samadhi 
[ 435] of your practice within this natural mal).<;lala of spontaneous pres
ence." Thus, [the action vajra] slowly recites this and offers prostrations. 

Third, for rhe generation of the mal).<;lala of deities, first a torma' is 
offered to the obstructing forces; and they are expelled beyond the far 
reaches of the seas. Establishing the boundary of massing fire, weapons, 
and the ten wrathful ones as taught before, one then visualizes the m�w<;lala 
of deities and continues to make offerings until they [ i.e., the deities] are 
pleased. Likewise, the offering of the feast is made by cleansing impurities, 
increasing, and transforming. Then, within an extremely vast skull cup,b 

the five mears as the nature of the five nectars are blessed; and offerings 
are presented. 

Fourth, partaking [of the offerings] is that, in the center of a sun and 
moon in the palms of both hands, arc the five syllables of the male and 
female sattvas. F rom them, the ten male-female deities of the gathering 
are generated, and offering clouds of the five desirables are visualized and 
presented. Consider that they are pleased by partaking of the food and 

' gtor rna (naiuedytl, b,zli); ritual ofFering made of dough 
h bmzd,, ( bhmt d!Jtt, k.,paltl) 
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drink. Then offerings arc made w the deities of the aggregates, elements, 
and sense sources. l11e action vajra performs prostrations and distributes 
the substances of method and prajf1a with the lotus mudra saying, "Hung! 
Great hero, please pay heed! These are the most excellent substances. Have 
no doubt about that which is gathered here. Partake of this with the knowl
edge of the single nature of sages, dogs, and untouchables-these three ! "  
[ 436]  Thus he speaks, and the recipient [ i.e., the vajra master] answers 
with the lotus mudra, "Orn !  Sugata of the dharmakaya! You who have 
fully abandoned all fixation and grasping, free from the stain of desire and 
the rest, with respect for the nature as it is, I bow down. How completely 
astonishing !" Thus, it is received and enjoyed. 

In addition, during the gathering, there should be no fighting, horse
play, or fixating with ordinary perceptions; but rather with satisfaction, joy, 
and without clinging, one must know that one's body, speech, and mind 
are the three ma!fqalas of the deity, mantra, and nature of phenomena. 

F ifth, the activity of the conclusion is  that the torma of the remains is 
offered, the vajra songs and glorious dances are performed, and the dedica
tion and words of auspiciousness arc recited. The benefit of this is as stated 
in the J�ajra [i\I,lgical A1an�festation Matrix] : 

Among accumulations, 
The ga!fachakra is supreme. 
In this life, all wishes will be accomplished, and 
All obstructing forces and obstacles pacified. 
In the future in the pure land of the 
Victorious vidyadharas, 
The state of Samantabhadra will be attained. 

111Us, it is. 
In addition, there are three ways that this offering surpasses the offer

ings made according to the lower vehicles. Here, the objects are awakened 
ones since they are visualized as wisdom deities; the substances are not 
ordinary since they are transformed into ambrosia; and there is no fixation 
or attachment since the mind delights in the nature of phenomena. [ 4 3 7 ]  
Hence, by virtue ofprajfia, the vajra vehicle of  skillful means i s  sublime. 
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2. 2.I. 2.I. I.2.2.2.2 ?7Je Exposition 

TI1is has two pans: 

1 A brief explanation of the teast offering of Samantabhadra 

2. An extensive explanation of rhe nature of each mal).<Jala 

Second, for the exposition, there arc two: a brief explanation of the feast 
offering of Samantabhadra and an extensive explanation of the nature of 
each mai!Qala. 

2.2.1.2.1.1.2.2.2.2.1 A Erie/Explanation of the Feast Offering ofSamantahhadra 

For the first, there are three. The intrinsic nature to be known is that, 
through the three purities"'216 and four states of evenness,b'217 phenomena 
are recognized as the primordial pure land of Buddha Samantabhadra. The 
nature of the five great elements of the outer universe is pure as the nature 
of the five female consorts. The collective five aggregates of all beings who 
are the inhabitants are pure as the five males. The individual faculties, 
consciousnesses, and their objects are pure as the male sattvas, female sat
tvas, and gatekeepers. 

Alternatively, the universe is the celestial palace, the contents are <,lakas 
and <,lakin is, and the mind streams are the nature of the five wisdoms. All 
of this abides as the great primordial ma!).qala of the buddhas realized to 
be perfectly pure. Through the phenomena of the apparent existence of 
sarp,sara and enlightenment being ultimately unborn and even and rela
tively even like an illusion-these two-and since the five aggregates are 
one with the Buddha and the eight consciousnesses are one with wisdom, 
these are the two surpassing states of evenness. Hence, phenomena are the 
ma!).qala free from positive, negative, acceptance, or rejection. In whatever 
way these appearances of the fundamental nature of phenomena arise, their 
nature is the pure land of Samantabhadra [438]-without boundary or 
restriction-pervading the entirety of saxpsara and enlightenment. In The 
All-Creating lvfonarch, it states: 

a diigptl siint (dLZp, pilKHan) 
b nya1n pt7 zhi (ntt�}'il1n pa bzhi) 
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Amazing! The center [ i.e., kyi!] means the unmistaken genuine 
essence. 

Encircling [ i.e., khor] means to pervade the entirety of sarpsara 
and enlightenment. 

Thus, it is. 
The way to understand this is that, when one realizes the intrinsic nature 

of the Great Perfection, mastery over the genuine maQc;lala of the nature 
of truth is achieved such that whatever activities are engaged through the 
three doors, great accumulations of both merit and wisdom will occur 
as a matter of course ; and whatever appears will arise as wisdom. In the 
Greatness of Space, it states :  

Phenomena are unborn and spontaneously perfect. 
When realized to be primordially free, 
All activity is spontaneously accomplished as the generation 

and completion ;  
And the flawless nature appears without being created. 

Thus, it is. 
As was previously explained, a practitioner who has not allowed the 

five branches of Mantra to decline and who is endowed with the five 
substances and a complete understanding of the five rituals will perform 
the gaQachakra on special occasions in sacred charnel grounds and the 
like. If one's practice pleases [the deities] through the gathering maf}.c;lala 
of the support of practitioners and substances, the result will be the tem
porary accomplishment of the three states ofvidyadharahood and the four 
enlightened activities. Ultimately, the goal ofbuddhahood will certainly 
be achieved. 

2.2.I.2.I.I.2.2.2.2.2 An Extensive Explanation of the Nature of Each Mm:u;Lda 

This has two parts: 

r The intrinsic nature of the mar;t<;lala as the support 
2 The stages of how to practice this 

Second, for the extensive explanation of the individual maQc;lalas, there 
are two: the intrinsic nature of the mai�c;lala as the support and the stages 
of how to practice this. 
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2.2.1.2.I.I.2.2.2.2.2.1 lhe intrinsic 1V�tture ofthe Afa�zt;f,da as the Support 

For the first, there are two: the peacefu l  mat)<;iala and the wrathful ma1f9ala. 

[ 439] 
First, there are three :  the group formations of five, three, and the single 

rnal)\hla. For the first, the indivisible union of the five male families with 
their five sources of bliss, who arc the five female families, constitute the 
group formation of five pairs, who are the five principal male-female dei
ties-totaling ten. The four f�unilies are in an arrangement of fifty each. 
Surrounding this is a protection wheel with a hollow hub. Upon the spokes 
in the eight directions, including above and below, meditate upon the ten 
wrathful males such as Hurpkara' and the rest. The ten female wrathful 
ones also appear, such as Dorje Dra Jinma.b Meditate upon them in the 
aspect of a protective wheel that guards from obstacles. 

In the center are the principal male-female Samantabhadra, surrounded 
by their retinue of clarity as Semwang Dorje ,  Rinchen Dorj e, Chokyi 
Dorje, and Leykyi Dorje' -these four-and their consorts Tenma Dorjc, 
Barma Dorje, Dudma Dorje, and Kyodma Dorjed-the ten male-females. 
To the east, the male-female Ak�hobhya are surrounded by Dorj e  Sempa, 
Dorje Gyalpo, Dorje Chakpa, and Dorje Lekpa' -these four-and their 
consorts Gegmo, Diigpa, Chagkyu, and Dorje Drolma.r 

To the south, the male-female Ramasambhava are surrounded by Dorje 
Rinchen, Dorje Zij id, Dorj e  Gyaltsen, and Dorje Zhadpag-these four
and their consorts Trengma, Metogma, Zhagpama, and Dorje Dema'o.h 

To the west, the male-female Amitabha are surrounded by Dorje Cho, 
Dorje Nonpo, Dorje Khorlo, and Dorje  Mawa'-these four-and their 
consorts Luma, Marrne, Chagdrogma, and Dorje Saltrama'o.i [ 440] To the 
north, rhe male-female Amoghasiddhi are surrounded by Dorje Ley, Dorje 

' tro wo hung dzed (khm bo hung mdz.ad) 
b rdo rje ->gm 'byin mt< 
' sans db,mg rdo rje, rin cen rdo rje, chos kyi rdo rje, and lm kyi rdo rje 
d br·tom n�tl rdo rje, '{;,,,. nw nlo rje, sdud ma rrlu rje, ami bskyorl mol rrlo rje 
' rdo rje sans dpol, rdo rje rgy.d po, rdo rje chilJ?;s p11, and rdo rje le,_rz;s pil 
f rdo �je .1grol 17hZ 
g rrlo 1je rin cen, rdo rje gz i brjirl, rrlo �jc rg_yti! mtshtm, and rdo >je bzh.ui P" 
h rrlo rje bdc ma ;, 
' r·rlo rjc chos, rdo '7" rnon po, rdo rje 'khor lu, and rrlo rje smm boz 
i rdo rje gsd bkm mao . 
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Sungwa, Dorje Nodj in, and Dorje Khutsur"-these four-with their con
sorts Garma, Drichabma, Drilbuma, and Dorje Bebma.b At the perimeter 
of these fifty are the ten wrathful male-female guardians, totaling seventy 
deities. They constitute the group formation of five. 

In general, a group formation does not have the aspect of the celestial 
palace with the porticoes, arches, and the rest. lt comprises the principal 
deities and their retinue, whereas a malJ<;Iala generally includes the celes
tial palace and so forth. This designation is from the perspective of deities 
abiding in group formation. 

Second, the maJ!<;Iala of the group formation of three is that the 
tathagata, vajra, and lotus families each have ten male-female deities 
of enlightened body, speech, and mind-totaling thirty deities in the 
maJ!<;Iala. They are surrounded by the gathering of wrathful ones, includ
ing the eight male-female gatekeepers, and are to be meditated upon as 
all the deities of the group formation of three. 

Third, the maJ!<;Iala of the group formation of one is that-among all 
families-the tathagata is the family of Samantabhadra, which is the 
principal of the five families' maJ!<;Ialas as Vairochana. The maJ!<,{ala of 
tathagatas is divided into five families among which he [ i.e., Vairochana] 
represents the enlightened mind of the family of mind. Therefore, the 

principal Vairochana, indigo in color, is the supreme enlightened mind. 
At the perimeter of the maJf<;lala of the ten deities, meditate upon this 
group of eighteen deities as a single formation-including the gathering 
of the eight wrathful male-female gatekeepers. [ 441] 

Second, the maJf<;lala of the wrathful deities is the great gathering of the 
five male and female Trodhishvari wrathful ones. Their activity-accom
plishing messengers are the eight matara}:l' of the sacred places, the eight 
emissary pishachid of the countries, the four oath-bound wisdom gate
keepers, the twenty-eight ishvari' who follow the command, and so forth. 
If this blazing wrathful maJ!<;Iala of the assembly of fifty-eight herukas is 
practiced, temporarily the activities of the wrathful ones will annihilate 
all harm-doers; and ultimately the supreme siddhis of the wisdom mind 
of enlightenment will be accomplished. 

' rdo tje !t�s, tdo rje bsrung btt, tdo rje gnod sbyin, and rdo rje kim tshur 
h rdo rje '!1ebs mil 
,. m1Wl0 (mil mo ) ; wrathful female deities 
d t1wnen (plm1 men); wrathful female deities with various animal heads 
' w,znschukmil (dbtmgphyug tr�<1) ;  powerful females 
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z . z . r.z.r.I. z . z . z . z . z . z  Ihe Stages of How to Practice Ihis 

Second, for the stages of practice, there are four: the way to accomplish the 
group formations of one, three, five, and the mal).<,iala of vajra space. 

For the first, there are two, beginning with the kind of individual who 
can accomplish this, being one who unites the uncontrived mind with 
the meaning of the nature of phenomena.m Concerning this, if distinc
tions are made, there are three : a practitioner who realizes the intrinsic 
nature of the ground, a practitioner who realizes the paths of generation 
and completion, and a practitioner who realizes the spontaneous presence 
of the result. Among these, the practitioner at the time of the path is being 
described here. It states in the Two Stages:" 

[This will be accomplished by] a practitioner of the generation 
and completion stages in the manner of the ground, path, and 
result. 

Thus, and in the Middle Miay, it states: 

For those who will accomplish awakening, emptiness is the 
inherent essence of compassion. 

Thus, it is. 
This refers to the holder of the meaning of Mantra's superbly profound 

secret of the tathagatas. [442.] Mantra or ngakb [ in Tibetan] upholds the 
intrinsic nature of secret mantra, awareness mantra, and retention man
tra [i .e., dharal).i]-these three. First, since [secret mantra] contains the 
superbly secret outer and inner view, meditation, conduct, and result, this 
grants refuge from the suffering of sarpsara. Second, [awareness mantra] 
grants refuge from suffering by the powers of the awareness of sages and 
others who have mastery over samadhi. Third, [ retention mantra) brings 
the result of whatever words of truth are uttered, whether beneficial or 
harmful. Through this meaning, the siddhis to be accomplished possess 
the qualities of the common and supreme. Concerning this, [ siddhis] will 
be accomplished by a practitioner who realizes that phenomena are the 

' rim nyi (rim gnyis, shriguhyagarbhakramadvayoddesha ); Indrabhuci 
b ngags 
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primordial nature of evenness and spontaneously present as the natu
ral great perfection and thereby abide inseparably without fixation, free 
from any direction. F ree from acceptance or rejection, conduct itself is 
completely devoid of obstruction and attachment; so the practitioner 
who realizes the inseparable, sole, primordial nature of all phenomena 
will accomplish this. 

Within the enlightened mind of the vajra family, whatever mary<;fala is 
accomplished includes the mal}.<;lalas of all families. Meditating that all 
deities and celestial palaces are radiating the light of wisdom ablaze with 
splendor, the deities make offerings in the manner of deities; and with 
nonattachment to desirables, they take delight and dissolve. The result is 
that the nature of mind becomes indivisible with the dharmakaya, [ 443]  
and the state of the spontaneously present great mudra will be attained. 

Second, conversely for the group formation of three, the maQ.c;ialas of 
the enlightened body of Ak�hobhya, enlightened speech of Amitabha, 
and enlightened mind of Vairochana are to be accomplished. This is 
because, if all maQ.<;ialas of the buddhas are synthesized without excep
tion, they comprise the maQ.c;lalas of enlightened body, speech, and mind. 
This is practiced as the samadhi of generation and completion [stages] 
by visualizing the aspect of the deities ablaze with rhe major and minor 
marks and signs and benefiting sentient beings through the radiation of 
light. Imagining that all desirables are the female consort, the male delights 
in this; and [the male-female] dissolve into the unelaborate, indivisible 
space of phenomena. The result becomes the attainment of the supreme 
siddhi of a spontaneously present vidyadhara. 

From this, for the benefit of those to be tamed, the blazing, glorious 
qualities of the mal}.Qala of deities are accomplished without exception. 
By completely dispelling the suffering of the passions of all sentient 
beings: through these enlightened deeds, all of them arc led to take rebirth 
in the vajra family. 

Third, the group formation of five has two, beginning with the type of 
practitioner and their mode of accomplishment. In order for [ 444} a man
tra holder to attain authentic siddhis in his or her mind stream, the male 
and female are visualized as method and prajiia. All parts of the sadhanas, 
such as the three samadhis, arc meditated upon as the maQ.<;iala of five in 
group formation; and at the perimeter [are] the garland of wrathful ones. 
In the manner of nonattachment to the desirables [and] by dissolving 
deities into one another, rhe object of offering and the activity of ofl:ering 
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dissolve indivisibly without fixation. The result of the essence of supreme 
siddhi as a spontaneously present \'idyadhara is attained. 219 

Concerning this, there are some who assert that the levels ofvidyadharas 
are accomplished in specib.c ways, such as attaining the [great] mudra 
through the single group formation, the immortal through the group for
mation of three, and the spontaneously present vidyadhara through the 
group formation offive. This is illogical because each group formation can 
temporarily accomplish all three vidyadharas, and ultimately the spontane
ously present vidyadhara will also be attained. 

Fourth, to accomplish the rnal)gala of vajra space, there are two: the 
kind of practitioner and how they accomplish this. A practitioner who 
is the intrinsic nature of the male as the method and the ferrule as prajiia 
should- as both male and female-meditate upon the five tathagatas 
and their consorts. They should also meditate upon the gathering of con
cepts and faculties as the male-female sattvas, including the male-female 
gatekeepers. From all these deities, emanations radiate in the aspect 
of light rays into the ten directions. [ 445] Although the commentary 
Ptzrkhab mentions that this is the concise magical manifestation maQ�1ala 
of eighteen deities, the root tantra clearly describes the mal)Qala as the 
forty-two victorious ones. Whatever the case, there is no comradiction. 

2.2.J. 2.J.r.2.2.3 l'Vbateuer L< Pntcticed !J the Bmnch oJA1etbod 

Third, for the branch of the method to be accomplished, there are three. 
The branch of the samadhi to be accomplished is that, when phenomena 
are being accomplished as the mai;Qala, the outer and inner body, abun
dance, and so forth are the objects to be utilized and arc partaken of by 
the mal)Qala of the practitioner himself It must be understood that each 
respective mantra, mudra, and aspect of samadhi-depcnding on the 
occasion-are to he correctly and distinctly visualized. 

1J1e branch of necessities for this accomplishment is that the place of 
practice must meet the requirements and be free of obstacles. The neces
sities must he adequate and not lacking or too abundant. The reason for 
this is that the necessities that are conducive for the practice-such as the 
supports themselves, the samaya substances, and the like-bring about all 
positive circumstances, without diminishing, so that there are no conflict
ing conditions. The mind of the practitioner must not be distracted by 
any other circumstances and, with single-pointed focus, should be com-
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pletely committed. When engaging in the practice, first one must think, 
[ 446] "Once I begin th is practice and until accomplishment is realized, I 
shall not arise from this scat or move elsewhere." Whatever commitment 
is made must be maintained accordingly. During the accompl ishment 
practice : without engaging in other activities, becoming discouraged if 
negative signs occur, or disappointed if positive signs do not occur, one 
should never think, " I  cannot accomplish this;' rhus falling prey to dis
couragement and sloth. Rather, one must cultivate enthusiastic diligence 
without becoming discouraged, procrastinating, [or being] complacent, 
indifferent with body and speech, or untimely with accomplishment. Con
cerning mantra, samadhi ,  and so forth, one must practice free of doubt 
or hesitation-such as wondering whether this is authentic or whether 
there will be results and the like. If one practices by thinking "this is truly 
authentic" with a s ingle-pointed focus, then all maQ.t;ialas will be accom
plished through whatever mal}<;lala is being practiced; and the supreme, 
sacred, secret vajra dharmakaya encompassing all kayas and wisdom free 
from meeting or parting will be achieved. 

The branch concerning the time of the accomplishment means the 
number of days for the practice, as the ninth chapter [of the root text] 
states: 

For days, either thirty times six or . . .  

Thus, and the day and astrological connections for beginning the accom
plishment arc as stated in the tantra Extensit1e [1Vlagical Maniftsttltion 
kfatrix] : 

The time begins on the eighth day of the waxing moon [ 44 7] 
When the constellation of victory appears, 
Conjoined with the great activity of the bodhisattvas. 
Since the supreme secret siddhi is to be attained, 
The most auspicious alignment must be chosen. 

Thus, this should be explained according to this quote. 
Concerning this, there are those who may think that this way of identi

fying the timing is unacceptable, since everything is free from rejection or 
acceptance. [My response is that], ultimately, that is the nature. Yet due to 
the interdependency of the undeceiving relative truth of cause and result: 
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when things are harmonious, one should engage ; and when that is not the 
case, one should not. It is, for example, like knowing that-when there is 
heat and moisture-seeds should be planted and otherwise not. In the 
lvfagnijicent [ Yf/isdom) Lightning, it states: 

From the branches of the Vedas, 
The way of understanding time is that, 
Although the times of auspiciousness of the gods, 
Of wealth, and of excellence 
Arc based upon conceptuality, 

The signs and indications of siddhis will still occur. 

Thus, it is. 
Concern ing this, those who dwell in the high-rise city of incorrect 

views, surrounded by walls constructed from doubt, and who lack any 
expansive view or understanding will claim, "This Secret Essence of yours 
is not a tantra because it merely cites quotes taken from other tantras." [ In 
response) ,  "If that were the case, then the tantras you believe in, such as the 
unsurpassed Certain�y �(Speech' and Two Segments, would also be invalid, 
because they include quotes that arc cited from other tantras as well. For 
example, it i s  said: 

What is the point of saying many things? [ 448) 
Just as everything is integrated into the nature as it  is, 
The m;u�<;iala must be arranged according to the sadhana. 

Thus, and in the Praise to the Names oJManjushri, it also states: 

From the great tantra of the 
lvfagicallvfanijestation lvfatrix . . . 

111Us, it i s  as the quotes state. 
Based upon this, it is characteristic of the tantl·as taught by the Bud

dha to be harmonious from beginning to end without redundancy; and in 
order to establish the branch tantras and commentaries that derive from 
this root tantra, these quotes are included. 

a ngejod (nges brjod, sdmaveda); third ofrhc Four Ved,IJ 
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Third a synopsis of the meaning is that, since phenomena are primordi
ally pure as the manifestation of Samantabhadra, everything mmt be uti
lized without acceptance or rejection. This tantt·a, the nature of the secret 
vajra, manifests as words. Thus, having taught this, all self·appearances 
of the Rich Array arc the play of the buddhas and not otherwise. Hence, 
rhar which is stated as "the Tathagata himselfbrings forth the subject to 
himself' indicates the indivisibility of subject and object. In rhis way, phe
nomena are revealed as self-appearances, with in which the mind's nature 
is indivisible like a dream that is inherently unborn. 

From the Secret Essence nature of phenomena of whatever appears, 
manifesting as the wisdom Definitive Nature just As It Is, this completes 
the explanation of the eleventh chapter that reveals how all apparent phe
nomena as the meaning of the ma�qala of the ga�achakra are caken as the 
path of method and prajila. Hence, when a gathering of practitioners with 
harmonious view and conduct enjoys the abundance of substances, [ 449]  
then che wisdom deities, <;lakinis, and oath-bound guardians congregate 
and partake without fixation or actachment; and through this, the two 
accumulations take place. 



Chapter Twelve 

2. 2.1.2.1.2 A Further Exp!tmation of the Auxiliary Aspects 

This has three parts: 
I Establishing the connection to the meaning 

2 Explaining the meaning 

A synopsis 

F o R  T H E  S E C O N D  specific auxiliary explanation, there are three: estab
lishing the connection to the meaning, explaining the meaning, and a 
synopsis. 

2.2.1.2.1.2.1 Est,zblishing the Connection to the !'.1eaning 

First, having completed the explanation of the ma)f�ala of gathering [and] 
in a state of great delight with the indivisible nature of phenomena, then 
the Tathagata Samantabhadra radiates all aspects of phenomenal exis
tence throughout limitless space through clouds of wisdom manifesta
tions as the spontaneously perfect source of all desires. By resting in the 
samadhi that is an array of the great ornamental abundance of wealth 
according to all pure lands of the buddhas and the fields of experience of 
the six classes of beings, the Teacher himself manifests the pure retinue of 
self-appearances. At that time, without request or recipient, the aphorism 
is naturally expressed in this way. 
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2.2.1.2.1.2.2 Explaining the Meaning 

This has three pans: 

I A general explanation of rhc samadhi of the gathering, including the benefits 

2 A specific explanation of the results of accomplishing the gathering 

3 A synthesis of the meaning of the support of the gathering through the great 

assembly of all mal)�alas 

For the second, there are three : [ 450] a general explanation of the samadhi 
of the gathering, includiug the benefits; a specillc explanation of the results 
of accomplishing the gathering; and a synthesis of the meaning of the sup
port of the gathering through the great assembly of all mal)<;ialas. 

z.z.I.2.I.z.z.I A Genera/Explanation of the Samadhi o_fthe Gathering, Including 

the Benifits 

This has two parts: 

1 A brief explanation 

2 An extensive explanation 

First, there are two: a brief explanation and an extensive explanation. 

2.2.1.2.r.z. z.I.I A Brief Explanation 

First, phenomena abide as the nature of the magical manifestation matrix 
of wisdom's manifestations, abiding as the fully perfected ma�<;iala of male 

and female deities who are the great unification of subject-object and male
female. By visualizing this and gaining fam iliarity with the unwavering 
samadhi of radiation and reabsorption, the common and supreme siddhis 
will be accomplished. 

2.2.I.2.I.2.2.I. 2  An Extensive ExpLanation 

For the second, there are five. The first two are the samadhi of dance and 
the benefits. For the samadhi, the five limbs of the body-such as the head 
and so forth-are generated as the mal).<;iala of the five families. Upon 
the foundation of vajra earth, imagine that the pure land of the buddha 
appears with a beautiful celestial palace as the abode of the deities. There 
are various movements, including dancing feet and mudras of swaying 
arms; and within the awareness that the magical manifestation matrix of 
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the aspect of deities has no true existence, all movements such as going 
and staying never depart from being the intrinsic nature of the deities. 
Although all activities of dance and the rest [ 4 5 1 ]  arc described as mudra, 
just the mere extension and contracting of the fingers are not considered 
to be mudra. 

The benefits are that, through executing that, there will be the ability 
to travel underground and pass unobstructed through mountains and 
crags with the power to magnetize all subterranean nagini consorts. By 
flying unhindered in the upper path of the sky l ike a bird, all gods and 
demi-gods will be overcome. 

Second, the mudra of song has two. The samadhi is to imagine a hri 
in the throat. By the mudra of sound resonating [from this hri] as the 
pleasing melody of songs, words of praise, auspiciousness, and so on, this 
offering is made to the mal).qala of deities. 

The benefits are that everyone will be able to understand j ust a single 
aspect of the inexhaustible, ornamental wheel of enlightened speech, and 
the siddhi of conchlike enlightened speech of dharma will be attained. 
Hence, it states in the Sutra of Perpetual Light Rays:' 

With me, there are always light rays 
Called the "dharma conch." 
Since a s ingle melody can be heard by all, 
This pervades all worlds. 
These rays of light originate from 
The root ofboundless virtue. 

Thus, this is similar to that. 
The enlightened speech of the buddha is audible to those to be tamed, 

no matter where they are and in harmony with their aspirations. Therefore, 
there is no difference between being among the retinue or l4 S2 ]  being as 
far away as the d istance beyond [world systems] that are as innumerable 
as the grains of sand on the banks of the river Ganga. When the disciple 
Maudgalyayanab went to the western realm named Great Light Rays, he 
could still hear Buddha Shakyamuni teaching, just like before. If there is no 
fortune, rhen even residing among the retinue still does nor ensure hearing 

" odzer kun tu kye wa 'i do ( (,d zer kun tu bkye btl 'i mclo) 
h Maugalgyibu .(maudgalgyi bu) 

. 
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[the buddha's speech]. For example, when [the Buddha] taught the Sidra 
Like a Basket' at Dzcta'i Grove-although all the bodhisattvas could hear, 
the hearers could not. 

'Third, for the mudra of the ornaments and clothing, there are two. The 
samidhi is to visualize that, from tram, all ornaments such as the crown 
and others appear as precious jewels. From ah, all clothing is blessed as 
the clothing of the deities and the vestments of the peaceful and wrathful 
ones. By donning all the garments, such as the upper and lower as well as 
the bone and jeweled ornaments. they are enjoyed through the mudra of 
offering to the deities. 

The benefits are that, temporarily, the light and its brilliance become 
a suit of armor that even Rahula, the child of the gods, cannot destroy. 
Ultimately, all major and minor marks will blaze like chakravartins and 
bodhisattvas. This kinglike kiya of the buddha has accomplished the ten 
strengths that cannot be defeated by any harm doers or maras. Just as a sin
gle giant is more powerful than seven ordinary men, a single youth of the 
Shakyas excels seven giants; and [ 4 s 3] seven such yourhs arc excelled by the 
demi-gods, gods, yak�has, Rahula, hearers, solitary realizers, and ground
level bodhisattvas, each with skills and powers seven times greater than the 
preceding one. 220 Nevertheless, i f  the strength of all of them were equal to 
the heights of the sky, it would still not equal the power and strength of 
the buddhas. The way the buddhas possess the ten strengths is elaborated 
upon in the Inconceivable Amassing of the Rare and Supreme. 

Fourth, the mudra of food and drink has two. The samadhi is that, from 
kham, the food and beverages are blessed as ambrosia. Fish and other 
meats are the comestibles; and tea, liquor, and others are the beverages 
oftered to the outer and inner deities through mudra. The benefits are that 
one will accomplish the transformation of the body into a wisdom k.iya 
like a wish-fulfilling jewel of all that i s  desired, and the [source of] speech 
will become supreme among tastes ; so whatever is partaken of will be the 
ambrosia possessing one hundred tastes. 

F iti:h, the samadhi of the mudra of union and liberation is to visualize 
the secret places of the male and female deities. Invoking  the ma1_1<;fala, 
from ah li, exaltation is offered. The blood and Besh of the enemies of the 
doctrine are transformed into ambrosia and offered. With ka li, [all dei-

a do zam,l tog (mdo Ztl rllt.1 tog) 
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ties] are pleased through the mudra ofliberating. The benefits are that
through union-the i mmaculate [ 454] samadh i and so forth, as well as all 
supreme and common siddhis, will  be accomplished. Through liberation, 
all unruly ones will be annihilated. Harm toward self and others will be 

pacified, and aH great waves of enlightened activity-such as liberating 
ochers-will be fulfilled. 

2.2.1.2.r.2.2.2 A Specific Expf,mrlfion oflhe Results ojAwmzpli . .-hing the Gatho·ing 

' !his  has two parts: 
1 The overview 

1 The exposition 

Second, the specific explanation for the results of the gathering has two: 
rhe overview and rhe exposition. 

2.2.1.2.I.2.2.2.1 lhe Overview 

' !his  has rwo parts: 
1 Tile meaning of the term 
1. The divisions 

For the first, there are two: the meaning of the term and the divisions. 

2.2.1.2.1.2.2.2.I.I The lvfeaningofthe Term 

First, the term " vidya" of"vidyadhara" means the awareness of prajna, wis
dom, and the heritage of the budd has. "Dhara" means to seize or take hold, 
meaning possessing or having learned the genuine meaning. 

2. 2.I. 2.I.2.2.2.I.2 The Diuisions 

This has two parts: 

r A general explanation of che divisions 

2. A specific txplanation of this intrinsic narure 

For the second, rhere are two: a general explanation of the divisions and a 
specific explanation of this intrinsic nature. 
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2.2.I.2.I.2.2.2.I.2.I A General Explanation of the Divisions 

First, in the Confession Fulfillment to Empty the Hells: it mentions "the 
fully mature, the immortal, the great mudra, and the spontaneously pres
ent . .  .'' Hence, this refers to the mature, the immortal, the great mudra, 
and the spontaneously present vidyadharas. 

For the first, [the mature J is to possess the three characteristics, namely, 
gaining maturity through wisdom-deity practice; not departing from the 
form of the karmic body; and once separation from the trap of the karmic 
body does occur, achieving the kaya of the great mudra. In the Magnificent 
[ Wisdom] Lightning, it states: 

When the mind holding the form of the wisdom deity 
Is freed from the trap and knots of the body, [ 455 ]  
Actualizing the kaya of mudra 
Is called the "fully mature." 

Thus, it is. 
For the second-when the karmic body transforms into the vajra 

body-without abandoning [the body J upon arrival ac the ground of 
awakening, the aggregates are immaculate; and the wisdom mind is born. 
The quote continues: 

Through the body and its aggregates, 
One accomplishes the family of mastery over life 
With surpassing realization to transcend the body. 
For this great vidyadhara who has exhausted the contaminants: 
No matter what happens, there will be no return. 
Since the breath of freedom has been taken, 
It is then that genuine truth is known. 

Thus, it is. 
For the third, by transforming one's body into whatever aspect of the 

deity has been meditated upon, it is as stated in Request and Response:b 

' n(!ruk kong shak (na mk skongbsh"g>); a liturgy 
b zhii len (zhus lan) 
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One's body is the mahamudra of the victorious ones, 
The deity actualized through meditation. 
To possess the major and minor marks, as well as omniscience, 
Is known as "the vidyadhara of the great mudra." 

Thus, it is. 
Well then-even though some consider that this is to actually become 

awakened as buddha-since one is not yet free from all obstructions, it 
is still necessary to practice. Hence, it states in the Ornament of Clear 
Realization: 

Buddhahood will be attained and . . .  

Although it is told that, at the first bhumi, buddhahood is already attained, 
nevertheless-according to this explanation-one must understand that 
the remaining stains on the grounds must be purified. In the Vajra [Magi
cal Man�/estation Matrix], it states: 

Although the kaya of the mudra of the attributes of awaken-
ing [4s6] 

With the major and minor marks and so forth 
Actually manifests, 
The state of quiescence is still not known. 

Thus, it is. 
For the fourth, the state of buddhahood as the perfection of all aban

donmenrs and realizations is as stated in vajra [Magical Man�fostation 
_Matrix] : 

Having perfected all powers 
Through the previous vidyadharas 
And purified all stains according to the explanations, 
The three prajfias221 of the ground of buddha 
Are the spontaneously present vidyadhara. 

Thus, it is. 
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2.2.1.2.1.2.2.2.1.2.2 A Specij£< Explan,ztion of1his Intr-insic Natur-e 

Second, for the specific explanation of this intrinsic nature, there are 
four : the way manifestations appear, the way of gathering by means of the 
immaculate, the way the paramitis are brought to perfection, and the way 
the absolute ground is achieved. 

For the first, such vidyadharas will emanate for the purpose of beings 
as the principal among humans, the chakravartin rulers, and the principal 
gods such as Brahma, Indra, and others. By emanating as the great god 
Brahma, the welfare [of others] is enacted in whatever way is necessary. 
Some assert that the fully mature [ vidyadhara] emanates as humans; the 
immortal, as gods; the great mudri, as Brahma; and the spontaneously 
present, as any emanation. Whatever the case, there is no contradiction. 

For the second, a mature vidyadhara has reached the level of the ulti
mate ground of the paths of accumulation and unification; the immortal, 
the ground of seeing up to the path of learning; and the great mudri is 
the authentic ground of the realization of the aryas' wisdom of seeing and 
meditation. Although the spontaneously present is the ground of bud
dha, [457]  the ultimate ground that includes all grounds is the thirteenth. 
There, it is certain that buddhahood will be actualized. For example, this 
is like the inevitability of landing a hooked fish even though it is still in 
the water. 

Furthermore, the perspective of sublime wisdom is called "the great 
mudra"; the perspective of being free from birth and death is designated 
as "the immortal." In addition, these are described as the three divisions 
of entering the grounds, abiding upon the grounds, and the maturity of 
the grounds. 

Some assert that the immortal corresponds to the first ground, the 
mahamudra the eighth, and the spontaneously present is the tenth. Such 
assertions fail to realize the wisdom intent of the Magical lvfanifestation 
hfatrix, as [the root tantra] points out: 

At that time before sixteen years transpire, 
The five kayas will be spontaneously perfected . . .  

And the quote continues: 
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The ground of awakening is [achieved] 
Without discarding the karmic body . . .  

Thus, such claims not only contradict the explanation that the sponta
neously present is the ground of buddha, it appears that the distinctions 
between the characteristics of the immortal and the mahamudra have also 
been overlooked. 

Third, it is taught that those w·ho gradually progress will train in the ten 
paramitas and traverse the ten grounds, whereas the simultaneous realizers 
will quickly perfect [the grounds] .  For them l i.e., the simultaneous real
izers ] ,  there is absolutely no fixation toward phenomena; and it is taught 
that the perfection of generosity, including the result, is spontaneously 
complete without effort. Likewise, seeing the nature of evenness, where 
nothing is sullied and nothing is accepted or rejected, is morality. Fully 
[ 4 58] perfecting the characteristics of wisdom without conflict is patience. 
When activities turn into the accumulation [of merit] without decline, 
that is enthusiastic perseverance. Although the faculties are engaged with 
objects, without wavering from evenness while always abiding in the intrin
sic nature of phenomena is concentration. Having transcended fixation 
upon substance and characteristics, unerring realization of the intrinsic 
nature is prajiia. Although inherent personal benefit is ensured, direct
ing everything toward the purpose of others is method. When the envi
ronment and all experiences become completely pure, that is aspiration. 
Unable to be defeated by negativity is strength, and realizing the meaning 
just as it is is wisdom. 

In this way, since the ten paramitas are spontaneously perfect, even the 
training on the ten grounds will not take long-bringing swift perfection. 
Hence, the qualities and definition of the grounds are as stated in the 
Ornament qfthe Classes ifSutra: 

Even the state of buddha is near. When seeing that the pur
pose of sentient beings occurs, extreme joy will arise. Therefore, 
this [ground] is called "Extreme Joy." Since there is freedom 
from the stain of effort-based morality, this ground is called 
"Stainless." Because there is the great appearance of truth, this 
[ground] is the "Illumination of Light." Because both noncon
ducive causes222 for awakening are incinerated, this is "Radiating 
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Light." Because o f  being able to mature all sentient beings and 
completely protect one's mind [459]  as the most difficult 
training for the bodhisattvas, this is called "Difficult Training." 
Having relied upon the perfection of praji1a, the nature ofboth 
sarpsara and nirval).a are actualized, so this is called the ground of 
"Actualization." Because of connecting with the only path that 

traverses, this is called the "Distant Ground." Because of not 
wavering from the two recognitions, chis is called the "Unmov
ing Ground." W'ith excellent discerning awareness, this ground 
is called "Excellent Intelligence." Like the way clouds cover the 
sky [and] because both [wisdoms221] pervade phenomena, this 
is called "Clouds of Dharma." 

Thus, it is. 
The qualities are that, when the first ground is attained, twelve hundred 

qualities are actualized in a single moment, such as seeing one hundred 
faces of the buddhas simultaneously and so forth. In the Great Bounteous
ness of the Buddhas, it states: 

One hundred samadhis [are realized] , and 
One hundred buddhas arc perceived. 
One can travel to one hundred pure lands, and 
They are fully apparent. 
Taming one hundred sentient beings, 
They arc placed at the threshold of dharma. 
Entering one hundred kalpas, 
One hundred emanations are fully manifest. 
One can manifest as one hundred heirs of the victorious ones. 
TI1cre is no higher or surpassing aspiration, superior state, or 

strength. 

Thus, and likewise on the second ground, twelve thousand [buddhas and 
so forth are perceived) ;  on the third, twelve hundred thousand; on the 
fourth, [ 460] twelve million; on the fifth, one hundred twenty million; 
on the sixth, one billion two hundred million; on the seventh, twelve bil
lion; on the eighth, equal to the number of particles in one hundred thou
sand great chiliocosms; on the ninth, equal to the particles in one million 
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chiliocosms; and on the tenth inexpressible instances of the following are 
known: the buddhas are seen, the dharma is heard, [and] the pure lands 
are present, illuminated with light. One can travel to those pure lands and 
bring sentient beings to maturity, open doors to the dharma, and abide in 
the evenness of samadhi. A single moment is revealed to be many kalpas, 
and many kalpas arc a single moment. One is able to see the extent of 
all past and future lives; and one's body can emanate as many buddhas, 
each one surrounded by their many retinues and all of them occurring 
simultaneously. 

Fourth, the way of attaining the ultimate ground is that, by perfecting 
the tenth ground, many light rays radiate to accomplish the purpose of 
sentient beings, which is why the eleventh is called the ground of "All
Pervasive Light." Wisdom appearances and great compassion are without 
attachment, so this is the twelfth ground called "Unattached Lotus." The 
ultimate empowerment of all phenomena as spontaneously perfect is the 
thirteenth ground called "Vajra Holder;' [ 46 r] "Great Assembly of the 
Wheel of Syllables;' "Greatly Superior;' or "Ground of the Vidyadharas." 
In all cases, activity is spontaneously perfected. Nevertheless, to call 
the thirteenth ground "Greatly Superior" is from the perspective of the 
unelaborate dharmakaya. As the basis for the arising of the sambhogakaya, 
it is called "Great Assembly of the Wheel of Syllables"; and since this is the 
unsurpassed [ground] of all [the buddhas] ,  it is called "Vajra Holder." As 
the nature of ultimate wisdom, it is called "Vidyadhara." These names are 
based upon qualities. Like the steps of a staircase, each of these grounds is 
not to be considered higher or lower, bur rather identified from the per
spective of the single buddha nature as the three kayas. It is taught that, 
due to the distinctions of qualities, there are even more than these. Since 
bliss is immeasurable, the fourteenth ground is called "Exaltation"; the 
fifteenth ground is called "Samadhi"; and the sixteenth ground is called 
"Unsurpassed Wisdom." It is also explained that, since this genuine nature 
is without proving or refuting, it is the single ground of Samantabhadra 
without distinctions as the oneness of the Great Perfection. In 1he All
Creating lVfonarch, it states: 

Oneness is the bodhichitta of the creator of all. 

So it is. This completes the overview. 
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z.z. r.z.1.2.2.2.2 ihe Expo.<ition 
This has three parts: 

r The cause for accomplishing vidyadharahood 

2. The temporary result of that accomplishmem 

> TI1e perkction of that ultimate result 

For the exposition, there are three: the cause for accomplishing 
�·idyadharahood, rhe temporary result of that accomplishment, and [ 462] 
the perfection of rhar ultimate result. 

z. z.I.Z.I. 2 . 2.2.2.I The Cause.forAccomplishing Vidyadh,lrahood 

For the first, there are two. The actual cause is the ful ly endowed character
istic of knowing the view, the knowledge that phenomena are primordi
ally awakened through the method of the four realizations. Maintaining 
and integrating this view of the fundamental nature within one's stream 
of mind is the ripening root cause that results in the four vidyadharas . 

By knowing this, the mantric formula that unites the generation and 
completion stage characteristics of engaging in the accomplishment is the 
contributing circumstance that ripens as the resultant state of the four 
vidyadharas. By knowing these characteristics and practicing , the result 

of the dharma is attained. Hence, becoming extremely accustomed to the 
root causes and contributing circumstances, whoever develops this special 
potential and power will resemble the process of the cause of a fertile seed, 
the circumstance of water and fertilizer, and the result being the first sprout 
of the harvest. Hence, once [becoming] a fully mature [ vidyadhara] , the 
spontaneously present (vidyadhara] will be brought to fruition. 

Second, the way to accomplish this is that these vidyadharas are also the 
field that gives birth to the victorious ones, for it will be proclaimed and 
well known throughout the pure lands of the buddhas of the ten direc
tions: "In the realms of the world, [ insert name] abides as a vidyadhara and 
will accomplish the deeds of the buddhas at such and such a time." 

2.2. I.2.I.2.2.2.2.2 1he Temporary Result of7h,tt Accomplishment 

Second, [ 463] for the temporary result of that accomplishment, there 
:1re two. The beings who will accomplish this are among the vidyadharas 
appearing as humans on one of the four continents or as the gods of 
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the desire and form realms, such as Brahma. Although they [ i.e., the 
vidyadharas] take immaculate rebirth with fully endowed qual it ies in the 
forms of these realms, the beings that already dwell in these realms do not 
have equal karmic fortune in terms of [spiritual ] qualities. For example, 
although all buddhas and bodhisattvas appear in individual realms in the 
forms of those beings, their fortune and qualities are different. 

Concerning this, there are four ways rebirth is taken, as stated in the 
Ornament �j'the Classes ofSi:ttra.: 

lt is held that rebirth is based upon 
The karma of those who are fortunate, 
1l1c power of pure aspirations, 
For the purpose of others, 
And through mastery of samadhi. 

Thus, it  is. 
Based upon the negative and positive karma of those on the ground of 

ordinary individuals, rebirth is taken in lower or higher realms. Between 
the first ground and the seventh, [ aryas] arc born as emanations of their 
aspirations and their skillful means. On the three pure grounds through 
mastery of samadhi, they will appear as whatever rebirth is needed. On the 
ground of awakening by spontaneously emanating, they appear as the man
ifestation of the great mastery of the twelve deeds and so forth. The aryas 
arc no longer subject to rebirth; but because of having traversed [ 464] the 
rivers of birth, old age, sickness, and death, they emanate through compas
sion. In the Uttaratantra., it states :  

The aryas have fully abandoned the suffering of illness, aging, 
and death. Since there is no rebirth based upon the power of 
karma and passions and they sec the perfectly pure nature just as 
it is, having transcended birth and the rest, these compassionate 
ones only seem to be born, become sick, grow old, and die. 

Thus, and in the Collection ofSutms, it states: 

Although lacking sickness, aging, or death, 
These are shown. 
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1hus, i t  is. 
The fully mature vidyadhara has exhausted karmic birth and, when the 

body is discarded, will immediately achieve the ground of the aryas. There
fore, this is similar to the ultimate accomplishment of the path of unifica
tion. Once the stage of heat on the path of unification has been achieved, 
rebirth in the lower realms will cease. In the section on [the stage of] heat 
in the Ornament of Clear Realization, it states : 

Doubt and lack of freedom are exhausted . . .  

Thus, i t  is. 
By the power of aspiration, they are reborn in the pure lands and so forth 

for the welfare ofbeings. The immortal and the mahamudra [ vidyadharas] 
will take rebirth through samadhi in order to accomplish the benefit of 
beings; however, this is not ordinary rebirth. Since the ordinary body has 
transformed into the vajrakaya, there is no destruction or separation. The 
spontaneously present [vidyadhara] has mastered rebirth to appear in any 
way that is necessary. 1his is the ability to emanate. 

Second, the grounds they abide upon are that the first three vidyadharas 
abide on the causal grounds, whereas the fourth abides on the resultant 
ground. [ 465] All of these are grounds of no longer returning [to sarp.sara]; 
so they are referred co as "exceptional grounds," as the quote [from the root 
tantra] states: 

Having transferred to the exceptional grounds, 
The paramitas are complete. 

Thus, it is. 
If the way of abiding on the causal grounds is explained: although the 

first three vidyadharas rake rebirth as humans, gods, and Brahma, in par
ticular they abide upon the tenth ground, as it is taught that they have 
fully perfected the nature of the ten grounds as the ren piiramitas. If the 
way of abiding on the resultant ground is explained, the spontaneously 
present [ vidy�H.1hara J abides upon the exceptional thirteenth ground called 
"Vajra Holder." Hence, it is taught that the ultimate resultant accomplish
ment of the ten causal paramitas is fully complete. 

If the way of abiding upon the exceptional ground of no return is 
explained : since it  is certain that all tour vidyadharas abide upon the rcsul-
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tam ground, this means that they abide on the exceptional ground. The 
qualities of having accomplished this ground involve the stages of accom
plishing the causes and results that bring the paramitas to completion. It is 
said that this is like the example of a hooked fish certain to be landed. 

2.2.1.2.I.2.2.2.2.3 Jhe Perfection of That Ultimate Result 

Third, the ultimate result-the eleventh ground called "All-Pervasive 
Light" -is the ground where both the method of taming beings through 
emanations and enl ightened activities are fully perfected. The sl"ttras 
state: 

Through the radiation of light, 

Those to be tamed are rendered suitable vessels. 
Hence, this is the ground of All-Pervasive Light. 

Thus, it is. 
Interdependent supreme prajna [ 466) and method are the ultimate 

twelfth ground called "Unattached Lotus:' which is the effortless self
appearing pure land of the spontaneous Rich Array. In the All-Illuminating 
[ f/ital Essence] ,  it states: 

The Unattached Lotus is the sambhogakaya, 
The spontaneous presence of self-appearing wisdom. 

Thus, it is. 
Based on supreme prajiia, both the sambhogakaya and the nirmiir).akaya 

are naturally within the ground of the dharmakaya. As the basis for dis
solving into basic space, this superlative, precious, spontaneously present, 
innate dharmakaya pure land of Samantabhadra is free from all elabora
tions. [In the root tantra] ,  it states: 

The nature just as it is is without center or limit 
And is free from being singular or plural. 
Even the buddhas themselves do not see 
This self-originating wisdom that arises without abiding. 

Thus, it is. 
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Accordingly, the difference between the temporary and ultimate 
grounds is that the ten grounds such as Extreme Joy are causal, and the 
three such as All-Pervasive Light are resultant. This is due to the distinc
tion between cause and result. The effortless, spontaneous perfection [of 
the grounds] is the ultimate goal to attain. 

2.2.1.2. I.2.2.J A S)nthesi.,· ofthe Afetrning ofthe Support of the Gathering through 

the Great Assemb(y of All Mtt�zcja/as 

"Titi> ha, tluee pJrrs: 
1 Revealing the generation and completion stages ofSamamabhadra 

2 How all ma�c)alas arc accomplished in rhar way 
How nothing is sullied by subtle faults 

Third, to synthesize the meaning of the support of the gathering through 
the great assembly of all maryQ.alas, there are three: revealing the generation 
and completion [stages] ofSamantabhadra, how all maJ)Qalas are accom
plished in that way, and how nothing is sullied by subtle faults. 

2.2.I.2.I.2.2.J.I Re!!ealing the Generation and Completion Stages of 

Sa manta bhadra 

For the first, there are two, among which the actual way to meditate is as fol
lows. Beginning with the three samadhis: within the wisdom-light celestial 
palace of the extremely pure mat:t4ala of space [ 467]  upon a sun, moon, 
and lotus scat, meditate upon the king of wisdom-Samamabhadra in 
union with consort. [They arc] seated in the vajra posture with hands in 
the mudra of evenness. Imagine that many light rays radiate from their 
kayas. This differs from the way that the common vehicles assert that the 
buddhas' mind streams, pure lands, timing, and methods are all separate. 

Hence, even though the nirmal)akayas appear according to the percep
tions of those to be tamed: from the point of view ofrhe uncommon vehi
cles, all of that is asserted to occur in the context of the Akani�h�ha-the 
unborn dharmakaya and rhe unceasing sambhogakaya. This is the reason 
why, by meditating upon the deity of one's aspirations, [all deities] will be 
accomplished. In particular, the intrinsic nature of all the buddhas, or the 
lord of all, is the male-female Samamabhadra. To visualize them, the entire 
mat:tc,lala of the victorious ones is meditated upon, without exception . 

This is based on rhe fact that all ma!)<olalas of rhe deities are synthesized as 
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the single, pure nature of basic space, including enlightened body, speech, 
and mind. 

1his can be established as follows. One may wonder how the deity to 
be meditated upon can be accomplished as such since this is one's own 
mind, or how the nature of a deity that comes from elsewhere can bestow 
siddhis. These doubts are eliminated as fOllows. Concerning the four times 
such as the past, as well as the ten directions such as the east-no mat
ter when or where-[468] except for one's mind, the state of the fully 
perfected buddha is not a separate independent state to be accomplished; 
nor will a source or observer ever be discovered. Whatever way the nature 
of the mind naturally abides is the fully perfected buddha. Those who 
distinguish time and place and think that the buddhas have come from 
elsewhere, or that this present mind has the seed or cause for awakening 
and is not presently awake but will eventually awaken through purifica
tion, have failed to discover the state of buddha. Hence, it is advised not 
to search for buddha elsewhere, except for one's mind. Similarly, in the 
Eight Ihousand Stanzas, it states: 

When the kaya of the Buddha that was giving predictions 
Before the bodhisattva Always Crying' vanished, 
The bodhisattva wondered, 
"Where did the Tathagata come from and where has he gone?" 

1he quote continues: 

The bodhisattva Sublime Dharmab replied, "Fortunate child!  
The Tathagata came from nowhere and has gone nowhere. 
If you wonder why, it is for example like in a dream. 
If the Tathagata came and then vanished, 
Do you think that he came from somewhere and then returned?" 
Always Crying replied, [ 469] "No, that is not the case, 
Because that is just a dream." 
Sublime Dharma said, "Likewise, there is nothing other than 

one's mind. 
Hence phenomena are, by nature, perfectly pure." 

' Tagtu Ngu (rt"g tu ngu) 
b Cho Pak (rhos 'phdgs) 
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Thus i t  is, and the quote continues: 

To realize the mind is to realize buddha. 
Therefore, cultivate the awareness that buddha 
Is not to be searched for elsewhere. 

Thus, this is similar. 

2.2.I. 2.I.2.2.3.2 How All Afa�tr),�.L.s Are A[complishcd in lhat Wtry 

Second, in rhat way, rhe accompl ishment of all maQ.<;lalas is that, through 
the meditation of fully uniting the generation and completion [stages] of 
the single ma.Q.<;lala of Samantabhadra, all maQ.<;ialas without exception 
emanate and are accomplished. This is like how, when the sun and moon 
are present, all light rays occur without exception. 

2.2.I.2.I.2.2 .. J.3 How Nothing Is Sullied �y Subtle Faults 

Third, the way nothing is sullied by any subtle faults is that, by knowing 
that everything is the nature of the mind and realizing the indivisibility 

of acceptance and rejection, there is mastery over the completion stage. 
When this occurs, even the subtle activities of the generation stage-such 
as faults, additions, and omissions during the branch aspects of sadhana 
practice-will be purified. When this is faultless, there will be no obstruc
tion to [the attainment of] siddhis. In the Vajra, it states: 

For a practitioner who has realized 
The pure nature of phenomena, 
All activities in the generation-stage ritual 
\'\fill be free from the faults of addition and omission 
And great, astonishing siddhi will occur. 

Thus, it is . 

In general, this applies to what is referred to as "the generation stage 
with characteristics" and [ 4 70]  "the completion stage with our character
istics." Nevertheless, for a practitioner whose mental capacity is fixated 
upon substance and material characteristics: no matter what they meditate 
upon, characteristics will not be transcended. When the mind is without 
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grasping to characteristics, then whatever is meditated upon will be free 
from characteristics. In the Afagnif£cent [ Wisdom] Lightning, i t  states: 

Hence, an authentic practitioner 
Who abides free from characteristics 
Should meditate upon a practice that has characteristics. 
Although with or without characteristics, 
It must be knmvn that there is no difference. 
A practitioner who knows this 
Will achieve the same ground as myself 
This, too, is referred to as "buddha." 

The quote continues :  

However much grasping there is to characteristics 
Is how long worldly characteristics will endure. 
Whenever things are known to be free from characteristics 
Is when worldliness will be transcended. 
Everything will become the pure land of Samantabhadra, 
And passions and wisdom will be indivisible. 

1h us, it is. 

2.2.I. 2.I.2.J A S)nopsis 

Third, a synopsis is that, by having spoken to the pure retinue of self-appear
ances, the aphorism is thus expressed. In doing so, the array of manifest 
offering clouds of samadhi clearly appear without obstruction throughout 
the ten directions as a ful ly endowed ornament that completely pleases 
all the tathagatas. 

From the Secret Essence of the supreme mani festation of method, 
Definitive Nature just As It Is, this completes the twelfth chapter on 
accomplishing the path of gathering merit and wisdom. [ 471 ]  



Chapter Thirteen 

2.2.I.2.2 Engilgement in the Euentiill hfmning through the Completion St,zge 

This has three parts: 

r Establishing the context for the meaning 

2 Explaining the meaning 

A synopsis 

TH E S E C O N D  S E C T I O N  continues with the engagement in the essential 
meaning through the completion stage in three parts: establishing the con
text for the meaning, explaining the meaning, and a synopsis. 

2.2.I.2.2.I EsttzUishing the Contextfor the }vfem"ting 

First, having shown the path of the stage of generation, then in order to 
reveal the completion stage, Buddha Samantabhadra-as the gathering 
of the embodiment of all vajra maQ4alas of enlightened body, speech, 
and mind of the tathagatas of the ten directions and four times-takes 
great delight in unsurpassed wisdom. The samaya that all phenomena 
of sarpsara and enlightenment are primordially, spontaneously present 
as the great perfection is a great secret for unsuitable vessels. By resting 
in the samadhi of the intrinsic nature of the essential douds of suchness, 
those with utmost fortune are placed [on the grounds] ; and the aphorism 
of the sacred upadesha is expressed. Thus, it is taught. 

2.2.r.2.2.2 Explaining the lvleilning 

"Ihis has two parts: 

1 A general explanation of the way the genuine secret abides 

2 A specific explanation of the meaning of the natural Great Perfection 
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For the second, there are two: a general explanation of the way the genuine 
secret abides in the enlightened mind of the vaj ra master and a specific 
explanation of the meaning of the natural Great Perfection. 

2.2.r.2.2.2.I A C/eneml F-xplanation ofthe H!,:1y the (/enuint' Secret Abide5 

The first has three, beginning with how to recognize the genuine mean
ing. In general, whether an understanding of the ultimate meaning of the 
individual vehicles [ 4 72] is gained or not depends on the vajra master's 
explanations. In particular, the ultimate meaning of the natural Great Per
fection that is obscure and hidden within the words of the tantric scriptures 
abides within the mind of the teacher. Hence, those wishing to receive oral 
instructions must depend upon pleasing their teachers. Furthermore, the 
vehicles are inconceivable as well as inexpressible; and given that they are 
present throughout the countless pure lands of the buddhas and the realms 
of sentient beings, they are also indeterminate. Nevertheless, in this pres
ent excellent kalpa and this Sahalokadhatu world system, the light of the 
buddhas is present-including all the philosophies of the lower, higher 
and incorrect vehicles. Here, they are synthesized as eight. 

First, "failure to understand the correct meaning" refers to those ordi
nary individuals who are not influenced by a particular philosophy. Merely 
taking an interest in the direction of virtue, they accomplish the causes for 
well-being and higher rebirth. That stage is the vehicle of gods and humans 
which is the basis [for the subsequent vehicles] .  This means that, based on 
the ten virtues, they take rebirth as a desire-realm god or a human being 
and will also accomplish the higher, formless realms of concentration. In 
the Middle Tt-dy, it states :  

The correct view of  the worldly ones . . .  

Thus, it is taught. Concerning this, some claim this [failure to under
stand] refers to the assertions of both the moderates" and the school of 
the Lokayata.bm Such claims fail to not only distinguish the vehicles, but 
also their order. 

The vehicle of gods and humans was explained during the previous 

" ch.z! wa (phyal ha) 
b gyangpen P'' (zgyang 'pben ptZ, chdnhik<l) ;  Flung Afar, n ihilistic materialist 
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explanation given on the five vehicles. [ 473 ]  Since the meaning of all the 
vehicles is based upon this vehicle [of gods and humans] ,  it is referred to 
as the basic vehicle. 

Given that the eternalist and Lokayara schools are philosophies based 
on heretical, incorrect views, they have no relevance to this discussion. 
When the perfectly correct meaning is misunderstood because of incor
rect understanding, this constitutes a heretical view. Although there are 
inconceivable varieties of such views, they are brought into the four cat
egories of eternalist views-including the nihilist view-known as the five 
classes of the tirthika.'' 

The four proponents of permanence are ( 1) the Naiyayika logicians, who 
propound that Ishvara is permanent; (:2..) the Vai�h1;ava, who advocate that 
Vi�hl).u is permanent; (3) the Sarpkhya enumerators, who assert that the 
principal [ i.e., god figure]b is permanent; and (4) the Vaishe�hika particu
larists, who propound that tiny particles are permanent. These schools 
represent those who follow the teachers Kapila, Kal).ada, Ak�hapada, and 
Uliikaputriya.' 

The view of nihilism is held by those who are called the Lokayata, the 
hedonists,d and the Jains.' The god they follow is the planet Jupiter.r All 
of them believe in the self; however, those who are eternalists believe in a 
permanent self of the individual or a principal who can achieve mastery 
over all elements and who pervasively abides in the minds of all sentient 
beings. Believing the gods Ishvara and Vi�hl).u are permanent, they assert 
that [the gods] have the power to transport followers to higher [ 4 7 4] or 
lower realms. Nihilists believe there is a limit to the beginning and end [of 
life] ; since [ at conception) the self suddenly enters the mother's womb, 
it endures thereafter until death when the continuity of that self ceases 
to exist. Because they disbelieve in past or future lives as well as the state 
of liberation or omniscience, they are called nihilistic materialists or the 
Lokayata. In short, all of these schools fit into two [categories) :  the eterna1-
ists and nihilists. 

Those with a partial understanding of the perfectly correct meaning are 

' mu tekpa (mu stegspa); extremists 
" tso u1o (gtso bo, prakrta) 
' ser kya (ser sky a), zeg zen (gzeg gzan ). kang mig (rkang mig) , and ug trug pa ( 'ug phrug pa) 
d tsu rol dze par ma u;a ( tshu ml mdzes par smm ba, chdrvdka) 
' nam kha'i go chen (nam mkha'i gos can) 
f purbu (phur bu) 
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the two categories o f  hearers and solitary realizers. They are able to attain 
freedom from sarpsara by realizing both the selflessness of the person and 
a partial understanding of the selflessness of phenomena. 

To distinguish the hearers, there are the four root and the eighteen catego
ries stemming from them. Concerning that, the seven distinctions belong
ing to the Mulasarvastivadins'' arc as follows: the classes of the Kashyaplya,b 
the sect that follows Kashyapa; the Mahishaska;' the Dharmaguptaka;d the 
Bahushriitlya;' the Tam rasha�lya ; t the Vibhajyavada ;g and their source [i.e., 
the school of the M11lasarvastivadins J, making seven. 1hey are all followers 
of Buddha Shakyatnuni's son, the excellent one, Rahula. 'The language they 
speak is Sanskrit; their robes have between nine and twenty-five patches; 
and their emblems are the utpala and lotus flowers, as well as the jewel. 

The distinctions of the MahasaJ:tgikah sect are as follows: the Piirvashaila;; 
the Haimavada;1 the Prajnapativada;k and the Lokottaravada.1 Incl uding 
their source [i.e., the MabisaJ;gika] , there are five. All of them [ 475)  are 
followers of the great Arhat Kashyapa from the class of Brahmins. They 
speak the Prakrta language, have from nine to twenty-three patches on their 
robes, and their emblems are the Buddhist cross and infinity symbol. 

1he Arhat sect has three distinctions :  the Jetavaniyam (near Shravasti) ,  
the Abhayagirivasin," and the others that reside in the temples. All of them 
arc followers of the great Arya Katyayana from the class of bamboo mer
chants. 1hey speak the Apabhrarpsha language,o,m wear robes that have 
from n ine to twenty-one patches, and their emblem is the conch. 

' yod par ma w,z (yod par smra b,z) ;  Proponents of Existence 
b iid sung fhl ( 'od snmgs pa) 
' sa ton pa strm pa); sect that reveals the earth 
d chii sung pa (chos srzmgs pa); sect that guards the dharma 
' m,mg du tii pa (m.xng du thus pii); sect that is learned 
f gii mar chen (!fos dmttr can) :  sect that wears red garments 
g nmn par che te mtt u•a (rn,trtz pm·phye ste smra b,z); sect that teaches by analyzing 
h pal chen pt� (phal chen pa); school of hearers 
' shargyi ri ""' (shilr K.Yi ri ho ); sect of the Eastern Mountains 
i K•mg kyi ri wo (r.;angs kyi ri bo ) ; sect that dwells in the Snow Mountains 
k tag pt�r rna w,z (rt,zg par· .mmz b,z ) ; sect of cternalist.s 
1 jig ten fey dey par rtz.z Wtl ('jig r·ten las 'rltzs par smm thz) ;  sect that propagates the transcenden

tal 
"'g_y,zl ched ts,d nil nq P" (rgy,zf bycd ts!Jd na grws pa); sect that resides in the grove of the victori

ous prince 
0)ik mtrl ri Lz ney ptz (_'jigs md ri LzgJhupa); sect that resides on Abhaya Mountain 
" zur chak (zur· chags) 
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The Aryasarpmitiya' sect has three: the Kaurukullika,b the Avantaka,' 
and the Vitsipurriya.d All of them are fol lowers of the bhik�hu Arya Nyewa 
Khor from the class of barbers. They speak the Paishichi language and 
wear robes that are similar to the arhats. 

Each of these classes only realizes that the self of the individual and 
fixation on the internal aggregates are nonexistent, and the corresponding 
result is the level of realization. 

The distinctions of the solitary realizcrs arc as fol lows: those who prac
tice with a congregation, in a smaller group, and alone like a [solitary] 
rhinoceros. 'Iheirview allows them to realize the selflessness of the individ
ual ; and by realizing that external grasping has no true, inherent existence, 
[ 4 76]  they gain a partial realization [of the selflessness of phenomena] . At 
the time of their final rebirth in existence [and] in order to achieve their 
own awakening without relying upon an actual teacher, they are liberated 
by realizing the nature of interdependency arising of its own accord. They 
reach through symbolic indication rather than speech. 

Those who do not perfectly understand the meaning of the fundamen
tal nature just as it is are fol lowers of the causal vehicle of characteristics. 
They believe that, through root causes, sentient beings accumulate the two 
types of merit and that the result of buddhahood will be attained after 
countless kalpas. 

If distinctions are made, there are two schools : the M iddle W'ay and 
Mind Only.' The latter believe that all appearances of the outer universe 
are the m ind and that the mind is self-awareness, which is the genuine 
wisdom free from duality, ultimately either true or false. Hence, there are 
the two Mind Only Schools of the True and False Imagef In the Middle 
Way's Fearless Conduct ofAvalokiteshvara,g it states: 

Those who believe the various substances that appear 
Are the mind 
And that mind is u ltimately 

' mang pii kur wa ( numx pos bkur bit) 
h sa drug rik kyi de (sa sgrog rigs kyi _<de); sect that is celebrated on earth 
' sung wilt de (bsnmg ht'i sde) ; guarding sect 
d ney m,J bu'i de (gnas rrM bu'i sde); sect ofVatsipurra 
e sem tsttmpa (sems tsitm pit, chittamdtra, Vijnanavada) 
r den pa (hden pa, Sak:iravada ) and dzun P" (brdzun pa, Nirakaravada) 
g dwnrezig kyi tul zhuk (_,pyan ms gzixs kyi br"tu/ zhugs) 
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The wisdom of self-discerning awareness
Free from duality-
Are followers of the 
The True and False Image Schools, 
\Vho refuce boch directions [ i.e., duality]. 

Thus, it is. 
The 1'V1iddle \X'ay School also has two: The Svatantrika Madhyamaka" 

believes that these myriad appearances exist as relative [truth] just like 
magic, while ultimately this is also nonexistent like space. l4 77 ]  'I he 
Prasangika Madhyamaka" School believes that everyth ing always lacks 
true, inherent existence and appears just like the eight analogies of illu
sion, free from the limitation of all elaborations. Nothing whatsoever is 
established as true, and everything is believed to transcend the stain of the 
four extremes. 

All of these [schools] have determined the view that the nature of phe
nomena is empty of the two aspects of self The path involves discarding 
the nonvirrues and practicing virtue, and the result will be accomplished 
subsequent to that. \Vhen compared to the higher vehicles: although these 
vehicles assert that phenomena are selfless and the nature of evenness is 
realized, the meaning of the evenness of all phenomena as primordially 
awakened has yet to be seen. Karma and passions arising as the intrin
sic nature of wisdom, with nothing to accept or reject, is yet to be real
ized. Their methods are l imited, hardships are endured, and the result is 
believed to occur at some distant time. Hence, [these vehicles] are referred 
to as "not realizing the perfectly correct." 

There arc some who claim that [the higher vehicles] are more sublime by 
virtue of method alone, since there arc no distinctions based upon prajna. 
Such assertions are illogical. If there is a difference by virtue of mechod 
being more sublime : then through chat assertion itself, prajna would also 
have to be more sublime. Where can it be found that the vehicle of the 
prajii.aparamira asserts that all phenomena abide as the mai).Qala and that 
the present mind, without a hair's worth of adjustment, is already fully 
awakened? [ 478 ]  Thus, [the higher vehicles] are more sublime by virtue 

• iima mnggyi< pa (dbu ma rangrg_yud pa) 
b iima tal gyur (dim tnfl tiM! g_yur) 
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of both method and prajiia. In the Lamp �{the Three J\-1odes (!(Reczsoning;' 
it states: 

Although ultimately the same-lacking delusion, possessing 
many methods, and having fewer hardships-for those with 
sharp faculties, the vehicle of Mantra is sublime. 

Thus, it is. 
Consequently, it is taught that the way of the paramitas i s  partially 

obscured by delusion. Furthermore, in the Description if the Three Vehicles," 
it tells us : 

With perfectly pure phenomena and through the strength of 
companions and conduct, the vehicle for those with sharp fac
ulties is well known as the greatest among the great. 

Thus, it is; and in the Lasso of�i\,fethod, it also states: 

The great tradition of Secret Mantra is extremely superb. 
Among paths, this is the great, swift path; 
Among methods, this is the sacred, unmistaken method; 
Among [aspects of] prajiia, this is superior prajna.  

Thus, it is. 
The practices of the Kriya- and Upatantras mainly emphasize cleanli

ness and hardships and the taming of the negative conduct of the three 
doors. For the distinctions, there are three :  to accomplish the deity by 
merely relying upon generating the bodhichitta, to accomplish the deity 
by merely relying upon hardships and fasting, and to accomplish the deity 
by merely relying upon blessings and introduction to a consort. The prac
tice begins when the planetary alignments are auspicious, [ 4 79] and the 
practitioner continues until total purification or liberation occurs. The 
wisdom intent is similar to that of the Yogatantra. The Sanskrit abhiprt�Yil 
means "the wisdom intent of the mind;' emphasized by accomplishing the 

·• t.··tt! siim gyi dron nw (tshulgsum gyi .'._e,ron ma, YiiJyatr,9:�pmdipa); Tripi>akamoh 
b tek pa siirn rt<un pm· zh.tg P•' (theg ptl gsum nwm p.zr khag P<l, triydnavyavasthdn,z); 

Rarnakarashanri 
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deity through single-pointed samadhi. In addition, unless empowerment 
is received, there is no way to practice the deity. 

�Iahayogatantra clearly reveals the secret of enlightened body, speech, 
and mind. This is secret because it must not be shown to those who prac
tice the lower vehicles by being attached to and fixating upon material 
substance. If distinctions are made, the father tantras emphasize the gen
eration stage and the mother tantras, the completion stage; whereas, the 
nondual tantras emphasize their unity. 

The primordial, spontaneously present meaning of the superb, natural 
secret is the Great Perfection of self-appearances as mind and wisdom, 
revealed as the great magical manifestation. This secret is self-inclusive by 
virtue of its nature, as well as the exceptional methods; and this is not 
everyone's field of experience. 

If distinctions are made, the Great Perfection unity of the generation and 
completion stages reveals the nonduality of mind and wisdom; the Great 
Perfection of the primordially liberated expanse of the mind emphasizes 
the mind; and the Great Perfection of the clear-light nature of phenomena 
emphasizes wisdom. In this way, the description of each individual vehicle 
is the meaning to be realized. [ 480] 

Second, revealing where these meanings [ i.e., the view of each vehicle] 
inherently abide is as follows. The meaning of each vehicle is contained 
within the text that explains it. A text exists due to the presence of the 
individual syllables; and by the sound of the designated vowels and con
sonants, various names arc formed. For example, by combining [the vowel) 
ah and [the consonant) ma, the name of one's mother is indicated. Many 
words are combined to make phrases; and those phrases-relying on 
words-create shaloka verses, verses become chapters, and chapters become 
the individual bodies of the commentaries or the classes of cantras. Each 
of the individual texts then clearly indicates the subjects to be expressed. 

Third, who reveals these unmistaken meanings ? The meaning to be 
expressed is held within the individual texts that express them. In par
ticular, the nature of this Secret Essence is that all implications naturally 
difficult to understand are obscured within each word of this tantra, such 
as saying "phenomena are primordially awakened" and so forth. The pro
found, secret implications are not meant to be exposed to those with ordi
nary fields of perception ;  so in order to prevent those who lack fortune 
from knowing this, the meaning is hidden through symbolic indication. 
Revealing the meaning of passages such as "through the mudra of,zh li 
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ka li [i.e., rhe vowels and consonants] . . .  " entirely depends on  a teacher, 
because the unmistaken inner comprehension of the tantra abides within 
the enlightened mind of a vajra master. ( 481 ]  

There are some [ i .e. , the Zurpas} who claim that this meaning i s  revealed 
by the teacher Samantabhadra in the Akani�h�ha and that a vajra master 
is one who reveals this ro ordinary beings. Although sensible, chat is not 

relevant here. The one \Vho reveals the meaning of this tantra is other than 
the one who originally revealed it; otherwise, how could Samamabhadra 
alone be responsible for revealing, reaching the meaning, and listening 
to the rantra? 1his proves that they have not understood this [ i.e., Secret 
Essence] meaning. 

z.z.r.2.2.2.2 A Spec!fic Explanation r:ftbe Jvfe,ming ofthe i\r.rtuml Great Perfection 

"1 his has three pans: 
1 An explanation of the actual profound meaning of the: essence 

L How this is mon: sublime than ocher vehicles 

3 1he recipients co whom chis doctrine is entrusted 

Second, for the specific explanation of the natural Great Perfection, there 
are three :  an explanation of the acrual profound meaning of the essence, 
how this is more sublime than other [vehicles], and the recipients to whom 
this [doctrine] is entrusted. 

2.2.1. 2.2.z.2.I An Explanation oftbe Actu,1l Profound ,,1eaning ofthe Essence 

This has three parts: 
1 A concise explanation 

:z. An extensive explanation 
A synop�is 

For the first, there are three : a concise explanation, an extensive explana
tion, and a synopsis. 

2.2.I.2.2.2.2.I.I A Concise E"<planation 

For the first, there are three, beginning with the generation stage of 

method. All phenomena of sal11si'1ra and enlightenment-such as the col
kerion of the aggregates, elements, and sense sources-are primordially 
awakened as the mat�c:lala of enlightened body, speech, and mind. Except 
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ft)r being perfectly pure, awakening i s  not established later through the 
path by someone who was not previously awakened. That which primordi
ally abides within all beings in this way is the indwelling intrinsic nature 
of the spontaneously present mat�<,lala of the ground. Realizing this then, 
through the maf.i<Jala of samadhi, one must meditate with the awareness 
that the visualized maf.14ala is the primordially abiding maf.l<Jala. [ 482) 

Although thi s  is the intrinsic nature of phenomena, merely acknowledg
ing it will not bring benefit. Even though the basis is established in th is 
way, i t  is still necessary to accomplish this through the path. For example, 
although gold and silver are within ore :  if the ore is not excanted and 
fired, [the gold and silver) will still remain hidden. Although a conch is 
white: until the illness of phlegm is cured, [the conch] will continue to 
appear to be yellow, indicating the need to cure the illness. 

Second, the completion stage of prajt1a is the maf.14ala of bliss, clar
ity, and no thoughts that originates from the maf.14ala that sustains rhe 
perception of passion-based thoughts through method. Without aban
donment, [passions] are purified in their mvn place ; and given that this is 
their intrinsic nature, this is called the mat�<_lala of enlightened mind
supreme among all maf.i<,{alas ! 

Third, the clear-light stage of indivisibility is as follows. In the heart 
chakra of truth and so forth, the primordial, spontaneously present kayas 
and wisdoms naturally abide as the superbly secret vital essence. If inter
nalized through the contributing circumstance of the guru's upadesha, 
then this i s  the basic space source of all maf.i<,lalas that constitute the 
inexhaustible, ornamental wheel of enlightened body, speech, and mind. 
G iven that this [explanation) is extremely obscure and hidden within th is 
tantra, [ 483] it  appears that many of the previous scholars of the lvfagical 

A1anifestation Afatrix failed to understand this. 

2.2.1.2.2.2.2.1.2 An Extensive Exp!mlt<tion 

This has rhrce parts: 

1 1hc outer stage of generation 

2. TI1e inner stage of completion 

3 The secret stage of clear light 

Second, for the extensive explanation, there are three :  the outer stage 
of generation , the inner stage of completion, and the secret stage of 
clear l ight. 
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2.2.r. 2.2.2.2.I.2.J 7he Outer Stdge o/Genem.tion 
For the first, there are two. 

Decisiveness through the view is as follows. Although the external 
reflections chat appear as the five elements are [ultimately] nonexistent, 

the apparent appearances of the nature of phenomena are naturally per

fectly pure. This fundamental nature of the prajilaparamita, the nature 

of emptiness, that appears as form is originally nonexistent. This buddha 
nature [of form] abides as the consort, or the play of the narure of phe
nomena, which is the meaning of the empty nature of phenomena that 

abides inseparably with conditioned phenomena. In the unsurpassed tan
era Certainty ofSpeech, ir states: 

Through the intrinsic nature of myriad phenomena, 

Emptiness is expressed as form. 

Thus, and in the He(zrt Sutta,' it states: 

Emptiness is form . . .  

Thus, it i s  said. 

The reason that the five aggregates are called "the great elements" is that 

they are the buddha nature of the five male [buddha] families, which arc 
the intrinsic nature of empty form-like reflections in a mirror. TI1e actual 

elements are the inner aggregates, their natures being solid, wet, warm, 

buoyant, and spacious. The outer [elements] are called the "transformed 
elements" or the "form of the elements." Like the reflection of a face in a 

mirror, [484] inner form appears externally. The five conditioned aggre

gates that are empty by virtue of their nature are the nature of phenomena 

appearing without true existence. This is called "form that is empty and so 
forth . . . " In the Middle Hay, it states: 

\Vharever is the intrinsic nature of form 
Is said to be emptiness. 

Thus, it is. 

" shemb nyingpo Cd;es mb snying po, pr,�jn.ipdnzmit.ihrd,tyilslitm) 
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The intrinsic nature of the awakened mind of awareness is without basis 
or root. The primordial cognizance that does not conceptualize objects is 
the intrinsic narure of the vajra as the assembly of the male-female Saman
tabhadra. Since the inexpressible space of indivisible clear awareness and 
emptiness is the source of immeasurable wisdom, this is designated as the 
assembly of the male-female Samantabhadra. Even the awareness of the 
organs of the eyes, the objects of form, the time of the past, the visual 
consciousness, and so forth-from the male sartvas and female sartvas up 
to the gatekeepers-are all perfectly pure. Their intrinsic natures, as well, 

always appear yet have no true existence, since the naturt: of phenomena 
is always the one taste of emptiness. Realizing this excellent nature of phe
nomena to be the primordially abiding mal).{,lala is the view without estab
lishing or excluding anything. This is also stated in the Middle 1M<y: 

This single substance is the essential nature of all things. [ 485 ]  
The one who sees the nature of a single substance 
Sees the nature of all substances just as they are. 

And in the Intermediate lvfother, it states: 

If a single phenomenon is known, 
This is called the "state of omniscience" 
Since it is the peaceful aspect of the nature of phenomena. 

Second, internalizing this through meditation means to meditate by 
knowing that, at the moment all apparent phenomena are perceived, they 
have no true, inherent existence. This is the m;u)qala of Samantabhadra. 
Those who are beginners and whose mental strength is still weak will clearly 
visualize through the generation stage and gradually rest within noncon
ceptual evenness. Those who are more familiar or who have sharp intel
ligence will sec the nature of whatever appears to be primordially empty 
and baseless. Otherwise, they will rest in the evenness of the generation 
stage where everything lacks true existence, l ike a reflection. The nature of 
that mind-free from elaboration and fixation upon substance or charac
teristic-is the profound, surpassing wisdom intent of the great holder 
of immeasurable qualities, the male-female Samantabhadra. Within that 
nature, there is absolute seeing with the five wisdoms of enlightened 
mind, such as mirrorlike and the rest. 
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The unceasing aspect of outer objective appearances is mirrorlike wis
dom; the empty nature is the wisdom of the space of phenomena; without 
an identity is the wisdom of evenness; the individual appearances ofform, 
sound, and so forth are discerning wisdom;  [ 486)  and liberation from 
the passions-such as refuting and establishing-is all-accomplishing 
wisdom. 

In addition, to merely recognize the five poisons the moment they arise, 
without rejecting and leaving them pure in their place constitutes the five 
wisdoms. Otherwise, when the mind is resting single-pointedly, the empti
ness of that nature is the wisdom of the space of phenomena; the unceas
ing radiance of awareness is mirrorlike wisdom; being without duality is 
the wisdom of evenness; the unceasing appearance of objects is discern
ing wisdom; and freedom from grasping and fixation is all-accomplishing 

wisdom. 
This explanation given in the context of the generation stage concerns 

the way to rest in the nature of phenomena, but does not constitute an 
explanation of the generation stage itself. There are some who apply this 
teaching to the generation-stage mal).c;lala of the deities. Nor only are they 
mistaken, they fail to even approach the direction of this teaching. 

2.2.1.2.2.2.2.1.2.2 The Inner Stage of Completion 

This has two parts: 

I The overview 
2. The exposition 

Second, the inner stage of completion has two: the overview and the 
exposition. 

2.2.1.2.2.2.2.!.2.2.1 The Overview 

1his has two parts: 

r 1he path of method 

2 The path of liberation 

First, there are two: the path of method and the path of liberation. 
First, in the Ocean [oJMagicalManiftstation lvfatrix] , it states: 

The upper and lower gateways 
Are the source of wisdom originating 
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From specific winds. 
The method of breathing and summoning occurs 
With the three life channels of the three chakras. 
Through the movement of wind and fire, 
To milk the cow of the sky 
Is known as the upper [ gateway] . 
Cultivating the five stages of mind through the three invocations, 
The sixteenth ground is attained; 
And since-through binding-the connate intrinsic nature arises, 
This is the path to freedom. 

Thus, it i�·. 

2.2.I.2.2. 2.2.I.2.2.I.I 'Jhe Path ofNiethod 

This has three pans: 
1 Training with the wind of rhe upper gateways 
2. Training with rhc viral essence of the lower gateways 

The method for meditating upon the fierce wisdom 

Here, there are three: [ 487) training with the wind of the upper gateways ; 
training with rhe viral essence of the lower gateways; and the supporr for 
that, the method for meditating upon chaQ.#li" -the fierce wisdom. 

z.z.r.2.2.2.2.I.z.2.I.I.I Training with the JYind ofthe Upper Gatewa_)ls 

For the first, there are two. The intrinsic nature of that to be known is 
that the vajra body has three principal channels: namely, the right channel, 
white rasana;b the left channel, red lalana;' and the central channel, indigo 
avadhiiti.d These rhree l ife channels are supports for the three doors and the 
three poisons. Once purified through the union of method and wisdom, 
[the channels) become the support for the three kayas. 

According to meditation upon the winds and the wisdom elements, 

three chakras emerge from these channels as the crown chakra of exalta
tion, the throat [ chakra) of abundance, and the heart chakra of truth. In 

a turnrno (gtum mo, tJ-tln d,z fi) 
h ronul (ro ;na) 
' kyangma (rky11ng ma) 
d kund11rm" (kun (:/,,r Tlltl, rt.<a dbu 111.2) 
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addition to this, by  meditating upon the fierce wisdom, there i s  the navel 
chakra of emanation-making four. 1he numbers of their channels accord
ing to the order [just mentioned] are thirty-two, sixteen, eight, and sixty
four. If further defined, there come to be seventy-two thousand wisdom 
channels. In the llev(tjra, it stares: 

It is explained that, for all classes, 
There are seventy-two thousand channels. 

Thus, it is like that. 
In the course of twenty-four hours-although the wisdom wind flows 

within these channels according to their numbers in a dormant manner
because of not being apparent, special qualities are not rendered evident. 
\'Vhen the [karmic] winds are restricted, the winds of the passions [ 48R] 
become the movement of wisdom wind ; and the qualities of the prac
titioner will manifest. In general, during the span of twenty-four hours, 
twenty-one thousand coarse winds circulate. This coarse movement refers 
to karmic or passion-based winds. By binding this wind, the clear, noncon
ceptual wisdom that arises is calLed "wisdom wind." 

Concerning the winds, the upward moving," downward moving,�. and 
evenly distributed' [winds] circulate throughout the upper, lower, and 
middle parts of the body. It is also said that these three are exhaled, inhaled, 
and equally distributed. In addition, the wind Bowing through the right 
nostril is called the "male wind"; through the left, the "female wind" ; and 
through both, the "neutral wind:' The five colors of the winds are the earth 
wind as yellow, water wind as white, fire wind as red, air wind as green, and 
the great wisdom wind of space as indigo. 1hese winds rely upon the five 
petals of the heart chakra, which include the center and the four direc
tions. When all of these winds are directed into the central channel, they 
become the wisdom wind and the radiance of the five winds arising in  
myriad ways-such as  [the appearance] of smoke, mirages, empty forms, 
and the like. 

Second, having recognized this [and) in order to internalize it, there are 
three stages, beginning with the activity. TI1e [upper J ends of both rasana 

'1 g_ven gyu Crzyen rgyu, udLZn.lutzyu) 
b tiir sel (tbur sd. tzpm�<wdyu) 
o: n)'LZrn (ntnjdtn, san:,zn.:Zlh�yu) 
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and lalana connect with the right and left nostrils at the point between 
the eyebrows. By slowly exhaling, obstructions are cleared; and [ 489]  all 
appearances are visualized as the wisdom mal).<,iala. At the time of inhal
ing, while holding the wind as much as possible, one meditates that the 
wisdom wind enters the central channel at the point of the pubic hairline 
and that wisdom permeates the four  chakras and all channels. Once this 
[practice) becomes more stable, then the actual upadesha meditation is 
as follows. Having become familiar with the gradual stages of practice, 
the instantaneous practice has four: the upadesha of Samantabhadra for 
meditation at the heart, the upadesha of Samanrabhadri for meditation 
at the navel, the upadesha of pure union for meditation at the throat, and 
the upadcsha of great pervasiveness for meditation at the crown. First, in 
the chakra of truth at the heart, within a jeweled locket are five pure vital 
essences, about the size of five mustard seeds. Train the mind to transform 
this into the nature of the five male buddhas. Once achieving stability, 
train in these as five orbs oflight. Once achieving stability in that, train in 
these as the kayas of the five families. Understand that the navel, throat, 
and crown arc the same. 

By meditating in this way, the temporary accomplishments of clairvoy
ance, samadhi, miraculous powers, and so forth will occur, while ultimately 
the supreme ground of the buddhas will be attained. 

2.2.I.2. 2.2.2.I.2.2.I. I.2 Training with the Vita/Essence �('the Lower Gateways 

TI1is has two parts: 
1 The distinction, 

2 The way of perfecting the grounds and paths 

Second, for training with the vital essence of the lower gateways, there are 
two. [ 490 ] The intrinsic nature of that which is to be known is as stated in 
the Vital Essence ofthe Secret Moon: 

Without desire, there is no awakening. 

And in the Extensive [Jvfagical Afanijestation Afatrix] , it states: 

If the general explanations 
Characterizing rhe ordinary passions 
Are unmistakably understood, 
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This will become the path of awakening. 
Even the siddhis of enl ightened body, speech, and mind 
Arc not other than this. 
By sustaining the magical display, 
1his becomes the method. 
Characteristics will cease, 
Bringing union with prajii.a.  

Thus, and in the Illuminating Lamp;' it states: 

In order to benefit those individuals with desire, 
There is Lord Vajrasattva. 

Thus, it is . Here, then: are two: the distinctions and the way of perfecting 
the grounds and paths. 

2.2.I.2.2.2. 2.I.2.2.I.I.2.I The Distinctions 

For the first, there are the four joys: joy, supreme joy, freedom from joy, 
and connate joy. In addition, each one of them has four, such as the joy of 
joy and so forth, becoming sixteen joys. 

There are also three perspectives, as follows. The four joys from the per
spective of what is to be abandoned arc that-through the arising of the 
connate wisdom of union-when the male abandons coarse concepts, that 
is joy ;  when [the male] abandons [coarse and subtle] concepts altogether, 
that is supreme joy; when the female abandons coarse concepts, that is 
freedom from joy ;  and when (the female] abandons concepts altogether, 
that is connate joy. 

1he four joys from the perspective of the practitioner are : when the 
male experiences bliss in certain places within the body, that is joy; when 

[bliss] pervades the entire body, that is supreme joy; when the female expe
riences [bliss] in parts of the body, that is freedom from joy ;  and when 
[bliss} pervades her body, that is [ 49 1 )  connate joy. 

The four joys from the perspective of successive order are joy in the 
crown, supreme joy in the throat, freedom from joy in the heart, and con
nate joy in the secret place. 

' drrm sal (.>gron gsa!) 
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2.2.J.2.2.2. 2 . T.z.z.I.I.z.z The Uay qfPeljecting the Grounds and Paths 

Second, the way the grounds and paths are perfected is as stated in the 
St11ges o_{f{1jra Activity: 

It is fully explained that all  sixteen wisdoms of the chakras, 
beginning with [the paths] of accumulation and unification 
from the first ground onward, culminate as fully perfected 

huddhahood. Through the distinctions of the four chak.ras, the 
second of the second is extreme joy and so forth. This process is 
similar to the grounds and paramitas, 

This means that, from the crown down to the vajra, the distinctions of 

the four joys of the descent become sixteen joys, which complete all the 
grounds of the causal vehicle. The four joys of joy are the path of accumu
lation, the joy of supreme joy is the path of unification, supreme joy [of 
supreme joy) is the first ground, freedom from joy-the second, connate 
joy-the Illuminating ( i .e., the third ground] ,  [ joy of] freedom from joy
the fourth ground, supreme joy ( offreedom from joy ]-the fifth, freedom 
from joy-the sixth, connate joy-the seventh, the joy of connate joy-the 
eighth, supreme joy (of connate joy) -the ninth, freedom from j oy-the 

tenth, and connate joy-the ground of All-Pervasive Light. 
During this practic�:, both impure fluids remain within;  and both pure 

essences emerge like drops from the tip of the vajra. In addition, when 
the female ( 492) perfects the sixteen joys and both impure fluids remain 
within, the two pure essences emerge from the tip of the lotus. 'When the 
four white and red viral essences of the male and female mingle, the male 
experiences the taste of bliss and clarity, while rhe female experiences the 
taste of nonconceptual emptiness. Through the merging ofrhese two: when 
the wisdom intent of the union of bliss and emptiness arises, this clarity 

is unobstructed by the two limitations; and hence, it is the ground of All
Pervasive Light and the nature of the prajf1a-wisdom empowerment. 

At that time, the ten paramitas arc also complete. Generosity occurs 
when the bodhichitta permeates all channels; binding without losing the 
essence is morality ; patience is to be unafraid of the method of union ; 

perseverance is to be d i l igent in the method of bliss; remaining single
pointedly within this is concentration; praj i1a is all concepts arising as the 
mal).<_hla of bliss; although engaging in this way, remaining unsullied by 
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the passions is method; power is the simultaneous destruction of all con
cepts; being intent upon the result is aspiration; and experiencing connate 
wisdom is the paramita of wisdom. 

Furthermore, in the Extensive [A1agiml kfan!festation Matrix] , it 
states: 

TI1e causes and results of the ten paramitas are complete. 

Thus, it is. 
The ultimate empowerment of exaltation is that one upwardly invokes 

the mingled viral essence of the sun and moon through the winds. To 
then experience the taste of bliss and emptiness, [ 493] one rests within 
the nature of phenomena. 

Then, through the distinction of the four ascending joys, all sixteen joys 
start from connate joy and are applied to the grounds and paths of Secret 
Mantra. The four joys of connate joy constitute the path of accumulation; 
the connate joy of freedom from joy is the path of unification ; freedom 
from joy [of freedom from joy ] -the first ground and the path of seeing; 
supreme joy-the second ground ; joy-the third ground; the connate joy 
of supreme joy-the fourth; freedom from joy [of supreme joy ]-the fifth; 
supreme joy-the sixth; joy-the seventh; connate joy of joy-the eighth ; 
freedom from joy [ ofjoy ] -the ninth ; supreme joy-the tenth ; and joy
the ground of awakening. When the vital essence passes from the root of 
the vajra to the navel, this is [the ground of] All-Pervasive Light, from the 
heart to the throat-Unattached Lotus, and from the crown to pervade 
the entire body-Vajra Holder, or the ground of the Great Assembly of 
the Wheel of Syllables. 

Some traditions assert that, when the vital essence passes from the root 
of the vajra to the tip, this completes all the causal grounds and that, when 
the [vital essence] is retracted from the tip, this completes the resultant 
grounds. Nevertheless, here this is applied to the stages of the descent and 
ascent according to the upadesha of the gurus. 

This describes how the six states of clairvoyance, as well as the major and 
min or marks, are all perfected. [ 49 4] Led by the method: when the vital 
essence returns to its source, this constitutes the clairvoyance of recalling 
previous places. When the vital essence descends and ascends, this consti
tutes the clairvoyance of magical manifestation. Bliss and emptiness, free 
from expression, are the auditory faculties of the deities ; seeing the three 
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grounds of  the awakened ones i s  the vision of  the deities; since there i s  no 
fixation with bliss, this is the uncontaminated olfaction of the deities ; and 
knowing the way in which both male and female experience the taste [of 
bliss] with one another constitutes the clairvoyance of knowing the minds 
of others. 

The sixteen joys of the male and female as the union of sun and moon 
are the thirty-two major marks. Each of the sixteen joys of the moonlike 
vital essence of the male is endowed with the five wisdoms, constituting 
the eighty excellent signs. That the female does not possess them indicates 
the empty nature of phenomena. The meaning of all of this is as stared in 
the Ocean [ ofthe Magical Man!festation Matrix] : 

By the method of reversal, the prior place will be known. 
Descent and ascent 
Are the clairvoyance of magical manifestation. 
Hearing free from expression 
And seeing the three grounds, 
The objects, aggregates, and elements 
Are uncontaminated. 
Simultaneously knowing the mutual experience of 
The bliss of ah li ka li, 
Both possess the marks of sixteen; 
But only one is endowed with the five wisdoms. 
The eighty, 
Such as forbearance and the rest, 
Are more sublime than the causal. 
This indivisible viral essence is exaltation. 

Thus, i t  is. 
Here, this tradition is more sublime than the tradition of the causal 

vehicle, which asserts that the major and minor marks and signs-as well 
as clairvoyance-[ 49 s] arc accumulated through externally oriented vir
tues, such as forbearance and the rest. 

Second, by knowing this and wirh functional wind and mind, the way 
to internalize that is to take delight in the karma mudra that invokes bliss. 
Both male and female are generated as deities, and the secret places are 
blessed as the vajra and lotus; so that when the vital essence descends, it is 
held in the vase of the vajra. Pulling [the vital essence] upward with hung 
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like coiling yarn, it is then evenly disrribured throughout the entire body. 
After all of this, one must rest in the evenness of the indivisible, intrinsic 
fundamental nature of the Grear Perfection. The rcmlt is that the common 
and supreme siddhis will be swiftly attained, as [the root tantra] states: 

Through the mudra ofah li ka li, 
Everything upon everything will be accomplished. 

Thus, it is. 

2.2.I.2.2.2.2.1.2.2.I.I.J Ihe Method j{1r i\1editating upon tl;e Fierce TVisdom 

Third, the support for this is the meditation upon the fierce wisdom. In 
the Ocean [of the Magical Manifistation �Matrix] , it states: 

It is said that, by igniting the fire 
Of immaculate bliss, 

This incineration milks [the cow] from above. 

Thus, it is . 

At the conjunction of the three channels, four fingerbreadths below the 
navel, is the aspect of fire as ahtung." Extremely hot to the touch, visualize 

that it is the size of a mustard seed. Once stability with that is gained, the 

fire blazes to become the size of a thumb and consumes the three channels 
of the body, including all branch channels. Karma and obscurations are 
incinerated. The pure essences of the white and red nectars descend from 
the ham in the crown. [496 ]  Meditate that the body is filled with blissful 
emptiness. Meditating in this way and generating heat is the sacred method 
for giving rise to the wisdom of bliss and emptiness. 

2.2.1.2. 2.2.2.1.2. 2.1. 2  Ihe Path o(Libemtion 

Second, for the path ofliberation, there are two: the meditation upon the 
samadhi of deity appearances and the meditation upon the samadhi of the 
empty nature just as it is. 

First, within meditation upon the wisdom deity, similar to magic, 

a ah thung, 1\ 
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whatever concepts arise are brought into the generation stage. Through 
the strength of this, all qualities will be accomplished, such as samadhi 
and so forth, because single-pointed concentration is the cause for and the 
nature of samadhi. 

Second, during evenness, objective appearances and the mind that grasps 
to them as real are indivisible. Completely resting without any distrac
tion in the face of whatever arises allows one to naturally abide within the 
meaning ofindivisibility. Then, during the experience subsequent to even
ness, one must train in the magical nature of appearances; and awareness 
is naturally liberated as the great perfection of the nature of phenomena. 
By training in this way, the mind will abide in tranquil stillness; and union 
with the true seeing that realizes the meaning of nonexistence arises. 

By meditating upon true seeing combined with tranquil stillness, 
passions are fully suppressed and then uprooted, as stated in Fxtensiue 
l+'isdom: 

Through tranquil stillness, passions are suppressed ; 
Through sublime true seeing, passions are uprooted. 

Thus, and in BodhisattwtdJarydz,atdra, it states: [ 497 J 

By knowing that the passions wi l l  be completely destroyed 
through true seeing adorned by tranquil stillness, first tranquil 
stillness must be realized so freedom from attachment to the 
world, as well as inspiration toward liberation, will be induced. 

11ms, it is. The [root text] states: 

Whoever tames the mind like a drunken elephant 
Through samadhi . . .  

Thus, this [quote) also confirms the meaning of [the earlier quote] . 
The result of this is that all fully endowed qualities will be temporar

ily and ultimately accomplished. "The explanation of both the upper and 
lower gateways should be given to individuals whose concepts are fewer 
and passions coarse; whereas, the teachings on the stages of deity medita
tion and the nonconceptual nature should be given to those whose con
cepts are coarse. 
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Second, for the exposition, there are two-beginn ing with the way of 
meditating upon the meaning of empty bliss. The pure white and red vital 
essences of the male and female mingle at the tip of the vajra and lotus; and 
through the sound of the supreme, secret wisdom of emptiness and the 

exaltation that occurs through this, their union is offered to the invoked 
deities in the mal,lgala of the secret place . By bringing this [vital essence] 
upward with the wind into the channels of the four chakras and ma1,1<,ialas 
of the buddhas that naturally abide throughout the entire body, the exalta

tion of the mind's wisdom nature becomes the experience of great wisdom 
ecstasy, the offering of indivisible bliss and emptiness. [ 498] 

Second, the result of that is that, through this merit of immaculate 
offerings, initially the three vidyadharas and the eight great accomplish
ments are attained. Ultimately, the perfected ground of the supreme realm 
of the dharmakaya Samantabhadra-the pure land of the spontaneously 
present vidyadharas- [and] the magical wisdom of the self-appearing 
buddha of the spontaneous Rich Array of immeasurable, natural manifes
tations of the infinite mal)9alas of the five families will be attained. 

2.2.L2.2. 2.2.1.2.3 Ihe Secret Stage <{Clem· Light 

This has two parts: 
1 The overview 

2 The exposition 

Third, for the stages of secret clear light, there are two: the overview and 

the exposition. 

2.2.I.2.2.2.2. I.2._i.I The Oven'iew. 
For the first, there are two: the intrinsic nature of clear light that is to be 
understood and, having understood that, the stages of practice. 

First, in the Oceqn [�(the Jvfagitalldani.festation lvlatrix] , it states: 

The primordially manifest truth _of awakening 

Abides within all those who are embodied. 
Hence, this spontaneously present maryt;fala of the victorious ones 
Dwells within all living beings. 
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This boundless mode o f  the peaceful and wrathful 
Will be rendered evident through famil iarity
Either in this life or in the intermediate state. 

Thus, in the hearts of all sentient beings arc the extremely subtle mal)<;{alas 
of the forty-two victors ; and in the crown, the fifi:y-eight hcrukas. [ 499 ]  
Extremely pure, these are the nature of the five lights, supported by the 
pure aspect of the relative vital essence. Abiding within the Akani�h�ha 
upon the petals of the channels as group formations is what is referred to 
as the "ground mai)Qala of vajra space." When one becomes familiar with 
the generation and completion stages, this intrinsic nature will be clearly 
apparent. Nevertheless, until one is set free from the trap of the karmic 
body, this will not be conspicuous due to obscurations imposed through 
the coarse body of flesh and blood. Even though there is stability with the 
generation and completion, including vivid rainbowlike clarity in deity 
visualization, there is still no freedom from the trap of the body. At the 
moment freedom occurs, those who realize the essence of the mahamudra 
will become mature vidyadharas. Liberated as the kaya of the deity in the 
intermediate state, the purpose of sentient beings will then occur. 

Therefore, through reliance upon the generation and completion, that 
body itself will be freed from birth and death ; and when some degree of 
the obstructions are purified, the immortal vidyadhara will occur. Then as 
a mahamudra [ vidyadhara] , awakening will be attained without d iscard
ing the body. The spontaneously present [ vidyadhara] is itself the state of 
awakening and the actualization of the mal)<;{ala. This Akani�h�ha [pure 
land] primordially exists within oneself; so by visualizing the generation 
and completion, there will be awakening. Aside from this, there exists no 
other pure land ofkayas and wisdoms in the ten directions of the world to 
be discovered or accomplished. It is as the root tantra states :  

In all of the ten directions and four times, 
The state of perfect awakening will not be discovered. [soo] 
Since the mind's nature is fully awakened, 
Do not look for awakening elsewhere. 

Thus, it is taught. 
Second, in a dark room, comfortably assume the seven-point posture of 

Vairochana and remain motionless. In the Stages of the Path, it states: 
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In the manner of Lord Vairochana comfortably assuming the 
seven-point posture: with enthusiasm and all aspects in balance, 
rest the mind without effort or fixation. 

Thus, it is. 
This reveals the three aspects [of remaining] motionless."'' l11e seven 

points are the legs in the vajra <isana," hands in evenness, the back straight 
like stacked coins, the chin tucked slightly down, eyes gazing over the tip 
of the nose, tongue touching the palate, and the lips and teeth naturally 
relaxed. In particular, the gaze is meant to extend out from the point 
between the eyebrows some twelve fingerbrcadths in space; the speech is 
silent; and with no thoughts at all, one rests in space. By remaining this way 
for one, three, or seven days, signs such as [the appearance of] smoke and 
the rest will become apparent. Similarly, after fourteen, twenty-one days, or 
one month, initially there will be the phenomena of seeing smoke, clouds, 
mirages, fire sparks, lights, and the sun. In the Stages �{the Path, it states: [ 501 ]  

The signs refer to mirages, smoke, clouds, fire sparks, lights, and 
the sun. 

Thus, it is. 
During this time, one must persevere in rejecting all outer, inner, and 

secret activities of body, speech, and mind. The quote continues: 

Whenever there is cause, result, and interdependency, all 
dharma activities are to be discarded. Even though they come 
to mind, they are not to be entertained since that is distraction 
based on characteristics. 

Thus, it is . 
Having become familiar with darkness practice: even during the day

time, one should rest in that way free from thoughts and recollections. 
l11e quote continues: 

Because of the stages of the nonconceprual, extremely noncon
ceptual, and subsequent nonconceptuality, this wisdom of the 

·• kyi! trung (sky if krung, ptiry.vik>) 
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space of the nature as it is is nonabiding, without concepts, and 
without anxiety. Unwavering and naturally clear, the objects of 
conceptual speech and thoughts have been transcended. This is 
the union of tranquil stillness and true seeing. 

Tims, it is. 
Concerning this, given that there is no fixation upon an outer object 

of grasping, the inner fixating mind, or the interim body and speech, this 
st:tte is extreme-ly nonconceprual and so forth. When nothing whatsocver 
is conceptual, that is tranquil stillness; and this clarity is true seeing
hence, their unity. If one practices diligently in this way for six months, 
one year, or one year and two to four months, all coarse movement of the 
upward moving wind will cease. [ 502) Achieving mastery of the wisdom 
wind, the mature, the immortal, and the great mudra vidyadharas will 
gradually be attained. After sixteen lifetimes/27 the enlightened activity of 
the buddhas will be accomplished. The [root text] states: 

In six months, twelve, fourteen, or sixteen, 
A sacred immortal vidyadhara will be accompli shed. 
Sixteen lifeti mes after that, 
There will be the sponraneous perfection of the five kayas. 

Tims, it is. 
This indicates the time for accomplishing the immaculate state through 

clear light. Additional signs include varieties of appearances, such as the 
five lights, orbs of light, the aspects of blazing jewels, and the ma!ft,1ala of 
Rahula [ i.e., the phenomena of dark blue] . In the Praise to the Names of 
1'1--fanjushri, it states: 

Beauriful blazi ng light, the knot of eternity, 
The appearance of blazing light on the hands . . .  

Thus, and: 

The flaming appearance ofwisdom 
Is the wisdom torch, lighting the way for all beings 
As a garland of bril l iance pleasing to behold .  
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Thus, and in the Great Bounteousness of the Buddhas, it states: 

By the connection of the jewel and the ocean, 
The mal)<;lala oflight is an array of color. 
For some, it appears in the center of space. 

Thus, it is. The "knot of eternity" and the "jewel" arc reference to the heart. 
The "ocean" is the eyes and the "connection" means the arising of empty 
forms in space. 

' lhese appearances are the actual realization of the nature of phenom
ena. If death arrives during this time :  [ 503]  in the next rebirth, one will be 
born in the pure land of the buddhas where immortality and then awaken
ing will occur. These qualities are referred to as "the secret vital essence" 
and so forth. 

Once familiar with this [practice ) ,  the movement of the winds of the 
five elements vanishes within wisdom; and when the intrinsic nature of 
the appearance of five wisdoms pervades, this is the vision of the increasing 
experience. As familiarity continues, to see the pure lands of the buddhas 
and the five families is the vision of the full measure of awareness. It states 
[ in the root tantra] : 

As the ornament, the ma!f<;lala is perfected without exception. 

Thus, it is. 
Then, having exhausted the increasing winds of the five elements that 

engage the five wisdoms, all appearances become like a cloudless sky. This 
is the vision of the exhaustion of the nature of phenomena, approaching 
the spontaneously present [ vidyadhara) . In addition, the first two visions 
will be seen through the support of the mature [vidyadhara] . The full mea
sure of awareness is the immortal, and the exhaustion is the mahamudra 
vidyadhara. When complete, the ground of buddha as a spontaneously 
present vidyadhara will then be attained. 

There are some who become confused about this and claim that the 
sambhogakaya and nirma!fakaya arc attained after entering the [ ground of 
the] Great Assembly of the Wheel ofSyllables. They have not discerned the 
differences concerning the sambhogakaya and nirma!fakaya that appear on 
the path and the ultimate sambhogakaya and nirma!fakaya. Nevertheless, 
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during these visions, the inner experience of wisdom will arise free from 
fixation. In the Stages of the Path, it states: 

With no limit or center, [ 5o4] there is nothing to analyze. Only 
self-awareness, free from duality, appears in a nonconceptual 
way. 

Thus, it is. 
During the first vision: since the three doors are abiding naturally, there 

are the three experiences ofheat, namely, a blissful body, clear speech, and a 
nonconceptual mind, as well as mastery over the coarse motion ofbreath
ing. The quote continues: 

Therefore, when removed from all activities, the body, speech, 
and mind experience heat; the subtle stage of forbearance is 
attained ; there is mastery over the motion of the breath; the 
mind rests with the genuine meaning; and the threefold experi
ence of heat is definitive. 

Thus, it is. 
Given that the outer signs of light and orbs of light are the manifesta

tions of the syllables from the channels, they are visible. The inner signs 
are that the body and speech achieve forbearance and the five passions 
decrease. Samadhi becomes stable, while wisdom appearances increase. 
The quote continues: 

Concerning the initial outer and inner [ signs] :  the outer 
involves the actual manifestation of the syllables from the chan
nels, while the lights of the lotus and others are visible. The 
inner [signs] are that forbearance is attained and, in particular, 
the continuum of the five [passions] completely ceases. 

Thus, it is. Even dreams will turn to virtue. The quote continues: 

Even in the practitioner's dreams, he will be naked and stainless. 

Thus, it is. 
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During the second vision, all appearances perceived as magical and so 
forth will continue to increase. [sos] In the Stages ofthe Path, it states: 

Awareness, free from duality, is wisdom's magic, motionless and 
clear. This nature is illuminated just like the moon and the water 
moon. No matter what kinds of concepts arise : since that is 
the self-appearance of wisdom's magic, attachment to hope and 
aversion to fear will not occur. This is not other than wisdom's 
magic ! 

Thus, it is. 
At this time, overwhelming compassion arises for sentient beings. In the 

Vtzjra [Magical Manifostation Matrix] , it states: 

Achieving familiarity with the magical, 
The phenomena of sarpsara 
Will be overcome by immeasurable bodhichitta. 
How astonishing that delusion can occur 
From that which is not deluded! 
It is then that, without effort, 
All activities of this life-even dreams
Will be seen as magical. 

Thus, it is. 
At this time, immeasurable qualities will be gained. The quote 

continues: 

With qualities equal to the limits of space 
And a field of experience that is one with the buddhas, 
An abundant accumulation of causal merit is possessed. 
This is great wisdom free from attachment, 
And the practice that follows this will be effortless. 

Thus, it is. 
At this juncture, the state of immortality will be attained. By seeing 

even dreams as magical, there will be no fixation toward any phenomenon. 
At this time, there will be significant signs, such as the body becoming 
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weightless like cotton wool and the movement o f  the breath going unno
ticed. All outer and inner parasites affecting the body, such as lice and fleas, 
will naturally vanish. 

The third vision is [so6) that phenomena will appear only as the mal).<,iala 
of deities. In the Stages of the Path, it states :  

The aggregates and so  forth appear a s  the mal)."hla of  deities like 
reflections in the clear ocean ; everything is the vivid deity of 
self-awareness. The victors explain that this is the nature of the 
practice-completely free from being single or multiple, lucid, 
objectless, and motionless. The manifestation of the intrinsic 
nature and the practice to tame the unruly ones are the emana
tions of the peaceful and wrathful. Due to the manifestation of 
the chakras, mudras, group formations, and mat,l<;lalas, there are 
the resultant manifestations. These manifestations and the lucid 
experiences are the meaning of the practice. 

Thus, it is. 
All of these appearances arise through the meditation of the mai).Qala 

of one thousand buddhas and so forth, which actually appear from clear 
l ight. It is then that, for those who see the truth of the grounds, the signs 
arc even more sublime. In particular, it is as the quote continues: 

TI1ose who are the superiors and the midd ling have perfected 
the six states of clairvoyance and the five channels and are able 
to clearly see all continents and countries that they will tame. 

Thus, it is. "Five channels" refers to enlightened body, speech, mind, quali
ties, and activities with five distinctions each as the wisdoms to be attained. 
"Clarity" means that, \Vith the eyes of the deity, one is even able to see 
through solid matter. At this time, dreams wil l  cease. 

At the time of the fourth vision, there is freedom from the trap of 
the body and phenomena, as the Vajra [lvfagical klan�festation Matrix] 
states: 

Wisdom with the attributes ofkayas [ 507] 
Means the elements are l iberated as the vajra body. 
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Thus, it is. Effortless and spontaneously present, this is due to previous 
familiarity. The quote continues: 

Through the stages of enthusiastically pursuing the goal, 
Seeing, and being familiar with the motionless state, 
The power of perfecting all paths is complete. 
Spontaneously present, free from practice, 
The remaining connate stains [of ignorance] are purified. 

"Thus, it is. 
These qualities are also mentioned in the Stages of the Path: 

\x7ithout moving from evenness, taming the beings in enumer
able world systems equal to the particles of a million thousand
fold universes and in realms that are equal to the particles of 
a mill ion countless realms occurs through magically manifest 
forms, such as that of butchers, prostitutes, and others. 

Thus, it is. 
Hence, having perfected the four visions, the result is the spontaneous 

presence of the three supreme grounds ofbuddhahood. At this time, there 
are twenty-five qualities. 

'The first of these are the five kayas : the dharmakaya -free from elabora
tion ; the sambhogakaya-great clear light; the nirmal).akaya-uncertain 
variations [of emanations] ; the abhisambodhikaya-the perfection of 
the abandonments and realization; and the vajrakaya-spectacular and 
unchanging. In the Stages 1?/'the Path, i t  states : 

The intrinsic nature of the kayas : dharmakaya, sambhogakaya, 
myriad nirmal).akayas, abhisambodhikaya, and the vajrakaya . . .  

Thus, it  is. 
'The five aspects of enlightened speech are, first, the great, inexpressible 

speech of the dharmakaya, which is as the quote continues: 

Through this ultimate, supreme, and unborn speech, under
standing occurs without the communication of speech. [ so8]  
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·nms, it is. 
The unceasing natural clarity of the speech of the sambhogakiya is 

mirrorlike. The quote continues: 

Ihrough the eight qualities, such as mirrorlike, the kaya indicat
ing complete abundance will be seen. In the stream of mind of 
the great bodhisattva among bodhisattvas, the vajra meaning 
will be illuminated. 

Thus, it is. 
TI1c sixty branches of the speech of the nirmaQakaya are as the quote 

continues: 

"Six"228 means the roots and their branches, like the speech of 
Brahma, for those fortunate ones who perceive with corporeal 
ears. 

Tims, it is. 
The self-wisdom radiance of the speech of the abhisambodhikaya is as 

the quote continues: 

Although there are five names for wisdom awareness: through 
the blessing of the garland of syllables, all naturally secret tan
tras are illuminated like the sun. 

Thus, it is. 
The inseparable, empty sound of the speech of the vajrakaya is as the 

quote continues: 

TI1e power of this nature is to sec and hear inseparable sound 
and [emptiness ] .  

Thus, i t  is. 
Here, the sambhogakaya of self-appearances is subsumed within the 

dharmakaya, because this is only the field of experience of the buddhas. 
The first of the five aspects of enlightened mind is the wisdom of empti

ness, clear and without substance, as stated in the Vajra [Afagicallvfanifes
tation A-latrix]: 
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This is primordial radiance and emptiness, l ike the sky . . .  

Thus, it is. 
The mirrorlike wisdom that is clear and without any concepts is as the 

quote continues: 

Objectless and clear like a mirror . . .  

Thus, it is. 
"lhe wisdom of evenness that is without good or bad is [ so9 ]  as the 

quote continues: 

Evenness, without the distinctions of acceptance or rejec
tion . . .  

Thus, it is. 
D iscerning wisdom is clarity that does not confuse or mingle general 

phenomena and their individual characteristics. The quote continues: 

Since this is nothing other than the nature of space, 
Things and their nature are inseparably clear. 

Thus, it is. 
The all-accomplishing wisdom that effortlessly accomplishes the deeds 

of self and others is as the quote continues: 

The two purposes arc spontaneously complete, 
And enlightened activity is fully accomplished. 

Thus, it is. These are the minds of the five kayas. 
The five qualities are [first] awareness appearing as the all-pervasive 

space of phenomena, the intrinsic nature of a perfect, pure land free from 
limitations. The quote continues: 

1he appearances of awareness 
Lack an independent continuum. 
They are the wish-fulfilling clouds of the mind 
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And the ten directional pure lands 
Of rhe buddhas, without exception. 

Thus, it  is. 
Awareness appearing as the celestial palace is as the quote continues: 

Self-appearances of awareness, spontaneously complete , 

Are the celestial palace, free from duality. 
This is the place for 
The support, the supported, 
And that which is neither. 

Thm, i t  is. 
Awareness appearing as dear light is as the quote continues: 

Since the intrinsic nature is unobstructed and dear, 
lvfyriad rays oflighr ilium in ate the ten directions. 

Thus, it is. 
Awareness appearing as the throne is as the quote continues: 

Since all results such as power are complete, 
This appears as the five difFerent thrones. 

Thus, it is.  
Awareness appearing as the ornaments is as the quote continues: 

Since this is  not abandoned and is spontaneously complete, (510] 
It is the ornament of the many 
Types ofgreat mal)<;ialas. 

Thus, it is. All of this constitutes the pure land of the spontaneous Rich 
Array. 

The five enlightened activities are rhe five deeds, which are pacifying 
deeds-rendering the minds of disciples suitable; enriching deeds-satis
fying sentient beings through material aid and the dharma ;  magnetizing 
deeds-overcoming wanderers ; wrathfu l  deeds-forcefully an�ihilating 
all unruly ones ; and spontaneously present deeds occurring from the state 
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of the lord of all families, without bias, concerning the welfare of beings. 
The quote continues: 

Given that the activities of taming disciples are diverse, 
There is the manifestation of the four that tame. 
Peaceful, wrathful, magnetizing, and equalizing 
Tame in whatever way is deemed necessary [and are] 
Represented by each of four families 
While spontaneously present in the karma family. 

Thus, it is .  
Given that this subject [ i .e., the four visions] is extremely secret, 

obscure, and hidden throughout this tantra, I have compiled this [expla
nation] based upon the great master Padmasambhava's commentary called 
the Precious Torch of Clear Light." To explain this according to the great 
master Vimalamitra's commentary called Advice for the Time of Deathb is 
as follows. 

Having meditated like this-for those of dull faculties to be liberated 
in the intermediate state as a mature [ vidyadhara] at their death-by abid
ing without distraction in the generation-stage mary<;lala of deities and the 
unclaborate stage of completion, [ s i r ]  they will awaken as a wisdom deity 
in the intermediate state. Those of dull faculties who have not matured 
should focus their mind on the clear light in the heart, becoming an orb 
of light that transfers to the pure land, together with the wind of the sun 
and the moon. 229 In the next life, the mature or the immortal [ vidyadhara] 
will be attained. It is taught that, thereafter, awakening will occur in the 
pure lands. 

In addition, there are some who say that-when the peaceful and wrath
ful mary<;{alas arise in the intermediate state-by recognizing them as one's 
nature, this too will bring liberation. By attaining the mahamudra and the 
spontaneously present states of vidyadharahood, it is certain that libera
tion will occur at that moment. Hence, the actual subject of this chapter 
is the meaning of clear light, which is extremely profound and vast. The 
explanation of the overview is now complete. 

' orlsal rinpoche dron n�<z ( (,d gsa! rin po rhe sgron ma) 
h d,z kam,, dmn ngag ( 'tl./ ka ma gdams ngilg) 
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2.2.1.2.2. 2.2.1.2.].2 Ihe Exposition 

Second, for the exposition, there are three. 
F irst, recognizing the intrinsic nature of the ground of clear light is as 

follows. In the four chakras and in particular within the heart chakra, the 
dear-light, secret vital essence maQqala ofkayas and wisdom abides. This 
is the abode of the spontaneously present nature of the space of phenom
ena as the arrangement of the Akani�hlha Rich Array. Since this is the 
primordial, spontaneously present nature of all the buddhas, it is referred 
to as "the three kayas that dwell within oneself" and is the basis ror the 
actual appearances of the sambhogak::iya and the nirma1�ak::iya. 

Second, recognizing the path of wisdom appearances [ s 1 2] is as follows. 
Having meditated upon such a maQqala, the objective appearances of this 
samadhi are perceived as the intrinsic narure of ten signs such as lights, 
orbs oflight, and the like. Seeing this nature of all budd has who have fully 
awakened in the ten directions and four times includes all aspects of the 
maQ<;ialas of enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities, 
without exception. In the Extensive [Afagical Manifestation Matrix] , it 
states: 

By seeing the meaning of freedom from characteristics, 
All mal).<;lalas of the buddhas are witnessed. 

Thus, and by seeing the nature of a single phenomenon, everything is 
known. 

It is explained that ultimate awakening is the dharmakaya. And just as 
it is said that the face of buddha will be seen through familiarity with the 
meaning of the unborn, mastery of the samadhi that knows the mind's 
nature to be the original buddha is the most supreme and sacred phenom
ena of all since it is the meditation upon the ultimate, fundamental nature. 
In the Sacred Wisdom, it states: 

Abiding motionless is supreme samadhi, 
The essence of all phenomena. 

Thus, it is. 
When meditating in th i s  way, one abides in the natural maQ.�ala and 

the mal)<;iala generated through samadhi. This meditation's nature being 
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the clear-light maQ9ala ofself.-appearances i s  the spontaneous presence of 
the great wisdom maQ9ala of the prajna stage of completion. [ sr  3 ]  Hence, 
the qualities of the path continue to increase toward perfection. 

In particular, when self-appearances become the pure land of the five 
families: in the outer and inner channels and chakras, all maQqalas of each 
individual deity without exception are complete as the ornaments of wis
dom awareness. Then, there comes to be the magnificence of one thousand 
qualities and so forth. Then, when fixation upon all of this is exhausted, 
the intrinsic nature of the grounds and paths reaches the primordially pure 
exhaustion of the nature of phenomena. 

The result is that, from the indivisible union of the maQ9alas of the 
sambhogakiya and dharmakaya, all maQqalas of the compassionate 
nirmal).akaya fully emerge as great spontaneous presence. By the strength 
of this, one becomes a protector who tames the maQ9alas of the six worlds' 
ten directions and four times. Appearing as the six sages and so forth, pos
sessing miraculous abilities, [and] by liberating all maQ9alas of illusory 
sentient beings from the great ocean of saf!1sara, beings are tamed through 
whatever deeds arc necessary. Although appearing in this way, at that 
moment the individual object to be liberated and the actual nirmiil).akaya 
subject who liberates are nonexistent. Hence, the ma�J9alas of those to be 
tamed and the process of taming [ 5 14 ]  are engaged as a reflection or like 
magic. It is similarly taught in the Magical Manifestation Matrix: 

The minds of sentient beings are magical, 
And the state of awakening is magical as well. 
For example, some magicians 
Blow mantras upon clay and such 
And mold the clay into various pleasing forms. 
If there is familiarity with these preparations: 
Then to those with fixating minds, 
The forms of four-legged animals and others will appear. 
S imilarly, for those whose minds 
Are familiar with the accumulations of ordinary and wisdom 

merit: 
To all those sentient beings, 
The state of unsurpassed awakening will appear. 

Thus, it is. 
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2.2.£. 2.2.2.2.1.3 A :.,)nopsi.> 

Third is a synopsis. Phenomena primordially abide as the perfected 
ma.t;Ic,lala of kayas and wisdom. By understanding this through hearing, 
mentally reflecting through contemplation, and, in addition, through 
meditating on the united stages of the method of generation and prajii.a 
of completion, the result of the accomplishment is that the always sub
lime enlightened activity of fully accomplishing the purpose of those to 
be tamed with the great compassion of self-originating wisdom will be 
spontaneously present. This fully endowed tradition [ 5 1 5 ]  is embraced 
by all the buddhas as the undeceiving doctrine. Having meditated upon 
the indivisible generation and completion stages, the result of the supreme 
samaya of never departing from the accomplishment of buddhahood is 
revealed. 

2.2.1.2.2.2.2.2 How Ihis Is lvfore Sublime than Other Vehicles 

This has three parts: 

1 The greatness of the practitioner 

2 The greatness of the path of practice 

3 There is no path superior to this 

Second, for the explanation of how this is more sublime than other [ vehi
cles ] ,  there arc three. 

2.2.I.2.2.2.2.2.I 1he Greatnes.< ofthe Practitioner 

The "greatness of the practitioner" refers to whoever shows even a slight 
interest in this vehicle. Such a practitioner will become known as a close 
heir of this superb, secret [doctrine] because the maQ<,lalas of the budd has 
throughout the ten directions and all times-the genuine maQ<,lalas of 
the great secret, without exception-are revered and swiftly attained in 
their mind stream. For example, even if a chakravartin ruler has a thousand 
heirs, it is only the one with the marks of excellence that will qualify to 
become the sacred heir. Similarly, the hearers, solitary realizers, and bodhi
sattvas of the causal vehicle arc not close heirs because, listening to the 
natural Secret Essence and so forth, this wisdom intent of the buddhas is 
not their field of experience. [ 5 16 ]  
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2.2.I.z.2.2.2.2.2 lhe Gre,1tness ufthe Path ofPmctice 

Second, for the greatness of the path of practice, there arc four. 'I he great
ness of this as the result of all paths is that, if the duration of time is con
sidered, then for as many kalpas as there are particles within the pure 
lands of the buddhas, that is how long the lpractitioncrl must train in 
the various disciplines of the causal vehicle in order to become proficient. 
From the perspective of the vehicle of Secret Mantra, this great secret 
vehicle of Atiyoga is the resultant goal of practicing and revering all outer 
and inner mal). galas without exception. In order to attain enlightenment, 
everything depends upon this path. 

Second, the way this has been the path of departure for all the victori
ous ones is as follows. In the ten directions of the six worlds such as the 
middle, upper, and lower, the victorious ones of all mal).galas without 
a single exception-who have previously come and who arc presently 
engaged in the welfare of beings-have spontaneously perfected the five 
kayas by attaining this path. This is because all the buddhas of the three 
times will traverse this path and no other. Even if the causal vehicle is 
traversed, the resultant vehicle must then be entered because awakening 
occurs through the resultant vehicle. [lvfanjushri:, lvfagical lvfanifestation 
lvfatrix] 230 states: 

The renunciation of the three vehicles 
Abides as the result of the single vehicle . 

Hence, the point is established. 
Third, the way this is the path of all practitioners is [ 5 17] that all prac

titioners from the past, those of the present, and those to become future 
vidyadharas will achieve the ground of awakening as spontaneously pres
ent vidyadharas through this path. Hence, this is not different from the 
path of the buddhas of the three times as stated in the Yoga Tantra: 

'll1e great vajra of enlightened body, speech, and mind 
Of all buddhas of the three times 
Was discovered to be true, incomparable wisdom 
Through the power of the vajra Secret Mantra. 

Thus, it is. 

II 
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Fourth, the way this is more sublime than the causal vehicle is that 
this tradi tion of the Great Perfection Atiyoga holds the upadesha of the 
definitive great secret that actualizes the result mentioned even in the 
lower vehicles. In this life, the actual result of the primordially awakened 
maQ<;lala is taken as the path; hence, the indwelling buddha nature-not 
accomplished elsewhere-is actualized through this swift path, as stated 
in the Vajra Peak: 

Awakening will be accomplished 
Within ordinary individuals, 
Not elsewhere. 

Thus, it is . 

2.2.1.2.2.2.2. 2.3 There Is No Path Superior to This 

Third, the way in which there is no path superior to this is as follows. 
Among the mal)�alas of all the victorious ones and their heirs without 
exception who came, abide, and will come in the ten directions and four 
times-except for this Ati vehicle of primordially liberated, spontaneous 
perfection- [ s d �] even the slightest glimpse of another swifter, secret, 
definitive path has never existed. Hence, there is no doctrine superior 
to this. If there were, then it is certain that the buddhas would have dis
covered it. If sought after-since a dharma superior to this will not be 
discovered even by the victorious ones-that is what is meant by the term 
"undiscoverable:' Here, the meaning of taking the resultant Secret Mantra 
as the path implies that the minds and faculties of beings are primordially 
awakened; so it is taught that, when the ultimate result is attained, there 
is no achievement other than actualizing that nature. In the Ocean [of the 
Jrfagicallvfanijestation lvfatrix] ,  it states: 

Just as a wish-granting tree or a jewel 
Abides in its nature just as it is, 
The world, its habitants, and so forth
Although appearing-have no true existence. 
That is the great dharmakaya. 
Their intrinsic nature naturally abides as such, 
Leaving nothing else to be attained. 



Everything is already matured, 
\Vith nothing further to traverse. 
Such is the nature of this path. 

And so it is. 
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One may wonder, "Well then, i f  this is al ready the result, then why prac
tice the generation and completion stages ?" [The answer is that] ,  although 
this is the abiding nature, it is established as the result from the perspec
tive of being the ultimate destination. Since this nature is [temporarily] 
obstructed by ignorance, it is perceived incorrectly-like seeing a conch 
as yellow. Once [obstructions are] purified : by initially arriving upon the 
ground of one's nature, deluded perceptions will be suddenly reversed; and 
except for this, [ s I 9] there is no newly accomplished result that did not 
exist previously. In the [Precious] Compendium, it states :  

This i s  not attained through searching, 
For the supreme result is present at the time of the cause. 

Thus, and so it is. 

2.2.r.2.2.2.2.3 lhe Recipients tu H'hom lhis Doctrine Is 1:-'ntrusted 

Third, to reveal the candidates for entrusting this [teaching ] ,  there are 
two. 

F irst, a vessel who is considered to be a fortunate recipient is as fol
lows. Among the three inner [vehicles j of Secret Mantra that are the great, 
sealed secret of all the buddhas, this tantra of the natural Secret Essence is 
supremely exalted and astonishingly supreme. An individual who studies 
this tantra will analyze the meaning through the prajfi.a of contemplation 
and become knowledgeable [and J learned in the fundamental nature of 
this meaning. \Vhen meditating upon this genuine truth, all those with 
the eyes of prajfi.a must constantly engage in this noble training and sus
tain this. In particular, the suitable recipients for the natural Secret Essence 
must never fear the great waves of the profound meaning. With a noble 
and virtuous mind that takes interest, those who abandon nonvirtue and 
have stable faith unaffected by circumstances are the ones to entrust with 
this [doctrine J. In addition, they must be able to give up their own body 
and abundance of wealth to the direction of the lama and the dharma. If 

i l  I I  
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so, then the entire transmission should b e  completely given to them. In 
the Collection ofSutms, it states: 

For the sake of the dharma, even one's life 
Is given without remorse. 
Having no doubt about one's path, 
Always remain firm like a mountain. (520] 

TinTs, i t  is. For disciples like Norzang" and Tagtu Ngu,b 231 both the words 
and meaning must be completely transmitted. 

Second, unfortunate ones who this should not be entrusted to are as 
follows. If this [ tantraJ is taught to those who are unsuitable, they will 
either fail to understand it or will misinterpret it. This doctrine must 
never be transmitted to others who break vows and samaya, who lack the 
approach, accomplishment, and the two accumulations or to those who 
are fearful toward the view. The reason is because they will be tormented 
by the weight of their own faults. Why is that so ? Those who are deluded 
concerning the genuine meaning lack the fortune to understand it, lack 
peacefulness, and have no control over their three doors. Hence, they are 
inclined to engage in nonvirtue, such as exposing secret teachings and the 
like. If this [secret doctrine] is given to them, [the giver] will be punished 
by the 0akinis and oath-bound protectors and experience an untimely 
conclusion to their life. In their next life, they will burn in the unrelenting 
darkness of the hot hells and be tormented by the frigid blizzards of the 
cold hells. Although hanging onto their life by a thread, they will agonize 
indefinitely by unbearable suffering for twenty thousand kalpas or longer 
with no chance for liberation. This is similarly explained in Vairochana's 
Aiagical ldan�{estation }�latrix: 

Slain by weapons, fire, and poison 
As well as demonic forces, contagious diseases, 
Snakes, and cannibals, [ 521 ]  
Rebirth wil l  be taken in the lowliest hells. 

Thus it  is; and in the stttras, i t  states : 

a 1Wr· bztuzg 
h rtag tu ngu 
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Those who accumulate the karma of disrespecting dharma 
Will continue to fall into the lowest of hells. 

Thus, it is. 

2.2.1.2.2.3 A Synopsis 

Third, a synopsis of the meaning is as follows. Thus, the Tathagata Saman
tabhadra himself, the Lord of the Mal)<;iala, expresses the aphorism to the 
Tathagata himself-the arrangement of self-appearances such as the five 
families and so forth. 

From the supreme Secret Essence upadesha teachings on rhe Great Per
fection Definitive Nature Just A.� It Is that bring l iberation in this lifetime, 
this completes the explanation of the thirteenth chapter on the essential 
upadesha that allows buddhahood to occur in a single lifetime and that is 
to be kept extremely secret from chose of the lower vehicles. 



Chapter Fourteen 

2.2. I.J Ibe Result-Praising the Intrinsic M1ture rif"Wisdom and Kayas 

"Htis has three parts; 
r Establishing the context for the meaning 

2 Explaining the meaning 

A synopsis 

Third, the way of rendering praise to the nature of the resultant kiyas and 

wisdoms has three: establishing the context for the meaning, explaining 

the meaning, and a synopsis. 

2.2.I.J.I Establishing the Context for the Metming 

First, having revealed the mal).�alas of the path of generation and comple

tion, praise is then rendered to the resultant ma!).�ala of spontaneous pres

ence. The lord of all tathagatas, Samantabhadra-who is the nature of all 

buddhas throughout the ten directions and four times -sings the song 
of rapture to the self-appearing ma!).<;lala of kayas and wisdom. Thus, it 

is. [sn1 

2.2. I.J.2 Explaining the Me,ming 

This has two parts: 

r General praise to the five kayas and five wisdoms 

2 Specific praise to the male and female lords of the mal).gala 

For the second, there are two: general praise to the five kayas and five wis
doms and specific praise to the male and female lords of the maQ<,iala. 
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2.2.1.].2.1 G'eno-al Pmise to the Fit1e Kdyas and Five 11/isdom.r 

For the first, among the five (distinctions J :  since the m<U;t�ala of the njra 
fam ily of enlightened body has perfected the five kayas in the space of 
phenomena, om begins the song. The maQ.c,iala of enlightened body is also 
revealed to indicate the intrinsic nature of the five kiyas and five wisdoms. 
1he song is endowed with five branches, which are the singer, the melody 
of the song, the words of the song, the ornamenrs of the song, and the way 
the song is blcs�c:d. TI1C melody of the 5ong is the tunc, with five modula
tions, six modulations, an even flow, wirh the gandharvas' modulations, 
and with youthful modulations. When there is an assembly of listeners, 
the song is led by the melody. This [aspect of] enlightened body is the 
intrinsic nawre of perfect buddhahood, indivisible with the vajrakaya of 
all buddhas throughout the ten directions and four times. 

Concerning this: the pure, self-appearing wisdom that is mirrorlike 
and the rest-this natural mal}.c,iala free from elaboration-is indivisible 
with the great, pure vital essence of the mind aspect of enlightened body. 
Self-appearances such as these are the nature of fully endowed accumula
tions of merit, appearing as a mal}.l;{ala while lacking true existence. This 
is the body of enlightened body; ( s 2 3] and as the nature of the five fami
lies pervading without center or edge, it  is an inconceivable gathering of 
kayas. This nature of nondual appearances and emptiness is the enlight
ened speech of enlightened body [and is] the ultimate, great vital essence 
free from expression, with qualities perfectly complete. The joy that arises 
from this is expressed as ho. 

Second, within the mal).�ala of the lotus family of enlightened speech, 
discerning wisdom is primordially pure. Hence, the five (aspects] of 
enlightened speech are perfected and spontaneously present as om. This 
spontaneously present maJ:I9ala of Amitabha's vajra enlightened speech is 
the great vital essence of the nature of merit and wisdom. Since appear
ances and emptiness are inseparable, endowed as the wisdom ma�c,iala 
of vajra discernment and so forth, this is the mind of enlightened speech. 
In addition, this indivisible vajra possesses the infinite greatness of self
sounding wisdom, the speech of enlightened speech. The ultimate vajra of 
self-appearances is the monarch; hence, this great vital essence of insepa
rable appearances and emptiness is the body of enlightened speech. Ho 
indicates the expression of astonishment. 
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Third is praising the mar.J�hla of the buddha family of enlightened mind 
from the perspective of mirrorlike wisdom. By perfecting rhc five enlight
ened minds, the syllable om is the great perfection of all budd has' enlight
ened body, speech, and mind as Vairochana. \'Vi thin this, all qualities and 
enlightened activities without exception that are fully perfected [ 524] 
arc the mind of enlightened mind;  and all fully endowed qualities need 
not be sought after since they are the speech of enlightened mind, primor
dial and spontaneously perfected within the intrinsic nature ofSamama
bhadra. This vast assembly of the wisdom manqala of the in rrimic purity 
of self-appearances is the great vital essence of the body of enlightened 
mind, spontaneously present as ho. 

fourth, praising the maQ4ala of the ratna family of enlightened quali
ties from the perspective of the wisdom of evenness is that, since the five 
fully endowed qualities are spontaneously present, there is om. In the 
fully endowed pure land of the space of phenomena, all characteristics are 
nonconceptual. That is the magical manifestation of method and prajna, 
the spontaneous Rich .Array of self-appearances as the space of evenness. 
Within this is the celestial palace with infinite mal).4alas of deities always 
bedecked with ornaments [and) radiating multitudes of multicolored 
light into the ten directions. TI1is is the body of enlightened qualities . 
Given that this is always infinite, wisdom is dissolving spontaneously 
and inseparably within evenness as the symbol or the characreristic of the 
speech of enlightened qualities. Samadhi, miraculous abilities, clairvoy
ance, and so forth, as wish-fulfilling jewels of diverse riches that fulfill all 
wishes are the greatness of enlightened body, speech, and mind as the 
enlightened mind of qualities. The expression of astonishment is ho. 

Fifth, praising the ll1aQ<,iala of the karma family of enlightened activity 

[sz.s ]  from the perspective of ail-accomplishing wisdom is that, since the 
five enlightened activities are spontaneously present, there is om. Engag
ing the objects to be tamed in the ten directions of the six realms, the 
inhabitants who are as numerous as particles in the universe are the fully 
endowed field of disciples to be tamed. [In these realms] , even all four 
aspects of the enlightened activities of the victorious ones are revealed 
as deeds that are as numerous as particles. This is the nature of the deeds 
themselves as the body of enlightened activity. Who reveals this ? In order 
to tame through whatever means are necessary, inconceivable emanations 
wi [h numbers equal to countless panicles reveal these manifestations that 
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are the speech of enlightened activity. The way taming occurs is that these 
emanations pervade every realm instantaneously. That their spontane
ous presence accomplishes the welfare ofbeings effortlessly is the m ind of 
enlightened activity since, without ever wavering from the dharrnabiya, 
this is effortlessly accomplished. The expression of astonishment is the 
laughter of ho. 

2.2.u,.2.2 Specific Praise to the Afale ,md Fem<�le Lords o/tbe lvfa�u:Lzla 
Second, the specific praise to the male-female lords of the mal)<,lala is 
that, since the kayas and wisdom are spontaneously present, this is om. 

The intrinsic nature of all maif�hlas of self-appearances of the five families 
throughout the ten directions and four times without exception is the inex
haustible wheel of enlightened body, speech, and mind. The great nature 
of the creator [ i.e., the subject] of enlightened body, speech, and mind is 
Samamabhadra; and objective appearances always pervaded by the [526] 
activity of enlightened body, speech, and mind are Samamabhadri. This 
intrinsic nature of indivisible male and female is the entirety of sarpsara 
and enlightenment, primordially awakened within the space of the great 
vital essence as the nature of enlightened body, speech, and mind. The 
male-female Samantabhadra of the ground, path, and result are without 
transference or change throughout the three times; and because they are 
the spontaneously present, original protector of all buddhas and sentient 
beings, praise through the song of rapture is expressed by ho. 

2.2.I.J.3 A Synopsis 

Third, a synopsis of the meaning is-thus having expressed this-in the 
pure land of the spontaneous Rich Array, the aphorism is proclaimed with 
no one requesting supplication to the pure retinue of self-appearances. 

From the resultant Secret Essence of the Definitit•e Nature just As It Is 
as kayas and wisdoms: having praised the way things naturally abide, this 
completes the fourteenth chapter that spontaneously delights the great 
lords of the mal)gala and the maifgala itself. 



Wrathful Mal)Qala 

Reproduced by pcnni:;:;ion from Hungkar Dorjc, Tangkas in Go!og, Jhe 7:mgka 
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Chapter Fifteen 

2.2.2 The A1anifest vVrathjitl MaJJt/-ala 

This has three parts: 

1 The way the intrinsic nature of the spontaneously present ground appears 

as d1c wrathful ma!)qala 

2 An extensive explanation of the branch of the method on how to practice 

the path 

The way the resultant kayas and wisdoms are praised 

THE SECOND SECTION continues with the second general subsection 
involving an explanation of the manifest wrathful mal).�ala, which is three
fold : the way the intrinsic nature of the spontaneously present ground 
appears as the wrathful maQqala, an extensive explanation of the branch 
of the method on how to practice the path, and the way the resultant kayas 
and wisdoms are praised. 

2.2.2.I The U'dy the Intrinsic N,;zture o_(the Spontaneously Present Ground Appean 

as the Wrathji<l A1ttJJt/-ala 

This has two parts: 

r The overview 

2 1hc exposition 

The first has two : the overview and the exposition. [52.7 ] 

2.2.2.I.l 1he Overview 
1his has three parts: 

r A general explanation of the spontaneously present ground of the wrathful ones 

2 A specific explanation of the wrathful ones that manifest from that 

Identifying rhe subjeC[ 
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The first has three : a general explanation o f  the spontaneously present 
ground of the wrathful ones, a specific explanation of the wrathful ones 
that manifest from that, and identifying the subject. 

2.2.2.I. I. I  A General Explanation !fthe Spontaneously Present Ground of the 

Wrathful Ones 

First, [the term J "trodha"" means wrathful one, implying victory over nega
tive directions, as well as the enraged, enlightened activity that fulfills the 
welfare of beings. If distinctions are made, there are three. 

The wrathful ones of the nature of the ground have no substance or 
characteristics, so they represent the dharmakaya, free from the limit 
of elaboration. From within this, the appearance of the maQ4ala of the 
herukas in the Akani�h�ha constitutes the ultimate fundamental nature 
of the sambhogakaya. 'This spontaneously present compassion appears as 
the wrathful ones in whatever way is necessary as the enlightened-activity 
nature of the nirmaQ.akaya. ln the Lasso of Method, it states: 

Homage to the wrathful [ones] who arise from evenness. 
Homage to those who utilize wrathful means. 
Homage to the vajra ones who radiate and reabsorb. 

Thus, it is. 
The wrathful ones are also revealed from four perspectives : the nature of 

phenomena, wisdom, deeds, and their enlightened activity. F irst, since the 
nature of phenomena is free from elaboration and without characteristics, 
wrathful [compassion] occurs as a matter of course. In the vajra, it states: 

Perfectly pure, great prajna is 
Supreme wrath, since conventions are conquered. 

So it is. 
Second, when wisdom increases, there is no ignorance and no incorrect 

understanding; so depending upon the object to abandon, [528] wrath 
occurs as a matter of course. In the Extensive [Magical i\1anifestation 
Matrix] , it states: 

" kro dha 



By the king of self-awareness wisdom 
Overcoming the ten directions, 
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Everything dissolves into nonconceptual space. 

So it is. 
Third, when-through compassion-refuge is granted to beings, every

thing negative is effortlessly destroyed ;  hence, wrathful [compassion] is 
inherent, as stated in the Deity Tantra: "  

Wrath emerges from the intensity of compassion, free from 
fixation. 

So it is. 
Fourth, due to those to be tamed, there is the perception of what seems 

to be wrathful, as it  states in Gathering of the U/isdom Intent: 

For those who are extremely unruly, 
Peaceful means are of no benefit. 
Through the mudra of method and prajna, 
All tathagatas appear to be wrathfuL 

Thus, it  is. 
One might wonder why there are seemingly two types of beings: the 

aggressive and those with passions such as desire, who are more subdued. 
[The answer is that] these distinctions are based on the degree of the 
strength of the spontaneously present map(,lalas of the peaceful and wrath
ful deities dwelling in the hearts and crowns of beings. When the confu
sion of saq1sara occurs based on the dimmed awareness of self-grasping, the 
dynamic strength of this appears as aggression and the associated passions 
of pride, jealousy, and the l ike. In harmony with these actions, the radi
ance of the wrathful deities emerges as aggressive and frightening, becom
ing the basis for that which incites harm. Conversely, when the peaceful 
radiance increases through desire and attachment, pleasure-based attach
ment becomes predominant. Delusion sustains [529] the nature of both 
[aggression and desire] . In the tantra of the Dynamic Strength ofPrajnd, 
it states: 

' !ha gyti ( !!"'" r.oudJ 
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The buddha o f  the ground 
Is the intrinsic nature of the peaceful and wrathful. 
Consistent with the cause of the three poisons of dimmed 

awareness, 
Both the peaceful and wrathful will even appear to the mind. 

Thus, it is. 
In order to bring benefit to others, both the peaceful and wrathful dei

ties spontaneously arise as the tamers. The quote continues: 

In order to tame them, there are two mat:t<;lalas 
Appearing as the peaceful and wrathful. 
In an instant, they are spontaneously present 
Throughout all time and space. 

Thus, it is. 
[ The malf<;lalas] also abide as the ground, path, and result-these three. 

As the ground, the primordially pure wrathful ones spontaneously abide 
within the crown of all sentient beings and buddhas as the malf<;lala of 
herukas. The quote continues: 

In the blazing, dark-red palace of the skull, 
The entrance is blocked by the powerful demon kings. 
The awesome, wrathful ones pound in the stakes. 

Thus, and in the Subtle Arrangement,' it states: 

The wrathful kayas abide within each individual's skull. 

Thus, it is. 
As for the path, the wrathful ones chat are actually accomplished arc 

meditated upon by generating their mat:t<;lalas. In the Secret Tantra, it 
states: 

The wrathful ma1f<;lalas of the path 
Arc meditated upon as a great, blazing assembly. 

' trtt kod (}/;r,, bkod) 



Thus, it is. 
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As for the result: since the wrathful ones of the spontaneous result [ 5 30 J 
have ful ly purified all stains in basic space, the spontaneous Rich Array 
of self-appearances arises as the maQ<;lala of the wrathful ones. The quote 
continues: 

The resultant nature of the wrathful ones 
Is the self-appearing spontaneous array of the three kayas, 
'fl1e nature as it is of basic space. 

Thus, it is. 
In addition, concerning the ground : if there were no \Vfathful r aspect] , 

then this practice >vould not qualify as the path of the tradition of the 
unsurpassed vehicle. Furthermore, the tradition of accomplishing the 
body as the maQ<;iala, well knov.rn in most of the Early and Later Transla
tion Schools, would be rendered unauthentic. Even if there were practice, 
there would be the fault of no result. If a manifestation had no basis from 
which to arise, then there would be the fault that the manifestation could 
not arise and the like. It is explained that the wrathful ones abiding as the 
ground have been actualized by those who are buddhas and not by those 
who are still sentient beings. 'Those who are on the path will follow in the 
footsteps of the buddhas. 

2.2.2. 1. 1. 2  A Specific ExpLanation r!f'the vVr,zthjid Ones Th,zt Afaniftst fiwn That 

Second is a specific explanation of the wrathful ones that manifest from 
that [maf.19a1a of the ground ] .  According to this tantra, the Conqueror as 
the Heruka tamed all the world's haughty ones, placing them at the base 
and boundaries of the maf.l<;lala. This can be understood through the exten
sive explanation given here. 1his [explanation of the] way the rudras were 
tamed through the manifestation of compassion is according to teachings 
found in the Gathering of the Wisdom Intent: 

Two thousand and six great kalpas ago [ s 3 r l >vas the time 
of the kalpa called "Array of Everything." The pure land was 
called "Acrual]oy;' and the doctrine of Buddha Ak�hobhya was 
prevalent. During that time, there was an ordained Manrrayana 
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practitioner named Tubka Zhonnu' who turned the wheel of 
the unsurpassed doctrine. In close proximity to him lived a 
householder named Ke'u Kayab who had a son named Tarpa 
Nagpo.' They also had a servant named Denpag.d 

One day, Tarpa Nagpo and his servant went to see the monk 
Tubka Zhonnu and made the following request, "0 great 
bhik�hu! We have heard that there is a path leading to liberation 
where all enjoyable substances can be utilized without aban
donment. I� this true?" The monk replied, "Yes, this is possible." 
Hearing this, Tarpa and his servant decided to take ordination 
and became devotees. Later they asked, "Wrhat is this path 
on which all desirables can still be utilized?" Tubka Zhonnu 
replied, "If the true nature is not altered-like clouds passing 
in the sky-even engaging the four root downfalls232 becomes 
the path of an authentic practitioner." Afi:er he spoke, they were 
delighted and returned home. Tarpa, who was unskillful and 
dull-minded, took the teacher's words literally and began freely 
engaging in the four root downfalls. Although pretending to be 
an authentic practitioner, his mind took the path of the lower 
realms. His servant Denpag, more clever and intelligent, [532] 
was able to understand and practice the teachings correctly. 
Being of low caste, he continued to serve his master, while his 
mind rook the true path. 

Afi:er some time, the two of them began to argue since their 
views and conduct were at odds. They went to ask Tubka 
Zhonnu to settle their dispute, and the monk replied, "Den
pag's way is correct." Tarpa was infuriated, thinking, "At least 
he should have said we were both right instead of humiliating 
me." Tarpa was so upset that he exiled the monk and his atten
dant to a faraway land. lhen Tarpa, who had completely misin
terpreted the secret teachings of the Buddha, began engaging 
in extremely corrupt behavior. Recklessly, he traveled to many 
charnel grounds, proceeded to consume human corpses, and 

" thub dka'gzhon nu 
b ke 'u ka .Yl' 
' tharptl rwgpo 
d d,zn ph"g 
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wear their skin for clothes. He befriended unruly creatures such 
as black coyotes, leg-thumping jackals, arm-slapping cannibals, 
ferocious animals, flesh-eating birds, the charnel-ground kangka 
bird, wild boars, and so forth and took the lives of others. He 
also gathered groups of prostitutes and raped them with great 
desire. Due to those causes, after his death he fell to the lowest 
realm with no end in sight. Eventually, he became the rudra 
Tarpa Nagpo with the power to overcome everything, all the 
way up to the realms of form. Since he relished flesh and blood, 
he became a harmful demon obstructer and a threat to all living 
creatures. 

D uring that time, L S33 ]  even the glorious kaya ofHayagriva and 
others were unable to tame him. Finally, Vajrapal).i manifested 
as the Great Glorious One,"" entered the [ rudra's] body, and 
overcame him. He gained [Tarpa Nagpo's] attention, so that 
he finally began to listen. Tarpa Nagpo began to lament as he 
was placed under [the Heruka's] feet, and he openly confessed 
all of his previous negativities. Subsequently, his wife and entire 
retinue were subdued and bound by oath. 

Therefore, for those who can only be tamed through extreme wrath
ful activity such as the classes of demons and messengers of death, [the 
enlightened ones] will manifest their enlightened body, speech, and mind 
to annihilate and tame in ways that surpass even the ferociousness of their 
objects to tame. 

2.2.2.1. !.3 IdentifYing the Subject 

This has three parts: 

1 Identifying the maiJ\iala 

2 Identifying the rudra 

Identifying the time and the teacher 

Third, identifying the subject has three: identifying the mar:t4ala, the 
rudra, and the time and the teacher. 
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2.2.2.I.I.3.I !dent{{ying the lvfa�u;Lda 

For the first, there are two, beginning with the objections to be dispelled. 
[Some may inquire], "Is the wrathful mar_lc;lala mentioned here reference to 
the intrinsic nature or a manifest mar_1c;lala?" If the answer is the first, then 
the explanation that the ma!).<,lala manifests for the welfare of those to be 
tamed is contradicted; and if it is the second, that contradicts the explana
tion that this mar_lc;lala is the self-appearing Akani�h�ha referred to in the 
chapter called the "ma!).<,hla of the intrinsic nature of the wrathful ones." 

Second, a clear response to this is that the self appearance of Samanta
bhadra primordially abides as the mar_lc;lala of the wrathful ones that appear 
in this way. This can be proven by the reference to "the mar_1c;lala of the 
intrinsic nature." [534] To explain this as a manifestation : except for the 
explanation given from the perspective of the objects to be tamed and how 
the basis appears to them and is designated in various ways, there are no 
independent objects to be tamed by independently manifest maQc;lalas. 
Nevertheless, such manifestations resemble a magical performance. This 
process is also acceptable, because there are similar propensities abiding 
in the minds of sentient beings. The example of taming [the propensities] 
as such resembles the need to formulate a pattern prior to sewing a piece 
of clothing. 

The intrinsic nature mai_lQala appears only from basic space. At that 
time, the manifestation of self-appearing wisdom is the spontaneous pres
ence that manifests from the dynamic energy of the wrathful ma!).<,lala 
abiding in the crown. 1he way this manifests in the worlds of those to 
be tamed is like the moon in the skv reflected in vessels of water. From ' 

that, the peaceful and wrathful aspects ofself.appearances that are seen as 
the external manifestation of the sambhogakaya, like the reflection of the 
moon's form in water, are the nirma!).akaya. In the Ornament ofthe Classes 
ofSidra, it states: 

Like reflections in water and the moon in the sky . . .  

Thus, this illustrates how, in the space of the dharmakiya, the moon of the 
sambhogakaya appears as the nirmii:takiya in the water [ i .e., the minds J 
of those to be tamed. 

This is not a transformation of the intrinsic nature of the peacefu l  
becoming wrathful ,  bu r  rather this abides primordially as spontaneous 
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presence with no time-based distinctions. [ 5 3 5 ]  The subject-space
abides in this way; but when presented in an explanatory text, this nature 
cannot be simultaneously revealed. Hence, it is explained sequentially and 
described as "manifestation." 

2. 2.2.I.I.J.2 Identifying the Rudra 

Second, identifying the rudra has two parts, beginning with objections 
to be dispelled. [Some may inquire] ,  "Is the rudra mentioned here an 
ordinary person or a manifestation?" If he is the first: since [the rudr<\] is 
referred to as "the great cannibal prcta;' this would contradict the ability 
to overcome the realm of form because he is of the desire realm. Since 
he did not attain the samadhi of concentration, it is also unacceptable to 
say that he perceived the face of the Great Glorious One and became an 
actual object to be tamed. This is due to the fact that he could not have 
the same field of experience as the Great Glorious One. As for the second 
[a! ternative] ,  it is not possible [for a manifestation) to fee l  the suffering of 
the three lower realms. 

Second, there are two responses. The answer to the first [alternative] is 
that, even if he is of the desire realm, this does not contradict the notion of 
overcoming the form realms. With the support of a desire-realm body and 
once the ground of the sublime ones is attained, there is then mastery over 
the form realms. Mastery occurs because the strength of previous karmic 
powers is inconceivable. Given that it is mentioned that he was a great, 
deprived spirit of the desire realm, it is not necessarily the case that he 
would not have attained samadhi. Even though the support is a desire
realm body, there is no contradiction for the mind to attain the samadhi 
of the form realm. It is taught that each individual in the desire realm [ 5 36] 
can attain the mind of formless concentration, just like the sublime ones in 
the desire realm. Also, saying "the great cannibal preta'' actually indicates 
the greatness of samadhi and magical manifestations. Thinking it must 
be necessary to share the same field of experience in order to witness the 
face of the Great Glorious One is absurd. That would mean those who see 
the six sages would also have to share the same field of experience as the 
sages. It would also mean that, when gods, humans, animals, and inanimate 
things are perceived, their same field of experience would have to be appar
ent. The fault [of this logic] is undeniable. 

Therefore, although appearing to be ordinary, the rudra described 
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here-along with his entire retinue-is quite the contrary. The sublime 
ones emanate in the worlds as deprived spirits and hell beings so that sen
tient beings can develop aversion [toward sarpsara] . Hence, compassion 
arises as the self-appearing teacher; and the actual magical manifestations 
of the wrathful ones-primordially dwelling in the Akani�h�ha-appear 
in the aspect of the great, wrathful sambhogakaya. 

Nevertheless, when the ordinary forms of deprived spirits and the like 
appear, to claim they are merely ordinary is absurd; because it would then 
follow that all sages who tame beings by manifesting in ordinary forms 
that are born, grow old, fall ill, engage in wars, contract diseases, die, and 
so forth would need to be merely ordinary as well. Furthermore, ( 537] 
the [animals] holding the thrones in the Akani�h�ha, such as the lions, 
would also have to be ordinary. If that were the case, that would contradict 
the explanation that the nature of the five desirable objects symbolically 
appears as the [ten] powers and so forth, which are the manifestations of 
the victorious ones. 

The response to the second claim is that there is no experience of inde
pendent suffering in the lower realms, because this rudra is a manifestation 
of self-appearing wisdom. In addition, saying "having recognized through 
omniscience by the power of previous reliance" does not mean that the 
present rudra has that recognition; this refers to future, autonomous 
rudras who will come into the world based upon causes. 

Furthermore, according to the common classes ofSutra: when the dwarf 
Angulimala" was trying to make a mala out of a thousand [human] thumbs, 
he killed one short of his goal. Although the Buddha slew him, it is taught 
that he acquired no fault. Aside from a manifestation of the tathagatas 
making a mala by killing manifestations, his intention was to teach that 
those in the future who possess a superior antidote will be unsullied by 
negativity. 

In addition, while the Buddha was taming his monks, he magically 
manifested as a hearer who had previously lost his vows and who lost them 
again so that his rebirth would be in the lower realms. Since this was for the 
benefit of the retinue, [ 538 ]  l ikewise, this manifestation did not accumulate 
karma or experience the continuum of suffering. 

The explanation given here is more surpassing than those examples, 
because this docs not just only reveal a manifest rudra and a mal).qala 

a sor treng chen (sorphreng can) 
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that appears according to the perspectives of others. When the wrathful  
mal)c;!ala naturally manifests, the dynamic strength of this wisdom samadhi 
appears only as the magical manifestation of wisdom. This is the basis for 
manifest appearances perceived by those to be tamed in the world. If there 
were no basis, it would be impossible for such manifestations to occur. For 
instance, how can one claim that the form of the reflection of the moon in 
the sky and other images that reflect in the bodies of water are the same ? 
Although the moon appears in the sky, undetermined forms also appear as 
reflections in the bodies of water, such as those of trees and the like . 

.For some, even the appearances of an ocean of emanations of all the bud
dhas would be based upon the perspectives of those to be tamed, as well as 
the wisdom that abides as the ground. Therefore, even though the mani
festations of kayas and wisdoms seem different, nevertheless-according 
to the ultimate nature-sarp.sara and enlightenment are indivisible in the 
manner of the single cause and so forth. With the ground as the basis for 
arising, whatever arises is the spontaneous presence of wisdom. 

Well then, one might wonder, " Is there a basis from which impure 
appearances arise? If so, then those to be tamed would have to perceive 
things in that way. What then are the so-called impure appearances ?" [ 539]  
If one claims that these are the phenomena of the beings in  the six realms, 
it was stated that the basis for their arising is the energy of compassion 
and that the oceanic field of experience and perceptions of the six types of 
beings are by nature pure. 

[ The response is], because the intrinsic nature of the six chakras appears 
as the realms of the six classes of beings, it is as stated in the Vajm: 

As the intrinsic nature of the six chakras, 
The six realms appear. 
Since these phenomena are primordially spontaneously present, 
They appear through the function of wind and mind. 

Thus, it is. 
Due to ignorance during sarpsara, happiness and sorrow alternate. 

When the intrinsic nature of sarnsara is perfectly realized ro be like a reflec
tion, then even the basis for the arising of appearances-such as the mani
festations of the six sages in the individual six realms of the worlds-will 
originate from that. Since rhis is also the appearance of the ground of the 
six classes of beings, they do not exist as six actual, independent realms 
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within sarpsara. When various magical displays are being performed, they 
will not appear [ in the mind] of a bodhisattva who has purified karma. 
For example, even though a mirror serves as the basis for a reflection to 
arise, the nature of the mirror is never affected [by the images that appear 
within it] . This is similarly mentioned in the Great Bounteousness ofthe 
Buddhas, where it  states :  

The intrinsic nature of oceanic pure lands 
Appears in various ways according to the mind. 
Just as reflections appear on the ocean's surface, 
In the oceanic earth, \Vater, fire, wind, and sky 
And in the intrinsic nature of the mind, [540] 
The oceanic pure lands-
Innumerable as sand particles-
Abide without having been arranged. 
For some, the intrinsic nature is pure; 
For others, there are various fields of experience; 
Yet, all the dements of beings are clearly apparent. 
Even in every pore, 
Infinite oceanic pure lands of the buddhas abide. 

Tims, it is. 
In this way, since the doctrine of the buddhas is an inconceivable 

domain, how could those with dull faculties fathom this? Furthermore, 
since the perceptions of the six classes of beings do not necessarily consti
ttlte sarpsara, this is like the example of the six sages, magic, and the magical 
deception of beings. When the cause for the suffering of saq1sara-self. 
fixation-is reversed, individual suffering will also be reversed. Yet, through 
compassion, the nature of the manifestations appear from the basis of the 
six chakras in harmony with the minds of individuals in saq1sara. Like an 
image i n  a mirror, this will not simply vanish of its own accord. Who could 
suddenly create the appearances of the six realms if they did not exist ? If 
someone could, then the sambhogakaya of the buddhas-the entire abun
dance of sarpsara and enlightenment-would be rendered incomplete and 
the manifestation of the kayas and compassion perceived by those who are 
in impure saq1sara would have no continuity. 

Even according to the Mind Only School, it is explained that-from 
beginningless time within the alaya-there [ 54 r J  are three propensities 
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for appearances that include the objective [sense field ] ,  subjective con
sciousness, and form. If purified and cleansed, they transform ro become 
pure ; yet the genuine alaya does not transform or change with the three 
times, since it is held to be the spontaneous presence of the dharmakaya. 
Therefore, since it always remains just as it is, the basis for the arising of the 
manifestation of sarpsara and enlightenment does not vanish. 

To summarize the actual response, the rudra mentioned here refers to the 
time of the primordial beginning when Sarnantabhadra was enlightened. 
In the self-appcaringchakras : since the appearance of taming demons is not 
independent, it is therefore self-appearing. This is also not a manifestation, 
because that would depend upon the perceptions of others to be tamed. 
Here, since these are self-appearances, ultimately a separate object to be 
tamed and a tamer have never existed, which is why these self-appearances 
occur from beginningless time. 1he term [ rudra) mentioned here and that 
used in the sutras arc the same; whereas the meaning doesn't coincide since 
the times, mind streams of those to be tamed, and the tamer are different. 
These differences are based on the diverse appearances of a single nature. 

2.2.2.I.I.J.J Identifying the Time and the Teacher 

Third, recognizing the time and the teacher has two: recognizing the 
similarity or difference in the time and the similarity or difterence in the 
teacher of those to be tamed. 

The first is twofold, beginning with the objections to be dispelled. "There 
are some who may think that the times are different since-according to 
this [tantra]-thc time of taming is beginningless time; whereas in the 
sutras, [ 542) taming occurs while the present doctrine is flourishing. The 
place is also different, since the sutras mention this world; whereas, here 
[the place] is explained as the Akani�h�ha. 

1he response is that, here, the fourth time of the space of evenness is 
being revealed and referred to as beginningless time. In addition, there 
is no certainty based on previous years or kalpas of time, nor is there the 
certainty of a doctrine such as the time of a fortunate kalpa. This is because 
magical manifestations revealed are inconceivable; so the realms of those 
to be tamed can be innumerable, and a single moment can become a pre
vious or a future kalpa. In this way, from the perspective of the nature, 
bcginningless time is uncertain time. There is no contradiction if it can be 
recognized that, from the perspective of beings, time is a construction of 
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their own perceptions. I t  i s  not acceptable to  imagine that the Akani�h�ha 
exists in a single direction or that, between this world and the Akani�h�ha, 
differences are only based on the individual phenomena of the teacher 
and beings. This is because the Akani�h�ha is the pure appearances of 
bodhisattvas and budd has and is wherever they pervade. Nothing exists as 
another material realm, such as an Akani�h�ha of form. 

TI1e second is twofold, beginning with objections to be dispelled. Some 
may wonder if the term "taming" mentioned in the sutras and the way 
this is referred to here hold the same or different meanings. If they are 
presumed to be the same, then in the stmas it mentions l 543]  taming by 
the Lord of Secrets and here taming by the Heruka ; so they are differ
ent. If asserted according to the second claim [i .e. , that they are different] : 
because it states in the [ root tantra] " [that rudra) previously relied upon 
[teachers]" and so forth, this seems to be similar to the sutras' claim. 

Second, the response is as follows. Generally, the Lord of Secrets and 
the Heruka are not considered to be different. The Lord of Secrets appears 
according to those to be tamed, whereas the Heruka abides in the pure land 
of self-appearances. Ir seems as though there are outer and inner distinc
tions; but even if it seems to be similar to the surra presentation, the fact 
that they are the same cannot b�: determined through that. ln other tantras, 
it is similar to this, such as where it refers to lha jin" and chod jinb-two 
terms that sound the same bur have different meanings. 2·'4 In truth, in the 
self. appearing Akani�htha, there is taming by the energy of samadhi; and 
similarly, the taming by the Lord of Secrets is according to the perception 
of those to be tamed. Since both the time and the teacher are the domain 
of the buddhas, this similarity does not pose a contradiction; and hence, 
there is the potential to grant blessings. 

In short, just as the four fearlcssnesses f of the Buddha) are indicated 
by the lion throne, the sign of victory over all demons and malefactors 
and perfect mastery in suppressing all unruly ones appear as the taming of 
the rudra. \Vhen awakening is discovered, the phenomenon of taming the 
demons must also occur. 'X'hen revealing the primordial manner of sub
jugating the hordes of unruly demons such as the rudra, [ 544) that repre
sents the total mastery over the phenomena of self-appearing channels.235 

" Lh,, sbyin 
b mchocl .• ·b;-i n 



2. 2.2.1.2 7he Exposition 
This has rwo pans: 

C H A P T E R  F I F T E E N  , 8 ,  

r A brief explanation of the actual wrathful man ite>rariom 

2 An exten sive explanation ot the intrinsic nature 

Second, the exposition has two : a brief explanation of the actual wrathful 
manifestations and an extensive explanation of the intrinsic nature . 

. >. >. ?. '· ? r A Rrieft.\p/,mation ofthc Actu.d H1<uhjitf ;.\[.:;a�fi:Jt,uio;J.i 
For the first, having revealed the mai.H,lala of the peaceful ones: then while 
never wavering from the unelaborate dharmakaya, the great lord of all 
tathagatas of the ten directions and four times-glorious Samantabhadra, 

who is the vajra nature of all buddhas' enlightened body, speech, and 
mind-is fully manifest in the pure land of the spontaneously p resent 
Rich Array as the self-appearing wrathful mal).c,fala. This is the primor
dial sambhogahiya that abides as the basis for the arising of the wrathful 
nirmaJ.l.akiiya. 

2.2.2.1.2.2 An Extensive Explanation ofthe Intrinsic JVature 

This has two parts: 

I The way the karmic wrathful ones originate as those to be tamed 
2 1he way they arc tamed by rhe wisdom wrathful ones 

For rhe second, there are two : the way the karmic wrathful ones originate 
as those to be tamed and the way they are tamed by the wisdom wrathful 
ones. 

2.2.2.I.2.z.1 The U-a_y the Karmic T<Vrathjul Ones Originate as 1hose to Be Tamed 
This has two parts: 

I 1he inyuiry into why this is necessary 

2 The corresponding response 

1he first has two : the inquiry into why this is necessary and the corre
sponding response. 
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2.2.2. 1.2.2.I.I  TI1e Inquir_y into lV/;y This Is Neassm:y 

First, one may wonder why or what is the wisdom intent for revealing the 
sambhogakaya to be the basis for the arising of the wrathful mal)c,iala of 
the nirmal)akaya that emerges from that. 

2.2. 2. r.2.2 .1 .2 Ibe Corresponding Response 

Th is has two parts: 

1 The ccmscs tlnt give rise to this 

2. Where the result matures 

TI1e second is twofold :  the causes that give rise to this and where the result 
matures. In order to be tamed by the wrathful nirmal)akaya, there must 
be the wrathful sambhogakaya. \Vhatever magical deeds of the wrath
ful sambhogakaya that are revealed in the self-appearing [ sambhogakaya 
realm] [ 545] will be manifest in the realms of those to be tamed by the 
wrathful ni rmal)akaya. Hence, similar to the connection between water 
and the moon's reflection, impure perceptions arc revealed as the taming. 
Here, although those to be tamed and the tamer give rise to the notions of 
negative and positive and even appear as the cause and result of negative 
and positive, ultimately there is no difference since the nature appears in 
this way. 

The relationship between this tantra and the sittras resembles the rela
tionship between the basis for arising and the arising. Although their 
aspects are similar, they need not appear simultaneously. Even though the 
arising occurs at the same time as rhc basis for the arising, the basis for the 
arising does not need to be identical with what arises from it-like when 
the moon is reflected in water. Nevertheless, even if they are identical, there 
is no contradiction because of the capacity to grant blessings. 

2.2.2.I.2.2.I.2 .I  lhe Causes That Cr'ive Rise to lhis 

For the first, due to fixating upon "me" and "mine:' the self of the per
son occurs when there is the fixation of conceptual, connate ignorance 
based on the mind's own delusion. Hence, there is attachment to a self. All 
phenomena are like reflections, signs, or merely designated by the mind. 
Not knowing this, through the imputed ignorance of believing things are 
true and real, compulsory attachment comes into play. This clinging to 
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the object of grasping as the notion of "mine" brings about wandering in 
sarpsara, as well as being the cause for existence. Those who lack profound 
prajna and the authentic path that brings certain liberation from sa1.psara 
[546] are continuously tormented by sufrering. This formation of existence 
is the general root cause. 

Furthermore, without understanding that which is extremely difficult 
to realize, the profound meaning remains obscured within the tantras and 
scriptural transmissions, as well as [being] the natural secret. To then fully 
engage in the hidden, secret conduct of the methods of union, liberation, 
and so forth amounts to careless, mundane conduct. Deluded about the 
undeceiving law of karmic interdependency concerning the causes of vir
tue and non virtue and the results of happiness and suffering, those who 
enter a perverted path by simply taking the profound secret literally bring 
about the causes to become a rudra such as Tarpa Nagpo. It is similarly 
taught in the Union with Buddha: 

According to the teachings of the Buddha, 
The one who came first-
The timeless holder of immeasurable qualities
Actually manifested as a sentient being. 
At that time, all beings 
Were enthusiastically generating perverted views; 
Due to the extreme perversion of their opinions, 
They fell to the great hell of Avichi.' 

Thus, it is. 

2.2.2.1.2.2.1.2.2 Where the Result A1atures 

This has two parts: 

1 The ripening result is the experience of suffering 

2 The result consistent with the cause is the harming of others 

Second, where the result matures has two: the ripening result is the experi
ence of suffering and the result consistent with the cause is the harming 
of others. 

' nar· med (mnar med): Hell of Ultimate Torment 
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z. z.z.I.2.2.I. 2.2. l 17Je Ripening Result Is the Experience of'Su.lfering 

The first is twofold, beginning with the way of taking rebirth in the hells. 
Karma previously generated by anger, killing, and so forth ls47]-as \vel! as 
the karma of pride and jealousy-bring about the fault ofbreaking samaya, 
such as speaking harshly with negative intentions and holding wrong views 
toward the guru and vajra relatives. These deeds sow the coarse seeds of 
existence; and through this weighty negativi ty, [samaya breakers) are cast 
into the vajra hells without an intermediate period. Without any inter
ruption, instantaneous rebirth is taken in the extremely hot hells of 
Avichi to suffer for many great kalpas of rime. When the karma of those 
who are in the hells-tormented by the extremely intense suffering of 
heat-becomes somewhat brighter and they are about to be set free, they 
will then sec the cold hell realms. Yearning to take rebirth in those places, 
they will think, "Even though I will suffer, if only I could be born there 
where-compared to this-it is extremely frigid." 

At that moment, rebirth will occur. Pounded by fierce, raging blizzards, 
it will be so incredibly cold that the body will freeze and crack into pieces, 
like a four or eight-petaled lotus. Tormented, their intense, unbearable 
suffering will he relentlessly endured for many kalpas. Hence, there is 
the unbearable suffering of the eight extremely hot hell realms, such as 
Intense Heat and the rest, Ultimate Torment,u6 Heat, Great Howling, 
Howling, Crushing, Black Line, and Reviving. In addition, there are the 
extremely cold hell realms of Cracks l ike a Great Locus [ 548]  and so 
forth, such as Cracks like a Lotus, Cracks like an Utpala, Lamentations, 
Groans, Chattering Teeth, Bursting Blisters, and Blisters. 237 In all of these 
eight, rebirth is taken by alternating from one to the other. In the surra 
Close Placement ofA1indfulness: it states: 

Those who accumulate [negative] karma unceasingly 
Will be born in the A vichl hell, 
To burn indefinitely. 
Then, they will be born in great Cracks like a Lotus 
And likewise in Reviving and Blisters-
Back and forth, tortured by pain. 

' dren pa nyer zbag do (dmn pa nye>· gzhag mdo, Jaddbarmdm.tsmrtyup,1;thdnil!iittra) 
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According to the common vehicles: it is described that, when the num
ber of years in a single kalpa and so forth have elapsed, [ inhabitants] are 
freed from the hell realms. 'il1is [presentation] is more complete in that, 
once birth occurs in one of those hell realms and once the creation and 
destruction of that world trans pi res, [the inhabitant] will transfer to other 
realms of those worlds. Then, when the creation and destruction of those 
worlds transpires, [the inhabitant] will take rebirth in the eight hot and 
cold hells of yet another world. This suffering of heat and cold will be 
experienced for twelve thousand great kalpas. A great kalpa includes the 
four ages of a single world-its formation, endurance, destruction, and 
vacuity'-lasting twenty [ intermediate] kalpas each. Together, there are 
eighty, which are said to constitute a great kalpa. In rhe [ Treasury if the] 
Abhidharma, it states: 

Therefore, the ages of a single world [ 549]  -forming, enduring, 
destroying, and peaceful ly abiding for twenty kalpas each
constitute the eighty called "a great kalpa." 

Thus, it is. 
According to the hearers, although the outer universe and the hell 

realms that are created and destroyed have no true, inherent existence, all 
sentient beings are born there according to their karmic phenomena; so 
it seems as though that world is created and destroyed. The phenomenon 
of being reborn in another world's hell realm occurs like a dream, through 
the strength of the habit of confusion. 

Second, the way rebirth is taken in the deprived-spirit realm is that, 
once that karmic result for the hell realm is exhausted, rebirth is taken 
as a deprived spirit. There are two ways this karma is exhausted. 1l1c kar
mic feelings of extreme heat and cold can be exhausted through the anti
dote of virtue, which in turn exhausts the object to abandon-nonvirtue. 
[Second] ,  one will experience the results of virtue and non virtue just like 
exhausting one's karma through its maturation, like a seed that becomes 
a sprout through the power of growing. 'This is the latter case. One might 

" cf;.1k p,z'i k,zlpi1 (ch,,gs pt� 'i bskrzl P"· viMrf,zki1/pi1) ;  ney p«'i k,,!pa lt;nm pa'i bskal pa, 
l'ilMrt,tsth.iyik,tlp<t);Rt; p,z'i k,dp<� (}ig p.z'i b.ck,d ptl, Sdl!U'.trttlktt/ptl ); and t{lng p,/i k,z!pa (st{lng 
pa'i bs/.:,d pti, S«tl!Vtlrtmthdyiktilp,z) 
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ask, " \Vhy i s  i t  that someone with the karma r o  rake a deprived-spirit 
rebirth cannot be reborn there until the karma for rebirth in the hell realm 
is exhausted?" [The answer is) if there are two karmic accumulations: then 
until the stronger one is exhausted, the weaker karma will be incapable of 
maturing. This is I ike the invisibility of starlight while the sun is shining. In 
this way, the stronger karma will mature first, whether positive or negative. 
[ 5 50 ]  In the Abhidharma, it states: 

Which("ver karma is the weightiest, whichever is the most 
familiar and immediate, and whichever was accumulated fi rst 
will be the first to mature. 

Thus, this tells us that the weightiest will mature first. 
The deprived spirits are tormented by the fire of hunger and thirst and 

constantly yearn for food and drink. 1hose tormented by the suffering of 
extreme hunger and thirst are the deprived spirits with collective obstruc
tions. The deprived spirits with external obstructions even dislike and are 
tormented by the pleasantness of the sun and the moon, because all exter
nal desirable things appear to them as displeasing-such as pure water 
appearing as pus and blood. In Advice from a Spiritual Friend: it states: 

All deprived spirits are burned even by the springtime moon; 
and in winter, for them, even the sun is frigid. 

Thus, this is similar. 
The deprived spirits of the wheel of fire will be initially unable to find 

anything to eat or drink. When they do, it will not pass through their 
throats; and if it does, it will become fire in their stomachs, burning 
throughout their bodies. All things they try ro enjoy instantly transform 
into various coarse and harmful substances. Deprived spirits with the 
obstruction of food and drink, who feel hungry and thirsty, see and try to 
reach the shores of oceans, large rivers, and pleasant places where there is 
an abundance of food and substances that they hope to ingest. Once they 
arrive, again everything vanishes without a trace, [ss r] bringing further 
rorrnent. 

Except for skin covering bones, they have no color from flesh and blood 

' she tring (bshes .<pring, suhrllekha); Nagarjuna 
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and are extremely emaciated and dry. lheir abdomens and limbs are as 
ill-proportioned as Mt. Meru is to a blade of grass. Their faculties are 
impaired and disproportionate; and their heads are as large as mountains, 
while their mouths are the size of the eye of a needle. From one realm of 
deprived spirits to another, these states of unbalanced rebirth must be 
taken for six great kalpas of time. 

2.2. 2.I.2.2.I.2.2.2 Ihe Result Consistent with the Cause Is the H,tnning ofOthen 

Second, the result concurrent with the cause is to harm others. Then, when 
the karmic obstructions of taking rebirth as a deprived spirit through the 
ripening of coarse, karmic causes gradually diminish, that coarseness is 
eventually exhausted. Subsequently, the subtle remaining causes-such 
as the karma of previous lives' incorrect meditations upon wrathful dei
ties with many heads and arms, fixating upon them as autonomous, and 
so forth-will ripen. Having brought the wrathful retinues to mind and 
recited their dangerous, furious mantras, as well as having engaged in the 
conduct of the four root downfalls :  based on the existence of previous 
causes, there will be a reconnection with the mind stream of a rudra; and 
that rebirth will be taken. The nature of this [ rudra] is to belong to the 
class of deprived spirits with the demeanor of a great cannibal holding 
weapons and a skull cup, while the mind is extremely unruly, agitated, 
and wrathful. 

The miraculous abilities [of the rudra] are that [s 52] a single body can 
have a hundred heads, each of which can sport various animal heads, 
such as tigers, lions, and the like. [The rudra] can .also manifest as a god or 
a demigod with a hundred bodies sharing a single head, such as that of a 
water buffalo. Moreover, it can assume diverse bodies such as elephants, 
sea monsters, and the like that have a single body with many limbs. The 
limbs can have diverse shapes and colors, holding stones, spears, and many 
harmful weapons. The retinues include manywrathful 9akinis, mataral) ,  
and flesh eaters that petrify all beings with their serpent limbs and winged 
bodies through various intimidating forms, myriad frightening screams 
of rala raL1 and rulu rulu, terrifying forms, displeasing roars, foul odors, 
and breaths of contagion. The enormously frightening darkness of black 
winds covers every direction, and their [ i.e., the rudras'] breath-both 
hot and cold-disturbs all worlds in every region, sending the four hun
dred and four illnesses ofwind, bile, and phlegm out to beings. [ 5 5 3 ]  TI1eir 
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unthinkable powers weaken health and memory, as well as render the 
minds of others insane. 

ll1e powers [of the rudra J can overcome the classes of the nagas includ
ing Manorathanandin and Tak�haka,' the classes of the demi-gods includ
ing Vemachitra," and the classes of the desire-realm gods including Indra 
and Vi?lwu, all the way up to and including the fourth realm that is free 
from warfare with the demi-gods called Paranirmitavashavartin. In addi
tion, the twelve realms, namely the First Realm of Concentration, includ
ing Brahmakayika, B rahmapari�hadya, and Maharahma ; the Second 
(Realm of Concentration J ,  including Par!ttabha, ApramaJ!ashubha, and 
Abhasvara; the Third [Realm of Concentration] ,  including Par!ttashubha, 
ApramaJ!ashubha, and Shubhakrtsna; and rhe Fourth [Realm of Con
centration] , including Anabhraka, Punyaprasava, and BJ,"hatphala, are all 
overcome. 

2.2. 2.1.2.2.2 The Hay 'Jhey Are iamed by the HTisdom TVrathful Ones 

1his has two parts: 

1 Seeing the one to be tamed 

2 The exrensi ve explanation of the actual taming 

Second, rhe way rhey are tamed by the wisdom of rhe wrathful ones is 
twofold. 

2.2.2.r.2.2.2.I Seeing the One to Be L<med 

First, rhe way of seeing the one to be tamed is that, previously through the 
strength of merit, the rudra rook the vows of the great vehicle, received 
empowerment, relied upon a virtuous spiritual guide, and was therefore 
able to become an extremely potent object for taming. That is why the 
great, glorious Heruka- through his omniscience-saw that the time for 
taming had arrived. Knowing that the time had arrived and by enacting 
self-originating compassion and skillful means, he revealed the magical 
deeds of taming according to rhis kalpa. [ss4] 

' Gawo (dga' bo) and Jogpo (jogpo) 
b Takzangri (th.zgr bz.:mg ris) 
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2.2.2.r.2.2.2.2 7/Je Extensiuc F.tpLmation o/the .-Jau,d Taming 

This has three parts: 

1 Suppressing the haughty ones 

2 Annihilating the unruly ones 

Placing disciples under command 

Sc:cond, the extensive explanation of the actual taming is threefold: the: 
way of suppressing the haughty ones through four magical manifesta
tions; annihilating the unruly ones through wrathful enlightened activity; 
and having compassionately taken them as disciples, placing them under 
command. 

2.2. 2.J.2.2.2.2.I Suppressing the Haughty Ones 

1he first has two, beginning with the equipoise of causal samadhi .  Then, 
the karmic wrathful  one appears as the one to be tamed ;  and in order 
for the wisdom wrathful one to appear as the tamer, it is as follows. 1he 
dharmakaya of the tathagatas is the indivisible, great vajra nature. From 
within the arrangement of indivisible appearances and emptiness without 
boundary or restriction, the magical manifestation matrix like the sky 
arises as the self-appearing wrathful sambhogakaya. The reason is that, in 
the ten directions of the six realms where the haughty rudra is the lord 
of the three planes of existence [and] in order to show the authentic 
presence of splendidly quelling and taming through the all-encompass
ing confidence of great pride, anger, and so forth, Samantabhadra is the 
great nature of the vajra enlightened body, speech, and mind of all the 
tathagatas. Hence, as the Bhagawan, he takes great delight in the meth
ods that tame. Abiding in the evenness of the samadhi of self-appearing 
wisdom, the king of the magical manifestation matrix radiates great 
clouds of the mal).qala of the Heruka King ofWrath. 

Second is the fourfold way this magical manifestation radiates. [ s s s] To 
mention which space this radiates from, it is from the basic space of the 
nature as it is-Samantabhadri, the great holder of the immeasurable 
qualities of the wrathful wisdom female. She is the radiance of [aware
ness] ,  the object that emerges from self.. appearances. Saying "hi hi" [and] 
through the splendor of her kaya radiating pleasure for the male, she 
reveals her blossoming secret lotus. Then the subject, Samantabhadra, 
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responds with "ha ha" as his jewel expands. Both male and female embrace 
inseparably; and through their rapture, the jewel enters the lotus. 

The way the radiation occurs is that, due to the clouds of the male's 
bodhichitta descending within the female's secret place, there is the cause. 
Subsequently, the contributing circumstance becomes the recitation of 
hung hung hung bisho benzar trodha dzola mandala phet phet phet hala 
hala hala hung. The meaning of this [mantra] is that-through the blaz
ing, variegated vajra mai;t<,lala nature of enlightened body, speech, and 
mind-the body, speech. and mind of the unruly ones that possess the 
three haughty demeanors are annihilated into particles. 

What is the nature of the radiation?  By expressing this [mantra] : from 
the secret place of the consort Samantabhadr!, the assembly of wrath
ful mat;t<,lalas of the five families emerges to pervade the trichiliocosm 
in numbers as vast as the particles in the ten directions of the world 

[ s s6] and completely pervades every aspect of the infinite space of the 
six realms throughout the ten directions. 

The signs of the radiation are that the clouds of wrathful ones manifest
ing become dearly apparent as they encompass space. The earth, mountains, 
and continents in the ten directions of the six worlds are progressively set 
into motion, moderately great motion, and extremely great motion. The 
roar of thunder and so forth reverberates in stages, from barely sounding, 
to crashing, and colossal great crashing. The great drums of the gods and 
many different musical instruments resound-resonating even without 
being played-as barely roaring, roaring, and exceptionally loud roar
ing. All coarse material substances such as mountains, earth, boulders, and 
so forth shake until they almost dissipate by barely shaking, shaking, and 
extremely intense shaking. The waves of the oceans are barely rolling, 
rolling, and turbulently rolling. [The distinctions] of lesser, moderately 
great, and extremely great-these three-indicate being below the earth, 
upon the earth, and above the earth. These five signs, with three stages 
each, are called the fifteen great signs. 

Since this is according to the external universe, it indicates the suppres
sion of the universe through splendor. If according to the internal inhab
itants, there arc fifteen: the three movements that purify the three minds 
of beings ; the three sounds-the three doors; the three roars-grasping, 
fixating, and duality ; the three shakes-the three poisons; and the three 
rolls-[ SS7 l  abandonment, antidotes, and fixation. 

According to wisdom :  if applied to the secret meaning, then the self-
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appearances of  five lights are the three movements; the wisdom celestial 
palaces appearing in rcn directions arc the three sounds; the rnaQ<;ialas of 
supported deities arc the three roars; the arrays of undifferentiated phe
nomena appearing as many are the three shakes; and the play, radiation, 
and reabsorption of the maQ<;ialas are the three rolls. 

If applied according to the quintessential unsurpassed secret, appar
ent objects that are seen as negative, positive, and neutral arc the three 
movements. Cognitions that are prevented, established, and neutral are 
the three sounds. The naturally liberated Samanrabhadra arises as method, 
prajiia, and the union of the two; so these are the three roars. When the 
three unelaborate wisdoms of bliss, clarity, and no thoughts arise, they are 
the three shakes. By realizing the intrinsic nature, the collapse of abandon
ment, antidotes, and fixations are the three rolls. These fifteen great signs 
indicate that sarpsara is liberated in the nature of phenomena. 

Having revealed these [signs], then those who abide in the ten direc
tions of all six worlds' trichiliocosm realms with the greatest power, 
light, brilliance, strength, and porential in their classes-such as Mahesh
vara, Brahrna, Indra, [ s s8 ]  and so forth-lose physical vitality; so they all 
weaken and faint. Because they are unable to verbalize a single vvord, they 
fall into a deep faint; and their minds become gripped by fear, so they fall 
completely unconscious. 

2.2.2.1.2.2.2.2.2 Annihilating the Unruly Ones 

This has four parts: 

r The primary arrangement of the wisdom mal}<;\ala 

2 The actual liberation of the haughty males 

3 Pleasing the females through union 

4 The emanation of the lllal}qala of the retinue 

Second, annihilating the unruly ones through wrathful enlightened activ
ity has four: the primary arrangement of the wisdom maQQala, the actual 
liberation of the haughty males, pleasing the females through union, and 
the emanation of the rnaQ<_lala of the retinue. 

2.2.2.1.2.2.2.2.2.1 The Primar_y Arrangement of the Wisdom i'vfm:uJ<ILt 

The first has two, beginning with the way the principal one-Mahot
tara-abides. It is then that the Bhagawan-the great, joyful Saman-
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tabhadra himself-assumes the magnificent aspect that causes great 
terror and fear. With the brilliance of wisdom radiating as great, blaz
ing light brighter than a hundred thousand suns capable of assuming any 
manifestation, he transforms into the red-black N1ahottara Heruka. The 
numbers of his heads, arms, and legs arc equal to the particles in the 
trichiliocosm. Holding a variety ofweapons-such as vajras, wheels, and 
so forth-he sports three heads representing absolute freedom, six arms 
of transcendental perfection, and four legs of miraculous transformation. 
Sarrsara is pure in its place without abandonment, so he enjoys the great 
charnel grounds; and since desire is pure in its place, ( 5 59 ]  lhc abides] in 
the midst of an ocean of blood. Since hatred is pure in its place, the sign 
of not abandoning it is that he stands upon a great mountain of skeletons. 
Since delusion is pure in its place, he is positioned at the hub of a four
spoked wheel in a great mass of blazing 'Wisdom fire. With his right legs 
drawn in and his left legs extended, he stands upon a seat of the male
female gods Maheshvara and consort-queen of the charnel grounds, 
the great and haughty Umadevi.' Some claim that this posture is with right 
legs extended and left legs drawn up; however, that contradicts the pure 
recollection of method and wisdom. 

Second is the way of establishing the four families as the retinue. As 
just mentioned, these manifest clouds of wrathful ma1).9alas also consti
tute the intrinsic nature of the four or five families. Some of the family of 
mirrorlike wisdom become the glorious, great Vajra Heruka, abiding at 
the eastern spoke of the wheel. Concerning this, there are some who claim 
this is Buddha Heruka, indicating that they have completely missed the 
point because they teach that this is Buddha Chemchog Heruka. Some 
of the family of the nature of evenness become the glorious, great Ratna 
Heruka, abiding at the southern spoke of the wheel. Some of the fam
ily of discerning wisdom become the glorious, great Padma Heruka, 
[ s6o] abiding at the western spoke of the wheel. Some of the family of 
all-accomplishing wisdom become the glorious, great Karma Heruka of 
all-accomplishing activity, abiding at the northern spoke of the wheel. 

All four wrathful families assume terrifying demeanors, wear eight 
charnel-ground vestments, and-in a blazing expanse of the fire of wis
dom-shout the mighty sounds of hung and phet. The indication of hav
ing annihilated the three poisons from the root and [realized] the three 

" u  rna dhe bi 
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kayas is that they [each] have three heads. The indication of having liber
ated the beings of the six realms in space is  their six arms. The indication 
of the four kinds of birth liberated in their place and the four enlightened 
activities that benefit others are their four legs. The indication ofsuppress

ing the tour wrong views and the tour demons is that each of the [herukas] 
is standing like before with right leg drawn in and lefi: leg extended upon 
seats of a crossed male and female-namely, the gandharvas to the east, 
yak�has to the north, cannibals to the \vest, yamas to the south, and so 
forth. All unruly classes that exist have gathered there. The assembly of 
queens of the five great heruka families, such as Buddha Krodheshvari and 
so forth, also abides in union with the individual kayas of the correspond
ing wrathful males in the manner of embrace. 

2.2.2.1.2.2.2.2.2.2 The Actual Liberation of the Haughf.y i'dales 

Second, the actual liberation of the males has two. With the pride of 
the haughty ones, their awesome, terrifying sounds are as follows. Hav
ing then been placed as the intertwined seats, the ferocious minds of the 
twenty-eight powerful males"-such as the great, haughty rudras and 
others [ sG r ]-become extremely wrathful. Even though their bodies are 

pinned down as seats, they can still perform various great and menacing 
magical feats. Screaming out their reviling cries in unison, they threaten 
with violent aggression, calling, "Release us! Release us from under your 
feet !  Aren't you supposed to be the lords of compassion who only benefit 
others? What will you do with us?" Lamenting in this way, they become 
extremely aggressive and attempt escape. 

Second, the actual liberation through the wrathful manifestation of 
compassion has two. First, the emanation of clouds of awesome, frighten
ing forms is that then the Bhagawan-the greatly joyful Mahottara him
self-manifests externally and partakes of [the unruly ones] via his nine 
gaping mouths. Internally, the attainment of the nine states of union2.\8 
is indicated by his nine heads. Externally, he has l iberated the unruly 
ones with the eighteen skeletal l iberators, while internally the indica
tion of [realizing] the eighteen aspects of emptiness are his eighteen 
arms. Externally, he enacts the four immeasurable qualities and the four 
enlightened activities for the welfare of sentient beings, wh i le internally 

a w.mgchuk (dbangphyug) 
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the indication o f  having realized the eight aspects of liberation is his 
manifest eight legs. [ 5 6 2] Through the method of taming the unruly 
ones with a mighty voice as well as the skillful means of compassion, 
he appears extremely aggressive to those unruly ones according to their 
perceptions. The three bungs indicate that body, speech, and mind are 
under control. The three has indicate that, with a single laugh, he vigor
ously partakes of the three poisons. The three khahis mean to partake of 
flesh, blood, and bones. Reciting these mantras, the [unruly ones] quiver 
with fear and art rtndcrcd suitable. 

Second, the actual liberation is that the hearts of this great gathering of 
unruly ones, such as Maheshvara and others, are removed by the assembly 
of wrathful deities. This means that the nature of self-fixation with the col
lection of consciousnesscs is completely severed from the root. Their sense 
organs- such as the eyes-are removed, so that the gateways that grasp 
to objects are blocked. Their internal organs-such as the intestines
are removed ro eliminate attachment to the body, the support for duality. 
Their limbs-such as the heads and so forth-are severed and chopped, 
so that the formation of sarp.sara is destroyed. Consuming all their flesh, 
delusion is purified; drinking all their blood, desire is purified; and mas
ticating all their bones, hatred is cleansed. 

2.2.2.I.2.2.2.2.2.3 Pleasing the Females through Union 

This has two parts: 

1 The magical manifestation of summoning the world 

2. Partaking of great union 

Third, pleasing the females through union has two: the magical manifesta
tion of summoning the world and partaking of great union. 

2.2. 2.I.2.2.2.2.2.J.I 17;e lvfagicallv!anijestation oj'Summoning the World 

The first has two, beginning with summoning the outer vessel of the world. 
[563] Then, by reciting the mantra that unifies all worlds as one, the three 
bungs summon the enlightened body, speech, and mind of the Great Glo
rious One.]hyo means "all mataral:t." Eh means "here." Ah ra li indicates 
"the qakinis" or "the female messengers:' Hring hring means "to gather;' 
and dza dza means "summoned here." Having expressed this, all realms of 
the world in the ten directions, including the farthest reaches of space, 
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are subsumed to fit within a single mustard seed. This is the buddhas' 
mastery of magical manifestation, as stated in the Great Bounteousness f!f 
the Buddhas: 

1he basic space of the sky is the space of phenomena, 
And the entire space of all worlds 
Is subsumed to fit within a single mustard seed; 
Even so, their size-just as before-docs not decrease . 
Such is the magical manifestation of the space of the tathagatas. 

Thus, this is similar. 
Second, to summon the inhabitants who are the sentient beings, then 

there are the kings of all common classes of powerful earth spirits with
out exception-Nejog, Serkya, Nodjin,' and so forth-the great ministers 
of the gods and the demi-gods who listen to the command. Concerning 
that, the kings arc the twenty-eight great, powerful males, such as the 
Great Haughty One, Indra, and so forth. Their individual consorts are 
the queens of all common classes of royal, female earth spirits, such as 
Nanyen Chenmob and so forth, [ 564] who are the females honored by the 
ministers. There are also twenty-eight powerful female queens. 

According to the common tradition, they are ali worldly ones. Never
theless, according to the uncommon approach, it is explained that they 
have transcended the world. According to the exceptional approach, it 
is believed that they exist in the channels of the chakras and will appear 
as such upon awakening. The explanation given here is according to the 
latter. 

Nevertheless, for the sake of comprehension, they will also be explained 
by using examples of worldly folklore and the l ike. The consorts assume the 
same names as their male counterparts as follows. The great human female 
cannibal is Manuriik�hasi,' who is the consort ofMaheshvara, the haughty 
one of the charnel ground. She is pleased with the offerings of fat and 
gristle. The female BrahmaJ?.id is Brahma's consort. When he [ i.e., Brahma] 
was born from the lotus celestial palace of the navel, his mind emanated 
as a female [who became his consort] . In order to gaze upon her, Brahm.a 

·' gnas :fog, ser skye!, and gnud sbyin 
h rna brny,m chen mo 
' Sinmo Chenpo (srin mo chen po), or Mi' i  Sinmo (rni'i srin mo) ; Crear Female Cannibal 
d Tsangn1a (t>lltlrl,{J,J JJI/l ); .She of Purity 
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manifested four heads looking i n  four directions. Along with the central 
head, he then had five heads. Vi�h1,1u became jealous and threw a wheel, 
severing the upper head. Raudrl" is the consorr of the Maheshvara ruler 
of Paranirmitavashavartin. When the gods and demi-gods were warring: 
by blessing her body as a fortress, the army of gods fit inside her, allowing 
them to be victorious. Indrat)ib is the consort of lndra. Previously, when 
she was the consort of a r�hi, [ s 6 s] they were invited to be the guests of 
another nhi. When they arrived, there were three cushions spread our. 
The rshis asked their host why. The host r�hi replied, " 'TI1ere are three of 
you." Actually, she had swallowed Indra; he was in her stomach, and it 
was time for him to come out. When he emerged, the r?hi [ i.e., her hus
band] became angry and cursed him, "May your body grow one thousand 
wombs !" This then transpired, and [Indra) was humiliated before all the 
gods. He begged the r�hi's forgiveness, and the t;�hi blessed him to have one 
thousand eyes instead. From then onward, he \Vas widely known as "the 
lord of one thousand wombs with one thousand eyes." 

Vai�ht:lavi' is Vi�h1,1u's consort. "Vi�hl).u" means to pervade above, upon, 
and below the earth. Kumad is the wife of Krttika.'·'-'" \'\Then Agni men
tally made love with the daughter of the gods, a child with six faces was 
born; and he became the king of the gods named Mindriig. 

Rakti is Jiig Sed'/ consort. S ince his body is the color of copper, she 
acquired this name. Amrta is the consort of Nyima, the sun,g who dur
ing the time of rhe kaJpa of perfection emerged fi·om the churning ocean 
and passed into the sky in order to illuminate the world. He then became 
known as "the ambrosia of the eyes of beings." Shant! is the consort of 
Dawa, rhe moon,h who also came from the churning ocean and passed into 
the sky [ s66 ]  in order to pacify the torment of hear. Hence, he became 
known as "the peaceful one" and "the one of cool radiance." Dal).�i i s  the 
consort of Bechon. [Bechon] is actually Phenpa,; who holds a club that 

a Triigmo ( 'khrug mo); She Who Disturbs 
h \Vangrno (dba11g nw); She of Power 
' Jugsedmo (}ug sred mo) ; She of Attachment 

d Zhonnumo (?;zhon nu mo ); She ofYomhf\1lness 
' Zhonnu Mindriig (<!;zhon nu Jmin drug); Youthful Pleiades 
r Marmo (dmm· mo), She of Red; and jug sred 
g Diidtsimo (bdud rtsi mo), She of Ambrosia; and nyi ma 
h Zhiwamo (zhi b,; ''"'), She of Peace; and zfa ba 
; Bechonmo (be con mo) , She Who Holds a Club; and be con, Club Holder, or spen pa; Shana

ishcara; Saturn 
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destroys; so he became known as "Bcchon." Rak�hasi is the consort ofSin
po:' In the city ofLankapuri, he became known as "the one with ten necks 
from Lanka" because he had ten faces. Somi is the consort of the general 
of rhe gods named Mahakala," who is so called because he will devour all 
demi-gods and those with broken samaya. 

Rati is the consort of the powerful and wealthy Gajed,' who makes 
others happy through giving wealth-hence, his name Vaishravai:ta. The 
blood-guzzling Rudhiramadi is the consort of the god Tobzang.d \X!hilc 
playing with dice, he became intoxicated and offered his internal organs; 
so he became known by this name. Ekacaril).i is the consort of Driza 
Tamboura,' the gandharva who plays the tamboura and vina. He is the 
musician of the gods and walks in the front, playing the vina. It is said that 
he is also called Dring Giriti' and is the son of Ishvara. Manoharika, or 
Palma, is the consort of the desire realm god Kamadeva.g She is so attrac
tive that, when others see her, their minds arc mesmerized to forget what 
they are doing-hence, her name. 

Siddhikari is Norsung's consort.h She accumulates wealth and instigates 
trouble. Vayudevi is the consort ofLiinglha,' who lives at the source of the 
wind. [ 5 6 7] Bhak�hasi is the consort of the demon Sodched.1 Agnayik is 
the consort ofAgni. Varahi is the consort ofSadag Pagchen.1 According to 
a legend, it is told that this world is held up by a great hog below the earth, 
which is how she got her name. ChamUl).<#m is the consort ofYama. Previ
ously, when she was Mahadeva's consort, he only directed his attention 
toward Uma; so she [ i .e., ChamuJ!c.ll] became angry and turned [Uma] 

' Sinmo (srin mo ), Female Cannibal; and srinpo, Cannibal 
h Zawamo (za ba mo), She Who Devours; and "�onpo (mgon po) 
' Gawamo (dga' bi! mo), She \Vho Delights; and �r;,/ byed dbilngphpmg,Joyful Holder ofQ:al

ities, or rntun thos sras; \'aishrava[).a 
d Draggi Nyoma (khrag gi myos m,<), She of Blood Intoxication; and stabs bztmg, Noble 

Strength 
' Chigpur Chodma (e;czgpur spyod ma), She of Solitary Action; and dri za tam bur, Ghandarva 

of the Tamboura 
1 bhring gi ri ti 
g Yidrrogma (yid 'phrog ma), She Who Mesmerizes, or rlpal rntl, She of Glory ; and kt� ""' rlhe 

btl 
h Drupmo (grub mo), She of Accomplishment; and nor snmg, \Vealrh c;uardian 
; Lllngmo (dung mo), She ofWind; and rlung lha, \Vind 
i Sodchedma (r;sorl byerl ma), She Who Ki l l s ;  andgsod byed, Demon Who Kills 
k Memo (me mo), She of Fire 
1 Pagmo (phtig mo ), She of the Hog; and Stl bdilg phc�g chen, Great Hog Earth Lord 
"'Ganchedmo (r��an byed mo ) ; She of Aging 
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into an old hag-thus her name. Bhujana is the consort of Gal)apari.' 
When Ishvara's consort Merog Dachen1' gave birth to a son, Uma asked 
if she had given birth to a son. She replied rhat she had, bur that he was 
headless. Then Uma cursed him saying, "Well then, may that come to 
pass ! "  1hcn [Metog Dachen] ,  gripped with fear, begged her forgiveness. 
Uma said, "Give him a new head, and it will be as before." So [Metog 
Dachcn] placed the head of a baby elephant upon him, and he thereafter 
became known as Langna.' Varuniit;Ii is rhc consort of Chulha,'1 the god 
of water. Mahakali is rhe consort of Nagpo Namjig Chcnpo.' There are 
four sons from the cannibal land of Lankipuri, who are Bishana Namjig, 
Dhashadriwa Trinchu, Sumpa Karabumna, and Ramanta Boddrokr
these four. Mahachagaliig is the consort of the cannibal Dhasha Driwa. 
Mahiikumbhakarl).ih is rhe consort of the cannibal Bumna. Lambodara; 
is the consort of Supoche, who is also known as Boddrok. [ s68 ]  Saying 
"and so forth" means the many consorts of the great, powerful ones that 
gather, along with their worldly retinues that accomplish external activity, 
the attendants who accomplish internal activity, and their attendants and 
inner servants, who are as many as there are particles in the world. They 
are completely conquered [by rhe herukas) . 

2.2.2.1.2.2.2.2.2.3.2 I'art,:�king of Great Union 

Second, partaking of great union has three, beginning with abiding in 
causal samadhi. At the moment of being overcome, the method for tam
ing them is rhat then the rapturous Bhagawan-the glory of beings who 
is the Great Heruka-once again appears as a brilliant great assembly 
of the five fearsome families. All males and females joyfully delight in 
indivisible embrace and rest in the samadhi called "emerging clouds of 
the mal)<;iala fully pervading the space of self-appearances." 

" .<n.1 eben mo, She of Large 1'\ose; and 'lsokdag (tsf,og.< bdag), Lord of the Assembly 
" me tog mda' cmJ; She with a flower Arrow 
' gl.mg sna; Elephant Trunk 
J chu !ha mo, She ofWarer; and dm !ha, Water 
' Nagmo Chenmo (nag mo chen mo), Great Black Female One; and nagpo rrwm 'jig chen po. He 

the Bhck Destroyer of All 
r bi sha na mmn )fg, Always Destroying; dha .<ha gri' w,; mgrir1 bw, Ten-Headed One; sum pa 
kara bum snt<, Vase Nose ; and m man f•I 'bod gmgs, Calling Our 

� Rago Marser Chenmo (ra mgo dmar ser chen mo ). She of Orange Color with a Goat Head 
" Bumna Ngonag Chenmo (bum srld sngo n.tgchen mo), SheofD<lrk Blue with a Vase Nose 
' Siidzin Sernag Chenmo (gsus (/z;in ser rlflg chen mo), She of Dark Yellow Belly Holder 
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The contributing circumstance i s  to  proclaim the secret mantra of great 
awareness that emerges from enlightened vajra body, speech, and mind. 
Saying om, hung, and ah means enlightened body, mind, and speech. Ben
zarprabe shaya indicates that the vajra must enter.Ah la la ho means how 
absolutely astonishing. 

To apply this to the indivisible result is: thus having expressed that, all 
earth-spirit queens become extremely attracted to the assembly ofhcru
kas. The mal).qalas of their lotuses are aroused and blossom with delight 
[569] as they enter into union with the herukas. This is like the example of a 
magnet attracting iron. Then the greatly joyful Bhagawan, the great kaya 
ofVajra Heruka, enters into union with each of the eight cannibal con
sorts, the great female cannibals of the humans who are Manurak�hasi, 
Rakti, Rati, Bhak�hasi, Mahakali, Mahachagala, Mahakumbhakarl}.i, 
Lambodara, and the rest. The Bhagawan great, glorious Heruka Chem
chog of the Wheel enters into union with the five of the east who are 
Brahmal)i, Raudri, Indral).i, Vai�hl).avi, and Kumari. The Bhagawan 
great, glorious Heruka of the Jewel enters into union with the five of the 
south who are Amrta, Shanti, Dal).qi, Somi, Rak�hasi, and others. The 
Bhagawan great, glorious Heruka of the Lotus enters into union with 
the five of the west who arc blood-guzzling Rudhiramadi, Ekacaril)i, 
Manoharika, Siddhikari, Vayudevi, and others. The Bhagawan great, 
glorious Karma Heruka enters into union with the five of the north who 
are Agnayi, Varahi, Chamul)qi, Bhujana, and Varunal).i. 

2 . 2 . 2.I.2.2.2.2.2.4 The Emanation of the lvfa�uj,da !if the Retinue 

Fourth, the way the maQ<;lala of the retinue emanates is fivefold, beginning 
with [ 570 ]  the union of emanation. Then, all wrathful maQqalas of the 
five fam i lies-the rapturous Bhagawan herukas-recite hung; and the 
entire assembly of the lotus mal)qalas of the consorts joins with the vajras 
of the five herukas, as their arms and legs cross such that their upper and 
lower bodies are in a full embrace that intensifies their ecstasy. 

Second, the emanation of chc mataral:t is [as follows] .  Then having 
taken great delight, ha is recited; and through the cause of the clouds 
of the male and female bodhichitta, Gauri"-whose perfectly pure mind 
enacts peaceful activity-manifests. From her, each of the twenty-eight 

" keu ri; Karmo (dkt�r mo ) ; She of\'Vhire 
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!shvar! emerges; and from each of them, another twenty-eight emanate to 
form >vhat is called "an assembly." Here, there is no fault of extra numbers 
[of deities] ,  because they are all gathered into the single family ofGaurima; 
and the rest will follow suit. In this context, they emerge from the secret 
place of the ishvari, but in sadhanas they emerge from the union of the 
male and female five families. If one thinks this is a contradiction, it is not. 
Originally, when the haughty ones were being tamed, it was necessary for 
them to emerge in this way. When disciples are practicing, this [ visualiza
tion] should be according to the sadhana. 

Since those who gather qualities have assembled, they arc also an 
assembly of Caurl," indicating magnetizing activity. Since they represent 
the indivisibility of abandonment and acceptance, they arc an assem
bly of Pramohab that are wrathful because they can cause others to lose 
consciousness. Since all negativities are annihilated into dust, they are an 
assembly ofVetali' that enact wrathful activity. Since they possess quali
ties, [s 7r ]  they arc an assembly of PukkasiJ that enact enriching activity. 
Since they are fighting and causing disturbance, they are an assembly of 
Chat�gali' that are fearsome. Since everything can be accomplished, they 
are an assembly of Smashani1 that enact all activities. Since they increase 
life and material success, they are an assembly of Ghasmarlg that enact 
enriching activity. All of them emerge from the secret places of the ishvar1 
[and are] astonishingly radiant, brandishing their individual weapons
including human clubs, bows and arrows-and wearing all of their orna
ments. Having emerged, they take their seats upon the spokes of the 
great, blazing wheel, beginning in the southeast and progressing in a 
clockwise direction. At the ends of the four spokes and in the four [ inter
mediate) directions of the square [ mat_l<;lala J, each one is brandishing their 
individual weapon in frightening forms. 

Third, the emanation of the pishachi is that then, in a state of rapture 
[and] by reciting he, the assembly of great Sirrhamukhih are suppressed 
through splendor-representing enriching activity. Possessing bravery, 

" tsoiJ ri or kumno (rkun rno ) ; thieving female deity 
b P''' mu ha or mungmo (rmong< mo); deluding female deity 
' be ta li or t,tfched mo (thd! byed mo ) ; annihilating female deity 
d pu kk<l si or pumo (spus mo ) ; scent-offering female deity 
' tsan da li or tummo (gtum mo) ; fierce female deity 
f :::rn(l sh1 ni or (snle sht? can) ;  lo\v-caste fcntale deity 
�; ghtts 11h1 ri, kas nla ri, or rnarru/i rna (rna rno�i nza) ;  mother fen1alc deitv 
" Sengdongma (senggdongnhl); lion-headed female 

. 
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there i s  [also] an assembly of Vyaghrimukhi·'-reprcseming wrathful 
activity. Since they destroy the demons of the aggregates and are skillful in 
action, they arc an assembly ofShrgamukhib that enact wrathful activity. 
Since they destroy the demons of deception and are skilled in guarding, 
they are an assembly of Shvanamukhi' that enact all activity. Since they 
have sharp vision, they are an assembly of Grdhramukhid; and since all 
knowable things are understood without obstruction, [ 5 72] that is enrich
ingactivity. Since they enjoy corpses, they are an assembly ofKankamukhi' 
who destroy the demons of death-representing peaceful activity. Since 
nothing has been abandoned, they are an assembly of Kakamukhir that 
are l iberated in the nature of phenomena without abandoning saJ1lsara, 
which is powerful activity. Since they have night vision, they are an assem
bly of Uliikamukhig who see the condition of sa111sara and accomplish 
peaceful activity. All of them emerge with their individual weapons and 
astonishing accouterments, with arms crossed, facing the corpses [they 
suppress ] .  Once they emerge, they take their seats at the perimeter of 
the great, blazing wheel upon the inner portico. Beginning in the east, 
they form a circle. With their awesome expressions, the four fanged ones 
are seated in the four directions; and the tour winged ones abide in the 
intermediate directions. 

Fourth, the emanation of the gatekeepers is that their rapture of great 
wisdom appearances then permeates the ten directions of all realms with
out exception. By recitingphet, the welfare of beings is enacted through 
the four immeasurable qualities. l11e sign that the four incorrect views 
and the four demons are destroyed is the emergence of the assembly of 
Vajratejasi with the head of a horse, Vajramogha with the head of a pig, 
Vajraloka with the head of a bear, and Vajravetali with the head of a wolf.h 
All of them emerge adorned with astonishing ornaments, holding their 

" Tagdongma (stt<g gdong rn,;) ; tiger-headed female 
b Sriladongma (sri lagdongma) or Wadongma (w:;gdong m,;); fox-headed female 
,. Shwanadongma (shwa na gdong ma) or Kyidongma (kbyigdong ma) ;  wolfhcaded female 
d Godnngma (rgod gdong m,1 ), vulture-headed female; or Zludongma (gzbacl gdong mil). laugh

ing lemale 
' Kangkadongma (kt�ngk�Zgdongma); charnel-ground-bird-headed female 
f Khakhadongma (kiM kh,, gdung llld) nr Durchadongma (dur by" gdong lllil); raven-headed 

female 
g Uladongma (hu lugdongmil) or Ugdongma ( 'uggclongm,z); owl-headed female 
h Dorje Singdroma (rdo rje sring �r;ro ma); Dorje Dongmoma (rdo rje gdong mo m,z ) ;  Dorje 
Jigtenma (rclo 1je )iggrten mil); and Dorje Rolangma (rdo rje ro fangs ma) 
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particular weapons: the hook, lasso, handcuffs, and bell. [ sn] Once they 
emerge in extremely awesome forms, they abide at the four entrance
ways of the great, blazing maQ<.fala, [dispelling] all unruly ones. 

Fifi:h, sending the entire retinue back to its own place is that then, from 
the joyful douds of the males, females, and their retinues, the sound 
of phet reverberates throughout the ten directions without exception. 
Through the power of wrathful compassion, they all become fearsome 
and join into union; and even all of the members of the retinue who are 
mataraJ:t are instantaneously sent back to their individual abodes through 
the magical power [of the principal heruka] . RJe IJo !  

2.2.2.I.2.2.2.2.3 Placing DisL'ipfes under Cornmand 

This has four parts: 
1 The way they behold the m aryt;hla 

2. The simultaneous taming of all worlds 

3 Accepting the haughty ones as the retinue 

4 Empowermcnr conferral and giving the command 

Third, through compassion, they are accepted as disciples and bound to 
the oath in four ways : having transferred their consciousnesses, the way 
they behold the ma!f<,lala; the simultaneous taming of all worlds; accepting 
the haughty ones as the retinue; and empowerment conferral and giving 
the command. 

z.z.2.I.2.2.2.2.J.I The �fay They Behold the lv1a1;Jt;lala 

The first has three. By abiding in causal samadhi, the expression of secret 
mantra is as follows. Then, the way the Bhagawan cares for them as dis
ciples is that he takes great delight in beings [and], from the space of 
phenomena, with selt:occurring great compassion emerges to cure the ill
nesses of those to be tamed. The great, glorious herukas of all five families 
enter into the evenness of samadhi called "the source of ambrosia." From 
their [ 574] vajra enlightened body, speech, and mind, the mantra om 
benzar maha amrita emerges, indicating the great vajra ambrosia. Maha 

trodha means the great wrathful ones ; and ang, ang, ang means to confer 
empowerment three times. 

From that, once again the haughty ones emerge to receive purification. 
Having recited this, Maheshvara and the others who were previously con-
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sumed, now emerge as feces from the anuses of the five great wrathful 
families ofbhagawans. 

In order to purify them from the filth of this ocean, the wrathful Utsu
shama Trota' emerges as the wrathful Bhurkumkuta from each of the 
wrathful ones' anuses to drink all the smut, after which the haughty ones 
once again regain consciousness. Since he emerges from the anus and 
drinks the muck, he is known by this name. 

"Revealing the blazing mal).<;iala to them" means that the entire cloud
like assembly of wrathful mal)Q.alas, including the five families and con
sores distinguished by the five wisdoms and four enlightened activities, 
appears to them [ i.e., the haughty ones] as kayas abiding in the midst of 
an expanse of great, blazing wisdom fire that indicates the one hundred 
sacred families. They each have nine hundred heads, one thousand eight 
hundred arms, and eight hundred legs. For the first time, [these haughty 
ones] witness the truth of the buddhas' inconceivable sam ad hi of sponta
neous presence. [ 575 ]  

2.2.2.I.2.2.2.2.3.2 The Simulttmeous Taming ofAll vVorlds 

Second, the simultaneous taming of all worlds is as follows. In the 
Akani�h�ha during the time of the arrangement of the magical wisdom 
manifestations of self-appearances, all the haughty, powerful males
those to be tamed-perpetually abiding in all six ten-directional realms 
of the three planes of existence are tamed according to their individual 
needs. As the inconceivable distinctions of myriad methods to tame 
appear in the individual realms of the entire world system, those objects 
are simultaneously tamed without beginning or end. By this, it is shown 
that, just as self-appearances arc perceived as the arrangement of the spon
taneous Rich Array, the phenomena of others are the same throughout all 
directions. 

2.2.2.1.2.2.2.2.3.3 Accepting the H,wght.y Ones as the Retinue 

Third, accepting the haughty ones as the retinue is as follows. First, they 
promise co join the retinue, and then they offer themselves as the seats 
within the mal).Qala. When the arrangement of the magical manifestation 

a u  tsu sham,; kro ta or Mcwa Tsekpa (nne btl brtsegs pd) 
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occurs, the haughty ones are panic-stricken; their bodies shiver with fear; 
and with voices of defeat, they cry out, "Take our bodies as your servants, 
accept our speech as your servants, and you must accept our minds as 
your servants! If you don't accept us, then may our heads and bodies 
split and crack into a hw1dred pieces and our hearts explode into a hun
dred thousand pieces ! May our bodies rot, decay, and burn in the formi
dable fire of our suffering, ruining this life ;  and in the next life, may [57 6] 
we fall to the hells and call out to you in great anguish ! "  Thus, they swear 
in this way to be accepted into the retinue as they each place their bodies 
as the seats within the ma.ry<;Jala of the five wrathful families. 

Second, presenting their retinues, they show respect and make offer
ings as follows. All haughty ones request in unison, "0 wrathful assem
bly, please accept our wives, mothers, sisters, and daughters into your 
great maQ<;Jala of abundance. Heroes who destroyed the disobedient 
ones, deities to emulate, lords who are sacred objects of refuge, you must 
accept these offerings. 0 great nuQ<;iala of wrathful ones, you arc revered 
by each of us and our servants. Even those who hold the name of this 
great maQ<;Jala assembly of wrathful ones will always be respected and 
cherished as wish-fulfilling jewels upon our crowns. Free from deception 
and with supreme respect, we take you as our objects of offering-always 
holding you on our crowns. We will do our best to faithfully serve you 
and promise to fully accomplish, without exception, whatever is desired 
by those who associate with this maQ<;iala through any of the four aspects 
of enlightened activity !" 

Third, having taken the oath, [ 577 ]  the activity of befriending is as fol
lows. They go on to say, "If by chance we fail to keep our commitments 
as we have verbally sworn in the presence of the heroes, may our heads, 
bodies, and hearts split open, be chopped to pieces by weapons, and rot 
by this curse !" 

Fourth, the ishvari become the retinue and request the enlightened 
activity of being bound to the oath as follows. Then having been returned 
to their abodes, all haughty ones, their wives, mothers, sisters, and daugh
ters instantly arrive within the maQ<;Jala of the wrathful ones to request 
in unison, "Since all of us, including our servants, have been accepted 
into the retinue of the great hero who destroys the hordes of demons, 
0 great hero, whichever enlightened activity we were previously capable 
of-whether peaceful, enriching, magnetizing, or wrathful-please grant 
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us the siddhi of your command by directing us in the enlightened activity 
to be performed ! "  Thus, they speak. 

2.2. 2.I .2. 2.2.2.J.4 Empowerment Con{erml and Giuing the Cormlhmd 

Fourth, empowerment conferral and giving the command arc as follows. 
Then the Bhagawan Mahottara, with great love for beings, hands each 
one a vajra. Each receives an empowerment name by adding "Dorje" to 
their name, such as "Dorje Mi' i  S inmo" and so forth. [ 57S]  Then, accord
ing to their individual activities, each is positioned at the outer portico of 
the blazing mar,t4ala. 

From the supreme wisdom man ifestation of the Secret Essence 
sambhogakaya Definitive Nature just As It Is, this completes the expla
nation of the fifteenth chapter of how the intrinsic nature of the wrathful 
mar,tqala emanating as great clouds of primordial spontaneous presence 
pervades the spontaneous Rich Array oflimitless self-appearances. 



Chapter Sixteen 

2.2.2.2 An Extensive Explanation of the Bran(h tifthe Method on How to Pmctice 

the Path 

This has five parts : 

r The mal)<;lala of enlightened speech of mantra invoking the wisdom intenr 

2 The illustrative mary<;lala that is a support for the visualization 

The way of presenting offerings 

4 The stages of samaya that are to be accomplished by those who uphold them 

The way a samaya upholder accomplishes enlightened activity 

THE SECOND PART continues with an extensive explanation of the 

branch of the method on how ro practice the path, which is fivefold: the 
maryqala of enlightened speech of mantra invoking the wisdom intent, the 

illustrative marycJala that is a support for the visualization, the way of pre
senting offerings to that, the stages of sarnaya that are to be accomplished 

by those who uphold them, and the way a samaya upholder accomplishes 

enlightened activity. 

2.2.2.2.I The Mar.uja!a of Enlightened Speech ofM,mtra Invoking the Wisdom 

Intent 

This has two parrs: 

1 The overview 

2 The exposition 

The first has two : the overview and the exposition. 
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2.2.2.2.1.1  llJe Ouerview 

The first is tenfold, beginning with the meditation upon the three 
samadhis. Initially, the bodhichitta must be generated, as it states r in the 
root tan tra] : 

Overpowered by fixation, m isery ensues. 
In order to achieve stability in the great [ vajra] pride 
That tames the unruly ones in the three planes of existence, 
Meditate upon the samadhi of the 
Magical manifestation matrix [of deities] . 

Thus, this expresses the need to consider that, in order to tame all unruly 
ones through compassion, the deeds of the buddhas must be accomplished. 
[ 579 ]  With that in mind, one meditates upon the three samadhis. 

Second, the generation of the mal).gala begins with the generation of the 
celestial palace and the deities. Of these two, here, the kaya of the Great 
Glorious One is generated as oneself through the five rituals congruent 
with the sadhana. Saying dhriim bisho bishuddhe within the great celestial 
palace of the wrathful ones, the retinue is generated in configuration. Since 
the nature of one's mind is the original buddha, the tathagata will be born 
as one's heir. Visualizing that, from the secret places of the principal male 
and female, all deities of the mal).gala radiate to reside in their individual 
places. In order to ensure spontaneous presence and so the families will 
never vanish, one will be born as the heir of the tathagatas. Considering 
that the sattvas of enlightened mind manifest, they circumambulate the 
mal).gala, make prostrations, and dissolve into one's heart. 

Third, the invocation of the mal).gala is as stated [ in the root tantra] : 

T11e great holder of the ma1�<;lala throughout the [ten] direc
tions and [four] times . . .  

Afi:er reciting this, invoke by reciting rulu rulu rulu hung eh ha.vahi ahna_ya 
dza hung bam ho. 

Fourth, tossing the flower of awareness means that, while reciting mm, 
imagine that their [ i.e., the deities of the maQ<;iala] arrival in close proxim
ity constitutes the prostration of earnest familiarity. 
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Fifth, the dissolution occurs with the recitation of om benzar trodha 
5mna_yf1 hung: 

Om! 'il1e fearsome are pacified through wrathful means. 
1he assemblies of awesome, glorious, wrathful ones 
Appear through compassion. [ sSo ]  
May the superb blessing of the blazing ones 
Be bestowed upon me at this very moment. 

Thus, imagine that they dissolve to become indivisible. 
Sixth is establishing stability, invoking samaya, and overcoming. Stabi

lize by saying om benzilr trodha samaya tom. Invoke by saying om benzar 
trodha samaya phet."Ovcrcome by saying smna_ya and om benzar trodhtl 
samayt1 ho. Then imagine that [the wisdom deities] are pleased. 

Seventh is to visualize making offerings through mantra. Make the 
offering of song by sayingah li u li ta li tapa li dam kata gona rotri kharam 
yogini kha hi ho. 

Eighth, the visualization is that, reciting "hung ha he phet maroon-black, 
blue-black, yellow-black and . . .  ;' the nur_1<;lala of the deities is visualized; 
and the mantra is recited as much as possible to please [them] . 

Ninth, the offerings arc as described in the eighteenth chapter as libera
tion, union, ambrosia, and the five common desirables, which arc offered as 
the ga!fachakra. If there is a specific activity to be accomplished, then insert 
this after the gar_1achakra followed by giving the torma of the remains. 

Tenth, the activities of conclusion include the confession of downfalls, 
aspiration prayers, requesting forgiveness, dedication, prayers of auspi
ciousness, and-if there is a mal)<;lala of support-then the stages of dis
solution. [ sS r ]  

In the fifteenth chapter, the intrinsic nature of the wrathful mar�<;lala is 
revealed; in the sixteenth, the mary <;I ala of secret mantra; in the seventeenth, 
the illustrative mary<;lala as the support for visualization; in the eighteenth, 
the methods for making offerings; in the nineteenth, the stages of samaya; 
in the twentieth, the accomplishment of enlightened activity; and in the 
twenty-first, the songs of praise that please the wrathful deities. These 
chapters reveal the entire spectrum of necessities for a single mar_1<;lala. A 
detailed explanation of these stages can be known through the sadhana 
liturgy called Stlcred Ornament. This overview has been compiled based on 
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the premise that the stages of the actual generation, including enlightened 
activity, could be easily understood through this explanation alone. 

2.2.2. 2.1.2 The Exposition 

This has three parts: 

1 A brief explanation ofthe way secret mantra originated 

2 An extensive explanation of the actual origination 

The conclusion with the special indications 

Second, the exposition has three : a brief explanation of the way secret 
mantra originated, an extensive explanation of the actual origination, and 
the conclusion with the special indications. 

2.2.2.2.1.2.1 A BriefExp!tzntltion of'the Ttay Secret lvfantra Originated 

First, having manifested the arrangement of the intrinsic-nature mat1<,lala, 
then in a state of rapture the Bhagawan reveals the great assembly of the 
wrathful ma!f<,lala. Given that this is the intrinsic nature of the enlight
ened speech of great samaya [and] so that all practitioners can accomplish 
what that means: when saying "the array of self-appearances are the wrath
till tathagatas;' the way this nature is undifferentiated from the peaceful 
sambhogakaya buddhas ofvajra space is revealed; [ 582 ]  and the point that 
this does not refer to the mind streams of others, such as that of the bodhi
sattvas, is clarified. 

From this assembly of great, wrathful herukas, including their con
sorts-whose vajra enlightened body, speech, and mind are the nature 
of self-originating wisdom-the self-resonance of mantra naturally arises 
like the mighty roar of a thousand dragons. This ma!f<,lala of enlightened 
speech, an assembly of mantra, naturally emerges from that. 

2.2.2.2.1.2.2 An J::xtensive Fxplanation of' the Actual Origination 

The second has five : mantra for generating the deities, mantra for invoking 
the wisdom beings, mantra for tossing the awareness Bower, mantra for 
supplicating siddhis, and mantra for giving the torma to enact enlightened 
activity. 

The first has five, beginning with the generation of the principal male 
and female. The mantra of the male is that saying "om and so forth" blesses 
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the mantra and brings good fortune; sarwa means "all;' tathagata indicates 
"gone to suchness:' maha designates "great;' shri means "glorious," heruka 
denotes "blood drinker;' maha tsenda means "great fearsome one;' sarwa 

dutren indicates "all the aggressors;' and ah na ta ka means "to destroy." 
This is the root mantra that calls forth the bhagawans. Hana means "to 
strike"; daha, "to burn"; patsa, "to boil"; hung hung hung means "to sub
due the body, speech, and mind of the unruly ones"; and [ 583]  phet means 
"to disperse into particles." These are the mantras for efficacious enlight
ened activity. 

Likewise, vajra [or benzarl means "adamantine;' ratna means "jewel," 
padma is not translated into Tibetan but kept in the original Sanskrit 
meaning "lotus;' and karma means "activity." The rest are the same as 
before. 

The mantras of the consorts are om sarwa tathagata maha trodhi shori, 

meaning "the wrathful tathagata lshvar!:' Sarwa dutren hungphet denotes 
"summoning and destroying all aggressors." Om maha benzar dhara maha 
trodhi shori dzolani hung phet means "may the wrathful vajra consort, 
great blazing female, summon and disperse the unruly ones." Om maha 

surya ratna240 maha trodhi shori bi ta ma means "wrathful jewel, sun, 
female ishvar! completely destroy." Om hri shota samata padma maha 
trodhi shori khahi indicates "may the ever wild and wrathful lotus ishvari 
partake [of the unruly ones ] ." Om sarwa ahmogha maha trodhi shori 
bisho means "accomplishing all purposes as the myriad wrathful activity 
1shvari." 

Second, the mantras of the eight matara}:t [begin with] om benzar, the 
meaningofwhich was previously mentioned. Gauri means "white female." 
Many of the earlier texts spell this Kouri, which is the same name. Although 
this can be understood in different ways such as a treasury, a scholar, and 
delight with the lotus, here it is interpreted to indicate [ 584] "a treasury." 
Cauri means "female thief" ;  Pramoha means "she of complete delusion"; 
Vetali means "female zombie"; Chal_lgali means "she of fierce wisdom"; 
Pukkasi means "she of incense"; Ghasmari means "she of defilement" ; and 
Smashani means "she of the charnel ground." The eight ha syllables are 
their seed syllables. Combining them by saying om benzar gauri dza means 
"accomplishing enlightened activity." If dza is removed, it means "to bring 
pleasure." The rest should be similarly understood. 

Third, the mantras of the eight pishachi arc sengha mukha, which 
means Lion-Headed Female; batri mukha, the Tiger-Headed Female; 
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tt·ila mukha, the Fox-Headed Female; shona, the Wolf [-Headed Female] ;  
trita, the Vulture [-Headed Female] ; kangka, the Charnel-Ground-Bird 
[-Headed Female] ; khakha, the Raven [-Headed Female] ;  and uluka,241 
the Owl-Headed Female. The eight he syllables are their seed syllables. The 
mantras for enlightened activity arc applied as previously described. 

The mantras of the tour gatekeepers are ary,z tetsa te nga, which means 
"the brilliance of the sublime ones;' Vajratejasi; ahmogha means "accom
plisher of the purpose:' Vajramoghi ;  benzar loka means "the vajra who 
illuminates the world;' Vajraloka; bhimi palaya wati means "the destroyer,'' 
Vajravctili. The concluding dza hung bam ho arc the seed syllables. 

F ifth, the mantras of the Ishvarl arc the twenty-eight jhyo syllables. 
Among them, bhagi means "sister" and bharya means "wife." By synthesiz
ing these sounds, they become the seed syllable referred to as jhyo . When 
activities arc being accomplished, (jhyo] is combined with the individual 
mantras, such as om manu raksha si jhyo dra-o maraya hungphet.242 [ s Ss] 

Second, the mantra invoking the wisdom beings is rulu rulu rulu hung, 
which means "to beckon the mal)�ala of the blazing, wrathful ones." Con
cerning th is, once a samaya-breaking naga, who was previously a karmic 
cannibal, was blessed by the Great Glorious One [with this mantral Eh 

haya hi means "come here, come here now." Ah na ya ho means "come to 
this very place." Dza hung bam ho means "to invoke benefit for sentient 
beings through the four immeasurable qualities." Ram means that having 
invoked the samaya and wisdom beings, "they unite to abide like the flames 
of a single fire." Lama Rongzom taught that-by tossing the awareness 
flower-this indicates that, understanding the intrinsic nature of oneself 
and the deities to be inseparable, one approaches the nondual nature. 

Third, the mantra to toss the awareness flower is om benzar trodha 

samaya hung, which calls the wrathful ones to gather through samaya. 
Fourth, supplication for siddhis begins with om. In order to tame the 

unruly, karmic fearsome ones-since the wisdom nature's wrath surpasses 
even theirs-from within compassion that pacifies the mind streams of 
those to be tamed, the wrathful manifestations appear as the assembly 
of the extremely awesome and mighty, great, glorious ones. "May the 
great and superb blessing of the brilliant wisdom of enlightened body, 
speech, and mind be bestowed upon me as the siddhis of enlightened 
body, speech and mind at this very moment!" Samaya tom means "to 
recall samaya." [s86] Samaya phet means "to manifest samaya." Samaya 
ho means "this is samaya." 
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Fifth, the mantra of  giving torma offerings to enact enlightened activ
ity is ah li u li, which means "food and drink." Ta li tapa li means "the 
branches of that." Dam tra gona rotri means "the assembly ofvajra wrath
ful ones with fangs." Kha ram yogini kha hi ho means "may the assembly 
of blazing yogin Is partake of this." If one wonders which deities partake 
of this, IJUng ha he phet means "the mal)qalas of the thirty deities [who 
partake] ." 

These mantras arc to be understood as follows. In order that the words 
of truth spoken by the Teacher could be accomplished, the secret mantras 
were not intentionally translated into the Tibetan language. If translated 
and then recited, the siddhis would be lacking since they were not blessed 
in the Tibetan language by the original teacher of the secret mantras. Even 
if one is unable to comprehend the meaning of the individual syllables, 
there is no fault  if [the mantras] are recited with single-pointed faith. To 
that extent, great siddhis will occur. Conversely, if one docs know how 
to interpret the language, of course there is benefit since the meaning is 
known, which means it will be retained and accomplished without delu
sion concerning words. 

2.2.2.2.I.2.3 The Conclusion with the !:>pecial IndiCtZtiom 

TI1ird, the conclusion with the special indications is that having recited 
this, among the impure universe and obstructions of the inhabitants 
throughout the ten directions of the six worlds, all negativitics of the 
body burn, of the speech burn, and of the mind are incinerated. [ 587]  In 
this way, having burned all that is ordinary, including obscurations, the 
appearances of the universe are perceived as blazing wisdom. Within the 
three doors of those to be tamed, the enlightened body of wisdom will 
blaze, enlightened speech increasingly blazes, and enlightened mind com
pletely blazes. It is then that the apparent phenomena oflimirless space of 
the entire universe and inhabitants are filled with the brilliant mal)qala 
assembly of the five fami lies, and the space of phenomena becomes the 
mal)qala ofkiyas. From all of those kayas, the natural sound of secret man
tra that encompasses everything is like the roaring of a thousand dragons. 
As the manifestation of great compassion and radiant light, everything is 
luminous and fully pervades as the dharmakaya-the indivisible, intrinsic 
nature of enlightened mind. Tims, it is. 

In addition, the ground, space, and sky fill, become ful l, and overflow 
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with the three mal)c,lalas. Otherwise, the self-appearances o f  the spontane
ous Rich Array are bursting with the arrangement of light, brilliance, and 
wisdom that fills, becomes full, and overflows. 

From the supreme Secret Essence of enlightened speech, the self
resounding wisdom of the Definitive Nature Just As It Is, this completes 
the explanation of the sixteenth chapter on the limitless manifestations 
of the inconceivable secret mal).(,iala, the enlightened speech of the great 
assembly of wisdom wrathful ones. [ ;88]  



Chapter Seventeen 

2.2.2.2. 2 The Illustrative Ma7Jr/.ala That Is a Support for the Visu,11ization 

'This has three parts: 

1 A general explanation of the origin of the maiJ.<Jala 

2 An extensive explanation of the mai:t<Jala's characteristics 

The appearance of astonishing signs 

THE SEC OND SECTION continues with the illustrative mary<,lala that is 
a support for the visualization, which has three: a general explanation of 
the origin of the mary<,lala, an extensive explanation of the maQ.<,lala's char
acteristics, and the appearance of astonishing signs. 

2.2.2.2.2.1 A General Explanation of the Origin of the Ma7Jr/.ala 

F irst, having revealed the mary<,lala of secret enlightened speech: then as 
the Bhagawan in a state of rapture reveals the clouds of wrathful ones 
and their secret mantras, it is necessary to have a support for visualization. 
Therefore, in order to benefit the future disciples to be tamed, the illustra
tive maryqala is revealed as the aphorism is expressed. 

2.2.2.2.2.2 An Extensive Explanation of the Ma7Jr/.ala's Characteristics 

This has two parts: 

1 The celestial palace as the support 

2 The supported maiJ.qala of deities 

The second has two : the celestial palace as the support and the supported 
mary <,tala of deities. 
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2.2.2.2.2.2.1 D;e Celesti,d Ptdtzte as the Support 

The flrst has three, beginning with the celestial palace itself. In order to 
indicate the five wisdoms: in the blazing expanse offlre with no outer or 
inner [dimensions) ,  the substratum of the palace is a wheeF '' with a hub 
and rim connected by four spokes that indicates the nature of the five 
fami lies. In order to indicate the four noble truths and the four immeasur
able qualities, th is is fully adorned with a four-sided foundation. Upon 
that, the indication of the wisdom celestial palace's ever-increasing quali
ties is the square shape. The four doors to perfect freedom arc indicated 
by the four entranceways. In the center [of the palace] is the four-spoked 
wheel and its rim, indicating the five kayas. [ 589 ]  The eight [doors] to 
perfect freedom are indicated by the [eight pillars of the] archways, and 
the two truths are indicated by how it is beautified with both the outer 
and inner blazing wisdom colonnades. 1he height of the great skull walls 
is majestic. 

Second, the embellishing ornaments are similar to those previously 
mentioned. In particular here, the walls are composed of fresh and dry 
skulls adorned with black serpents hanging in clusters. The gutters are 
skulls and serpents, and the windows are the sun and moon. The joists 
are Brahma, and the pillars are human corpses. The capitals are tortoises ; 
the rafters, human corpses; and the ceiling boards are animal body parts. 
The roof is flayed human skin. The latticework is intestines, hearts, and 
internal organs. The four entrance thresholds are tortoises, and the l intels 
are sea monsters. The doors are black serpents and human corpses, and 
multitudes of ornaments adorn [the palace] . From the ends of the rafters 
that are enhanced by the sun, moon, and constellations, sparks radiate 
from tips of flames into the ten directions, creating massive garlands of 
fire and light. 

Third, the different seats are distinguished by the animals upholding 
the thrones with their hoofs and claws: the elephants indicate suppress
ing beings through splendor; the buffalos, great authentic presence; the 
leopards, great unruliness; the tigers, magnificent heroism; and the bears 
indicate natural ferocity. [ 590 ]  Those who are uninformed claim that the 
hoofs and claws [of these animals] are supporting the great gods. That is 
incorrect since, upon these animal thrones, the haughty males and females 
lie intertwined and, upon them, the haughty god Maheshvara, consort, 
and others lie intertwined. Therefore, the term bzung is a misspelling.'+' 
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Each of these animals only appears as an indication of the five wisdoms of 
enl ightened body, speech, and mind. 

2.2.2.2.2.2.2 The Supported Afa�J(lal,1 of Deities 
TI1is has two parts: 

1 The way the principal ones abide 

2 ·n,e arrangement of the retinue 

Second, the supported ma11�ala of deities has two: the way the principal 
ones abide and the arrangement of the retinue. 

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.1 The H1q the Princip,1l Ones Abide 

The first is threefold, beginning with the aspects of their [ i.e., the principal 
ones'] colors, faces, and arms. For their colors that include their principal 
faces : since delusion has been purified in its place, thc principal ones arc 
maroon-black; the purification of hatred is indicated by Vajra Heruka 
who is blue-black; having purified pride is Ratna [Heruka] , yellow-black; 
having purified desire is Padma [ Hcruka] , red-black; having purified j eal
ousy, the male-female Karma [Hcruka] is green-black. The herukas in the 
center, to the east, west, and north-these four-have white faces on the 
right, while the one in the south has a dark-blue face on the right. The ones 
in the center, south, and north have red faces on the lefi:, and the ones in 
the east and west have yellow faces on the lefi:. In addition, the sign that 
wrathful enlightened activity has been perfected is that all their colors are 
described as mingled with black. From the perspective of the haughty ones 
to be tamed, their kayas appear in extremely frightening forms. 

The fundamental nature of the faces and arms is that, since the three poi
sons are purified and the three kiyas are realized, they all have three faces. 
[ s9 I ]  Thev have mastered the six wisdoms and liberate the six realms of 
beings through the six paramitas, so they have six arms. Their four legs arc 
treading, drawn in and extended, which indicates having achieved the four 
legs of miraculous transformation and the taming of the four demons. 

Second, their ornaments and the roar of their enlightened speech arc as 
follows. The ornaments are the eight accouterments of the glorious ones, 
namely: the sign ofhaving perfected the meaningofthe great vehicle is the 
elephant skin draped over the shoulders; [ the sign of] having overcome 
the haughty ones is the human skin draped over the shoulders; the sign of 
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being free from duality is that they wear the tiger-skin skirt, including a 
variety of fresh skins, as clothing. 

The serpents are the white royal-class serpents as the crown; the golden 
noble-class serpents are the earrings and necklace ; the red r�hi-class ser
pents are the armbands and long necklace; the green preta-class serpents 
arc the belt; and the black untouchable-class serpents arc the bracelets 
and anklets. The skull malas are dry human skulls for the crown, semi-dry 
skulls for the neck, and the fifi:y-one fresh heads for the long necklace. The 
ornaments of the moon and sun are the radiant light shining from the lcfi: 
and right shoulders, indicating the illumination of method and praji1a. 
These indications-along with the drops of blood, smears of fat, and dots 
of ashes-total eight. 245 There are also the fresh hides, serpents, garlands of 
skulls, sun, moon, [ 5 92] blood, fat, and ashes as rhc eight accouterments 
of the charnel ground. The roar of their enlightened speech-like the roar 
of a thousand dragons-is the extremely loud, terrifying, and awesome 
sound they make. 

Third, their hand emblems and the way the consorts unite with them 
are as follows. For the emblems, Buddhaguhya taught that the first right 
and lefi: hands hold a vajra and wheel; the middle two, a sword and skulls; 
and the final two, an axe, a plough, and so torch, indicating others that 
were mentioned such as a club, trident, flayed-human club, and the like. 
Rongpa [ i.e., Rongzom Pal).qita] said that the first right hands hold each 
individual deity's hand emblem and the first lefi: hands, a skull full ofblood. 
Although he maintained that the remaining hands were embracing their 
consorts, here-if taught in accord with the vajra Magical Manifistation 
[Matrix] -all first right hands are holding their individual hand emblems, 
which arc as follows. The first right hand ofVajra Heruka holds a nine
pronged vajra; all five families hold five-pronged vajras in the middle right 
hands; the lefi: middle hands hold scalped human skulls filled with blood; 
Karma Heruka holds a sword in his first right hand; Buddha holds an axe 

in his first lefi: hand; and Ratna holds an axe in his final lefi: hand. Karma 
holds a plough in his first lefi: hand; Vajra and Karma hold small drums in 
their final lefi: hands, symbolizing the entire trichiliocosm. The addition 
"so forth" [in the vajra Magical Manifistation Matrix] indicates that this 
includes continuing on with Buddha Heruka holding a wheel in his first 

right hand; Ratna, a jewel; Padma, a lotus; Buddha, a trident in his final 
lefi:; Ratna, a lasso of intestines in his first lefi: hand; Vajra and Padma, bells 
in their first lefi: hands; and Padma, a small drum in his final lefi: hand. All 
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of them hoist flayed-human clubs in their final right hands while holding 
their various hand emblems. 

In the VtUra, it states : 

Vajra holds a vajra and bell, 
Supporting the entire universe. 
Buddha holds a wheel, axe, and trident. 
Ratna holds a jewel and lasso of intestines, 
Brandishing a vaj ra and axe. 
Great Attachment [ i.e., Padma] holds a lotus and bell, 
Playing a small drum. 
Karma holds a sword and plough and 
Flings the world afar. 
The middle hands stir skulls with vajras, 
And [the final right hands] hoist great, flayed-human clubs. 

Thus, it is. 
The way the consorts unite with them is that each of the individual five 

consorts is a fearsome assembly, with one face and two arms. Their right 
arms embrace the males, and their left hands hold skulls filled with blood 
presented to the mouths of the males. 

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2 lhe Arrangement of the Retinue 

Second, the arrangement of the retinue is twofold, beginning with the 
arrangement of the twenty wrathful females. The eight matarab. of the 
sacred grounds [ 594] are as follows. Although the eight consciousnesses 
are the source from which sarpsara occurs-in order to purify [the eight] 
in their own place-they [ i.e. , the mataral;] arc called "the consorts of the 
sacred grounds." They are white Gaur! holding a club and a skull, yellow 
Cauri holding a bow and arrow, red Pramoha hoisting a sea-monster vic
tory banner with both hands, black Vetali hoisting a vajra with a skull at her 
heart, orange Pukkasi stretching a child's intestines, dark-green Ghasmari 
stirring and drinking the contents of a skull, dark-blue Smashani eating an 
infant's heart, and pale-yellow Chal)<;iali decapitating a corpse. 

1he eight pishachi consorts of objective phenomena are the objects 
of the five sense consciousnesses, namely, form, sound, scent, savor, and 
corporeality. The objects of the consciousness of mental activity are 
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phenomena; the object of a passionate mind is the alaya. The objects of the 
alaya are all outer and inner phenomena pure in their place, represented 
by the consorts of objective phenomena. 

In addition, yellow Sirpha holds two corpses crossed in her mouth, red 
Vyaghri stares at a corpse, black Shrgala licks a human corpse, blue Shvana 
opens a corpse's stomach, red Grdhra disembowels a corpse, yellow Kanka 
carries a human corpse on her shoulders, black Khakha holds a skull and 
sword, and blue Uluka tosses a hook. 

The stunning consorts of the four gatekeepers indicate the destruction 
of the four perverted demons sealed 'With the four wisdoms. They are the 
white Vajratejasi holding a hook, [ S9 S] the black Vajramogha wielding a 
lasso, the red Vajraloka sporting handcuffs, and the green Vajravetali ring
ing a large bell. 

Second, the arrangement of the twenty-eight ishvari" is as follows. The 
assemblies of wives, courtesans, and servants are designated from the 
perspective of their service. These almighty twenty-eight surround the 
mai)<;lala, and they all have their individual corpse seats and hold their 
hand emblems-such as fresh skulls and m forth. Abiding at the perim
eter, they approach and ask, "What enlightened activity can we accom
plish for you?" Just how do they abide? Dark-maroon Manurak�hasi holds 
a freshly severed skull ; orange Brahmai)! holds a lotus; light-green Raudr! 
holds a curved vajra blade; blue Vai�hl).avi holds a wheel ; red Kumari holds 
a short spear; white Indral)i holds a vajra ; red Rakti: holds a skull; red 
Amrta holds a lotus; white Shant! holds a white lotus; green Dar:t<;li holds 
a dub; dark-red Rak�hasi drinks blood from a skull; dark-green Soml dis
embowels a corpse ; red Rati holds a curved vajra blade; red Rudhiramad! 
holds a plough ; yellow Ekacarii:ti holds a razor; red Manoharika holds a 
bow and arrow; white Siddhikarl holds a vase; blue Vayudevl holds a ban
ner; white Bhak�hasi wields a sword; [ 5 96 ]  red Agnayi holds an impale
ment stake ; black Varahi holds fangs and a lasso; black ChamUI).Ql eats 
a child's corpse ; white Bhujana drinks blood from a skull ; red Varunal).i 
holds a serpent lasso; Mahakali holds a hook; Mahachagala holds a lasso; 
Mahakumbhakan)i holds handcuffs ; and Lambodara plays a bell. 

The explanations given in this chapter are not for a specific purpose 
aside from being practical, in general, for those who draw tangkas,'' practice 
meditation, and the like. 

' thmzg ka; scroll-painting 
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2.2.2.2.2.3 The Appearance o(Astonishing Signs 

Third, the appearance of'astonishing signs is that, by having expressed this 
in the ten directions of the six worlds, the space of the sky and the space 
of phenomena are completely pervaded by the blazing fire mat)<}ala of the 
wisdom wrathful ones as countless as particles in the universe. Everything 
appears as enlightened body, speech, and mind. 

From the intrinsic nature of the Secret Essence mar�<;l.ala of the Defini
tive Nature just As It Is, this completes the explanation of the seventeenth 
chapter revealing the distinctions of the wrathful ma.Q.{,ialas. 



Chapter Eighteen 

2.2.2.2.3 The Way of Presenting Offerings 

'Ibis has three parts: 

r Establishing the context for the meaning 

2 Explaining the meaning 

3 A synopsis of the meaning 

FoR THE THIRD section, the way to present offerings to this [ maQ<,iala] is 
threefold :  establishing the context for the meaning, explaining the mean
ing, and a synopsis of the meaning. 

2.2.2.2._j. J Establishing the Context jl1r the lvfeaning 

First, having revealed the maQ<,iala, then the Bhagawan-in a state of rap
ture with the manifestation of the clouds of offering-expresses the apho
rism of taking great pleasure with the outer, inner, and secret offerings. 

2.2.2.2.3.2 Explaining the Merming 

This has three parts: 

1 A general explanation of the offerings of union and liberation 

2 A specific explanation of the offerings of sacred substances and desirables 

'The benefits and manner of accomplishing siddhis 

The second has three: a general explanation of the offerings of union 
and liberation, [ 597 ]  a specific explanation of the offerings of sacred sub
stances and the desirables, and the benefits and manner of accomplishing 
siddhis. 
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2.2.2.2. p.I A Genn-a/ Explanation ofthe Offerings a/Union and Liberation 

The first has two, beginning with the ofFering of l iberation. For this, the 
way of making offerings to the victorious ones and expressing generos
ity to sentient beings constitutes the accumulation of merit. Hence, in 
that context, the most sacred and supreme offering is knowing that the 
nature of the mind is primordially pure and free from an object to offer 
and the act ofoffering. That is the genuine mahamudra of all offerings. Ini
tially here in sarp.sara, with the selfs mistaken conceptualization based on 
ignorance, all aspects of the negative mind that incorrectly familiarize2'" 
and fixate upon things and characteristics-such as the eight extremes of 
elaboration and duality-are to be liberated within the unborn nature of 
original purity. Hence, one meditates that all outer and inner phenomena 
are the intrinsic nature of space. This is similarly stated in the Ocean lof 
lvfagical j\lan{fest,1tion Af11tri:>.:] : 

This supreme mahamudra of offerings 
Has liberated all mental constructs. 
Without conceiving of an object to offer or an offering, 
1-1editate upon the intrinsic nature of space. 

Thus, it is. 
Some claim [that th is offering ] applies to meditation that is familiar 

with the realization of the view. It appears that they have not understood 
the intended meaning here. Even if [the genuine offering] is applied to the 
general preliminary offerings or the completion stage, there is no conflict. 
Moreover, this explanation is given because the term is congruent with the 
offering of liberation.'4- [ S9 8] 

Due to familiarizing with the concept of self and others from beginning
less time, ordinary hatred arises. Hence, at the time of liberation within 
the view of oneness and nonconceptual compassion, dualistic fixation and 
the object to be liberated are referred to as "freedom through prajfta and 
method." The manner ofthe actual liberation is that, having liberated one's 
dualistic concepts within the space of phenomena, liberation must occur 
through the method of great compassion, which involves prajfta that does 
not abide in the two limitations. l11at constitutes an indivisible mind con
cerning the object to be liberated and oneself as the liberator. By medi
tating upon immeasurable love and compassion, one must think, "Alas ! 
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Compassion for negative-minded sentient beings that qualify in the ten 
ways24s and hence wander in the lowest realms of the world." It should 
be recognized that the self is illusory and that objects are just miragelike 
fictions of the mind. Then, liberate them by realizing that, although they 
[ i .e., self and objects] are perceived according to relative truth, ultimately 
they are indivisible. Practice this according to the demands of a particular 
situation. The extensive way of performing this wrathful enlightened activ
ity is as taught in the eleventh and twentieth chapters. 

Second, as previously explained, the offering of union is that, by visual
izing oneself and the consort as deities, the maif�ala is invoked at the secret 
place. Through the indivisible unity of male-female, the great offering 
substance of the exaltation ofbodhichitta arises fi·om the union of their 
vajra and lotus. [ 5 99 ] By pleasing oneself, all tathagatas are pleased. 

2.2.2.2._\.2.2 A Specific Explanation o/the Offirings o_/Sacred Substances mtd 

Desirables 

Second, the specific explanation of the offering of sacred desirable sub
stances has two. First, the offering of the sacred substance of ambrosia 
means the great accomplishment substance of accomplishing siddhis 
based on realizing the evenness of self and others, as well as sarpsara and 
enlightenment. This includes all five ambrosias. Given that one's aggre
gates, clements, and sense sources primordially abide as the mat}Qala: by 
visualizing through profound samadhi, this is offered to the assembly of 
wisdom deities who arc equal to oneself The nature of the five ambro
sias-feces, urine, marrow, blood, and seminal fluid-is primordially pure 
as the space of phenomena. The intrinsic nature [of the ambrosias] abides 
as the nature of the five families, such as the tathagata family, and the five 
wisdoms. Through blessing and partaking, since the five poisons and all 
illnesses are dispelled, this is the supreme medicine. In the Consequence 
i"t'ltzgicall'vfanifestation A-fatri:x, it states: 

Medicine that combines the eight roots 
And one thousand substances 
Is self-occurring and originally perfccdy pure. 
Bringing union with all the awakened ones, 
This substance of accomplishment 
With the five wisdoms complete 
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Liberates the five mind streams of sentient beings 
As supreme ambrosia that dispels the five poisons. 

Thus, it is. The combination of the eight roots and one thousand sub
stances can be determined by multiplying each of the five wisdoms times 
five and so forth.249 

Second, the offering of the desirables has two, [ 6oo]  beginning with 
the offering substances. Meat, butter, and so forth are the comestibles; 
fruit and the like are delicacies; tea, wine, and so forth are beverages; 
silk, brocade cloaks, and such are the garments. Furthermore, the way to 
offer all the abundance of the gods and humans possessing the five desir
able substances is that the recipients of the offering are visualized as the 
maQ.Qalas of the wisdom deities. When offering the desirable substances, 
they dissolve into the maQ.Qalas of deities. The offering must be utilized 
by knowing oneself to be the male who partakes, with the consort as the 
[offering] itself. It is similarly taught in the Union with Buddha: 

Gathering the various substances such as food and drink and 
Partaking of them with joy is supreme good fortune. 
Hence, this will accomplish the magnificent, sacred goal. 

Thus, it is. 

2.2.2.2.].2.] Ihe Benefits and Manner ojAccomplishing Siddhis 

Third in terms of benefits, there are two, beginning with establishing the 
feasibility of the common siddhis. Even all the great, astonishing qualities 
of those who have departed to accomplish the welfare of sentient beings
namely, the sugatas throughout the ten directions and four times-are 
nothing other than the results ofbecoming familiar with their own minds. 
Therefore, it is needless to mention that common siddhis, such as magne
tizing gods and cannibals as servants, and the minor activities-such as 
peaceful, enriching, magnetizing, wrathful, and so forth-will be accom
plished. This establishes the feasibility of common siddhis. 

Second is the supreme siddhi. [ 6or ]  Those who are practitioners with 
qualified realization and samadhi have, like a reflection in a mirror, per
fected the generation stage of the mahamudra deity yoga with character
istics .  Then within the effortless, great completion without characteristics, 
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nothing is based on the extremes of elaboration or the dualistic mind that 
fixates and grasps, such as saying, "1his is it." Hence, reaching the wisdom 
intent of Samanrabhadra, the great mal}c;lala of inseparability with the 
three kayas will be attained. Enlightened activities will then continue to 
strengthen and increase. 

Given that phenomena are magical manifestations of the mind and the 
mind as well is the intrinsic nature of the five wisdoms: by taking the path 
demonstrated by the accomplishment substances of method, this will cul
minate in the temporary and ultimate accomplishment of the two aims. In 
the Consequence lvfagical Man!festation lvfatrix, it states : 

Since all things without exception emerge from the mind, 
This is the space of phenomena, free from characteristics. 
Since the five wisdoms have no true, inherent existence 
With no creator, there are only self-appearances. 
Through method, samadhi, and prajiia, 
It is certain that strength and power will emerge. 
Those who abide on a path such as this 
Will be blessed by all buddhas of the ten directions without 

exception, 
And the blazing mal)<;iala will be attained. 

Thus, it is. 

2.2.2. 2.3.3 A Synopsis of the Jvfeaning 

Third, a synopsis of the meaning is [ 602] that, by having expressed this, 
the six outer and inner realms of the ten directions are pervaded by the 
great, pleasurable oceanic clouds of outer, inner, and secret offerings. 

From the wisdom Secret Essence that pervades everywhere as the Defin
itive Nature just As It Is, this completes the explanation of the eighteenth 
chapter revealing the unsurpassed sacred offerings presented to the victo
rious ones and the expression of generosity toward sentient beings. 



Chapter Nineteen 

2.2.2.2.4 1he Stages ofSamaya to Be Accomplished by lhose Jf/ho Uphold Them 

This has three parts: 

r Establishing the context for the me,lning 

L Explaining the meaning 

3 A synopsis of the meaning 

F o R  T H E  F O UR T H  section, the stages of samaya that arc to be accom
plished by those who uphold them, there are three: establishing the context 
for the meaning, explaining the meaning, and a synopsis of the meaning. 

2.2.2.2-4-1 Establishing the Context for the Meaning 

First, having explained the expression of offerings and generosity and so 
that Mantra practitioners may swiftly achieve results and accomphsh their 

aspirations without deviation :  then the Bhagawan in a state of rapture
concerning the intrinsic nature of the great samaya-expresses the apho
rism of this extraordinary, secret king of samaya so the practitioners who 
uphold Secret Mantra may swiftly accomplish results without deviation 
and their aspirations will bear fruit. 

2.2.2.2.4.2 Explaining the lvfeaning 

This has two parts: 

r The overview 
2 The exposition 

The second has two: the overview and the exposition. 
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2.2.2.2.4.2.1  Jhe Overview 

'lhis has rhrec pares: 

I ·nlC charactcrisrics of rhe sarnaya to be guarded 

L 1he d ifference between a vow and samaya 

3 The way of combining all three vows wirhom contradiction 

The first is threefold : the characteristics of the samaya ro be guarded, the 
difference between a vow and samaya, and the way of combining all three 
vows without contradiction. 

2. 2.2.2.4.2.I.I 1he Charaderistic.r tift he Samaya To Be Guarded 

This has five parrs: 

I The definition 

2. 1he divisions 

The benefits 

4 The faults 

1he manner of resrorarion 

The first has five : the definition, divisions, benefits, faults, and the manner 
of restoration. 

2.2.2.2.4.2.I.I.I The Definition 

First, the term "samava" is translated as "word of honor." [ 603] For this, 

there are three. F irst, since benefits are derived through maintaining 
samaya, they are described as follows. In the Vajra, it states: 

According to the wisdom intent of all sublime ones: 
If when receiving empowerment and blessings 
Fortunate disciples maintain [ samaya) ,  
All their negariviries will be incinerated. 

Thus, it is. 
If [samaya is] broken, there will be negative repercussions; hence, it is 

also stated: 

Having violated the speech of the sublime ones, 
A destructive curse will naturally occur. 
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Whoever transgresses this sacred bond 
Will be incinerated, even if it is Vajrapal).i himself. 

Thus, it is. 
Even common commitments are described as stated in Sacred 

PVisdom: 

In order to uphold the superbly secret doctrine of the 
victorious ones 

Without allowing it to dimimsh
Just as it is revealed by the guru-
Firmly holding the words of commitment 
Are explained as the samaya. 

Ihus, it is. 
In brief, [samaya] is described as not breaching the commitment to 

abandon that which is to be rejected, to accomplish that which is to be 
accepted, and to apply exertion toward accumulating even the subtlest 
aspects of virtue through the three doors. 

2.2.2.2.4. 2.I.I. 2 The DiviJium 
Th is has three parts: 

r The nature 

2 The branches 

The inconceivable divisions 

Second, for the divisions, there are three : the nature, branches, and incon
ceivable divisions. 

2.2.2.2.4.2.I.1.2.I lhe 1Vature 

This has rwo parts: 

r The actual nacure 

2. The divisions of that 

The first has two: the actual nature and the divisions of that. 
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2.2.2.2.4.2.I.I. 2.I.I "Jhe Actual Nature 

The first includes both root and branch samayas. ll1c root [samayas] 
resemble the roots of a tree [ 6o4 ]  for, if nourished, they arc the source of 
qualities. If not, nothing will arise; so they arc referred to as "root samayas." 
In order to guard them, the method and support are thereby referred to as 
the "branch samayas." 

::.z.::.z . .; .2 .I. I.: !. I.2  lJ>f Dir,isirm <  �/'lhtt 
This has two parts: 

1 The live root samayas 

2 The ten branch samayas 

For the second, there are five root and ten branch divisions, totaling 
fifteen. 

2.2.2.2 . .;.2.I.I. Z.I.Z.I The Five Root Sama.yas 
1his has live parts: 

1 To nor abandon the unsurpassed 

2 "lo respect the guru 

To not break rhc continuity of mantra and mudra 

4 To show love toward those who have entered the perfectly correct path 

1o not expose rhe secret meaning w others 

The five roots arc to not abandon the unsurpassed, to respect the guru, to 
not break the continuity of mantra and mudra, to show love toward those 
who have entered the perfectly correct path, and to not expose the secrer 
meaning to ochers. 

z.z.z.z . .;.z.I.I.2.I.2.I.I To Not Abandon the Unsurpassed 

The first is that the Three Jewels must never be abandoned. If divisions are 
made : since the Three Jewels abide as the primordial nature of all sentient 
beings, they are not to be abandoned. "The path is the intrinsic nature of the 
indivisible generation and completion stages, so both relative and genuine 
bodhichitta must not be abandoned;  and the result is the unsurpassed 
three kayas of the buddhas. Their speech constitutes the dharma of Siitra 
and Tamra in terms of scriptural understanding and the realization [of 
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those scriptures] .  Those who train in this meaning are the sangha. Hence, 
these are the Three Jewels that arc not to be abandoned. 

Concerning this, the nature of the mind of beings is explained to be 
primordially pure as buddha [in the root tantra J :  

Since the mind's nature is the fully enlightened buddha, 
Do not search for buddha elsewhere. 

Thus, it is. 
It is also explained that even the sound originating from the wheel 

of syllables constitutes the dharma. In the Vajm [A1agiod i\1an�festation 
Nfatrix] ,  it states: 

The languages of all beings that originate 
F rom ah li ka li are the sacred dharma. [ 6os ]  

Thus, i t  is. 
111e field for accumulating merit and accomplishing positive virtue is 

also explained as the sangha. In the Excellent Accomplishment, it states: 

Since there is the seed to accomplish virtue and 
The field for accumulating merit through generosity and the l ike, 
The dharma can be accomplished through these two aspects. 
This is why sentient beings, without exception, are the sangha. 

Thus, it is. 
Furthermore, the nature of relative and genuine truth is that the mind 

is naturally pure as buddha. TI10se who practice the dharma of the two 
truths and the generation and completion are the sangha, as it states in 
the fVisdom Matrix:" 

Those practitioners who uphold the intrinsic nature of truth 
Are the actual Three Jewels. 

Thus, it is. 

a ycshe dmwa (ye .dJts drv,, b,, ) 
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In  addition, t h e  resultant Three Jewels are a s  stated i n  the 
Uttaratantm: 

Because of the teacher, the teaching, 
And those who train in the meaning, 
There are the descriptions of the three objects ofrefuge. 

llms, it is .  
There are some who claim that there is only one way to explain the 

meaning of not abandoning the unsurpassed. That claim is untenable, 
because it fails to comprehend the nature of the Three Jewels. 

2.2.2.2.4. 2.1.1. 2.1.2.!.2 To Respect the Guru 

Showing respect to the guru has two : the d ivisions and the methods for 
showing respect. 

The first has five, beginning with the guru who is a guide. This means 
the guru who delivers one to the door of the dharma, somewhat like the 
abbot who confers ordination. In the Vinaya, it states: 

At the moment of seeing the abbot, 
One must rise from the cushion. 

Thus, and in the Kd.rikii,'·250 it states: 

At the entrance to the guru's residence, [ 6o6] 

Gently knock with one's hands. 
Once entering. respectfully inquire 
If the guru is well. 

Thus, it is. 
l11e guru who liberates one's stream of mind is like the teacher who 

explains the dharma. In the siitra Great Liberation,b it states: 

' ka' ri ka' 
h tarJhl 1-henpo (thar ptt chen po, rru�htimok,,,, or ghanajamahabhricaphulakarmtivirnashodhaya

/,hii dl>.zrakwumasllJ?Jchaya.flitra) 
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The abbot who explains the dharma 
Should be respectfully taken as one's guru. 

Thus, it is. 
In the lnwnceiuable Amassing ofthe Rare and Supreme, it states: 

The one who teaches the dharma is the supreme guru. 
Such a great reliquary of the victors must be respected. 

Thus, it is. 
The guru who reveals upadeshas and transmissions is similar to the 

virtuous spiritual guide who gives the bodhisattva vows. In the [surra] 
Arranged as a Stalk, it states: 

This is the spiritual guide, in whose presence 
I have generated the bodhichitta since beginningless time. 

Thus, it is. 
The guru who restores broken commitments is the one who bears wit

ness to confession. In the Excellent Accomplishment, it states: 

Whoever bears witness to confession 
Becomes one's guru as well. 

Thus, it is. 
The guru who confers empowerment and samaya is as stated in the 

Ocean [ o_f Magical Man�festation },latrix] : 

The vajra master who confers supreme empowerment 
Is the Tathagata himself 

Thus, it is. 
In addition to the above, it is also said that a teacher held in high 

esteem by everyone who has shown the kindness of teaching some degree 
of dharma is considered to be the sixth category, the general guru. In the 
Illuminating [Samay,t] ,a it states: 

a [dam tsig] s,t! tra ( [dam tshig] gsd bkra, sa>lltlytwivyt<kti) ; Lilavajra 
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They arc the general. the guide, samaya, the one who restores 
breakage, liberates the mind stream, and the vajra master of 
upadesha and transmission. 

Thus, it is. 
Second, [ 607 ]  the methods for showing respect are that all general 

gurus should be regarded as sacred objects constituting the field for mak
ing offerings and accumulating merit. Therefore, rely upon them by rec
ognizing oneself as a patient, the dharma as medicine, internalization as 
the cure, and the spiritual guide as a highly skillful doctor. In the (surra] 
Arranged as a Stalk, it states :  

0 fortunate child! Recognize yourself as a patient, 
The dharma as the medicine, internalization as the cure, 
And rhe virtuous spiritual guide as a highly skilled doctor. 

Thus, it is applied in that way. 
In particular, according ro Secret Mantra Vajrayana, there are three ways 

to respect the vajra master, who is said to be the fourth object of refuge. In 
the Vajra Peak, i t  states: 

The buddha, dharma, and sangha, 
As well as the vajra master, who is the fourth . . .  

Thus, it is. 
That [the vajra master] is equal to the all buddhas is stated in Vairo

rhana's A1agical Jvfanifo·tation i\1atrix: 

The guru is equal to all the budd has. 

Thus, it is. 
This is particularly emphasized in the tantra of enlightened mind, the 

glorious Gathering ojSea·ets, where it states: 

A single pore of rhe guru is more precious 
Than all the budd has of the ten directions. 
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Hence, through the various ways that please him or her, respect must 
always be shown. 

2.2.2.2.4 -2.I.I.2.I.2.I.3 To 1Vot Bre,zk the Continuity of'kDmtm and }.fudrd 

Concerning the vow to never break the continuity of mantra and mudra, 
there arc two, beginning with mantra as the stages of method that accom
plish the individual siddhis of the deities. For that, mantra is recited accord
ing to the five [aspects ] ,  such as the nature as it is of the deity [ 6o8l 

Mudra is the branch that supports the accomplishment of siddhis as the 
mudras of dharma corresponding to mind; of samaya, to speech; of karma, 
to movement; and of the great mudra, to the kaya of the deity. Not losing 
continuity means at best to practice like a flowing river; for the middling, 
to maintain sessions in the day and night; and at least to not forget to 
practice on the sacred days of the full moon, thirtieth [lunar] day, eighth 
day, monthly, yearly, and so forth. In the Afagnificent ["Wisdom] Lightning, 
i t  states: 

At best, recitation should occur without distraction 
Throughout the day and night like a flowing river 
Or three times in the day and three in the night. 
For the middling, the continuity [of practicing] six times 
Or four times per month must not be interrupted. 
For the inferior, careful practitioner, 
[Recitation] occurs once a month or once a season. 
If no such effort is applied to the practice, 
Then the seed for awakening will be lost. 
Likewise, the gat).achakra and tormas 
Should be offered once a month or year without neglect. 

"Thus, it is .  

2.2.2 .2. 4- 2.I.J.2.1.2.1.4 To Show Love Tow,trd llw<e TVho Htzve Entered the PeJfectiy 

Correct Path 

Showing love for those who have entered the perfectly correct path means 
to have loving affection toward one's vajra relatives. In general, there are six 
types of vajra brothers and s isters. S ince all sentient beings are primordial 
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relatives, they arc considered to be the general relatives; those who have 
entered the path of Buddhism arc relatives who share the same doctrine; 
those with the same view and conduct are harmonious relatives; [ 6o9]  
those with the same guru are familiar relatives; those who have received 
dharma together are close relatives; and those who have received empow
erment simultaneously are the closest siblings. 

Here, normally, one should feel a sense of affection toward those who 
have entered the path to liberation, as well as the great vehicle. In the sl"ma 
Glorious Garland," it states: 

Have genuine affection for those who have entered the great 
vehicle 

And have stable bodhichitta. 

Thus, it is. 
In particular, loving affection should be fostered for vajra brothers and 

sisters, as it states in the Afagnificent [ Wisdom] Lightning: 

Whoever nurtures loving affection toward their vajra relatives 
Will become a relative of everyone, 
Whether the most familiar [relatives] or not. 
Toward those who have entered the perfectly correct path, 
Always abandon any mental attitudes of disrespect; 
And by cultivating the inner strength of loving affection, 
Care for each other like your own eyes. 
In short, without attachment to your life, 
The goal of your brothers and sisters should be accomplished. 
The reason is that all vajra relatives from now until enlightenment 
Are inseparable as supreme companions, 
Like a butter lamp's wick and its light. 

Thus, it is. 
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2.2. 2.2.4.2.J.I.2.I.2.I.5 To Not Expose the Secret A1eaning to Others 

The samaya to not expose the secret means that the profound view, medita
tion, conduct, and result of Secret Mantra should be kept extremely pri
vate from those who are unsuitable vessels. In the Subtle and Extensh•e;' 
i t  states: 

There are four each of the general and interim secrets, 
That which is meant to be, and [that] 
Requested to be kept secret. Of these ten-
First, the profound view, fearless conduct, 
The name and mantra of the deity, [ 610]  
And the signs of accomplishment 
Are explained as the four general secrets. 
The place of practice, the time, companions, and substances 
Must be accomplished in secrecy until attainment. 
The samaya meant to be kept secret 
Is to keep the first portion, the torma, gal)achakra substances, 
The skull cup, piirba, butter lamp, 
The practice substances, implements, and the mal)qala 
Out of others' sight. 
The sound of the bell, drum, and the like 
Should not be heard by others. 
If rhe faults and shortcomings of the vajra relatives, 
The negative conduct of other beings, 
And conduct that is harmful  to others 
Are kept carefully guarded, 
That is the cause for awakening. 
That which is requested to be kept secret 
Is the advice given 
By the vajra master and [ vajra] relatives. 

Thus, it is. 
As stated, the profound view, fearless conduct, name, and mantra of the 

deity as well as the signs of accomplishment are the four general secrets. 
The practice place, time, companions, and substances are the four interim 

' tra gye (phra rgyas) 
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secrets. The first portion, the rorma, and all sacred substances rhar are nor 
ro be shown are the secret rhar is meant to be kept. The advice that is given 
by the guru and [ vajra] relatives when they say, "Do this and that," and so 
forth is what is requested to be kept secret. 

Who are the ten to keep secrets from? The quote continues: 

This is secret from all those who have perverted or broken 
samaya, 

\\Tho lack samaya, or 
Have not seen the maryqala, 
Whether they are a familiar relative or not. 

Thus, and in the lvfagnificent [ Tflisdom J Lightning, it scares : 

When a person is not a suitable vessel, [6n] 
This must be kept secret from them 
At all times and in all situations. 
Even for those who are suitable vessels: 
Without empowerment, this must nor be explained to them. 

Thus, it is. 
How is the secret maintained? The quote continues: 

TI1e mind should not consider revealing it; 
Physically, everything should be practiced in a hidden way; 
Verbally, even if one has a vajra tongue,211 

This [secret) must never be expressed. 

Thus, it is. 
In th is way, nor abandoning the deity, respecting the guru who is the 

source of siddhis, and not breaking the continuity of mantra and mudra 
constitute the samaya that accomplishes special qualities. The branches of 
this are to show respect to vajra brothers and sisters and those who have 
entered the perfectly correct path. TI1is protects one from disturbing the 
guru's mind. Not exposing secrets to others protects from opposing the 
nature of the deity, mantra, and mudra. 

There are some who claim that "guarding'' refers to the following three: 
accomplishing the deity along with mantra and mudra, respecting the vajra 
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guru and relatives in order to avoid opposing their minds, and not expos
ing the secret. That assumption is incorrect, since it is as stated in the Union 
with Buddha: 

The great samaya of accomplishment 
Is to not abandon the deity or the guru 
And to not break the continuity of mantra and mudra. 

Thus, since the source for accomplishing siddhis is the guru: if the guru i s  
pleased, siddhis are received. The quote continues: 

Abandon all other ways of making offerings 
And commence by making pure oB:erings to the guru. [ 6 r 2] 
By pleasing the guru, 
The supreme qualities of omniscience 
\Vill manifest without exception. 

Thus, it is; and in the Vajra, it states: 

The guru is the lord of the mal)�ala . . .  

Thus, this is because it is taught that, since the guru is principal among 
the maifc.iala of deities, it is necessary to only please the guru. If not, this 
would contradict the explanations that say this is actually the samaya to 
accomplish. 

In this way, each of these five never departs from being the intrinsic 
nature of enlightened body, speech, and mind, since they abide as the three 
samayas of enlightened body, speech, and mind. For example, not aban
doning the unsurpassed means to physically show respect, verbally render 
praise, and mentally cultivate devotion. Furthermore, respect from the 
three doors should be shown to the guru and vajra relatives. The samaya of 
mantra and mudra includes the three doors as well. In addition, "secrecy" 
means to conceal through the activities of the three doors. 

There are some who claim that showing respect to the guru and vajra 
relatives is primarily an activity of the body; hence, the samaya of enlight
ened body is to not abandon the deity. Not breaking the continuity of 
mantra and mudra is a branch of recitation ; hence, that would be the 
samaya of enlightened speech. And not exposing the secret is a crucial 
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discipline of the mind, s o  that would b e  the samaya o f  enlightened mind. 
The meaning presented here has not been identified by those who make 
this claim;  because if the explanations were to change even slightly, there 
would be no difference between them [ i.e., the samayas of body, speech 
and m indl .  

2.2.2.2.4.2.I.I.2.I.2.2 The Ten Branch SattMy,1s 
This has two parts: 

I The five to nor abandon 

2 The five to accept 

Second, the branch samayas are tenfold: the five to not abandon [ 6 1 3 ]  and 
the five to accept. 

2. 2.2.2.4.2.I.I.2.I.2.2.I lbe Five to 1Vot Ab,mdon 

First, concerning the five passions: by knowing their intrinsic nature, they 
need not be abandoned. If this method is maintained, the passions will 
support the path; so they need not be abandoned. And since they are kayas 
and wisdoms, they need not be abandoned. 

For the first, there are two, beginning with not abandoning them. Since 
they are the heritage or progeny of the buddhas, it states in the sutras: 

The nature of the deluded mind 
Is the nature ofVajrasattva; 

The nature ofVajrasattva is the nature just as it is. 

Thus, and in addition, it is as stated in the surra Stainless Renown: 

Passions are the progeny of the tathagatas. 

Thus, there are many similar quotations. 
Since by nature [ the passions] are perfectly pure, there is nothing to 

abandon or accept; hence, nothing need be abandoned. According to rela
tive truth, passions are impermanent like a mirage that instantly vanishes; 

so they self-abandon. Although appearing, there is nothing to identify 
since their narure has no true, inherent existence, leaving nothing to be 
abandoned. In the Vtzjra [Afagicallvfaniftstation Matrix] , it states: 
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The nature of all passions is empty, like magic. 
Know this nature and they are liberated, 
Since they themselves are impermanent. 

Thus, it is. 
According to genuine truth, they have never existed as anything at all ; 

and wherever one searches, nothing will be found, leaving nothing to be 
abandoned. In the stnra Wheel oJNo Return, it states : 

Ignorance resembles space. 
Phenomena lack characteristics. [ 6 r 4] 
There is no desire, no hatred, 
And all pride, jealousy, and so forth 
Lack inherent existence, like magic-
Free from the conceptual support of existing or not existing. 

Thus and in the Bodhisattvacharydvatdra, it states: 

No passion abides objectively 
In a direction, with faculties, or in between. 

Thus, and the quote continues: 

Since these phenomena are primordially empty, 
What is there to gain or lose? 
What is there to like or dislike? 
A practitioner like you should know 
Everything is equal to space. 

Thus, it is. 
Second, if th is is maintained with the method, then [the passions] sup

port the path and need not be abandoned. S ince the intrinsic nature of 
the five passions is the five wisdoms: by internalizing this through upade
sha, this becomes the swift path. In the Ocean [of Magicallvlanifestation 
Aiatrix] , i t  states : 

The path of the passions is great purity. 
"lne desirable objects of the method are the supreme ornament. 
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Since everything upon everything i s  partaken of, 
1he glorious heruka is swiftly attained. 

Thus, it is. 
This is  similarly described even in the class of Sima such as in the Incon

ceivable Amassing �/the Rare and Supreme, where it states: 

Just as sewage from a town 
Benefits a field of sugar cane, 
Like that sewage-for bodhisattvas-the passions 
Benefit the dharma field of the victorious ones. 

Thus, and in the !-Jynthesized [Great] Vehicle, it states: 

For a practitioner who possesses the great methods, passions 
become branches of awakening. [ 6 1 s] 

Thus, it is taught. 
Moreover, if there are no passions to be abandoned: since there is no 

application of antidote, the notion of abandonment becomes inapplicable. 
If there are the conditioned phenomena of the passions, then there is the 
nature of phenomena, which is inherently empty. Since [the passions] ren
der the nature of phenomena evident, they are not to be abandoned. By 
reliance upon passions, they also become a branch for accomplishing the 
purpose of sentient beings and are not to be abandoned. 

W'ell then, if one thinks that-by not abandoning the passions-qual
ities will not develop and awakening will not be attained, the response is  
as follows. The qualities of the path and the result only occur through the 
cause of the passions. This is because [the passions] are the wisdoms, so 
there must be familiarity with them. If one were to think that this [ famil
iarity) causes bondage and wandering in lower realms, that is  not the 
case since-by knowing the nature of the passions and familiarizing with 
them-there will be no sullying effect from that and only higher rebirth 
and good results will occur. 

Some may then pose the question, " If passions are taken as the path, is 
it necessary to support them through method or not ?" If so, then passions 
are not taken as the path ; the methods are. If [ methods] are not necessary, 
then the passions are not other than just ordinary. The response is that, 
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for example, if one wants to make tsampa from barley and it is roasted 
and ground, this will not be the original barley since it has been ground. If 
tsampa is not milled or roasted, then it is not edible. [ 6 r6 ]  What response 
do you have for this? If the response is that barley is the cause and roasting 
;lnd grinding are the circumstances through which tsampa is produced, 
then likewise in th is case the passions arc merely the cause taken as the path 
through the circumstances of the method. 

For instance, a single passion is seen by the hearers and solitary realizers 
as the object to be abandoned, whereas bodhisattvas will engage it as their 
practice. Secret �{amra practitioners of the common approach will see it 
as an object to be purified, and uncommon Mantra practitioners will see 
it as an object to be accepted. Likewise, a single vessel made of gold will 
be unclean for those who usc it as a toilet. For those who use it as a plate, 
it will be seen as dean; and when fashioned into a [golden] bracelet, it 
becomes an ornament. When [the gold] is used to make statues of deities, 
it becomes a support for making offerings. Likewise, although perceived 
in various ways by the individual vehicles due to circumstances: since the 
nature is primordially pure as wisdom, the passions themselves become the 
phenomena of the ground, path, and result. These are all valid reasons for 
not abandoning [the passions). 

Third, since [the passions) are the kayas and wisdoms, they need not be 
abandoned, as it states in the Twenty-Eight Aspects oJSarnaya:' 

Given that the five passions, such as jealousy and the rest, 
Arc primordially the intrinsic natures of the five t�unilies . . .  

Thus, it  is. 
Delusion is the wisdom of the space of phenomena-the tathagata 

family-and the samaya of Vairochana; hatred is m irrorlike wisdom
the vajra family- [6r7]  the samaya of Ak�hobhya; pride is the wisdom 
of evenness-the jewel family-the samaya of Ratnasambhava; desire is 
discerning wisdom-the lotus family-the samaya of Amitabha; j eal
ousy is all-accomplishing wisdom-the karma fam ily-the samaya of 
Arnoghasiddhi. Hence, at the moment the five passions arise within the 
minds of beings, they are perfected as the kayas and wisdoms, which is why 
it is taught that they need not be abandoned. 
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z.z. z. 2. 4 . 2.I.I.Z. I.z.z.z lhc Fivt• to Anept 

Second, the five to accept are the five ambrosias. Since they are the mani
festation of the nature of phenomena free from acceptance and rejection, 
they are to be accepted. It states in the Branch [ Afagical A1antfesttttion 
Afatrix] :  

The ambrosias are primordially pure phenomena ; 
Free from acceptance and rejection, they transcend everything. 
This samaya of great primordial guardianship 
Must be accepted by those who are wise. 

Thus, it is. 
In addition, since they are the intrinsic nature of the five families, it 

is necessary to accept them. In the Consequence [Mttgicttl Mttniflsttttion 
Mtttrix] , it states: 

The five ambrosias are the actual five families ; 
Feces and urine are bodhichitta . . .  

Thus, it is. 
Since they are the substances for accomplishing siddhis, they are to be 

accepted. In the Gathering ofSecrets, it states: 

Great flesh is the great samaya 
That will accomplish the three supreme vajras. 

Thus, and so forth. 
Moreover, if one relies upon the five ambrosias and the five meats, the 

<;iakinis will not only gather, the [ 6 I 8] siddhis will be swift. Hence, this 
should be accepted. In the Gtttheringofthe T¥isdom Intent, it states: 

By partaking of buffalo, dog, horse, human, and elephant flesh, 
All qualities are accomplished; 
1his is our samaya. 

Thus, and the quote continues: 
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Because countless previous victorious ones 
Emphasized these five aspects of fearless conduct 
And maintained this as sacred samaya, 
It is well known to be the original samaya. 

Hence, this fearless [view] supports conduct, so it is to be accepted. 

2.2.2.2.4.2.1. 1.2.2 lhe Branches 

Second, for the branch divisions, there arc three hundred and sixty. Given 
that samaya is the intrinsic nature of the deities and since the deities origi
nate from method and prajna, to not abandon the unsurpassed root or any 
of the five [roots] comprises both method and prajna. Both [samayas of 
method and prajna] include enlightened body, speech, and mind-total
ing six. Each of the six contains enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, 
and activities-five each-totaling thirty. By adding the root method and 
prajna, this totals thirty-two. In this way, multiplying thirty-two times five 
[ i.e., the roots] equals one hundred and sixty. 

For the two hundred branches of samaya, even among the ten branches 
such as not abandoning desire, they include both method and praj na. 
Method pertains to the five wisdoms and the five objects, making ten. 
Prajna also pertains to five wisdoms and five objects, together total
ing twenty. [ 6 r 9] Hence, there are ten groups of twenty, totaling two 
hundred. 

Rongzom PaQ.c;lita asserts [ in his Commentary on the Rare and Supreme'] 
that the branch samayas must be distinguished by the divisions. Every 
branch has five branch aspects of enlightened body, speech, mind, quali
ties, and activities. The actual three [ samayas] of enlightened body, speech, 
and mind are implicit within that nature as well, so there is actually no 
basis for a branch. 'This is because, even though the origin [of all deities] 
is both method and prajiia, method involves prajiia; and since prajna also 
involves method, both roots dissolve to become four branches. These are 
also the aspect of the five-enlightened body, speech, mind, qualities, and 
activities. Hence, with no [branches] but rather by proliferating from the 
root, the branches and their divisions multiply by twenty each. 

' kon chog drel (dkon mchog 'grel); Rongzom Pal).<;iita 
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He also taught that all of these distinctions concerning the sama
yas are based upon qualities rather than rhe various enumerations of 
characteristics. 

2.2.2.2. 4.2.I.I.2.3 The Inconceivable Divisions 

Third, the inconceivable divisions are such that howc:ver many concepts 
exist in the minds of beings, as antidotes there will be the correspond
ing division� of sarnaya. Hence, this cannot be explained by claiming, 
'PTI1ese arc the only possible enumerations." In the Illuminating Samaya, 
it states: 

The enumerations of aspects of samaya are equal to the c:nu
merarions of sentient beings and their perverted concepts. The 
enumerations of samaya serve as the antidotes to tame the con
cepts that the Victorious One himself counts as ineffable. 

Thus, it is. 

2.2.2.2.4.2.I.I.J The Benefits 
Third, the benefits of guarding samaya are [ 62.01 that all temporary and 
ultimate goals will be accomplished, as it states in the Arrangement ofthe 
Three Samayas: 

1l1ose who keep the vaj ra samaya of Secret Mantra 
Will accomplish all goals ;  
Will be under the constant protection of al l  deities; 
Will be held within the wisdom intent 
Of the victorious ones and their heirs ; 
Will be like their child ; and as 
Samadhi and qualities boundlessly increase, 
They will realize the sacred family of Samanrabhadra. 

·nms, it is. 
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Fourth, the shortcomings of not guarding [ samaya] arc that personal merit 
and virtue will decrease, and others will be adversely affected as a matter of 
course. The quote continues: 

If samaya is broken, 
In that life all merit and happiness will decline and 
Myriad disasters will occur. 
In future lives, the suffering of hell-realm fires 
Will be endured for incalculable kalpas. 

Thus, and in the Concise Compendium," it states: 

Just as spoiled milk contaminates all milk it contacts, 
A practitioner with broken samaya 
Contaminates all practitioners by contact. 

Thus, it is. 

2.2.2.2.4-2.!.1.5 Ihe }vLmner of Restoration 

Fifi:h, the manner of restoration is unlike the tradition of the hearers. 
Secret Mantra engages methods that fully restore, as stated in the A1ag
nificent [Wisdom] Lightning: 

When samaya deteriorates: 
If the meaning that pleases the honorable protector [ i.e., master] is 

realized, 
Then that will bring about the state of fulfillment. 
If the guru or vajra relatives are insulted, 
Confessing with great remorse [ 621] 
And pleasing them for the rest of this life 
Will bring about the supreme fulfillment. 
If one dies before making confession and fulfillment 
To the guru or vajra relatives, 

' kun dt" (kun 'dus) 

· i  
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Then the opportunity for restoration will have lapsed. 
If the words of enlightened speech are transgressed, 
Meditate upon oneself as Vajra Dharma, 
And recite [the mantra for] whatever has been broken 
One hundred thousand times. 
If the words of enlightened mind are transgressed, 
Meditate upon oneself as Vajrasattva 
And remain in silence for three years while 
Intensely engaged in meditative concentration. 
If a branch samaya is transgressed, 
Fulfillment will occur through the individual [buddha] families. 

Hence, when the root samayas of enlightened body, speech, or mind are 
broken, diligently performing confession and fulfillment through the three 
doors will purify them. These sacred methods are more sublime than those 
of the lower vehicles. 

According to the tradition of vows pertaining to the hearers : if there 
is no intent to conceal [the breakage) ,  a vow can be restored up to seven 
times; bm if there is the inrenr to conceal, the vow cannot be restored even 
once. This is likened to a day vessel that completely fragments. 

[The vows of) bodhisattvas resemble a vessel made of precious metal 
that has been damaged but can be restored by a talented blacksmith who 
knows how to repair this. Likewise, in reliance upon a virtuous spiritual 
guide, the vows can be restored and rendered stronger than before. 

[The samaya of] Secret Mantra resembles a precious metal vessel that 
has been dented, but can be restored through one's own efforts. Since help 
from a blacksmith [i .e . ,  a spiritual guide) is unnecessary, this is like repair
ing a dent in a vessel on one's own. [ 62.2.] 

2.2.2.2.4. 2.r.2 The Difference Between 11 Vow and Samd_Ya 

Second, the difference between vows and samayas is chat, if one 's mind 
is controt1ed or bound, that is called "a vow."' In contrast, to hold the 
three vajra secrets of the buddhas and not allow this to diminish is called 
"samaya." Hence, their nature is the same, bur their aspects are different-

a dornpd (sdonz pt.z, s.tJ!ZlJilY.1) 
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l ike how a single vase can be both manmade and also impermanent."' This 
is  as stated in the Subtle and L'xtemiue: 

In this way, all three hundred and sixty [ samayas] 
Are maintained through the three supreme vajras; 
They are the actual samayas that will not lead one astray 
And are said to resemble the earth. 

Thus, and in the J\1agnificent [ W'isdom 1 Lightning, it states: 

Since all phenomena are primordially pure, 
Originally, all perverted views are only pure. 
In this way, the vows as well are perfectly pure. 
A samaya such as this is truly superb. 

Thus, it is. 
From the perspective of the vows, there are three [categories] : the 

pratimok�ha vows,' bodhichitta vows, and the vows of the vidyadharas. In 
the TAjra Peak, it states: 

The vows are those of personal liberation, 
Bodhichitta, and the vidyadharas of Mantra. 

Thus, and in the .Magnificent [ Ulisdom] Lightning, it states: 

The fully ordained, the bodhisattvas, 
The practitioners, and the great practitioners . . .  

Thus, it  is. 
The pratimok�ha vows include the wish to attain personal peace and 

happiness, as well as [at least] one of the seven categories of vows to be kept 
until death. [ 62-3 ] For the vows of the bodhisattvas, the stream of mind is 
controlled by the morality of maintaining vows for the twofold purpose. 
By gathering the doctrine of virtue, both realization and special qualities 
are accomplished; and by working for rhe welfare of sentient beings, ben
efit is brought to others. Through the vo1.vs of the vidyadharas, great waves 

' so tt�r domp,, (so thm· sdom pt�); vows of personal liberation. 
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that fulfilL the purpose of ochers are accomplished; and passions are trans

formed into wisdom. In the Concise Compendium, it states: 

In this way, the three vows as well 
Bring great benefit to self and all others. 

Tims, it is. 
TI1c samaya is that, since the intrinsic nature of the three vajras is main

tained without diminishing, the main emphasis is to bring only benefit 
to others. 

2.2.2.2-4-2.1.] The H�Z)' o,/Combining All Three N1w.< without Contmdiction 

This has two parts: 

1 The way there is no contradiction 

2 The way of synthesizing 

Third, the explanation of the way the three vows are synthesized without 
contradiction has two : the way there is no contradiction and the way of 
synthesizing. 

2.2.2.2.4.2. 1.].I 'flH H;dy There Is No Contradiction 

For the first, some may think it is incongruous to say that all three vows 
can be fully embraced [within the Mantra samaya) , because for the hear
ers the four defeats are the root vows to guard and not drinking liquor 
and so forth are the branches. The bodhisattvas completely renounce 
causing even the slightest harm to sentient beings. Both of these seem to 
oppose [.!viantra samaya] .  There are two ways ro explain how there is no 
contradiction. 

First, the way this [ i.e., Mantra samaya} does not oppose the pratimok�ha 
vows of the hearers is as follows. In order to commit the defeat of killing, 

four components must be complete. The object must be a human being, a 
fact to be ascertained beyond a trace of doubt. With the intent to kill based 
on ordinary hatred, [ 6;t4] the actual act of taking a life must occur through 
the use of a weapon and such. In conclusion, one must feel satisfied with 
the outcome; and the four are then complete. 

Here, (according w Mantra l at the time of liberating, che object being 
liberated is visualized as the syUable hung. Since that represents the unborn 
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nature, it i s  neither human nor nonhuman, such as an animal or the like; so 
the component of the object is incomplete. With compassion that hopes 
the object will be free from suffering, there is no ordinary mind intending 
to kill; and the component of intention is incomplete. With no object 
to kill and no killer, there is no life and nothing to sever, rendering the 
component of the actual act incomplete. In conclusion, since there is no 
satisfaction arising based upon hatred, the component of the finality of 
satisfaction also remains incomplete, leaving no accountability or hult. 

Likewise, at the time of stealing, as the basis it is necessary for there to be 
an object that belongs to someone other than oneself. Since the meaning 
of the indivisibility of self and others is realized on this level of practice, 
the personal perception of there being an object that exists to be taken is 
actually dreamlike. Ordinarily, it is necessary to have the intention to steal, 
but here-since this is merely the phenomenon of one's mind-there can 
be no intention to steal by partaking of one's own phenomena. l11e actual 
object [to be stolen] must be of value and in someone else's possession. 
That is also incomplete since, here-like magic or a dream-in nondual
ity, there is nothing to be stolen. Finally, it is necessary to [ 625 ]  think that 
an object has been acquired. Here, there is no fixation upon an object to 
acquire or the activity of acquiring it. 

\\!hen the defeat of adultery occurs, it is necessary that there be an 
object, such as a male or female who is a human. Here, that object is visu
alized as a wisdom deity. For ordinary intercourse to occur, it is necessary 
for the penis to enter the folds within the vagina. Here, by visualizing the 
organs to be the vajra and lotus, ordinary fixation [on organs J is incom
plete. Although intent upon desiring the experience of climatic bliss and 
by recognizing the three mai)<,ialas, the branch of ordinary intention is 
incomplete, leaving no fault. 

For lying, it is necessary for another person's mind to be affected when 
told [the unsurpassed lie] that the deity has been witnessed, even though it 
is not the truth. In this case, by knowing that all phenomena are deceptive, 
words are spoken in order to benefit others; so there is no fault. Similarly, 
became when alcohol is consumed it transforms into ambrosia, this fails 
to contradict the explanation that it is unsuitable to partake of it. Ordinar
ily, during all these instances, it is also necessary for the person to be fully 
ordained, have no confusion about the object, and have clarity of mind. In 
the context of Mantra since everything has become the mal).<Jala of deities, 
this does not contradict the pratimok�ha vows of the hearers. 
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Second, there i s  also no contradiction with the [ 626) vmvs of  bodhi
chitta, since [the activity] is scaled with compassion that intends to benefit 
others as well as having the special feature of methods. Because of these 
two [ i .e., method and wisdom] , even the bodhisattvas have authorization. 
In the Great BounteoumesJ rfthe Buddhas, it states: 

The perfecrly correct method 
Accomplishes the purpose of sentient beings; 
This is the �npreme vow of the bodhisattvas. 
By great rains descending from the clouds, 
Abundant crops will grow. 

·n1Us, it is. 

2.2.2.2-4-2 .1._:;.2 The IYti_y o('Synthesizing 

Second, the way of synthesizing [the vows] has two, beginning with the 
tradition of the hearers, whose vows are primarily taken in order to accom
plish their own purpose. Here, since Mantra practitioners are liberating 
individuals from suffering, their mind streams are subsumed within this 
vow. 

For instance, at the moment of raking a life :  since the mental nonvirruc 
is nonexistent and hatred as well as the ordinary passions are controlled, 
the vow of abandoning killing is subsumed. Likewise, this applies to the 
remaining vows. When the ordinary passions arc controlled and even if it 
appears that the method of conduct is outrageous, the nature of the hear
ers' vow is still fully subsumed [ in  Mantra) . For example, some doctors 
give cooling medicine ro those suffering from fever, while others give the 
opposite treatmenr in order to effect a faster cure. Although these two wars 
seem to be at odds, ultimately there is no contradiction. Likewise, although 

the path ofmerhod may seem to have inconsistencies, ultimately the goals 
to abandon the passions within individuals' minds and to accomplish vir

tue are the same. [ 62 7 ]  
Second, the way of  synthesizing this into the vows of the bodhisattvas is 

that-when engaged in any activity-since the ordinary continuum of the 
passions is controlled, this constitutes the moral i ty of the vows. In depen

dence upon this, the qualities of the path are ever-increasing, constituting 
the morality of increasing the doctrine of virtue. Through this method, 
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benefiting others and caring for them is the morality of accomplishing the 
welfare of sentient beings. 

Hence, all categories of vows of Secret Mantra are subsumed here [ in 
unsurpassed Mantra] , based on the parallel in  the ways the mind is con
trolled and passions are purified. 

2.2.2.2. 4 . 2.2 The Exposilirm 

'lhis has two parts: 

r A general cx.pbn.lttul l  uC the nature of the great sa maya 
2 /\ .�pecific description of how co pracricc and guard it 

Second, for the exposition, there arc two: a general explanation of the 
nature of the great samaya and a specific description of how ro practice 
and guard it. 

2.2.2.2.4.2.2.I A Genmd Explanation ofthe Nature of the Great Samapt 

The first has three, beginning with the way the secret samaya i s  more sub
lime than the other systems. When an i ndividual who has entered this 
unsurpassed, great secret vehicle fully understands the meaning free 

from error and then practices-even if he or she engages in conduct and 
activities generated by the five passions such as desire-this will be like 
performing a magical spectacle . Although appearing as though ordinary 
activity is involved, no obstructions or habits are accrued; and, further
more, the two accumulations of merit and wisdom are perfected. [ 628] In 
the nature of this conduct, the import of the disciplines of rhe pratimok�ha 
vows, the vows ofbodhichitta, and the samaya of Secret Mantra are fully 
endowed and perfected. 

Second, the explanation of how all vows based on discipline arc sub
sumed in the secret samaya is as follows. Within the unsurpassed supreme 
samaya of the great secret, all qualities of the limitless vows without 
exception with in the disciplines described as capable of taming negative 
conduct-such as the pratimok�ha vows, the bodhisattva vows, and the 
three outer and inner cantras-are implicitly subsumed. Even the subtlest 
faults of the lower vehicles are perfectly pure [within the higher]. 

'Third, the description of the great root of samaya has four, beginning 
with kil l ing. Ultimately, phenomena are without the limitations of exis
tence as crernalism and nonexistence as nihilism, and even that which is 
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free from both extremes as the Middle Way is completely nonexistent. 
Even though relative appearances of liberation seem to involve a person, 
like magic, and sentient beings, like optical illusions, at the moment of 
perception-since sentient beings do not exist independently and since 
life itself has no true, inherent existence-there is actually no life to be 
severed, since it is all just like a dream. Even though appearing to be a life 
[to be severed) and an individual possessing life [ 62.9) ,  these arc merely 
the misconceptions of a confused mind, since ultimately neither truly 
exist. In the Sutra Requested by Arya Ra�);{rapdla,' it states: 

Oneself, others, lives, and persons 
Arc all nonexistent yet appear, 
While their nature is indivisible. 
Being nothing other than misconception, 
They are incorrect and resemble an imputed magical illusion. 

Thus, and in the sima Inconceivable Amassing ofthe Rare and Supreme 
requested by Nyewa Khor, it states: 

For example, a magician can cause 
Many hundreds of beings to appear in the world; 
Even if he kills all of these emanations, 
In this illusory phenomena 
No one at all was actually slain. 
Likewise, the nature of all beings is illusory. 
There can never be a limit to this, 
So those who have understood this limitlessness 
Will not suffer in this world. 
Those who know that phenomena 
Have no true, inherent existence 
Are heroes who transcend the pain of the world. 
Even while engaging with qualities based on desire, 
They have abandoned all attachment; 
And by bringing benefit to all sentient beings, 
These lords of humans will tame them. 

' yul /.:hor kyo11g gi zhii pa j· do (yul 'k/tor s/.:yonggis zhus pa'i rndo, d!Jlta>lJ(rapdlap"'iprah.ind11ltl
m.thdyiina.<ii tra) 
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The reason is as stated in the Definitive Expression :' 

Those who harm the doctrine of the Buddha, 
Who despicably attempt to disrespect the guru, [ 630] 

Or who constantly attempt to harm others 
Must be mindfully liberated [ i.e., slain] by those who 

are wise. 

' lhus, and the quote continues : 

The reason for liberating in this way 
Is that this increases the enlightened activity of the 

bodhisa ttvas ; 
Moreover, it promotes the happiness of sentient beings, 
Pleases the wisdom deities, restores samaya, 
And reduces the suffering and obstacles 
Of the unfortunate ones. 

Thus, and in the Yamdri,b it states :  

How astonishing! Such killing is superior, 
Killing that is not really killing . . .  

Thus, it is. 
Second, for stealing, because the phenomena of both genuine and 

relative truths are by nature inseparable, ultimately they are nonexistent ; 
yet on the relative plane, they exist like the way the gods of emanation 
seem to partake of the emanations of their own abundance.m By know
ing that the nature of things that appear as extraneous and oneself as the 
apprehender are ultimately undifferentiated, the process of stealing is that 
self-appearances partake of self-appearing substances. At the moment of 
stealing, since the act of stealing from another sentient being and the 
ordinary object possessed by them to be stolen are both nonexistent, 
actually there is no stealing. All phenomena, including the one to be sto-

' nge dzod (nges brdzod) 
bya ma'ri 
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len from, the object to b e  stolen, and the thief are primordially, perfectly 
pure, like the space of the nature just as it is. It is similarity stated in the 
lnwnceiz,able Amassing if' the R,�re and Supreme: 

For example, when a magician steals magical wealth [ 63 1 ]  
And even uses it  as  a commodity, like in  a dream, 
There is no karma and no karmic result. 
Likewise, by training in the wisdom of non attachment, 
One will transcend all sorrow 
And arrive at the supreme state of peace. 

1hus, it is. 
Another reason to steal is so that the wealthy can accumulate merit and 

the poor can fulfill their needs. In the Vttjra, it states: 

One should steal wealth from the stingy 
And give it to the poor and hungry; 
Hence, wealth i s  to be taken from the rulers and the rich. 

Thus, it  is. 
Third, for lying: if there is a legitimate purpose to benefit others [and] 

then according to the degree of benefit that can be derived, even telling a 
lie will not be negative. Given that the intrinsic nature of the phenomena 
of sarpsara and enlightenment are like magic or dreams and individually 
designated names and words are only temporary labels based on each 
individual's ordinary perceptions, all of this is ultimately false. In the Inter
mediate Mother, i t  states: 

0 Rabjor! There is no phenomenon that inherently exists as 
substance. 

Whatever is expressed, appears, and 
Is designated as something 
Is only temporary and ultimately false. 

11ms, it is. 
By knowing this, then the object of the lie, the liar himself, and the 

telling of the lie are false. When at the moment of telling a lie by saying 
something is or is not, [632] the so-called lie that seems to exist as a phe-
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nomen on does not exist even as  a mere designation. Even the sound itself 
does not exist externally or internally, since its nature is unborn, empty 
sound. It is similarly stated in the stma requested by Nyewa Khor [ i .e. , 
Inconceiutible Amassing oft he Rare and Supreme] : 

For example, with a closed hand 
One may tell a child that something is  held within; 
When the child then sees that the hand is empty, 
He will cry out with disappointment. 
Likewise, the inconceivable buddhas, 
Who are omnisciently skillful with sentient beings, 
Have realized that phenomena are artificial; 
So they reveal the truth of what does and does not exist 
To all beings of the world. 

Thus, this is similar. If one wonders about the reason, in the Vtzjm, it 
states: 

Through activity that benefits all beings
In order to protect the wealth of the guru 
And the lives of sentient beings-
If necessary, one must tell a lie. 

Thus, it is. 
Fourth, for adultery: being without the slightest attachment to the 

inherent nature of all phenomena, this is the mind that realizes the empty 
nature of the way things abide without materializing or establishing char
acteristics ;  when realized, it is attachment. Through p rajfta that does not 
abide in either extreme, male and female unite as wisdom within the nature 
of attachment. The moment ofbeing without ordinary desire constitutes 
the intrinsic nature of the great method of compassion. [ 6 3 3 ]  This is the 
king of wisdom, the indivisibility of bliss and emptiness-far supreme to 
ordinary desire. This extremely pure, great attachment is the sacred, pure 
conduct of the lotus family, arising as compassion for others. It is s imilarly 
stated in the !nconceiutible Amassing of the Rm·e ilnd Supreme: 

The sexual desire of an individual 
Is just like magic or a dream. 
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Naturally empty and not existing as substance, 
There is no karma accumulated, nor is there a result. 

Thus, it is. The reason is as che quote continues: 

In order to accomplish Secret !\.{antra through awareness: 
TI1e buddhas are the ones to please, 
The sa maya is that to be guarded, and 
The body of another is co be relied upon. 

Thus, it is. 

2.2.2.2.4.2.2.2 A Specific Degription o_(How to Pmctice and Gum·d it 
1l1is has four pans: 

1 The nature and etymology 

2 1l1c benefits and faults 
'The intrinsic nature and divisions 

4 The tremendous benefits 

Second, for the specific description of how to practice and guard [ samaya] ,  
there are four: the nature and etymology, the benefits and faults, the intrin
sic nature and divisions, and the tremendous benefits. 

2.2.2.2.4.2.2.2.1 The iV:lture and E�ymology 

'fhis has two parts: 
1 'Iht: nature 

2. The etymology 

The first has two : the nature and the etymology, beginning with the nature, 
which also has two. 

2 . 2 . 2 . 2 . 4 - 2 . 2 . 2.I.I The "Vature 

The root samayas are as tollows. The first is to never abandon the unsur
passed three jewels of the ground, path, and result. 

The second is to show respect to ail gurus with whom one is connected 
through dharma and samaya, in particular the vajra master of Secret Man
tra. [ 6 34} A guru who confers empowerment, explains the meaning of 
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Tantra, and reveals upadesha shows kindness in these three ways. Hence, 
there is no guru more precious than this. A guru who has conferred empow
erment and given teachings or any kind of instruction has been kind in two 
ways, which is the second level. If one of these three has been received, then 
that guru has shown kindness in one way, which is not as precious as the 
first two. The respect that one must show will correspond to these stages. 
For instance, a guru who is kind in two ways is more precious than a guru 
who is kind in a single way. Likewise, the guru kind in the three ways
empowerment, teaching, and upadesha-is more precious than the other 
two. Even concerning the stages of empowerment, the higher [empower
ments] are weightier than the preceding ones ; so it can be understood that 
the way of respecting the guru will be similar. 

The third is that for whichever maf.1qala is entered, the unmistaken 
cause to accomplish all deities is the root mantra. [The mantras] should be 
recited with five branches, and the mudras of the individual deities main
tained in four ways : through samaya, dharma, karma, and great mudra. 
These practices should be engaged in a timely and diligent manner so as 
not to lose continuity. 

The fourth is to have love for those individuals who have entered the 
perfectly correct path, which is the great vehicle. The fifth is to not speak 
about the obscured and hidden secret meaning of the view and conduct 
to those who are unsuitable vessels outside the mat;r<;lala. 

This is the meaning of the fivefold root samayas. The first three consti
tute the samayas to be accomplished, and the latter two are the supreme 
samayas that guard from opposing the enlightened m ind. 

Second, [ 635 ]  for the branch samayas, there arc two, beginning with the 
five to not abandon. Delusion is to not conceptualize anything, desire is 
ecstasy, hatred is great clarity, pride is haughtiness, and jealousy is great 
rage. From the perspective of the view of the ground: these are all primor
dially pure, they each constitute the path of method, and they result in 
the arising of the intrinsic nature ofkayas and wisdom. Hence, they must 
never be abandoned. 

For the samayas to be accepted, there are five, which are the pure essence 
of the white ambrosia ofbodhichitta, the red ambrosia blood of the lotus, 
feces, urine, and the great flesh. "To not abandon" means knowing that 
those who consider these to be unclean substances hold an attitude to be 
abandoned, because that state of m ind is an unsuitable vessel for the sacred 
substances. Others claim that, by abiding within the primordially pure 
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universe and inhabitants, this is referred t o  as "to not abandon" ;  while 
others say that the pure sacred substances and the skull cup as the vessel arc 
what is meant by "to not abandon." Although these claims are made-by 
reading this text, the accurate meaning can be understood. 

Since these [branches] function as methods or supports for the root 
[ samayas] : if these ten branches of samaya arc taken for granted, then 
everything will become ordinary. Hence, by realizing the genuine intrinsic 
nature that primordially abides as threefold purity and the four states of 
evenness, [the branches] arc practiced with their individual methods. 

2.2.2.2. 4.2. 2.2.I.2 The E�ymolog_y 

Second, for the etymology, there are two, beginning with [6 36 ]  the defini
tion of the root. 

The five samayas that are guarded and practiced constitute the root 
samayas that accomplish Secret Mantra. Like the root of a trcc-ifguarded, 
siddhis \vill be attained ; and if unguarded, there will be no fortune to 
attain the actual awakening of the great vehicle's buddha nature. Never
theless, having said that, this loss is only temporary; for the fortune of the 
buddha nature will never be permanently lost since the seeds for liberation 
have been sown, making it impossible for the buddha nature to ever be lost. 
According to the vehicle of characteristics, the buddha nature abides in 
the manner of a virtuous seed from beginningless time. In the Sittra That 
Reveals the Essence,' it states: 

The space ofbeginningless time 
Is the source of phenomena; 
Since it  is, all beings will attain 
The state beyond sorrow. 

Thus, it is. 

There are two ways this [buddha nature] abides: as the nature of phe
nomena and as conditioned phenomena. In the Uttaratantra, it states: 

L ike a treasure and a fruit-bearing tree, 
Understand that this nature has two aspects: 

" nyingpo ten P" 'i do (snying po bstmt p.1'i rndu) 
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It naturally abides from beginningless time 
And it is supreme, since-from it-the perfecdy correct is received. 

Thus, it is . 
For the first, the genuine alaya is the nature of the mind, primordially 

pure as the nature of clear light. In the Uttaratantra, it states: 

Likewise, the precious treasure within the mind 
Is the stainless nature of phenomena 
Where nothing is placed or discarded. [ 6 3 7] 

Thus, it is. 
Concerning conditioned phenomena: it is asserted that upon the genu

ine alaya, like the seed of a tree, there has been an extremely subtle aspect 
from beginningless time that has the potential to awaken as the buddha 
with the major and minor marks and radiant lights. By refining this, the 
rupakaya will then emerge. The quote continues: 

For example, within the mango and other fruits 
Exist seeds and the undeniable possibility of their sprouts. 
By tilling earth, applying with water and the like, 
Gradually the king of the fruit trees will be produced. 
Due to the resultant ignorance of all sentient beings, 
Even the genuine nature of phenomena 
Is trapped inside their skin. 
By interdependently relying upon this virtue, 
The form of the Shakya king will gradually manifest. 

Thus, it is. 
By the first, tl)e dharmakaya is generated ; and by the second, the 

rupakaya. The quote continues: 

It is asserted that, from these two aspects, 
The three kayas of the budd has will be attained. 
The first aspect generates the first, 
While the second generates the latter two. 

Thus, it is. 
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In this way, when the nature that abides as the ground awakens, there is 
rhe fortune to generate bodhichitta and practice the path. The first sign of 
awakening is [ 638 ]  as stated in the Bodhisattvacharydvattira: 

While one is still an ordinary person 
When the teachings on emptiness are heard, 
Inner happiness will repeatedly well forth. 
Overwhelmed by joy, tears will flow from the eyes. 
One whose hair stands on end like this 
Has awakened the seed of the fully enlightened mind. 
Since this person is a true vessel for the teachings, 
The sacred, genuine truth must be taught. 

Thus, it is. 
The second sign of awakening is as [the Uttaratantra] states: 

It is explained that the perfectly correct signs of awakening 
Are preceded by compassion, 
F aith, patience, and correct virtue. 

Thus, it is. 
According to Secret Mantra, this buddha nature is like the sun shrouded 

by clouds or a precious jewel stuck in the mud. It is held that the kayas, 
wisdoms, and pure lands exist as primordial spontaneous presence and that 
no phenomena exist that arc not already primordially awakened. [The root 
tan tra] states: 

The limbs of the vajra aggregates and so forth . . .  

Thus, and the quote continues: 

Aside from awakening, no other phenomena 
Will be found, even by the Buddha himself. 

Thus, it is . 
Hence, it is held that the temporarily designated stains themselves, like 

ice melting into water, are liberated as wisdom. [ 6 39 ]  [ 'D1e root tantra] 
states: 
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The five passions are the five wisdoms. 
1he three planes of existence 
Are the pure lands of exaltation. 

Thus, this is stated in the Vajra [ Jl-1agicaf Manifestation Matrix]. These 
teachings were also given on the occasion of the third turning of the wheel 
during the Siitra teachings on definitive truth, as the siitra Essence f!lthe 
Tathdgatas" states: 

For example, even though a gold nugget 
Falls into the mud 
And is lost from sight for many years, 
It is certain that it will never deteriorate. 
When someone with divine eyes sees it, 
In order to show it to others they will say, 
"There is a precious nugget under there ! 
F ind it, clean it up, and cherish it!" 
Likewise, I have seen that for a long time 
Sentient beings have been obscured by passions. 
In order to cleanse the obstructions to this nature 
And to realize the adventitious nature of the passions, 
I shall teach the method of the dharma. 

Thus, it is taught. 
Hence, it is taught that the buddha nature will never deteriorate. How

ever, according to the Yogacharah School : while temporarily practicing the 
path of accomplishing this buddha nature, it still remains inconspicuous. 

The definitions of the branches are that both categories of the fivefold 
samayas that are not to be abandoned and the five to be accepted arc 
called branch samayas, since they are a necessary support for accomplish
ing the root [ samayas ] .  Due to necessity, each of these branches carries a 
weightiness equivalent to the root; [ 6 40) so like [ jumping] a fence at the 
boundary of a steep ravine, they are extremely dangerous to transgress. 

" de zhin shek pa'i nying po'i do (de b.zhin gshegs pal snying po'i mdo, tathdg<�tagarbhasutm) 
h naljor chi;rl pa (rntzl 'by or spyod p.1) 
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2.2.2.2.4-2.2.2.2 The Ben�fits and Faults 

Second, for the benefits and faults, there arc two, beginning with the ben
efits of keeping samayas. Given that all phenomena represent primordial 
evenness as the kayas and wisdoms of awakening, the way of uniting with 
this meaning through the profound path of method and prajna is the 
great samaya of evenness. When abiding within this nature-the resul
tant three kayas free from meeting and parting-the great, spontaneously 
perfected qualities of evenness as the state of buddha will be attained. 
Hence, samayas must be guarded. If samayas are transgressed, awakening 
will not be reached; so they must not be transgressed. This is similar to 
abiding within the law of the land, which can bring well-being, as opposed 
to breaking the law that can bring punishment. 

Second, for the faults of transgression, there are two, beginning with 
the faults of allowing root samayas to deteriorate and how the obstruction 
of deterioration is harmful to others. If a person who has allowed a root 
samaya to deteriorate fails to quickly persevere in the methods of restora
tion afi:er having broken samaya, they should then not be associated with 
or even briefly spoken to. If one wonders why, it is because that would 
bring about the suffering of illness, harm, and undesirable circumstances 
in this life ;  and [ 641 ]  in the next life, one would fall to the hells along with 
[the samaya breaker] . Moreover, the faults derived from broken samaya 
are far too numerous to describe. This is also called "the deterioration of 
association." There are some who say that one should not even drink water 
from the vicinity [of a samaya breaker] . That is not the wisdom intent [of 
this tantra ]. The lower Mantra vehicles are stricter than the higher [ vehi
cles] ; and the higher are more relaxed, which means that the boundaries of 
samaya are in harmony with that. It is explained in Kriyatantra that even 
water from the same vicinity should not be consumed. In the Arrangement 
of the Three Samayas, it states: 

The way Kriya differs from others 
Is the prohibition of consuming water 
From the same vicinity. 

Thus, it is. 
According to Upatantra : even though residing in the same vicinity, 

looking at one another is prohibited. For Yoga: even though seeing one 
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another, there should be no contact. For Maha, Anu, and Ati: even though 
having contact, there should be no conversation. It is never considered a 
t:mlt to merely reside in the same location. 

Second, the self-destruction derived if a root samaya deteriorates is 
that whatever one attempts to practice will be thwarted. This is like a 
rainmaker's rain turning into a drought or a black magician's curse turn

ing against him. Everyone will become an adversary ; and in this life, there 
will be poverty, illness, demonic force possession, and decreased life expec
tancy. [ 642.] All that is unwanted will come to pass, and in the next life 
one will fall to the hells to suffer for many kalpas. 1l1e nature of these many 
unpleasant disasters is based upon allowing root samaya to deteriorate, so 
the temporary and ultimate results will be many forms of undesired tor
ment occurring without reprieve. 

Second, the faults of allowing the branch samayas to deteriorate are, if 
deteriorated, there will be no result of common or supreme siddhis from 
this life's practice; and in a future life, one will fall to the three lower 
realms, as stated in the vajra: 

By breaking samaya, one will fall headlong; 
And in this life, there will be no positive results. 

Thus, this is similar. 

2.2.2.2.4. 2.2.2.3 The Intrinsic Nature and Divisions 

Third, the explanation of the intrinsic nature and divisions has two, begin
ning with the intrinsic nature of samaya. 

All root and branch samayas are the great vajra nature of enlightened 
body, speech, and mind-the sacred nature of all buddhas. Therefore, it is 
logical to consider that, if [ samayas] are maintained, there will be benefits ; 
and if squandered, that will result in great negativity. 

Second, for the divisions, there are two : the enumerations and the 
inconceivable divisions. The first has two, beginning with the root divi
sions. Among the five root samayas, for the first-to not abandon the 
unsurpasscd-[643]  there are two [aspects of] the root method and 
prajfia with the three [aspects] of enlightened body, speech, and mind for 
each of them, totaling six. Each of the six includes the five of enlightened 
body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities, together tot�1ling thirty. 
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The branch divisions are the dual five branches of  samaya. totaling ten. 
For example, for the first to not abandon desire, both method and prajfla 
are included. Method includes five wisdoms and five objects, and prajfli 
includes five wisdoms and five objects; so the combined total is twenty. 

Second, the inconceivable divisions have two. Given that there are 
inconceivable sarnayas that match the inconceivability of conditioned 
phenomena, these root and branch samayas are astOnishingly superb 
since, through samaya, the mind streams of all beings are tamed as great 
wisdom. Concerning this: because sentient beings are limitless [and] if 
there are three hundred sixty samayas for each senricnt being, then this 
is what is being referred to as limitless. In the ten directions of the six 
worlds, concerning however many beings exist within the three planes 
of existence: to tame however many concepts they have will necessitate 
how many root and branch samayas there will be. Therefore, like the space 
of phenomena and the sky, this is itself inconceivable. 

Some claim that, [ 6 44] in accordance with the many concepts of sen
tient beings, the various enumerations of the samayas are taught. That 
claim does not agree with the wisdom intent [of this tantra] , because it 
contradicts the teaching "the samayas are" [ in the root tantra ] -referring 
to the root and branch samayas that were just explained. 

Second, the nature of phenomena is inconceivable, so samayas arc also 
inconceivable. By having explained these categories of conditioned sama
yas: furthermore, since the phenomena of sarpsira and enlightenment 
are primordially free from acceptance and rejection, this is the supreme 
Victorious One, Samantabhadra, who has transcended the boundaries 
of abandonment and acceptance. Within the supreme play of effortless 
activity, phenomena without exclusion are subsumed as the indivisible 
spacclike mudras. That is why this intrinsic nature-not contrived by any
one-is without the hope or fear of effort-based accomplishment. This is 
the supreme essence of all samayas without exception, so understand it just 
as it is-without fabrication, sullying factors, hope, or fear-as the great 
perfection of the fundamental nature. 

It is similarly stated in The All-Creating Monarch: 

Amazing ! I, the all-creating monarch, teacher of teachers, 
Have realized the meaning that transcends 
Guarding and not. 
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Everything is unified in the root ofbodhichitta, 
So everything is unified in the essence ofsarnaya. 

Amazing ! The view of samaya 
Of the; all-creating monarch 
Transcends all dire::ctions like unborn space; [ 645]  
One who correctly understands 
Will realize the samaya of the all-creating monarch. 

Amazing! Just as the basis of phenomena 
Is one with the mind, 
The root of samaya is one, 
\Vith nothing to guard. 

Amazing! The wisdom samaya of myself, the all-creator, 
Is that-with undistracte::d recollection-
All mate::rial substance is wisdom 
Uncontrived, uncreated by anyone, self-originating, 
With mastery of awareness. 
There is nothing to guard or not. 
Whate::ver appears as phenomena 
Is mastered through clarity as this self-originating essence. 
Phenomena created by the all-creating monarch 
Transcend the objects ofboth awareness and ignorance. 
This samaya is without boundary or transgrc;ssion. 

Thus, it is. 
Therefore, the genuine samaya of the fundamental nature is the primor

dial nature of phenomena-inexpressible, intangible, and without charac
teristics-the samadhi that is free from transition or change throughout 
the three times. That transcends the objective view of thought, expression, 
and so forth and abides as the supremely, limitless nature of samaya
the genuine fundamental nature of the Great Perfection. The quality of 
samaya such as this is that all other samayas are implicit, without need
ing to be:: accomplished. It is stated in the tanrra of the Expanse of Open 
Space:' [646] 
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Just like one who discovers a precious jewel 

No longer needs to labor in the world, 
The one who realizes the genuine nature of mind 

\\:rithour meditation 

Spontaneously accomplishes all qualities. 
Without departing from this is samaya. 

Thus, it is. 

2.2. 2. 2.4.2. 2 . 2.4 lhe Tremendous Benefits 
Fourth, for a detailed explanation of the tremendous benefits, there are 
five. First, one will be respected and praised by those of the world. One 
who is a member of this supreme family of the victorious ones, a holder 
of Secret Mantra samayas, will be assisted by and become an object of 
praise and respected by the principal worldly gods, such as Brahma, 
Indra, and their retinues. 

Second, the blessings bestowed by the sublime ones arc that, among all 
gods and humans, the principal supreme ones are the buddhas, followed 
by their sacred heirs, who arc the ground-level bodhisattvas. The wisdom 
intent [of the buddhas] will be to cherish them [ i.e., samaya holders] as 
their principal heirs, and [the bodhisattvas] will consider them close sib
lings. Hence, the blessings of enlightened body, speech, m ind, qualities, 
and activities will be granted. 

Third, the benefits of attaining the domain of the victorious ones are 
that, by keeping samaya, the kingdom of the Tathagata himself-the 
state of the three vidyadharas who arrive upon the grounds, abide on 
the grounds, and fully mature-will be entered. Ultimately, unity with 
Samantabhadra-the supreme state of fearlessness toward all phenom
ena-will be attained. [ 64 ;]  The resultant state of the fearless Buddha 
Samantabhadra is explained as the state of fearlessness toward the two 
obstructions, the four demons, sa1psara and enlightenment, and all know
able things. "Becoming a vidyadhara who arrives upon the grounds" refers 
to those who, once entering the malf<,lala, initially connect with the gen
eration and completion stages. A vidyadhara who abides on the grounds 
attains realization and samadhi while maintaining that continuity. "A 
vidyadhara who has brought the grounds to maturity" means the strength 
of attainment increases to ripen as the fully mature, the immortal, [and] 
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the mahamudra; and finally this leads to the attainment of the spontane
ously present vidyadhara. 

Fourth, the benefits of synthesizing the qualities of the vows and samaya 
arc that, within this unsurpassed samaya of the fundamental nature just 
as it is-the skylike nature of phenomena-the meaning of all vehicles' 
methods for taming sentient beings is synthesized. This includes the 
inconceivable vows of the hearers, solitary realizers, bodhisattvas, and 
vidyadharas-all classes without exception, however many there may 
be. This occurs in the manner of the lower being subsumed within the 
higher, like weights on a scale, with all qualities remaining spontaneously 
present. 

Fifth, although [samaya] may have deteriorated, the benefits of res
toration are that, if any of the root or branch samayas have degener
ated- [648 ] unlike the discipline of the hearers, where the vows become 
like irreparably shattered clay vessels-here through the rituals such as 
empowerment conferral and confession, [samaya] will be fully restored. 
Becoming fully restored just as it was before indicates that these and other 
benefits of Secret Mantra are infinitely supreme. 

2.2.2.2.4.3 A s_ynopsis of the lvfeaning 

Third, a synopsis of the meaning is that, having expressed this, the assem
bly of the self-appearing tathagatas themselves pay homage to the princi
pal one of the mal).9.ala-the Tathagata Samantabhadra himself 

From the samaya of the Secret Essence Definitive Nature just As It Is, 

this completes the explanation of the nineteenth chapter revealing the 
meaning on the root and branch samayas. 



Chapter Twenty 

2.2.2.2.5 The Way A Sam,�ya Upholder Auomplishes Enlightened Activizy 

This has three parts: 

1 Establishing the context for the meaning 

2- An explanation of the meaning 

3 A synopsis 

THE F I FTH S E C T I O N  continues with how a samaya upholder accom
plishes enlightened activity. Here, there are three:  establishing the context 
for the meaning, an explanation of the meaning, and a synopsis. 

2.2.2.2.5.1 l:.'st,lblishing the Contextfor the Afeaning 

First, having explained the stages of samaya: then so that samaya upholders 
may accomplish enlightened activity, the Bhagawan-delighting in the 
great joy of wisdom-rests in the samadhi called "the primordial intrin
sic nature of spontaneously present samaya blessed as enlightened activ
ity" ;  and the aphorism is expressed in order to accomplish all enlightened 
activities. 

2.2.2.2.5.2 An l:.'xplaniltion of the }vleilning 

This has three parts: 

r A general explanation of the four stages of activity 

2 A specific explanation of the concluding activity 

3 The places for accomplishing the four activities, as well as the distinctions of 

samadhi 

For the second, there are three: [ 6 49]  a general explanation of the four 
stages of activity; a specific explanation of the concluding activity, giving 
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the command and the benefits of the dance; and the places for accomplish
ing the four activities, as well as the distinctions of samadhi. 

2.2.2.2.5.2.I A General Exp!mltltion of Four St,tges o{Activi�y 

This has four parts: 

I \XTrathfu l  activity 

2. Powerful activity 

' Enriching activity 

4 Peacefnl  acriviry 

The first has four: wrathful, powerful, enriching, and peaceful activity. 

2.2.2. 2._1. 2.I.I lVrathjul Activity 
The first has three, beginning with the activity of incinerating by fire. 
Within the center of the assembly [of deities] in a wrathful, triangular fire 
pit shaped like the syllable eh with all characteristics complete, the supreme 
samaya being of the individual maQ.�lalas is generated; and the wisdom 
being is invoked to dissolve. Their indivisible nature appears amidst a blaz
ing fire as the extremely wrathful and terrifyingly awesome Agni. If even 
the kaya of a buddha who possesses the one hundred marks of great merit 
acquired through the two accumulations can be destroyed when a Man
tra practitioner with aggression toward the object to be liberated makes 
wrathful offerings and gives the substances to be burned/'' it is needless 
to mention that all ordinary, worldly beings can also be destroyed. Alter
natively, since it is explained that all beings are buddha, to say "the object 
to be accomplished will be destroyed" is another way to understand this.2'' 

Second, the acti'_'ity of piercing with the piirba is that an effigy is made 
of the five ambrosias or five comestibles: fish, brown sugar, black sesame 
seed, honey, and rice. The scent of the object to be liberated and dirt from 
his or her footprint are then mixed with this. The characteristics of the 
form of the object are [ 6so]  that the given name is written upon the fore
head [of the effigy] and the surname upon the heart. Whatever nickname 
exists is written upon a piece ofbirch bark, fabric, or paper along with the 
mantra rnara_ya phet, encircled by the invoking syllable dza. Finally, this is 
placed at the genitals of the effigy or as a patch on the front or back. By 
summoning the object by mantra, mudra, and samadhi-these three
visualize that the iron piirba is  the deity Vajrakilaya and pierce the heart 
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and other places [on the body of the effigy] . Imagine that the body and 
speech are reduced to dust particles that are offered to Karma Heruka 
and the assembly or as a fire offering to the previously generated wrathful 
deity within the triangular box. 

Third, the activity of the dance of suppression is that the assembly [in 
the shape of] eh is the wrathfiJl mai,J.<;lala or the triangular box. At the 
perimeter, the practitioners will tightly link their little fingers like a chain, 
press their middle and ring fingers down with their thumbs, and extend 
the forefingers. Holding this mudri, the body will undulate as he [or she J 
proceeds with the vajra gait to circumambulate [the triangular box] while 
swaying with mudri in the ten directions and reciting, "Hung hung hung! 
Vajra aggression and retinue encompass the universe and destroy instan
taneously ! Nothing will remain ! A1araya phet!" Dancing upon the effigy, 
[ 6 s l ]  it is imagined that the object to be liberated turns to dust. Afi:er this, 
whoever is visualized becomes intoxicated, stunned, [and] incinerated 
into oblivion. 

There are some who claim that, afi:er performing the fi re ritual, the 
ground is then smoothed over and, at that spot, the male and female 
practitioners assume a triangular formation while visualizing that Karma 
Heruka appears in the center of the massing fire. Everyone joins ring 
fingers, and the effigy is placed in the m iddle of the group, who dance 
around it. 

This activity will be accomplished through the fire ritual, suppression, 
or the dance. To have all three complete is best. 

2.2.2.2._1.2.1.2 Powerful Activii,Y 

Second, for powerful [ i.e., magnetizing] activity, there are three. First, 
the activity of incinerating by fire is that, indicated by the syllable wam ,  

a hearth in the shape of a half moon i s  drawn. The supreme mai,J.�hla 
of gathering is understood to be both the aspect of the hearth and the 
principal and retinue deities. This is applicable to all [activities] .  Within 
[the hearth] a blazing fire and Agni-extremcly magnificent like a great 
mountain- [are generated] as the aspect of power. If the Mantra practi
tioner makes offerings and expresses generosity to the fire with the mag
netizing substances and an impassioned mind toward the objects to be 
liberated, there will even be the mastery of vajra enlightened speech as 
Amitibha. [ 6 52] 
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Second, the activity o f  piercing with the piirba i s  that, with the five 
ambrosias or the five comestibles, an image is drawn to represent the 
characteristics of whoever is to be overcome along with their scent and a 
piece of clothing. On a piece of paper or wood, their given name, surname, 
nickname, and so forth are drawn and placed upon [the effigy] .  A cop
per piirba generated as vajra attachment-Padma Kilaya-performs the 
piercing. The pierced effigy itself is then offered to dissolve and become 
inseparable with the deities of attachment, who are the assembly ofPadma 
Heruka or the deity of the hearth [ i.e., Agni ] .  

Third, the activity of the dance of suppression is that the practition
ers surround the hearth assembly of the ma�<_lala shaped as warn or the 
maJ!<.iala of power. If when they tightly link fingers like a chain and dance 
they can command the vajra lotus [ i.e., Amitabha] and the deity of power 
[ i.e. , Hayagriva] to follow them: given that those deities are capable of 
invoking all sentient beings, it is needless to mention that whatever ordi
nary beings [the practitioners] wish for will come to pass. 

2.2.2. 2.5.2 . I.3 Enriching Activity 

Third, for enriching activity, there are three. F irst, within the supreme 
gathering ma�<_lala shaped like the syllable ma as a square hearth : by 
gathering the assembly of the blazing light rays ofboth Agni and the fire, 
imagine that all abundance is gathered. Outwardly radiating, through this 
great splendor, imagine that all wishes are fulfilled. [ 6 5 3] The practitioner 
of Mantra must joyfully make enriching offerings and express generosity; 
and then qualities equal to limitless space will be achieved, such as ever
increasing longevity, glory, and wealth. 

Second, with the five ambrosias or the five comestibles by mixing 
grains, precious gems, and so forth, make a model of whatever is desired 
or needs to be increased, whether jewels, gold, silver, pearls, horses, ele
phants, or the like. Draw the characteristics of their form and name, along 
with the syllables for increase. To indicate this, visualize a treasury of 
precious, wish-fulfilling j ewels that grant whatever is desired. Using a 
piirba of gold and so forth, generate the joy of [ vajra] pride that this is 
Ratna Kilaya sending forth a shower of siddhis. Piercing with the piirba 
in order to increase the great splendor of vajra qualities, this is offered 
to the assembly of Ratna Heruka or the previously visualized enriching 
[activity] fire maJ)�iala. 
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Third, in the supreme assembly mal}<,iala as ma: around the perimeter 
of the mal) gala of enriching [activity] or the hearth, the practitioners' 
fingers arc tightly linked like a chain as they sway in the ten directions. 
The light rays from the radiance of the dance become the great, magical 
manifestation of the blazing glory and splendor of clouds of wealth and 
abundance. Through samadhi, this radiates and descends to one's own 
place l ike a shower of rain. Through this, imagine that the poverty of al l  
beings is dispelled [ 6)4]  and that qualities and desirable things as wish
fulfilling jewels encompass space, granting all that is desired. 

2.2.2.2._).2.£.4 Peaceful Actiui(Y 

Fourth, for the peacefu l  activity, there are also three. In the supreme 
assembly mal}<,iala circular hearth as ya, generate both the fire and a peace
ful Agni, ablaze with lustrous light. Clear-minded practitioners will 
make offerings and express generosity to pacify the fear of i llness and 
malefactors. If this can completely pacify the extremely awesome haughty 
demons, rudras, and the like so that even their minds become fully awak
ened, it is needless to mention ordinary beings. 

Second, with the five ambrosias and the five comestibles, mix the scent 
and clothing of the one to be pacified and form it into the effigy. 'This indi
cates the nature of the enemy or obstructing force with a fearsome body, 
a terrifying voice, and a highly disturbed and impassioned mind. Using a 
silver piirba that is clearly visualized as Buddha Ki:laya, pierce and make 
offerings to the glorious, blazing assembly ofBuddha Heruka and retinue 
or the peacefu l  Agni. 

Third, in the mal}<,iala of the assembly as ya, all practitioners tightly 
link their fingers like a chain [and] dance around the perimeter of the 
peaceful ma�:tc;lala or [ 6 s s ]  the hearth. Even those with anger raging like 
a fire are completely pervaded by the peacefu l  blessings. Their minds 
become unwavering, since all negativity and harmful  intentions are no 
longer present. 

Hence, through the image of the four syllablcs-eh wam ma ya-thc 
shapes of the hearths arc indicated. According to Rongzom Pal)c,iita: the 
sound of the mantras bam and ban na refer to summoning and binding, 
so this applies to the peaceful and powerful [ activities] .  It seems that he 
[ i.e., Rongzompa] must be referring to the different ways that the shapes 
of syllables arc represented in various languages. 
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2.2.2.2.J.2.2 A Sperijit ExpLvMtion o/the Conduding Aaiz •it_y 

1his has two parts: 

t Giving rhe command 

2 'lhe benefits of the dance 

The second is an explanation of giving the command, the subsequent activ
ity, and the twofold benefits of the dance, namely, giving the command to 
the oath-bound guardians and explaining the benefits of the dance. 

2.2.2.2.:;.2.2.I Giving the Command 

The first has two, beginning with the way that the command for activities 
is given. In this way, after any of the four enlightened activities have been 
performed, a gaQ.achakra is then enjoyed. Collecting the remaining food 
and drink, it is blessed by the saliva of the vajra master. All of Mahadeva's 
female consorts, sisters, and servants surrounding the mai;t<;iala of the 
Great Glorious One are the guests who wish to partake of the remain
ders, which are delivered to them after raking seventy steps [outside of the 
maQ.<;iala] . Clearly reminding them of their individual samayas that they 
previously promised to keep in the presence of the Great Glorious One, 
[ 6 s6 ]  now they are commanded to engage in whatever activity is needed 
[by the practitioner], such as peaceful and the like. 

Second, the way the actual command is given is that, previously at the 
time of taming all the haughty powerful males, the great, glorious Heruka 
appeared extremely frightening and wrathful. Since he possessed the 
most astonishing blessings and power to tame all worldly haughty ones 
without exception [and] by overcoming the great god Maheshvara and 
so forth, along with his retinue of wives, daughters, mothers, and sisters
in order to make use of them all-he blessed them to become consorts 
and the powerful male deities at the perimeter of the maQ.<;iala. Each was 
commanded to engage their individual enlightened activities, such as 
summoning, binding, killing, and the rest. 

[ The practitioners implore them] ,  "You were commanded by the Great 
Glorious One to enact your individual enlightened activities. Just as you 
promised in the past, do not delay for even an instant and swiftly bring 
forth the results of enlightened activities. If you do not act according to 
your promises, you will transgress your sacred oaths and personal vows 
that you swore to uphold. If you transgress this samaya, then your heads, 
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hearts, and bodies will be chopped into seven pieces by the wrathful 
Yak�ha Me bar:' Therefore, [ 6s  7 ]  it is vital that you act in accord with 
the command of this Mantra practitioner. If there is no result from your 
activity, then you will have lost your oath; and your promise will become 
like a curse, causing you to rot, burn, and be tormented as you fall to 
vajra hell. You must engage in whatever activities are needed to assist 
practitioners who uphold samaya, and you must guard all practitioners 
including my retinue like your own child. Through this, all of you-even 
the pishachi-will attain supreme and common siddhis. Therefore, enact 
and manifest whatever enlightened activities the practitioners requested 
of you!" Thus, the command is given. 

2.2.2. 2.5.2.2.2 7he Benefits ofthe Dance 

Second, for the benefits of the dance, there are two: recognizing the mean
ing and an extensive explanation of that. 

First, it states [in the root tantra] : 

This dance is the principal enlightened activity for accom
plishing the wrathful ma.t:t<J.ala. 

The second has four, beginning with the benefits of the dance of the 
five principal ones. Just as it was revealed as the fourfold activity in the 
dance of the great Buddha Heruka with consort, retinue, and so forth: by 
this great melody of the song, every enlightened activity and whatever is 
desired among all common siddhis-such as peaceful and enriching-as 
well as every supreme siddhi, [ 6 s8] will be accomplished. 

Second are the benefits of the dance of the eight mataraJ:t of the sacred 
places. Gaur! means "a great treasury;' which refers to the Great White 
Female�, and the rest situated in the four directions. Through the greatness 
of their song and dance: if magnetizing beings is wished for, they have 
the power to do so. If the wish is for longevity and wealth to increase, 
they will ensure it. 

Great Incense Female/ Pukkasi, and the rest are in the intermediate 

' yak shtl me 'bm· 
b
.
Karmo Chenmo (dbr rno chen mo) 

' Porno Chenmo (.'fJOs mo then mo) 
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directions. Through the greatness of  their song and dance: i f  the pacifica
tion of enemies, obstructing forces, and so forth is wished for, they will 
calmly pacify them. If the wish is to render their minds dull and lethargic, 
they will do so. 

Third, the benefits of the dance of the eight pishachi of the sacred coun
tries are that, through the greatness of the song and dance ofSirphamukha 
and the rest of the four directions, they completely devour the bodies and 
lives of all unruly enemies and obstructing forces without even the sub
tlest particle of dust remaining. Through the greatness of the song and 
dance of Grdhramukhi and the rest of the four intermediate directions, 
the internal organs of all unruly ones are removed; and their lives and 
abundance are drastically reduced. 

Fourth, the benefits of the dance of the twenty-eight [ 6 59 }  ishvari are 
that as messengers, through the greatness of the song and dance of the 
consorts and their attendants, they swiftly defeat enemies and implore 
their enlightened activity. Externally, they will eliminate all activities based 
on conflicting circumstances; and internally, they will accomplish every 
activity that brings the siddhis of whatever is desired. 

2.2.2. 2.5.2.3 1he Places for Accomplishing tl;e Four Activities, as TVell as the 

Distinctions ofSamddhi 

Third, the places for accomplishing the four activities and the distinctions 
of samadhis arc that the peaceful, enriching, powerful, and wrathful activi
ties are accomplished respectively in a forest of fruit-bearing trees, in an 
orchard, beneath a single tree, and in a charred forest. 

With a mind that is clear, joyful, impassioned, and aggressive -these 
four stages-the four enlightened activities of method, such as ka li,216 
must be accomplished. There are some who claim that this can be applied 
to the four consorts, which is the sound of ah li; however that is not appl i
cable here. 

2.2.2. 2.5.3 A .�ynopsis 

lhird, a synopsis is that, having expressed this, the Tathagata himself and 
the retinues accomplish the principal Tathagata himself in the manner 
of receiving rhe transmission to realize the meaning of the four aspects of 
enlightened activity. 
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From the intrinsic nature of the Secret Essence Definitive wisdom 
Nature just As It Is, this completes the twentieth chapter on the great 
enlightened deeds of the buddhas ( 66o J that primordially abide as the 
spontaneous presence of four enlightened activities called "blessings to 
benefit those to be tamed." 



Chapter T wemy-Onc 

2.2.2._1 1he IMl]' the ResuLtant Ktiyas mzd fVisdom.< Are Praised 

lhis has two parts: 

1 A brief explanation on rhe way of rendering praise 

2 An extensive explanation of the actual praise 

THE T H I RD GENERAL section continues with the way the resultant kayas 
and wisdoms arc praised. For this, there are two: a brief explanation on the 
way of rendering praise and an extensive explanation of the actual praise. 

2.2.2.3.1 A Brief Explanation On the rVtzy (if"Rendering Praise 

For rhe first, having completed the deeds of the wrathful nw)4alas-then 
in order to praise the self-appearing kayas and wisdoms-in a state of rap
ture, the Bhagawan and assembly of the five hcrukas with their retinues, 
as the great appearance of the ma�<;lala, sing this song ofjoywith passion
ate expressions in this way. 

2.2.2.3.2 An Extensive l::."xplanation ofthe Actual Praise 

This has two parts: 

1 Praising the famil ies and lords of rhe families 
2 Praising the support and supported mar�<;lala 

For the second, there arc two: praising the families and lords of the families 
and [praising] the support and supported mal).Qala. 
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2.2.2.J. 2.I Praising the Families ,znd Lords o/the Hzmilies 
1his has two parts: 

1 General praise to the fiVl· bmil ies 

L Specific praise to the principal ones of the mant) ab 

The first has two: general praise to the five families and. specific praise to 
the principal ones of the m�u�c,lala. 

The first has five, beginning with praise to all the matJ9.alas of the fam ily 
of enlightened body. Each song of the wrathful ones begins with hung, 
indicating that each of the wrathful deities is endowed with five kayas 
and. five wisdoms. Their kayas are greatly fearsome because they tame all 
demons, rudras, and unruly ones. Residing in a blazing inferno like the 
fire at the end of time, [ 66r] light rays of wisdom radiate from their kayas 
like the power of a hundred thousand suns blazing s imultaneously in the 
ten directions. With swift, wrathful demeanors that petrify the unruly 
ones like a thousand lightning bolts, they appear as great antagonizers 
to annihilate the vicious unruly ones by devouring them with their four, 
white, razor-sharp fangs. Ho is the laughter of amazement, which also 
applies to the other [families ] .  

Second, praising all the maQ.c,lalas of the family of enlightened speech 
is that the voices of the wrathful ones arc like the sound of a thousand 
dragons roaring s imultaneously. Overwhelmingly wrathful, their sound 
is as loud as a hundred thousand mountains collapsing simultaneously. 
Their expressions of great laughter are ah ah, ha ha, and ,1h la la. They 
pant with the force of a hurricane-greater than the winds at the end of 
time-intimidating and terrifying all unruly ones into a frenzy. 

Third, praising the mat}c,lalas of the family of enlightened mind is as fol
lows. To omnisciently understand all knowable things without exception 
means there is the mastery of great light rays of prajna that counteract 
the collections of ignorance. By completely illuminating the maQ.<;iala of 
the five wisdoms: even though the five poisons are temporarily blazing, 
the nature abides as wisdom that fully subjugates the strength of ordinary 
passions. [ 6 62] 

Concerning this wisdom from the perspective of the nirmat)akaya, there 
are two : the omniscient wisdom of knowing the way the nature abides and 
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the wisdom of knowing the >vay this appelrs. From the perspective of the 
sambhogakaya, the various wisdoms-such as mirrorlike and the rest
are one taste in the genuine wisdom of the nature of phenomena as the 
indivisible, great sole essence. 

Fourth, praising the mary<;laias of the Etmily of enlightened qualities is 
that, since they have mastered the qualities that tame unruly ones, they are 
kings of wrath. From that, as the basis for innumerable showers of emana
tions, they are referred to as "great clouds." \Vhen their minds arc enraged, 
great showers of wrathful mal).<;{alas descend. In order for the mary<;falas 
to benefit those to be tamed in whatever way is needed like wish-fulfilling 
jewels, the mai)<;lalas emerge according to one's desires. From this treasure, 
various emanations in wrathful forms pervade space, while always abiding 
as the great, sole essence of the fundamental nature. 

Fifth, praising the mary<;falas of the family of enlightened activity is that, 
since they have destroyed the powers of all four demons such as the aggre
gates, they [ i.e. , the wrathful ones] are great demons. The two obstruc
tions and their habits lead to sarpsara; so in order to tame the faculties 
of the demons, among those demons, all demonic negative karma and 
passions are to be destroyed. [ 663 ]  All extremely terrifying herukas who 
petrify even the ferocious assemblies of demons, yamas, and so forth are 
naturally free from elaboration as the great, sole essence. Ho! 

In addition, among demons and others in the Paranirmitashavartin 
realm, Garab Wangchii.k" is the lord among demons.257 Since the demon 
of that demon was the haughty rudra, he could terrify the assembly of ter
rifying ones including their consorts. As the fearsome, great Mahottara 
himself, he abides as the nature free from elaboration referred to as the 
great, sole essence. 

2.2.2.J.2.I.2 Specific Praise to the PrinujJal Ones of the lvftuJq,da 

Second, for the specific praise to the principal ones of rhc mai)gala : since 
the kayas of the male-female Mahottara are free from the transition of 
birth and death, they are like a great, vajra rock. Free from destruction and 
separation, they are extremely firm, while their major and minor marks 
are ablaze. Their enlightened qualities and speech are like a wisdom vajra 
river that gathers the assembly of those to be tamed and satisfies them. 

' dg,t' rab dbang pbyug 
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Their enlightened minds are clear like a wisdom vajra fire of omniscience. 

By actualizing knowledge of all that can be known without exception, 
the great, blazing radiant light of their compassion dispels the dark igno

rance ofbeings. Their enlightened activity is that, as spontaneously present 

vajras, their nature pervades those to be tamed like the movement of wind 
that scatters all demons, heretics, [ 664) and so forth. Hence, the purpose 
of the four activities is fully perfected and spontaneously complete. 

2.2.2.3.2.2 Pmising the Support and Supported iVlillJ(Ldas 

Second, praise to the support and supported mai}qalas has two, beginning 

with praising the m�wcJala of supported deities. 

Starting fro m  "hung greatly fearsome [blazing like the fire) at the end 

of time . . :· [in the root tantra] until "the great fearsome one is the great, 

sole essence-ho . . .  " is praise to the individual mal).qalas of the five heruka 

families. 

Praising the celestial palace of support is explained by comparing the 

great vajra peak to the mountain of skeletons; water, to the ocean ofblood; 

fire, to the mass of wisdom fire ; and wind, to the wind mal).qala of the 

substratum .  

Hence, the Tathagata himself sings this aphorism. From the resultant 

Secret Essence of the Definitive Nature ofkayas and wisdoms just As It Is, 
this completes the explanation of the twenty-first chapter praising the 

self-appearing wisdom of the wrathful ones. 



Chapter Twenty-Two 

2.3 ]};e Ha_y the Teachings ofthe Ttzntm Are Entrusted to Dt�·uples 

"I his has three parts: 

r Establishing the context for the meaning 

2. Explaining the meaning 

A synopsis 

THE THIRD S E C T I O N  continues with the selection of those to whom the 
tantra is to be entrusted and the way of entrusting this to the followers. For 
this, there are three: establishing the context for the meaning, explaining 
the meaning, and a synopsis. 

2.3.1 Est,zblishing the Context /or the "\1eaning 

For the first, having fully explained the mal:).\hla of the rootlvfagical Mani

JI:station Afatrix: then in a state of rapture, the Bhagawan-the glori
ous Samantabhadra-is referred to by the following names: Exaltation, 
Vajra Essence, Original Sacred One, Original Protector, [ 665] Great Vajra 
Holder, and so forth. In order to bring benefit to beings and to ensure 
that this king of Secret Mantra will never diminish : in the spontaneous 
Rich Array of self-appearances, the teacher expresses the aphorism "firmly 
uphold this" to the five families, the eight bodhisattvas, and others who 
are the Tathagata himself In particular, this is entrusted to the Sattva of 
Awareness, the Lord of Secrets. 

Some claim that that the Lord of Secrets is  the teacher and that the doc
trine was only entrusted to Karmavajra,' Vajradharma,b and the glorious 

·•  Dorje Ley (rdo 'je Lts); an aspect ofDorje Chang or Vajradhara 
b Dorje Chi:i (do rjc rhos) 
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Kunney Nangwa.' That i s  il1ogical because entrusting the doctrine to the 
Lord of Secrets does not mean that it cannot be encrusted to others. 
Furthermore, in the Akani�h�ha, Samanrabhadra himself appears as the 
teacher Vairochana, who is the principal one of the five families. The 
Lord of Secrets appears as the retinue ; hence, he is the holder of the 
doctrine. 

2._1.2 Explaining the l'vfeaning 

This has two parts: 

1 Entrusted as the result of all paths 
2 Emrusted as supreme among all secrets 

For the second, there are two: entrusted as the result of all paths and 
entrusted as supreme among all secrets. 

2._p.I Entrusted as the Remit of All Paths 

This has rwo parrs: 
1 The nature of the tanrra that is entrusted 

2 The greatness of the recipients who receive the entrustment 

The first has rwo: the nature of the tantra that is entrusted and the great
ness of the recipients who receive the entrustment. 

2.J. 2.I.I 7J;e Nature ojthe Tantm lhat is Entrusted 

The first is threefold, beginning with an explanation of rhe actual tantra of 
the result. The teacher calls out, saying kye kye to the retinue of self-appear
ances, who are the nature of indivisible method and prajna appearing as 
the males and females. [ 666 ]  He tells them that the intrinsic nature of 
the phenomena of apparent existence, as well as enlightenment through
out the ten directions and four times, is the five families of the male and 
female tathiigatas, the sattvas, and so forth. In the mal).<;\.ala of the peaceful 
and wrathful, they abide as the secret essence of rhe ground, the nature of 
primordial awakening. Through this indication, the secret essence of the 
path and result are the genuine essence of the tanrra. 

Second is the explanation of how all other paths are stc:ps leading to this 

' kun nas mmzg b; All - I l l uminator, an cpith�t of the Buddha 
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[tantra] . Those who maintain the mental elaborations of  outer, objec
tive grasping and inner fixation are the beings who wander in the three 
planes of existence. Caught by their individual lassos of inexhaustible 
outer, inner, and indeterminate concepts, their suffering is as stated in the 
Praise to Manjushri« by Acharya Dignaga:b 

Except for the movement of conceptualization, there is nothing 
that exists as so-called satpsara. 

Thus, and in Entering the Middle l/Vtzy, it states: 

First, saying "I" is self-fixation ;  
Then, saying "mine" i s  attachment arising toward things, 
Inescapably revolving like a water wheel. 
I bow to you who have compassion for these beings. 

Thus, according to the faculties of sentient beings who wander in sarp.sara, 
there are the various grounds and paths of the individual vehicles. [ 6 6 7] 
F urrhermore, even the arrangements of the higher and lower [vehicles] 
are steps on the path leading to this natural Secret Essence. Nevertheless, 
they are not the fully complete actual unmistaken path because, upon their 
conclusion, it will still be necessary to enter this path. 

Third, the reason for teaching the various enumerations [of vehicles) 
i s  as follows. If one were to ask, " Well chen, why not only teach the Secret 
Essence rather than the various enumerations of higher and lower vehicles;' 
the response is chat-since temporarily sentient beings are experiencing a 
variety of mental capacities-individual teachings must be given commen
surate with the levels of their minds. S ince initially this cancra is exuemely 
difficult to encounter as well as to comprehend, [the other vehicles] are 
considered preliminary steps leading to this (cancra] . Subsequently, in 
order to encounter and practice this tantra, the teacher Samantabhadra 
who possesses the all-pervasive, astonishing wisdom of abandonment 
and realization appears in the world as the self-originating compassionate 
nirmaqakaya. Concerning the dharma that he teaches, to say chat this does 
not benefit sentient beings has never been the case since he never taught 

;• jamp,zl La rodpa ('jam dptd Ia bstod pa) 
b Lohpon Chokyi Langpo (sLob dpon phyogs kyi gLang po) 
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anything that was not ofhendit for others. Similarly, it is stated in the 
Sittra Requested by Lek Chin: 

In order to benefit the sentient beings throughout all worlds, 
The Victorious Guide taught the dharma 
That pacifies desire, hatred, and delusion-
Placing beings upon the path that transcends sorrow. [ 668] 
This can only be beneficial for others, 
Since he is the Great Sage who has exhausted all faults 
And abandoned all deception. 

Thus, it is. 
The dharma that he revealed is based on the direct realization of all 

knowable things and the complete elimination of all obstructions. Since 
this is the speech of the Awakened One, it will only bring benefit. This 
omniscient wisdom is as stated in the Uttaratantra: 

Even a moment of omniscience 
Pervades the mat)<;iala of all knowable things. 

Thus, it is. 
Free from all obstruction, a buddha is a genuine being who has fully 

abandoned deception, as stated in the Compendium of Logic:• 

Having abandoned all faults, no words of deception will be 
spoken because there is no root cause. Know that enlightened 
speech is thereby faultless. 

Thus, it is. 
Hence, just as the speech of the Buddha will always be beneficial : when 

the heirs or disciples who follow the teachings of the Victorious One 
teach, theirs will be just like the words [of the Buddha himself] .  In the 
Uttaratantra, it states: 

Whoever simply points out 
1he doctrine of the victorious ones without divergence 

' [tsed rthl] nmn drel ([tsbad ma] mam 'grcl); Dharmakirti 
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Will b e  i n  harmony with the path to liberation ; 
This too must be respected just like the speech of the Sage 

himself 

Thus, it is. 

2.3.2.I.2 1he Gre,ztneJs rj'the Reopients IVho Receive the Entrustment 

The second involves the greatness of the recipients who receive the entrust
ment. The fully endowed, sacred mudra of enlightened body, speech, mind, 
qualities, and activities of all tathagatas throughout the ten directions and 
four times is this essence of phenomena-the great secret of the ground, 
path, and result. Since both the meaning and the teaching that expresses 
the tantra are sealed by the mudra of the Tathagata himself, this is impos
sible to violate and is, therefore, referred to as "mudra." For example, this 
resembles the command of a king that has been stamped with his seal. In 
the Union with Buddha, it states: 

Impossible to violate and likewise indestructible 
Is the sign of the supreme seal of a king; 
Since this image is characteristic of buddha, 
This is called "mudra." 

Thus, it is. 
Concerning this, "By sealing in various ways and having unerringly 

realized this meaning of the natural and ephemeral secrets, the one who 
then teaches this to other fortunate ones is who I am-Samantabhadra, 
the fully endowed teacher of the tantra. Even the benefiting and enabling 
empowerments are primordially and spontaneously perfected here. This 
means that those who arc able to teach the tantra have been empowered 
from the teacher since beginningless time. Hence, even though specific 
authorization may nor have been received in that life :  since their mind 
streams are empowered by the tanrra, they must accomplish the welfare of 
self and others. Since I ,  Samantabhadra, have directly blessed them, they 
are primordially awakened, have devotion [ 670 ]  for the meaning of the 
profound secret, and are without fear." Thus, he taught. 
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2._j.2.2 Entrusted ,IS Supreme .dmong /Ill Secrets 

Second, for the entrustment of this supreme among all secrets, there are 
two: the actual secret meaning and the prediction that the upholders are 
sublime individuals. 

For the first, except for rhis ultimate, secret tantra ofmlightened body, 
speech, and mind, there is nothing else that all the tathagatas of the ten 
directions and four times possess. This is why this must be cherished as 
supremely sacred. Given that phenomena are primordially awakened as 
the evenness of the Secret Essence and that is the tantra of the ground, this 
is the ultimate meaning determined by all the victorious ones. Although 
there are many scriptures chat reveal this meaning, the profundity of the 
meaning of this Sea·et Essence transcends the ordinary mind. Since this 
nature is intrinsically selfless and primordially empty, it thoroughly paci
fies all elaborations, such as the extreme views of exaggerated eternalism 
and the repudiation of nihilism, both, and neither. This-the very nature 
of phenomena-is the ineffable, unfathomable dharmara that emerges 
from the definitive space of absolute truth and is revealed in order to be 
expressed. It is similarly stated in the Ornament qfClear Realization: 

This is profound because it is free from the limitations of exag
geration and repudiation. [ 67 1 ]  

Thus, and in  the Root of Prajrid, i t  states: 

It is quiescence that cannot be known through others, noncon
ceptual, undifferentiated in meaning, and free from any elabo
ration. Such are the characteristics. 

Thus, and in the surra Ornament of Wisdom Appearances, it states: 

All phenomena completely peaceful and unborn like space 
Are the domain of those who see the genuine. 
The victorious guides are immaculate and peaceful, 
Originating from the space of the nature just as it is. 

Thus, it is. 
Even the words expressing this tantra's twenty-two chapters embody 
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the intrinsic nature just a s  it is, since both extreme views based on exag
geration and repudiation have been pacified. A profound view and fear
less conduct such as this must be kept secret from unsuitable vessels and 
entrusted only to qualified ones. 1his is the ground, path, and resultant 
nature-the essence of phenomena just as it was revealed from the space of 
the enlightened mind ofSamanrabhadra. Having originated from defini
tive basic space, this was taught for the fortunate disciples who are the 
connate retinue. 

Second is the prediction that the upholders of this [ tantra] are sublime 
individuals. 1hose who uphold and teach this tantra are wisdom beings 
who only reveal the definitive meaning to others and who are predicted 
to be fully liberated in a single lifetime. In the root tantra, it states: 

This is who I am [ i.e., Samantabhadra], 
And even all empowerments are perfected. 

Thus, and in the Vajra, it states : [ 672.] 

Those who practice this tantra 
Will be enlightened in this l ifetime. 

Hence, and in the Vajra Mirror, it states: 

Since this reveals the meaning of self-awareness wisdom: 
Actualizing self-appearances with awareness 
Is the supreme spontaneously present vidyadhara. 
Even without the strength to sustain samadhi, 
This is unsurpassed by the bodhisattvas on the grounds. 
Since this is the same domain 
As the tathagatas themselves, 
It is they who hold the prophecy 
That this will be a wisdom being. 

Thus, it is. 
Individuals such as these are the sacred heirs of all of the buddhas, since 

they are born from this superb, secret enlightened mind. For example, 
this is like how the principal heir of a chakravartin ruler is born as the suc
cessor. By temporarily entering the grounds, abiding there, and reaching 
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fruition, ultimately they will abide on the supreme, resultant ground 
called the "state of a vajra holder." This is also referred to as the "ground of 
supreme method and prajna" and the "ground of a vidyadhara." Finally, 
this is where they will abide. 

If this is applied to the quote that states "this is who I am," that refers to 
those who are abiding on the ground of a vidyiidhara at this very moment 
because it is taught that the teacher of the tantra is the actual Samanta
bhadra. Even though it may seem that those qualities are incomplete, ulti
mately they are complete because of being primordially awakened within 
the maQqala of the buddhas. [ 673 ]  For example, if a beggar knows there 
is a treasure under his house : from the time he attempts to retrieve it until 
the actual wealth is discovered, he will still be called "a beggar." When it is 
determined that he is the mvner of the treasure, only then will he be called 
"a wealthy man." 

Likewise, the supreme ground of a vidyadhara dwells within them; and 
since they are engaged in rendering that nature evident, this also can be 
called "abiding on the ground of a supreme vidyadhara." Hence, the great 
tantras should not be explained by saying "this is the only way" with fixa
tion on the l imitation of a single direction. These profound vajra words 
can apply to anything. 

2.J.J A Synopsis 

Third, a synopsis is that, by having fully completed the explanation of the 
great deeds of the teacher of this tantra, the way he [ i .e., Samantabhadra] 
abides is revealed as follows. In some siitras and tantras, it is taught that 
only upon completion of the entire explanation does the retinue rejoice 
and render praise and, afterwards, [the teacher] engages in other deeds. 
This implies independently existing occasions. In the Lasso ofA1ethod, it 
states: 

Abiding in his own heart, 
They no longer appear. 

Thus, it is taught [ in some sfmas and tantras] that the mai.H;lala has reab
sorbed and no longer appears. According to the common approach, the 
teacher, doctrine, retinue, time, and place [ 67 4] all exist independently ; 
the retinue is lower than the teacher himself, since it is distinct from him ; 
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the teachings arc diversified; and the places are in accord with the phe
nomena of those to be tamed. 

In contrast, since this tantra is extremely secret and more sublime: hav
ing expressed the meaning of the tantt·a in this way, the array of the self
appearing, clear-light five tathagatas-like sesame seeds in a pod-pervade 
the limit and center of the emptiness of space. Since all of them take 
delight in this inseparable nature that is beyond duality and within free
dom from transition and change throughout the three times, this nature 
is spontaneously perfected as the ground. In the pure-land arrangement of 
all appearances without center or boundary, the space of evenness is the 
nature of phenomena as the ma!f<Jala of the fourth time. 1his inexhaust
ible, ornamental wheel of the teacher's enlightened body, speech, and 
mind is the ornament of the spontaneous Rich Array just as it always was. 
Hence, [the teacher] abides as this intrinsic nature-like space-without 
transference, change, increase, or decrease. 

From the pure land Secret Essence of the wisdom self-appearances of 
the Definitive Nature just As It Is, having fully completed all deeds [and] 
by abiding in evenness, [the tathagatas] are pleased; and the entrustment 
is given to ensure that this tamra will never diminish. This completes the 
explanation of the twenty-second chapter concerning how this [tantra] 
is fully upheld by the retinue. 

3 The Expltm11tion of the Entire Afe11ning a_( the Conclusion 

The third explanation continues with the final meaning of the conclusion, 
which has three. 

F irst, the class that this tantra belongs to is from the one hundred thou
sand chapters of Vajrasltttva's Magical Manifestation A1atrix. Since this 
tantra reveals a meaning more sublime than any other-namely, that the 
inseparable [two] truths are primordially awakened-even just the words 
that express this tantra are referred to as "sublime." All tantras of method 
that accomplish worldly and transcendental siddhis are referred to as "con
ceptual." This [ tantr�l] is supreme among them all, so it is classified as "the 
king of the conceptual." 

Second, the class that this tantra derives from is that this is referred to 
as "a general transmission;' because this is the basis for the emanation or 
source of all causal vehicles of characteristics, as well as the tantras of the 
resultant Secret Mantra vehicle. 
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This i s  the secret vajra enlightened body, speech, and mind of all 
tathagatas of the ten directions and four times;  and since it reveals the 
supremely sublime, profound, and vast, it is the class known as the "Secret 
Essence Definitive Nature just As It Is" of the ground, path, and result. 
From this [tantra] emanate all inconceivable vehicles [ 676 ]  without 
exclusion, making this the source of them alL 

The third reveals the supreme resultant state. In order to benefit beings, 
all victorious ones turned the dharmachakra of the one hundred thousand 
classes of [J:Zjrasattv.a:(] M11giml Manifestation [Matrix] and others innu
merable times. From among them, this great root tamra of the supreme, 
resultant unsurpassed Secret Mantra is now complete. Hence, the word
by-word commentary is perfectly complete. 



Epilogue 

The profoundly vast meaning of this tantra 
Is the domain of the sublime, 
Such as the sambhogakaya VairochanaJfianamahahimasigara." 

Extremely peaceful and free from all impurities, 
This original, uncompounded clear light 
Resembles stainless space. 

This great secret knowledge 
Of the nature as it is and as it appears 
Is extremely superb and beyond limitation. 

By the compassion of the victorious ones, this has been revealed 
for beings 

And partially illuminated here in the Land of Snow Mountains. 
Although many learned ones have gradually enhanced this meaning 
Through the golden garlands of their excellent treatises, 
The meaning of their words had yet to be fully illuminated
Like an ocean difficult to cross. 

This subject so difficult to realize, 
Like a tidal-wave treasury of secrets, 
Is an absolute secret that rests 
Within the enlightened minds of the vidyadharas 
And not just anyone's 6eld of experience. 

' Gangchen ' ] so (_r;angs can mtsho) 
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This (commentary] that arose from the lotus lake of my mind 
ln the form of vibrant words and their meaning 
Resembles a partial reflection of the ever-joyful moon upon a clear 

pond. [ 677]  

The brilliant presence of the full moon 
Adorns rhe entire body of reflecting water, 
Resembling the urrerly superb compassion of the wisdom deities 
Who adorn everything with positive virtue. 

AT T H E  REQUEST of my fortunate, excellent d isciples, venerable Lobzang 

Gewa'i Jungney' and rhe fai thful and generous worthy attendant Shakya 
Yeshe Zangpo,b ar the highest peak of the precious jewel snow mountain 
Gangri Tcidkar' 219 in the place called Orgyen Dzong,'1 I-a practitioner 
adhering to the genuine narun:-compiled this by essentially revealing the 
intrinsically profound meaning of this tantra. Despite having explicated 
the meaning just as it is, the vajra words of this tantra are so profound 
that errors could manifest due to delusion. Having yet to attain the state 
of a sublime one, may the victorious ones and their heirs-the assembly 
of gurus, those of supreme intelligence, the clouds of wisdom <)akin Is, and 
the oceans of oath-bound protectors, ·whoever they might be-completely 
forgive me. 

In my previous life, in the forest of Behalaheta'i east of Kamru'i, as a 
d isciple of Padmasambhava named Mahamudra, I fully understood the 
meaning of rhe outer and inner philosophical schools. Taking rebirth here, 
a clear understanding of the siirras and tantras has been ach ieved gradually, 
accompanied by great interest in this the definitive Secret .t'sJence saturated 
with the ambrosia of profound truth. [ 678] 

Now, at a time when the precious treasure of the victorious ones' doc

trine that brings benefit and well-being to the world is like the setting sun, 
the eyes of most fortunate ones are nearly closed. Since [encountering] a 
doctrine such as this is unusual anywhere, perseverance in listening to and 
contemplating this meaning is essentiaL 

The impermanent lives of beings are perpetually bursting like bubbles, 

;' blo bumg dge ba'i byunggrz.zs 
b sh11 kya ye shes bzang po 
< g .. mgs ri thod dk11r 
d o rgy.�n rchong 
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as each will reach an  end. Rather than wandering through the continual 
cycle of happiness and sufFering in sarpsara-by learning how to naturally 
rest in the forest of tranquility, one must dil igently make preparations to 
escape. From there, one must enter the path to perfect liberation and, with 
revulsion for sarpsara fi·om that day omvard, determine that to remain here 
for even another day would be impossible. From th is time onward, always 
think in this wav. / 

The wisdom of all treasure holders-l ike the pure land ofVairochana-

is a profound, oceanic treasure, extremely superb and pristine. May all fully 
endowed qualities of this radiance be thoroughly achieved by those pos
sessing diligence. Throughout all times, may the one who enacts the deeds 
of the victorious ones of the three times-the unsurpassed, most sublime 
guru-be pleased. Without transgression, may the samayas and vows be 
carefully guarded. \Vith superior intent, may the profound meditation of 
surpassing samadhi be achieved. 

This excellent speech of the peaceful doctrine, like the pleasing sound 
ofBrahma's drum, instantly awakens all beings in the three worlds who arc 
intoxicated by the slumber of their dimmed awareness. By perfecting the 
ground of original purity and abiding in the state of sacred wisdom, [ 6 79] 
may the rupakaya's maJ;Jc;lala appear in the stainless dharmakaya space. 

The intrinsic nature of the outer universe and inhabitants is the perfect 
pure land of the five families. Passions arc stainless wisdom, and recollec
tion of awareness is the supreme ma!)<;iala of enlightened mind. By visual
izing th is primordial nature, the two temporary obstructions will be fully 

purified. Since there is no name that actually exists in so-called existence, 
everything is Samantabhadra himself 

In the glorious, joyfu l  garden of the ten directions and four times
indivisible with the intrinsic nature-this clear account concerning the 
manner of original awakening was composed. Through this merit, may 
the nature ofbeings merge effortlessly within the space of tranqui lity; and 
since kayas and wisdom are free from meeting and parting, may the lotuses 
of their awakening bloom. 

This clear canopy of glorious wafting clouds of qualities pervades the sky 
and sends a downpour of the enlightened deeds of benefit and well-being. 

By the merit accumulated through the excellent speech of this extensive 
explanation of the Secret Essence, may all beings equal to limitless space 
attain the state of Samanrabhadra. 

May beings traverse the oceans of existence, purify the passions and 
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karma, [ 68o) and accomplish the grounds, paths, mantras, and samadhi. 
May they fulfill all temporary and ultimate goals. May they behold all the 
pure lands filled with the victorious ones ; and by pacifying all obstruct
ing forces and hordes of cannibals and demons, may longevity, glory, and 
excellenr good fortune-along with peaceful, enriching, powerful. and 
wrathful enlightened activity-be fully accomplished. 

May the supreme jewel-the twofold purpose of beings-be fully per
fected. In addition, for as long as space remains, may this teaching endure 
to bring benefit to all living beings. Like the supreme sun and moon, 
wish-fulfillingjewels, wish-granting trees, and the superior vase-through 
spontaneously present great activity, may this [teaching] saturate every 
direction. 

Like the continuous flow of the river Ganges, may this bring unceasing 
benefit to all that live. Among bodies of light, like the soothing coolness 
of the moon, may this eliminate the heat of the passions. Like a gathering 
of precious wish-fulfilling clouds, may this fulfill the hopes of all beings. 
Like the supreme illuminator of the great ground of the four continents, 
may this fully dispel darkness in the space of their minds. 

This dharma with its excellent explanations, l ike the moon in autumn 
with garlands of constellations, shines with the clear light that illuminates 
all meanings, stimulating the night-blooming flowers of keen intelligence 
to bloom. Glorious dispeller of the darkness of ignorance without the sub
tlest obscuration of a single fault, [ 68 r ]  illuminator for the fortunate ones, 
[this scripture like the moon) is drawn by the five horses ofknowledge.258 

For those who dwell in the ocean of knowledge and who wish to under
stand all outer and inner meanings with eyes of discernment and the wish 
to know the precise meaning: just by seeing this treatise, they will increase 
the joy of their knowledge ; and they will gain great prowess concerning 
the familiar and unfamiliar words and their meanings. Those who desire 
to navigate the ocean of meaning of the tantras must board this precious 
vessel of excellent explanations, hoist the sails of profound knowledge, cor
rectly comprehend the words and their meanings, and go on to discover 
the two aims. 

The meaning of this tantra, like the milk of the supreme water [ i.e., 
ocean] treasure, has been churned with my mind's careful discernment
its very essence distilled and illuminated for the purpose offuture beings. 
Not just a partial analysis, here the entire meaning has been clarified. Not 
just for fame- [  it is] to benefit others through compassion. Not just for 
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gain-[ it i s  1 ro elucidate th� mean i ng of dharma. Not just m isle.1ding 

information-[ it  is] an ocean of excellent expLanations. 
Like a jeweled wisdom palace, arch ing rainbows, douds at sunrise, the 

supreme white l ight of the sun, and the ambrosial garden of rhe radiant 
moon, this sacred Scad Essence s imultaneously reveals the nature of the 
Mahasandhi's supreme, secret m�an ing that fully illuminates the ground, 

path, and result. [ 682 J lhis secret treasure is an object of veneration-for 
the gods of ambrosia and for human beings-that leads to the essence of 
those with light bodies, beautified with lorus garlands. The resultant state 
of the mmher of aU vicrorious ones is the path that leads to th is Serret 
Essence. 

The great ones have rendered utmosr praise of this vast, excellent expla
nation of the nature just as it is. Those who enter this path will become 
supreme among all by abiding upon the grounds of the vidyadharas and 
become objects of homage for the most powerful worldly gods, humans, 
and accomplished sages. 

Since in this life the result of the two purposes will occur, this [teaching] 
is a vast, sacred field of refuge. Hence, rhe source of these treasures of q uali
ties is this oceanic tantra. All those desiring liberation must respectfully 
cherish this supreme doctrine as an ornament of their crowns. 

The vast appearance of rhe worthy, wish-fulfilling autumn clouds and 
myriad all-pervading l ight rays illuminate millions of pure lands. This path 
possesses all of these qualities; so for those who rely upon it, the supreme 
result will be achieved. Knowing this, the buddhas in the ten directions 
will forever render praise. 

Colophon 

This explanation of the king of tantras, the Glorious SecretEssenre Dqini
tive Nature just As It Is, is the lvfagical A1anijestation lvfatrix called the 
Thorough Dispelling of Darkness throughout the Tm Directions by the 
Great Luminosity of the Sun and Moon. [ 683 ]  Having heard many oce
anic teachings on Sima and Mantra, the flowers of excellent mahod and 
intell igence are in perpccual bloom as they cover the lotus lake of my 
mind. I, Dorjc Zijid, a practitioner of the supreme vehicle, composed this 
clear exposition by extracting the essence from many previous great com-
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mentaries, collections of several precious gurus' oral instructions, sutras, 
tantras, and upadeshas-with the intention to bring benefit to others. 
This was brought to perfect completion in the Year of the Dragon, on the 
auspicious fifteenth day of the seventh month, at the uppermost place of 
Gangri Todkar. 



Glossary 

abiding, ney pa (f?11as pa) 
action, ley (las) ,  karma 
activity consort, karmic consort, ley gyi chag gya (las gyi phyag rgya) 
actual attainment, ngii drup (dngos grub), siddhi 
all-accomplishing activity wisdom, chawa driip pa'i yeshe (bya ba grub pa'i 

_ye shes), krtydnu�hthdnajiidna 
all-pervasive, kiin khyab (kun khyab) 
aphorism, ched du )Od pa (ched du brjod pa) 
awakened being, chang chub sempa ( byang chub sems dpa), bodhisattva 
awakened mind, chang chub kyi sem (byang chub kyi sems), bodhichitta 
awareness, rigpa (rigpa), vidyd 
awareness holder, rigdzin (rig 'dzin) ,  vidyadhara 
awareness mantra, rig ngak (rig sngags ) , vidyd mantra 
basis of all, kun zhi (kun gzhi), dlaya 
buddha nature, de shek nyingpo (bde gshegs snyingpo ) , sugatagarbha 
central channel, kundarma (kun 'dar rna, rtsa dbu rna) ,  avadhuti 
channels, tsa (rtsa), nadi 
clear light, odsal ( 'od gsa[) , prabhdsvara 
compassion, tiik je (thugs rje) , karut;d 
completion stage, dzok rim (rdzogs rim), sarnpannakrama 
concentration, sam ten (bsam gtan), dhydna 
concepts, nam tok (rnam rtog), vikalpa 
conduct, chod pa (spyod pa ) , chary a 
confusion, delusion, triil pa ( 'khrul pa) ,  bhrdnti 
connate, co-emergent, !hen kye (Lhan skyes), sahaja 
consciousness of the basis of all, kun zhi nam she (kun gzhi rnam shes), 

dlayavijndna 
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consciousnesses o f  the five doors, go nga'i nam she (sgo lnga'i rnam shes), 
panchadvdravijiidna 

continuum,gyu (rgyud) , tantra 
contributing circumstance, kyen (rkyen) 
conventional meaning, drang ddn ( drang don) ,  ne_ydrtha 
cyclic existence, khor wa ( 'khor ba) , sar[Jsdra 
definitive truth, nge ddn (nges don) ,  nitdrtha 
deprived spirit, yidak (yi dags) ,  preta 
devotion, fervent regard, md gii (mosgus) 
devotional medication, md gom ( mos sgom) 
discerning wisdom, so sor tog pa'i yeshe (so sor rtog pa'i ye shes), pratya-

vek�haJJ-qjndna 
disciple, those to be tamed, dul cha (gdul bya) 
doctrine, teaching, ten pa (bstan pa) ,  shdsana 
duality, zungdzin (gzung 'dzin) ,grahyagrahaka 
dull faculties, wang tul (dbtzng rtu{) 
empowerment, wang (dbang) , abhi�heka 
emptiness, tongpa (stongpd), shunya 
empty bliss, de tong (bde stong) 
empty form, tong zuk (stong gzugs) 
enlightened activity, trinley (phrin las) ,  karman 
enlightened body, ku (sku),  kaya 
enlightened body of complete abundance, long chod dzok pa'i ku (longs 

spyod rdzogs pa'i sku) ,  sambhogakdya 
enlightened body of emanation, trulku or tulku (sprul sku) ,  nirmdJJ-akdya 
enlightened body of form, zuk ku (gzugs sku), rupakdya 
enlightened body of truth, chii ku (chos sku),  dhamtakdya 
enlightened mind, tiik (thugs), chitta 
enlightened speech, sung (gsung) , vdk 
evenness, nyam pa nyid (mnyam pa nyid) 
evenness wisdom, nyam nyid yeshe ( mnyam nyid ye shes), samatdjftdna 
exaltation, dechen (bde chert), mahdsukha 
faith, dedpa (dad pa) ,  shraddha 
feast offering, tsok (tshogs), gar_tachakra 
fierce wisdom, tummo (gtum mo, tsan da li) ,  chaJJ-4ali 
five fully endowed circumstances, piin sum tsok pa nga (phun sum tshogs 

pa lnga): place, ney (gnas); time, du (dus) ; doctrine, chd (chos); teacher, 
tonpa (ston pa) ;  and retinue, khor ('khor) 
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five samadhis, meditative stabilizations, ting ngen dzin nga (ting nge 'dzin 
lngti) :  the samadhi upon the nature as it is, de zhin nyid kyi ting ngen 
dzin (de bzhin nyid kyi tingnge 'dzin) ;  samadhi of magical compassion, 
nyingje gyu ma'i ting ngen dzin (snying rje sgyu ma'i ting nge 'dzin); 
samadhi of the single mudra, chtig gya chig pa'i ting ngen dzin (pf.�yag 
rgya gcig pa'i ting nge 'dzin ) ; samadhi of the elaborate mudra, chag gya 
tro chey ting ngen dzin (phyag rgya spms bcas tin nge 'dzin) ;  samadhi of 
the accomplishment gathering in group formation, tsombu tsok driip 
(tsom bu tsogs sgrub) 

foe destroyer, dra chom ptt (c{r.;ra beam pa) ,  arhat 
four immeasurables, tsed med zhi (tshad med bzhi) , chaturaprameya 
four miraculous legs, dzu trid gyi kang pa zhi (rdzu 'phrul gyi rkang pa 

bzhi) , chatvdrarddhipddab 
four realizations, tok pa zhi (rtogs pa bzhi) : s ingle cause, gyu chig pa (rgyu 

gcig pa) ; syllable, yig dru (yig 'bru) ;  blessing, chin gyi lab (by in gyis 
br!abs); and actual realization, direct perception, ngon siim (mngon 
sum) 

four states of evenness, nyam pa zhi (bn_ytim pa bzhi) : two common states 
of evenness, tun mong gi nyam pa nyi (thun mong gi mnyam pa bnyis) ; 
and two surpassing states of evenness, !hag pa'i nyam pa n_yi (lhag pa'i 
mnyam pa gnyis) 

four states of fearlessness, mi jik pa zhi (mi 'jigs pa bzhi) , chatur
vaishdradya 

four states of vidyadharahood, rigdzin zhi (rig 'dzin bzhi) : mature aware
ness holder, namin rigdzin (rnam srnin rig 'dzin) ;  immortal awareness 
holder, tsewang rigdzin (tshe dbang rig 'dzin) ; mahamudra awareness 
holder, chaggya chenpo rigdzin (phyag rgya chen po rig 'dzin) ;  and spon
taneously present awareness holder, !hun driip rigdzin (/hun grub rig 
'dzin) 

free from meeting and parting in the three times, du sum du dral med pa 
(dus gsum 'du 'bra! med pa) 

fully manifest enlightened body, ngon par chang chub pa'i ku (mngon par 
byang chub pa'i sku) ,  abhisambodhiktiya 

fundamental nature, ney liik (tz,nas lugs) 
generation stage, kye rim (bskyed rim) ,  upattikrama 
genuine truth, don dam den pa (don dam bden pa) ,  pt:<ramdrthasatya 
gradual developer, rim gyi pa (rim gyis pa) 
great bliss, exaltation, dechen (bde chen) ,  mahdsukha 
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great purity and evenness, dag nyam chenpo (dag mnyam chen po) 
ground, sa, bhumi 
ground, basis, zhi (gzhi), rishraya 
ground of designated confusion, trid pa tak pa'i zhi ( 'khrul pa btags pa'i 

gzhi) 
group formation, tsom bu (tshom bu) 
habit, bak cbak (bag chags) 
hearer, nyen tii ( nyan thos) ,  slmivaka 
hidden secret, bey pa'i sangwa (sbas pa'i gsang ba) 
ignorance, dimmed awareness, ma rigpa (ma rigpa), avidyd 
incisive knowledge, sherab (shes rab ) ,  prajfzd 
inconceivable, sam mi khy.�b (bsam mi khyab) 
innate mind, nyug ma'z· sem (gnyug ma'i .>ems) 
inseparable,_yer med (dbyer med) 
inseparable two truths, den nyi yer med (bden gnyis dbyer med) 
instantaneous realizer, chig char wa (gcig car ba) 
intermediate state, bardo (bar do) ,  antanibh.zVlz 
intrinsic nature, rang zhin (rang bzhin) ,  prakrti 
left channel, kyanp:ma (rky.mg ma ) , faland 
l iberation, del iverance, drel wa (bsgraL ba) 
magical manifestation matrix,gyutri.il drawa (sgyu 'phru.f drva ba) 
means for accomplishment, drup tab (sgrub thabs) ,  sddhana 
meditative equipoise, evenness, nyam zhak (mnyam bzhag) , samdhita 
meditative stabilization, ting ngen dzin (ting nge 'clzin ), sam,idhi 
mind, sem (sans) ,  chitttl 
mirrorlike wisdom , melong gi yeshe (me long gi ye shes), adarshajndna 
movement-arising, yo dang (gyo /dang) 
seal, symbolic hand gesture, chaggya (phyag rgya), mudrd 
narrative context, leng zhi (gleng gzhi) 
nature, ngo wo (ngo bo ), svabhdva 
nature just as it is, de kona nyid (de kho na n_yid), tathatd 
nature of phenomena, ,}J(j nyid (chos nyid) , dharrnatd 
ofFering, chod pa (mchod pa ) ,  ptijd 
one gone to bliss, de Wtl1' shek pa (bde bar gshegs pa) ,  sugata 
one gone to suchness, de zhin shek pa (de bzhin gshegs pt:t), tathtigata 
one taste, ro rqam (ro mnyam) 
oral pointing-out instruction, dam ngak (gdarns ngag) 
original purity, ka dak (ka dag) 



overview, chi don (.,p_yi don) 
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passed beyond sorrow, n_yt< ngen ley de_y (r�ytl ngtm las 'dm·), pariniruti�:w 
passions, r�yon mong (nyon mongs), kleshas 
path of liberation, drol larn (grol lam ) ,  mok,,·hamd.rga 
path of liberation through prajni, shemb kyi nam par drol w,/i lam (shes 

mb kYiJ rnmn ptirgrol ba'i lam) 
path of meditation, gom lt1m (sgom l,un ) , bhdumzdm,irga 
path of method, tt1b lam (thilbs lam), upt�ymndrga 
path of seeing, tong lLZm (mthong lmn ), darshanamtirgrl 
path of the certainty of method, tab kYi nge pLZ'i lam (thabs kyis nges pa 'i 

lam) 
path of unification,jor lam (sbyor lmn ) , pmyogtimdrga 
perfectly correct relative, _yting dag kun dzob (ymzg dag kun rdzob) 
phenomena, chd (cho�). dharma 
pith instruction, men ngLZk (man ngag) , upadesha 
powerful females, Wtlngchukma (dbang ph_yug ma ) , ishuari 
practice, naljor (mal 'b_yor),yoga 
pure recollection, dagpa dren pt1 (dagpa dmn pa) 
relative truth, klin dzob den pa ( kun rdzob bden pa), sarrwrtisatya 
resultant vehicle, drey bu tek pa ( 'bras bu theg pa), phalaydna 
retention mantra, ziing ngak lr::zung> sngags), dhdra�:ti mantm 
retinue who are those to be tamed and those who tame, dul cha and duf 

ched kyi khor lr::dul by a and 'dul b_yed kyi' khor) 
right channel, roma (ro rna), msand 
sacred configuration, kyil khor (dkyil 'khor) , ma�zr;la!tl 
sacred recitation, ngak (mgags) ,  mdntm 
sarpsira and enlightenment from the perspective of tantra, sarpsira and 

n irvir).a from the perspective of si:ttra, khor dey ( 'khor 'das) 
self. fixation, dag dzin (bdag 'dzin) 
self-originating wisdom, mngjungyeshe (rang byungye shes) 
sense sources, kye ched (skye mched) , ,�yattlna 
sentient being, sem chen (sans ctm) 
sharp faculties, wang non (dbang mon) 
solitary realizer, rang stm,_r::ye (ran,_r:: sangs rgJtH), pratyektibuddha 
space of phenomena, basic space, choyin,_r:: (chos db_yings), clhtirmadhiitu 
spontaneous presence, !hun driip (!hun grub), antibhaga 
stages of the path, ltlm rim 
sublime one,pakpa ( 'phtigs pa), tirya 
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surpassing genuine truth, liMg p(< don darn denpa (lhtZg pa don dam bden 
ptZ) 

surpassing inseparable two truths, !hag pa den r�yi yer med (lhag p11 bden 
gnyis dl�yer mecl) 

surpassing relative truth, /Jwgpa kun dzob den pa (lhagptZ kun rdzob bden 
pa) 

support and supported, ten and tenpa (rten and brten pa) 
tantra, continuum, gyu (rg_yud) , sartttdnt? 
ten powers, wan,g rhu (dlMng bcu ) ,  dashavashitd 
ten strengths, tob rhu (stobs bcu), dashatathd{,;atabala 
three doors to perfect freedom, nam par tar pa'i go stirn (rnam par thm· 

pa'i sgo gsum) 
three purities, dagpa siim (dag pa gsum) :  universe, nod (snod) ; inhabitants, 

chud (bcud) ; continuum,gyu (rgyud) 
tranquil stillness, zhiney (zhignas), shamatha 
transcendent conqueror, rhom den dey (bcom ldan 'das) ,  bhagawan 
transcendental perfection, pa rol tu chin pa (pha rol tu phyin pa) ,  

piiramitd 
true seeing, lhag tong (lhag mthong) , vipashyand 
truth of inseparable purity and evenness, dag nyam denpa yer med (dag 

mnyam bden pa dbyer me d) 
ultimate, tar tuk (mtht?r thug) 
underworld serpent, lu (klu) ,  naga 
union, ziingjuk (zung 'jug) ,yuganaddha 
unsurpassed, /a med ( bla med) 
unsurpassed Secret Mantra, sang ngak la med (t;;sang sngags bla med) 
vajra enlightened body, dorje ku (rdo rje sku) ,  vajrak,�ya 
valid cognition, tsed rna (tsht?d ma) ,pramar;a 
view, ta wa (lta ba), dn·hti 
vital essence, tigle (thig le) ,  hindu 
wheel, network of channels, khorlo ( 'khor lo ), ciMkra 
wind, vital wind, lung (rlung) , prana 
wind-mind, !ting sem (dung sems) , prar;a rhittt? 
wisdom , yeshe (ye shes) ,jntint? 
wisdom being,yeshe sattva (ye shes sems dpt1} ,jntint?sattva 
wisdom of the space of phenomena, chd ying yeshe (chos dbyings ye shes), 

dht?rmadbtitujfttint:l 
word of honor, dam tsig (dam tsbig) , sama_y,l 



wrathful female deities, mamo (ma rno ) , mdtt�mb 
wrathful  female deities wirh various animal heads, tramm (phm men),  

pishathi 
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Arhat Neyten's Literature, pakpa neyten pa'i zhiing ( 'phtigs pa gnas brtan 

pa'i gzhung) 
Arranged as a Stalk, dong po kiid pa'i do (sdong po bkod pa'i mdo ) ,  

ga1Jr/avyuhasutra 
Arrangement of the Qualities of Buddha Amitabha's Pure Land, od pag 

med zhing gi yonten kod ( 'od dpag med zhing gi yon tan bkod) 
Close Placement of Mindfulness, dren pa nyer zhag do (dran pa nyer gzhag 

mdo ) , saddharmdnusmrtyupasthanasi:ttra 
Collection ofSutras, dud pa (sdud pa) 
Descent to LaQ.ka, lang kar shek pa (lang kar gshegs pa) ,  lankdvatdra.>utra 
Dharma and Abundance as the Fully Enlightened Buddha, cho dang long 

chdd ngon par sangye pa'i do (chos dang longs spyod mngon par sangs 
rgyas pa'i mdo) 

Engaging with the Inconceivable Prajfia of the Sublime Tathagatas, pakptl 
de zhin shek pa'i yeshe sam gyi mi khyab pa'iyullajugp,/i do ( 'phags pa 
de bzhin gshegs pa'i ye shes bsam gyis mi khyab pa'i yul la Jug pa'i mdo) 

Essence of the Tathagatas, de zhin shek pa'i nying po'i do (de bzhin gshegs pa'i 
snying po'i mdo ), tathagatagarbhasutra 

Four Transmissions, lung zhi (lung bzhi) 
Fully Enlightened Phenomena and Abundance, cho dang long chdd ngon 

par chtingchub pa'i do (chos dang longs spyod mngon par byang chub pti'i 
mdo) 

Glorious Garland pal treng gi do (dpal phreng gi mdo ) ,  shrimdlddevi
sirtZhdntidasiitra 

Great Liberation, tarpa chenpo (thar pa chen po ) ,  mahdmokfha or gha
najamahabhricaphulakarmdvirnashodhayabhudharakusumasarrt
chayasutra 
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Heart Sutra, sherab n_yingpo (shes rab snying p o  ) , prajniipdramitd
hrdayasutra 

Inconceivable Secret Amassing of the Rare and Supreme, kon chog tsek pa'i 
sangwa sam gyi mi kyab pa'i do (dkon cog brtsegs pa'i gsang ba bsam gyis 
mi khyab pa'i mdo) 

King ofSamadhi, ting ngen dzin g_yal po'i do (ting nge 'clzin rg_val po'i mdo ) ,  
Sttmddhirdjtzsutra 

One Hundredfold Karma, do de ley gya pa (mdo sde las brgya pa) ,  
karmashatakastltra 

Ornament of Wisdom Appearances, yeshe nang wa gyen gyi do (ye shes 
snang ba rgyan gyi mdo) 

Ornament of Rich Array, gyen tug po kod pa'i do (rgyan stug po bkod pa'i 
mdo ), ghanavyuhasutra 

Sacred Dharma White Lotus, dam chO pema karpo'i do (dam chos pad ma 
dkat po'i mdo), saddhatmapuJJr;larikasutra 

Sacred Golden Light, ser od damp a (gser 'od dam pa) 
Surra Designed as a Jeweled Chest, za ma tog kod pa'i do (za ma tog bkod 

pa'i mdo), ratnakaranda 
Surra Like a Basket, do zama tog (mdo za ma tog) 
Surra of Perpetual L ight Rays, Odzer kun tu kye wa'i do ( 'od zer kun tu bkye 

ba 'i mdo) 
Surra of the Great Bounteousness of the Buddhas, pakpa sangye palpoche'i 

do ( 'phags pa sangs rgyas phal po che'i mdo ), buddhavataY(lsakasutra 
Surra of the Precious Lamp, kon chog ta la la'i do (dkon cog ta la la'i mdo ), 

ratnolkdniimadhdral'}imahdyiinasutra 
Surra of rhe Ten Wheels ofK�hitigarbha, sa'i nyingpo khorlo chu pa'i do (sa'i 

snying po 'khor lo bcu pa 'i mdo) 
Si"nra on the Wisdom of the Moment of Death, da ka yeshe ( 'da' ka ye 

shes) 
Surra Requested by Arya Ra�h�rapala, yul khor kyong gi zhu pa'i do (yul 

'khor skyong gis zhus pa'i mdo ) , dryara�hrrapdlapariprcchdniimamahii
yiinasutra 

Surra Requested by ]onpa,jon pey zhu pa'i do (ijon pas zhus pa'i mdo) 
Siitra Requested by Lek Chin, lek chin gyi zhU pa'i do (legs byin gyis zhus 

pa'i mdo) 
Surra Requested by King Bimbisara, zuk chen nying po zhu pa'i do (gzugs 

can snyingpos zlms p.:z'i mdo), bimbisiirapratyudgamanandmarnahd_yii
nasutra 
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Sima Requested by Shridatta, pal chin gyi zhii pa'i do (dp,zl sbyin gyis zhus 
pa'i mdo ) , shridattagrhapatipariprcchiist�tnz 

Sutra Requested by the Divine Child, Zh,z'i bu zhi£ pa'i do (!ha 'i bus zhus 
pa'i mdo) 

Surra Requested by the King of Manifestation, nam par tnil pa'i gy,1lpo zhii 
pa'i do (rnam pm· 'phrul pa'i rg_yal pos zhus ptz'i mdo) 

Si"ltra Requested by Ugra, drag shiil chen g_yi zhu pa'i do (drag shu! etm g_yis 
zhus pa'i mdo ) , ugmpmiprcchdsiJtrt1 

Surra That Reveals the Essence, nyingpo ten pa'i do (snying po hsttm pa'i 
rndo) 

Si"ltra that Reveals the Three Kayas, ku surn ten pa'i do (sku gsum bstan pa'i 
mdo) 

Unborn Nature of Phenomena, cho tam ched jung w11 med p11'i do (chos 
thams cad 'byung ba med pa'i mdo) 

Vinaya, diil wa li:mg ( 'dul ba lung), vinttyapitaka 
Wheel of No Return, chir mi dok ptt'i khor lo'i do (ph,Yir mi ldog ptt'i 'khor 

fo'i mdo ) , ttvaivttrttzchakrasittrtl 
White Lotus of Compassion, nyingje pema karpo (snying rje pttd rna dkar 

po ) , karu-;:uipurp;lariktisittra 

Tantras 
Action Tantra, cha gyu (by a rg_yud) 
Actual Awakened Vairochana, nam nang ngon ch.mg (mam _rmmg mngon 

b.Yang) 
All-Illuminating Vital Essence, tigle kun sttl (thig le kun g.�"til) 
Arrangement of Samaya, dttm tsig nam p,zr kod (dam tshig mam p,1r 

bkod) 
Binding Matrix, drttwa dompa (drva ba sdom pa) 
Branch Magical Manifestation Matrix, le lag gyutrul dmwa (le lag sg_yu 

'phrul drva ba) 
Certainty of Speech, nge jod (nges brjod, sdmttveda) ; third of the Four 

Vedas 
Chakrasarpvara, dem chog (bde mchog), Wheel of Supreme Exal tation 
Charaka, tsa ra ka 
Cleansing the Lower Realms, ngen songjong wa (ngan song sbyong ba) 
Clear Expanse, long sal (klong gsa!) 
Commentary to the Eight Volumes, bam gyed kyi drel wa (barn brgyad 

kyi 'grel b,z) 
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Compendium o f  Awareness, kun di:e rig pa'i do (kun 'dus rig pa'i mdo) 
Concise Compendium, kun du (kun 'dus) 
Confession Fulfillment to Empty the Hells, narak kong shak (na rak skong 

bshags) ; a liturgy 
Conjoined Sun and Moon, n_yi da kha jor g_yi g}ii (nyi zla kha sbyor gyi 

r;_.z,yud) 
Consequence Magical Manifestation Matrix, talwa gyutriil drawa (tbal ba 

sgyu 'pbrul drva ba) 
Definitive Expressi�>n, nge dzod (nges brdzod) 
Deity Tantra, lhagyi� (tha rgyud) 
Diamond Cutter, dmje cMdpa (rdo rje gcod pa, vajracchedikdprajitd

pdramitd) 
Dynamic Strength of Prajna, yes be rolpa (ye shes rol pa) 
Eight-Chapter Magical Manifestation Matrix, gyed pa gyutrul drawa 

( brgyad pa sgyu 'pbrul drva ba) 
Eight Thousand Stanzas, gyed tong pa (brg_yad stong pa) ,  a�-!J{asdhas

rikdprajndpdramitd 
Eighty-Chapter Magical Manifestation Matrix,gyed chu pa gyutrul drawa 

(brgyad cu pa sgyu 'phrul drva ba) 
Excellent Accomplishment, lek par drup pa'i gyu (legs par grub pa'i rgyud), 

susiddhikdratantra 
Expanse of Open Space, nam kha longyang (nam mkha' klongyangs) 
Extensive Magical Manifestation Matrix, gye pa gyutrul drawa (rgyas pa 

sgyu 'phrul drva ba) 
Extensive Wisdom,yeshe gye pa (ye shes rgyas pa) 
Fearless Conduct of Avalokiteshvara, chenrezig kyi tul zhuk (spyan ras gzigs 

kyi brtu! zhugs) 
Forty-Chapter Magical Manifestation Matrix, zhi chu pa gyutrul drawa 

(bzhi bcu pa sgyu 'phrul drva ba) 
Garland of Lightning, log gi treng wa (glog gi phreng ba) 
Gathering of MaDc;ialas, kyil khor du wa ( dkyil 'khor bsdu ba) 
Gathering of the Wisdom Intent, gong du (dgongs 'dus) 
Generation and Completion, kyed dzok (bskyed rdzogs) 
Glorious Secret Essence Definitive Nature Just As It Is, aka Guhyagarbha 

Tantra, pal sangwa'i nying po de kona nyid nge pa (dpal gsang ba'i sny
ing po de kho na nyid nges pa) ,  shriguhyagarbhatattvavinishchaya
mahdtantra 
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Glorious Tantra of  the Exhaustion of  the Four Elements, p,zljiing zhi ptct'i 
gyii (dpal 'byunK bzhi zad pa'i rgyud) 

Goddess' Magical Manifestation Matrix, lh,mw gyutrul drawa (lha mo sgyu 
'phrul drva ba) 

Great Illuminator Essence of the Sun, nyingpo nyimtl rabtt; nang ched 
(snying po nyi rm< rab tu snang bye d) 

Greatness of Space, nam kha che (nam mkha' che) ; one of the eighteen 
Mind Class tantras translated by Berotsana 

Guhyasamaja, sangwa du pa (g,sang ba 'dus pa),  Gathering of Secrets 
Guru Magical Manifestation Matrix, lama l(yutriil draw.z (bla rna sgyu 

'phml drva ba) 
Hayagriva, tamdrin (rta mgrin) 
Heart of the Wisdom Mind, nying gi gong pa'i gyu (snying gi dgongs pa'i 

rgyud) 
Hevajra, kye dorje (kye rdo rje ) , hevajratantrardja 
Illuminating Lamp, dron sal (sgron gsa[) 
Intermediate Mother, yum bar rna (yum bar rna), panchavirtzshatisdhasri-

kdprajftdpdramitd 
Karika, ka' ri ka' 
Lasso of Method, tab kyi zhak pa (thabs kyi zhags pa) 
Magnificent Wisdom Lightning, yeshe ngam log (ye shes rngam glog) 
Mahamaya, rna ha' ma'ya 
Maiijushrl's Magical Manifestation Matrix, jampal gyutrul drawa (Jam 

dpal sgyu 'phrul drva ba) 
Mindfulness of Close Placement, drenpa nyer zhak (dran p,:z nyer gzhag) 
Nondual Victor, nyi med nam gyal gyi gyu (gnyis med rnam rgyal gyi 

rgyud), advayasamatdvijayandmavajrashrivaramahakalpadi 
Ocean of Activity, ley gyatso'i gyu (l,lS rgya mtsho'i rgyud) 
Ocean of Magical Manifestation Matrix,gyatso gyutriil drawa (rgya mtsho 

sgyu 'phrul drva ba) 
Praise to the Names ofMai1jushri,jampal tsen jod (}am dpal mtshan brjud, 

maftjushrindmasatrJgiti) 
Prayer for Excellent Conduct, zangchod mon lam (bzangspyod smon lam, 

bhadracharydpra1Jidhdnardja) 
Precious Compendium Tantra, kiin dii rinpoche'i gyii (kun 'dus rin po che'i 

rgyud) 

Precious Tanrra of Power, rinpoche wang gi g_yu (rin po che dbang gi 
rgyud) 
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Precious Wisdom,yeshe rinpoche (ye shes rin po che) 
Primordial Lamp, ye dron (ye sgron) 
Purifying the Lower Realms, ngen songjong ba (ngan song sbyong ba) 
Rampant Elephant Tantra, Lmg po che nzb bot:/!) g)'IJ l'<langpo che rab 'bog 

gi rgyud) 
Request and Response, zhit len (zhus fan) 
Sacred Wisdom, yeshe dampa (ye shes dam p11) 
Sadhana for Drawing the Dimensions to Cleanse che Lower Realms, ngcn 

songjong wal t(r; gi cho g,1 (ngan songskyong b'i thiggi cho g11.) 
SaJ1lpu�a, sam bu ti or  sam bu tra; pal kha jor tigle (dpal kha sbyor thig !e) ,  

shrisarrtputatilaka 
Secret Accomplishment, sangwa clrup p,1 (gsang ba grub pa) 
Secret Treasury Tantra, gyii sang dziid (rgyud gsang mdzod) 
Secret Tantra, sang gyu (gsang rgyud) 
Secret Wisdom, yeshe sangwil (ye shes gsang ba) 
Stages of Light, od r·im ( 'od rim) 
Subtle Arrangement, tra kod (phra bkod) 
Subtle and Extensive, tra gye (phm rgyas) 
Superb Monarch, med chung gyal po'i (rrnad byung rgyal po'i) 
Supreme Samaya, damtsig chog (dam tshig mchog) 
Supreme Victory, gya/ chog (rgyal mchog) 
Supreme Viral Essence, tiglt· ciJog gi (thig le mchog gi) 
Supreme Wheel, khorlo chog ( 'khor lo mchog) 
Synthesis of the Nature, de nyid dii pa (de nyid 'dus pa) 
The Actual Source, ngon par jung wa (mngon par 'byung ba) 
The All-Cre�uing Monarch, kun ched gyalpo (kun byed rgyal po) 
The Excellent Shoulder Tanrra, piing pa Mng po'i gyri (dpung pa bzangpo'i 

rgyud) 
The Great Mother,yum cbenmo (yum chen mo,prajndpdrtlmitd) 
Twenty-Eight Aspects of Samaya, dam tJiK r�yer gyed pa (dmn tshig n_yer 

brg_yt1d pa) 
Two S egments, tak nyi (brtag gnyis) , condensed version of 

hevajmtantrariija 
Two Truths of the Middle Way, uma den n_yi (dbu rna bden gnyis) 
Union with Buddha, sangye nJ'ilm jor (sanKs rgyas mnyam sb_yor) , 

buddhasamdyoga 
Union with Equanimity, nyam jor (mn_yam skyor) , S£tmdyogil 
Union with the Vital Essence, khajor tigle'i gyu (kha sb_yor thig le'i rgyut{) 
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Upadesha Heart of the Wisdom J\1ind, men ngtik n_ying gi gong pa (mmt 
ngag sr�ying gi dp;ongs ptz) 

Vairochana's Magical Manifestation Matrix, nmn par nang dzed g_yutru! 
dmu•a (nltlm par snang mdzad sgyu 'phru! drtlil b,z) 

Vajra Heruka, pal ytmg d,1k (dpa(yang d,1g) or dorje tmk tiing (rdo rje khmg 
'thung) 

Vajra, dorje (rdo rje) ; aka Vajra Magical Manifestation Matrix, g_yutrid 
dmu•a dorje (sgyu 'phrul drva b,t rdo rje) 

Vajrakilaya, tlorjt! ptirbiJ (rdo �je phur p11) 
Vajrasattva's Magical Manifestation Matrix, dorje sattvdgyutn�l dmwa (rdo 

rje serns dpa 'sgyu 'phrul drva ba) 
Vajra Mirror, do(je me long (rdo rje me long) ; aka Vajrasattva's Magical Man

ifestation Mirror of All, dm_je sattva'i g_yutrul ttzm ched kyi me long (rdo 
rje sems dpa ' Jgyu 'phrul thams c,zd kyi me long) ; and Mirror, melong 
(me long) 

Vajra Peak, dmje tsemo (rdo rje rtse mo ) , vajrashekharamahdguhyayoga-
tantm 

Vital Essence of the Secret Moon, da sang tigle (zla gsang thig !e) 
White Umbrella, dr�k kar (gdugs dkar) 
Wisdom Equal to Space, yeshe namkha dang nyampa (ye shes nam mkha ' 

dang mny,mz pa) 
Wisdom Matrix, yeshe drawa (ye shes drv,1 ba) 
Yamantaka, shinjeshed (gshin rje gshed) 
Yamari, ya rna' ri 
Yoga Tantra, naijor gyi gyu (rna! 'by or gyi rgyud) 

Treatises 
Advice for the Time of Death, da kama dam ngag ( 'da' ka rrwgdams ngag) , 

Vimalamitra 
Advice from a Spiritual Friend, she tring (bshes spring) , suhr!lekba, 

Nagarjuna 
Ascertainment ofValid Cognition, tsed ma nam nge (tshad rna rnam nges ) , 

pramdl,lavinishchaya, Dharmaklrti 
B inding Vajra, dorje damp a (rdo rje bsdam pa ) , Buddhaguhya 
Bodhisattvacharyavatara, chang chub sempa'i chad p11 L1 jiig p,1 (chang chub 

mns dpa'i spyod pa la }ugpa) ,  Shantideva 
Clarification ofSamaya, damtsigsal tra (dam tshiggsal bkra ), samayauivyakti, 

Lilavajra 
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Commentary o n  the Rare and Supreme, kon chog drel (dkon mchog 'gre!) , 
Rongzom Pa�Jgita 

Compendium of Logic, tsed rna nam drel (tsh11d rmz rnam 'gre!) , 
Dharmaklrti 

Concise Commentary, drel chung C'?rel chung; PilJgartha, pinda'rtha) ,  
shriguhyagarbhapilpjdrthatikd, Vimalamirra 

Concise Commentary that Clarifies the Meaning, drel chung diin sal ('grel 
chunK don Ksal), Lobpon Senge Zan gpo 

Description of the Three Vehicles, tek pa sum nam p11r zh11g pa (theg pa 
gsum rnam par bzhag pa), triydnavyavasthdna, Ratnakarashanti 

Discernment ofValid Cognition, tsed ma nam nge (tshad ma rnam nges) ,  
pramd!Javinishcaya, Dharmaklrti 

Distinguishing the Middle and Extremes, u ta nam ched (dbus mtha' rnam 
'byed) , madhyantavibhaga, Maitreyanatha 

Door of Speech, ma go (smra sgo ) , Rongzom Chokyi Zangpo 
Doha (ofSaraha), do /;,z, dohaleosha 
Entering the Middle Way, uma la jug pa (dbu rna La 'jug pa) ,  

madhyamakiivatiira, Chandrakirti 
Gathering of the Sugatas, de shek du pa'i kye dzok dring (bde gshegs 'dus pa'i 

bskyed rdzogs 'bring), Padmasambhava 
Great Treasure of Detailed Expositions, che drag tu shed pa'i dzod chenmo 

(bye brag tu bshad pa'i mdzod chen mo ) , Vasumirra 
Illuminating Samaya, dam tsig sal tra (dam tshig gsal bkra ), samayavivyakti, 

Lllavajra 
Jewel Garland, rim·hen treng wa (rin cen phreng ba ) ,  ratndvali, Nagarjuna 
Jeweled Light, rinpoche dron ma (rin po che'i sgmn ma), Vimalamitra 
Lamp of Concentration, samten gyi dron me (bsam gtan gyi sgron me) , 

Ntipchen Sangyc Yeshc 
Lamp of the Three Modes of Reasoning, tsulsijm gyi dron ma (tshulgsum 

gyi sgron rna) ,  na_yatray11pradipt1, Tripi�akamala 
Ornament of Clear Real ization, ngon tok gyen (mngon rtogs rgy11n ) ,  

dbhisamayaldr(tkdra, Maitreyanatha 
Ornament of the Classes ofSutra, do de gyen (mdo sde rgyan ), mahayiina

stltralm?Jkdrakdrika, Maitrcyanatha 
Parkhab, par khab (spar khab) ,  guhyagar!Jhamahiitantrardjatikd, Lilavaj ra 
Praise to Mafljushrl, jamp11l la tiidp11 ('jam dpal la bstod pa ) , Acharya 

Dignaga 
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Praise to the Dharmadhatu, cho ying tod pa (chos dbyinl[S bstod pa), 
dharmtldhatwtaua, Nagarjuna 

Precious Torch of Clear Light, O'dsal rinpoche dron ma ( 'od l{sal rin po che 
sgron rna) ,  Padmasambhava 

Root of Prajii.a, i�mtl tstl wa shemb (dbu ma rtsa ba shes rab), pmjiiri
ndmamulamadh;'maktzkdrikti, Nagarj una 

Root Vinaya Surra, dul wa do tsa ( 'dul b,t mdo rtsa) , vina_yamulasutra, 
Gu!faprabha 

Sacred Ornament,gyen dtzmpa (rgyan dam pa ), tattv,71okaparamrilar.nkrira, 
Buddhaguhya 

Secret Viral Essence, sang tig (gsang thig) , Vimalamitra 
Seventy Verses of Refuge, kytlb dro dun chu pa (skJ•abs gro bdun cu pa) , 

trisharaJJasapttiti, Chandrakirti 
Stages of the Path, lam rim (lam rim) ,  mii_ydjdlaathtikrtimtz, 

Buddhaguhya 
Stages ofVajra Activity, dorje ley rim (rdo 1je las rim) , Buddhaguhya 
Stainless Renown, dri nM med par drak ptz'i do (dri rna med ptir grtigs pa'i 

mdo ) , Vimalakirti 
Synthesized Great Vehicle, tek dii (theg bsdus), mtzbdydntZsm?Jgrahti, 

Asanga 
Treasury of the Abhidharma, cho ngon ptZ dzod (chos mngon pa mdzod), 

tZbiJidhtZrmtZkoshtZ, Vasubandhu 
Two Stages, rim nyi (rim gnyis), shriguhyagarbhakmmadvayoddesha, 

Indrabhiiti 
Uttaratantra, gyu lamtl ( tgyud bla rna), mahtiydnottaratantrashdstra, 

Maitreyanatha 
Vis ionary Commentary, chen drel (spyan 'gre[) ; Buddhaguhya 
White Lotus, pema karpo (pad ma dkar po) 
Zhitod, zhi tod (gzhi bstod), Buddhaguhya 



Notes 

I 1hc: six limitations reter to the six ways that tantric texts illuminate their comem by 
means of the li teral meaning. the true meaning, the implicit, the not implicit, the 
explicit, and the inexplicit meaning. The four modes refer to the styles that represent 
the Secret Mantra texts: syllables, generality, concealed meaning, and conclusive or 
ultimate meaning. 

2 The term khor de.y ( 'khor 'das) is usually translatc:d as "sarpsara and nirva1,1a:' with 
n irva1,1a meaning having transcended the state of sorrow, or sarpsara. According to 
the guidance of1hinley Norbu Rinpoche: because this text belongs to the category 
of unsurpassed Secret Mantra, it is better to use the term "enlightenment" for 'das 
since that is the absolute state beyond sorrow attained through the path ofTantra. 
The six features of the Early Translation School are the sponsor, place of translation, 
translators, realized scholars, offering gifts, and translated teachings. 

4 The eight great chariots arc the Nyingma (m.ying m,t), the Kadam (bkt1' gdams), 
Sakya (sa sky,t) ,  J•v1arpa Kagyu (marpa bka' brgyud), Shangpa Kagyu (shtmgs pa bka' 
brg_yud), Cho and Zhiched (gcod and zhi byed),]ordruk (sbyor drug), and Nyendrup 
( bmyer ngrub) . 
The three trainings, lab pa stim (bsLtb pit gsum, trishikfbd), are morality or ethical 
conduct, tsultrim (tsbul kbrims, shiLt) ;  meditative stabilization, ting ngen dzin (ting 
nge 'dzin, samtidbi); and incisive knowledge, sberab (shes mb, pnljfiti) .  

6 The Kama lineage refers to the lineage traced back to Lord Buddha Shakyamuni and 
entails rhe tantras that were brought into Tibet prior to the Term a tradition. 

7 The Tcrma lineage began with Padmasambhava and 9akinl Ycshe Tmgyal and 
involves the revelation, transmission, and predictions tor bringing forth rhc accom
plishment class of Tamra in order to meet the specific needs of disciples in future 
generations. 

8 A description of these eighteen is given in Endnote 11 of EHone o(C/e,<r Light by Ju 
Mipham Jam pal Gyepa'i Dorje, translated by Lama Chonam and Sangye Khandro 
(Snow Lion Publications, 2010) .  

9 Zurchungpa was born in 1 0 1 4. 1he beginning of the Tibetan mb;ungor Go-year sexa
genarian cycle was 1027.  

I o Each of the three: categories includes the other three, so there are the Maha ofMahii, 
Ar.u of Maha, and Ati of Maha; the Mahii ofAnu, Anu of Anu, and Ati of Anu; and 
the Maha of Ati, Anu of Ati, and Ati of Ati. 

I I The four doors to perfect freedom are emptiness, tong p<t (stong ptt, sbt2nyatti) ; sign
lcssness, tsen ma mecl pit (mtsh,zn ma merl pit, animitt,;) ;  aimlessness, mon pt� med pa 
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(snum pu rncd pa. upmJJihittz); and thoroughly uncompounded , ngon ptn· dii rna chey 
pa (mngon par 'dus rna byes pa, tlsarrtskrta), as the uncommon fourth door to pertecr 
freedom. 

' L  This term is not found in longchenpa's commentary; so it is not marked in bold in 
that commentary. 

1 3 This refrain is not repeated in the commentary. 
1 4  These realms are Tsangri (tshangs ris) , Stratum of Brahma; Odsal ( 'od gsa[), Inner 

Radiance; Ge-gyey (dge ':,(;')'il-'), J\•fost Exrcnsive Virtue; and Drebuche ( 'bras bu che), 
Great Fruition. 

1 s Si1�hamukhi are the lion-headed ones; Vyaghrimukhi, tiger-headed ones; Sh�ga
mukJJi, fox-headed ones; Shv:in�mukhi. wolf-headed ones; Grdhramukhi, vul
ture-headed ones; Kankamukhi, charnel-ground-bird-headed ones; Kakamukhi, 
raven-headed ones; and Ult•kamukhi, owl-headed ones. 

1 6 1l1is phrase is not in the commentary. 
1 7  Narn dag (rnam dttg), or perfectly pure, appears only in the root text but not the 

commentary. 
r 8 The term in the root text is tab (thabs) , method, but is translated as "rima]" in the 

commentary; so we've used that connotation here as well. 
I 9 The term de zhin shek ptl (de bzhin gshegs p,z) is found in the root text and nor the 

commentary, so we are leaving it in here. 
2.0 This sentence is nor in the commentary. 
L I  " \'•?ithout exception" is nor found in the commentary. 
2-2. We have translated the epilogue here according to me order in rhe commentary. 
2. 3 The Tibetan text reads nyi da'i trin gyi nang wa chen pij (nyi zla'i sprin gyi snang ba 

chen pos), which literally means by the great luminosity clouds of the sun and moon. 
The term "clouds" here can also just mean the greatness of the luminosity, or manifes
tation; so we have translated this passage accordingly, since the term "douds" is not 
adequate. The phrase intends to illustrate the absolute effect that the }>fagical lvfttni

ftstation llfatrix Tantra has on illuminating the darkness of ignorance throughout all 
realms of the world. 

2.4 In Tibetan, the terms ma lii (ma lus) ,  mi lii (mi lus), and Iii pa med pa (!us pa med 
pa) literally mean to not exclude or omit any phenomena that have occurred, are 
occurring, or will occur within the framework of the three times. According to the 
omniscient Longchenpa, these terms refer to the presence of the three kayas, as well 
as the three times. 

2. s Dod ma'i gonpo (gdod ma'i mgon po ), translated as the "Original Protector;· is an epi
thet for Samantabhadra or Kuntuzangpo, the primordial buddha. 

2.6 The homage is to Vajrasattva, who is inseparable from Samanrabhadra, as the one 
who attained enlightenment before anyone else. "Free from meeting and parting" 
means that, in chis context, there is no difference between Samantabhadra, Vajra
sattva, and Vajrapa!fi. 

2.7 The Land of Snow Mountains is Tibet. 

2.8 The first Tibetan translation of the Secret Essence was made by Lotsawa Berotsana 
under the tutelage of Buddhaguhya. The second was by Nyak Jiianakumara under 
Padmasambhava, and the third-the translation being used here-was by Ma 
Rinchen Chok and Nyak jfianakumara under Vimalamitra. 

2.9 }i nyed andji zhin (ii sn·}'ed and ji bzhin ), the way things abide and the way they appear. 
is reference to the two states of the omniscient wisdom knowledge of a buddha. 
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30 Longchenpa composed this treatise at the request of his d isciples Lobz;ulg Gewa'i 
Jungney and Shakya Yeshe Zan gpo. 

J 1 The seven qualities of a vajra arc thar it is invulnerable. indestructible, crue, finn, 
incorruptible, unobstructed, and i nvincible. 

) t  The "three appearances" refers ro the three classes of innermost tantra: Maha-, Anu-, 
and Atiyoga. The term also refers ro the desire li.e., body] , form [i .e., speech] , and 
formless [ i .e., mind] elements of those to be tamed. 

3 3 The province known as 0 (db us) is located in the central region, which is the mean
ing of the name. Tsang (.;tsang) is located to the north of central Tibet. 

34 Mi zed pa gyen gyi khorlo (mi zad pa rgyan gyi 'khor lo) refers to the state of enlight
enment as the timeless spontaneous presence of unceasing kaya.s and wisdom mani
testations. 

3 s lhe three doors are body, speech, and mind. 
36 The appearance of bold letters identifies the words of the root tantra embedded in 

this word-tor-word commentary. Hence, all bold-faced words will indicate rhc terms 
that comprise the root Secret Essence Tantra. Due to the discrepancies between the 
grammars of Tibetan versus English, we have had to omit some of the particles and 
grammatical terms in order to maintain the integrity of the English translation. 

3 7 According to the fifth Dalai Lama, Ngawang Lobzang Gyarso, and Ju Mipham Jam
pal Gyepa'i Dorjc, King Ralpachcn lived in 86o A.D. Under his reign, several rules 
concerning the process of translating the Buddhist Canons from Sanskrit to Tibetan 
were implemented. OLle being to maintain the original Sanskrit tides with the new 
translation. 

3 & The four demons are the demon of death, chi d<�g gi dud ( 'cbi bdag gi bdud); the 
demon ofluring, /ba'i bu'i dud (lba'i bu'i bdud); the demon of the aggregates or form, 
piing pa'i dud (pbungpa'i bdud) ; and the demon of the passions, nyan mang pa'i diid 
(nyon mangs pa'i bducf). 

39 "Fully endowed abandonment" refers to the purest Form of having eliminated all 
kleshas and thus achieving the state of awakening. 

40 "Departure without remains" is mentioned in the commentary as lag med (!hag mecf), 
which indicates the state of awakening achieved while one is still alive so that, at the 
time of death, one is able to dissolve the corporeal body into particles without leaving 
any remains beh ind. 

4 1  "Conceptualization of the three: circles" means fixation upon subject, objeC[, and 
activity that links them together. 

42. "Fully endowed realization" refers to the stat<: where all that is to be abandoned has 
occurred, and thereby all indwelling enlightened wisdom qual ities are allowed to 
emerge and fully mawre. 

4 3 The meaning of the term cham den dey (be om !dan 'd,!s ), or Bhagawan in Sanskrit, is 
being explained here. All three syllables that comprise the term must be explained in 
order to understand the meaning being conveyed. \\7e decided to use the Sanskrit in 
the root translation, since i t  is next to impossible ro use the three terms that it trans
lates into in English and still have it make sense. 

44 "Conqueror" is an epithet for the Buddl'la. 
4'i Here, the author defines Samantabhadra's name, translated as Always Excellent. 
46 Arrangement of Light is the name for the kalpa of time when Buddha Shakyamun i 

appeared in the world. 
47 The: Tibetan version of rhe Sanskrit eb wam is di ked (di .<karl), whicl\ simply means 
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"in this W<ty," "thus," o r  "in these words." Here, we have translated these words a:- "this 
speech" in order to more accurately portray the usage in this conrext. 

48 The term in the text is tlii (dw), which is usually translated as "time." "\X'hen" is the 
term used to translate tlus as it appears in the root tamra. 

49 The "fourth time," tlti zhi (tlw bzhi), means the time of original purity, which is also 
the state of evenness. 

so '01is refers to the state of exaltation experienced at this level of practice such that the 
nature of phenomena is directly realized and the time of the dharmata is known. 

s r The six classe:- of beings arc gods, lha (lha) , dewz; demi-gods, lh,l mtz }in (lhrr nM 
_yin), asum; human beings, mi (mi) , manus}a; deprived spirits,yitlak (yi tlvilgs) ,prettl; 
animal:, tlutl tiro (duel :�ro) ,  til:rak; and hell beings, nytlWtl (dmytzl ba), rwmka. 

s 2 Mamaki is one of the five principal <;lakinis corresponding to the pure nature of the 
five elements. For those who have fully purified appearances, the element water will 
become the appearance of this 9akini. 

5 3  "Mastery Over Others' Creations" is the name of the realm for one of the six classes 
of the desire-realm gods . The name is given because these gods freely urilize wealth 
that manifests through ochers. 

54 'lbc "eye of intelligence" refers to prajfta. 

s s '01is surra is one of the categories within the general Ratnakuta Siura. 
; 6  The four ways to take rebirth in sarpsara arc through a womb, an egg, the fusion of 

heat and moisture, or miraculously. 
s 7 This line defines the term sang_ye (sang< ���ym-) or "buddha." Sang is translated as 

"awakened" and gye is translated as "ever-increasing." Here, the author has com
mcnred upon the two syllables that comprise this term. 1his is the same meaning 
as the Sanskrit term "buddha" that we have decided to use in the root translation to 
maintain continuity with the usage of chat term. 

;8 The six qualities are clairvoyance, !ha l  mzr; gi mgon she (!ha'i mig gi nmgon shes, 
divy,mzkihurabhijnd); clairaudience, lhl 'i 11r1 wa'i mgon she (lha'i rna ba'i nmgon 
shes, divymhrotrdbhijnd) ; knowledge of the minds of others, pa rol g_yi sern she 
pil'i mgon she (pha rol gyi sons shes pa'i mngon shes, pamchittdbhijnd) ; miracu
lous abilities, dzu trul g_yi dlilWtl she p.t'i ngon .<he (rdzu 'phrul gyi b}il bt< shes pt<'i 
mngon shes, rddh}abhijnd); knowledge of past lives, ngon gyi rte} je su dren pa'i 
ngon she (sngon gyi gnas rjes 511 dmn prr'i mngon shes, pt�v,<ivdsdnusmrt_yabhijnd); 
and cessation of corruption, Ztlg ptl zed pa'i ngon she (zag pa Ztltl pa'i mngon shes, 
dsmvakfhtqtibhij nd). 

s 9 "Not raking rebirth with aggregates" rders to the state of buddha that realizes there 
are no impure aggregates.  

6o This is  reference to the Sanskrit "bhagawan" or chom den de_y in Tibetan-hence the 
term that is being defined. 

6 r  The reference here is to Drigung Paldzin ( 'bri gung dp,d azin) and others. Drigung 
Paldzin was against the secret Nyingma tantras and held rhe view that this was not 
the teaching of the Buddha. 

6 2 The "sea monster's abode" is an analogy for the ocean. 
63 Ajatasharru is the Sanskrit name for King Makycdra, who ruled in the kingdom of 

Magadha in ancient India. Lord Buddha passed into parinirvat)a when this king had 
been the ruler for eight years. King Ajatashatru was the patron for the first council of 
the doctrine. 

64 Udagi, or Charka, was one of the six bhik�hus who were close disciples of the 
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Buddha. TI1ese six arc not the five excellent ones. The s ix  arc well known because, due 
to their shorrcomings and i mmoral behavior, the Vinaya discipline was created. 

6) TI1e empowerment of great l ight rays is conferred by the buddhas to rhc ground-level 
bodhisatrvas through the emanation of wisdom light. 

66 Readers may think that much of the information found in the overview and exposi
tion is similar and, hence, redundant. The reason fix these two d i stinctions rhrough
out the chapters of this treatise is that the overview gives the general description and 
many upadesha instructions concerning the subject at hand, as well as including 
many supporting quotes. It is ofi:entimes the platform from which the author dispels 
misconstrued claims and grievances concerning this level of transmission. TI1c expo
sition is, for the most part, the section where the author is commenting on the words 
of the root tantra and giving specific detailed information concerning the subject. 

67 The five im maculate places arc Avrha, mi chetm (mi che ba); Atapa, mi dungpa (mi 
gdtmg pa); Sudrsha, gytt nom nangwtt l�ya nom snang b,z) ;  Sudarshana, shin tu tong 
(shin tu mthong); and Akani�htha, ogmin ( og min), the highest. 

68 "A combination of both" refers to both those who arc below the grounds and those 
who are upon the grounds . 

69 This refers to the retinue's subtle cognitive-based obstructions. 
70 Here " Yoga" refers to the Kriyayogatantra, as well as the Upatancra; whereas 

"Mahayoga" means Yogatantra. 
71 According to Khen Rinpoche Namdrol, "four inspired practices" refers co the four 

levels on the path of unification, which are heat, peak, forbearance, and supreme 
dharma. 

7 2 This refers to how the Akani5h�ha of the class of the gods can be explained from a 
worldly perspective or a transcendental perspective. Here, the author will comhinc 
the two. This also implies that each of the classes of Akani�htha will be touched upon 
in his explanation. 

73 This is reference ro the nature of method and prajfla appearing as syllables. TI1e three 
types of mantras include secret mantra, the antidote tor incorrect concepts; aware
ness mantra, the antidote for ignorance; and retention mantra, the antidote for for
getfulness. 

74 "Twofold purity" means the primordial purity of the nature, ngo wo ye ditg (ngo boye 
dag), and the temporary purity of obstructions, lo biir drip dag (l(!o bur sgrib d,zg). 

7'i Here , the term "unmingled" means to be unadulterated by worldly concern. 
;6 In the text, the term nang appears, which is usually translated as "inner." Here, accord

ing to the commentary given by Khen Rinpochc Namdrol, we arc translating this as 
"mi nd." 

77 The term "varieties" (na tsok, sna tshogs) is not repeated in the commentary, bur is i n  
the root tanrra. 

78 The four immeasurables are equanimity, tilng nyom (b�tmg snyom.<, upek!'hti) ;  loving 
kindness, jampa (byams pit, 1n11itri) ; compassion , nyingje (snying rje, bru�ui); and 
sympathetic joy, gawtt (dgt/ ba, muditti). According to Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche, 
equanimity should be culrivated first so that the remaining three will be immeasur
able qualities. 

79 This is the forest close to Varal)asi where Lord Buddha stopped to meditate afi:er his 
enlightenment. 

So According to the omniscient Longchcnpa, this is the state of awakening as buddha. 
8 r "Previous scholars" refers to the founders of the earlier Zurpa tradition: Zurchen, the 
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Great Zur, ShakyaJungney; Zurchung, the Lesser Zur, Sherab Drakpa; and Sangdak 
Dropiikpa. 

82 This sentence was probably not written by the Omniscient One. Bachar Khenpo 
1hiibten Chophel, or " Thiibga:· one of the foremost experts on the Secret Essence 
Tantm in Kham during the twentieth century, said these could not be the words of 
Longchenpa because he had seen a text belonging to Dotrak Rigdzin Chenmo that 
was an ancient handwritten copy of Dispelling Darkness in which this sentence was 
not included. Both commentaries mentioned here were written by Indian scholars. 

8 3 The root Secret Essence Tantra uses the term "King of Consciousness" to refer to the 
principal deity. 

84 "Some" here refers to followers of the Zurpa tradition. 
8 s 'Jhese three deities are called the rik siim ngonpo (rigsgsum mgon po ), or Three Protec

tors of the World, representing wisdom, power, and compassion. 
8 6 The names of the six sages will be explained later in the commentary. They are Indra, 

or Shakra, for the gods; Vernachitra, demi-gods; Shakyanumi, humans; Jvalamukha, 
pretas; Sirpha, animals; and Yama, hell beings. 

8 7 The enaya is a type of deer. 
8 8 The nyagrodha tree is the banyan, Ficus bengalcnsis. 
89 The "auspicious double cross," or the Sanskrit swastika, is an ancient sign of auspi

ciousness. 
90 The vina is an Indian stringed instrument, or a sitar. 
9 I Those accomplished practitioners can journey to other realms in the dream state or 

in reality in order to bring benefit to others. For instance, they would be able to show 
themselves in many different forms according to the needs of beings. 

9 2 The twelve sense sources arc the six outer sources of perception, or the six objects, and 
the six inner sources, or the organs. 

9 3 This reference to "nonconcepmal" means the state of cognition that is free from fixa
tion. This does not refer to a meditative state of non conceptual wisdom. Here, this is 
the basic nature of the consciousness prior to mental reaction. 

94 The order here refers to the order of explaining the fully endowed place, teacher, and 
retinue. 

9 s The kyurura is l::mblic myrobaLm, whose fruit is used in Tibetan medicine. 
96 Or 1 ,200 extra sense-distinctions = 6 directions per organ x 10 distinctions per direc

tion x 4 extra senses x s organs. 
97 A trichiliocosm is one billion worlds = 1000 x 1000  x 1000. 
98  "Yoke Holder" is the name for one of the seven golden mountains surrounding Mt. 

Meru, said to be )lO,ooo yojtmtl in height and 1 ,28o,ooo _yojtlrtt< in circumference. 
There is one rock that resembles the yoke of a chariot; thus the name was given. [ The 
source for this information is page I , 32 I  of An Encyclopedic Tibettln-Hnglish !Jiction
ar)'. a revised version of bod gya tsig dzod chenmo (bod rgpz t.rhig mdzod chen mo ) . ] 

99 This realm is situated above Mt. Meru and is a divine abode for the gods such as 
Brahma and lndra. 

I oo This realm is 4o,ooo yojanas above rhe realm ofParanirmitashavartin and is between 
the realms named Brahmakayika, tst�ngri (tshtmy,-< ris) ,  Stratum of Brahma; and 
Parlttabha, odchung ( 'od chung) , Little Radiance. 

I o I Saying "the first two lines" refers to the first two of the four lines for each of the 
five Hanzas from the root ranrra that are presently being explained. Omniscient 
Longchenpa is nor going to repeat the first two lines again, but will go on to com-
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ment upon the meaning of the four remaining .stanzas that al l  begin with these 
first two lines. These five stanzas are quite well known as "the five statements of 
astonishment from The Guh_yagarbha Tantra" and are often quoted throughout the 
shastras. 

1 02. This refers to the time when the nirmai�akaya buddhas manifest in the realms of 
beings in order to establish the teachings on the fundamenral nature of phenomena. 

1 o 3 These are the names and enumerations of budd has who came into the world prior to 
the one thousand buddhas of this fortunate kalpa of time. 

I 04 These are the first two of the five paths to liberation. During these two paths, the 
practitioner is still in sarpsara and subject to the round of birth, death, and rebirth. 

1 0 s  The three pmc grounds, or bodhisattva bhiimis, arc th� eighth called Unmoving, mz 
g_yo wa (mi g_yo ba, Acala); the ninth called Excellent Intelligence, Lek pa'i Lodrd (legs 
p,z'i blo ,r;ros, Sadhumati); and the tenth called Clouds of Dharma, chd kyi trinpa (chos 
kyi sprin pa, Dharmamegha). 

1 o6 The six paramitiis are generosity, discipline, patience, perseverance, meditation, and 
wisdom. 

I 07 The two merits are ordinary and wisdom merit. 
I o8 The purest Akani�h�ha, or the wangchuk chenpo'i ney (dbang phyug chen po'i gnas, 

mahdmaheshvard_ytltanam)-also known as the Mansion of the Great Mighty One, 
Brahma-is the highest of the five pure dwelling places among the seventeen places 
in the form realms. T11ese are places where only sublime beings can reside, not ordi
nary persons. 

I 09 Jambudvipa. or Dzambuling ( 'dzam bu'i gling)-the Rose Apple Continent-is the 
the southern continent surrounding Mt Mcru. This is the continent of the present
day human world. 

I r o  T11e six heretics are the well-known tirthikas who taught non-Buddhist philoso
phies in Ancient India. Their names are Odsung Dzok Ched ( 'od srung rdzogs 
b_yed';, Pi"Irnakashyapa; Kumu Gyanag Lha Gyi Bu (kuntu rgya gnag !has g_yi bu), 
Maskarigoshaliputra; Drached Kyi Bu Yangdag Gyalwa Chan (gra b_yed kyi bu yang 
dagrg_y,lf ba can) ,  SaJTljayivaira�ipmra; Mipham Trailawa Chan (mi pham skra'i la ba 
can) ,  Ajitakeshakambala; Katibu Nog Chan (ka ti'i bu nog can), Kakudakatyayana; 
and Chirbuwa Nyengyibu (r;cir bu ba gnyen gyi bu ) ,  Nirgranthajinaputra. 

1 I I This is the level offorbearance achieved on the path of unification. 
I 1 2 1his means they cultivated indwelling prajfl.a that began to develop and increase. 
1 I 3 This name means "the one who defeats the Shakyas:· implying that his power became 

greater than all other youth in the Shakya clan. 
1 1 4 These four are well known as g_yal chen zhi (rg_yal then sde bzhi) ,  or the four great 

kings who guard the four cardinal directions, as Yulkhor Kyong (yul 'khor skyong, 
Dhrrara�h�ra) in the east; Phag Kyepo ( 'phag sk_yepo, Virtl�haka) in the south, Nubtu 
Chan Mi Zang (nub tu sp_yan mi bzang, Virtipak�ha) in the west; and Namto Sey 
(rnam thos sras, Vaishravai�a) in the north. 

I I s  These levels of samadhi do not lead beyond existence to the state of enlightenment. 
I I 6 1his samadhi leads to enlightenment. 
I I 7  This is the name of the function of those light rays that means "light rays that fully 

subjugate all classes of demons." 
I I 8 The three states of omniscience are the knowledge of past lives, che knowledge 

of che process of death and rebirth, and the knowledge of the exhaustion of the 
contaminants. 
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I I 9 ln Buddha's enlightened mind, he was able to see the entire world through miracu
lous powers and actual ly experience travelling ro and arriving in these various loca
tions to bless beings and propagate the dharma. From the perspective of ordinary 
phenomena, it appeared as though Buddha was just seated in meditation without 
teaching during this time. 

I w :Vbskarigosalipmra was a teacher who was one of the six proponents of philosophical 
systems in ancient India during the life of Shakyamuni Buddha. He took the view 
that the happiness and suffering of all beings are not produced dependent upon pri
mary and secondary causes, but rather of their own force. [Taken from An Enqdo
paedic Tibet.ut- Engli.dJ Dictionmy, bod chin tsig dzod rhenmo (bod dbyin tshig mdzod 
chen mo ) , published by the Nationalities Publishing House and the School of Orien
tal and Africm Smdics, Beijing/London, page 2.4-] 

I 2. r The Four Noble Tmths are the truth of suffering, dr�g ng,tlgyi den pi! (sdug bsngcd g_yi 
bden pa, dubkhdM!}tl); the tmth of the origin of suffering, kun ji4ng gi denp,t (kun 
'byung gi bden pti, .rt�mud,z_y,zMIJtl ) ; the truth of its cessation, gok ptt'i denptl (gog p,t'i 
bden pa, nirodhil.WtYrl) ;  and the truth of the path, lam g_yi clenptt (/mn gyi belen pt�, 
md}gaStiiJtl) .  

I 2 2 The five excellent ones or noble companions of the Buddha were the first d isci
ples to become fully ordained and also to attain the status of arhatship. They were 
Ajiiatakaury,jinya, kun she ktzu�u/inytl (kun shes ktW(lt/.iny,z) ;  Aslwajit, ttl tzd (rta 
thu[J ; Ra�hpa, !tingp,t (1Lmgs p11) ;  Mahanama, ming chen (ming chen) ;  and Rhadrika, 
Zilngden ( bzang ldm1) .  

I 23  The three baskets arc the Vinaya, Sima, and Abhidharma. 
1 24 This was the city of King Ajatashatru. During his eighth year as king, Lord Buddha 

passed into p<uinirval)a. 
1 2 s This refers to the fact that this is a word-for-word commentary based on the words 

of the root tantra that arc embedded in the exposition section of Longchenpa's com
lllcntary. 

r 2.6 " Those who carry their heads horizontally" refers to the animal-realm beings; "those 
who hold their heads upright" refers to human beings; and "rhose whose heads arc 
upside down" refers to beings in the hell realms. This is also an abbreviated way of 
referring to all six classes of beings as the three higher classes of humans and gods 
who all carry rheir heads upright; the an imals and pretas, horizontally; and the hell 
beings, upside down. 

I 2 7 Here the hell beings are the same as the preta realm. 
I 2.8 This is rdcrmce to a method for giving predictions and telling fortunes called "mir

ror divination." The diviner must have the wisdom eye and will develop this through 
meditation practice and training. Then afi:er reciting the appropriate sadhana and 
mantra and resting in samadh i ,  the diviner will sec images in the face of a mirror rhat 
can be interpreted in various ways. 

I 29 In ascending order, the six god realms of desire are Carurmaharajakayika, gy,dchen 
zhi'i ri (rg_yti! chen bzhii ris), Four Grear Kings; Trayatriq1sha, stJm chu tstl StJm pi! 

(sum cu rtMgsum pt�), Heaven of the Thiny-Three;  Yima, tr1b dml ( 'thttbs bm[J, Strife
less ; Tu�hita, ga den (dg,/ !dtin), Realm of Joy; Nirmiiifarata, trul gt� ('phrul dp,ti'), 
Delighting in Emanation; and Paranirmitashavanin, zhen tnil tl'img ched (gzh,w 
'phrul db,mg hyed), Mastery over Others' Creations. 

I 30 The seventeen classes of the form realm are included within the four level s  of con
centration. Three belong to the ftrst level, three to the second, three to the third, 
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and eight to the fourth . In ascending order, they arc Brahmakayika, IStingri (tsh.mgs 
ris), Province of B rahm:\;  Brahmapari�hadya, ts.zngp;� kunkhor (tsh11ngs p.z kun 'khor), 
Attendants of Bral11n:1 ; and Maharahmii, tsmzgchen (tsb,zngs ,hen) ,  C rear Brahmii; 
Parittabha, ridchung ( {,d chung), Little Light; Apramal,ashubha, tst·dmcd ,;d (t.<h.ul 
med 'ad) ,  Immense Light; and Abhasvara, iidsal ( 'od gsa[) Clear Light; Parittashubha, 
gedmng (dge chung), Little Virtue; Apramal)ashubha, ts,zdmed ge (tsh.zd med 
dge), Immense Virtue; and Shubhakrrsna, gt:g:yey (dge 1/i.Y'u), Abundant Virtue; 
Anabhraka, trinmed (sprin med), Cloudless; Punyaprasava, sonmn kye (bsod n,zms 
sk_yes), Merit-Born; and B,hatphala, drebuche (' bms bu che), Ample fruit; Av,ha, 
mi chewa (mi che ba), Slightest; Arapa, mi dungp�< (mi gdung p,z) ,  Painless; Sm�rsha, 
gy,;z norn rtllngwil (!(:Yd 1UJJn snang bt-t), Attractive: Sudarshana, shintu trJng (shin t!f 
mthong), Extreme Insight; and Akani�hrha, ogmin ( (Jgmin), Above All. 

1 3 1 In ascending order, the four formless realms are Akashanantyayat<ma, narnkha 
th,qe.Y kye ched (n,zm mkha' mth11' ya.r skye mched), Sense Field Infinite as the Sky; 
Vijflanananryayatana, nam she tha}ey k}e ched (mmn shes mth •. 1 'yas skye mched) , Sense 
Fidd oflnfinite Consciousness; Aki1pchanyayarana, ,hi y,zng mal pa'i kye ched (ci y,zng 
med pa'i skye mched), Sense Field of Nothing at All; and Naivasaq1jfrasarpjnayatana, 
du she mecl du she med min kye ched ( 'du shes med 'du she.< meri min skye mched) , Sense 
Field of Neither Perception nor Non perception. 

r 3 2. This refers to the ultimate view that this level of the gods is capable of achieving. 
1 3  3 The four applications of m indfulness arc the mindfulness of the body, It� dren pt1 n_yer 

zh.zg (Ius dmn p,z nytr gzhag), kti_ytlsmr�)Wpttsthdna; mindfulness of feel ing, ts11rw,z 
dren pa nyer zhag (tshor ba dl'tln p�< 1�yer gzh�<g) , vedandsmrtyupastbdna; mindful
ness of mind, sem dren pa n_ya zhag (serns dran pa nyergzhag), chitfilsmrtyupasthdn�<; 
and mindfulness of phenomena, cho dren pa nyer zht1g (chos dran p.1 r�yer gzh�<g), 
dhttmi•Ismr�yup�<sthdna. 

1 3 4 The tour perfectly correct abandonmenrs are the abandonment ofnonvirtuom con
cepts, mi ge wrli log pt� pong wa (mi dge ba'i rtog pa spong b,z) ;  not allowing nonvirtue 
to arise in rhc mind, ;ni ge wa ma k_ye pa mi kyed ptl (mi dge ba mil skyes p.t mi bsk_yed 
ptt); generatingvirwc that has not yet arisen,ge wa mil kye p;� k_yed pa (dge b,z ma skyes 
pa bskyed pa); and increasing all generations ofvirtue,ge wa k_ye p�< pel tua (dge ba skyes 
pa .pel ba). 

1 3  s The four miraculous legs arc aspiration, ditn pa'i ( 'dun pa'i); intention, sem pa'i (serns 
p,z'i); diligence, tson dru (brtson grus) ; and scrutiny, 1hod ptz 'i (dpyod pa'i). 

1 3 6  1 he five powers are t;tith, ded ptz (dad pa), shmddhti; perseverance, tson drii (brtson 
grus), virya; m indfulness, dren pa (dmn p�<) ,  smrti; meditative stabilization, ting ngen 
dzin (ting nge 'dzin ), smntidhi; and incisive knowledge, shemb (sbes mb ), pmjrid. 

1 3 7 The seven branches of awakening are perfectly correct mindfulness, dren pL1 pmg dag 
ch11ngchub kyi _yen lag (dmn ptz yang d,zg by�<ng dJUb kyi yan ltZg), smrtisambodhy,uiga; 
discernment of truth, chii mb tu nmn par ched ptl (chos rab tu rnmn pm· 'byed p,z), 
dharm�<pravica_y,z; enthusiastic perseverance, t.<on drii yen [;zg (brtson 'grus _yan lag), 
virya; joyfulness, gtz u;a yen lt1g (dga' ba _ran /,zg), priti; refinement, shin jtmg ym lag 
(shin Jbyangyan lag) , pmshmbdhi; samadhi, or  meditative stabilization, ting dzin yen 
lag (ting 'dzin yan lag); and equanimity, tang nyom yen !tzg (btang myoms yan lag), 
upekfhd. 

r 3 8 The eight-branch path of the aryas pertains to correct view,_ytmg d�<gpa'i til wa (ytmg 
dagpil'i lt11 ba) ,sttmyagdrrti; correct thought, yang dagpal togpa: (yang dtzgp,z'i rtogptz) ,  
s•mzytlksmpka!p,z; correct speech, yang d,;g pL1z· ngak (ytmg dttg pa'i ngag), sam_yagvdk; 
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correct l ifestyle, yang dagp,/i ley kyi ta (yang dagpa'i ltzs kYi mtha) ,  s,;myakk,zrmdnttz; 
correct livelihood, yang dag pa'i tso wa (yang dag pa'i 'tsho ba), sm-r�yagdjiva; correct 
effort, yang dag pa'i tsol wa (yang dag ptz 'i rtsol b,z ), samyagv_ydydma; correct mindful
ness, yang d,zg pa'i dren pa (yang dag pa'i dmn pa), s,zmyaksmrti; and correct sam ad hi, 
yang d,zgpa'i ting 'clzin (ytmg dagpa'i ting 'dzin), samy,zksamddhi. 

I 3 9  'Ihe state "with residue" refers to an arhat, or toe destroyer, who has ful ly abandoned 
all passions and karma yet is still alive in the karmic body. Even though passions have 

been eliminated from the stream of mind , still remaining in the body means that the 
cause tor su ftering still remains. Once the arhat passes from his or her body, then this 
becomes the state of an arhat "without the residue" of the karmic body. 

I 40 These are the sixteen moments of cognition and forbearance of the path of seeing: 
the perception of the doctnne of the truth of sutfenng, dug ng,zl lt� cho she pa (.rdug 
bmgal Lz chos :ihes pa), du/;Jkhadht�m111jiidntl; receptiveness ro the perception of the 
doctrine of suffering, dug ngal/11 cho she p11'i zod p11 (sdug bsng11l l11 chos shes pa'i bzod 
p11), du/;Jkh,zdhamtt:ljndnak!fhdnti; the ali:er-effect of the perception of the doctrine of 
the truth of suffering, dug ngal la je su tok pa'i she pa (sdug bsngal la rjes su rtogs pa'i 
shes pa ), du/;Jkhdnv,;yajndna; and receptiveness to the ali:er-effect of the perception 
of the doctrine of the truth of suffering, dug ngal la je su tok pa'i she pa'i zod pa (sdug 
bmgal la rje,· ,·u rtogs p,z'j shes pt�'i hzod pt�), du/;Jkhdnt/�yajndn.tkfbdnti. These four 
moments are then appl ied in the same order to the truth of the origin of suffering, 
to the truth of its cessation, and to the truth of the path, making sixteen moments in 
all. 

I 4 I The thi rty-seven doctrines of awakening are the four applications of mindfulness, the 
four correct trainings, the four supports for miraculous ability, the five faculties, the 

five powers, the seven branches of en lightenment, and the eightfold path. 
1 4 2- The six transcendental perfections, pa rol tu chin pa drug (pha rol tu phyin pa drug), 

!fhatpdmmitd, are generosity,jinpa (sbyin pa), dana; moral discipline, tsultrim (tshul 
khrims), shila; patience, zO'dpa (bzod pa), k1hdnti; perseverance, tson dru (brtson 
�r;rus), virya; concentration, samten (bsam gtan), dhydna; and incisive knowledge, 
shemb (shes rab ) , pmjnd. The ten transcendental perfections, pa rol tu chin pa chu 
(pha 1·ol tu phyin pa bcu ) , dashapdmmitd, are the preceding six plus skillful means, 
t,zb (thabs), updya; aspiration, mon lam (srnon lam)' prm:zidhdna; strength, tob (stobs ), 
bala; and wisdom,yeshe (ye shes) ,jndna. 

I 4 3  The reference to "nectar" is used because th is is the most supreme drink partaken 
of by the gods. The supreme taste is that of sweetness, or sugar. This emphasizes the 
abundance of the enjoyments that occur in the god realms. 

I 44 This reference to "emptiness" means that, within the basic nature of emptiness, all 
phenomena that emerge are the inherent nature of wisdom manifestations and kayas 
of the enlightened beings. Thi s  is not reference to tangible phenomena but to the 
nature of phenomena, which is the view that sees the nature of phenomena in the 
context of emptiness. 

14 s The second section is the explanation of the tantra that illuminates the actual mean
ing. The first part of this second section has been explained just prior to this point, 
which was the explanation of the way compassion arises as a matter of course from 
the manifestation of the ground. Now the explanation continues on from that point 
to describe in great detail the peaceful and wrathful mat:t<;l.alas. The peaceful and 
wrathful explanations each have their own subsections. 
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1 46 This term is  used in reference to the Sanskrit use of heavy and light syllables, which 
implies the use of superscripted or subscript consonants or vowels. 

I 4 7 Of the two types of wind mentioned here, the first wind is the ba ya ttl that means the 
wind that functions to bring forth the sound oflanguage. 

I 48 This is reference to the second type of wind that is connate or simultaneous, because 
it is inherent within the syllable. 

I 49 According to Khen Rinpoche Namdrol as taught by his teachers, it is possible that 
one l ine is missing here in the quote since there is no reference to the five reversed 
syllables: tm, thra, dra, dhra, and nm. 

1 so This is reference to the ber ka ris that will be explained during the exposition of this 
section. 

1 )  1 Earth, water, fire, and space. 
1 5 2  Just as the eight auspicious symbols indicate the qualities of the Buddha's wisdom 

kaya, likewise, here the reference is to the Buddha's wisdom speech as the source 
of all. The image of the vase indicates a vessel that is filled with ambrosia. This is a 
metaphor for the Buddha's enlightened speech that is filled with the ambrosia of the 
dharma. 

1 s 3 The reference ro the "wheels" of the palms and soles means the physical marks of a 
nirmal,lakaya buddha, and in this case the palms and soles are marked with eight
spoked wheels. 

1 5 4 The words "oh gh from the teeth" were missing from the pecha and inserted by 
Khenpo Namdrol Rinpoche. 

1 s s When a practitioner realizes the phenomena of the cloud of syllables emerging from 
enlightened body, speech and mind, these are the phenomena that will occur. This is 
based on wisdom awareness and not something that an ordinary person could really 
comprehend. In short, all impure phenomena of the ordinary world collapse, and 
the six motions of wisdom come into play. [Please refer to the commentary given by 
Khen Rinpoche Namdrol.) 

1 s 6 The her ka ris is also referred to as a "dtmg kyoi' which arc both names for the symbol 
that appears at the beginning of all Tibetan literature. According to Sakya Pal,l<,iita, 
it is the same as the syllable ah that resembles the trunk of an elephant and is placed 
at the head of all other syllables. Some scholars claim that om was always the lead syl
lable for all mantras and, likewise, historically om was written at the beginning of all 
Tibetan literature. Ova many generations the form of the syllable om transformed 
into the "dtmg kyog" symbol found at the beginning of all written Tibetan. 

I 57 Here the term "dang" refers to the "dang kyog" mentioned above. 
r 5 8  Om is Buddha Heruka's seed syllable and is placed here at the end of the seed syllables 

of the peaceful mal,l<;lala of deities in order to indicate that the wrathful ones are the 
radiance of the peaceful ones. 

1 S9 In the root tantra, the syllables for the wrathful ones appear as oh Qlb whereas in the 
commentary they are om. We translated according to the root tantra. 

I 6o "I he three humors are the basis tor understanding the system of medicine as practiced 
in Tibet. According to these teachings that find their origin in the tantra explained 
by the Buddha of Medicine, all disease originates from the three poisons of desire, 
anger, and delusion. Once there is a mental disturbance based upon the emergence 
of the passions, then this contributes to the beginning of an imbalance in the corre
sponding humor. Desire corresponds to phlegm, hatred to bile, and delusion to wind. 
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All states o f  me mal unrest and physical disease are inrcrconncctcd according ro rhis 
sysrem. 

r 6 r Th is refers to bodhisattvas on the renrh ground who have received the empowerment 
of great light rays. 

r 6 � 1l1is refers to the manrras of the peaceful de i ties. 
r6 J A "vajra staircase" is an imaginary bridge rhat reaches from onesel f  to another dimen

sion through the power of single-pointed samadhi. 
r 6 4  Here, the author has elaborated upon the meaning of the live l ines found in rhc root 

tantra by inrcrpreting that meaning three different ways in rhc commentary. 1hesc 
lines are only found once in rhe root rantra. 

r 6 s  1l1c four doors to perfect liberation arc the liberation of rhe sense sources as lim it
lc" spcKC, l imitless consciotbllc», nothingness, and rhe door to l ibcracion that is not 
without recognition. 

r 66 'I he eight doors to perfect liberation are divided into two categories as follows: the 
rhree doors within the form realm are d1e em bodied looking at form, the formless 
looking at form, and the door to liberation through attractive forms. 1he remaining 

five are within the formless realm as infinite space, infinite consciousness, nothing
ness, rhc peak of aisrence, and the door ro l iberation through cessation. 

I 67 1 he aurhor mentions this here because the Zurpa tradition describes the deities as 

ornaments of the palace; so omniscient Longchcnpa is faulting that claim. 
I 68 'These are the same as the tour seals of the doctrine as ir pertains to the view. 1l1ey are 

that all  compounded th ings are impermanenc, all that is contaminated is the nature 
of suffering, all phenomena arc empty and selfless, and the state beyond sorrow is 
true peacefulness. 

I 69 1his refers to the discards or disturbing emotions that are the obstructions to be 
abandoned on the paths of seeing and meditation. 

r 70 The fully mature, immortal, and mahamudra vidyadharas. 
I 7 1  \v'c are uncertain about the reference to these three n«mes and have assumed that 

they were individuals who may have participated in the creation of the three versions 
that were compiled based on the F-ight Thousand Verses as taught by the Buddha. The 
fact that these versions were different in length is the point being made. 

r 72 Th is symbolizes the unchanging nature. 
r 7 3 1l1ese descriptions all describe the namre of a single vase. 
I 74 These are the three samadhis that arc the basis for the emergence of deity visualiza

tion. 1lley correspond to the emergence oft he sambhogakaya and nirmar1akaya from 
the dharmakaya. 

I 7 s Dhriim is also the seed syllable for generating the celestial palace based on the prayers 
made by the buddha known as Tsugror Khorli:i Gyurpa, Buddha Wheel of the Crown 
Aperture. 

I 76 'lhere is no explanation for the term dzin,z dzik, which indicates Vairochana. Khenpo 
Namdrol Rinpochc mentions char, in the personal notes of Khenpo Zhenga, he says 
that being completely victorious over the elaborate and the nonvirtuous is the mean
ing of Vairochana. 

r 77 In the root tantra the mantra reads benzar tsit,z om, and in the commentary it reads 
henzar tsita hung. In Khenpo Shenga's notations, he  mentions rhat his mantra reads 
benzar tsita hung. 

r 78 1l1e text reads kh.un .>tim (kharmgsum) or "the three realms:' bur we have translated 
this as "the three doors" based llpon Khen Rinpoche's commentary. 
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I 79 Here, the two root causes arc the rtya len g_yi S.Y'' (r�ycr len gyi 1g_yu) or the cause 
based on perpetual fixation and the !hen chig kye p,z 'i gyu (!han ug skyes p,z'i 1gyu) or 
the cause that is  connate. 

I So The term being discussed is dridpd (sbrid p,z) ,  which can mean "ro sneeze" or "to 
lose feeling:' such as numbness. Here, according to the Omniscient One this means 
"numbness:· so we have translated it accordingly. 

I 8 I TI1is is a cryptic example that is meant to demonstrate that, when the sound of a 
sneeze is heard, it can be interpreted in different ways, such as some thinking it means 
the person is falling ill, while some may th ink it  means they are getting better. The 
main point here is  that the same sound is interpreted differently based on the ind i 
\'idual fa-:ulties of those to be tamed, and that is the: quality of enlightened speech. 

I B 2 The twelve scriptural categories arc classes of siitra, intermediate verses, prophetic 
teach ings, specific teachings, inrroducwry teachings, narratives, parables, legends, 
rebirth stories, extensive scriptural teachings, unrivaled teach ings, and decisive 
instructions. 

I 8 3 Once again the author is interpreting the verses of the root tantra according to the 
aspects of tfte practice to give th.e rc·<>der more elaboration. 1hesc verses are only 
repeated once in the root text. 

I 84 This sentence beginning with "meditating in this way" has been mistakenly omitted 
fi-om the Tibc:tan tc:xt. 

1 S s When constructing a mal).<) ala, one mnst first make offeri ngs to the Earth Goddess, 
who is a guardian of the land where nUif<)alas are constructed. Generally, there are 
guardians and earth lords encompassing all of the earth and i nconceivable in num
ber. The general guardians of earth and the Earth Goddess mentioned here are differ
ent in this respect. 

I 86 This is  reference to the piirba that one should have in order to perform this ritual. 
Reference to a "red piirba" means a piirba that is  either made fi-om red sandalwood or 
another red wood; or one may also use a metal piirba that has a red-colored ribbon 
tied around the neck. 

I 87 According to the tantras, this earth deity is the owner of the earth in general. His 
upper body is human, lower body is serpent; and he is white in color and in the 
posture oflying down. \Vhenever one is going to dig or disturb the earth, according 
to astrology one would check to see where and in what position the Earth Lord is 
laying. Once this is known and if the activity is in accord with this, then it is taught 
that siddhis and good fortune will prevail. If not, then the opposite will occur. 

I 8 8  Urine, dung, milk, butter, and curd, 
1 B9 Rice, wheat, barley, legumes, and buckwheat. 
I 90 This is a mantra for expelling obstades and obstructing torees. 
I 9 t TI1.ese arc the same wrathful deities rhat reside at rhc perimeter of the mal).<)ala on the 

spokes of the wheel. 
I 9 2  Here the Tibetan text reads "nagpo" or black, which refers to indigo or dark blue. 
r 9 3 There arc eight greater units in each cardinal direction from the center. 
1 94 The. three syllables are om, t?h, and hung. 
I 9 s The recitation is found on pages 59-61  of the root tantra. 
r 96 This may he interpreted to be the dc:sign known as a "patra pattern" that is very com

mon in Asian design . 

I 97 1he pecha erroneously says "square." 
I 98 Milk, butter, and curd. 
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1 9 9 Honey, sugar, and molasses. 
wo "Lay ordination" means taking the vows of refuge. This includes all five vows of lay 

ordination, which arc to refrain tfom killing, stealing, adultery, lying, and becoming 
intoxicated. At least one of these vows must be taken in order w qualify as a lay Bud
dhist practitioner. 

2.0 1  The shu d<Ig kmpo is a flowering plant that produces flowers that hang downward. 
The base is sweet and fragrant, and the root is highly medicinal. In Tibetan medicine, 
this is referred w as the white, black, and multicolored medicinal plant. 

2.02. Human flesh. 
2.03 Here, the Omniscient One seems to be ridiculing his adversaries by comparing their 

notion of the mai;Iqala that is so minute to the same amount of merit that it will 
accumulat<:, which is basically next to nothing. 

204 This is reference to the principal one of the mai;Iqala, the teacher Samantabhadra or  
Vairochana. 

20 5 The ma1�qala of the forty-two peaceful deities. 
206 King Ajatashatru was unable to see or make use of the palace because the palace was 

appearing only as a result of the youth Jyotiska's karma, which is why he alone was 
able to experience this. This story is recounted from the life stories of the Buddha in 
order to demonstrate the law of karmic cause and result. 

207 This is also a reference taken from rhe Jacaka Tales. 
2.08 According to Buddhist cosmology, this is the northern continent that surrounds Mt. 

Meru. 
2.09 1he new moon. 
2. 1 0  According to ancient times: when a king was to be enthroned, he would first be 

empowered by his predecessor. The empowerment would involve the consecrated 
vase empowerment; and once having received this, then the new king would be 
considered to have mastery over the country's affairs. The Veda scriptures were the 
pre-Buddhist scriptures of India, and so the empowerment would be carried out 
according to this system. 

2 1  1 Reference to "the five bodhichittas as the teacher" indicates the five kayas of the five 
buddha families. Reference to the m ind's nature as "the five great elements" indicates 
the five consorts. Saying that "the cause of everything is the bodhichitta" reveals the 
inherent wisdom buddha nature. 

2. 1 2 The four modes of achieving perfect realization are the single cause, the syllables, the 
blessing, and acmal realization. 

2. 1  3 "The three" refers to either the three times or the three spheres of subject, object, and 
activity. 

2 1 4  This refers to the radiance of the five wisdoms indwelling as the intrinsic nature of the 
original ground. 

2 1  5 These are the ten prerequisites that, when possessed, qualify individuals as someone 
who must be liberated through wrathful  means. Liberation is the method for free
ing them from their weighty nonvirme and sending their consciousnesses to higher 
states of rebirth or liberation. 

2 1 6  lbe three purities are the purity of the universe, nod dagpa (snod d<Igp<I); the inhabit
ants, chifd d<Igp<I (bcud dtlgp<I); and aggregates,gytl n<Im dagpa (rgyud m<Irns d<Igp<I). 

2. 1 7 The four states of evenness are relative and ultimate evenness and the two surpassing 
states of evenness, meaning rhe five aggregates as buddha and eight states of con
sciousness as \visdorn. 
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1. 1 8  'This line is defining the term "naijor" (rna£ 'byor) or "yoga' in  Sanskrit. This term 
is reference to someone who has transcended the ordinary phenomena of this world 
by abiding in the mind's nature and sustaining that nature. TI1Us, such a person is 
referred to as a "yogin" or "yogin!:' This implies more than just being a practitioner, 
bur in fact means a practitioner who has gained some level of realization. 

2 r 9 Here, there is an additional line in the root tantra that is included in the commentary 
a lirrlc further down. \X'e have chosen to leave it as is. The line reads "emanations radi
ate in the aspect of light rays." 

22.0 This refers to the qualities of the Buddha that are unequalled. In ancient India, the 
Shakya dass was the most powerful among all with skills and strengths that always 
surpassed any other humans. Tiut is also one of the main reasons why this class was 
chosen by the Buddha for his reincarnation in this world. According to the ancient 
stories, there are accounts of giants who were a type of powerful wrestler ;  and they 
are referenced here in order to compare that level of skill with that of the buddhas. 

22 1 The three prajflas are the triad wisdoms that abide as the innate nature of the ground: 
the nature, intrinsic nature, and compassion. 

2.2.2 "Nonconducive causes" are passion- and cognitive-based obstructions. 

2 2. 3  These are the twofold omniscient wisdoms of knowing the nature of the way things 
abide and the way they appear. 

2 24 These followers are also called the "Flung Afar" because their views fling them far 
from humankind. 

225  In ancient India, there were four great languages, namely, Sanskrit, lekjar (legs sbyar) ; 
Prakrit,papa (phal pa); Paishachi, sha za (sha za); and Apabhraf)'lsha, zur chak (zur 
chags). 

2.2.6 This is as it pertains to body, speech and mind. 

2.2.7 Even though the commentary mentions that buddhas' deeds will be accomplished 
afi:er six hundred thousand years, we have translated this as "sixteen lifetimes" based 
upon the quotation from the root tantra that follows this passage. 

228 Although the commentary reads drug or "six;' we have assumed that to be a spell
ing error since the subject being supported by the quote is the sixty branches of the 
speech of the nirmii.t;�akaya. 

229 This means the life-essence wind. 
2 3 o It seems that this is taken from Maiijushri's Magical Maniftstation Matrix. However, 

in the root Guhyagarbha Tantra, there is an identical passage ; except there is refer
ence to four vehicles rather than three. 

2 3 1 These two bodhisattvas were well known for their devotion. Norzang was extremely 
dedicated to the guru, and Tagtu Ngu was a disciple of Buddha Chopag, who had 
great diligence for the dharma. At the time of the Buddha's life, these two bodhi
satrvas were examples of practitioners who possessed great fortitude and selfless dili
gence toward dharma practice. If a disciple is similar to that, then the point is made 
that all transmissions should be given over to him or her without any holding back 
since he or she would be considered a suitable recipient. 

2 3 2 According to the Vinaya, the four root downfalls are to kill, steal, lie, and commit 
adultery. 

23  3 Thts is Mahottara, or Chemchog Heruka, here and Vajraki:laya in other explana
tions. 

2 34 Lh,1 jin is the name of a person, whereas chiid jin is not a name bur means to express 
generosity. 
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2 3 s 'TI1is refers ro the propensities of the twelve links of interdependent origination, the 
syllables of the six realms, and so forth that abide in the channels while one is alive. 

2 36 ln the commentary there is no mention of the Hell of Ultimate Torment here, but we 
have included it as one of the eighc In addition, this order of mentioning the hells is a 
bit different fi·om the usual presentations, as here the amhor refers to the lowest hell 
followed by the rest in  ascending order. 

2 3 7  Thi s  is also mentioned in ascending order. 
2 3 8  The nine states of union are the four states of meditative concentration of the aryas, 

or sublime beings, who have realized the nature of the truth of the path; the tour 
states of meditative concentration of the formless heings; and the meditative concen
tration of cessation as the ninth. 

2. 3 9  This is the Pleiades [ i .e., K�;ttika], one of the twenty-eight Nak�hatras, constellations 
or stars in the moon's path. 

2.40 'TilC term dhara is found in the root tantra, but excluded here in the commentary. 
241 The last four names also include the name mukha, but the author has excluded it in 

the commentary. Please sec the root tantra for the full name of each deity. 
2.42 Here the term dm-o is  Tibetan, and this means "enemy." It is included in the Sanskrit 

mantra as a generic way of referring to the enemy that is to be liberated. 
2.43  In the root tann·a, there is reference to the term "ma!f�ala;' which is "wheel" in the 

commentary. 'they both refer to the same thing, so we decided to go with "wheel." 
244 ]he term zung means "to be united;' which refers to the union of male-female. The 

original tantra must have misspelled this word as bzung, which means "grasping." 
Hence, the author has mentioned this error. TI1e term bzungwhen spelled with a "b" 
prefix means "to take hold of" According to the author, that term should be spelled 
without a prefix; in which case, it then means "to be united" or "intertwined" when 
joined with the term no! (bsnol). 

2.4) The eight charnel-ground adornments arc categorized as the three garments; the two 
kinds of fastened ornaments, which include human-skull ornaments that are dried 
and fresh; and then the three smeared substances. A longer list of what these are has 
been included here in the commentary. 

2.46 Here, we must note that, in the versions of the root tantra that were used in the trans
lation, both of the terms tok (rtogs) andgom (bsgom) are found and mean "realization 
and meditation." However, in Longchenpa's commentary, he spells these words as 
rtog and gums, which mean "conceptions and familiarity:' His commentary to the 
root is  based upon this latter spelling, so the translation here is based upon that spell
ing. 

2.47 The term drel (bsgml), which means "to liberate" refers to liberating all negative con
cepts in  the unborn nature. Likewise, the term used for the practice of the offering of 
liberation is drol chod (sgml mchod), which means "to liberate." The author makes the 
point that these two terms are the same. 

2-48 TI1is is reference to beings who have the ten prerequisites that make them suitable 
objects for the method of liberation that belongs to Secret Mantra Vajrayana. 1hc 
ten are to destroy the docuine, to disparage the Triple Gem, to steal or embezzle 
the property of the sangha, to revile the Mahayana, to harm the hody of the guru, to 
disregard the vaj ra relatives, to bring obstacles to the process of accomplishment, to 
completely forsake lo\'e and compassion, to lose the vows and samaya, and to harbor 
wrong views toward the law of cause of result. 

�49 The eight roots are as tallows: 'lhc first four inner roots are the blood from the right 
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nostril of the male consort, blood hom the female consort's lotus, the navel blood 
from a newborn, and the heart blood of a hero slain in battle. 1hc four outer are the 
blood of wild animals such as tigers and leopards, the blood of winged birds such as 
vultures, the blood of hoofed animals such as horses and donkeys, and the blood of 
ddt-footed animals such as yaks. 'I he one thousand branch substances [of the eight J 
are explained in detail in treatises that deal with the subject of making sacred dharma 
medicine. In Lobpon Tashi Cyatso's flower Ornmnent of Upholding ALmtm, ng<�k 
ch,mgg}'en gp me tog (mgags dwng rg_y,m g_yi me tog) , the different assertions of great 
masters concerning these enumerations are listed. Those masters include Lobpon 
Htu11kara, Lilavajra, Vimalamitra, Lobpon Padmasambhava, Buddha C upta, and so 
forth. 

2 5 0  This is a Vinaya text concerning the vows of the bhik�hus. "Karika" seems to mean 
"verses," and the text itself is often referred to as the Getsul!Girik,i. 

2 5  r This refers to a highly accomplished master who has the ability to teach this tantra 
accurately and profoundly. "Vajra" implies that potential, and "tongue" refers to their 
capacity to verbally express things. 

2 5 2.  If something is manmade, it is compounded and inherently impermanent; and if 
it is inherently impermanent, it is manmade. This logic applies to the relationship 
between the vows and samayas. If there arc vows, then there can be samayas; and if 
there are samayas, then there will be vows. That is why their nature is the same, b ut 
the aspects are different. 

2 5 3  This is reference to the god realm known as Nirma!farata. 
2 54 This is reference to a practitioner who has absolutely accomplished wrathful enlight

ened activity through reliance upon a wrathful, wisdom-deity sadhana. If such a 
person has a reason to liberate an object who is a ground-level bodhisattva, they 
may be able to do so. That is the meaning of "the kaya of the Buddha." It should be 
understood that this specifically emphasiles the advanced level of wrathful-activity 
accomplishment that is based on enlightened intent. 

2) 5 (;iven that all sentient beings are actually buddhas, they must come to realize this. A 
practitioner 's goal is to liberate all sentient beings trom sal!lsira, so here the author 
refers to the objects ofliberation as all sentient beings. 

2 56 The enlightened activity ofliberating the enemies of the doctrine. 
2 5 7  Garab Wangchiik is the lord of demons in the realm known as Zhentriil Wangched, 

or the Paranirmitashavartin realm. 
2 5 8  According to ancient Vedic poetry, the sun is a god that rides upon a chariot led by 

five horses. That metaphor is used here to indicace that this text contains the wisdom 
knowledge that illuminates the darkness in the minds of the fortunate ones who can 
comprehend this. Reference to "the five horses" indicates the caliber of knowledge 
that can be gleaned from such a treatise. 

2 5 9  Gangri Tcidkar, which means the White Snow Mountain Ridge, is where the Omni· 
scient One spent many years of his lite and the location where he composed and com
piled the Seven Treasures, as well as the trilogy on Dispelling Darkness. The physical 
location is close to the capital city of Lhasa in central T ibet. 
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who are Manurakshasi, Rakti, Rati, Bhakshasi, Mahakall, Mahachagala, 
Mahakumbhakarnl, and Lambodara. The Bhagawan great, glorious 
Heruka Chemchog o f the Wheel enters into union with Brahmani, 
Raudri, Indram, Vaishnavi, and Kaumari. The Bhagawan great, glorious 
Heruka o f the Jewel enters into union with Amrta, Shanti, Dandi, Somi, 
and Rakshasi. The Bhagawan great, glorious Heruka o f the Lotus enters 
into union with blood-guzzling Rudhiramadi, Ekacarini, Manoharika, 
Siddhikari, and Vayudevi. [48] Tine Bhagawan great, glorious Karma 
Heruka enters into union with Agnayi, Varahi, Chamundi, Bhujana, and 
Varunani.

Then the rapturous Bhagawan and all wrathful mandalas recite hung, 
[and] the entire assembly o f the lotus mandalas joins in full embrace. Then 
having taken delight, ha is recited; and through the cause o f the bodhi- 
chitta an assembly of Gauri, an assembly o f Cauri, an assembly o f Pramoha, 
an assembly o f Vetali, an assembly o f Pukkasi, an assembly of Chandali, 
an assembly o f Smashani, and an assembly o f Ghasmari—including their 
astonishing individual weapons— emerge. Having emerged, they take their 
seats upon the spokes o f the great, blazing wheel, beginning in the east. In 
frightening forms, each one is brandishing their individual weapon.

Then in astate o f rapture by reciting he, an assembly of great Simhamukhi, 
an assembly o f Vyaghrlmukhi, an assembly o f Shrgamukhi, an assembly o f 
Shvanamukhi, an assembly o f Grdhramukhi, an assembly o f Karikamukhi, 
an assembly o f Kakamukhi, and an assembly of Ulukamukhi'- all emerge 
with their individual weapons and astonishing accouterments. Once 
they emerge, they take their seats at the perimeter o f the great, blazing 
wheel. With their awesome expressions, they form a circle beginning in 
the east.

Their rapture then permeates the ten directions [49] o f all realms with
out exception. By reciting phet, the assemblies V ajratejasa, Vajramogha, 
Vajraloka, and Vajravetali all emerge holding their particular astonishing 
weapons. Once they emerge, they abide in extremely awesome forms at 
the four entranceways o f the great, blazing mandala. Then from the joyful 
clouds, the sound of phet reverberates throughout the ten directions. They 
all become fearsome, and even all matarah are sent back to their individual 
abodes. Kye hoi

Then the Bhagawan takes great delight; and with great compassion, 
the great, glorious herukas enter into the evenness o f samadhi called “the 
source o f ambrosia.” From their vajra enlightened body, speech, and mind,
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2 .2 . I .I . 1 . 1 .1 .3 .2.3  The Concluding Activity of Proclaiming the Benefits, Followed 

by the Celebration

Third, for the concluding activity o f proclaiming the benefits, followed 
by the celebration, there are five. First, the benefits o f empowerment con
ferral are that one becomes an heir o f the victors [and] does not revert 
to the lower vehicles, [liberation] occurs expediently, and prophecies are 
received. O f these four, becoming an heir o f the victors means that, from 
the time o f receiving the empowerment, one is considered to be a child of 
the buddhas; so that in this life one’s wishes will be fulfilled, and in a future 
life one will take higher rebirth or achieve liberation. The continuum of 
lower rebirths will be severed. It states [in the root tantra]:

From that day onward, one becomes an heir o f the Victorious 

One.
The lower realms will no longer exist, and 
There will be immortality and abundant happiness.
One will become a master o f the higher realms o f liberation.

Thus, it is.
To not revert to the lower vehicles is as it states in the Vajra Peak:

Until the eighth ground is attained,
The danger [of reversion to] the lower vehicles remains. [351]
But whoever enters
The great secret vehicle will attain
The ground o f the bodhisattvas.

Thus, it is. “Occurring expediently” is as the quote continues:

That which takes sixteen lifetimes for others to attain 
Can be attained through this [vehicle] in a single lifetime.
If the ground o f the bodhisattvas is attained 
But the secret mandala is not entered—
According to whatever level has been attained—
Having confidcnce in that vehicle 
In this and all future lifetimes
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Assures that one will become a practitioner o f the vajra [i.e., 
Vajrayana];

And at the end o f sixteen lifetimes,
The peaceful state o f buddha will be attained.
If the secret vehicle is not entered
After enduring hardships for two countless kalpas,
Even if  the ground o f a bodhisattva is attained,
Sixteen lifetimes will not be enough.

Thus, and in the Secret Treasury Tantra,J it states:

If one possesses an authentic empowerment,
Empowerments will continue to be received life after life.
Following seven consecutive lifetimes:
Even without practice, siddhis will occur.

Thus, it is.
Prophecies are issued as stated in the Union with Buddha tantra:

From the time a disciple enters the mandala 
And receives all the supreme substances:
Through the conferral o f the vajra name,
It is predicted that [the disciple] will becomc a tathagata.
Through preparation with these mudras 
Until the heart o f awakening is realized,
[The disciple] will always hold the name “Vajra”
And will then become awakened.

Thus, it is. [351]
Although the miraculous abilities resulting from the qualities attained 

on the grounds are different from those resulting from empowerment con
ferral, [the latter] more swiftly assures the state o f buddhahood, which is 
why this is the profound path.

Second, the faults of not receiving empowerment are as the quote 
continues:

a gyii sa n g d zo d  [rgyudgsang m dzod)
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